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PROPOSED SCHEMK OF AMAlJiAMATlUN.

As it is goncriilly known Jiniongst the nicnibers of the lloyal

Avchteological Institute that negotiations have taken place with the

Council of the British Archcpological Association with a view to the

union of the two Societies, the Council of the Institute wishes to

inform the members that the cause of the failure of the negotiations

was the demand of the delegates of the Association to retain in the

united Society the offices which they now hold in the Association.

The following is the scheme for the union of the Societies proposed

by the delegates of the Institute :

—

1. That each Society elect the members of the other to its own membership, so

that the coiitiuuity of both may be preserved.

2. That a name shall be chosen which shall be accepted by each Society.

3. That both Societies summon a meeting of their memljers, at the same time and
at the same place.

4. That all officers and the Councils of both Societies resign.

5. That the meeting do elect a President for the united Society.

6. That the President do there and then receive nominations for membership of

the Council from any who wish to make them (no member to nominate more than six

candidates), after which that meeting to adjourn to such time and place as the

President may appoint.

7. That alphabetical lists of the candidates for the Council be printed, and that

they be used as voting papers at the adjourned meeting.

8. That in voting, each member present shall put marks on the voting paper

opposite the names of not more than twenty candidates for whom he wishes to vote,

and the twent}' candidates who receive the highest number of votes shall form the

Council of the Society. Any paper upon which moi-e than twenty votes are marked
shall be void, and only one vote shall be given to each candi'.late.

9. That the Council so elected shall arrange all details for the working of the

Society, and shall nominate Vice-Presidents and other officers for the first year.

Publications.

10. That the publication of the present Series of the Journal of the Institute

cease with the current volume (50th), and that the .50th volume of the Journal of the

Association be the publication of the Society for the year 1894 ;
after which a New

Series shall be begun, with such title as the Council shall think fit.

11. That, as the funds of the Society permit, indexes be issued to the 50 volumes

of the Journal of the Institute, and to the 50 volumes of the Journal of the Associa-

tion.
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SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST IN ART, LEGEND, AND RITUAL.'

By J. L. ANDRE, F.S.A.

Many circumstances have contributed to make S. John
the Baptist one of the most prominent saints honoured in

the early and media3val periods of Christianity. The mar-

vellous incidents attending his birth, his life as one of the

three perpetual Nazarites mentioned in scripture, the

dignity conferred upon him as the baptizer of his Lord,

and his courageous martyrdom, would have served to

render him exceptionally conspicuous among the early

saints, even if Christ had not himself declared that of all

born of women there had arisen no greater than his pre-

cursor, John," Corresponding witii the greatness of the

saint was the honour paid to his memory and his remains,

and probably in no country was he more venerated than in

England, where nearly four hundred parish churches bear

his name, and many religious houses and hospitals, guilds

and fraternities took him for their patron, especially the

civic companies of tailors and barbers,^ and in English art

the numerous little alabaster tablets and seals bearing the

head of S. John testify to the honour in which he was

^ Reau at the Monthly Meeting of the Cassian," Com. on Gospels, vol. i, p. 99.

Institute, Feb. 1st, 1893. Mossman's translation.

- He is held in much esteem by the ^ Besides being the patron of the

IMohammedans, and his miraculous birth " Confraternity of Kt. John Baptist of

is alluded to in the Koran, which states Merchant Taylors," of Loudon, as it is

that the angels said to Zacharias :
" Verily yet called, S. John was honoured by the

God prorbiseth thee a son named John, tailors of Bristol, whose guild was estab-

who shall bear witness to the Word lished by Royal Charter, dated 22
which Cometh from God ; an honourable Richard II. They had an altar at S,

person, chaste, and one of the righteous Owen's Church, where mass was daily

prophets," Koran, Sale's translation, ch. said by their chaplain. See Arch. Join:

iii, p. 36. Cornelius u Lapide says that vol. xxxviii, p. 113. The fraternity
" the Fathers constantly call John the of the same craft at Exeter bore the

Prince of Monks and Anchoritts, as S. image of S. John vipou their seal. See

Jerome, S. Chrysostom, Theophylact, Ibid., vol. xi, p. 182.

VOL. L (No. 197) B
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licld, as do the numerous paintings of liis effigy or tlic

events of his life whicli formerly adorned our churches,

and of which over fifty examples are given in the South

Kensington List.^

In ecclesiastical art we often find examples of saints

especially associated together, as is the case with the two

deacons, SS. Laurence and Stephen, the kings, Edmund
and Edward, the martyrs, Christopher and George, the

virgins, Catherine and Margaret." In like manner John

the Baptist and John the Evangelist are often portrayed

together in Christian iconography, as in paintings at Can-

terbury Cathedral, and in several churches ; and they are

so shown on a l)ronze panel of the tomb of Henry VII.

at Westminster. Their emblems, the eagle and the lamb,

form the spandrils of the west doorway at Cottishall S.

John's, Norfolk, and occasionally there is a series of repre-

sentations of the events in the lives of the precursor and

evangelist, as at Guildford S. Mary, and in an altar-piece

of the fifteenth century at the Louvre, Paris. When a

person bore the name of John, sometimes there will be

found figures of two or more saints similarly named ; thus

John of Waltham, who died in 1395, had on his brass at

AVestminster Abbey, the effigies of SS. John the Evangelist,

John of Beverley, and John the Almoner ; in like manner

the brass of John Byrkhed, 1418, at Harrow, Middlesex,

shows the Baptist and the Evangelist upon the orphrey of

his cope.^ S. John, as the preacher of repentance, is some-

times joined with S. Mary Magdalen the great example of

it, as at Wiggenhall S. Mary, Norfolk ; but the reasons for

the presence of certain saints round the head of S. John on

the English alabaster tablets has not been satisfiictorily

explained." So popular was the precursor saint that his

effigy may be seen repeated two or three times in the same

1 To these may be added traces of a with where the persons commemorated
fig\ire of the Baptist on tlie south-east did not bear their name, as on the

respond of the south arcade at Heacham, brasses of Laurence de St. Maur, 1337,

Norfolk. at Higham Ferrars, and on that of
'^ This association is sometimes seen in Henrj' Sever, 1471, at Merton College

ritual as well as art. A conspicuous Chapel, Oxford.

example is furnished by the two lead- * At Norwich the Prior's doorway has

ing Apostles, SS. Peter and Paul. It a central figure of our Lord, and on

appears also occasionally in the dedica- one side S. John Baptist and a Bishop,

tions of churches, as in the last cited on the other, a King and Moses with

instance. Caldwell Priory, Beds, was the tables of the law. See Goulburn
dedicated to the two Saint Johns. on the nave roof bosses of Norwich

^ Occasionally the two Saints are met Cathedral, p. 418.
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l)uil<ling, {IS at Westminster, where the cliapcls of Henry
VII. have three images of S. John Baptist, and he is

painted twice at Randworth, Norfolk, and Plymptree,
Devon. ^

The earliest representations of the Baptist show him
scantily clad in the skin of a camel, with occasionally the

head of the animal hanging down ; but in later works he

frequently appears vested in a linen or stuff tunic and
mantle, now and then the tunic is of camel hair under
a vesture of linen. Tlie hair and beard of the saint are

usually long and unkempt, his countenance stern and
thoughtful, and his feet are bare. In a Greco-Italian picture

of thirteenth or fourteenth century date the nimbus round
the head of 8. John is composed of stars. The Greek
Church translates literally the words of S. Mark, " Behold
I send my angel (messenger) l)efore my face," and its

artists constantly attach wings to the shoulders of the

Baptist.^

The oldest emblem of the saint is the lamb, the symbol
of our Lord, and to which he generally points with the

first finger of his right hand ; sometimes the lamb re^DOses

upon a closed book, as at Easton Church, Hants ; the mar-

tyr's palm is seen in his left hand on the seal of S. John's

Priory, Clerkenwell, whilst occasionally a sword is placed

above his head, and this being the instrument of his

martyrdom forms his emblem in the Clog Almanacks.

The emblem most frecjuently used in more modern art is a

cross-headed staff formed of tw^o sticks tied together, it

appears in the pictures of the early Italian painters, Giotto,

Raphael, and Carraci ; round this symbol is generally

twined a scroll with the words. " Ecce Agnus dei, qui tollis

peccata mundi," or the first clause only of the sentence,

and at Brown's Bede House, Stamford, many scrolls with

this verse upon them are placed about the stained glass

effigy of S. John. The crescent and star are often seen in

connection with the precursor's image, as on a seal of S.

John's, Clerkenwell, temp. Richard II. These figures are

of Byzantine origin and were assumed by the Turks on the

^ John Nottingham, of Bury St. Ed- Baptist for the high altar S. Mary's,

nuiuds, grocer, by will, dated 1437, Bury." Bury Wills, p. 7.

left the sum of five marks for the - Lives of the Saiuts, vol. vi, p. 334.
" aciiuisition of an image of S. John
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taking of Constantinople, when tlicy placed them upon

their flag, as is the case to the present day.

Occasionally the Baptist is seen enthroned, as upon a

coin struck at Florence in 1252 ; his image formed part of

a pastoral staff at Salisbury Cathedral, and is still to be

seen crowning the silver mace of the beadle at S. John's,

Clerkenwcll, a noteworthy example, as it is dated 1685.

His efiigy was a favourite for the handles of spoons in the

middle ages, and the Merchant Tailors' Company of London
possessed many such with their patron saint.

The history of our saint was painted in tlie Chapter

House at Westminster, at Catfield and Elsing in Norfolk,

and AViston, Suffolk ; it appeared also in stained glass at

Battlefield, Shropshire, S. Slary's, Newington, Middlesex,

and Watcringljury, Kent.

The Ijirth of S. John is beautifully represented in a

Greek MS. of twelfth century date. It exhibits S. Eliza-

beth reclining cross-legged upon a couch whilst a female

hands her a vessel of food ; to the left of the bed is Zacha-

rias seated and writing upon a tablet, he is nimbed and

before him are other personages, one of whom, a beautiful

girlish figure, has her hands upraised in great astonishment.

In the foreground are small effigies of women, one of whom
is seated before the infjint S. John, wdio is seen in a font-

shaped basin, into which another female pours water from

an ewer.^ The naming of the Baptist is the subject of a

fine painting in the crypt of Canterbury Cathedral, and
is engraved in a work on the crypt by the Rev. Scott

Robertson

.

With the rise of the naturalistic and sentimental school

of religious art appeared the subject of the Holy Family,

as a member of which, the youthful S. John figures in late

Continental paintings. A similar conception, the departure

of the juvenile Baptist for the desert became frequent, and
was beautifully rendered by Philippo Lippi and Murillo,

but I can discover no indications of either subject in English

mediseval art.^

1 Engraving iu D'Agincourt, Hist, of by Lis mother into the desert, and
Art

,
pi. lix. A youthful female figure Cedriuus adds that he was concealed

sometimes represents the Blessed Virgin, in a certain cave, and that his mother
from a tradition that she was present at died there, and that an angel took care of

S. John's birth. the child." Cornelius ii Lapide, vol. i,

- " Nicephorus asserts that when John p. 100.

was a year and a half old he was taken
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In a chantry dedicated to S. John at S. George's Chapel,

Windsor, are three paintings of events in his life, one of

which represents him preaching in the wilderness, and on

the celebrated herse-cloth at Dunstable, Beds, he is seen as

a preacher " standing behind an imaginary pulpit, made of

two upright branches, in the forks of which a horizontal

branch is placed the heiglit of his waist, he stands on a

green plot of grass. "^ Albert Durer carved a wooden panel

with this subject, in which tS. John appears in strict

accordance with the early representations of him, a gaunt

figure with unkempt locks and beard, and his person

but partially covered by a camel's skin garment, his pulpit,

exactly like the Dunstable example, is planted upon a

rock, and is surrounded by an audience in sixteenth century

German costume.'^

S. John is occasionally very appropriately placed upon

pulpits in both ancient and modern art ; he is painted upon

fifteenth century ones at Horsham S. Faith's and Snettisham,

Norfolk ; whilst at Burlingham S. Edmund in the same

county, the text Inter Natos Mulierum Non Surrexit

Major Johamie Baptista runs round the cornice of the

original pulpit, prettily inscribed in black lettering with

red capitals.

The Baptism of our Lord by S. John has always been

a favourite subject in Christian art, and especially so in

connection with fonts and baptisteries. In many repre-

sentations there are one or more angels introduced as

attendants on our Lord, and to hold his vesture, as may be

seen in the sculptures on the west doorway of Early English

date at Higham Ferrars, and on the bosses of the Perpen-

dicular roof of the nave at Norwich Cathedral.^ In the

last-named example, the Baptist kneels as he administers

the baptismal rite, and at Stalham, Norfolk, he is seen

genuflecting ; on the Norman font at Castle Frome, Here-

fordshire, he wears a maniple, and at West Haddon,

Northants, the saint holds a book, whilst an angel presents

him with the chrism garment, and on the opposite side is

1 Proceedings Soc. Aut., vol. viii, 2iid 3 These bosses are three in number,

series, p. 43i. the central one shows the precursor
' A picture by Giotto shows the kneeling whilst he baptizes our Lord

;

Baptist pointing to a cross-headed staff the smaller side bosses have each an

with the usual insci-ibed scroll, and augel, one of whom holds a tunic, the

with figures in ea&tern costume seated other a mantle,

around him.
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ji person ill juloiatioii. Where this suljject forms one of a

scries in tlie life of our Lord, tlic Saviour sometimes wears

the niml)us for the first time, and at Iladdon lie is standing

in a font which is a miniature of that on which the carving

appears/ A somewhat similar sculpture is on one of the

bench ends at Wiggenhall S. Germans, Norfolk. In many
early examples, a symbolical figure of the river Jordan is

introduced in one corner of the composition, as is found in

an illumination in a Greek MS. of the seventh or eighth

century, where the stream is personified by a nearly nude
man reclinini*; airainst a water vase from which the river

flows, whilst in his hand he holds rushes ;- and in the

Benedictional of S, Ethelwald, the symbol is an old man
with horns pouring water from a vase, and with the end
of an oar over his shoulder. The fish seen in many com
positions are, perhaps, also emljlematical, for as Bingham
says, the " Early Christians were wont to please themselves

with the artificial name of ' Pisciculi,' fishes, to denote as

Tertullian words it, " that they were regenerate, or born

again into Christ's religion by water, and could not be

saved but by continuing therein."^ At Compton, Surrey,

there was a baptism in the east window ; it was of late

date, and bore the inscribed verse, " for thus it becometh

us to fnlfille all rightfulnesse."*

The ancient baptisteries were, I believe, always dedicated

to S. John, and at Canterbury there was a church bearing

his name, and which was built before 758, by Archbishop

Cuthbert, both as a baptistery and a place of sepulture for

the Archbishops.^ S. Charles Borromeo, in his Instructions

on Ecclesiastical Buildings, endeavoured to enforce the

primitive practice of having a distinct building for baptisms,

placed near every cathedral, " or which may, through

some other title, be the head Church of a district," the

structure was to be placed under the invocation of S.

John the Baptist,*^ and above the altar he orders a repre-

sentation of the baptism of Christ. In cases Avliere the

baptistery was not separated from the church, there should

1 Poole's Churches, p. 45. * Archaeologia, vol. Hi, p. 391.

^ D'Agincourt, pi. lix. ^ The baptistery altar at Wimborne
^ Antiquities of the Christian Church, Mius^ter is said, however, ta have been

vol. i, p. 3. dedicated to S. Nicholas, which is not
* Brayley and Walford, Surrey, vol. iv, unlikely, as that saint was the patron of

p. 296. children.
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be a chapel devoted to tlie administration of l)aptism.^

These instructions were composed towards the close of the

sixteenth century.

The very early Norman font at Bridekirk, Cumberland,
has the Baptism of Christ upon it ; there are Perpendicular

examples at the adjacent churches of Shorne and Bouthfleet,

Kent, and at Gresham, Norfolk, it forms the eighth panel
of the octagonal font-bowl, which bears the seven sacra-

ments on the other sides, jjerhaps, in this case it may typify

baptism as the Christian equivalent for circumcision, which
took place on the eighth day after birth. A post-Reforma-
tional example is exhibited at S. James', Piccadilly, which
is about 1684 in date. Borromeo states that a figure " of

S. John Baptist in the act of baptizing Christ," should be
placed at the top of the ciborium which covers the font."

The martyrdom of the Baptist was a very great

favourite in mediaeval art, and frequently comprised three

incidents in its history ; the l)anquet of Herod, with
Herodias at his side, and her daughter Salome dancing, or

rather tum1)ling, before them, formed the first portion ; the

second being the beheading of the Saint; and the last the
presentation of his head in a charger to Herodias by
Salome. Occasionally Salome is seen at the banquet, not
tumbling but dancing, as in a silver-bound book belonging
to the Baptistery of S. John's, Florence, and of eleventh

century date, but more frequently she is tumbling; and
W7\s probal)ly so represented in accordance with some
tradition to that eftect, as such posturing is still practised

in the East, and is constantly pictured in Persian works
of art. Sometimes Herodias and her daughter stand and
watch the beheading of their enemy, and in the pictures of

the presentation of the head, Herodias is seen gloating

over it and piercing the tongue with a needle, in

accordance with the tradition recorded by S. Jerome.
Representations of the martyrdom were on the walls of

the churches of All Saints', Hastings ; Idsworth Chapel,

Charlton, Hants ; St. George's, AVindsor ; and Wiston,
Suffolk ; and at AYorstead, Norfolk, the reredos of the
North Chapel has a large oblong panel, on which the
death of S. John was pictured.^

^ Instructions on Eoclesinstical Build- •* /Elfric writes thus quaintly on the
iugs. Trans. Wigley, pp. 67, 69. beheading of S. John, saying that "he

* Ibid., p. 75. had dwelt iu the waste unhurt among
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At the beginning of tlie present remarks allusion lias

been made to the alabaster tablets bearing the severed

head of the Precursor, these having been fully investigated,

described, and illustrated by Mr. St. John Hope, in the

Archa'ologia, vol. LI I. no further allusion will be made
to them here. Some of the other representations of this

o1)ject were of an elaborate character, as on the brass of

Joliii Reeding, at Biggleswade, Beds, dated 1481, and where

the head is borne by angels, and a German picture of

fifteenth century date—now in the National Gallery

—

exhil)its the fece surrounded by angelic spirits in adoration

of it. The church of Plalifax, Yorkshire, is dedicated to

the Baptist, and the town seal bears his head with the

words Halez above and fax below the face ; the device, it

is said, was assumed from the possession of certain relics

of the saint.

Numerous seals exist with the head of the Baptist uj^on

them. One with the legend Jesus est amor mens is affixed

to a deed in the muniment room of the Hare family of

Stowe Bardolph, Norfolk ; another found at Godstow
Nunnery is inscribed Cainit ioh. in disco ; and a third,

already alluded to, belonged to the Priory of S. John's,

Clerkenwell.

S. John appears in Van Eyck's famous picture of the

Adoration of the Lamb, at the left hand of the Eternal

Father, S. Mary being on the right, and in a Coronation

of the Virgin, by Maso Finiguerra, the Baptist forms one

of a crowd of saints, holding his cross-headed staff and

pointing to our Lord and S. Mary. In a picture by B.

Angelico and Cosimo Roselli, the Baptist appears to the

left of Christ, S. Mary on the right of him ; and in a

painting, now in the Museum, Cologne, the Baptist kneels

at the side of the seated figure of the Saviour, who is

surrounded with seraphim.

all the beast kind, and among serpents said to be erected by Helena, over the

and esps, and all the worm kind, and place where John the Baptist was im-

they dieaded him. But the accursed prisoned and beheaded. In the body of

Herodias slew him by beheading, and the church is a staircase into the dungeon
received the death of so great a man as a where his blood was shed. The Turks,

gift for her daughter's dancing—verily of whom there are here <i few poor

there is no worm kind, nor wild beast families, hold this prison in great venera-

kind, like in evilness to an evil woman."' tion, and have erected a little mosquo
Homilies, vol. i, pp. 487-8. over it. which, for a small piece of money,

Maundrell in his Travels (1696) says anyone is allowed to enter." See World
that at Sebaste, in Samaria, there re- Displayed, vol. xi, p. 42.

mained " some ruins of a great church,
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Several interesting and quaint legends cluster about the

relics of S. John, and there are many passages in English

writers concerning them. The Anglo-Saxon iElfric, in his

Homilies, discourses thus upon the Baptist's relics. " The
holy head was buried at Jerusalem—some heritics said

that the head blew the Kino's wife Ilerodias, for whom he

had been slain, so that she went with the winds all over

the world ; but they erred in that saying, for she lived to

the end of her life, after the slaying of John. But John's

head was afterwards manifested to two eastern monks, who
with prayers visited that city, and they bore the precious

treasure thence to a city which is called Edessa, and the

Almighty God, through that head, manifested innumerable

miracles. His Ijones, after a long time, w^ere l)rought to

the great city of Alexandria, and there, with great honour,

deposited."^ Koger of AVendover speaks of the above

discovery of the head, and says that in 458, S. John
revealed to the two monks " the place of his head near the

house where Herod formerly lived. It was straightway

brought to Edessa, a city of Phoenicia, and was there

buried with due honour."- Sir John Mandeville writes of

Sebaste, that in a feir church, "There was wont to be the

head of S. John the Baptist inclosed in the wall, but the

Emperor Theodosius had it drawn out, and found it

wrapped in a little cloth all bloody, and so he carried it to

Constantinople, and the hinder part of the head is still at

Constantinople, and the fore part of the head to under the

cliin is at Rome under the church of S. Sylvester." He
further says, " and the jaws beneath, which hold to the

chin and part of the ashes and the platter in which the

head was laid when it was smitten off, are at Genoa, and

the Genoese make a great feast in honour of it, and so do

the Saracens also. And some men say that the head of S.

John is at Amiens in Picardy, and other men say that it is

the head of S. John the Bishop. I know not which is

correct, but God knows ; but however men worship it, the

blessed S John is satisfied."'^ Maundrell, in 1696,

describing Damascus, says of S. John's Church there, that

it had been converted into a mosque, and in it " was

1 ^Elfric. Homilies, vol. i, p. 487, " Roger of Weuclover's Chronicle, vol.

Trans. Thorpe. i, page 11.

^ Iilarly Travels iu Palestine, p. 182.

VOL. L
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pretended to ])c kept tlie head of S. »Iolin, and some other

relics, esteemed so holy, that it is death, even for a Turk,

to enter tlie room where tliey are deposited."^

Respecting the relics at (ienoa, JMisson, early in the last

century, wrote that " tlie aslies of St. John the Baptist are

supposed to he preserved in the (*nthcdral, in a shrine

supported ])y four Ijeautiful columns of porphyry brought

from Smyrna in 1098."" Of the portions of the head

reputed to he preserved in the church of S. Sylvester in the

Campo Marzo, Rome, Alban Butler remarks that Sirmond
thinks the head tliere to be that of S. John the Martyr of

Rome. "Pope Clement VIII. , to remove all reasonable

doubt about the relic of this saint, procured a small part

of the head that is kept at Amiens for S. Sylvester's

Church." ^ A somewhat remarkable statement to make, as

though the small portion of the true relics could render the

doubtful part authentic. Butler further adds that the head

discovered in 453 at Emissa, w^as " kept with great honour

in the church of that city till about the year 800, this

precious relic was then conveyed to Constantinople, that

it might not be sacrilegiously insulted by the Saracens.

When that city was taken by the French in 1204, AVallo

de Sarton, a Canon of Amiens, brought part of this head,

that is, all the face except the lower jaw% into France, and
bestowed it on his own church, where it is ^^reserved to

this day." This is Alban Butler's account, and is probably

correct at the present moment, the greater part of the

head being at Amiens Cathedral, wdiere the acts and death

of the precursor are sculptured in high relief on the

southern screen separating the choir from its aisles.

Next in importance to the head of S. John, the great

object of veneration in former times, was his right hand,

which was naturally much esteemed from having been the

instrument employed in the baptism of Christ. Moreover

the right hand of a saint w^as often considered as especially

wonder-working, as being one of the noblest parts of the

human body, and the vehicle for blessing and alms-giving;

thus Mandeville tells us that the inhabitants of a country

he calls Mabaron (Meliapor) make their judgments by the

hand of S. Thomas the Apostle. " For when there is any

^ World Displayed, vol. xi, p. 101. ^ Alban Butler Lives of the Saints,

2 Ibid, vol. xix, p. 14. vol. viii, p. 635.
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discussion between two parties and each of tliem maintains
his cause, l)otli parties write their causes in two l)ills, and put
them in the hand of S. Thomas, and anon he casts away the
bill of the wrong cause and hokls still the bill with the right

cause." Again it is related by Wendover that S. Oswald
having done a most noble deed of charity, S. Aidan
exclaimed in the King's presence "J\iay this liand never
perish," which we are told came to pass. The right hand
of S. James was a highly venerated relic at Reading Abbey.^

To return to the hand of S. John. Bouhours in his life of

Pierre d'Aubusson the Cardinal Grand Master of the

Knights of Rhodes, gives a long account of the adventures
of this relic, which I will here quote as l)eing an interesting

extract from the works of an eighteenth-century author.

Previous to doing so it must be stated that in 1484,
Bajazet Emperor of the Turks and son of Mahomet II.

wishing to do a great ffivour to Pierre d'Aubusson, to

whom he was deeply indebted, was somewhat perplexed
to know wdiat present he could send to the General of the

Christians at Rhodes, " having found," says F. Bouhours,
" nothing which in his mind w\as sufficiently precious among
all the riches of his empire, he learnt from some of his

most reliable deserters, that he could not make a more
acceptable present to the Grand Master than to give him
the hand of S. John the Baptist, which w^as in the treasury

of his father Mahomet. They informed him that this was
the one wdth which he had baptized Jesus Christ, and being
the hand of the patron of the order of the Knights of

Rhodes, would be more esteemed by the Grand Master
than the most exquisite productions of nature or of art and
more than all the rarities of the world."

" The Emperor Bajazet," continues Bouhours, *' charmed
at this proposal, had the holy relic brought to him at once,

in the reliquary wdierein it was enclosed, and having caused
it to be placed within a little chest of Cypress wood, lined

with a rich crimson velvet, and the outside enriched with
an infinity of precious stones, it was despatched to him by
one of the Sultan's favourites named Cariatty Bey with a

^ In Six Months in the Apennines, been marked bj' the impression of the
Miss Stokes gives a full acconnt of jialm (Spanna) of S. Coluniban's hand,
the hermitage of La Spanna, near Bobio, which is still believed to possess healing
where, on the summit of a cliff, is a virtue for sufferers whj place their palms
handprint on the rock, said to have upon it.'' Antiquary, vol. xxvi, p. 68.
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very couiieous letter of which the .super,scri[)tio]i ran thus,

' Bajazet Bey, King of Asia and Emperor of Emperors, to

the very wise and very illustrous (irand Master of llliodes,

Pierre d'Aul)usson, a very generous Prince, and Father of

a truly glorious Empire.'"
" The Grand Master felt himself well recompensed for

the services which he had rendered to Bajazet, but never-

theless before exposing the relic on tlie altar, he wished

that it should be first examined, and he delegated com-

missioners who made a judicial examination of it. The
Vice-Chancellor of the Order, a man of sound sense and of

profound learning, was one of the dejjuties named, and he

above all the rest applied himself to discover the truth.

After all the examinations which it is customary to make
on these occasions, and especially after having questioned

many persons worthy of belief, who had been at Constanti-

nople at the time of the taking of that city, and wdio still

resided therein, there was not the slightest occasion to

doubt that this hand was the riofht hand of S. John theo
Baptist, from all that was learnt about it, if we l)elieve the

Vice-Chancellor Caoursin, who himself wrote this history

of the relic, for the process-verbal executed at this date."
" It is an ancient tradition, confirmed ])y the records of

the Greeks, that S. Luke the Evangelist, having embraced

the faith, conceived such a love for S. John the Baptist,

that it inspired him with the idea of secretly carrying off

his body, which was buried in the town of Sebaste, between

those of Eli and Abdias. He repaired to this place one

night with some of the disciples of the Precursor of Jesus

Christ who were still living, but having considered that

they would have much ditticulty in carrying away the

whole body, without being discovered and arrested, he

separated from it the hand which had baptized Jesus

Christ, as the most noble part of the same corpse, and
carried it himself to Antioch, and religiously preserved it

during the sojourn which he made there. But when he

set out to preach the gospel in Bithynia, he placed the

precious trust in the hands of some of his dearest friends,

not wishing to expose it to the mishaps which might befall

him during his travels. Thus the relic remained always at

Antioch, and was there publicly honoured during a period

of three hundred years, till the time when Julian the
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Apostate undertook to ul)olish the worship and memory of

the martyrs, by causing their remains to be burnt. He
especially ordered that the hand of the Precursor of Jesus

Christ should be cast into the flames, but the piety of the

Christians saved it from the fury of the Pagans, and kept
it concealed until the death of that impious Emperor."

" Justinian, one of the most religious princes in the world,

having attained the empire in due course of time, and
having both caused the erection of the splendid temple S.

Sophia, and another magnificent church for the monastery
of S. Basil, usuallv called that of S. John of the Stone,

wished to render the dedication of these two churches to

be celebrated l)efore the most precious relics which were in

the East, and for this reason, he caused the head and the

hand of S. John the Baptist to be brought to Constantinople,

the one from the city of Edessa, and the other from the

city of Antioch, and after the consecration of the churches

he sent back the relics, as he had promised when asking

for them."
" The hand of S. John Baptist was honoured more and

more after the translation ; but when the Greek Empire
began to fall into decay, and the inhabitants of Barbary
entered Syria, it worked great miracles, which contributed

not a little to strengthen the fciithful and to convert

heretics. Caoursin relates these wonders at length on the

evidence of Simon Metaphrastes, who was, to a certain

extent, a w^itness of them. One of the best authenticated

and illustrious of them, was that the relic during a period

of many years, was a certain testimony of sterility or

abundance as regards the productions of the earth, for the

Christians at Antioch had the practice of every year
making a solemn procession outside the city on the day of

the Exaltation of the Cross when the Patriarch himself bore

the shrine which enclosed the hand of the Precursor, and
when he had arrived at a small eminence from whence the

whole country was exposed to view, he drew the relic from
its reliquary, and elevated it in sight of all the people. If

the year would be good, the holy hand remained extended
and immovable, but if the year would be a bad one and
barren, the hand closed of its own accord ; and by this

omen, the inhabitants of Antioch failed not to provide for

their needs."
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" When Cod caused Jlis power to .sliiiic forth in the

Church ])y the hand of S. John Baptist, Constantine

rorpliyro<i;enita governed the Empire of the Creeks ; he

was a truly C*atholic prince, and very devout to the happy
Precursor of Jesus Christ. The miracle which took i)lace

at Antioch, and of which the report spread abroad through-

out all the East, caused the Emperor to desire to have the

relic which w^is the instrument of so many marvels. The
people of Antioch, for their part, kept it with great care,

and would never have let it depart from their hands, had

it not happened that a deacon of the church of Antioch

had stolen it away to make a present to the Emperor.

Constantine received the miraculous hand from the deacon

w^tli all the sentiments which piety could inspire under the

circumstances, and after having honoured it in his palace,

caused it to he placed in the church of the monastery of S.

John of the Stone. Here it remained until the time when
Mahomet II., Emperor of the Turks, took Constantinople,

for they put it, by his orders, into the Imperial Treasury

with other relics, whose shrines were of value, and this was
the treasure that Bajazet brought forth to give the Grand
Master."^

" When they were assured at Rhodes, by the testimony

of the commissioners, that the relic was a true one, the

Grand Master took great pains to have it carried with

solemnity to the church of S. John. It was resolved in

full council that the ceremony should take place on the

twenty-third of May, on which day, four years previously,

the town had been besieged by the Turks, and it was thus

decreed, in order that the Rhodians might begin to honour

the hand of their patron, and of the defender of Rhodes on

the same day that the Infidels laid siege to it."""

' The index finger of the saint's right John Baptist was buried between the

hand was especially honoured, and many prophets Elisha and Abdias," and after

legends are related of it. Allusion to it describing the burning of his remains,

is made in the sequence for S. John's adds, " But the iinger that showed our

Day, in the Sarum Missal where S. John's l^ord, saying 'Behold the Lamb of God,'

intercession is implored, that God may is all whole. St. Tecla, the holy virgin,

abide in his faithful people, and caused that finger to be carried to the hill

"That He whom thou didst point out of Sebaste, and there men make great

with thy finger feast for it." Early Travels in Palestine,

The Lamb that the world's sins doth p. 182.

takeaway. " Bouhours relates the following, which
With his pure fleece may mercifully is quoted here as probably explaining

clothe us." some of the miraculous events which are

Sarum Missal. Eng. trans, p. 382. Sir so frequently met with in mediicval

John Maudeville says that at Sebaste " S. chrouicl'^s. At the siege of Khodes, in
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" The day of the ceremony having arrived, the Prior of

the church of 8. John went forth with the clergy, carrying

his pastoral staff in hand and mitre on head, according to

the custom of the Piiors of 8. John, who wear the vest-

ments, and have the rights of bishops. He jjroceeded to

take the relic from the castle, and having received it from

the Grand Master, he went with all the Knights towards

the Grand Square, where there was set up a superb throne,

above which was raised a Ijrocaded canopy, and of which

the steps were covered with cloth of gold. The Prior

having mounted this platform, disclosed the hand of the

admirable Precursor, which was enveloped in a cloth of

silver tissue. He showed it uncovered to the people, and
exhorting them in a few words to render themselves worthy

of so sacred a deposit, by an equally holy life, he thrice

blessed them wdtli this holy hand. They then all betook

themselves to the church of S. John, where the Prior,

having celebrated the divine mysteries, gave the relic to be

kissed by the Grand Master and his knights. Afterwards,

he placed it in a tabernacle of fine gold, delicately worked
and ornamented all over wdth precious stones, such as is

seen this day at Malta.
"^

Such is the description of the adventures of this re-

nowned relic, as given in the most interesting work by F.

Bouhours, the Life of Pierre cVAuhnsson, the valiant

General under wdiom the Knights of Rhodes repulsed the

Turks in 1480. The relic was removed from Rhodes to

Malta, after the loss of the former island by the Knights,

and is mentioned by Thevenet in his travels in 1655 as

1480, the Grand Master Pierre d'Aubus- aud followed by a band of young warriors

son was severely wounded, but, says his all armed with flaming swords. They
biographer, " The violence of his hurt added tliat the vision had much affrighted

nevertheless did not hinder him from the Infidels, and that when the standard

thanking God for the advantage gained of the Religious was elevated, on which
by the Christians over the Infidels, tlie images of the B. Virgin and S. John
and these pious sentiments redoubled Baptist were depicted, many fell dead
when he knew that Hea"en had visibly without receiving any wound." Bouhours
fought ill the defence of Uliodes ; for naively adds, that " Although the Grand
several deserters who came to surrender Master was not igiiorant that the Turks
themselves to the Knights at the moment sometimes spread abroad these stories to

when the victorious troo]>s returned, cover their coivardice and to disparaye the

related that, in the heat of the fight, the bravery < if their enemies, he knew that the

Turks had perceived hi the air a cross sacred Scriptures authorised such appari-

all crowned with light, and that they had tions, and doubted not that God could do
seen a very beautiful lady, clad in a for the Rhorlians as He had formerly

white robe and with lance in hand and at Jerusalem against Autiochus. Vie

shield on arm, accompanied by a stern- d'Aubusson, pp. 219, 220.

looking man, in a vesture of camel's hair, ' Ibid, pp. 319-327.
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being in the church of S. John. It appears to liave been

kept in a glove of gohl studded witli gems, wliilst lying ])y

its side was a ring with a magnificent diamond. Napoleon I.

put the ring on liis finger, and tlie Knight Commander of

those days (Ilompesch) carried tlie liand away with him
and presented it to Paul I. of Russia. Jt is now carefully

guarded and preserved in the AVinter Palace at S. Peters-

l)urg.

The principal Feast of S. Jolin Baptist—that of his

nativity on June 24tli—has l)een ol)served from very

early times, and Baring-Gould quotes a passage from S.

Augustine which says : "This day of the nativity is handed

down to us and is this day celebrated. We have received

this by tradition from our forefathers and we transmit it to

our descendants to be celebrated with like devotion." The
vigil on the 23rd is mentioned in Bede's " Martyrology,"

and the Feast on the 24th is styled by him " the birthday

of the Precursor of the Lord." In 1518 the Council held

at York decreed that " if the vigil of S. John Baptist

occurs on Corpus Christi the vigil to be kept on a previous

Wednesday." In the Sarum use it had a proj^er Mass, and

the festival itself was a minor double, it also had its

proper Mass, and. like many of the principal commemora-
tions, there was a sequence appropriate to it.^ Baring-

Gould observes that there were three Masses, and cites

Alaim to the effect that the first was said on the vigil in

honour of the Saint as the forerunner preparing the way of

the Lord ; the second was said on the morning in honour

of his ministry as Baptist ; and the third later in the day,

in honour of his having been a Nazarite from his birth."

The festival had an octave in the Sarum and York uses

and in the latter there were two proper Masses to be said

alternately during it. The Feasts of S. John Baptist do not

occur in the list of those proclaimed by Henry VIII.

(An. XXXII.) to be observed. Peter Lombard and Gratian

cite a canon out of the Council of Lesida (An. 524) which

forbids marriages not only in Lent, but three weeks before

the Festival of S. John Baptist, and at the Council of Sale-

^ The Intrcit, taken from Isaiah xlix, appropriately taken from Jeremiah i, v.

V. 1, was singularly apt, "The Lord 5, "Before I formed thee in the belly I

bath called me, from the bowels of my knew thee, and before thou earnest out

mother hath He made mention of my of the womb I sanctified thee."

name." The Gradual was also most " Lives of the Saints, vol. vi, p. 333.
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gunstadc (An. 1322), under Benedict VIII. and the

Emperor Henry TL, an order was made that no Christian

should marry in the fourteen days l)efore the Festival of S.

John Baptist.^ A constitution of AVilliam de Cantelupe,

Bishop of Worcester, prohiljited work on that day.

It seems prohahle that green tapers were used on the

Feast of S. John's Nativity, as an entry in the accounts of

Winchester College Hall mentions candles of this colour for

tins festival, perhaps for secular use, but they were un-

doubtedly employed for religious purposes on the 8th of

Deceml)er, the Conception of S. Mary. It is said that

from the well-known pulpit in the entrance court at

Magdalen College, Oxford, a sermon was preached on S.

John's Day among other occasions, and that seats were
placed for the Vice-Chancellor, Proctors, Masters, &c., and
the walls adorned with green boughs and flowers, and the

ground covered with green rushes and grass in allusion to

S. John preaching in the wilderness.^ This representation

of a wilderness was a favourite with our ancestors, and we
read that in 1392, when Eichard II. and his Queen
(Anne) went in ceremony through the City of London, the

Hospitallers of S. John made a pageant, displaying a desert

inhal)ited by all manner of wild animals, reptiles, &c., and
in the background a forest, with 8. John pointing to the

Agnus Dei.^

The Confraternity of the Merchant Tailors of S. John
Baptist, London^ now the Merchant Tailors' ComjDany,

annually attended the Priory Church of S. John, Clerken-

well, on this day, and the members of the similar Guild of

the Tailors at Salisbury were directed by their Charter,

dated at Westminster, 1461, to place every year a garland

of roses on the head of the image of 8. John in S. Thomas
Church in that city, and also offer two tapers of one pound
each, and Eoger de la Zouche granted certain lands in the

parish of Tonge, Salop, to Henry de Hugefort, by the

tenure of " rendering yearly to him and his heirs a chaplet

of roses on S. John Baptist's day, in case he or they

^ Bingham, vol. vii, pp. 307, 308. shown the place where a sermon was
^ In a description of the visit of the preached occasionally in the summer, and

Archa3ologif>al Institute to Norwich in especially on S. John's day." Builder,

1889, the Builder says, " Passing from 1889, p. 119.

the Cathedral into the beautiful grounds " Strickland, Lives of the Queens, vol.

of the Bishop's Palace, the party was i, p. 423.

VOL. L D
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slioukl 1)0 at Tongc, if not, tlieii to ])c put upon tlic image

of the B. Virgin in tlic cliurcli of Tongc for sucli services."^

On the nativity of the I>apti.st, pilgrims resoitcd in great

numbers to the church of Creteil, near J'aris, wliere his

mediation was implored against e2)ilepsy

—

inorhus sancti

JoJifODiis—le mat de Saint Jean. The festival fires for-

merly so universal on this day are, it is said, still kept up

in Roumania on the mountains, and are supposed to

protect the Hock from evil spirits ; according to ]3arnaby

Gooo'e they were credited with the power of protecting

people from agues. In the life of d'Aubusson, from which

so much has been already quoted, it is recorded that

although dying he failed not to })e present at the fire " nor

to take part in the rejoicings which were made every year

before the castle at Rhodes clad in a sumptuous habit to

honour the patron of the Order of Knights of S. John."^

Although the Epiphany is not a Feast of S. John, it is

intimately connected wdth him, as on that day the baptism

of our Lord is commemorated. By the early Christians

this festival was appointed one of the times for baptisms,

and S. Chrysostom says that " in this solemnity in memory
of our Lord's baptism, they were used at midnight to

carry water from the church, and lay it up, where it would

remain as fresh and uncorrupt for one, two, or three years,

as if it were immediately drawn out of any fountain."

Cave relates of the primitive Christians that " many there

were in those days whom nothing would serve unless they

were baptized in the Jordan out of a reverence to the place

where our Saviour himself had been baptized." Pilgrimages

still continue to be made to the spot where the baptism of

our Lord is supposed to have occurred, and the water of

the Jordan is still obtained for the Baptism of Christian

princes in England and elsewhere.

Among the miracle plays acted at York on the Festival

of Corpus Christi was one of the baptism of Christ, and

1 Gentleman's Mag. Library, Maimers The S. Juhn's Wort then in flower was
and Customs, p. 230. supposed to drive away devils, and kept

2 Vie d'Aubusson, p. 464. Barnaby in the house would suffer no unclean

Googe says that on S. John's Day spirit to come there. See note in

"Young men round about with maides Aubrey's Remaines ed. Fulk-Lore Soc, p.

doe daunce in every streete, 231.

With garlands wrought of Motherwort,

or else with Veruain sweete."

Popish Kingdome, p. 54.
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represented l)y the Burbcrs. The dramatis 'pcvsonce con-

sisted of our Lord, S. John, and two angels, who discoursed

with the Baptist, and sung Veiii Creator Spiritus at the

baptism. The same subject was phxycd l)y the Barbers at

Newcastle-on-Tyne in 1437.

Tlie Feast of the Decolhition of S. John was kept in tlie

Sarum use as one of nine lessons, and with a proper mass,

the sequence being the one used on his nativity.^ It is

named in the calendars in the early eighteenth -century

almanacks of Coley, Partridge, Pearse, Poor Robin, and
the Fly, and Swallow.

The Feast of the Finding of the Head of S. John was
kept on Feb. 24th and is mentioned in Bede's Martyrology
as follows, "VI. Kal. Inventio capitis Joannis precusoris."

Respecting the discovery of the head, Roger of Wendover
writes, " In the year of grace 458, two eastern monks
having gone up to Jerusalem to worship, John the Baptist

revealed to them the place of his head, near the house
where Herod formerly lived. It was straightw^ay brought
to Edessa, a city of Phoenica and there buried with due
honour."

The Conception of S. John is kept, says Baring-Gould,
by a commemorative memorial, in the Greek and Russian
communities, on Jan. 7th.

According to Barnaby Googe (1570) the image of S.

John Baptist was carried before the Host on Corpus Christi

Day.
" Saint John before the bread doth go and poynting towards him,
Doth shew the same to be the Lambe that takes away our sinne."

Some beautiful hymns in honour of the Baptist will be
found among the " Sequentioe Ineditie " collected by the
late Dr. Mason Neale, and printed in the "Ecclesiologist,"

the series running through several volumes of that journal.

' Bede notices the feast in his Martyr- Alexandria, porro caput de Hierosolymis
ology as follows :—Koma\ S. Sabina? ad Phoeniciiu urbem Eniissam delatum
Virginia atqne Martyris. Eodem die est. Bede Marty rologiuiu, p. 115, ed.
decollatio S. Johaunis baptistio qui Giles,

primo in Samaria conditus, tunc in



ON A IMASSIVF. TIMRKll PLATl^Y)Pw\I OF KARLY DATK
UNCOVEllED AT CARLISLE, AND ON SUNDRY RELICS
FOUND IN CONNECTION THEREWITH.'

By R. S. FERGUSON, M.A., F.S.A., Chancellor of Carlisle.

Before dealing with the Timl)ei' Phitform, which it is

the object of this paper to descril)C, it will be necessary to

consider briefly the site on which tlie Roman town of

Luguvalliuni, and the subsequent mediaeval City of Caer-

luel, Carleil, or Carlisle, stood ; this site is now included

in the larger area of the modern City of Carlisle. It will

be further necessary to say a little about the history of

Luguvalliuni.

The river Eden runs from east to west, immediately to

the north of Carlisle, while its tributaries—the Petteril

and the Caldew—flow into it from the south, immediately

to the east and west respectively. About a mile south of

Carlisle the beds of these two rivers approach one another

so nearly as almost to make the site on which Carlisle

stands an island. A diagram, No. I., gives the idea ; on

it the three rivers are laid down, and the mediseval walled

city is shaded dark.'^ In this quasi island a long hill of

new red sandstone rises gently from the south end of

Botchergate to a head on which now stands the Cathedral

of Carlisle. A deep valley then intervenes (or once did

intervene, for it is now filled up), and then the hill rises

again to a second and higher head, whose slopes to east

and north and west are steep towards the meadows
throuoh which the three rivers flow.o
Some sixty feet above the meadows the Castle HilP of

^ The paper here printed was read General Leslie's Works." Transactions

before the Society of Antiquaries of of the Cumherland and Westmoreland
London on November 24th, 1892, and a Antiquarian and Archceologicai Society,

pjTcis appears in their Proceedings of that vol. xi., p. 104. One or two modern
date. The paper is jirinted in extenso in roads are given, in order to enable a
Transactions Cumberland and Westmor- reader to realise better the position.

land Antiquarian, and Archccolo'jical ^ For convenience the terms " the
Society, vol. xii, i^p. 344—364. Cathedral Hill," and "the Castle Hill,"

- This diagram is adapted from one will be vised in this paper, even when
which was prepared to illustrate a paper referring to a period anterior to the

on "The Siege of Cailisle, in 1644-5. erection of either Cathedral or Castle.
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Carlisle looks out towards Scotland like a lion—a natural

fortress to guard the watlis or fords over Eden, and com-
manding what was for centuries one of the two only roads

by which wheeled conveyances (i.e. an army) could pass

from England into Scotland, or vice versa. The first

head, or Cathedral Hill, dies away to the south, at the

end of Botchergate, at a point on the London Road, about

half-a-mile south of the mediaeval city ; to the east it dies

away in The Broad Meadows, immediately beyond the

east curtain wall of the mediaeval city.^ To the west it

has a steep cliff over the river (Jaldew, known at this day
as " The AVest Walls," as having Ijeen and being still, the

site of the medicBval west curtain wall ; its northern line,

though much levelled up to, -is painfully apparent in

Rickergate Brow and Drover's Lane ; less so in Fisher,

Peter, and Market Streets. Annetwell Street and Finklc

Street mark the deepest part of the valley intermediate

between the Cathedral and Castle Hills, though that

valley, like the valleys between the seven hills of Rome,
is filled up with the debris of the ages. The two hills and
their limits, as thus given, can be easily traced on the

twenty-five-inch Ordnance Map, or on the ten-foot Ord-

nance Map.
The sketch on diagram H, may help the imagination

;

it is a sketch, copied from Napoleon's Histoire de Jides

Cesar, of a place in Gaul, where was an ojyj^idimi, which
the Romans took by siege. Rub out the little buildings

and substitute a river for the hedge in the foreground,

and then the picture will give a good idea of the site of

Carlisle, as seen from the west, ere man meddled with it.

The Cathedral Hill occupies the centre of the sketch, and
its western cliffs, the West AValls, are well displayed. To
the north is the Castle Hill, and the famous Gallows Hill

is to the south. ^

Going back to the Ordnance Map, or to diagram L, on
the north of the river Eden are Stanwix and Etterby
Brows (not visible in the sketch on diagram H.), with
steep cliffs and descents toward the river Eden on the

^ The Brocad Meadows are now built Castle Hills, the minor eminences of

over, and the present Lowther Street Swifts' Hill, Ledgett's Hill, and Fusehill

;

occupies the site of the east curtain wall. Gallow Hill, an important height, is

^ The quasi island between the three between the rivers Caldew and Petteril

rivers includes, besides the Cathedral and where they most nearly approach.
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soulli, iiiul \vitli gentle slopes towards the north. 1'he

summit of Stanwix Brow, or Hill, is the site of one of the

camps of the Great Barrier of Hadrian, which crosses the

river Eden opposite to the Castle Hill of Carlisle, the

stone nmrus running direct across the alluvial plains of

the Eden and Caldew, known now as the Sauceries (i.e.,

the Saliceta or Willow beds) and the Willow holme ;^

while the earthen vallum makes an aljrupt and singular

detour towards the south, and, after crossing the Eden,
runs between the Castle and Cathedral Hills of Carlisle

on the southern slope of the Castle Hill, which it thus

includes within Hadrian's Great Barrier.'^ The Roman
bridge crossed the Eden at Hyssop Holme Bank, a little

east of where the mums crossed.^ From the bridge end a

road would run across the Sauceries, pass under the west

cliff of the Castle Hill (the present Devonshire Walk),

meet a Roman road from the west coast at a point which
was afterwards the Irish Gate of the mediaeval city, and,

turning along the site of the present Annetwell and Castle

Streets, would enter Luguvallium by its northern gate. It

should be added that the ancient British trackway from

North into South Britain passed by the Etterby Watli over

Eden, and westwards of the Castle Hill.*

So much for the site of Luguvallium, Caer-luel, Carleil,

or Carlisle.^ Tullie House, in whose ground the Platform

about to be described was discovered, stands on the northern

^ It has been suggested that the murws * For this road see Transactions of the

ran direct to the north-west corner of Cumberland andWcsiinorelandAntiquarian

the Castle Hill (now known as Windy and Archwoloyical Society, vol. viiL, pp.

Brow or Corner). The statement in the 373-374. Also Ferguson's History of

text has been proved by actual escava- Cumherland, p. 6.

tion, and the foundation of the vinrvs ^ Within the area of the media3val city

found. Transactions of the Cuml-crlandand of Carlisle the depth of forced soil is

Westmoreland Antiquarian and Archcco- very great, vaiying from a couple of feet

logical Society, vol. ix., pp. 167-176. in a very few places to as much as eighteen

Arclueologia uEliana, n.s., vol. sii., pp. or twenty feet, or even more in places, but

163-171. it may be put at an average of tenor twelve
^ The reason for this abrupt and singu- feet ; actual excavations have proved it

lar detour made by the Vallvm will be to be that depth on the Castle Hill ; it is

an element in any discussion on the about the same at the entrance into the

theories put forward by Mr. George Cathedral, if my information is correct.

Neilsou in Per Lineam Vcdli, Glasgow, For measurements see Transactions of

William Hodge and Co. the Cumberland and Westmoreland Anti-
"* The position of this bridge is dis- quarian and Archaological Society, vol. iv.,

cussed in Transactions of the Cumberland p. 337, &c. This depth of forced soil,

and Westmoreland Antiquarian and and its wetness, owing to springs, accounts

Arckceologiccd Society, vol. ix.
, pp. 167- for the number of buildings in Carlisle

176. Archceologia JEliana, n.s., vol. xii., that display signs of settlomeut.

pp. 163-171.
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slope of the Catliedral Hill, between tliut liill to tlie S.E.

and the Castle Hill to the N.W., and between Castle

Street to tlie N.E. and Abbey Street to the S.W. (See

diagram III.)

The General wlio first conducted the Roman legions to

the site of Carlisle was the great Agricola liimself, who
advanced from Chester, and secured the district al)Out the

year A.D. 79 by a chain of forts stretching from the

Solway to the Tyne, in order to restrain the Brigantes. These
Brigantes and their northern neighljours, the Caledonians,

were turbulent races, and the Emperor Hadrian, on visitino-

Britain in A.D. 120, found it necessary to build a massive
wall, nigh seventy miles long, from Bowness-on-Solway to

Wallsend-on-Tyne, backed on its southern side bv an
earthen vallum, strengthened by twenty-three camps, or

fortified barracks, and now known as the Great Barrier of

Hadrian, or The Roman Wall. Its passage of the Eden
near Carlisle has already been dealt with.

The Castle Hill of Carlisle is one of those sites wliicli

are certain to have been fortified from a very early date, as

it is a very important strategic position. Its fortification

would be easily effected—trench and mound across the
neck, and a stockade. I am inclined to fancy that the
Britons had a small settlement, or oppidum, on Castle

Hill,^ but it cannot l^e proved ; the Noiinan Castle and the
gravelled parade obliterate all earlier history. One thino-

is certain, that if there was a British oppidimi on the
Castle Hill of Carlisle, Agricola w^as bound to reduce that
oppidwn l)efore he advanced a step further northwards, or
else to mask it by leaving a sufficient force behind him.
But as the Roman Generals d'd their work thoroughly, we
may be sure, oppjidum or no op)p>idwn, that the Castle Hill
of Carlisle was in the hands of the Roman troops when
Agricola advanced beyond the Eden. The late Dr. Guest
was of opinion that Agricola built a fort upon the Castle
Hill of Carlisle,^ and that a small town was sheltered
behind it upon the Cathedral Hill, that both were
destroyed by the Brigantes in some successful outbreak,
and that Hadrian erected a new fort at Stanwix with a

1 See Ferguson's History of Cumber- teems with llomau and Tlomano-British
land, p. 100, where, however, it is relics, British are wanting,
observed that though the soil of Carlisle " Origines Celticce, vol. ii., p. 93.
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small town nestling behind it on the slopes Lctwecn

Stanwix elm rollyard and the Eden—a loeality whieh

would probably repay excavation. This site being found

inconvenient and cramped, settlers rctui'ued in more

peaccal)le times to the old town of Luguvallium on

the Cathedral Hill, and re-built it, occupying an area

somewhat less than the mediioval walled city afterwards

did.

This is not the theory generally held ; the late Dr. Bruce

and most antiquaries take Agricola to have built the fort

at Stanwix. If the Romans ever had a fort on the Castle

Hill, all evidence of it, as of any British ojypidum, is

ol)scured by the Norman Castle.

Failing such evidence, I think the history of Luguvallium

to be that Agricola Iniilt the fort at Stanwix, and that

suburbs soon gathered on the cramped slojie between the

fort and the river. As the settlers increased more room

was recjuired, and they built upon the Cathedral Hill of

Carlisle, and protected themselves with a stout palisade of

oak. Bad times came, and in the troul)les that preceded

the arrival of Hadrian, Luguvallium was l)urnt or destroyed,

and lay desolate and waste, when that emperor included

the Castle Hill, but not the Cathedral Hill, within the

lines of his Great Barrier. With the return of peace and

security Luguvallium grew up again, and became a city of

luxury and opulence.

The site of the excavations at Tullie House^ was j)artly

occupied by a brick building, probably a century or a

cenLury-and-a-half old. Its demolition disclosed scant

fragments of a fourteenth century building, viz., a door and

window facing the N.W., the sill of the door being about

six feet below the present level of the ground. This proves

that there was, standing on part of the site of Tullie

House, an older building fticing the N.W., with a ground

line about six feet below the present surface. A compact

mass of gravel also suggests that there was a road to the

S.W. of Tullie House. A transomed and mullioned window
of the same date as the door and window just mentioned

1 Tullie House itself dates from the end Free Library, Museum, School of Art,

of the seventeenth century, and with its &c. The seventeenth century house wili

grounds and offices has })eeu purchased not be disturbed, but a more modern
by subscription and given to the Corpo- brick wing has been demolished for re-

ration of Carlisle for the purposes of a building.
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was found in the upper part of Tullie House. These are

the remains of some fourteenth century building, the
successor to whatever may have perished in the great fire

which destroyed Carlisle in 1292.^ The rest of the site

was occupied Ijy garden ground, and by stables and back
yard, surrounded by the usual offices of various modern
dates.

The whole of the site has not been excavated, only the

east and west ends, towards Castle Street and Abbey
Street respectively, and a sul)way connecting the two
excavations (see diagram). The depth of the made or

forced soil varies from eleven or twelve feet at the N.E.
or Castle Street end to eighteen or twenty at the S.W. or

Abbey Street end ; on the line A B on diagram III. it is

aljout twelve feet six inches deep, made up of five feet six

inches of mould and made up earth ; then comes brick and
stone rubbish, and in some places gravel for three feet

;

this, I should imagine, marks the destruction of Carlisle by
fire in 1292 ; then comes four feet of l)lack hoggish earth,,

in which are Roman relics. The viroin soil consists of

clay and boulders. A section, showing these layers, is

oiven in diagram IV.

The relics of antiquity found divide themselves into

two classes : firstly, structural, or fixed to the soil

;

secondly, miscellaneous, or loose antiquities.

The structural antiquities consisted of a massive timber
platform about forty feet in breadth, and running from
N.E. to S.W. across the site—that is a little obliquely from
Castle Street to Abbey Street, as shown on diagram III., a

distance of about 220 feet. Its termination at either end has

not been ascertained, so that it may l)e much longer. There
appear to have been two parallel rows of posts, twelve
inches l)y twelve in section (see diagrams IV. and V,).

The distance 1)etween the rows of posts is about forty feet,

and in each row the distance from centre to the centre of the

posts is from six to eight feet. Some of the posts are ash,

and others oak, and many have part of the bark and roots

left on. The occurrence of the ash is interesting ; the late

Professor Rolleston says that, though the ash is indigenous

to South Britain, its seeds have never been found in the

'"Chronicon de Lauercost," printed pp. 144-145-147.
for the Maitland Club, Edinburgh, 1839,

VOL. L E
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peat mosses of Scotland' : here we have tlie ash itself in

the very north of South l^ritain, lT])on tlic top of these

rows of posts rested horizontal tinil)ers, twelve inches

sfpiare. The space l)etween the two rows of posts was

occupied by a platform of oak planks, two inches thick,

laid upon sleepers seven inches square, which rested on

piles, six inches square, driven into the virgin soil (see

diagrams IV. and V.) These i)lanks were ascertained to be

three deep, or six inches of oak plank. Outside the rows

of twelve-inch posts, and immediately contiguous were

rows of taller and slenderer posts (diagrams IX. and \.),

which may have supported a roof, or more proljaljly a

parapet of wattle work. On the south of this structure,

towards the Roman city of Luguvallium, paving stones

embedded in clay, indicated a paved road parallel and

contiguous to the platform. The platform was listened

together by gigantic nails of wrought iron, eight and

twelve inches in length, square in section, and some having

round heads, others square heads of pyramidal form. Long
interment had made the wood so rotten that the planks

were almost mould, and the twelve-inch posts are shattered

and split to l)its. The upper surface of this platform on

the line A B was about eleven feet from the present

surface ; to the westw^ards the distance was greater.

The cjuestion now arises—what w^as this structure made
for? It is unquestionably Roman, and Roman of early date,

as shown by its proximity to the virgin soil, by the

absence of relics of earlier date than Roman, and by the

soil full of Roman relics rising some feet above it ; older, I

should imagine, than the Great Barrier of Hadrian, and

probably of the time of the earlier Luguvallium, which

Hadrian found in ruins, and destroyed.

Various suggestions have been made, some of which

hardly merit mention. The first is that it is a road, but

this is unlikely ; if produced a little way to the west, it

would end abruptly on the steep clifis of the West Walls
;

the breadth also would seem to be too great. I once

thought it might have been a lake dwelling or crannog,

which it somewhat resembles, but I cannot conceive a lake

in such a position. Another suggestion is that it was the

' British Barrows, Greenwell and Kolieston, p. 722. . .
-
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quarters of the extraordmai'ii equites et pt^c/^YeSj or

possibly of the strangers : these hist in the phm of a

Roman camp were contiguous and continuous to the

former. I do not think that Luguvallium was Laid out as

a camp, any more than was Silchester. Luguvallium was,

I take it, a place of residence for civilians, merchants,

tradesmen, and others ; the equites et j^edites would l)e in

the camp at Stanwix. A drill shed has also been
suggested. A Roman inscription^ at Netherby records

that the Cohors prima u:'Elia Ilispanoruin eqvitata

rel)uilt hasilieam equestrem exereitatoriam, or a riding

school. The structure now under consideration may have
been a drill shed for infantry, or for artillery, who manned
the haUiMce and catapulUe, many of them engines of great

power, flinging very heavy missiles, and recoiling very
heavily, necessitating a substantial platform for their

support. Vitruvius speaks of a hallista which threw a

stone 360 11 )s. in weight ; the recoil, or rather the re-action,

of a hallista would lie downwards. This structure occupies

the very position in which a battery of these engines would
have been placed for the reduction of a British oppidum
on the Castle Hill. It has been objected that a Roman
General would not delay to erect such a structure, but
would attempt to carry any opindum there by assault

and escalade. That seems doubtful ; the Roman legionary

by the time he had marched to the site of Luguvallium
must have been a very costly soldier, not lightly to be
expended, while the oppidum, wdiicli probably as a rule

sheltered only a few, would swarm with Brigantes, driven

before the Roman advance, and ready to fight to the death
in their last stronghold. For their conquest iVgricola

would use the engines of war which accompanied every
Roman army, and for their use some sort of jjlatform

would be required with a parapet to protect the artillery-

men, and to prevent the enemy from rushing the engines.

But I admit that Agricola would hardly have delayed to

construct so massive a structure as that we are now con-

siderino-. I suQ;o;est that the inhabitants of the earlier

Luguvallium rebuilt Agricola's battery in this substantial

form for their own protection. The earlier Luguvallium
was defended by a stockade, of oak posts set in three rows,

' " Lapidaiiuui Sei)ti;utnuiiHle, No. 774.
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qvA}U'nnx fashion, or, as a navvy explained it to me, so that

a mail eouhl not come straight thioiigli them.^ 'I'his

stockade has been found at four phices in Carlish', \i/., the

Bush Hotel, and Bank Street; these two finds I saw. Tlic

other two places 1 have been informed of by old inhabitants,

viz., Citadel Row, a street only a few feet long, and Castle

Street. In the two instances which T saw, the stockade

Avas buried deep under soil full of Roman relics, and the

tops of the stakes were burnt otl" ; the stockades clearly

belonged, like the structure under consideration, to the

earlier Luguvallium.

I would venture to suggest tliat the earlier Luguvallium

was defended by a triple row of o;ik posts well wattle-

worked together : that westward of the north gate this

fortification changed to a jjlatform for engines of war,

commanding the trackway from North Britain, which

must have passed along the front of the platform to reach

the north gate of Luguvallium.'-^ Platform and stockade

would all be ruined ere Hadrian's days, and the second

Luguvallium, which 1 fancy was not fortified, rose upon

the debris.

Positive evidence exists that the Romans brought

hallistcB into the north of England. Two inscriptions have

Ijeeii found at the station of Bremenium (now High
Rochester) in Northuml)erland which state that the first

cohort of the Vardulli had there rebuilt a hallistariuin, or

platform, for haUistd:^ One of these inscrijjtions Avas

found near a portion of the ramparts of Bremenium, -which

was of the unusual thickness of twenty-eight feet, and
strengthened by a buttress. Li the vicinity of this rampart

a number of large stones, roughly rounded, such as we may
suppose would be used for haUistce, were found. Similar

stones have been found at Borcovicus, and chiefly in the

vicinity of those parts where are platforms or staunces

suitable for mounting hallistce. A round ball of flint,

a little pear-shaped, in diameter four inches, and weighing

'"Transactions of the Cumberland down by Vitruvius, Bk. I., c. 5, viz., that

and irestmordand Antiquarian and it should wind and turn to the left from
Arch(rological Society," vol. iii., pp. the gates. By this arrangement the
134-137 ; vol. iv., p. 91. " Proc : S.A.," right sides of the attacking troops, which
n.s., vol. vii., p. 217, and ^'Journal of are not covered by their shields, are open
the British Arch(Col(>gic<d Association, to the weapons of the beseiged.

vol. xxxiii., p. f)'25. •* " Lapidarium Septeutrionale," Nos.
^ The road exactly fulfils the rule laid 571-57:^.
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3flbs. was found on the tip to wliicli tlic earth

from Tullie House was taken, but the dirt adhering

to it proved clearly that it had occurred in the

Eoman debris about the level of the platform. It seems
such a stone as might be flung from a halUsta, but one
ball will hardly prove the existence of a battery.^

Staunces, suj^posed for hallista' and such like engines, are

found at regular intervals on the Wall of Antoninus, and
on the walls of Silchester, especially near the gates.

So far 1 have not been a1)le to find any similar platform

in Britain. At Burghhead, on the Moray Frith, in Scot-

land, is a fort which presents the peculiar feature of being

constructed of logs of oak, alternating with layers of

stone. A diagram in the new volume oi Proceedings S.A.

of Scodand'' shows a section and view of the ramparts.

This method of construction is characteristic of the Celtic

or Gaulish forts of France, e.g. , the ramparts of Murcens,
of Uxellodunum, and of Impernal, on the river Lot, in

the department of that name in the south of France.^ At
Burghhead, Murcens, and Impernal, large quantities of

iron nails, exactly similar to those found at Tullie House,
have been discovered. Csesar, in his (Jcdlic Wars, Book
vii., section 23, gives a description of the Gallic fortifica-

tions, which exactly describes those just mentioned ; he
gives forty feet as the breadth of the cross beams, the

breadth of the Tullie House structure. This fact and the

similarity of the nails found in Carlisle, in Scotland, and
in Gaul, may give birth to a conjecture that the structure

at Tullie House may have been the work of a Celtic

people, and not of the Eomans. But the similarity does
not go very far. The Scotch and foreign examples are

intended, as Ca3sar explains, to resist the battering-ram,

while the Tullie House structure was clearly intended to

carry great weight.

Another structural find was made, which merits brief

mention. At the depth of eleven feet from the present

surface a drain was found running from east to west, and

^ Since writing these papers I have ever since been iu possession of the
been shown three large round balls of red builder. The Blazing Barrel is iu the
sandstone, undoubtedly made for use iu a ditch of the vallum, exactly opposite the
ballista, or some similar machine. They platform.
were found sixteen years ago, iu the " Proceedings S.A. of Scotland, 3rd
ditch of the vallum in building the series, vol. i,, pp. 435-437.
Blazing Barrel public-house, and have ^ Ibid, p. 440.
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crossing the plaltoini (sec diiigraiii III.), I)Ut at a liigiier

level, a foot or so above it, and five feet below the niedicie-

val surface, which is as already conjectured six feet l)elow

the present level. Wlien this drain was put in, the plat-

form must have been long l)uried : the mediaival man may
have laid this drain, or the Roman may have laid it. It is

made of trunks of S(;otch fir, Finns sylvcstrix, hollowed

out, and jointed one into the other. If the Roman laid

the drain, the material was ready to the hand ; (Jtesar

found the Scotch fir Hourishing in great abundance in

these islands (see British BaiTvirs, Greenwell and Rolles-

ton p. 724, 11.).

Leaving the structural finds, I come to the miscellaneous

or loose articles that occurred during the work.

At tlie very l)ottom of all things, at a depth of some

eighteen feet, on the virgin soil, a bone arrow-head was

found. It is two-and-a-half inches long, and is formed

from the bone of some small animal, and has holes for a

rivet by which it was secured to its shaft. For examples

of l)one weapons, see Proc. S.A., 2nd series, vol. i., p. 162,

where Mr. Franks says of them :

—

Weapons made of bone arc of great rarity, especially in this country.

So luisatisfactory a material for all piu-])oses, whether of warfare or the

chase, would only be employed at a time when metal was unknown, or

so rare as to be of great value, so that the use of it was restricted to a

few persons. In addition to this, bone is very liable to decay, and it is

only found in good preservation when embedded in moorish soil or in

thick mud, so that the action of the air is excluded.

Coming to relics of the Roman age, potsherds of that

date began to appear at the depth of about eight feet,

and continued down to the original soil. They we-re of

the usual character, shards of blue black ware, and of

the so-called Samian (pseudo-Arretine), both plain and

fisfured ; fraomeiits of amphorce and of mortaria were

al)undant : the potters marks are numerous, and are

given, together with others from Carlisle, in an Appendix

to this paper. One or two of the shards of Samian

had been ground into circular dumps, no doubt liy

children for use in some such game as " hop-scotch,"

and one or two, by the leaden rivets remaining in

them, showed that they had belonged to vessels

considered worthy of repair when broken. Several
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small vases, about four inches in height, of coarse paste,

were found. Fragments of glass vessels also occurred,

including pieces with the characteristic projecting pillars

(see AVright, The Celt, the Roman, and the Saxon, 3rd

edition, p. 284), and half of a bracelet or bangle of green

glass with yellow ornaments. One broken earthenware

vessel possesses some interest, as belonging to the class of

triple vases, which have recently been the subject of

discussion in the Antiquary}
Some brass braiding, or wire plaited into a braid or

chain of square section, was found at a depth of sixteen

feet below the surfcice, among the Roman dehris. Braiding,

of exactly the same pattern, is in the Anglo-Roman room
at the British Museum, and was found at C^horley, in

Lancashire. Some instances are in the Guildhall Museum,
forming the handles of glass bowls, being attached by rings

to lions' masks moulded on the Hass. One or two frao'-

ments of a copper mirror were found ; also some thin pieces

of brass, which were probably the mounts of strap ends.

A hair-pin of bronze, two styli, and two ligidce of the same
material were found ; an iron adze-head occurred at tlie

depth of ten feet, and a heavy bronze ring at six feet, at

which depth also occurred a much -worn wedding ring of a

modern date ; and at seven feet the leaden bob of a

plummet was found.

A bowl of thin l)ronze, hammered out of the solid, was
found among the Roman dehris. It is one foot in diameter

at the top, including a turnover rim of half-an-inch ; its

depth is three inches, and its diameter at bottom, which is

slighly dished, is nine inches. Tlie rim has eight nail

holes in it, struck up from the under side, as if the bowl
had been inverted, and nailed as a cover over somethinsf.

It has been most highly valued, if the care that has been
taken to repair it is any criterion ; it has been patched

with bronze, thin plates of bronze, in no less than eleven or

twelve places ; these plates are fastened on with bronze

rivets of a peculiar type, exactly like modern paper
fasteners. Two bronze bowls, exactly similar to this,

were found in a crannoo' in Dowalton Loch in Wio^tonshire,

some thirty years ago, l)y the present Duke of Northumber-

^ See Transactions Cumberland and logical Society, vol. xii., p. 272.

Westmorland Antiquarian and Arckceo-
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land. These Dowaltoii Locli l)0\vl.s are engraved in Dr.

JMunro's nianniHcent work, Tlic Lake Dwciliiujs of Europe,

p. 400, and also in iJr. Anderson's Scotland in Pagan
Times; the Jroa Age, p. 2G8. They are in tlie INIuseuni

ot" the Society of Anti(piaries of 8cothind, in eonipany witli

a third, also from Dowaltoii. This third howl is made of

pieces of sheet metal, riveted tooether, and is repaired in

identicallv the same manner, and with identically the same
rivets as the howl just found at Tullie House. A store of

these peculiar rivets has recently been found in an archfoo-

loo-ical investiijation of the Ckdhin Sands in Eli'inshirc

(Proceedings S.A. of Scotland, 3rd series, vol. i., p. 508).

With the three Dowalton Loch examples, a bronze sauce-

pan of well-known Roman form was found, undoubtedly

Roman, for it is marked " P. CIPIPOLIBI"—the mark
of Pulilicus Cipius Polibus, a well-known Roman saucepan

maker. ^

A bronze brooch was also found at Tullie House, the exact

place I do not know.'^ It is a flat circle of about an inch

internal diameter, and notcpiite an inch and a half external

diameter. On it is an inscription, ' i^t i()S na^at tWUS XtX."

It much resembles a brooch engraved in Scotland in

Pagan Times; The Iron Age, p. 225, and now in the

Museum of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, which

Dr. Anderson assig-ns to the thirteenth or fourteenth

century. A carved stone from the Shawk Quarries, near

Carlisle, which the Romans are known to have worked, was

also found at Tullie House. ^ It is six inches by four

inches by a foot in length, and one-half of it is worked into

a spirited likeness of the head of a wild boar, the well-

known cognizance of the twentieth Legion. A disc of red

sandstone was found at a depth of nine feet ; it is four

and a half inches in diameter, and two inches in thickness.

A hone stone of sandstone was also found. Three perfect

millstones, and a fourth, broken, of volcanic ash from

Andernach on the Rhine were discovered ; the broken one

has part of its ironwork remaining. Other fragments were

a couple of cpierns of local stone.

Three o'old coins were found. The earliest in date is ao
^ Munro's Lake Dwellings of Europe, concealed it for some time.

p. 400 ; Anderson's Scotland in Pagan ^ Proc. S.A., 2nd series, vol. xiv., p.

Times ; the Iron Age, p. 200. 41.

- The finders took it to be gold, and
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quarter noble of Edward III. ; it is of his fourth issue,

between 1369 and 1379 ; it was found among the Roman
debris, at a depth of nine feet, l)ut coins have a tendency

to work downwards. The next is a half-guinea of William

III., dated 1695. I do not know at what depth it was
found. The third is a half-guinea of George I., dated

1725, in ])eautiful condition, found at three feet below the

surface. The silver coins included four denarii, found at a

depth of thirteen feet ; these appear to have been subject

to the action of fire ; two more, much worn ; four silver

pennies of Edward II. (three of the London mint, and one

of Canterbury). The copper coins included first, second,

and third brasses, mostly too corroded and detrited to be

deciphered, except two second brasses of Vespasian, and
one of Trajan ; an Irish halfpenny of Queen Elizabeth

;

two or three Scotch bawbees, one of which had wriggled

down to a depth of fifteen feet ; a penny of George III.

,

and one or two modern halfpennies.

I should like to add that owing to a system of paying

the excavators for what they found and gave up, most of

the relics discovered, except some coins, came into the

possession of the Corporation of Carlisle, and will be added

to the Museum in Tullie House. That, I am sorry to say, did

not occur in the case of the extensive excavations made in

Carlisle for the erection of new markets in 1887 : between

200 and 'lOO silver coins of Roman date found there were

disposed of to a Liverpool dealer by one of the foremen,

who had been most active in handing over to the Corpora-

tion anything that was too big for him to lift. But the

excavators have an exao-oerated idea of the value ofCO
Roman and other coins, due to ignorant people giving

absurd prices for single coins ; these prices the men think

ought to ])e always obtained, and they hide the coins fiom

the authorities, but ultimately part with them for a trifle

to some wily foreman who is in touch with the Liverpool

dealers through the local paw^nln-okers. One object found

in the new markets at Carlisle was a figure of a bronze

sea-horse; I heard of its discovery, but it had already got

into the hands of a dealer. Recently, after a lapse of five

years, I found it in the Anglo-Roman room at the British

Museum.
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APPKNDTX No. 1.

The bones from the Roinaiio-I'ritish strata under Carlisle, obtained at

a depth of from ei<i;ht to einliteen feet ])eneath the jjresent surfaee, and

submitted to me by Mr. 11. S. Ferj>uson, belong to the following animals:

—

Domestic dog, sliort-horned ox (/^os /onf/ifro7is), red dacr (Ccrvun ehijJius),

domestie pig. The dog is represented by fragments of a young skull
;

the ox by two caimon-bones, lower jaws, ])ortions of skull and other

bones; the red deer by an entire hind cannon-bone {iiictatarsua) the

lower end of a tibia, and some other remains ; and the ])ig by the lower

jaw. The only specimens which are of esi)ecial interest are the camion-

boncs {metacarpus and mdataraufi) of the ox, which are smaller than

any that have ever come under my notice, and indicate an extremely

diminutive domestic race. The front cannon-bone {metacarpus) is repre-

sented in the accompanying illustration on a scale of one-half ohe actual

size. It extreme length is only 6 inches, and its width at the upper

end 2-8 inches.

R. LYDEKKER.

FRONT SURFACE OF THE LEFT FORE CANNON-BONE (METACAIU'US)

OF THE SHOHT-HORNF.D OX (HALF-NATURAL SIZK).

APPENDIX No. II.—POTTERS' MARKS.

SAMIAN WARE FROM TULLIE HOUSE.
Names marked thus are iu Wright's Catalogue.'^

Names marked thus in Roach Smith's list.t

On Wright's List of Marks ou Mortaria.X

^11
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FROM THE COLLECTION OF MR. R. FERGUSON, F.S.A.,

OF MORTON.

*tADVOCISI
*fALBVCI
tBRICCI . M
*tBVRDO
*DOIIC or DOLIO
DORCEVS . P .

*0F . FAB /

MASCNIOS
MAMMI
MINAISINNIVS
MOGODII . M

•fMOXIVS

UMOIMO
*+OF.PATRI0
*0F . RICIMI
*tRVFFI
*tSATVRNNI,OF
»SENILA
SCOTNT
VAKEDVKATl
VATII'ONIS M (sciatche<l)

*tVllKI
XIIXII

SAMIAN WARE FROM THE CARLISLE MUSEUM.

*tANVNI . M or AVYNI . M.
AINI . M.

'tJADVOCISI (in caps, ou aide of a

vessel)

*^AETERNII
*tJBlGA FEC

BAECOSHEF ?

*CALAVA . F (Botchergate)

§CAMVII (twice)

CAMPANI

M

*t§CRVCVRO
OAVON . M (now missingl

§CLOSABINIA or GLOSABINIA
*tOF . FAGE (from Stauwix).

§GLANCIV M
10 / / M

§10 /CIVS or lOCI.MS
LITTER
M//M
MAGI OF

*tMAIOR . F
*tOF . MANNI.
't^MARCELLIVS
*tMARTIALIS
PVGNI

N

SAXIMI . M ^twice)

*t§SECVNL)VS F
§SILVIIRI OF

'ECVIyR.For 'ECKI^.F
/ MOR .

M

^/IIANIM
/ / / E / CTO SF

§/ / / INI M
/ / IVINI
/ / II . M
/ / BIMAI
/ / IIMA
JXIIIXIII

(scratched on bottom).

§ Pieces so marked were found in the New Markets, Carlisle.

SAMIAN WARE IN MR. FISHER'S COLLECTION.

*tCELTAS . FC
*tCRACVNA F
•tMACCALI iM

OSINONAVI

*PAVI . L . P
*tTITVRONIS
/ / RITINIMI

LA'EOH

SAMIAN WARE IN CATALOGUE OF THE ARCH^OLOGICAL
MUSEUM (formed at Carlisle during a visit of the Royal Archao-
logical Institute, 1859).

GAVRICUS
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ON LAMPS.

ATiriVS
*IECIDI
FORTIS
FVS

Catalogue Li.st, ]>. 8.

(Museum)
(Morton Collectiou)

ON AMPIIORyE.

VIPAV
lAi^ori
DOM F
A K A .



THE SHRINE AND HEAD OF ST. HUGH OF LINCOLN.

By THE REV. PRECENTOR VENABLES.

Of all the possessions of Lincoln Minster none was
more liiglily prized than the remains of its saintly bishop,

Hugh of Avalon. Prized not merely as the mortal tene-

ment of one of the noblest and purest sjoirits which have
illustrated the see of Remigius, but, on lower grounds,

as the source of a stream of wealth which flowed in

uninterruptedly at his shrine until the fierce storm of

the Reformation scattered all such " monuments of super-

stition " to the winds. Although Hugh in his lifetime

deprecated all credit for miraculous power, and indeed, as

his biographer tells us, was no great admirer of so called

miracles, regarding the popular craving after them as an
evidence of the want of true faith,^ miraculous powers
began to be attributed to his body immediately after his

decease. During the four days' journey from London to

Lincoln, though the weather was wet and stormy, the wax
torches borne before his bier were never all extinguished at

once, and when the corpse rested for the night at Biggles-

wade, a man who had had his arm broken in the crush

believed that the saint appeared to him in a vision and by
a touch restored the fractured limb. On reaching Lincoln

miraculous cures at once began to testify to his sanctity.

While the body lay in the Minster before burial, a

knight of Lindsey was healed of a cancer by placing

his diseased arm upon it ; at the mere touch of the

sacred corpse a blind woman received sight, while,

en revanche, a thief who had eased a woman of

her purse as she knelt in prayer was struck with
instant blindness.^ As was to be expected a plentiful

1 Maana Vita S. Hiifjonis, pp. 97, 98, • M. V. 365-6, 375-6, Giraldus Camb.
245 ; Girald. Camb. vii, 181. vii, 182, Hoveden iv, 143.
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crop of miracles followed Hugh's biiiial. Over these wc
need not linger much. Tliey are of the ordinary type which

we arc familiar with in nicdipcval hagiology. Their chief

interest lies in the side-light they throw on the life of the

period, and the local names preserved in the narratives.

Wigford, i.e., the southern portion of the city l)eyond the

river, appears several times in connection with crippled and

lunatic girls and a tongue-tied boy, and Pottergate as the

home of a dumb lad, all cured by passing the night by the

tomb. We have a curious picture of the condition of the

present decorous Minster-yard, or "atrium ecclesise," in

the thirteenth century, when a palsied lad builds himself a

hut outside the precentor's gate, and is supported by his alms

and those of the other canons, until he too receives healing

at the tomb. There is a curious reference to Eustace,

Abbot of Flay, who, it will be remembered, came on a

mission from his Abbey in Normandy in 1200 to preach

the better observance of the Lord's Day and other reforms

in Ensfland. In 1201 he came to Lincolnshire where, as in

Yorkshire, his words, backed with the coarse imposture of a

letter from heaven, had a powerful but transient effect.

Divine judgments fell, it was believed, on the heads of

those who scorned his admonitions. Among those stiff-

necked folks whose cases are recorded by Hoveden^ and

Giraldus,^ was a woman of Kent—" incredula nimis et in-

devota "—who was guilty of the heinous crime of winding

the thread she had spun into balls after 3 p.m. on Saturday,

at which hour, by the rules of the Church, the sanctity of

the Lord's Day began and lasted till the Monday morning,

and in spite of the remonstrances of her husband and her

neighbours continued her wicked work. Suddenly both

her hands stiffened. In dismay she came to St. Hugh's tomb
for relief. The penitentiary, sub-dean William of Bram-

field—the same who was murdered by a Vicar of the

Church, four years afterwards, as he knelt in prayer at

St. Peter's Altar (his murderer meeting with " lynch law
"

at thehandsof the sub-dean's servants
—"statim membratim

discerptus est "), gave no credence to her tale and turned

her out of the Church. In her despair, beating her head

with her closed fists, she journeys to Canterbury, if per-

chance St. Thomas might do for her what St. Hugh would
' Vol. iv. p. 170-1. "^ Vol. vii. p. 121.
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not. But he too refuses her aid, and tells her to go back to

Lincoln with all speed, for there she would 1)e cured. She
obeys the supernatural voice which issued from the martyr's

tomb ; retraces her steps ; finds the incredulous sub-dean
celebrating mass close to St. Hugh's tomb, on which she

lays her hands and is forthwith cured, ' The hint this story

gives of the relations between the elder and the younger
saint as a wonder worker, of which the narrative of St.

Hugh's miracles supplies several examples, is instructive as

indicating the rivalry existing between miraculous shrines;

the guardians of each extolling the eflicacy of their own
shrine at the expense of others.

The fame of the miraculous cures worked at St. Hugh's
tomb, for as yet, properly speaking, he had no shrine,

l^rought together such large numbers of sick and impotent
folk that the Chapel in which he had been buried would
not receive them. This CliajDcl was that of St. Hugh's patron
saint, St. John the Baptist, the northernmost of the two
apsidal chapels which project from the east side of the north-

east transept, close to the cloister-door. It formed part of

Hugh's own building, then only just completed. The last

directions given by him to his architect, Geoftrey of Noiers,

on his death l)ed, at the Old Temple in Holljorn, were for

the finishing and decoration of the altar in it. " He had
hoped to have consecrated it himself, but since God had
willed otherwise, it must be done by other hands. He
named the Bishop of Rochester as his representative^." The
toml), according to his own directions, was not placed con-

spicuously in the middle of the chapel, but close to the

side wall to the south, where there would be less danger of

persons tripping over it and falling. He had sought not

to be a stumbling block to his brethren in his life time
;

he would be sorry to be a stumbling block to them when
' We have other instances in the NafFerton, Yoj'kshire, is paralysed at her

"legenda" of St. Hugh, as well as in loom. (Hovedeu iv., 170.) In Liucolu-
Hoveden, of the punishment with which shire one woman who, in spite of her
the violation of the strict rule of Sunday husband's remonstrances, puts her dough
observances laid down hy this fanatic was into a hct oven at the forbidden time,
visited, eg., a woman washes her child's finds it still unbaked when she goes to
clothes after 3 p.m. on Saturday, and take it out ; while another good woman
hangs them out to dry on Sunday, and is who, though the dough is kneaded and
struck with paralysis in the left hand and the oven ready to receive it, refuses to
fore-arm. A dream warns her to go to violate the sanctity of the Lord's day, is

St. Hugh's tomb, where she is cured. rewarded by having her bread baked by
(Giraldus vii., 185.) A woman persisting miracle {ib. 171).

to go on weaving after the same hour at - Magna Vita, p. 387-
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dciul.^ It was consequently found necessary greatly to

enlarge the chapel. The apse was therefore taken down,

and the side walls carried out fifty feet, and the apse I'C-

placed with a square end after English fashion, fully

quadrupling the area. It must have been at this time that

the first translation of the l)0(]y of St. Hugh took |)lace.

A larger chapel having heen provided where there would

be no such risk of stumbling over the low dos-d'dne tomb
as in the cramped area of the earlier chapel, the objection

to a central position would be done away, and the tond)

would be made to occupy a place worthy of it. We may
suppose it set up in the middle of the chapel, like that of

the Confessor at Westminster Abbey, and those of St. Alban

in the church which bears his name, and of other canonized

saints. We can hardly be wrong—(the architecture of the

chapel as seen in Hollar's prints in Dugdale points that

way)—in regarding this enlargement and the consequent

translation, as contemporaneous with the canonization of

St. Hugh. This we know took place in 1220 by a decree

of Pope HonoriusIIL, who, in the second and third of the

series of bulls announcing the canonization, gives directions

for the transference of his body to a more honourable place.

The third special bull, addressed to the Bishop of Lincoln,

expressly orders him to summon the prelates and others, and

have the translation carried out with due solemnity, and

the sacred body placed with all worthy honour.^

The late Canon Dimock allows that there is no "actual

evidence that this order was carried into effect," either in

1220, or at any other time before the great translation in

1280. But it is not at all likely that the papal mandate
remained entirely disregarded for sixty years, and it is

^ lb. 340, 377. -That St. Hugh's direc- as possible to the sacred remains,—' Vide-

tions as to the position of his tomb were batur ei in somniis quod quidam dixit

faithfully carried out is shewn by the ei ut iret ad tumbam . . . . et poneret

following passage in Giraldus' " Vita S. se in medio foraniine inmhce. (Giraldus

Hugonis," vol. vii., p. 123:—" Altare vii., 189.)

saucti Johannis Baptistte quod tumbam - "Cum venerabile corpus beati Hugo-
viri sancti collateralem et proximam nis a loco in quo est transferendum sit

habet." et digniua collocandum, paternitati tuaj

From a few words in the narrative of per apostolica scripta mandamus qua-

the woman who had her hand paralysed tinus convocatis prajlatis et aliis quos

for washing her child's clothes after 3 videris convocandos, corpus ipsum in

p.m. ou Saturday, and was cured at St. locum opportunum cures cum debita

Hugh's tomb, we see that the tomb—like solempnitate transferri, facieiis illud cum
the majority of mediaeval shrines—had digna honorificentia coHocari," Giraldus,

recesses or apertures in its sides to enable vol. vii, p. 246, Appendix I.

the devotees to bring themselves as near
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only reasonable to suppose that the new enlarged chapel

was erected upon or soon after his canonization,—the period

to which, as has been already said, the architecture be-

longs,—in order to meet the necessity of larger space for

the shrine of the new saint and his devotees,^ It may be

remarked in passing, that towards the latter part of the

last century, when it was the habit of Deans and Chapters

to remove decayed parts of the Cathedrals entrusted to

their guardianship to save the expense of repair, the

enlarged quadrangular chapel was pulled down under the

direction of " the ingenious Mr. Essex"^" and the original

apsidal shaj)e restored ; the work, it may be added, being

done so cleverly, the old stonework being adapted to its

new position, as to deceive the most experienced as to its

date. The two lancets which light it are evidently the

same which appear in Hollar's view at the east end of

the elongated chapel, and the other architectural features

belong to that fabric.^

As has been said, we may place the enlargement of St.

John Baj^tist's Chapel, and the presumed former translation

of the remains of St. Hugh about the year 1220, or a

little later. But after all that had been done, the position

occupied by the shrine appeared inadequate to the dignity

of so great a saint, as well as too narrow for the crowds

who gathered at the sacred spot, especially on the day of

his death and other solemn anniversaries, to obtain healing

of their physical maladies and spiritual benefits. Within
thirty years the Dean and Chapter undertook a much more
magnificent and costly design, to do honour to one the fame
of whose sanctity had spread so widely, and had received

papal confirmation by his admission to the roll of canonised

saints within twenty years of his death. This was no less

than the demolition of the apsidal termination of St.

Hugh's Choir, if not still in its first newness hardly

yet fifty years old, and the erection of an eastern limb,

of far larger dimensions and richer design, for the reception

of the shrine. This was the origin of the far-famed

' Giraklus u. s. p. 222. years since, the foundations of this Chapel
- Chapter Orders Sept. 10, 1771, that were brought to light and it awaits recon-

"St. Mary's Chapel [an error for St. John struction. It will be observed that the

the Baptist's] be taken down next spring Chapel occupies the same relative position

md the breach made up by a building to the Choir of the Minster as the

similar to the otlier small chapel." destroyed Lady Chapel at Peterborough
^ By the removal of the earth a few and that still standing at Ely.
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"Angel choir" pronounced hy one of our ablest Jirchi-

tectural judges/ " one of tlie loveliest of liunian works,

simply perfect in its proportions and details."

'rids stately work was commenced in 1256 or the

following year, and was so ftir finished as to admit of the

translation of the saint's body to the newly erected shrine,

on October Gth, 1280. It was not however fully completed

till the fourteenth century was well on its way. The work
evidently lagged ; episcopal ap[)eals, letters of indulgence,

and injunctions to the Rural JJeans for its completion were
issued by Bishop Oliver Sutton in 1297 and 1298, and by
Bishop John of Dalderby, at various dates between 1301

and 1314. In 1306 a contract for the "novum opus" was
entered into between the Chapter and Richard of Stow, or,

Gainsborough, " cementarius," the plainwork to l)e done by
measure and the carved work and sculpture l)y the day.

To describe the ceremony of the translation at any
length w^ould be beside the purpose of this paper. It was
in all probability the most magnificent function ever

witnessed in Lincoln Minster, dignified with the presence

of Edward I. and Queen Eleanor (who ten years later

breathed her last but a few miles from Lincoln, and had her

first monument in the Minster, and her first cross erected

by the above-mentioned Richard of Stow, just outside the

south-gate of the city), his brother Edmund, Earl of

Lancaster (the nominal king of Sicily) and his wife, the queen
of Navarre, and a host of nobles, archbishops, bishops, and
other high dignitaries of church and state. Two conduits

ran wine at the west entrance of the Bishop's palace from

3 p.m. to curfew. The whole expense of the translation

was borne by Thomas Beck who was on the same day, when
the function was over, consecrated Bishop of St. David's.

It is interesting to notice that four years later his more
famous brother the mighty clerk, Antony, Patriarch of

Jerusalem and King of Man, when appointed to the

Bishopric of Durham, emulated his younger brother's

munificence, undertaking the entire charges of the trans-

lation of St. William of York on the day of his own
consecration in York Minster, Jan. 9th, 1284.

For the reception of the Saint's body a metal /ere^rwm

or portable shrine had been provided, ornamented with

^ E. A. Freeman English Toions and Districts, p. 225.
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gold and silver and inlaid with precious stones. This, was
placed upon a lofty stone base in the centre of the free

space behind the back wall of the reredos.^ Such was the
customary position for the shrine of the chief saint of

any great church. The structure was generally raised

to a sufficient height to be visible to the priest cele-

brating mass at the high altar on the other side of the

reredos wall, with the intention of elevating his thous^hts

while ministering and stirring him up to emulate the
virtues of the holy man there entombed. The only
example still existing in England' is that of the Confessor
behind the altar at Westminster Abbey ; but, to omit the
world-famous shrine of St. Thomas at Canterbury, we know
that such was the position of the shrines of St. Etheldreda at

Ely, St. William at York, St. Swithun at Winchester and
many others. Beyond the fact that it was elevated on a

stone base, doubtless pierced with canopied arches and
richly adorned with carving, and that it was cased with
plates of gold and of silver gilt, and encrusted with gems,
and it was protected by a grille of curiously wrought iron

trellis work, we have no knowledge of the form or design

of the shrine.^ The place where it stood was in Sanderson's

time'* marked by iron clamps in the pavement, probably
the fastenings of the grille just mentioned. These w^ere

still to be seen in the middle of the last century when

' "Tandem sacrum corpus iu theea inveniendo sibi carbones efc ferrum quod
auro argento et pretiosis lapidibus ornata quinque marcte, xij solidi iiij denarii non
reconditum est; ipsa que theca loco solverentur" (Chapter Acts, fo. 15, verso),

congruo satisque sublimi e marmore " Die veneris proxime post Epiphaniam
structo honorifice collocata est." Surius, (A.D. 1310) Dominus Reginaldus de
ed. Venet, 1581, torn. vi. Southwick missus fuit Loudon, ad trac-

'' That at St. Albans is a reconstruction tandum cum aurifabris et aliis operariis

made up of fragments discovered in de novo coopertorio pro feretro beati

different parts of the Church. Hugouis cum diversis imaginibus aureis
^ From the following extracts from the etargenteis noviterfaciendis decorando et

Chapter records we see that the shrine, ornando " (ibid). See Appendix D
like the building which contained *" North of Dalyson's tomb was the
it, was not all finished at once. The shrine of St. Hugh, bishop of Lincoln,
yrille was made about 1308, by Simon which you may find by the ii-ons fastened
the Smith, and a new lid, inlaid with on the pavement. It was made of beaten
images in gold and silver, by London gold, and Avas in length eight feet and
goldsmiths in 1310. " Venit Simon four feet broad, as is now to be seen. It

Faber et petiit quod cum per custodes was taken away by virtue of a Com-
feretri beati Hugonis, viz., Magistrum, mission in K. Henry VIII. time, the
T. de Ferrariis et Dominum R. de thirty-second year of his reign. The irons

"Wynchecombe fuisset conventum cum only now remaining." Sanderson, 4ncicn
eodem de quadraginta marcis ^ro opere Monumental Inscriptions in Lincoln,
feretri in faciendo unum Traylicium W. & B. Brooke, 1851,

ferreum circa feretrum antedictum, et
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they are referred to by Sympsoii, the Lincoln antiquary,

but they have now entirely disappeared.

On the destruction of the slirinc at tlic period of the

Reformation, wliat remained of the venerated Ijody was

believed to have been interred in a grave in the floor of

the retro-clioir, a little to the north of the oriiijinal site. The

spot is marked by a table-tomb set up by Bishop William

Fuller (Sanderson's successor) after the Restoration, and

bearing a copy of Latin elegiacs, commemorating the

supposed fact. But when the grave was opened on the

repaving of the retro-choir in 1886, the lead coffin, enclosed

in one of stone, was found to contain nothing but decaying

vestments, without any trace of human remains, as if,

for fear of further sacrilegious indignity, the body had been

reverently removed l)y the pious hand of some votaries of

the old faith.i

Up to the time of the Translation no hint is given of

any divorce between the head and the body of St. Hugh.
As the narrative of the ceremonial speaks of a considerable

quantity of oil flowing from the jaw, while Bishop Oliver

Sutton was reverently holdins; the head in his hand before

the actual translation began, it is clear that the two were

disunited but that both were still in the Chapel in which

St. Hugh had been originally interred.^

It is seen from the narrative that the whole of St. Hugh's

remains, including the head, were translated, but that when
the ceremony was over the head was taken back again to

the place from whence it came, St. John the Baptist's

Chapel, and replaced there by the altar. The advantage of

this arrangement is apparent. The church gained two sacred

spots instead of one, and a double opportunity was afforded

^ For a fuller account of this discovery Dorlaudus (d. 1507) adds—the marvels
see ^}'c/i. /oro'nai, vol. xliv., p. 201. alwaj's increasing the further one gets

^ " Cumque sanctissimura ejus caput away from the event—that on the open-

—quod a corpore separatum postea auro ing of the " loculus " a delicious odour
argeuto et gemmis inclusumest—Oliverus (" odor suave fragrans ") burst forth and
Lincolnieusis Episcopus in manibus reve- pervaded the whole church. There is

renter teueret, ex ejus maxilla non parum not the slightest allusion to any of the.^e

olei distillavit. " (Giraldus, vol. vii., p. wonders in the contemporary account of

222.) The same narrative records, also, the translation, "probably written by
the discovery of a large quantity of the some member or retainer of the Beck
purest oil— " magnam olei purissimi family who was himself present," which,

copiam '
'—in the coffin, and the fact proving, far too simple and free from

that the Saint's body was not at the marvellous for later biographers,

all decomposed — "quasi integrum re- has been thus dressed up. (Dimock,
pertum est corpus ejus "— to which apu,d Gualdus a. s.
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for the offerings of the faithful, the source from which

prior to the Reformation so large a portion of the income

of the clergy, parochial as well as cathedral and monastic,

was derived.^ The head was subsequently enclosed in a

case of metal, adorned with plates of gold and silver and
beautified with precious stones, such as those which are

to be seen on the altars, and in the sacristies and treasuries

of continental churches.'^ In England there were not

wanting examples of this duplicated reverence paid to the

relics of a saint. The earliest recorded instance is that of

St. Edwin " King and Martyr," the first christian sovereign

of Northumbria. When slain by Penda at the battle of

Heathfield, a.d. 633, his head, Bede tells us^ was carried

to York, and deposited in the Chapel of St. Gregory, in

the Church of St. Peter which he had begun building,

while his body was buried subsequently in his grand-

daughter's abbey of Whitby. Edwin's successor Oswald,

also " King and Martyr " supplies a second example
in the same period. After the battle at Maserfield, a.d.

642, in which he fell, the same savage conqueror severed

the young king's head from his body, and set it up on a

pole. It was rescued, carried to Lindisfarne and buried by
St. Aidan. It was afterwards exhumed and carried to

Bamborough where it remained till St. Cuthbert's time. In

875 when the monks retired before the Danes, the head was
placed in St. Cuthbert's coffin and accompanied the wander-
ings of his body. On the translation of St. Cuthbert's relics

in 1104, the head was found in the coffin and left there,

where it was discovered when the grave was opened in

1827." Oswald's body was deposited by his niece Queen
Ostryth in the church of the Abbey of Bardney, in Lincoln-

shire,^ whence on the destruction of that monastery by the

Danes, it was removed to Gloucester and placed in a shrine.

* The narrative so often referred to, liquary head of St. Candidus in a church
after speaking of the depositing of the of Geneva. One of St. Eustace, from
body '' loco cougruo," goes on to say that Basle, of the thirteenth century, is in
it was " non longe a sanctissimo ejus the British Museum. Sacred Archaology
capite quod juxta altare beatissimi p. 145 suh voce Chef,

Johanuis Baptists reposuerunt." Mr. ^ ZTi's^ Secies, lib. ii, c. 20 ; lib. iii, c. 24.

Dimock remarks : " The re of this verb * Bede, Hist. Eccl. iii. 12. Reg. Dunelm.
indicates that in placing his head in the c, 42 ; W. Malmesb. Qest. Pont iii..

Chapel of St. John Baptist they restored 134; Raine, S. Cuthbert, p. 187. Bishop
it to the place that his whole body had, Lightfoot, Leaders in the Northern Church,
until now, occupied."

—

Ibid. p. 184.
^ According to the late Precentor ^ Bede H.E. iii., 11.

Mackenzie Walcott, there is a fine re-
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Several of our Cathedrals furnish still closer parallels.

In Lichfield Cathedral tlicrc was a special altar called " the

altar of St. Chad" on \vlii(;li the liead of tlie saint, proljal^ly

enclosed in a metal case adorned witli gold and jewels, was

placed as an object of devotion. The head, like St. Hugh's at

Lincoln, had its own special "keeper," " custos capitis sancti

cedde."^ Towards the close of the fifteenth century, Dean
Heywood among other benefactions to his Cathedral gave an

altar cloth of twill to St. Chad's altar. Mr. Hewitt quotes

from the Cathedral muniments, " mappa data altari ubi

restat caput sci cedde. Item prefatus Decanus dedit

altari sci cedde in capella ubi caput ejus mirifice honoratur

unam mappam bonam de panno bilicino et tradita fuit

manibus diii Will. Hukyns ejusdem capelle custodi."

Mr. Hewitt remarks " what became of this relic at the

time of the Reformation has not been ascertained. If

decorated with gold and silver, as we may well believe

it to have been, its fate on falling into the hands of

the Tudor emissaries may well be imagined."

A still nearer correspondence is shewn at Chichester.

Bishop Richard of Wych, who died in 1253, was canonized

in126 3, and on June 16, 1276, his body was translated from

its original place of sepulture to a newly erected shrine,

standing almost certainly in the retro-choir, at the back of

the high altar, in the presence of Edward I., by the

primate assisted by many bishops, attended by a large

concourse of people of all ranks. But, as at Lincoln, the

head of the saint had a difFerent resting place from the

body, where it was the object of special ofterings. In 1286

and 1299 Edward was again at Chichester, and gave gifts

at the shrine of St. Richard, which on the latter occasion

were divided between, the shrine, the place where he was

first buried, the head, and the chalice of St. Richard. Again,

in November, 1297, when engaged in the Scotch campaign,

he sent offerings from Newcastle to do honour to St.

Richard. The advantage of having several distinct centres

of devotion is shown by the distribution of the king's gifts

on this occasion ; besides a clasp and cloth of gold, seven

shillings were offered at St. Richard's shrine, seven

' See Mr. Hewitt's paper on {Arch. Journal, vol. xxxiii., pp. 71-82.)

"The Keeper of St. Chad's Head."
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shillings at the tomb, and the like sum " at the head of

the saint, "i

When we turn to York with its great local saint St.

William, we find the correspondence even closer. St.

William, who succeeded to the primatial see in 1143, died

in 1154. His canonization did not take place till the

pontificate of Nicholas III., A.D. 1277—1281. As in St.

Hugh's case and that of other mediaeval saints,'^ oil was
deemed a sure sign of sanctity. His tomb, according to

the Bull of Canonization, had been " enriched with the fruit-

fulness of an oil by which many sick persons, being

anointed, had been cured," while after his translation at

Whitsuntide 1308, the tomb " sweated forth a glorious oil

"

which healed the sick and put the incredulous to shame by
burning with a steady light when put into the Minster

lamps. The translation took place as has been already

stated, January 4, 1284. The feretrum as at Lincoln was
carried on the shoulders of Edward I., assisted by eleven

prelates, his queen being among the company attending.

But as with St. Hugh and St. Richard, the head of St.

William had a separate reliquary to itself, to wdiich

offerings were made. This, we gather from contemporary

accounts, was of silver gilt, supported by angels, and sur-

mounted by a rich canopy adorned with jewels, the gifts

of the faithful. It was kept in a silver chest, and furnished

with a belt enriched with silver for carrying it in pro-

cessions. When, in 1503, Margaret the daughter of Henry
VII. visited York, on her way to Scotland, to join her

bridegroom, the head was brought to lier to kiss. AYe

are able to trace the fete of this relic more clearly than

in most other cases. When the storm of the Reformation

burst over the church, the infamous Layton, the monastic

^ Stephens' Memorials of the See of and other reliques 7*, total 21^, to Roger
Chichester, p. 97. June 28, 1299, "In deBarmebyfor his expences of his journey,

oblation of the king at the shrine on one 6 marcs.

side of St. Richard 7**, and on the other ^ " A.D. 1312 a wonderful oyle issued

side 7^ and at the mitre of the same saint miraculously from the sepulchre of St.

7^, and to the head of the same, and to John of Beverley by the space of a whole
the tomb where he was first buried, and day, which was very medicinal and
to the mitre of St. Edmund, and to the sovereigns against mauie diseases."

Chalice of St. Richard 7^ each, total 42^ " From the relics of St. Walburga at
" Nov. 1297." In offerings sent by Roger Eichstadt issued a sacred oil which by the

de Barmeby, together with a clasp and Grace of God and the intercession of St.

cloth of gold ; at the shrine of St. Walburga gave sight to the bhnd."
Richard 7**, at the tomb 7^ at the head Porter's Lives of the Saitits, p. 419, 185.
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commissioner, who liad been rewarded for tlie thorough-

ness of his work by Henry VIII. with the deanery of York,

and his subservient chapter, decreed that " the casket or

chest in wJiicli were hitely contained the bones of the head

of St. AVilliam, together witli the jewels and ornaments of

the said chest, shoukl be broken up and converted to the

use of the said church." Layton with tlic unscrupulous-

ness characteristic of the man woukl seem to liave

converted the whole to his own use. On his death it was

found that he liad pawned plate and jewels belonging to

the Minster, which the Chapter had to redeem out of their

common fund.^

To return to the subject of this memoir, the costly

materials in which St. Hugh's head was enshrined

at one time endangered the loss of this precious relic.

Although one keeper by day and two by night were

specially deputed to watch over its safety, the Church

was broken into and the head carried off by thieves.

This was in the year 1364, the latter part of the reign of

Edward III. Acts of sacrilegious depredations of this

nature were frequent at this time. It was a period of

OTeat national disorder. The Black Death, which not lono;

before had swept away so large a proportion of the popula-

tion, kept returning again and again. All social and

moral ties were relaxed. There was a general outbreak of

lawlessness. Piers Plowman's " waster that will not work,

but wander about," turned readily into the thief. Nor
was there any portion of the community whom it seemed

more natural to rob than the clergy and the Church.

When the nobles were casting greedy eyes on the wealth

of the clergy, from whom the worldliness and selfishness

too generally prevalent among their ranks had alienated the

minds of the laity, and bitter envy deepening into hatred

prevailed among the commonalty, it had come to be

looked on almost as a religious duty to ease them of the

riches of which they made so little use for the general

good of the State. What the Baronage was seeking to

effect by Act of Parliament, the lower orders, taking the

law into their own hands, effected by sacrilegious pillage.

1 Raine Fasti Ebor.i. 227-230 Dugdale Archajological Society for 1875, vol. iii,

vL 1206 ; Browne, Fori- Minster, i. 53, 57, p. 257.

62, 243, Transactions of Yorkshire
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Thornton Abbey was Ijroken into and robbed. The images
of Our Lady—presumably of precious metal—were carried

off from the Lady Chapels at Merivale, Monks Kirljy, and
other places. Leicester Abbey was entered by a window,
but the sacristan raised an alarm, and the robbers Hed
away without securing any booty. Many of the thieves

were caught, convicted, and hung. Still the rapine continued
and spread. To judge from the space it occupies in the
pages of the Chronicler, none of these sacrilegious thefts

created a greater impression than that of St. Hugh's head.

The story, as told by Knighton,' is a curious one. Havino-

broken into the Minster and carried off the head, the
thieves stripped the case of its gold and silver and
precious stones, and threw it down in a field. Here, to

their astonishment, a crow or raven—" corvus quidam"

—

miraculously appeared as its protector, and kept guard
over the sacred relic until it was picked up and carried

back to Lincoln. The thieves made their way to London,
where they disposed of their booty, it was said, for twenty
marks. On their way back to Lincoln they were robbed of

the money, and after a while, suspicion falling on them,
they were brought before the Coroner, confessed their

crime, and were hanged. We learn from Rymer that the

head having become judicially forfeited to the Crown,
Edward HI., in token of his devout reverence as well to the

Blessed Virgin and the church of Lincoln placed under her

protection, as to the body of the blessed Confessor Hugh

—

" forisfactura non obstante"—restored the head to the

Dean and Chapter " to remain for ever in the aforesaid

church to the honour of God and the Confessor aforesaid."^

1 Decern Scrlptores p. 2628. " Eodem dum sua prsedicta latrocinia et vendider-

tempore invaluerunt fures et latroues untutdicebatur proxxmarcis,etredeuntes

in regno et spoliaverunt Ecclesias, feretra in patriam suam spoliati sunt de dicta

sanctorum et reliquias asportaverunt pecuuia, postea de dicto scelere prodi-

sciL, abbatbiam de Thornton ; imagiuem entes se ipsos, capti sunt et apud Lincol-

de Domina apud Meriwale in oapella sua
;

niam suspensi. Ecclesiam quoque abba-

imaginem de Domina apud Monkys ttiaj nostra; Leycestrensis per quamdam
Kyrby, et pluribus aliis locis, et multi fenestram super altare S. Johannis
eorum capti sunt et suspensi. Caput Evangelists intraverunt fures, sed cite

etiam Sancti Hugonis Lincohiiensis furati per saciistam percepti sunt et absque
sunt, et, captis argento et auro lapidibus damno illato fugerunt."

quepretiosis,caputproje-cerunt inquodam ^ Rymer Feed iv. 433, A.D. 1364,

campo, et quod dictu mirum est quidam " Rex omnibus, &c., sciatis quod cum
corvus, pront fama laboravit, custodivit ecclesia B. M. Lincoln, nuper jierquosdam

donee cognitum erat per eosdem latrones latroues fracta, et caput sci Hugonis,
et Lincolniam deportatum. Latrones gloriosi confessoris auro et argento ex-

prsedicti abierunt Lundonias ad vendeu- oruatum per dictos latrones furatum et

VOL. L H
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The (liimagc was repaired and the ornaments replaced l)y the

muniticience of John of Well)ourn, at this time treasurer of

the Cathedral, to whom also the church was indebted for

the groined vaults of the central and western towers, the

magnificent series of clioir stalls, the clock, and, what could

have been well spared, .the row of awkwardly carved

statues of kings seated in niches above the great western

Norman portal, on the outer mouldings of which they

intrude. This benefaction is thus recorded at the close of

the AVelbourn chantry book ;

" (^)ui etiam post furacionem

et spoliacionem capitis sancti llugonis de novo fecit cum
auro et argento et lapidibus preciosis ornari et rcparari

"

(fob 79).

We now lose sight of the head, except in the half-

yearly accounts of the money gathered in the col-

lecting-boxes attached to it and to the shrine, till just

before the time when it was to disappear for ever

in the melting-pot of the royal despoiler. In the

Chapter Acts of 1520' we have an account, somewhat

mutilated, of " relikes, jewels and other stuff l^elonging

to Seint Hugh's head." The head itself was enclosed

in an enamelled case of silver gilt, and had a mitre

of the same material, with a gold ring set with a

sapphire on its apex. Four other gold rings, set with

precious stones, are mentioned as " belonging to the

head," and another jewelled ring with the motto " Ecce

lignum." Three " old nobles" and two " ducats of gold
"

were " nailed upon the breadth of the head." Mention is

made of a " shrine " as connected with but distinct from,

the head, furnished wdth plates and branches of gold and a

branch of coral. The paraphernalia of the head included

other jewels
—" a pale sapphire," a " little blue stone," and

three " stones in beryl." In the altar furniture were a

silver gilt chalice and a broken paten, two sets of " cruets

abinde asportatum fuisset, et avulsis ab dictum prsedictte eoclesiae et dilectis nobis

eodem capite auro et argento quibus in Christo decano et capitulo ejusdem

sic oruabatur. post informationem die- ecclesitc dedimus et restituimus, in

torum latronum qui furtum illud coram eadem ecclesia ad honorem Dei et dicti

coronatoi-ibus nostris Lincohiiffi fate- coufessoris perpetuo remanendum, foris-

bantur, inventum fuit et ea de causa factura prsedicta nobis in hac parte com-

nobis forisfactum existit, nos de gracia petente non obstante.

special! et ob devotionem quam, tam ad Teste Regi apud Westmin. x° die

gloriosam V. M. etecclesiam suam prsedic- Februarii."

tam, quam ad corpus Sancti Confessoris ^ See Appendix A.

antedicti gorimus et habemus, caput praj-
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of beryl, closed in .silver gilt ;" an altar cloth of yellow

silk, and two cushions, one of red satin embroidered in

gold with birds and l)casts ; two candlesticks of pewter

and others of wood, with " a case to carry wax candle in."

Apart from the head, there was a tooth of St. Hugh
" closed in beryl with silver and gilt." The books in the

catalogue are a " legenda de temporali " and " de Sanctis,"

the latter incomplete; a "Collectorium"; a book called Cilhi

cminiadvertercm, with a commentary ; a })ook of St. Hugh's
life, chained ; and a book of sermons. We may
remark that there is no mention made of the alms chest,

which was an essential feature of every such saintly

memorial, which we know, from the accounts still extant

in the Chapter Muniment Room, was opened twice a year,

on the morrow of St. Denys, October 9th, and at Pentecost.

These accounts of the half-yearly cvpertura, with the

receipts and expenditure at each opening, exist for nearly

two centuries, with a break of sixty years between 1450
and 1510. They are written on parchment from 1334 to

1450, from 1510 to 1517 on paper, and from 1520 to

1532 (a rough draught only) also on paper.

The " aperturse " of the shrine and head, as has been
stated, took place at Pentecost, and on the morrow of S.

Denis, Oct. 9. Each account of receipts and disbursements

generally follows the same order. First comes the date of

the " opening" with the names of the two dignitaries by
wdiom it was superintended. One of these in the first

extant account, that of 1334, was Thomas Beck, who it

will be remembered was the munificent person who in

1380 defrayed the whole charge of the "Translation," and
was the same day consecrated to the Bishopric of St.

David's. The sum of money found in the Chests is then

usually given, a distinction being drawn between " pecunia

numerata," i.e., silver coin, and smaller monies, " oboli et

quadrantes ;" special mention being made of any gold

coins given, e.g., in 1841, " duo florentes aurei." For a

series of years in the earlier portion of these accounts, i.e.,

from 1339 onwards the gross total of the money found is

omitted, and it has to be arrived at by adding to the sum
of the various payments the balance remaining, e.g., Oct.,

1337. " Summa allocatis allocandis et solutis solvendis,

xxxj^ vj^ Item in obolis et quadrantibus vj^ vij'' ; de
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rciiiaiiciici.i." W'liitsiiiitidc 1 .'MO, " Smiiiii;i, dcductis

(lc(liiccii(lis ct sol litis solvci 1(1 is. (Ic (liKildis ajxTturis pi'C-

missis rcinaiR'iil in (Icposilo xij' xvij' x"' ct dc oholis ct

(|iia(1r;u)tilins x' \
i'.

hide suliitis Ix' dcbitis tuiiibac l)eati

lias-loliaiiiiis ri'iiiaiu'iit iij' xviij' x". I his last item

retcreiicc to the shrine of tlie })o|)iilarly canonized John ot

Dalderby, in the South Transept, i'roiii the oH'erinL-s at which

a loan had been contracted wliich had now to ])e discharged.

Again, Whitsuntide 1341, " Inde allocatis Ix' pro cera

enienda et aliis allocandis, remanent de apertura ista,

iij' viij', et ol)oli et (juadrantes vij^ ix'', et sic computatis

vj' vij" v'', de priori aperture proxima, remanent penes

custodem ix' xv" v", et duo liorentes aurei."

The gross total, when given, is followed by the items of its

expenditure. Witli the exception of the purchase of wax,

bought sometimes at Hull, sometimes in London, or some

other chief market, the whole proceeds were divided among

the canons of the church, and the other officials, those ful-

fillino; any duties connected with the shrine having also an

additional allow^ance of sixpence for wme, and then-

subordinates threepence, in 1334, twelve canons keeping

the Great Residence, and the keeper of the Altar of St.

Peter had £4 6s. 8d, divided between them, and two other

canons, " percipientes medietatem," ij* viij''. The catalogue

of payments supplies us with a list of the officials, great

and small, connected wdtli the Minster and its services ; not

those alone who had any special duties in connection with

St. Hugh's shrine. It begins with the chaplain who
celebrated mass at the shrine, together with his chaplain,

deacon, and sub-deacon, and eight singers " cantantibus

organum." Then follow the keepers of the shrine-two prin-

cipal keepers who have 10^ between them, and 1"^ for wine—
their chaplain and their clerks ; the day-keeper of the shrine

and head, who has 20' and 6'' for wine, and a clerk to help

him ; two night-guardians who have 40^ between them and
6"^ for wine, the same sum being given for wine to the

keeper of St. Peter's Altar. The list closes with the vicars'

choral, the four clerks, the choir boys, " those who wore

the habit but were not vicars," the succentor, the sacrist

and his clerk, the clerk of the " communa," the chapter clerk,

the clerk of the fabric, the masters of the grammar school

and song school, the master-masons and carpenters, two
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thurificators, the organ-blower, the doorkeeper of the Close,

and comes down to the candle lighter, the sweeper, the
bell-ringers, the wax-candle maker, and two officers

appointed to " rouse the people," " duobus excitantibus

populum." This last is a somewhat mysterious office, which
calls for explanation. Was it their province to wake up
sleepers, or was it rather to make a circuit of the city, and
summon the people to the function about to be held ?

In the Whitsuntide accoujits there appears regularly " the
clerk who brought the dove," " clerico ducenti columbam "

who received V for his pains. This introduction of a

pigeon in the Whitsuntide ceremonial, as a symbol of the
Holy Ghost, may be illustrated from the ritual history of

many Cathedrals, both English and Foreign. It may
suffice to give this passage from Lambarde relating to St.

Paul's/ " I myself being a child, once saw in St. Paul's

Church at London at a feast of Whitsuntide, when the
coming down of the Holy Ghost was set forth by a white
pigeon that was let to fly out of a hole that is yet to be
seen in the inside of the roof of the great aisle." Examples
of these accounts from the beginning and the end of the
series are given in the Appendix B and C.

It may be interesting to compare the amount of these

collections for groups of years at different epochs :

—

£ s. d.

At Pentecost 1539, the sum was ... 27 6 8

„ „ 1360, „
„ ,, 1361, (illegible)

Oct. 8, 1361,

„ 1362,

Pentecost, 1364,^
,,

„ 1365,

„ 1366, „

„ 1367,

„ 1368,

1369,

1370,

1371,

Forty-six years laterthe accountswere alsoregularly taken
half-yearly, the October date being calculated by the
Festival of the Translation of St. Hugh, the 7th, instead of

J Quoted by Precentor Mackeuzie Wal- '^ The rise in the ainouut of the offer-

cott, in his " Traditions and Customs of ings corresponds with the theft and
Cathedrals," p. 195. recovery of the Head.

25
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tlint of St. DioiiLs ; unci \vc iiud a great I'alliiig ott' in the

offerings, even when the two amounts are added together :

—

£ a. d.

U17, Oct. ... ... 9 2 2

1418, Pent. ... ... G 9 9

., Oct. .. ... 11 2 8^
1419, Pent. ... ... 7 7

„ Oct. .. ... 11 16

1420, Pent. ... ... (5 14 OJ

„ Oct. ... ... 11 4 Uj
1421, Pent. ... ... 6 e Oi

„ Oct. ... ... 11 7 8|
1422, Pent. ... ... 6 5 4

„ Oct. ... ... 11 10 3

At this period it will be noticed that the summer half-

year was much more productive than the winter half-

year, and that the amounts at each opening range almost

equally. Wlien we enter the sixteenth century, the

gatherings in the two half-years are more nearly equal,

the total shewing a still further shrinking :

—

£ s. d.

1510, Pent. -. ... 7

„ Oct. .. ... 7

1511, Pent. . ... 4

„ Oct. ... ... 4

1512, Pent. .. ..3
,. Oct. ... ... 6

1513, Pent. ... ... 3

„ Oct. ... ... 4

1514, Pent. ... ... 4

„ Oct. ... ... 4

1515, Pent. ... ... 2

„ Oct. ... ... 4

1516, Pent. ... ... 1

„ Oct. ... ... 5

1517.

The accounts, rough drafts on paper, are very im-

perfect in this closing jDcriod. We have these for

—

1550, Pent.

„ Oct.

And 1551, Pent.

„ Oct.

The series closes with

—

1531, Oct.

And 1532, Pent.

.. Oct.

6
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A total for the year of only £6 4s. 5d. ; a sorry amount com-

pared with the liberal otierings of earlier years.

Relic worship had had its day, and was nearly played

out. The time was fast approaching when, and that

not without the general approljation of the more

thoughtful and enlightened of his subjects, " the Supreme

Head of the Church," in his godly zeal for their spiritual

welfare, would, with his terrible thoroughness and all-

mastering greed, " abolish " this and all such " monuments
of superstition," and transfer their costly caskets to his

Royal Treasury and Jewel House. Such, though they do

not occur in the long lists of plate, jewels and vestments

printed by Dugdale, occupying fourteen double column

folio pages, ^ was doubtless the end of the shrine and head

of the sainted bishop of Lincoln, and the jewels with

which they had been adorned by the real, though mis-

directed piety of earlier ages, and their gratitude for

benefits sincerely believed to have been received through

the intercession of one of the holiest of God's servants, by

the medium of his relics.^ " It may appear to an enlight-

ened age, like ours, that the whole of the religion of rags

and bones was nothing but the invention of rascality

playing upon folly. And yet, before dismissing this

trumpery with contempt, it might be worth while to

enquire whether there might not have been sincerity not

only ill the worshippers, but in the ministers of such a

cult."^

Edmund Venables.

^ Mon. Angl. vi., pp. 1278-1292. called St. Hughes shryne standinge on
2 " Memorandum that by force of the the hacke syde of the highe aulter neare

above wrytten comyssion there was taken unto Dalyson's tombe. The other called

out of ye sayd Cathedrall Church of St John of Dalderby his shryne was of

Lincoln at that tyme in gold ij'" vj^xxj oz pure sylver standinge in the southe Ende
(2621 07..), in sylver iiij™ ij"^ iiij''^ v oz of the Great Crosse Isle not fare from

(4285 oz.), Besyde a greate uombre of the dore where ye Gailyley Courte ys

Pearles & precious stones vvych were of used to be kept." C. Wordsworth, Notes

gi-eate valewe as dyamondes, saphires of the Shrines, Communications of Soc. of

Rubyes, Turkyes, Carbuncles &c. There Antiquaries.

were at that tyme twee shrynes in the ^ Dixon, Hist, of the Ch. of England,

sayd Cath. Church, the one of pure gold vol. ii, p. i7-
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APJ'ENDIX A.

Chapter Acts, Lincoln Cathedral (A. 35) : undated, but comino in

THE MIDDLE OF THE CHAPTER ACTS OF A.D. 1520. [Ahltifdted].

"Kelikes jewels and other stuff belonging to seint huglis head delivex'cd

to Sir William Johnson the xxvij'-'' day of November. . . . And ffurst

the hede of seint hugli closed in silncr gilt and enamelled. Ite7/i the

niytre of [seint] hugh of siluer gilt and enamelled. Item the pontificall

of seint hugh of gold with certeyn stones and relyks. Item a ring of

gold with a ston and written Fcce /if/[mwi]. Item iiij ryngs of gold

with iiij prcciouse stonce belonging to the same hede. Item ... of gold.

Item thre old nobles and two ducates of gold nailed opon the br[edth of]

seint hughes hede. Item a ryng of gold with one oriant saphyr stand-

ing [opon the] top of the mytre of seint hugh hede. Itevt two-

plaites of gold .... three stones [In margin, " Tliese two j)laites of gold

with vj stones in them or putt opon the shrine "]. Item two branches

of gold with a branche of corall .... shryn. Item a chales of Seint

hughes, siluer and gilt with the paten broken. Item a toyth of seint

hugh closed in birall with siluer and gilt. Item two crewetts of

birrall closed in siluer gilt with coucrs, the one lowse. Item two
crewetts of birrall closed in siluer gilt Avith ij caises for them. Iteju iij

stones of birrall. Item a saphyr paile. Item a litill bl[ue] ston. Item

ij qwushyns of silk, one of them of red satten browdered with byrds and
bestes of gold. Item legenda de temporali et de Sanctis incompleta.

Item a book called coUectarium. Item a booke called ctcm animadver-

terem cum commento., Item a chist with one old cloth ojwn it,

with collers rede bleu and gren. Item one old cloth called seint

hugh bede cloth. Item one alter cloth of yelow silk. Item ij candel-

stickes of pewter. Item [blank in orig.] candilsticks of wod. Item a bake
stoill. Ite7n a case to carry wax candile in. Item a booke of seint hugh
life cheyned. Item a booke of sermons called ....

APPENDIX B.

October, 1334.

Apertura feretri et Capitis beati Hugonis facta in crastino Sancti

Dionisii Martiris Anno Domini Millesino CCC'"° tricesimo quarto per

Magistrvm Walterum de Stauren Thesaurarium et Thomam Beek,

canonicos.

In primis in pecunia inventa. xj'"'*. xi^ vij"*.

Inde, Capellano celebranti missam ad feretrum - xij''.

It. Capellano ministranti, Diacono et Sabdiacono - ix*^.

It. viij Cantantibus organum - - ij^.

It. ij principalibus custodibus - - x^.

It. eisdem ad vinum ... xij*.

It. Capellanis eorundem ... ijs_

It. Clericis eorundem - - - xij"*.

It. Custodi feretri et capitis de die - - xx^

It. eidem ad vinum - - - vj^.
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It. clerico adjuviuiti ;i(l cajnid (sic.) - - xij"*.

It. eideiu ad viuuiu nr
It. duobus ciiistodibus de nocte - - xK
It. eisdem ad viiium - - - yj''.

It. duobus custodil)us magni Altaris ad viiiuin - vj''.

It. viciiriis de clioro -
- .\iij^ iiijd.

It. pauperibiis clericis - - - xxij''.

It. pueris choristis - - - xviij''.

It. portantibus habit uiii iiou vicariis - - xx**.

It. Sacristte - - . v^
It clerieo Saerista) - - -

iij''.

It. clerico Coummna) - - - xij*^.

It. clerico Capituli - - - vj^.

It. magibtro scholanun graimuaticaliuni - - y®.

It. majiistro «cholarum cantus - - - xii"*

It. succeiitori

It. clerico fabricre

It. magistris cementariis et Carpentariis - vj**.

It. duobus servientibus precedentibus Incensantem - xij''.

It. illuminauti candelas - - - yj'^.

It. duobus excitantibus j^oi^ulum - - xij''.

It. Janitor clausurte - - vj^ viij'^.

It. trahenti organa - - iijs, iiijJ.

It. facienti ceram - - iiijs. yj'i.

It. scopario et ij. pulsantibus - -
ix"*.

Summa vj''. x^. vj"*.

Item xij. Cauonicis facientibus magnam residentiam et custodi Altaris

Sancti Petri iiij''''. vj^ viij''.

Item magistro Simoni de Islep et magistro Johanni .... percipientibus
medietatem vj. viij.

Summa iiij'''\ xiij^. iiij"*.

Summa totalis xj''**. iij*. vi.

Memorandum qxiod aperturo) factfe remanent post distribucionem
factam vj^ cv in obolis et quadrantibus iiij^

Whitsuntide, 1335.

Apertura feretri et capitis beati Hugonis facta ad festuni pentecostes
Anno Domini Alillesimo CCC'"" XXX'"" quinto per Magistros Walterum de
Stauren Thesaurarium et Thomam Beek canonicos se extendit ad xv^'''

xiij' ij'^. Item in obolis et quadi'antibus v^ ix''.

De qiiibus omnibus necessariis solutis remanserunt de claro xP uno
denario excepto.

De quibus eciam solvebantiir postea sacristae. ij'' vj'^.

Memorandum quod de duobus aperturis prsedictis remanent viij'"'',

iiij'' excejitis.

October, 1335.

Apertura feretri et capitis beati hugonis facto in crastino Sancti
Dionisii Martiris Anno Domini Millesimo CCC™° XXX"" quinto per Magis-
tun Walterum de Stauren Thesaurarium et Radulijlium de Erohum
Canonicos se extendit ad xij''*^ x^ In obolis et quadrantibus ij" vj**.

VOL. L I
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liulc t'oinputatur solutuui ca[)L'll.ini.s et ceteri.s miiiistris et otiiciulibus

ut prills in anno precedenti vj'"'' x" vij''. Ituin xiij cauonicis facicntibus

inagnam rcsidcntiani et ciistodi altaris beati Petri iiij'"'* xiij' iiij*".

Item domino Archidiacono Lincohiiensi faeienti medietatem iij* iiij**.

Siuniiia xj''"' vij** iij''.

APPENDIX C.

Whitsuntide, 1520.

Incipit primo anno Ai'chidiaconi Stowe.

Apertura capitis et feretri sancti Imgonis Lincoln epT in Elxlomada
Pcntccostcs anno dni MDXX'"" ad quod ropertum est in pecunia

numerata iij"^ xx"".

Sunima recpt. Ixv** xx''.

Unde pro feodo magro Edwardo Darby, Archidiacono Stowe principali

magistro sci hugonis - - - v^

Item eidem pro vinis - - - vi''

It. capellano custodienti in die - - - viij** iiij"*

It. eidem pro vinis - - -
iij**

It. coadjvitori suo - - -
iiij''

It. custodi summi altaris - - - vi''

It. custodi in nocte - - - xx*

It. eidem pro vinis - - - vj'*

It. clericis - - - vj^ viij''

It. ducenti columbam - - - vj''

It. scribenti computum - - - vj''

Summa xliij** v"*

It. solutum Johi Galley pro
j
quart, cerre - xxij'^ viij**

It. sol. dno Johi Sargeant pro xij"' cerse - - xij"*

Summa xxxvij** viij'^

It. solutum Thome Evynwode pro factura
j
quart, cera), xij"''' cerse et

xij''*^ veteris certe . . . ij** ij^

Summa ij^ ij''.

Summa totalis solut. iiij''*^ iij" iij""

Et sic in excessu ad istud computum xxj^ vij*^. Reman* ad istud

computum'" in cera facta xij*''.

Et debitum Sci Hugonis per Thomam Evynwode in duobus .... xij'^.

in cera non facta.

Memorandum quod Recept xxix° die Julii anno dni. MDXX in cista

sci hugonis per magistrum Ai'ch. Stowe pro purificatione cerso, et solut.

eodem die dno Johi Sergeaunt custodi capiiis sci hugonis pro vj"' cera)

purificata) iij*. Et solut. eodem die Radulpho Smyth pro empt. apud
Hull pro iiij. petr. et quart, cerse viz. xxxiiijdcm lb. ad ix. ob. lb. ; ut ix"".

hinc in toto cum xx''. pro expensis et in Regard. hj'"^. xviij^ iij**.

Summa Ixxxiiij^. vij**.

October, 1520.

Apertura capitis et feretri sci hugonis Lincoln. Epi. facta iiij. die

Octobr, Anno diii MDXX. ad quod repertum est in pecunia niimerata et

moneta remanente in cista sci hugonis ad istud computum v'

Summa Recpt. cxviij^. iiij*^.
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Uncle jjro fcodo Mro. Kd\v;irdo Dai-l)y Arch. Stowc priiicipali magistro
sci hugonis. [mutilated.]

Iten eideni pro vinis - - - vj^

It. celcbranti missam - - - vij''.

It. diacono, subdiacoiio et cantautibus missam - xvj''.

It. capcllano custodi in die - viij\ viij*'.

It. eidom pro vinis - - - iij''.

It. coadjutori suo - - - iiij^.

It. ciistodi summi altaris - - - vj**.

It. custodi in nocte - - - xx*.

It. eidem pro vinis - - - vj'^.

It. janitori clausi - - vj*^. viij*^.

It. eidem ducenti columbam - - - vj''.

It. clerico vestiarii - - -
ij<>.

It. piilsantibus campanas . . . yj''.

It. scribenti compotnm - - - vj**.

Summa pro feodis xlvj'. v''.

The last remaining account (in rough draught and mutilated) is that

for 1532. It is as follows :

—

Apertiira capitis et feretri sci hugonis iiij*'\ die Octobris anno diii

MD xxxij ad quod Repertum est in pecunia numerata iiiji. ij^. et Remanet
ad ultimum compotum in moneta iij'. xvj'. v''. Summa ....

Inde pro feodo mro ... principali magistro sci hugonis v^
Et eidem mr5 pro vinis - - - vj**.

It. celebranti (altered into celehraturo) missam - xij^.

It. diacono et subdiacono et cantantibus missam - xvj"*.

It. clerico vestiarii - - -
ij'*.

It. capellano custodi in diem - - viijs. viij**.

It. eidem pro vinis ... ijjd.

It. coadjutori suo - - - iiij**.

It. custodi summi altaris - . . yj<i^

It. custodibus in nocte - - - xx^
It. eisdem pro vinis - - - vjd.

It. janitori clausi - - vjS viij"*.

It. ducenti columbam - - - vj**.

It. scribenti compotum - - - vj**.

It. pulsantibus campanas . . . vj"*.

APPENDIX D.

Extracts from the Lincoln Chapter Act Book, Illustrative of the
Shrine and Chest of St. Hugh.

I.

The Archdeacon of Stow Appointed Keeper of the Chest, 1306.

Die Jovis prox. post Festum Epiphanie fuit dnus W. Archidiaconus

Stowe deputatus custos ciste' beati Hugonis una cum diio Thesaurario

et incontinenter fuerunt sibi tradite claves in capitulo, presentibus,

&c.

—

Chapter Acts, 1306, fol. 4, verso.

1 By a clerical error " custos " aud " ciste " are ruu iuto oue, " custe."
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IT.

OsK lluNDiiKi) Marks IJukkdnvkd liv rmc 'I'hka.suukk kuo.m the Chests
()!•• St. Hu(iH AM) St. Roukkt, 1.'507.

Die Luno prox. ante Festum Sci (xrfjiorii i'.ipL' . . . Mugister

Robortus do Lacy fuorat pcrsonalitur installatiis in 'riiosaurariani, ot

coMsensuiu fait . . . (|U()(1 dictus Mag?. U. do 1^ . . . ad suuin specialoiu

n)gatuiii haberet ex luutuo ex cisti.s beatoi'uiu ilugouis et Koberti

(Jrosseteste eporuiu per liberaeioneiii custcxluiu pccuuie dictarum

cistaruiu pro (piibusdain aixhus «uis negotiis expcdieiidis centum marcas

?'/4. do pecunia Epi luigonis <piadraginta li. et Kjm U()1)erti xxvj'' xiij" iiij''

que pecunia fucrat tota eodeni die dcu niagr. 11. de L. per dcos custodes

liberata . . . traditis per dcm R. de L. duabas litcriis })atentibii!s per

quas . . . proniisit bona fide et fidelitate (juod reddet dcm pecuniam

totani custodibus dcarum cistarum (]ui pi'o tempore fueriut in festo Sci

Micliaelis pi'oxime venturo absque onnii \dtiori dilaeione, &c.

—

lb., 1307,

fol. 10, veiwj.

III.

R. DE Lacy, the Treasurer, Appointed Keeper of St. Hugh's
Chest, 1308.

In festo trcvnslacionis Sci Martini recepit Magr R. de Lacy thesaur.

ecclie Line, ex elcctione capituli custodiam ciste beati hugonis et habuit

claves incontinenter ex traditione diii subdecani. Jte7n, eodem die tradidit

dnus subdecanus clnves ciste beati Roberti ad custodiendum in sua

absentia. Item, eodem die commisit dcus dnus subdecanus vices suas

Dnis Cancellario et Thesaurario in sua absentia.

—

Ibid, 1308, fol. 11.

IV.

Ten Marks Lent to the Vicars Choral for the Repair of their

Houses from St. Hugh's Chest, 1308.

Die lune prox. post festum Assumptionis beate Marie })ro2JOsitum

fuit coram capitulo per dnm Archid. Stowe ex parte communitatis

vicariorum de choro quod mutuatum fuit eidem per duos R. de Hiltoft et

R. de Wendale tunc prepositos dicte communitatis quod quedani domus
ad eandem communitatem spectantes minantur ruinam, ad quarum
reparacionem ita celeriter sicut oportuit faciendam dca communitas non
sufficit in illo instante nisi alieubi pecuniam ex mutuo poterit recipere,

et quod propositi dicte communitatis nomine omnium de eadem memorato
capitulo supplicarent quod vellet concedere eis graciose x marcas ex

mutuo de cista beati hugonis per particulas . . . persolvendas, oblata

inde bona securitate juxta decretum ejusdem capituli ordinanda

—

Demuni dni de capitulo perpendentes dictorum vicarionim necessitatem

et rei suggeste videntes utilitatem concesserunt graciose communitati

dcrum vicai'iorum decem marcas ex mutuo de cista beati hugonis

sumendas, solvendas integraliter et fideliter pro equalibus portionibus

infra biennium, &c.

—

lb., 1308, fol. 12.

V.

Contract for the Payment for the Iron Grille Round St. Hugh's
Shrine, 1308.

Die Sabbati prox. post festum Epiphanie videlicet iij Id. Januar A.D.
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MCCC'"" octavo canonicis in capitulo congregatis venit Simon Faber

et petiit (luod cum i)cr custodes forctri beati liugonis videlicet per

magrum T. de Ferariis et dnm Ft. de Winchecomb fuisset conventum
cum eodem de (juadniginta marcis pro ()})ere fabrili in faciendo mium
Trcylicium ferreum circa feretruni autedictum et inveniendo suos

carbones et ferrum, quod quia opus, colligacione cjusdem et erectionc

sen stacione duntaxat exceptis, se asseruit com])levisso, (juod quinquo

marce et duodecim solidi et cpiatuor denarii sibi pro opere hujus et

septem trays carboniim debiti juxta convencionem predictam solve-

rentur vel satisfieret sibi de eisdcm. Unde constantc de prcmissis per

talliam remanentem in custodia dictorum custodum, continentemque

solutiones de dicta convencione sibi factas, et quesito ab eodem pro

quanto colligatio sen conjunctio, erectio atque statio dicti Treylicii, ad

quas idem Simon tenebatur, fieri possent, respondit quod pro j marca vel

pro minori ; et conscnsum fuit quod subtractis sibi de premissis

duodecim solidis et quatuor denariis pro dicto opere adhuc faciendo, ac

dicto Simonc se semper fore paratum pro tanto illud pro fide fideliter

promittente, quinque marce ad preesens sibi solverentur per custodes

dicti fereti'i, ita tamen qiiod si contingat dictum Trcylicium ad alios usus

quam circa dictmn feretruni transferatur quod eisdem custodibus respon-

deretur de pecunia antedicta.

—

Ibid, 1308, fol. 15, verso.

VI.

Arrangements for a New Lid to St. Hugh's Shrine, to be made
IN London, 1310.

Die Veneris prox. post festum Epiphanie dfii ordinatum fuit expresse

et consensu nnanimi quod cixstodes feretri beati Hugonis fieri facient

novum coopertorium ad opus ejusdem et nihilominus idem feretruni

diversis imaginibus aureis et argenteis noviter facicndis decorari et

ornari,'et postmodum pro hujus ymaginibus et coopertorio subtiliter facien-

dis, et pro pacto muniendo cmii aurifabris et aliis operariis utilibus pro

hujus opere complendo, et missus fuit per Thesaurarium de custodibus

feretri prredicti dnus Reginaldus de Southwicke London, pnestito ab eodem
coram Decano et Capitulo de fideliter serviendo Capitulo in hac parte

apertis evangeliis juramento corporali.

—

Chapter Acts, 1310, fol. 30.



ARE Till*: CAMBRIDGESHIRE DITCHES REFERRED TO BY
TACITUS ?i

By PROFESSOR W. UIDOEWAY.

When the Arcli geological Institute last visited Cambridge,'^

some thirty-eight years ago, that distinguished archaeologist,

Dr. Edwin Guest, late master of Gonville and Caius College,

delivered a discourse on " The Four great boundary
Dykes of Cambridgeshire," and the prolmble dates of their

construction. Dr. Guest regarded the dykes as the

boundary lines of the British and Saxon Princes, and he
sought to trace their succession from the cursory notices of

early historians, and from numismatic evidence. As far as I

can ascertain there is one passage in an ancient writer

of great interest which lias not been made use of by
any of the scholars who have dealt with this subject.

In the Annals (xii. 31) Tacitus gives a brief account of

the overthrow of the powerful British tribe of the Iceni (or

Eceni as some prefer to spell their name from the in-

scription ecp: on some of the coins found in the districts

which they once occupied). When P. Ostorius Scapula

arrived in Britain a.d. 50 as propraetor in succession to

Aulus Plautius, he found things in a very disturbed con-

dition. The still unconquered tribes had overrun the

territories of those in alliance with Pome. Although the

winter had already set in, he determined to strike a

vigorous blow without delay. He fell upon the marauders,

followed them up in their flight, set about disarming those

who could not be trusted , and kept in check all the district

between the rivers Antona (or, adopting Mr. Bradley's

clever restoration, Trisantona) and Sabrina with a series of

forts. The Sabrina is of course the Severn, whilst the

Trisantona of Ptolemy flows out at Southampton. The

' Read in the Antiquarian Section "^ Archajological Journal Vol. xi, 393.

at the Annual Meeting of the Institute, Proceedings of Meeting held at Cam-
at Cambridge, August 11th, 1892. bridge, 1854.
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Severn alone is sufficient to indicate the region in wliicli

Ostorius was operating, and admitting the reading Cis

Trisantonani^ as right, we can define more closely the

quarter from wlucli he would advance against other tri})es.

The first of the Britons who resented his policy were the

Iceni, a powerful tribe, wlio held Norfolk, Suffolk, and at

least part of Camln-idgeshire. Their military resources

were unimpaired, as they had l)ecome the allies of the

Romans, without offering any resistance, on the invasion of

Claudius A.D. 43. At their instigation the neighbouring-

tribes rose, and they chose a field for battle fenced with a

rude dyke, and with a narrow approach to prevent the

attack of cavalry. Ostorius, although he had not his

legionaries, but only some auxiliary forces, determined to

attack their fortifications, and succeeded in routing them
with great slaughter. The actual words of Tacitus are as

follows :

—

hisque [Icenis] auctoribus circumicctae nationes locum piignac delegere

septum agresti aggere, et aditu angusto, ue peruius equiti foret. ea muni-

menta dux Romauu«, quanquam sine robore legiouum sociales copias

ducebat, perrumpere aggredituv, et distributis cobortibus turmas quoque

peditum ad miuiia accingit. tunc dato siguo perfriugunt aggerem suisque

claustris impeditos turbant. atque illi conscientia rebellionis, et obseptis

eftugiis, multa et clara faeinora fecerc.

The difficulty of fixing ancient topography from the

accounts given by Tacitus, and other ancient historians, is

well known. As far as I am aware no one has ever

attempted to fix the site of this battle. There are

apparently no guide-marks. Let us, however, see if we
can get any reasonably probal)le locality for the fight.

A glance at the ancient map of East Anglia will show
us that it was bounded on three sides by the sea and its

inlets ; the fenland of Cam])ridgeshire defended it on the

west ; and the great forest region of Essex on the south-west.

Thus the only approach was the narrow stiip of open chalk

country lying between the fens and the woodland. Along

this strip passed the ancient British road, the Icknield (or

Icenhilde) Way, in which we recognize the name of the

people whose highway it formed into the west and south.

East of Newmarket its direction is uncertain, although it

probably went to Thetford. The Icknield Way, says

Professor Babington, " may easily be traced from near

^ Mr, Bradley, however, thinks that Trisantona was the Trent.
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Tlietford [a British stronghold, as the liuge earthwork tliere

still testifies] to lcklingham,...then crossing the river Lart

at Lackford, and falling into tlie line oftlie present road at

Iventford."^ It passed l)y Newmarket, across the New-
market Heath to Ickleton, passed not far from Great

Chesterford, on by Royston and Baldo(ik to Dunstable.

There can be little doubt that the Icknield Way is pre-

Roman. The Iceni possessed chariots, as we shall see

below, and the keeping of chariots implies the use of some
regular and well-defined roads, or at least tracks. If the

Icknield AVay had been made in Roman times it is hardly

possible to imagine why it should have carefully avoided

the important Roman station at Great Chesterford. Since

it may be assumed without hesitation that there was some
chariot-way along the chalk downs into East Anglia, and

since we have a road of undoubtedly great antiquity

running along this strip of chalk and yet shunning a great

Roman camp, we may well follow Professor Babington and

all the older authorities in regarding the Icknield Way as

British. Now this road in its course passes through the

four famous Dykes, which ran right across from the fenland

to the woodland, the Brand or Heydon Ditch, the Brent

Ditch, the Fleam or Balsham Dyke, and the Devil's Ditch

—

to take them in order from west to east (see Plan).

" Each of these ditches extending from fen or marshy
land to a wooded country, and quite crossing the narrow

open district which lay between the woods and the fen,

by which alone East Anglia could be approached without

great difficulty, must have presented a formidable obstacle

to the usual predatory inroads which formed so large a

part of the warfare of those ages.'"^ So the Bruty-

Tywysogion describes the origin of Offa's Dyke, " In the

summer the Cymri wasted Offa's dominions, and Offa had

a dyke made as a boundary (terfyn) between him and the

Cymri to enable him the more easily to withstand the

attacks of his enemies."^

Let us now hear what the Father of English Archoeology,

Sir William Camden, has to say about these earthworks.
'* Not far off from Castle Camps, there are the remains of

Babington's Ancient Cambridgeshire, ^ Babington's Ancient Cambrid<)eshire,

ed. 1883, p. 55. ed. 1883, p. 97.

* Guest's Origiues Celt, ii, p. 274.
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those great and large ditehes wliicli were iui(loul)te(lly

thrown up by tlie East Angles to prevent the incursions of

the Mercians, who frequently ruined all before them. The

first begins at Kingston [now written llinxton] and runs

eastward by Ilildershani towards Horseheath for five miles

togetlier. Tlie second next to it, called Brent Ditch, runs

from Melbourne by Fulmer.
" There is a third ditch thrown up in old times, beginning

at the east side of the cam, which runs by Fenn Ditton

(or rather Ditchton from the forementioned ditch) between

Great Wilbraham and Fulburn as far as Balsliam. At
present it is commonly called Seven ]\Iile Dyke, because it

lies seven miles from Newmarket ; formerly called Fleam'

Dyke, as much as to say Flight Dyke as it seems from some

remarkal)le liight at this place.

" Five miles more inward to the east is the fourth fortifi-

cation or ditch with a rampart, the largest of all called

Devil's Dyke by the common people, because they look

upon it as a work of devils rather than men, and Eech
Dyke by others from Rech, a little market town at the

beginning of it. Questionless this is the same that Abbo
Floriacensis speaks of in his description of the Eastern

Angles :
' from the same part when the sun declines to the

west, this province joins to the rest of the island and con-

sequently there is a clear passage ; but to prevent the

enemies frequent incursions it is defended by a bank
like a lofty wall and a deep ditch.' This, for many
miles together, crosses that plain that goes by the name
of Newmarket Heath, a place most liable to invasions,

beginning at Rech, beyond which the country is fenny and
impassable and ending just by Cowlidge, where the woods
stop all marching. It was then the bounds of the kingdom
as well as of the bishoprick of the East Angles. It is

uncertain who was the founder of such a mighty work.

Later writers ascribe it to K. Canute the Dane, though, in

truth, Abbo who mentions it dyed before Canute began
his reign, and the Saxon Clironicle where it treats of

Athelwolf's rebellion against Edward the Elder, called it

simply the Ditch. It says ' that King Edward destroyed

all the country between the Ditch and the Ouse as far as

^ The name is written Flamicgediii in Domesday (in hundreto Flamicgedik)

VOL. L K
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the North Fens, and that A thelwolf the Rebel, and Eoljric

the Dane were killed in the same battle.'

" But the writeis since Canute, have called it St. Edmond's

Liberty and St, Edmund's Ditch, supposing- that Canute

made it, because a most devoted adorer of St. Edmund the

Martyr, who (to make amends for his father Sweyn's

horrid cruelty to them) had granted to the Religious of

St. Edmundsbury vast privileges as far as this very ditch

;

whence William of Malmbury in his book of Prelates says,

' That the custom ofHcers in other places fall out madly
without considering right or wrong, but on this side of

St. Edmund's Ditch the modest suppliants immediately,

put a stop to all quarrels,'

" Sure enouoh these two last mentioned bulwarks were

called St. Edmund's Ditches ; for Matthew Florilcgus

declares that the battle against Athelwolf was fought

between St. Edmund's two ditches [inter duo fossata

Sancti Edmundi]."

Let us now give what is known about the ditches in the

present day, as regards the cjuestion of relative positions

of these ramparts and fosses, and the question as to whether

they are older or younger than the Icknield Way,
The Heydon Ditch runs from a fen called Melbourne

Common to the village of Heydon, a distance of three miles.

The rampart is on the east side, and was seven feet above

the level of the surrounding country, and its extreme

breadth from the western side of the foss to the eastern

edge of the vallum was about eighty feet. It was crossed

by the Icknield Way, near Heydon Grange. The road is

more ancient than the dyke.

The Brent or Pampisford Ditch extends for about a mile

and three-quarters from the fen at Brent ditch end to

Abingdon, where the woodland began. It is shallow, and
much effaced. It seems difficult to decide on which side

the rampart was, as Mr. Hartshorne says it was on the

east. Professor Babington maintains it is on the west,

while Mr. Beldam considered the earth to have been

thrown up equally on l^oth sides. It is crossed at about

the middle by the turnpike road, which represents the old

Icknield Way, and it is said that the ditch has been filled

up to allow the road to pass. Consequently the ditch is

older than the road.
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The Balsham or Fleam Dyke ran from the Cam at Fen
Ditton for nearly two miles to Quy bridge. There AVill)ra-

ham Fen formed a sufficient defence as far as Great

Wilbraham, within half a mile of which it commences
again, and runs for six miles on to Balsham, where the

woodland began. The depth of this ditch from the top of

the rampart, which is on the eastern side, is about twenty

feet. " It crosses the supposed line of the Icknield Way
near to a tumulus called Mutlow Hill [at the Bedford gap!,

and is said to have been filled up to allow it to pass, })ut

of that, however probable it may be, there is no proof
\"

The Devil's Ditch extends from the fen at Rech, across

Newmarket Heath to Camois Hall near Wood Ditton (Ditch

town, like Fen Ditton). The rampart is about thirty feet

above the bottom of the ditch, and is on the eastern side.

It is crossed by the Icknield Way. Professor Hughes has

shewn from the discoveries made when the railway from

Cambridge to Mildenhall was in progress, and a cutting

was carried through the Ditch, near Burwell, that the

evidence, as far as it goes, from the Roman remains being

found on the upper part of the earthwork and not down at

the original level of the soil, is in favour of the Ditch being

pre-Roman.

To these four great dykes Professor Hughes would add
a fifth—the so-called Roman Road, which passes along the

Gogmagog Hills^.

I need make only one or two remarks respecting these

Ditches.

But, Dr. Guest, following Camden, referred these last

two ditches to Saxon and Danish times. " The Fleam Dyke
he considered the Anglo-Saxon limes of East Anglia in

the wars of the seventh century betw^een the Mercians

and East Angles, whilst the latter (Devil's Ditch) may
be a Danish work of the close of the ninth century." The
grounds on which he did so seem nothing more than that

there is no mention of these earthw^orks from any
earlier period, and that we have Abbo Floriacensis' actual

statement for one of them, at least, being used by the

Angles as a defence against the Mercians. Camden himself

shows us that the common belief that Canute was the

builder of the Devil's Ditch was probably wrong, by quoting

1 Ibid p. 99. » The Cambridge Review, 6 May, 1885, p. 29 2
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an historian who dictl hclurc Canute was Itoiii. It is

quite possiltlc that generation after generation used, re-

paired, and strengthened tliese earth\voi-ks, ,ind that it

was only in the eourse ot" many centuries that they reached

tlieir present dimensions. .Vs regards the rehitive ages of

the ditches, we may assert with tolera])le certainty that

the sliortest are the ohlest.^ The first efiort made l)y the

inliabitants of East Anglia to employ such a ditch as a

defence against their neighbours would take as its site the

point where forest and fen came nearest to one another.

The Pampisford Ditch is the shortest, and next to it

comes the Heydon Ditch. The former is only one

and a third miles, the latter three miles long. Now, as

the forest was narrower, and fens much smaller in extent

and much less deep at the points connected l)y the two
hist-mentioned ditches than was the case more to the east,

an enemy could, with comparative ease, make his way
either throuo;h the forest on the south or across the fens on

the north, especially in summer. If we look at the map we
shall see, on the other hand, that the line of defence made
by the Fleam Dyke from Fen Ditton to Balsham, although

much larger and more costly, gave great security against

outflanking. The Fleam Dyke ended at the Chalk Hill,

which stands over the Cam at Ditton, its fosse forming the

present village street.^ The river here was wide and deejj,

and quite impassable, and beyond it lay Chesterton, Milton,

and Waterbeche Fens, making up an area, several miles

wide, of hopeless quagmires before an enemy could even

get to the river's brink. The same holds good in a still

stronger decree of the Devil's Ditch. It ended where the

present village of Rech stands, on the very verge of the

deep fens and meres which lie between it and the river

Cam at Upware, the river was broader and deeper than at

Fen Ditton, and on its western side there was a still wider

belt of impenetrable morass. In similar fashion the defence

aff'orded by the forest of North Essex at the south-eastern

• Dr. Guest (loc. cit.) "assigned the aud its memory is preserved by the

Brent Dyke to the period of the second road being called Highditch road. The
great Belgic Conquest, B.C. 90. aud the ditch seems to have been made into a

Pampisford Dyke to about A.D. 30." road wheu the parish was enclosed in
' Although the Fleam Ditch has been 1807. The fathers of old villagers still

long levelled down and made into a ahve used to walk along the vallum, just

parish road from Fen Ditton to the New- as people now walk along the top of the

market road, traces of it still remain, ditch between Fulbourn aud Balsham.
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termination of each ditch was much more complete than it

was more to the west. For the invader who wished to

outflank the end of the Fleam Ditch at Balsham would have

to march far into the depths of the forest, and if he wished

to turn the strong position at the end of the Devil's Ditch

at Wood Ditton he would have a proportionately more
difficult task. To guard against such outflanking, it is

most probable that at the Balsham end of the Fleam
Ditch, and at the Wood Ditton end of the Devil's Ditch,

the line of the vallum was taken up and continued far

into the forest by stockades of felled trees. For whilst

the villages of Fen Ditton and Reach are built on the

very ends of the Ditches, the villages of Balsham and

Wood Ditton stand about a mile from the ends of the

Ditches. There has been, probably, continuity of habita-

tion on all four sites, and we may therefore infer that the

villages of Balsham and Wood Ditton were originally

built almost a mile in the forest at the end of the

stockudtd juiictivra between ditches and forest.^

The ramparts of three, and these the most important,

are on the eastern side. Consequently the builders of

these fortifications lived in East Anglia. As we saw above

there is a conflict of authorities in the case of the Brent

Ditch. Secondly, it is most important to note that they

all cross and defend the line of the Icknield Way. In one

case, at least, the dyke is older than the Way, and probably

the Balsham Dyke is also older than the Way. But,

whilst it is a good proof that the dykes are British, if they

are older than the ancient British road, it by no means
follows that the other dykes are later than British times if

they are later than the Icknield Way. There is no reason

why the Britons should not have made the dykes at a

period later than the road. Thus, in the case of the Devil's

Ditch, as it is ascertained to be pre-Koman, it matters not

if it is more recent than the Way.
From what has now been said it is plain that Ostorius

Scapula, when marching against the Iceni, could only

approach East Anglia through the narrow strip between

the fens and woodland. It surely is not unreasonable to

suppose that he actually marched along the Icknield Way.

i The villagers of Fen Ditton and other from Balsham to Wood Ditton as the

feu Villages still speak of this country Woodlands.
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This way was crossed prol)ul)ly l)y all i'uur ditches at that

time, most certainly as we have seen above l)y the Brent
Ditcli. Tradition states that the Balshani Dyke was filled

up to permit the road to cross it. Of the relative age of

the Devil's Ditch and the Icknield Way we have no
evidence. But the evidence at hand is sufficient to prove
that the Romans met at least one dyke, and it is not going

too far, if we suppose that Tacitus l)y the words s('2)twn

agresti aggere refers to these ditches, or at least to one of

them. Anyone who has ever walked along the Devil's

Ditch or the Fleam Dyke will recognize the appropriateness

of the term agrestis agger to these ramparts of plain earth.

Again, from the words of Tacitus we may pro])al)ly infer

that the place selected by the Iceni was already fortified

hy the agger. At all events when two chapters later

Tacitus relates how Caractacus fortified a stronghold in the

land of the Ordovices his turn of expression is quite

different

:

Sumpto ad proelium loco, ut aditus, abscessus, cuncta nobis inportuna

et suis in melius essent, tunc montibus arduis, et si qua clementor accedi

poterant, in modum valli saxa praestruit.^

This gives us a clear notion of the distinction in the

mind of Tacitus between an agrestis agger and a vallum,

the term applied to the stockaded rampart of a regular

camp. The words of Tacitus indicate clearly that it was not

a regular British camp or fortress. The very term sctejjtum,

which is employed instead of some term like muiiitwn,

points clearly to something quite different from an ordinary

fort. But that which puts the question beyond doubt is

the statement that they selected as a field for battle a

place fenced by a rude dyke, and with a narrow approach,

to render it impassable for cavalry. What historian,

ancient or modern, when about to describe a regular

fortress, would say that it was fortified in such a way as

to render it inaccessible to cavalry ? Would it not be

ridiculous if Kingiake were to w^rite that the E-edan or the

Malakoff fort at Sebastopol was so fenced that it was
impassable for horse soldiers ? From this it is certain that

the Ancient British camp called Vandlebury, on the top of

the Gogmagogs, cannot be the place meant by Tacitus.

I

\ Annals, xii. 33.
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On the other hand, if an historian were describing a posi-

tion in a phiin, nothing is more natural and common
than to say that a large ditch or stream protected the

place from the enemy's horse. The reason is perfectly

obvious, every historian assumes that his readers will at

least l)e aware that cavalry are not employed in storming

regular forts.

The use of the word locus in the second passage quoted

shows that it includes a wide area of country, and does not

merely mean a fortified camp or fortress of small extent.

The use of the word would very well suit any of the areas

between any pair of the ditches. The distance measured

on the map from the point where the Icknield Way crosses

the Brent Ditch to that at which it cuts the Balsham Dyke
is less than four and a half miles. The Iceni undoubtedly

possessed chariots (like tlie tribes who fought against Julius

Coesar in the preceding century), as we learn from the

story of Boudicea, or Boadicea (to give her a more familiar

if less accurate name) in Anncils, xiv. 35.

When once then their first line of defence was stormed,

if they turned to flight, such a barrier as the Balsham Dyke,
or Devil's Ditch, lying in their rear, would offer a for-

midal)le ol)struction. The words ohseptis cjfugiis would
well express their ]30sition shut in on the flanks \)j forest

and fen, and with a large earthwork behind them, with but

one narrow gap in it through which the Icknield Way
passed, and towards which the victorious Romans would
press quickly along the direct road. Moreover, the foss of

this ditch in their rear lay on the wrong side for them, as

it was on the western side of the rampart, and thus it was
still more difficult for them to cross the latter.

It would be vain to speculate which of the great Cam-
bridgeshire Ditches witnessed the overthrow of the gallant

Iceni. Even if the topographical description was more
explicit than it is, we must remember that Tacitus, writing

many years later, would simply write down certain im-

pressions concerning the place perhaps derived from his

father-indaw Agricola. But I think that a certain amount
of probability can be established that the battle took place

at one of these four ditches. There is evidence that the

regular road into the land of the Iceni passed through all

those dykes, there is also evidence that at least three of
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them existed before the Romuii Conquest. Was Ostorius

likely to march by any otlier route? Certainly not through

the forest or fen, when lie couhl find a reticular roadway
leading across a high strip of chalk-land, where there was
no danger of surprise or ambuscade. These considerations

alone would point to the site of the l)attle lying somewhere
within the limits descril)ed. Finally, we have the words of

Tacitus giving a description of the place which suits very

accurately any of the four great ditches, each in turn

approached and passed througli by the Icknield Way.
I venture then to submit that there is a reasonable pro-

bability that the passage of Tacitus refers to two of those

great earthworks whicli still exist. The Fleam Dyke and
Devil's Ditch fit best the historian's description, and they

certainly were the strongest positions, and thus the most
likely to be occupied by the Iceni at such a juncture.
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By Professor E. C. CLARK, LL,D., F.S.A,

Periods.—I liave found the account of our academical
costume to divide itself roughly into three periods. The
first extends from the earliest beginnings to about the
close of the fifteenth century, when rather a marked chano-e

is perceptible, particularly in the head-dress. The second
ends about the middle of the sixteenth century, by which
time most of our present forms were developed. The third
begins with the changes due to alternate waves of relio-ious

or political feeling, finally settling down into the costume
of to-day. The second and third periods I am obliged, for

the present occasion, to postpone, and confine myself to
the purely mediaeval part of my subject.

' The article which was partly read

before the meeting of the Archaeological

Institute at Cambridge, in August, 1892,

originally extended to University

dignities other than degrees. The for-

mer subject, however, as being mainly

illustrated by a picture in the Registry

of Cambridge, the date of which fell

below the mediajval period, was omitted

from a lecture confined to that period.

A historical sketch of the origin and
development of the University system,

with special reference to its outward

forms, which I had found essential to any

full treatment of my subject, was passed

over very briefly. Of this sketch a brief

resume is given above.

The references to historical or archaeo-

logical works in general, which will be

added on re-publication, in a connected

form, of this article and the others to fol-

low, are, for the sake of brevity, omitted

from the Journal. The authorities most
frequently quoted ai-e Savigny's Geschi-

chte, Denifle's Universitaten, De Viriville's

Histoire and The Abbe Peries' recent work
on the Law Faculty in Paris ; for Oxford-
Wood, and the publications of the Oxford

Historical Society ; for Cambridge-
Cooper, MuUinger, and Peacock ; for

VOL. L

Ecclesiastical costume—Bonanni, de Vert,
Marriott, and Lee. References to English
documentary evidence are to a consider-
able extent incorporated in the text.
They are quoted : for Oxford—from
Anstey's Munimenta, from the Statutes
and Recommendations printed by the
Commission of 1853, and from the
Registers of Convocation, printed by the
Historical iSociety ; for Cambridge—from
the Documents similarly printed by the
Commission of 1852, from the old
Proctors' books, now in course of publica-
tion by the Antiquarian Society, from
Cooper's Annals, and Peacock on the
Statutes of the University of Cambridge
the work above referred to. The con-
temporary representations cited, mostly
monumental, are, with a few exceptions,
contained in Haines' Manual (1861), and
Boutell's Monumental Brasses.
The illustrations employed iu the

reading were, in some cases, enlarged
from engravings, but, except wliere other-
wise stated, the representation has always
been verified by a rubbing, or a recent
inspection of the original. The greater
part of these i-ubbings were exhibited on
the same occasion.
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Resniiu' of Hisforic'if Ski'lch.—The points which 1 wish

briefly to iin[)r('ss aic these :—The copying from earlier

foreii^ii models, pnrticuhirly Paris. The ont»iiiation of a

University in previous Schools, dealing with little but

what are called the Arts, and [)rincipally (;lrammar. The

Clerical or (juasi-Cierical character of these Schools, as of

revived education in general. The early use, dating from

these Schools, of the term Master for "teacher," and

Regent for " actually engaged in teacliing." The

association of Schools into Communities or Corporations

(Universitates), at first voluntary, being due partly to

privileges conferred by local authorities, partly to tlie

employment of new methods, partly to the introduction or

revival of additional subjects. Within these Corpora-

tions, the association of teachers, in the main subjects

respectively, into Faculties, with a received order of

dignity,—at least in Paris

—

viz., Theology, Law, Medicine,

Arts. As a minor point, ])ut not without its importance,

the two-fold development of Law, as Canon and Civil, the

connexion of the former with Theology, and its consequent

priority. The development of different grades of teachers

(degrees) within the Faculties ; the admission to these

grades, on satisfaction of tests (examina), hy the

Faculties themselves ; the early introduction of a certain

surveillance over this system of admission, by the Papal

authority. With this last must probably be connected the

importance of the office of Chancellor, which appears to

have arisen in Paris, and the religious character of many
of our formulce of admission. To the Pope's express

sanction must be traced in many Universities, though not

in the earliest (where it arose from custom), the recognised

right of their Graduates to teach anywhere in Christendom.

The existence of such a right in a particular School or

Community of Schools, was originally and properly

expressed by the style of Studium Generale, but it also

came to be connected with the name Universitas, as in the

Bull of John XXIL (1318), which recognised Cambridge

under both terms. The word University does not mean a

place where everything is taught, but (1) a Corporation,

(2) a Corporation specially of teachers and students, (3)

such a Corporation, with the additional advantage that its

teachers are generally recognised elsewhere. The bearing
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of this last point upon an account of academical costume
is of great importance during the earlier period, when
Latin was still the vehicle of education, and an international

community of teachers was possible.

There is another and a very interesting side of Uni-
versity development. I mean the association, originally

peculiar to the students, into Nations, with their

representatives, the Proctors or Rectors, and the single

Rector. With ourselves in England this official order

has partly disappeared and partly been a1)sorbed by, or

transferred to, the educational system proper. In any
case, it has rather to do with the subject of dignities,

whereas I must confine myself, in the few remaining
introductory remarks which I have to make, to that of

degrees.

Of the order of Faculties I have spoken already. There
had also been developed at Paris Ijy the end, if not the

middle of the thirteenth century, a system of degrees, from
which we undoubtedly, to a great extent, borrow^ed. The
degrees were already distinguished, not merely by different

forms and conditions of admission, but also by different

outward marks, of costume, or of what are more specially

termed insignia. And in these outward marks there w^as,

for some time, owing to what Mr. Mullinger hajopily terms
the catholicity of the grades indicated, a comparative
uniformity, particularly for the higher grades, throughout
Christendom. I propose very briefly to enumerate the

different grades, taking note of those stages in " Pro-

motion" wliich wefind expressly connected with regulations

as to costume, or which bear technical names requiring some
explanation. The word just used is technical on the

Continent, I believe, for the higher degrees alone : in our
old statutes it is used mainly with reference to the attain-

ment of he7iefices : I use it, for convenience, of the

attainment of degrees in general.

Dete7ininatio7i.—I pass over, of course, the disciplinary

regulations for the ordinary Scholar or Undergraduate.

His academical dress will be considered directly. I pass

over, too, the Scholar's previous residence, attendance at

lectures and performance of Responsions. The ultimate

test of attainments for the first grade in his Promotion
consisted of logical Disputations carried on in the Schools.
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That Dctennindtioii, of \vhi(;li we shall occasionally hear,

was the final and most responsible part played by the

Candidate, in Judicially (U-tcymiiiiiicj or deciding questions

on which he had previously only endeavoured to make

good or to demolish a proposition as a pleader.

The Baccahiureat as we moderns call it, (following the

ridiculous etymology of Baccalaureus), though not, perhaps,

at first a degree, was so soon recognised as one that we

need not go into the question of its original condition.

The Bachelor was a teacher or lecturer like the higher

Graduate : but his right to lecture was not of the same

absolute and generardiaracter ; his lectures were, at least

in England, mainly " extraordinary " or supernumerary, not

allowed to interfere with the " ordinary " lectures of the

Regent Master or Doctor ; and it is doubtful if he had

ipso jure any recognition as a teacher elsewhere than in his

own University.

The status of the Baccalaureat originally depended upon

a license of the Rector or Chancellor. The degree, when it

became one, was, like all degrees, originally conferred by

the Faculty concerned, or some representative of it. 1 do

not find any record of insignia being granted to the

Bachelor, but it is clear that he had to wear a

special dress in the lectures, which it was his duty

to give, viz., the Tahard. We also find that he was

entitled and required to wear a Hood lined with the less

expensive kinds of fur. The Hood per se was not originally

a distinction of the Baccalaureat, as it became when the

Undergraduates ceased to wear it.

I must pass over the difterent classes of Bachelors at

Paris, and also that interesting question, the origin and

true derivation of the style Bacliilarius or Bacularius,

which was most probably developed in the same place. It

seems pretty certain that the idea and term passed from

chivalry to learning, not vice versa. Anything more I must

leave for another occasion.

Licentiate.—The liceiise from which this status takes

its name was conferred by the Chancellor (at Bologna

orio'inally by the Archdeacon), but on the certificate of

members of the Faculty. As to its scope, there is a

considerable amount of confusion in our authorities. It

would seem that there may have been a very early time in
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Paris and Bologna when there was no Licentiate specially

so called, l)ut what license to teach was granted, was granted

only to the Bachelor. Then an intermediate stage, a step to

the higher degree of Master or Doctor, began to be recognised,

the license originally required for the Baccalaureat was
transferred to this, and the stage itself was known as the

Licentiate. A class of Licentiates existed in Paris before

the middle of the thirteenth century, and is recognised by
the old Statutes of Bologna, confirmed by the Pope in 1253.

They were Bachelors who had studied and attended lectures

for a certain time, had delivered lectures themselves, and
had finally passed an examen or private examination by
members of their Faculty. Being then presented by some
representative of the same Faculty, and their competence
duly attested, they received the Chancellor's license to

proceed to the public performance Ijefore a conventus, or

meeting of their Faculty, which finally conferred the degree.

The license also, it would seem, included power to keep
School and lecture, between the time of the exaraen and
that of the conventus, more absolute, or more nearly resem-
bling that of a Regent, than was enjoyed by the simple
Bachelor.

This sketch which, I must premise, is rather a cento

from Bologna and Paris, or in other words, Savigny and
Peries, tallies clearly with our own somewhat fragmentary
authorities, and helps to explain some of our rather

unintelligible terms. AVe have our provisions, of various

dates, or more often no dates, for lectures to be attended by
our Bachelors, or to be given by them, for the testimony of

the Faculty to their competence, for their Presentation by
some member of that Faculty to the Chancellor, in order

to receive his license. The forms of Presentation are

extremely interesting, and the part played by the Father,

or the more intelligiljle French Godfather (Parrain), in

early times included the conferring of insignia. The last

point I shall treat under the subject of Creation : the other
parts of the ceremonial do not bear on costume.

Of the Chancellor's license we have an old form pre-

served in the Oxford Muniments and Registers. It gives

power to Incept {i.e. to take the ultimate steps necessary

for obtaining the degree of Master), to Read (i.e. lecture),

to Dispute (^.c^ take all parts in the School exercises), and
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to do evciythin,2: pcrtainiiio; to tlie status of Master in the

Faculty coiicenied, wlieii the candidate lias completed all

things pertaining to .such solemnity. On the general use

of the word Master 1 shall speak latei- on. The grant

is, it will be observed, conditional, but possibly only as to

the last clause. Whether it gave the Li(;entiate, in his

intermediate condition, a general power of lecturing is not

certain, lie certainly was irijmrt'd to give lectures in the

Schools, exactly similar to those of the ordinary Master,

in fact acting as his deputy.

The fee for this license was trifling, being one

"commons," probal)ly a shilling, which, however, repre-

sented a week's maintenance. The public performance,

too, wdiether at the Bolognese " conventus," or our own
Inception or Commencement, was trivial as a test. But

the cost of these latter proceedings, which will be more

particularly considered under the head of " Creation," was

very great. Hence the sumptuary legislation, to check

extravagant entertainments and gifts of dresses by the

Inceptors, from which we get a good deal of our information

about ancient costume. Hence, on the other hand, the

necessity for exacting security from Licentiates that they

would actually Incept within a year, and of imposing fines

for neglect to do so, the record of which fills our old

Registers.

We therefore find people remaining in the Licentiate,

during the mediaeval period, for years. It must, one

would think, have been a status of at least occasional

permanence, when we find it held by a Cambridge Chan-

cellor, Stephen Le Scrope, under whom one of the most

interesting of our Ancient Statutes was passed in 1414.

And even wdthin its statutory period the Licentiate

seems sometimes to have afforded a " Wanderjakr" of not

always too reputable adventure. Another of our old

Statutes contains an express regulation to meet this

" materia vagaiidi."

We are obliged, therefore, to look out for a special

costume of the Licentiate, though I am bound to say that,

in England, I can discover little, if any, difference from

that of the ordinary Bachelor. The status itself did not

subsist, as a matter of any duration, to modern times. I

should infer that it had ceased before Stokys' time (a
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Cambridge Bedell who wrote in 1574), or even before his

authorities, who were probably much older. The license in

his time seems to have been a mere formal affair, given by
the Proctors at the V espers, or exercises on the day before

Commencement.
The licenses granted to practise in the Faculties, and to

teach Grammar, stand on an entirely different footing from
these licenses to Incept, and probably approximated rather

to the original license whicli constituted the Baccalaureat

before it was a degree. The license to practise in Medicine
survived, at C^ambridge, to Gunning's time (1828).

Inception, Commencement and Creatio7i.—The two
former terms, and tlie generally inchoate character of the

statics—not properly degrees, save in exceptional cases—to

which our Cambridge Vice-Chancellors now^ admit, become
cleai" if we consider the theory which was once a matter of

practice. The Chancellor did not give the degree : he only

admitted the candidates to begin the final steps for obtaining

it. They were actually Created, as they still are at Cam-
l:)ridge, by their Faculty—by the Proctors as representatives

of Ai'ts, or by the respective Fathers, now replaced l:)y the

three Regius Professors, in the three higher Faculties. At
Oxford it appears that Creation generally has passed,

since the Laudian Statutes, into the hands of the Vice-

Chancellor.

The highest degree is variably styled that of Master,

Professor, or Doctor. The differentiation of these titles,

which originally were nearly equivalent, is interesting but
too long for an introduction. Of the three, Master is the

most general. It covers the person who has ceased to

teach—the Non- Regent—as well as the Regent. It is, no
doubt, in the end rather specially appropriated to Arts

;

but we also find it applied to individual teachers of the

highest degree in Theology ; and it occurs, quite late, in

English formulae as a collective term for all graduates but
Bachelors. Doctor, too, is used either for Regent or Non-
Regent, but little, if at all witli us English, in the Faculty

of Arts. Professor also is, I think, generally confined, in

England, to the higher Faculties. Unlike the other two
styles, this usually implies actual present teaching.

The f/^.s'/r/?^/^, properly so-called, are peculiar to the highest

degree, at least in our accounts. They are old symbols of
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the teaching power and the dignity eonfeiTed hy Creation,

and it must be remembered that the highest degree was
originally the only one. In an ojjsolete Faculty of

Grammar, at Cambridge, the Master received a Palmer
and a Bod ; in Arts, a Cap was placed upon his head ; in

the three higher Faculties, the Doctor (or ^NFaster) was

placed in the Chair, and received the Hat, with the a(hlition,

perhaps only in Theology, of the Book, Ring and Kiss of

Peace.

The ceremonial for the higher Faculties appears to have

been pretty uniform in all the older Universities, and a

formula for the creation of Doctor in Tlieology, preserved

by our Cambridge Bedell Stokys, has great interest from

its bearing on the Catholicity of these outward symbols

of degree. For it not only enumerates the insignia of the

Doctorate, but directly cites Papal regulations as a common
authority on the subject. This formula may ))e found in

Peacock's Statutes of the University of Cambridge, pp.
xxxix., xL The history connected with it is too long for

the present article. I would only remark that the " Gloss
"

on the Clementine Decretal referred to is from a commentary
by Giovanni d'Andrea of Bologna, writing between 1312 and
1333. " The insignia of the Doctorate," he says, " are

with lis " {i.e., at Bologna), the Cathedra and the

Birretum ; with some the Liher, Annulus and Osculum."

I quote him especially, because I shall have to refer to him
hereafter as an illustration of Doctor's costume.

This costume, apart from the insignia proper, differed

from that of the Bachelor or Licentiate—as to the

ordinary dress, in richer linings and occasionally colour

—

as to the dress for lecturing and other public appearances,

in a slightly graver and more dignified character. It

seems probable that the Tippet, on which I shall have to

say a good deal, did not descend below the Master's

degree. But this point is doubtful, and the whole subject

falls rather under the general account of the different items

of academical costume, which will be given next, with

special reference to their documentary evidence.

Beligious Origin.—Although the insignia, strictly so

called, can scarcely date before the middle of the thirteenth

century, a general clerical or monastic dress, both for

teachers and students of the Schools, as well as some
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distinctive costume for the teachers, was probably earlier.

Both of these outward marks appear to be assumed and
enforced, but not originated, by our oldest academical
regulations. The religious character of academical costume
is obvious enough even at the present day ; and the

different articles of dress, the employment of which I

shall have to consider in the following pages, can in most
cases be clearly traced to a relimous orig-in.

I'oga or Roha Talaris.—The academical Gown in its

simplest and most general form, is held by Anthony Wood
to have been originally derived from the earliest monastic
habit— the Benedictine. Although the account of costume
given by this writer, is generally loose and vague, he is

probably right here, and his view is confirmed by ancient

Statutes of Paris, to which University we must generally

look for our patterns. In an Ordinance for the Faculty of

Canon Law (1387), quoted by the Abbe Peries, we read of

the decent and obligatory dress which beseems monks
of S, Benedict— Frock and Hood, or close Cope [cappa
clausa) with a similar Hood, or Scapular, but no Mantellus
or Rotondellus. Of the later details I shall speak here-

after. The regulation cited comes, like similar ones of our

own, by way of reform from laxity and extravagance ; but
it may fairly indicate the normal character and source of

the costume as originally conceived.

The Ancient Statutes of our earliest Cambridge College—
Peterhouse—require generally clerical habit and tonsure

from the scholars. These Statutes were passed in the

middle of the fourteenth century (1344), mainly on the

model of Merton College, Oxford, though in this particular

item they are based rather upon a recent constitution

(1342) of John Stratford, Archbishop of Canterbury, to

which I shall have to refer later on.

The directions are most explicit in the Ordinance of

Richard II. for King's Hall, bearing date thirty-five

years later (1379 or 1380). The dress of the Scholar was
to be a Robe reaching to the ancles {talaris), decent and
reputable, as suited the clerical status of the wearer; if he

were a Bachelor, a Robe with a Tabard suited to his degree.

The Tabard I postpone ; but I may here remark the

recognition of the Baccalaureat as a deOTee.

I think the terms Roha and Toga generally mean a
VOL. L M
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loose frock or <;own, the tighter Cassock Iteiiig, in correct-

ness, styled Tunica talaris. I cannot draw any strict

distinction between the two. In an Oxford Statute, dated

1432, 2\)ga talaris is the ordinary dress for any secular

(lay) Graduate; in another, undated hut early, Roha is

a Master's or Doctor's Gown, as distinguished from a Cope.

In the Ancient Statutes of Clare Jlall, Camhridge (1359),

Roha is also used of a Bachelor Fellow's Gown. I am
inclined, on the whole, to consider Roha the senior and

more dignified dress. By the curious Tailors' Statute of

Oxford (1358), the vestcs of Masters (no doubt including

Doctors) and Bedells are to be wide and long as a

distinction from the Laity.

Tlie habit originally intended l)y the Benedictine

Rule does not quite explain the terms quoted above,

from the Parisian Statutes, nor the ground-work

of our academical dress. Of the articles specified in

cap. 55 of the Rule, the tunica was a close dress, more
resembling the ordinary Cassock than anything else, while

the Cowl (cucullus) was a loose covering with large wide

sleeves, approaching to a Gown. It is, in fact, identified

with the ''Jroc" by De Vert. The Scapidare, which was

only intended as an alternative, in working hours, for the

cucullus, has no representative in academical costume. A
small Hood was apparently, from the first, attached to the

Cowl, but, as being a part, must not be confused with the

whole. It is possible that the Cappa clausa, although

really derived, I believe, from another source, may have

been supposed, by the Parisian legislators above quoted,

to have come from the tunica of the Rule.

The original Benedictine habit, however, appears to

have been, both in use and in early pictorial representa-

tion, to a great extent ousted by those of the reformed and
later Orders. What monumental records I have been able

to find in England bear much less resemblance to any early

description than to Hollar's plate in Dugdale's Monasticon,

which, though it has a fancy appearance, may truly

represent the later Benedictine dress, as copied by students

and teachers. The habit is a long black Robe, with full or

loose sleeves, and a large Hood, of the same material with

the Robe, apparently attached to it. The Robe is 7iot

meant to be joined down the front. This dress is well
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described by Haines as like a (modern) Surplice in form.

In fact, in the fine brass of Thomas Nelond, Clugniac

Prior of Lewes (d. 1443), from Cowfold Cliurch in Sussex,

it is, I think wrongly, called a Surplice by Boutell. The
Oxford Manual of Monumental Brasses speaks of this

individual Gown as black, I know not on what authority in

the original brass. The copy exhibited by me was enlarged

from an engraving pul)lished by the Cambridge Camden
Society.

Since selecting the above illustration I secured a better

example in a rubl)ing from St. Laurence's, Norwich, of the

brass of GeofFry Langley, Benedictine Prior of St. Faith's,

near Norwich (d. 1437). I may also mention the &^gy of

Robert Beauner, Benedictine monk of St. Albans (d. about

1470), and the (restored) brass of Prior Crauden (d. 1341)
in the Choir of Ely Cathedral.

The ordinary academical Gown, then, of the middle
ages I take to have been pretty nearly that above described

from Hollar. The wide sleeves, with the arms passing

through their whole length, are a standing characteristic.

I may refer, for example, to Dr. Caius' description in chap.

27 of his Statutes, of the wstis longa to be worn by all

members of the College ; and to Buck, on the costume of

a candidate for license to practise in medicine, who has not

taken a degree. Buck's description being interpreted and
retained by Gunning. The sleeves were diminished, for

Undergraduates, in later times, the fuller form being

retained for mourning. They are also somewhat disguised

by the modern distinctions devised for the respective

Colleges. The above, however, seems to be the ground
form, the Gowns of the B.A., M.A., &c., being due to

modifications of this dress or combinations with other

garments in express reference to the functions connected

with the particular degrees. Such directions as those in

the Statutes of Magdalen and Brasenose, Oxford, that the

front of the Gown is to be sewn up, at least from the

wearer's middle to the ground, are exceptionally austere.

An exception, too, in the opposite direction is such special

allowance of fur trimming for Fellows as we find in the

Ancient Statutes of Clare Hall, Cambridge (1359).

The word Gona, which must, I suppose, be the origin of

our Gown, occurs very rarely in College or University
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iv«j,ulatiuiis. Ill t-lic Statutes of All SuJsd^s, cap. 17, it is a

sviionym of the puzzliiii;- word cpitoyiwni, whicli I think

hero meant the (iowu. JNothiiig definite can he made out

of Ducauge's " iiiDma!' Pace Professor Skeat 1 should

he inclined to deri\e all three words rather from Old French

tliaii C'eUic.

The civic and jutlicial rul)es of dignit}' and gravity bear

some resemblance, mainly in their earlier forms, to the

academic. A Tunic or Gown is very common, rather

resembling the Cassock than the Gown proper, l)ut some-

times having another dress still more like the former, worn,

as in academical costume, underneatli.

Hood and Tip}}ct.—The Hood, although its Latin name
Caputium has nothing to do with Caput, was no doubt
originally intended, both in monastic and academical

costume, as the sole or main covering for the head in hot

or bad weather. It was at after times dropped on the

slioulders, whence the name Scapulare is sometimes
applied to it, though this word properly describes the

Benedictine alternative for the cucidlus. As an article of

monastic dress, tlie Hood was originally part of or attached

to the cucullus, but it does not seem to have been
similarly attached in its use by lay persons, nor, at any
rate for long, by the semi-clerical members of the

Universities. Attached or not, the Hood when dropped
on the shoulders, ought to shew only one fold, and to take

the form of a small caijc. The large Tippet often appear-

ing beneath this cape, in academical costume, should be

something else, though w^e sometimes are puzzled to make
out whether it is really a separate item or part of the

Hood proper.

Typet of Hood, Cornet, Liripip.—I have just used the

word Tippet in the modern sense, in which we shall find it

convenient to use the word generally, of a large cape. Its

original meaning, however, appears to have been different,

and is connected with a good deal of curious matter con-

cerning the shape and appendages of the old Hood.
In the Constitution above referred to, of Archbishop

Stratford, tipetum is apparently the tail hanging from the

back of the Hood. AVith Chaucer, too, in the Prologue

to the Tales (1388), the typet is i\\Q poke of the Hood, in

which the Friar carries his knives and pins " to give faire
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wives." The constitution of Stratford is one of several

sumptuary regulations, occurring partly in similar docu-

ments partly in early College and University Statutes,

which give us incidentally some of our most valuable in-

formation on academical costume.

In another, by Archbishop Bourchier (1463), we read of

the Hood as having a cornetum or h^'eve lirijnpmm. The
first of these words—derivationally the horn or horned
end—would naturally mean the tail of the Hood. I do
not venture on a derivation of liripipium, but there is no
doubt that this also originally indicated the pointed end to

the cap part of the Hood—which was probably first used, as

an illustration of Fairholt's shews, for grasping the Hood
by, but was afterwards extravagantly lengthened and
turned to all sorts of unexpected purposes. Of its more
modest form in academical use we have good evidence,

both documentary and pictorial.

The Statutes of All Souls', for instance (1448), in cap.

1 7 impose upon the Fellows and Scholars the use of Hoods
with Liripips of specified dimensions. This is evidently a

sort of flap hanging down from the Hood, being three-

quarters of a yard long and six inches wide. In the

remarkable fifteenth century drawing of New College " on
parade," to which I shall have to refer more particularly

hereafter, the academic Hood is very clearly represented.

It is of moderate size, like a very deep collar, but with a

flat tail—evidently the Liripip—hanging down behind.

Beneath it is seen, in the majority of individuals there

represented, that Tipj^et, of which it is sometimes diflicult

to say whether it is really part of the Hood proper, or, as

I prefer to believe, something else.

Bourchier's Constitution, above mentioned, also forbids

to an Undergraduate the use of Liripips, or "Typetts"
of silk or cloth, round the neck in public. What is

intended is an extravagant elongation of the Liripip into a

sort of streamer, which we occasionally find, at least in

non-academical English costume, wound round the neck.

This strange fashion may, perhaps, furnish a missing
link between the cornetum, as to the original meaning of

which I do not think there can be much doubt, and its

derivative the French coryiette. This was ''autrefois,'' says

Littre, a silk band worn by French Doctors of Law, and
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(? sulosequciitly) by Francis the First's Professors of the

College Royal, now College de Frmice. It passed round

the neck, falling to the feet, and is one of the possible

origins for our own very dithcult Scarf.

Liri2nps in Sleeves. —The pendant streamers from the

elbow, which give such a strange appearance to the

sleeves of Court dresses in tlie reign of Edward III., were,

according to Fairholt, called " Tippets." They were

probably also known as Liripips, for they bear certainly

some reseml)lance to the elongated tail of the Hood. I

mention them here merely to anticipate a difficulty in the

brass of John Lowthe, noticed below, as described by
Haines.

Liri'pipictti Calcei.—There is another strange use of the

word Liripipiwn, in which Paris helps us to explain an
otherwise unintelligible entry in the Oxford University

Register of 1558, where an M.D., and certain Masters, are

excused from wearing lerijnpia. In Paris the points of

shoes, which grew to an extravagant length, like the

pointed tail of the Hood, came to be known by the same
name, and were prohibited for the University as early as

1215. This use of the word explains the liripip)iati calcei,

which Wood tells us that Masters of Arts at Oxford were
obliged to wear at, and for some time after, their Inception.

The Ancient Statute on the subject requires " hotys
"

for Inceptors in Theology and Decrees, for " other Masters,"

pointed shoes, " Sotulares conati," commonly called

Pyusons. The latter are, no doubt, the lerip)ip}ia excused

in the above entry. These pointed shoes [sotulares

liripipiati) were, it must be remembered, only for a

temporary distinction. They are expressly forbidden to

be worn by Masters at their " ordinary" lectures.

Later meanings ofLiripipium, &c.—In passages dating

from the close of the mediaeval period a change of meaning,

or a vague use, is to be traced in all three words—Typet,

Cornet and Liripip—bringing them much nearer to Tippet

in the modern signification. In an entry of the Oxford
Register, dated 1507, a Typet is not only mentioned as

synonymous with a Cornetiim, but is allowed to be worn by
aB.C.L. as an alternative for the toga talaris. The Typet
evidently cannot here be the tail of the Hood. It may be

a long-tailed Hood, but rather seems to me a Hood of
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dignity—if, indeed, a Hood at all—which might be worn,

possibly over the ordinary gown, in substitution for the

Cope or long Tabard (see 1)elow).

Mantellum.—The Statutes of Magdalen, Oxford (1479),
give us another equivalent to U^^ipipium in a word common
enough now, but of unknown derivation, except that it

comes from an old Spanish onantus, and difficult to explain.

In the curious and valuable chapter " De habitibus," we
find the Fellows and Scholars prohibited from using

mcmtelli OY liripipia ouXj^i^q the College, except injirmitatis

causa ; and these liripipia are said to be commonly called

Typets. There can be little doubt that what is intended

here is some kind of cloak or cape, which is possibly also

the meaning of the liripipium or Tippet forbidden to the

Fellows of Brasenose by their Statutes (1521), unless in

the enjoyment of some wealthy benefice. This appears to

correspond to a mantellum a little later in the same chapter,

though not precisely identical with it.

Mantellum, mantellus or mantella, for all forms are

found, seems to have certainly meant a short sleeveless

over garment. In its use by our authorities the meaning
varies between a dress having nothing to do with the

University and a portion of academical costume often

coupled and compared with the Hood, but having really, I

believe, a difterent origin.

In the French Ordinance above referred to, the

mantellus or rotondellus, which the members of the par-

ticular Faculty are 7iot to wear is apparently a " mundane "

garment. Rotonde is still, according to Littre, the " lower

part of a mantle." But in an early account, quoted by
Wood, of a penitenticil procession imposed (1239) upon the

riotous Clerks of Oxford, " sine capis et mantellis,''

mantellus must mean an academical dress, worn either

with the Cope or as an alternative for it. So in the

Cambridge Ancient Statute, No. 133 (undated), mantellum
is clearly an article of costume proper for a Master
attending at an Inception. In cap. 23 of the Statutes of

King's (1443), matitella is a dress worn, at a certain stage

of Inception, with the lo7ig Tabard, corresponding to a

caputium worn with the Tabard of ordinary length, and to

a clmnera worn with tlie Cope. I quote the passage

before the original from which it is taken—cap. 23 of the
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Statutes of New College, Oxford (1400)—because two
words (" mm capntiis") are clearly omitted in tlie latter,

and must be supplied fi'om the Cambridge copy.

1 do not propose to go into the various significations of

the difficult word cJiimera as ap^jlied to an ecclesiastical

vestment, l)ut merely to state the conclusion at which I

have arrived as to the use of mantellnm for a part of

academical costume.

The Academical mantellum, although in this article

suggested by the ordinary llood and interpolated into the

account of it, is, in any strict use of terms, a different

thing, worn, either in lieu of or in addition to the Hood,
with the Cope or—to anticipate a little—the su1)stitute for

the Cope, the long Tabard. It may possibly be identical

with the " semi-Cope" of Chaucer's Friar (Prologue 262)

;

but I prefer to call it the Tippet, in the modern sense,

which Tippet I believe to be derived from the Almuce, to

be discussed presently.

Before I conclude the subject of the Hood proper by
describing the differences made in it for different status

and degrees, I should like briefly to mention two or three

items of costume, varying between the Mantle-Tippet and
the Hood. Theyhave given me a great deal of trouble, which

I may, perhaps, save others.

The ma^itelletum of a Bishop, as defined by Ducange,

was a shorter dress worn over his " vestis talaris " out of

doors, and so far open that the arms could be put out

through slits. AVhether this was something worn over

a Rochet or was a form of Rochet itself, it evidently more
resembled a Cape or Tippet than a Hood. It is said vaguely

to be worn " abroad in some places" by Doctors of Canon
Law, in which case it is clearly to be identified, as it has

been, with the " mozette" (see below).

On the other hand, our non-academical Mantle approxi-

mates rather to the Hood, though not in its earliest form.

It appears occasionally in ordinary civilian costume,

buttoned on the right shoulder, but, early in the fifteenth

century, became confined to official persons.

The Judge's " Mantle," in our old legal costume, deserves

here a few words. In 1415 it was very like our present

Hood, worn somewhat scarf-wise and buttoned on the right

shoulder. I refer to the brass of Sir Hugh de Holes,
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Watford, Herts (see Haines, i. xc), and, for description, to

Fortescue, de Laiidil)us, cap. 51. This mantle is called by
Fortescue " chlamysj' and Isidore's definition of chlamys
suits it very well. It is " put on on one side, not sewn
together, but fastened with a brooch." In immediate
origin, however, it seems to be a rather late form of Hood.
The name tnanteJhim is given l)y the Abbe Peries to a

Hood or Scarf, whi(^hever we choose to call it, fastened on
the left shoulder, which was worn, apparently at rather a

late period of the University of Paris, by Doctors Regent,
to distinguish them from Doctors Non-Regent. There is

something very similar in the dress of the later Bologna
Professors.

Armelausa is a dress, the definition of wdiich I may cite

from the same ancient authority Isidore (d. 636). It is so

called, he says, " (juasi armiclausa," being divided and
open in front and behind, but closed over the shoulders.

The armilausae , or armulausae, borrowed by our King's

Statutes from those of New College, and appearing also in

those of All Souls' (capp. 23, 23, 17), are, as their

synonym " clocae " shews, short cloaks, for occasional use
outside College, but, apparently, not academical. The
curious condition, if I understand it rightly, in the All

Souls' Statute, that they are to shew the Hood beneath
them, seems to confirm Isidore's division he]mid, which
otherwise might seem to have l)een a mere etymological

fancy of the learned prelate's.

There are three more words belonging to the same
debateable class as mantellum, which, I fear, I cannot pass
by without some notice, however, unsatisfactory.

Ejntogium, meaning literally anything worn over a
toga, is naturally a very vague term. In France, epitoge

came ultimately to mean a Scarf worn very like a Hood,
but which, I believe, was the latest form of the Tippet or

fourrure. In the Statutes of Trinity Hall, Cambridge,

(1358), cap. 3, it is clearly the long Tabard. So in the
Clementine Decretals, (1311-1312), there is a prohibition

against Priests, or other religious persons, wearing in public
an epitogium or furred Tabard. In Stratford's Constitution
of 1342, cited above, there is a similar condemnation of
epitogia aut clochce furi'atcp. In the later Statutes of All
Souls',*!), Oxford (1443), a passage cited above, seems to

VOL. L N
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make c/tifiK/iuni tlic (jowii itself, which must be Wood's

view when he calls the Surplice an epitogmm album.

I'J/)(H)tis, another v;i*;ue term, for wliicli r./'omis is

probably l)ut a variant form, could, by derivation, mean
anything worn on, or liani;in<j; IVom the shoulder, or

shoulders. In late French use 1598-1G55), I think it is a

Scarf. In Dr. Caius' Statutes (1557), it is a dress worn

over the Gown by an Undergraduate, (corresponding to the

Capiitium worn by a (ifraduate. Here, too, it seems to be

a Scarf.

Wood uses the word for any form of the detached ca/pu-

tium, (see above p. 84). In the Laudian Statutes it is only to

be worn by Graduates, which rather gives it the general

meaning of Hood. Possibly, after the Undergraduates

dropped the Hood, the Epomis may have been that form of

it which was worn ordinarily by Graduates, the Caputium
that which was worn specially with the Cope.

Differences in the Hood.—That the Undergraduates

originally wore Hoods is clear from many passages in the

Ancient Statutes, When they discontinued them 1 cannot

exactly say. It was certainly before the Laudian Statutes

at Oxford. At Cambridge, it w^ould appear from Dr.

Caius' Statutes of 1557, (cap. 27), and from Cardinal Pole's

Ordinations of the same year that the caputium proper

was not then worn except by Graduates.

Of the ordinary Scholars' or Undergraduates' Hood, all

we can say is that is was, doubtless, black, was not lined,

and had the Liripip stitched to it, not worked in the same
piece. Their Liripip was apparently long and conspicuous

;

the stitching down may have been to prevent its being

thrown round the neck (see above p. 84).

From Archbishop Bourchier's Constitution of 1463, (cited

above), we learn that the Graduate only might use a Hood
furred or otherwise double, i.e., lined, or, if single, having

a short cornetum or liripipium. To dispose of the last

first—it seems, strangely enough, that the point of

distinction in the Graduate's Liripip is the shortness. In

explanation of this I can only refer to the indication noted

above, that that of the Undergraduates was apparently to be

conspicuously shewn : and to Chandler's drawing of New
College, in which a slight diminution of the Hood flap may
perhaps be traced as the rank of the wearer rises, while the
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liigiiest class, next to the Warden, dispense with Hood and
Liripip together. The word (pe7iidattmi), which I have
transhited "furred," is so taken by Seldeii^in his transition

of Fortescue's capicinm pcnuIatAim, (cap. 51 of the "De
Laudibus.") This wouhl ajjpear to be the true meaning of

the participle, from the expression caputia penulata sivc

furrata, in cap. 42 of the New C^ollege Statutes and other

passages, though it is a somewhat arbitrary change from
penula, which is simply a cape. An interpretation of an
old Statute of Oxford, the interpretation bearing date 1489,

requires the Bachelor to have his Hood entirely penulatum
in the inside—not merely with a fringe or a little trimming
at the ])ottom. And it appears clearly from entries in the

earliest Oxford Register of Congregation, that the cajncium
penulatum and the use of pellura were proper costume
of the B. A. of the middle of the fifteenth century : nay, that

these were allowed to be used before completion of the

degree, except in case of poverty or insignificant

appearance.

Pellu7'a is a more intelligible word than penulatum,
pointing clearly to fur, but both are occasionally used in a

very general sense. By the interesting Ancient Statute of

Cambridge, No. 176 (1414), the Bachelor is to be allowed

no penula, pellura or duplicatio of silk, sendal (sindon),

or the like in his Tabard, Hood or any other scholastic

dress ; only badger's fur or lamb's wool, and that only in

his Hood, with a few exceptions. Pellura which, when
opposed to linura, means a warm or furred lining, must
here be taken to mean simply lining. Duplicatio, too, I

think, clearly bears the same, which is its heraldic, meaning.

Cuffs and edgings are expressed by such phrases as the

sleeves rolled or turned back (revolutae, reversatae) with

fur or sendal, which I may c[uote from Archbishop Strat-

ford's sumptuary Constitution of 1342.

I may conclude the subject with the Oxford Statute of

1432, headed " De Admissione ad Pelluram." No student

or scholar is to use a lining {pellura) of miniver, nor of self-

coloured white or gray fur, nor of sendal or tai^taran, or

of silk, in his Hood within the University, unless he be a

Master or Licentiate in some Faculty or of certain birth or

means. " Tartaran " seems to be from a Spanish word
equivalent in meaning to sendal, and, curiously, the origin

of our Tartan.
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The results i)i;i\- 1(1' tliiis .siuniuari.sed. The Bachelor

wore a woollen or hadger skin lining to his Jlood ; the

Graduate of higher degree, with individuals of high birth

or speeitied means, wore not onl\- theii' iloods hut their

Gowns, Tabards, Copes, &(., lined or edged with more
expensive fur, silk or sendal. A distinction of the non-

Regent from the Regent l)y silk lining to his Hood, as

against miniver, appears in ca}). 27 of Cains' Statutes, 1557.

Eccledastical costume.—1 have now to pass to articles

of dress which are rather ecclesiastical than monastic.

Some of them, however, are not, or at least have not

always been exclusively ecclesiastical, and with regard to

all it must be remembered that they are not, in the

technical sense, vestments. They do not include Alb or

Stole, Dalmatic or Chasuble, They belong to the every-

day dress, the processioual dress, or the cJiorcd dress of

the ecclesiastic, not to the eucharistic ; and it must also be

remarked that most of the important parts of our higher

academical costume are apparently borrowed from the

special dress of Canons, Prebendaries or Deans.

The Cassock (cassacca, camisict) was clearly, at one time,

part of general academical costume, worn, as still in the

cases in which it is retained, under the Gown. Its

resemblance to St. Benedict's tunic has been noted above
;

whether it was borrowed from that, or both descended

from the same original may be doubted ; I prefer the

latter view. The Cassock iwoprio nomine originated in

the casida (from casa—house, covering) which Isidore

calls a dress with a Hood or Cowl (vestis cucuUata), and
which was originally secular or semi-secular. The casula

was prescribed as the outdoor dress of Priests and Deacons

in France under Carloman (742), on the authority of

St. Boniface. The name of casida was ultimately appro-

priated to the Chasuble, which w^as an eucharistic develop-

ment of what was originally no Vestment at all. The
Cassock then became known, W'ith other articles, by the

name camisia. Cassacca (in Dr. Caius' Statutes, c. 27)

is an Italian formative, from which our w^ord, as an

ecclesiastical term, may come directly ; the meaning of

Fr. casaque does not suit, and the French Cassock is

soutane, i.e., suhtanea camisia.

The Cassock was a garment reaching to the ground
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[tunica, mrely toga, talaris) with sleeves wliicli were, at

least originally, close as compared with those of the Gown.

These sleeves are often buttoned ; not so the body of the

dress, or rarely in England. The Cassock was probably

once lined throughout with fur (or wool). Hence it has

been identified with pellicium, or pellicia, from being

placed over which the Surplice [superpdlicinm) took its

name. It is often shewn with fur cuffs, possibly a survival

of this original lining. Haines (i. Ixxvii) quoted the brass

of an ecclesiastic (c. 1480) at Cirencester, as a good

instance of the Cassock pure and simple. A finer example

is that of Whytton from Merton College, Oxford, though

this also wears a Hood and Tippet.

The colour of the Cassock was, according to Lee, black

for Priests, Deacons, and Subdeacons ; and purple for

Bishops, of which last the Apron or short Cassock of purple,

and the purple dress coat, still worn by some Bishops on

occasion, are a survival. Scarlet Cassocks are worn, he says,

by Doctors of Divinity and Law in several of the foreign

Universities, and by Cardinals. Rock adds, that the Pope
wears a white Cassock. The scarlet Cassock is said by some,

I think wrongly, to have belonged exclusively to Doctors

of Divinity. There is some reason for believing that it was

once worn pretty widely l)y Canons in England. Indeed

I should rather question whether this colour was not

semi-secular and originally rather proper, as between the

Faculties, for Law, and perhaps Medicine, than specially

for Divinity. Both the Canonry and the Cardinalate, we
must remember, indicated eminence rather than high

ecclesiastical order.

There is a fine sepulchral monument figured by Hollis

from St. Martin's Church, Birmingham which is

traditionally held to represent a Canon of the reign of

Henry VH. It is, to judge from the architectural features,

of the fifteenth century—whether quite so late as the

above date, I doubt. Both Bloxam, in his " Ecclesiastical

Vestments," and Mr. Hope, from recent inspection, assert

the original colour of the Cassock on this effigy to have

been red, although that colour is not, according to the

Churchwarden, now perceptible. A Surplice is worn over

the Cassock, and over the Surplice a dress of which I shall

speak presently—an Alnmce—the pendants and fringe of
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which ave very clear. Tliere is no Cap on tliis figure's head,

nor, indeed, anything distinctly academical. But the

Cassock itself was academical, at least for Graduates, and
its scarlet variety may be of some use in tlic explanation

of our present scarlet " Robe."

As a matter of academical costume, the Cassock was
certainly once worn by all Graduates, and also by Students

in I'lieology, if such ever were in early times I'ndcr-

graduates, which is d()u1)trul. It may have been as

specially vJo'ici that the Graduates and Theologians wore

it ; but we find it directed to be worn by the whole body
of Caius College, ''sub togis," in c. 27 of Dr. Caius'

Statutes (1557). These Statutes were, however, it must
be remarked, exceptionally rigorous and somewhat retro-

grade in their requirements.

Suhtunica and Siipert^inica.—In comparatively late

times, and, perhaps, in one early instance, I find repre-

sentations of a dress under the Cassock. I believe

this is vvhat is designated by the somewhat puzzling

word Suhtimica in c. 22 of the Statutes of New College,

Oxford (1400)—the Siq^ertunica here meaning the Cassock

itself. There is a similar use of the latter word for the

Chaplains of Queen's College, Oxford (1340), where the

Supertimica non fissa sed clausa is, I think, explained by
another passage {ad ma^nwi non fissa) to mean a Cassock,

or Cassock-shaped dress, tight at the wrists.

The Surplice falls outside my present subject, as a dress

of ministration. Its name has been explained above. The
dress descended from the original Alb {tunica alba), the

name SuperpeUieiuni first occurring towards the close of

the twelfth century. The use of the Surplice in Chapels

by non-ministrants is a matter rather of College discipline

than academical costume, and has nothing to do with

degrees. This use is prescribed for Masters and Scholars

alike, by the earliest Statutes of Peterhouse, Cambridge

(§60), dated 1344, and by those of New College, Oxford

(1400). As to St. John's, Cambridge also, Strype

represents the disuse of Surplice and Hood, on festival clays

in Chapel, as a violation of ancient usage. But it is

unnecessary to multiply instances. I merely mention the

Surplice here because it so often occurs in the repre-

sentations, which I shall have to cite, of academical

persons who were also beneficed Clergymen.
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The Rochet I am also obliged to mention, partly from
its connection with the Surplice, partly on account of

what I consider a mistaken identification of it with a

genuine part of academical costume—the Tabard. The
Rochet has been represented as a shortened or diminished

Alb. It is classed witli the Surplices in Archbishop
Winchelsey's Constitutions (1294-1313), being apparently

only regarded as a sleeveless form convenient for ministra-

tion. If we look, however, at the derivation of the name
from Bock, and the use of the dress in secular cases (as in

Chaucer's Romaunt of the Rose), it seems clear that the

same word once bore the wider signification of a sleeveless

coat generally. With the English late and j)urely

ecclesiastical Rochet, confined liy Edward the Sixth's second
Prayer Book (1552) to Bishops and Archliishops, we need
not concern ourselves. If any Rochet is to be identified

with that part of the academical costume, which will be
treated hereafter as "Tal)ard," it is, I think, the secular

tight or sleeveless coat.

I'lic Almuce or (rray Amess and the Tippet.—In

speaking of the Hood I have had occasion to mention a

Tippet, in the modern sense of the word, which, though
sometimes worn with the Hood, apjjear also to be sometimes
used instead of it, particularly in connection with the C*ope

or its substitute, the long Tabard. In our present

Cambridge Cope, notably in the form which belongs

to Divinity, there is an amplitude of Hood, which does not
appear to be Hood proper, but due to a combined Tippet.

Of this Tippet, together with one or two other parts of our
costume, I now wish to suggest a probable origin.

The Almuce (Aknutium, Amucium, Aumusse, &c.) is

rather a part of the p>rocessional costume of the Church.
In its origin it seems to have been a form of the ordinary

Hood lined with fur— it is sometimes called caputium
foderatum—as a protection against the cold of Cathedral
services. It was afterwards lined or edged with costly fur

or other material, for increase of dignity. In this state it

was worn by Canons, Deans, and, possibly, heads of

Collegiate bodies generally.

That it was originally a head-dress appears almost
sufficiently from the very interesting derivation of the
name Almuce, This was originally a northern, or, at
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least, Teutonic word, sip;nifyin,G^ cap, tlie same as the

^QOtdh. mutch. It seems to have travelled in Fraiu-e down
to Provence, where it [)i(*ked up the Arahic article, wliicli

has often caused it to be confused with the Amice.

Kepresentations of the Almuce (»i tlic Jicad are not very

common. One is engraved ])y Tjonsdale and Tarver,

in their Illustrations of j\ledi;eval Costume (pi. xi,

89"), from a thirteenth century MS. Another is reproduced

from a Pontifical of the same century in a \'aluable paper

by Dr. Wickham Legg, in the Transactions of the St.

Paul's Ecclesiological Society (vol. iii, p., 48, plate A).

The pictures in de Vert's Ceremonies de I'Eglise (T. ii, pi.

11, p. 264) are, I suspect, rather matter of fancy.

In its function of head-dress the Almuce was early

replaced, as we shall see hereafter, by an enlarged

skull-cap, and, being dropped on the shoulders, became a

sort of Tippet, usually of fur, sometimes of other materials

Iwrdered with fur. The Hood portion of it became a roll,

or collar. But the whole article was clearly distinguished

from the Hood, which remained in its original state, by the

fiict that the Almuce had now turned itself permanently

inside out, shewing, as the present outside, the original

lining of gray fur, whence it has the name of Gray iVmess.

It also began, at least as early as the fourteenth century,

to have two long pendants in front, with sometimes a

fringe of little tails all round. These pendants are often

mistaken for the ends of a Stole, from which, however,

they can be distinguished by their rounded extremities and

generally furry material.

The Almuce, as worn over the shoulders, is distinguished

from the Cope by being much shorter, by being furred

throughout, by the general though not invariable absence

of a brooch or morse, and by its two curious tails hanging

down in front. As an ecclesiastical dress it was worn ove7'

the Cassock and Surplice, but under the Cope, above which,

however, its collar or roll appears. Good instances are the

brasses of Blodwell (1463) and Sleford (1401), at Balsham,

Cambridgeshire, and that of Loudon (1416), at Chartham,

Kent.

I find several early authorities, mainly French, stating

that the Almuce over the Surplice was used as an

alternative, in summer, for the Cope in Avinter. I also find
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that this winter Cope had .sometimes a " Camail " over it,

which Camail corresponds very nearly, in shape, to an
Almuce, mijius the two tails in front.

The AJmnce as the oric/inaJ of the Tip2yet and Searf.—
The conclusion at whicli I am pointing is this. Althouo-h
the Almuce was certainly worn under the ecclesiastical

Cope of dignity, on which 1 shall next have to say a few
words, it is not inconceivable that there might l)e plainer
Copes, over which it could be worn, as it was over
the Surplice and Cassock. In other words, the Tippet,
which I cannot explain as a development of the academic
Hood, seems explical)le as an adaptation of the ecclesiastical

Almuce. And, in this use, the Almuce will sometimes
have a brooch or clasp, which was not necessary when it

was worn under the Cope.

There is some interesting evidence from Paris in the
same direction. De Yiriville quotes from Du Boulay a
description of a Rector's costume in a vignette from the
old Proctors' Book for the French Nation. The vignette
itself, dating, we are told, from before 1400, has un-
fortunately disappeared. In this descrijDtion the '"Robe"
is evidently a violet Cassock. The " Chapero7i" a
word which I believe generally means rather more
than a simple Hood, is a small round mantle coming
dow^n to the girdle, clasped in front, generally called

the foiirrure, ])ecause there is a white fur on a ground
of violet scarlet (sic). It had originally a sort of tail

hanging on it, a little broader than the hand. The
Rector also carries, at his girdle, a large violet purse, which
does not so much concern us. It came, no doubt, from
the Proctors, who originally l)ore the same badge of office,

and to whose order the Rector belonged.

This description is confirmed and explained by an early

French miniature, from a MS. of the Ci ritas Dei—probably
of the fourteenth century—which de Viriville figures as

representing a Rector and Doctor of the University of

Paris. Each has a soft, conical Cap without a brim, a

Hood above, and an ol)vious Tippet below, w4th a fur

border—worn by the Rector over a Cassock, by the

Doctor over an ordinary Gown. On the Doctor's back

—

we do not see the Rector's—appears the " sort of tail
"—

a

fiat Liripip hanging from the Hood over the Tippet.
VOL. L
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The .so-called fourrurc was considered, according to

Littiv, special to Doctors. It is the mozette, " doul)ied,"

i.e. lined, with ei-niine, which de Viriville rather laxly

describes as a capiur, or Jlood. And mozcttc, or moscttc

(Littre Suppl.), is simply a formative of Almuce without

the article.

This 'i'ippet then, or Alnmce, which seems to have been

distinctive of the higher degree of Doctor (or, at least with

us, of Master) was a habit of dignit}% distinct from the

Hood, and as a rule lined with fur. There is, however,

a puzzling use of the word in the difficult Statutes of

Queen's College, Oxford (1340), where I think that certain

amucia, coupled with ^7rt//ia and supdUcia, are the same
as caputia sijnplicia, mentioned elsewhere in the same

Statutes, and may be merely Hoods. On the other hand
the capiitia duplicata or the amucia duplicata de griso

are probably real Almuces lined with gray fur. These

vestments were for the " Scholars," who were Fellows in

the original scheme of this College : but the " poor boys,"

corresponding more to the ordinary " Scholars," were also

to wear amucia in Chapel.

The Scarf, still worn by Masters of Colleges, Doctors

and Chaplains, is not very easy to explain. It looks like

a Stole, and has, I believe, with some persons come to be

considered as the representative of one ; but that does not

seem to have been its origin. Some time ago I was led by
Bonanni's figures of Canons to consider the Scarf as a develop-

ment of the Almuce, with its two long processes, or tails,

in front, through the intermediate form of a kind of Boa,

These figures repeatedly shewed the Almuce carried over

the arm, or over one shoulder, or falling from both, exactly

like our modern Scarf. They cannot, I fear, be trusted as

taken from life ; but they may faithfully represent the

accounts given to the author, a laborious Jesuit. Lately

the derivation of the Scarf from the Almuce has been

argued out, on much better evidence, in the excellent

paper of Dr. Wickham Legg, to which I have already

referred.

Haines calls the English Scarf " a later substitute for

the Hood and Tippet or Cape, worn over the Cassock in

the ordinary clergyman's dress." The explanation is some-
what confused, but is reconcilable with a derivation of both
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Tippet and Scarf from the Almuce. The f)re ends of the

Scarf are in favour of this view. The Hood, as soon as it

was worn detaclied, was obviously of one piece in front and
slipped over the head ; o?/r joining of two ends in front by
a ribbon being quite modern. The Tippet, too, whether
derived from the Almuce or not, was apparently from our

representations, joined or laced together, as a rule, in

front. But the loose ends of the Scarf exactly correspond

to the long tails of the original xAlmuce.

The French E})itoge and Epomis appear, as we have
seen, to bear traces of descent from an Almuce or Tippet,

but may have been merely a Hood worn like a Scarf. One
of our very few old representations of any academical Act
is an engraving figured by de Viriville from a sixteenth

century edition of the De OfEciis. It shews, according to

the above author, a Licentiate receiving the hoiiiiet of

Master of Arts. The candidate wears a Tippet, possibly a

Hood, and an indubitable Scarf over his right shoulder. I

shall have a little more to say on the Scarf when I come
to my individual instances of costume.

The Cope (capa, cappa, chape), though not exclusively

an ecclesiastical dress, is, on the whole, connected rather

with religious than with other persons. It has been

suggested, probably from an erroneous etymology, that the

Cope was, in its origin, merely an enlarged and lengthened

Hood. As a matter of derivation, caputium, capucc, &c.,

would appear to come simply from an Italian diminutive of

cap)a. The original dress known by that name, whether
derived from a classical cloak or not, was a protection for

the whole body against rain or cold, whence it was
specially used for choral services in Cathedrals, and for

processions, and whence it got its name of pluviale. ^ The
translation cape is misleading, if not distinctly incorrect.

The original and normal Cope was a long cloak, fastened

at the neck, but otherwise open in the front, and without
any sleeves or openings for the arms. It had once a small

Hood attached to it, which was, we are told, superseded

by the Almuce in the fourteenth century (Haines i. Ixxvi),

remaining, hoTvever, in appearance, as a mere ornamental
half circle traced on the back of the Cope. This old Hood
does not concern us ; those which are shewn in modern
instances (e.g., the efiigy of xlrchbishop Grindal) over
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Copes can, I tliink, ho acf-oinitod for as scparato articles of

costimio,

Tlic (Icvelopmciit of the splciKlid Cope worn l)y eccle-

siastical (lignitarics, of wliicli tlie brasses at Balshani are

good instances, does not enter into my sulijcct. It liad

decorated edgings, or orphreys, and a ricli lnoocli or

morse. The collar often a})[)earing al)0ve, docs not, as 1

liaA'e already remarked, l)elong to tlic (*ope, but to an

Almuce underneath.

The Cope, used as an article of academical costume,

which differed in some respects from that just described,

seems to have been originally a general dress of sobriety

and decorum ; then to have been specially rerpiired in

certain Academical Acts ; and only late to have been

appropriated to a certain degree. The Cappa clausa, for

instance, which will l)e described more particularly here-

after, was the "decent" garl) prescribed for Archdeacons,

Deans, and Prebendaries, by the Archbishop of Canterbury

in 1222.

The two passages which I have quoted above from

the Statutes of New College and King's College, shew

the Cope or long Tal)ard with the proper upper dress

—

Chimera, Mantellum, or Caputium, according to stages of

graduation—to have been w^orn, as a matter of decorum,

by all members of those Colleges, outside their walls or

those of the Colleges immediately surrounding. The

Statutes of All Souls' are- to much the same effect under

this head (cap. 17) as those of New College. Of the

Copes and Tabards of Clare College, as prescril)ed in its

Ancient Statutes, I shall speak when 1 come to treat more

fully of the Tabard.

The Cambridge Statutes of Dr. Caius, representing, it

must be remembered, a comparatively late period (1557),

rec[uire from all the Graduates, not merely on any occasion

in the Schools, l)ut also in the College CIuip)el on feast days,

a special habitus and caputkim (cap. 27). This liahitus

may be Cope or Tabard, but it is certainly distinct from

the Gow^n of the same Statutes (Vest is longa, toga).

Valuable as the Old College Statutes are, the fancies of

individual founders, both as to discipline and phraseology,

often render them very dithcult and their interpretation

very uncertain. A\ e are on rather firmer ground when we
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come to the University Regulations for the proper dress to

be worn at the lectures and disputations in the Schools, or

at public Acts in general. A distinction is clearly drawn
between the Faculties ; a more clerical, sober, or decorous
dress being required in the case of Theology, Decrees where
the individual is in Orders, and to some extent in Arts, as

specially connected with Theology. A more ceremonial
dress is also required from the Regent than from the Non-
Regent, the latter being sometimes allowed, even on the
above-mentioned occasions, to use an alternative, which is,

I think, identical with what is called liahitus ordinarius.
The following are fairly clear instances of the above

points :
—

1.—An Oxford prohibition of the use of Minever by
Masters in Theology, of whatever condition or status, for

the lining of their ccvpw clmiscp, or pallia, in public places

and scholastic Acts. They are only to use lambs' fleeces,

as heretofore. It is almost certain that Master here is

equivalent to Doctor.

2.—Another provision of the same University that no
Regent in Arts, Decrees, or Theology, is to deliver his

ordinary lectures in a capa manicata, but either in a
pallium or a capa clausa. No Artist is to lecture at all,

except in a capa of black colour.

3.—A group of three Oxford Statutes which, though
primarily referring to Inceptors in Arts and Medicine, appear
to contain regulations as to the costume of Regents and
Non-Regents in general at Inceptions. From these I gather
that the normal dress of a Regent at public Acts and
Disputations was a black Cope, but that a person who had
completed his term of Regency, either at Oxford or else-

where, might wear a roba if accompanied with a pallium..

This pallium is sometimes spoken of alone as an alternative,

but I think it presumes the accompaniment of a roba. The
latter, probably the ordinary Gown of the higher degrees,

was the dress of which presents were made by an Inceptor

to his friends or acquaintance, of such higher degrees,

attending the Inception ; and wealthy Non-Regents were
apparently prohibited, by the Oxford Statutes under
quotation, from wearing it on these occasions, in order to

save the Inceptor's pocket. One of the Ancient Statutes

of Cambridge ^No. 133) confirms this view, with the
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su])stitution of mantellnm for pallium, and the iiulication

that this is, or accompanies, a habitus ordinarins.

4. An extremely interesting undated Ancient Statute of

Cambridge (No. 147) " Dc halntihus et insigniis Magis-

torum." Under this the capa clausa or pallium is to be

worn by Regents in Theology, JJecrecs, and Arts at their

ordinary lectures and Disputations, or attendance at

Inceptions and at funerals. The Regent in Civil T.aw and

in Medicine, on the same occasions, is to use a copa

manicata trimmed, though not necessarily lined through-

out, with fur. A Regent Master of Arts entering the

Schools for lecturing, &c., other than his "ordinary"

functions, has the option of a habitus ordinarius {i.e, as I

think, roba cum pallia) or the capa manicata.

On the other hand we do not find, in the articles of

costume at present under consideration, that marked

distinction which we should expect between degrees. I

have spoken above of the hotys and pynsons which

Oxford required to be worn at and for forty clays after

Inception. There was also a rule that Inceptors in

Medicine and Arts should, on the first of their forty days,

dispute in a pcdliu7n. On the day of Inception itself the

first Inceptor was to wear the ordinary lecturing habit of

the ancient Masters in his Faculty, except in the case of

Theologians and " other religious," who were, as well as

all the other Inceptors, to wear their " ordinary habit."

What, then, was this " ordinary habit ?
" There was a

special provision at Cambridge, perhaps also at Oxford,

that a lay Inceptor in Decrees was to wear a red Cope in

his ordinary lectures. This may apply to the Licentiate,

though more probably to the newly-made Master in his

early lectures. Of the Licentiate's lecturing dress I have,

beyond this, no account, but should imagine that it did not

differ from that of the Bachelor.

As to the Bachelor, we are distinctly told by the

Cambridge Statutes, just cjuoted, that the same rules are to

be observed by him as by the other lecturers there

specified, with the following exceptions. If a Theologian

he must wear a capa 7'otunda ; if a Canonist, he wears a

capa clausa or mariicata, accordingly as he is or is not in

Holy Orders. By a Statute evidently later than this a

Bachelor lecturing in Medicine was allowed to dispense
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with a Cope, provided lie wears a decent long Tabard.

This Statute is undated, but may, from connection with a

dated one, belong to 1421.

Two points must be observed here :— 1, The absence of

any provision for an alternative pallium to the Bachelor.

2, The use of the term capa rotunda, which, I believe, to

cover both the clausa and manicata as distino'uished

from the normal ecclesiastical Cope.

As to the candidate for the degree of Bachelor, I can

only find one indication of a special dress for his necessary

exercises, and that in the case of one of the higher

Faculties. A candidate for B. Can. L. at Oxford, in 1453,
is, according to the entry in the Register, not to use the

short Liripip nisi in habitu. Whether this habitus is an
anticipated Bachelor's dress I cannot say, but I am inclined

to think so.

I pass now to a more detailed description of the two
academical Copes above-mentioned, and the pallium.

The capa clausa was, like the normal ecclesiastical

Cope, without sleeves, but, unlike it, closed in front, with
one slit through which both hands were put. There are

plenty of old instances of it, to which I shall refer in the
second part of this paper. It is also shewn in the

frequently engraved effigy (now destroyed) of Archbishop
Grindall, D.D., (d. 1583), which stood in old Croydon
Church ; in the corner of Speed's Map of Cambridgeshire

(1608-1610); in Loggan's Habitus Academici (1680) ; and
may thence be traced through Harraden and Akerman to

our present Cambridge type.

The extremely inconvenient character of the dress has
led to its being slit down to the bottom in modern times.

That, however, this very inconvenience was part of the
original idea of decorum is apparent in such strange rules

as that of Magdalen College, Oxford (1459), for every-day
costume. The President, Fellows, Chaplains, Clerks, and
the whole body of Scholars, are to wear their ordinary
Gowns (togae) sewn up in front, from the middle down-
wards ; a slit front and rear being allowed in a shorter

variety of Gown (togae curtae), up to the middle of the
thigh, for equitation or other travel to parts of the world
outside the University.

The capa manicata, or sleeved Cope—which, by the
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way, was expressly forlndden in (Gregory's iJecretals to

officiating clergy—was also closed in front, and both Copes
were, of" course, slipped over the head.

The Almuce, therefore, which could he seen througli the

open front of the normal ecclesiastical Cope, would, if worn
underneath, l)ecome perfectly invisihlc. except as to its

collar, and might, therefore, naturally he replaced ])y a

Tippet outside. Its loss of front pendants I take to be a

matter of inferior dignity, as between the liigii ('hurch

Dignitary and the University Reader.

(1^0 be contimied.)



Procrctiinss at IBfctinss of tjjc Eogal Ircijacological

Institute.

November 2nd, 1892.

The Viscount Dillon, V.P.S.A., President, in the Chair.

Oii taking his place for the first time as President of the Institute,

Lord Dillon expressed his thanks to the Members for having placed him
in that position, in succession to Lord Percy, and his desire to follow as

closely as he could in the steps of the noble Presidents, his predecessors

in the office which he now held, for the maintenance of the usefulness

of the Listitute.

Lord Dillon then opened the Fiftieth Session of the Institute by
reading a paper on " The Development of Gun-locks from Examples in

the Tower of London." The paper was illustrated by a large collection

of gun-locks, exhibited by Mr. E. Thurkle, and by drawings by the
author, in which the various parts of the locks were represented by
different colours, so that the development of any portion could be easily

traced through successive centuries. The noble President said, it was
worthy of notice that the gun-lock was called cock in English, Hahn
(cock) in German, gatillo (kitten) in Spanish, ca7ie (dog) in Italian, and
chien (dog) in French. He considered that the gun-lock was derived
from the cross-bow of the eleventh or twelfth century. He fully

described the working of the matchlock of the days of Henry VIII.

,

which, with certain alterations, remained in use till the days of William
of Orange ; the lock in which iron pyrites was the agent used for

ignition of the gunpowder ; the flint lock ; and the Vauban, which was
fitted with a match as well as a flint—the former only being used when
the latter failed to do its work.

Mr, J. T. MiCKLEi'HWAiTE read a paper on " The Indoor Games of

School Boys in the Middle Ages." He said that some years ago he be-

came convinced that the cup markings, arranged in squares of nine in

the cloisters of Westminster Abbey, were the work of schoolboys of the
monks' days. Similar " boards " of nine holes were to be found on the
benches of the cloisters of Canterbury, Norwich, and Chichester. He
then proceeded to show how the game was played. Another board, con-
sisting of three squares, one inside the other, was found at Salislaury,

Gloucester, and Scarborough. It belonged to the game of nine men's
morris. A board for " fox and geese " was to be found at Gloucester.

Mr. Micklethwaite drew special attention to a chequer-board found at
Salisbury of sixteen squares. He said the form suggested something-
like draughts, but that game could not well be played on a board of

fewer than twenty-five squares. Another game of the schoolboy of the
VOL. L p
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Middle A.^cs was *' tables," which he considered now survived in the

modern ltackti,annnon. The last ganic-board described was a very

curious one from Norwich (^'astle. It consisted of a long spiral line with

a hole at the start in the centre and a series of smaller holes at equal

distances along the line.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. G. E. Fox exhibited some
rubbings of stone game-boards from the Basilica Julia, in Rome, and
compared them with the rectangular English examples, which they

greatly resembled.

Mr. E. Green said that the game of Nine Men's Morris was still

played on Salisbury Plain and the Downs.

Mr. M. J. Waliiouse recalled game-boards in India, similar to that of

the Fox and Geese, and the spiral example.

A^vote of thanks was passed to the President, whose paper will

appear in a future Journal, and to Mr. Micklethwaite, whose jDaper is

printed at i)age 319, vol. xlix.

Mr. Justice Pinhey gave notice that at the next meeting of the

Institute he wo\dd propose that, in consequence of the election of

Alderman Stuart Knill to the Mayoralty of London, the venue of the

annual meeting for 1893 be changed from Diiblin to London.

Jlntiquitics iwxis flSlork© oi ^li ^xhibitcb.

By the President.—A collection of drawings of Gun-locks.

By Mr. E. Thurkle.—A collection of Gun-locks.

By Mr. Micklethwaite.—Drawings and rubbings of Game-boards.

December 7th, 1892.

The Viscount Dillon, V.P.S.A., President, in the Chair.

On the motion of Mr. J. Hilton, seconded by Mr. E. C. Hulme, a

vote of sympathy on the death of Dr. M. W. Taylor was passed, and

oi'dered to be transmitted to Mrs. Taylor.

Mr. Justice Pinhey proposed a resolution to the following effect :

—

" That in consequence of the election of Mr. Stuart Knill to the

Mayoralty of London, the venue of the annual meeting for 1893 be

changed from Dublin to London."

This resolution was seconded by Mr. J. Hilton, and, after a long

debate, was carried by a majority of three to one.

Mr. W. LovELL read a note on " The Cross and Chain of Edward the

Confessor." There appear to be doubts as to the truth of Charles

Taylor's story of his finding the Cross and Chain of the Confessor in

1688. Mr. W. H. St. J. Hope said that the history of the Cross had

been traced down to 1833, and since that time it had been lost sight

of.

Mr. J. Park Harrison gave a discourse on English Romanesque

Architecture, illustrating the subject by photographs and sections of

mouldings, and rubbings of tooling from Stowe Church, St. Bene't's,

Cambridge, and other buildings, more or less in imitation of the cross

tooline: of Roman ashlar.
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THE OLD MANORIAL HALLS OF WESTMORELAND AND CUMBERLAND.
By Michael Waistell Taylor, M.D., F.S.A., (London and Scotland). Kendal,
T. Wilson ; Carlisle, C. Thurnham & Sous, 1892.

Although pi'ofessedly confined to the Manorial Halls of the two
counties mentioned in the title, this volume does in fact relate as much
to military as to domestic architecture. Their position upon a border
fiercely contested for centuries, made it necessary that every man's house
should be literally his Castle, and the combination of a measure of

domestic comfort with a still larger measure of passive strength, has

proved favourable, not only to the employment of a peculiar style of

architecture, but to the durability of the buildings, both by reason of

their strength, and of their continued habitation, even to the present

day. Of the Norman Castles, Carlisle indeed remains, but Brough and
Brougham have fallen into ruin, and Appleby has been so altered as to

have lost much of its original character. Of the Castles proper next
following, Cockermouth, Pendragon, Kendal and Penrith are in ruin

;

Rose Castle is much altered ; Scaleby and Naworth are alone inhabited.

But if the list of Castles proper be meagre, that of the " domias
defensabiles " is very ample, but, though of respectable antiquity, they
are modern compared with the pre-historic remains in which the counties

are so rich.

Cumberland and Westmoreland, although in common with other

Northern Shires they exhibit the footsteps of the Legionaries who con-

structed the walls of Hadrian and Antoninus, have yet a history peculiar

to themselves. In times locally pre-historic, they formed an important
part of the British kingdom of Strathclwyde, and took an ample share

in the warfare so fiercely waged with the Pagan Saxons of Northumbria.
It is claimed that within their limits was the birthj^lace of the great

legendary hero of the Britons, and therein was probably fought the

celebrated battle of the Cattraeth. It is indeed believed that the

Britons, when finally dispossessed of their territory, migrated into North
Wales, and that the present population is of mixed Saxon and Scandi-

navian descent ; but Cumberland still in its name affords evidence of its

ancient inhabitants, as do the mountains and the streams, and the

larger features of its surface, significant only in the Cwmric dialect.

The villages along the coast are thought to have been founded by sea

rovers from Scandinavia, but the parishes and hundreds, and other

divisions indicative of law and order and a Christian Church, are of the

Saxon period, as are such of the earthworks as are connected with seats

of judgment and private dwellings, and perhaps a few of the monumental
stones. Here, too, in the open valleys and the fertile plains, are the

VOL. L Q
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remains of the frequent settlements of tlie Nonniin invaders : Castles,

Manor Houses, and parish Churches, so stronj^ly constructed that many
of them have even survived modern restoration. From these counties

also are drawn many ancient families who, thouj^h prohaljly <jf Norman
origin, have hence derived their surnames. Such are Ponsonby, whose

armorial bearings proclaim him to liave l)cen " tonsor" to the Conqueror;

Braithwaite, Crackanthori)e, Irton, Lamplugh, Lowther, Musgrave,

Pennington, Preston, Salkeld and Sandford, Warcop and Wharton, and
others, all as the Scotch have it, " of that Ilk," while many more, though

deriving their names from other possessions, as Curwen, Duckctt, Le
Fleming and Strickland, are associated with these districts by centuries

of inheritance and residence, and tlie disentangling and correction of

whose pedigrees are at once the delight and the despair of our

Genealogists and Heralds, who recognize in the " annules " of Lowther
and Musgrave their early dependance on Vipont, and in the Maunch of

Wharton his time-honoured alliance with the root of the House of

Huntingdon.

So rich a field well deserved to be cultivated with no common skill

and industry. Hutchinson, Nicolson and Burn, working amid many
drawbacks, deserve to be so reckoned, and in our happier time, when
ancient records, both public and private, are freely exposed to view,

the formation of a strongly supported county society, by fostering the

labours of such men as Ferguson, Taylor and Simpson, has done, and is

doing, ample justice to the Antiquities of the district.

That this is no exaggerated pi'aise is evident from the volume before

us, the work, and alas ! the last work, of Dr. Taylor, who died while

preparing it for the press, through which it has been conducted by Mr.

Ferguson, the well-known Chancellor of Carlisle, and both the founder

and the mainstay of the Society. There are notices of forty Halls and
eighteen Castles, and of some other buildings, and of twenty-six of them,

excellent ground plans and a few elevations. Most, if not all, the

articles are drawn from the transactions of the Society, nor is it the least

of its merits that by the facilities it afforded, it led Dr. Taylor and many
others to reduce their observations to writing and to make them public.

The descriptions of the buildings are concise but clear, the histories of

the families owning them exceedingly yveW put together, and much
attention is paid to the heraldic illustrations, which are numerous and
extremely useful.

Dr. Taylor's application of the term Pele to the towers that frequently

form an effectual part of these Halls needs a comment. In Northumber-
land or on the Scottish boi'der, a Pele is a small detached tower, usually

with a grated door at the ground level, and with a ground floor vaulted,

intended for cattle, and an upper floor divided horizontally into two by
a floor of timber, above which are the battlements with a rampart-walk.

The accommodation is of the rudest character, one large fireplace in the

first floor, and a small chamber or rather closet in the thickness of the

wall. In Cvimberland and Westmoreland the Pele is a part of the

building, not inifrequently of the same date, and usually entered from

it. It is commonly of large size, broken by regular ceilings into two or

three floors, and each floor plastered or panelled, and often fitted up
with much attention to comfort. Though a part of the house in daily

use, it was intended as a refuge in case of an attack, and the rest of the
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building was provided with much larger windows, and scarcely capable
of being defended. Yanwath is an excellent examjjle of a house of this

character.

We tnist this volume may meet with the reception it well deserves,

and that it may be followed by others on a similar plan, descriptive

of the earthworks and other pre-historic remains in the district, and of

the churches and other ecclesiastical buildings.

ARNISTON MEMOIRS, 1887. DUNDAS OF FINGASK, 1891. 8vo., David
Douglas.

The Dundases are a well-derived, well-honoured, and, as the Scots
say, a weel-kenned family, but their achievements have been mostly of

a comparatively modern date, and although they [lave jjroduced brave
soldiers, their fame, though highly patriotic, is rather of a civil and legal

than of a military character. Moreover, though they rank high among
the " Barones Minores " of Scotland, they have not, since the exclusion
of those Barons by James I., been Lords of the Scottish Parliament,
and the triple honours of the peerage to which they have attained have
been won south of the Tweed and in the Parliaments and Councils of

Great Britain. The volumes before us relate to but two, though very
considerable branches of the family, of which no general account has, as
far as we are aware, been compiled, although the Arniston volume to
some moderate extent supplies its place.

The Dundases, like many other Scottish Families, spring from a
foreign, that is from an Anglo-Saxon stock. I. Uchtred, whose name,
indeed, sufficiently proclaims his origin, was the first known of the
family. II. Helias his son, the real founder, had, by a Charter from
Waldeve, son of Cospatric, the lands of Dundas, from which, falling in

witli the rising fashion, he assumed a surname.

Cospatric, the well-known Saxon Earl of Northumberland, during his

banishment in Scotland acquired extensive possessions in the Lothians
and from these Waldeve, Earl of Dunbar, and Cospatric's great grandson
made the grant in question. The Barony of Dundas in West Lothian,
upon the southern shore of the Firth of Forth, is said to mean " the hill

of the fallow deer," we presume in Anglo-Saxon, which, if this be so, must
be a very comprehensive language. It has been supposed, and it is not
improbable, that Waldeve and Uchtred were brothers, and on this

assumption Cospatric has been claimed as a Dundas ancestor, as he
undoubtedly is of the Earl of Home. The lion, common to the arms
of Dundas with those of Home and other admitted descendants
of Cospatric, is, however, quite as likely to indicate dependency as
relationship. The family of Dundas may, indeed, very well be content
with Helias as a founder, for his Charter, still preserved, and dating
from the reign of David the first, is usually regarded as one of the oldest

titles to land in Scotland. The facsimile of it given in both the above
books, shews the hand writing to be as clear and the ink as black as on
the day when it was delivered. Few families, even in Scotland, can
produce so clear a title.

Fourth in descent from Helias was VI. Saer of Dundas, who with other
lowland Barons signed the Ragman Roll, ^^pace Jonathan Oldbuck," a
respectable bit of evidence, and atoned for by his son VII. Sir Hugh, who
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apjicars ainoiijj; tlio su])])oi-tfrs df Wallace, ami liy his grandson VIII.

Sir (jIeouoe, who foil at DiipiiUn hi 1312, hghthtg for David IJrucc.

Three generations lower occurs a XI. .Ia.mes of Dundas, who received

additions to his landed estate from iiis kinsman Archibald, Karl of

Douglas, whose shield he bore at Shrewsbury, and to visit whom in his

subsequent captivity he had a safe conduct from Henry IV. He
in 141G, had a licence to construct the "Tower and Castle of Dundas,"

superseded as a dwelling almost in our own day. He married Christian

Stewart, of the house of Innermeath and Lorn, and connected with the

Duke of Albany, and u])on the question whether she was the first or

second wife, and by conseciuence the mother of his heir, turned a suit at

law, three centuries afterwards, as to the headship of the family. As to

the ownership of Dundas there was no (picstion, and the headship was

finally adjudged to its jjossessor.

From Sir James, either by Christian Stewart or a former unknown wife,

sprung James and Sir Archibald, from one or the other of whom descends

the main line of that ilk : Duncan ancestor of the line of Newliston and

their cadets of Morton : and thirdly Alexander, from whom come the

Dundases of Fingask, an old Barony granted to the family probably

towards the end of the thirteenth century, and now alienated in favour

of a younger son, whose descendants claimed unsuccessfully the headship

in 1751. From a cadet of Fingask came the Earls of Zetland, and

Lord Amesbury, and Major-General Thomas Dundas, who served with

distinction in America and the West Indies, as did his son in the

Peninsula.

Three generations lower from Sir Archibald, and the fifteenth from

Uchtred, a younger son, William Dundas, founded the line of Duddingston,

whence came by a sub-cadet the Dundases of Manor. A step lower in

the tree came XVI. George Dundas, the sixteenth Lord of that Ilk,

ancestor by his two wives of XVII. Sir Walter, who carried on the main
line, and Sir James, who formed the very distinguished branch of

Arniston. The continued main line gave off the branch of Kincavel

otherwise Blair, and that of St. Magdalens in Ireland, and then, as though
exhausted, produced no other branches. XX. James who succeeded to

Dundas at his birth in 1793, was a man of great skill in mechanics and
machines, which, as in the case of two well-known members of the

Scottish peerage, led to financial losses, and rendered necessary the sale

of Dundas and its recently rebuilt castle in 1875, a lamentable close to

700 years of possession. The family, however, retained "the island and
rock of Inchgarvie" granted to John Dundas by James, III in 1491, that

upon it he might build a castle " with iron bars, ramparts, portcullises,

crenelles, and machicolations" which accordingly was done and the ruins

of which still remain. They retain also a burial place in the old

Carmelite Church on the adjacent mainland, which was built and en-

dow^ed by a Dundas about A.D. 1330. The island of Inchgarvie has gained

a modern celebrity of a very different character, for upon it is founded

one of the main piers of the monster bridge across the Forth, wdaerein

science and beauty wage an internicine war. It is to be hoped that the

Dundases of the main line, resting upon so firm though contracted a

foundation, may yet continue, and recover their former wealth and
position, but in the meantime the honour and reputation of the family

is and has been well maintained by the line of Arniston, which deserves

a somewhat detailed notice.
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The mains of Arniston in Midlothian were purchased in 1571 by
George Dundas the sixteenth Lord of that Ilk and settled upon
XVII. James, the eldest son by his second marriage with the daughter
of the third Lord Oliphant. The lands held by the order of the Temple
and afterwards of St. John, had been granted at the Dissolution to James
Sandilands, Lord Torpichen, and by him were sold to George Dundas.
Kathei'ine Oliphant, who married the widower, was herself a widow.
The children of the first marriage seems to have regarded her as having
diminished their inheritance in behalf of her own family, whereas these

latter have recorded her as a prudent dame whose savings were
derived from her own pin money. Her portraits, preserved at Arniston
and here engraved, shew a plain but decidedly Scottish face set in a
frilled rufl" and covered with a widow's wimple, while above is recorded
as her testimony " Gaudium meum testimonium bona conscientia." A
piece of hand-worked tapestry with her arms represents St. Paul recom-
mending Timothy to take a little wine, and her Venice wine glass is still

preserved in the family with a malison on whosoever should break it.

Some of the family papers of the period throw a curious light upon the
services and rights of the tenants. Then also for the more genei'al

name of Ballintrodo was substitvited the more specific designation of

Arniston.

The thrift of their mother was hereditary. XVII. Sir James, the
second laird, added considerably to the estate, and much improved the
land so purchased, and provided a family burial place in the ruined
Kii'k of Borthwick. He also had the governorship of Berwick, which,
owing to the accession of the House of Stewart to the English throne,

probably made no great demand upon the time he devoted to

agricultnre.

XVIII. James, the third laird of Arniston, was well educated by a
careful mother and at St. Andrew's. The family were of the Presby-

terian party, and the signature of the young laird was affixed to the
"National Covenant "in 1639, and he soon afterwards became an elder

of the Church and took part in the business of the presbytery, but it

was not till 1650, being then member for Midlothian, that he signed,

somewhat unwillingly, the " Solemn League and Covenant." He seems
to have lived unmolested through the troubles of both Church and
State until the Restroration. Soon afterwards, at the reconstruction of

the Court of Session, Dundas, who had long been knighted, but who
does not seem to have practiced as an advocate, was made a Lord of

Session as Lord Arniston, but he declined to renovmce the Covenant,
which had been declared by parliament a necessary condition. To this

refusal he stood firm, contrary to the advice and example of many of his

political friends, and both resigned and was formally dismissed. He
w^as thrice married and one of his daughters mamed James Dalrymple,
whose mother was the " Lady Ashton " of the Bride of Lammermoor,
and a witness to the contract was David Dunbar of Baldoon, the Buck-
law of that tragedy. Arniston continued to hold to his principles in

private life and so died 1679, and was buried with great ceremony and
expense.

XIX. Robert Dundas, the eldest son, who succeeded, had long lived

abroad, and only returned to Scotland in 1688, as a supporter of the

Prince of Orange, when he became member for Midlothian, and so
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remained till the Act of Union. Shortly afterwards in 1689, solely on

political gronnds, he was appointed a Judge of the Court of Session, and

took the title which had been borne by his father. He is better

remembered for his imi)rovements upon his estate than for any legal or

political distinctions. He rebuilt the house and largely planted and

improved the policy and the general estate of Arniston
;
promoted

turnpike roads, and ably and actively discharged the duties of a

Scottish Laird. His portrait and that of his father are in armour and

shew no indication of any legal hcMiours. Of his love for his trees

a curious anecdote is preserved. One of the Edinburgh Councillors

visitino' Arniston, and admiring a particular tree, a favourite, offered to

purchase it as timber. "I would rather," said the Judge, "see you

hung on its topmost branch." The great trouble of his life was the

public acceptance by his Jacobite son of a medal of the young Pretender,

accompanied by a seditious speech, for which he liarely escaped a

prosecution. Fortunately for the family this son died childless during

his father's lifetime, and the line and Hanoverian politics of the family

were continued by his brother Eobert.

XX. Robert Dundas became a lawyer in real earnest. He rose

rapidly, and in the lifetime of his father became Solicitor-General, Lord

Advocate, and Dean of Faculty, standing steadfastly by the House of

Hanover. In 1722 he took his seat for Midlothian, and regarding his

duty to Scotland above his love of place, voted against the Malt tax, and

was dismissed from the office of Lord Advocate in consequence, and

returned to his practice at the Bar. In 1726 he succeeded to the

Arniston estate, in w'hich he also effected great improvements, adding

much to the comforts and decorations of the house. At the Bar he

established the right of a jury to give a verdict of " not guilty," which

had hitherto been restricted to " not proven." In Parliament he was a

steady whig, and active especially in opposing such measures as he

thought injurious to Scotland. In 1737 he accepted a judgeship and

became the third Lord Arniston, and finally his principal competitor and

cousin, Charles Erskine of Tinwald, being made Lord Justice Clerk, he

became Lord President, which office he held till his death in 1753, at

the age of 67. He ranked, and does still rank, among the great Scottish

lawj^ers of his day. Nor was he wanting in another well-known legal

accomplishment of those times. Claret, white wine, and strong ale,

made a great figure in his household accounts, and " had the assistance
"

of no small quantity of rum punch.

XXI. Robert, the son of the President, and who himself attained to

the same high office, was educated at Edinburgh and in Holland, as

was then the custom in his own country and family. His progress Avas

more rapid even than that of his father. Scottish industry, considerable

ability, and some not inconsiderable aid from his father's name and

interest made him in five years Solicitor-General, and while holding that

office he was present with Sir John Cope at Preston Pans, but Arniston,

luckily for him, lay out of the march of the rebel army. A difference

with Fletcher of Milton, then Lord Justice Clerk, caused him to resign his

office, much against the advice of his father and his political friends,

and return, after the example of his father, to the Bar. In 1754 he was

elected member for the Shire of Lanark in the Whig interest, and

became Lord Advocate, and was induced, probably out of oj)position to
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Fletcher, to join the persecution, for it was little less, against the author

of "Douglas." In 1760 he became Lord President, the second of his

family, and held the office with very distinguished ability twenty-seven

years till his death in 1787. His most unpopular judgment was given

against Stewart, the claimant in the great Douglas cause. The decision,

as is well-known, was reversed by the House of Lords, on which occasion

the Edinburgh mob attacked the President's house and insulted him in

the street. His character was not to be thus injured, and at his death

the magistrates of Edinburgh, his brethren of the Bench and the Bar, and
the authorities of the University, gave him the rare honours of a public

funeral. He and his father had administered the Laws of Scotland for

forty years save six, and during a period when the Bar and Bench were

occupied by men not less remarkable for great ability and for literary

attainments than for profound knowledge in their profession. The
engraved portrait, taken in or shortly before the year of his death, fully

justifies his great reputation, and than it Raeburn, for by Raeburn he

lived to be painted, never produced a finer or more effective portrait.

The legal honours of the family were not exhausted with the second

President. His son, a fourth XXII. Robert, was to continue, he could

scarce add to, the family reputation. This son and heir of the last

President was called to the Scottish bar and entered public life under the

protection of his father and of his very celebrated great uncle Henry or

Hall Dundas, the friend of Pitt, who became Lord Melville, and whose
daughter Robert Dundas soon afterwards manned. His business, while

he practiced, was lucrative. He became Solicitor-General for Scotland,

and in his third year Lord Advocate, and took his seat in parliament for

Edinburgh county. Pitt's advice to him was not to make set speeches,

but to study any subject likely to come on, and to speak if he felt

inclined, or thought himself able to answer anything that arose. It is

curious that the advice is nearly contrary to that given by Fox on a

similar occasion.

The politics of the family, Hfuioverian as against the Jacobites,

and for a time strongly Whig, now took tlieir colour from Pitt, and on

his death and imder the auspices of Lord Melville became strongly

Tory, and for many years the Dundases were identified with that

party in Scotland, and strongly opposed by the Chancellor Erskine

and his able and popular brother Henry Erskine. Arniston had his full

share in the mob attacks connected with Borough and Parliamentary

Reform, and in 1792 his windows were broken by the mob. It fell to his

lot, acting for the Ci'own, to pi'oceed against the well-known Muir, and
although he was not wanting in firmness and political bias, his calnuiess

and moderation were in strong contrast to the violence and brutality of

Braxfield, the presiding judge. The account of his election dinners do
not give one a high opinion of the Edinburgh constituency. On one

occasion a voter from under the table was heard to hiccup out, " I dinna
like these Dundases, they dinna pay week" " Brute," replied the member,
" drunk with my claret and yet abusing my family." In 1801 on the

retirement of Montgomery, he became Lord Chief Baron, but his health

began to fail and he visited the Mediten'anean. In London he lived

much in public life and felt deeply the impeachment of his uncle

Melville and the death of Mr. Pitt. In 1811 strong pressure was put
upon him to accept the office of Lord President, held by his father and
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grandfather, but he felt unequal to the strain it involved, and after a

second visit to the continent, in which he visited tiie field of Waterloo

and wintered in Italy, he returned l)ut to resign his otHce and to die at

Arniston in 1819.

In France, where the judges do not, or did not, rise on account of

their eminence at the 15ar, the son occasionally succeeded to the father,

hut in Scotland no less than in England, a direct succession of five judges

from father to son, of whom three, at least, were very eminent in the

profession, is unheard of. In monarchical France the nobles of the robe,

however great their reputation, were looked down upon by the nobles of

the sword ; with us, happily, this has never been the case, and of that

House which in pride of race and superiority of talent is inferior to the

nobility of no other country, not a few of its most illustrious families

have been transplanted into it from the Bench of .l\istice.

The cadets of Arniston have also achieved distinction in other walks

of life. Viscount Melville, though ac(]uitted of personal dishonour was,

no doubt, careless to a faidt, if not to a crime, in his ciistody of the

public funds ; but notwithstanding his opposition to reform and to

modern popidar ideas, his memory remains dear to Scotland, and with

reason. During his long official career his patronage was copiously and
lovingly distributed to his countrymen. From Scotland, at this period,

came some of our greatest sailors, and from the Lothians and the

Scottish border came a succession of civil and military servants, men of

the type of Elphinston, Malcolm, and Monro, and others almost equally

drawn from the nobles and peasantry to either of whom Lord Melville

was ever ready to lend a helping hand. Well might he be called the
" King of Scotland," and in days when the Duke of Cumberland was the

only member of the House of Hanover who had visited the North, the

shrewd and well-judged patriotism of Lord Melville did much to keep

Scotland loyal, and to prove to England that in arts and arms, in the

several walks of literature, and in administrative power, her Northern

constituent was a po\verful and friendly element of her national strength.

There were yet other cadets of the House of Arniston, politicians,

generals and admirals, not unworthy of their name, and among them
should be remembered old Sir David Diindas, who applied the drill and
discipline of the Great Frederick to the British Army, and held the office

of the Commander-in-Chief during the eclipse of the Duke of York.

Loi'd Amesbury and the Earl of Zetland, as has already been said,

spring from the line of Fingask.
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ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF GUNLOCKS, FROM
EXAMPLES IN THE TOWER.

By the Right Hon. VISCOUNT DILLON, V.P.S.A.

Any enquiry into the origin and development of gun-
locks, as applied to firearms, must of necessity commence
with an examination of the means employed for the

discharge of the earliest weapon requiring such an
arrangement. This weapon was the crossljow. A
representation of one is, it is said, to 1)e seen on a Roman
bas-relief at Clermont Ferrand, but with that exception

we do not find any view of the crossbow before al)out the

twelfth century, when it constantly occurs in drawings and
illuminated manuscripts. In these, unfortunately, the scale

is so small that we are unable to determine clearly tlie

mode of release for the cord when strained. All that is

seen generally, is the stock with a stirrup at the fore end,

in which the foot was placed during the process of l)ending

the bow, and below the stock a long bar or rod issuing

from the stock. This was the trigger, or as it was until the

seventeenth century called the sear. It was pivoted on a

pin passing through the stock and the forward end pressed

against the nut behind which the cord of the bow was drawn.

When the hinder or external end of this sear was pressed

upwards to the stock the forward end disengaged the nut
which was then enabled to revolve and cast off the cord,

thus discharging the bolt or arrow (Fig. I.) This simple

arrangement continued for some years, and at the latter

part of the fifteenth we are able to judge of the arrange-

ment from numerous examples of crossbows now existing

in public and private collections.

VOL. L. (No. 198) R
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Tlic portion of tlic scar behind tlie point on wliicli it

])ivot:)(l was naturally made lonfj;er than that in front of it,

ill order to obtain the advantages of the leverage in moving
the forward end or nose which was exposed totiie powerful

strain of the cord. But in this pi'olongation of the

trigger end of the sear, it was necessary to move that end
through a pi'oportionately gi eater angle, and such an

arranuement made the triiroer when the Itow was ])ent,

stand out so far from tlie stock as to l)e most inconvenient

and apt to discharge tlie l)olt 1)y any accidental touch, or

catching in the garments of the person liolding it.

It was, then, about the end of the fifteenth century that

the long lever was broken up into a series of small ones all of

wliich, acting in a parallel direction conveyed the necessary

amount of deflection to the fore-end of the sear, with only

a like amount of deflection at the trigger end.^ This

arrangement is seen in Fig. II., which shews diagramatrically

the locks of a crossbow No. -5-. in the Tower collection.

In this class of lock we have not as in the gunlock a

lockplate or foundation on which to build up the arrange-

ment of springs and levers by means of pins or screws, but

all the pivots consist of pins running through the stock

from side to side and only held in their places by fitting

tightly in the wood.

The next step was to obtain a fine and delicate system

of release and this was arrived at, but by a very important

advance on the earlier method.

This was the addition of a small and finely adjusted lock

built up on a lockplate. The whole was let into the

middle of the stock, and the slight trigger appears below,

between the stock and the sear large trigger, which now
ceases to bear upon the levers inside the stock. See

Figs. III. and lY.

The small trigger l)eing pressed the levers are set in

action, and the nut is allowed to revolve as in the earlier

ari-angement. The large trigger having now become
useless, its only raison d'etre was to act as a guard to the

small or hair trigger, and to effect this, we find a bar holding

the sear at a fixed distance from the stock. This, ^ith

the sear, forms the trigger guard of later arms, whether

^ The foremost lever did not act iron, suspended in the stock by a trans-

direetlv on the nut, but on a piece of verse pin.
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crossbows or firearms, and the shape of those of tlic six-

teenth and seventeenth century sliows tlieir original pur-

pose. In a crossbow of the seventeenth century, No. -7-,

at the Tower, there is a further change. The old sear or

large trigger is fixed as a trigger guard, and there is the

small interior lock as in the last example, but in order to

set the lock, there is another trigger. This being pressed

and the hair-trigger being then moved, frees the pressure

on the nut and the cord is released. In this example

the lono- lever is reverted to instead of the series of shorto
ones.

When the crossbow ceased to be a weapon of war and
was employed only for the chase, it in many instances

became a much slighter weapon, and required less powerful

means for bending. Of the instruments employed for

the bending, we need not speak as they were detached from

the crossbow before it was prepared for the discharge

of the bolt or guard placed on its upper surface. In one

class of Ijows, however,' the bender and the lock were

combined. The lock was placed on a lever attached to the

stock and when this lever was raised, the lock with its

catch for the cord, was pushed forward until the catch^

could be placed under the cord or in a loop at the back of

the bullet-holder. On Ijringing back the end of the lever

to the stock, the cord and the lock were drawn backward
to the necessary distance, when the lever was secured to

the stock. A trigger in this latter, on l)eing pressed, acted

on the under side of the lock, and allowed the catch to

turn on its pivot so as to release the cord. This class of

crossbow lasted into the last century and many specimens

are to be found in country houses and farms.

We shall see that the crossbow contril)uted many of the

important features that were found in gunlocks, such as

the large sear or trigger which gradually changed into the

modern trigger guard. Also the trickerlock, which, at

first an adjunct to the lock, in time became the lock itself.

This trickerlock is said to have been invented about 1543,

at Munich, and was, from its extreme delicacy, a very
great advance on the earlier forms of lock, whether in the

crossbow or firearm.

Arquebu.se a jalet.s. but now uuide of iiieUil and lirmly
* The catch was, in fact, the old nut pivoted.
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Of tlic iiietliud employed for discliaroinp; the earliest

liaiid guns other than l)y application of the liglitcd match
hy hand to tlie i)riming, we have no definite knowledge,

l»Lit it probably was an aplicatioii of the earlier and simpler

form of the crossbow lock.

We will therefore proceed to the examination of the

earliest existing examples in the collection at the Tower of

London.^

Of the earliest form of matchlock, we have no example
now existing, but it was doubtless as simple as the earliest

crossbow lever, and the match-hoMer would work forward

and downward to the priming in the pan.

The firearms in use from the beefinninij;: of the sixteenth

century until the introduction of the percussion system

mav be best classified according to the modes employed for

their discharge. We have then matchlocks, wheel-locks,

and flintlocks. Besides these chief classes are combinations

of these, as the match and wheel, and the match and Hint.

The wheel and Hint do not appear to have beeen used on
any one arm.

In the sixteenth century, however, we have a very good
example \- in the Tower collection (figured in Plate 25,

Vol. IL, Scott's British Army), of a matchlock on a

system which existed up to the times of AVilliam III., wdien

the last matchlock muskets were in use in the English

army. There is very good proof of its having belonged to

Henry VIII., its external ornamentation showing that to

^ The hand firearms mentioned in Henry Lall of two ounces. The Demyhakes or

Vlll. Inventory 1547, are :

—

h.md gonnes threw ounce balls, and were

'' Demyhakes or handgonnes. Shorte generally matchlocks and muzzledoading,

gonnes for horsemen w^ cases of lether though some of them were breech-

furuyshed w* homes and purses. Italion loaders, i.e., with chambers and fierlocks,

peces fotemen. Italion peces guilte that is wheeMocks. The Italion peces

witiiout (yhambers furnished with flasks were those purchased in Italy, and some
and Touche boxes. Italion peces guilte are noted as with chambers but none of

with Chambers furnished. Lardge them have fierlocks. There are also

Chamber peces set in stocks of Walnut- shorte gonnes for horsemen evidently

tree with fierlocks. Olde harquebusiers matchlocks, though other shorte chamber
withe Chambers. Harquebusier for haile jneces are also noted. There are aLso little

shote. Doblehakes. Litle hackebutts. hackebutts, but not mentioned as with

Handgonnes w'' fierlocks thone w' a chambers. Several tackes with fierlocks,

c'lamber. Chamber peces. Shorte i.e., wheellocks were the wheeMock
Chamber pece. Dagge with two peces pistols of the sixteenth century. The
in one stocke. Tacke with a fierlocke. dagges are not in any case noted as with

Dagges w' gonnes in cases of lether. wheel-locks or chambers. Olde harque-

Litle shote gonnes." busiers with Chambers, show that breech-

Of the foregoing weapons the largest loading arms were of some standing as

would be the Doblehakes wliich tlu-ew a regards age.
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have been tlie case. But in addition to that, there is the

date 1537 on the rear end of the barrel. The weapon
which is a breech-loader on a system very similar to the

modern Snider rifle, has been well described by the late

Mr. Latham at p. 90 of vol. IX. of the Journal of the Royal

United Service Institution. The lock (Fig. V.) it will be

seen is of very simple construction. It consists of a sear

pivoted on the lockplate and with its nose working in a

small tumbler to the axle of which the match holder is

fastened. By pressing upward the rear end of the sear the

tumbler is made to turn a quarter of a circle, and so to bring

the match to the pan. The sear is kept in its normal

position by a small spring on the inside of the lockplate, and
fastened to the sear is an arm which moves backward and
forward a pan-cover, in such a way that the pan is opened

as the match descends. This arrangement is superior to

the later forms of matchlock in which the pan was
uncovered bv the second fino-er of the rio;ht hand. The
whole arrangement thus consists of one j^late, one pan-

cover, one sear with its attached arm, and two springs.

In the later example -5- (Fig. VI.) with the date 1562 on
the barrel, of the Tower collection, we find a sharp snap

action given to the match-holder. It is difficult to see

what, if any, was the advantage of this over the steady

motion of tlie earlier system, and it does not seem to have

been generally adopted, for there is only one other European
matchlock in the collection, No. yf , with this snap action.

This is an Italian lock and of very beautiful construction

and workmanship. The date 1G21 occurs on the stock.

In both these snap actions the match holder has to be

cocked l)y hand, and in the second instance a small pin on
the outside of the lockplate has also to be drawn out to

prepare the lock for action. In Figs. VII. and VIII. are

seen matchlocks of the time of Charles I. and William III.

The matchlock had many advantages in its day over

the later wheel-lock which it survived, so far as military

weapons were concerned, and there is in the Tower one
example. No. -4-, of a wheel-lock which has been gutted
and the ordinary matchlock fitted to the lockplate instead.

The l)arrel is dated 1546.

Indeed, the matchlock died hard, for we shall find it

introduced later on as an adjunct to both the wheel-lock
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and the lliiitluck. As in the crossljow, so in tlic firearm,

the hirgcr trigger was found inconvenient, and it had to

resign its place to the small trigger, which suspended within

the stock, acted on the portion of the large triger or sear

within the woodwork. The external portion was then
fixed and became the triger-guard.

It may be noted that in the representation of the funeral

of St, riiilip Sydney in 158G, all the firearms carried by
the soldiers and city bands attending, arc shown with the

old-fashioned large trigger or sear. A musket an<1 a caliver^

from Penshurst Castle, in the Tower collection also have
this form of trigger, but examples of sucli a system at this

date are rare. The change was, no doubt, effected slowly,

as in those days the arms belonging to the county musters

were not often brought l)ack to the Royal Stores.

In the William 111. matchlock (Fig. VIIL), as in the

examples of the time of Elizabeth, the pan-cover had to be

moved off the pan just previous to firing, and any movement
during the interval might cause the priming to be shaken
out, or wind or rain might render the operation of

repriming necessary.

The matchlock does not appear ever to have been applied

to pistols (except in the case of the pistol shields of

Henry VIIL in the Tower) which only appear among the

weapons of war after the introduction of the wheel-lock.

The musketeer had to go through some twenty-three

motions for firing. First, he took one of the bandolier

boxes in his right hand, and pulling the lid off with

his teeth, he poured the powder in, giving a " shogge

or two" and then a " jogge" to the musket; tlien, taking

the bullet from his mouth, he dropped it into the

barrel and rammed it down, giving a good " jobbe

or two." After returning his rod, he held the rest to

the musket and took the match into the right hand and
" blew his cole." The match was then fixed in the cock

which had been opened to receive it, and putting the two
forefingers of the right hand over the pan to guard it, he

"blew his cole" to remove the ashes. AVitli the middle finger

of the right hand he opened the pan-cover, presented, and
then fired, holding the musket on the rest and against the

right breast. After this, the musket was taken out of the rest

' Some of those at reiishurst, bear the date 1595.
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and the match drawn from the cock and restored to tlie

left hand. The pan was then cleaned with the right thumb,
l)lown on to, in order to clear out any j^owder and the pan
then closed.

The wheel-lock invented in 1517', and for many years

used on weapons of war and the chase, after some time
ceased to be applied to any l)ut sporting arms, but with
these it is found as late as 1707 (not 1797 as stated in error

in the catalogue), in the Tower collection, and 1759
at Paris,

During the whole course of its employment the system
remained in most respects the same, but various improve-
ments or modifications were from time to time added. Of
these the following may be noted. In consequence of the
brittle native of the iron pyrites, it was found necessary to

add a second cock or holder with another piece, and
workinof from the rear forward on to the original AA'heel.

Another improvement was the piece of metal rising in a

curve from the edge of the pan and so shielding the eye
from the flash of the priming. The chain l)y which the
mainspring was compressed was generally within the lock,

but in some cases we find it outside and the mainspring
itself was consequently also exposed, as in Fig. XL, No. Jf

,

of the Tower collection, c. 1610 ; but such a system seems
badly suited for war or sport, the exposure of the chain
rendering both it and the mainspring liable to damage
from weather, and the chances of a premature discharge

owing to their catching in the clothes, etc., being much
increased.

The wheel also was improved by transverse notches being
cut on its working edge and a greater numl)er of sparks
being thus generated. The position of the wheel also

' Mr. Thurkle has kindly exhibited a ingenious one in which the spanning of
fine series of locks of various dates, among the fire-wheel is effected bj' a series of
which are two especially worthy of notice. cog-wheels in connection with it, and acted
The first (formerly in the possession of on by anotlier worked by the pyi-ites

Mr. Piitchett, and by him engraved in holder. Wiien the liokler is depressed
pi. 39, vol. ii. of Sir Sibbald iScotts History and then diawu back, the fire-wheel is

of the British Army), 1 tears an armourer's .spanned and fixed. The holder can then
.stamp and the date l.')09. A.s this lock be again move<l into its proper position
has a double feed, which was clearly an over the pan. The briiUe in this case is

improvement on the single form, and one in the form of a T with a long upper limb
not likely to have .suggested itself at first, in which all the wheels pivot. The springs
it seems very doubtful if it be not a mis- on the outside of the lock are beautifully
take for a later date or a premeditated carved, and the \\'hole is most elegant and
ante-dating bj' some former possessor. substantial.

The second lock is a very beautiful and
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varied, sometimes it was outside the lockplate and pro-

tected hy one or more plain or pierced plates of metal

which acted as a sort of extra 1)ridle (as in Fig. XIL,
Mo. -3-3^-, Tower collection). In other instances the wheel

was on the inside of the lockplate (as in Fig. X., No. |J,
of the Tower collection, and dated 19G9), and again

sometimes we find it sunk into the sul)stance of the plate.

The lockplate itself became thicker and we find the screws

only entering and not traversing the plate, thereby allowing

of etching and other ornament on the exterior. This

increase of thickness is considered by some as an index to

the relative age of such locks, while General I'Haridon

considers that the imbedded wheel, points to a later date

than that merely placed beside the lockplate. 'Jlie bridle

also V'vried in shape.

^

The sears also vary in form, some being straight, while

others have the neck l)ent so as to bring the nose higher up

on the wheel. The tricker lock was applied to the wheel-lock

weapon as it had been to the crossbow, but in some cases

we find a small cord which was pulled to set the tricker

instead of the large sear or trigger effecting this (see

Fio;. III.). There is also an ingenious plan for making the

action more delicate by means or a small screw, which can

be made to reach higher or lower and so make the hold

of the tricker on the lever slighter or firmer, and adapting

the weapon for a more rapid discharge at a given moment
(see Fig. IV.). In many cases the string has been lost

and it is at first difficult to see how the tricker was set,

but the hole in the under part of the lockplate will always

show when such a means was employed.

Ornament is so often lavished on the interior as well as

the exterior of the lock, as for example in one belonging

to the Lord A. Conyngham, that one is inclined to think

it was the fashion to detach the locks from the stock on

frequent occasions. It may be mentioned that the spanner

which had the form of a key for winding up a clock and

was often combined with a flask, screwdriver, and other

useful implements, was generally carried in a trap-box in

the stock. On the spanner much art was often bestowed,

' The writer at one time thought these known provenance must be examined to

differences might be due to different fix any rule,

nationalities, but a great many locks of
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as in some specimens recently sold from Baron de Cosson's

collection. Instead of the second cock, we sometimes find

a matchlock combined with the wheel-lock, and worked by a

further pressure of the wheel-lock trigger (see Fig. XII,,

No.
3-3-J-,

of the Tower collection, dated 1603). On the

outside of the lockplate is often found a small safety catch,

generally within reach of the thumb when the pistol was
held with extended arm. In some cases there are two or

even three wheel-locks to one pistol, but each lock is, of

course, complete in itself, though all set on one plate. The
wheel-lock was a great improvement in some ways on the

matchlock and Ijefore the snaphaunce and later methods,

was the only system that could be applied to the pistol,

which weapon does not appear in history previous to the

invention of this lock. Its chief drawbacks were, the

uncertainty of discharge, owing to the nature of the pyrices,

the cost of production and its want of simplicity in its

parts. The vibration caused l)y the very powerful main-

springs, must also have detracted from its accuracy.

Ward, in 1639, says, " they are not likely to get out of

kilter, and will endure spanned twenty-four hours' together

without hurt." But Ludlow, in 1642, mentions his not

being able to discharge his ^^istols, being wheel-locks and
having been wound up all night.

The earliest dated examples of this kind of lock are

—excluding Mr. Thurkle's specimen dated 1509—at

the Tower of London, a pistol by Boest der lunge,

1569, and at Paris, a rifled arquebuze dated 1542. This

last example is rather doubtful, as the double or hair

trigger with which it is furnished is generally supposed

to have been invented at Munich in 1543.

The latest wheel-lock at the Tower is a rifled sporting piece

by Hewer, of Dresden, and bearing on an ivory plaque on the

stock, the date 1707, not 1797 as stated in the catalogue.

At Paris are two Polish rifled arquebuses by Utter, of

Warsaw, and dated 1759.

The tricker lock or hair-trigger is very often found added
to the ordinary lock and to bring it into action the main
trigger is first pressed. This sets the hair-trigger, which
then, with very slight pressure and at a very small angle

to its normal position, releases the sear, and so causes the

wheel to revolve.

VOL. L. S
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As to the r'om})inations of inatcli and wheel, No. -gVj'j- of

tlie Tower collection, is a fine specimen. The cock has to be

lifted off from the pan after failin^j; to ignite the priming

and the pressure on the trigger being repeated (after a

small spring stop on the outside of the lockplatc has been

moved), the match-holder is brought down by a spring

smartly on to the open pan.

The general principle of the wheel-lock may be thus

explained, taking as an example -JJ of the Tower
collection. It is on a Eeiter pistol of about 1599. (See

Fig. IX.)

To prepare for firing, the spanner is put on, and about

half to threequarters of a turn is made, which brings the

depression in the wheel to the nose of the sear s, which

at once enters it and retains it, the nose of s being

pressed in the depression by a < spring at its other end,

forcing the end away from the lockplate, the shoulder of

D holding it in this position. When the trigger pin is

pressed, the shoulder is drawn from under s, which can

then move toward the plate, and in so doing the nose

comes out of the wheel, which flies round. If not reciuired

to l)e used at once, the small lever (r) is moved upward,

and its nose, getting behind the low^er end of (l),

prevents any movement forward or back. When, however,

the lever (r) is pressed dowaiward, the end of (l) is

sul)ject to the action of the trigger. At the same time as

the wdieel turns, the axle of the tumbler forces forward

(f), thus uncovering the pan.

The wdieel-lock consists of the following pieces :

A, the lockplate, on the outside of wdiich is the wdieel

case W"* ; on the inside are tw^o blocks Y and z, the plate

X standing on a shank, which, placed in the angle of the

mainspring, keeps it close to the lockplate. The under

surface of Y is cut nwny so as to hold the end of the short

arm of the mainspring.

B, the bridle ; this is ftistened to the lockplate at the

tw^o ends of its arms. In the upper part of the bridle is

a hole in which the inside end of the tumbler axle pivots.

T is the tumbler, which, on its outer side, has the

grooved wheel w set on its axle. The centre part of the axle,

is of irregular shape and to it is attached the chain.

This part of the axle is so constructed as to force back the
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pan-cover lever (f), when it revolves. On tlic inside

surf^ice of the wheel (w) is a cavity into which the nose of

the sear (s) is forced when the wheel is "spanned " round

about threequarters of a circle,

s is the sear ; it is pivoted between Y and z by a

screw pin in such a manner as to allow of sufficient play

for its nose to enter or leave the shallow cavity of the

wheel when necessary. At its forward extremity it has

a projection or nose on its outer side. The hinder end is

kept pressed from the lockplate a weak spring (<),

and also supported by the shoulder of (l) which is brought

under it by the same spring acting on a toe-piece.

M, the mainspring, is kept in place by its short arm
resting against a slot on the under side of Y its long arm
grasping the crossbar of the chain. The angle of the

spring is kept in position by the plate x, the shank of

which is brazed to the lockplate.

N is the pan, which has a portion beneath, cut away to

allow of the grooved edge of the wheel working in it,

H is the pan-cover, and consists of two pieces, the upper

one sliding over the pan, and the other one f a stem, which

is attached by a pin, so as to allow of the forward and Ijack-

ward action. The lower end of the stem is acted on by a

spring v'

It is curious that although most writers have attributed

the invention of the wheel-lock to Nuremburg in a])out

1517, one German writer Von Leber, speaks of it as the

French lock.

According to Crusoe in his " Military instructions for the

Cavallrie 1632." The Cuirassier had to go tlirough some six-

teen motions to load and fire his pistol (a wheel-lock). First

he mounted his horse, then turned down the caps of his

pistol cases and drew out the left one. Placing the

butt on his thigh, he wound up the wheel and then replaced

the spanner. Next he primed, closing the pan-cover with

1 The action of the wheel-lock is as is thus kept fixed. When the trigger

follows:—The wheel is wound up. that is, is pressed, the back end of sear is

turned about threequarters round by a released, and closing to the lock-plate,

spanner. The chain, is thus wound round its nose comes out of the cavity of the

the axle of the wheel, and drags up the wheel. The mainspring then acting on

end of the mainspring to which it is the wheel, turns it rapidly round ami
linked. When the threequarters of a the pyrites holder having already Ijeen

circle have been travelled, the curved brought over to the pan, sparks are

end of the sear is caught in a small generated and the priming is exploded,

cavity on the inside of the wheel which
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liis rii^lit tliunil). The pistol was now shifted to the left

liaiid, and loaded witli powder and ball, either by the flask

and loose bnllet or with a cartouche, which latter method
became general by 104*2, After returnino; the rammer or

scouring stick the pistol was again brought to the right

side and the cock })ulled down so that the pyrites rested

on the })an-cover. Taking tlic pistol in his right hand, the

soldier then tired it with the lockplate upwards. If not

wishing to fire at once, after bringing the pyrites down,

he set the backlock (the safety catch), which could Ije

moved with the right thundj when occassion rec^uired, and
" so give the cock libertie." The movements for the other

wheel-lock weapons, were similar.

The next class for consideration is that in which ignition

of the priming is obtained by means of a piece of flint

being struck against a piece of steel. For this purpose a

sliarp striking action was requisite, and it will be remem-
bered that as early as 1502 such an action is found in the

matchlock at the Tower. Whether suited for matchlocks

or no it is a necessity with the flint.

In 1570 some change took place which was probably the

iutroduction of the flint, for in that year Thos, Rigges,

caliver maker, received £50 for making 100 callvers of

old curriers at 10s, each with their furniture. Lewis

Hilliarde also received 5s. a piece for making sixty-two

calivers and 5s. a piece for the flask and touch-box to each

caliver. Now Sir John Smith says, that the currier was

longer than the caliver, but of the same height (or calibre),

and it is clear that the 5s. was not paid for cutting down the

l)arrel, but probably for the alteration of the lock from the

long sear to some new pattern. Hewitt gives the date 1588

for the flrst notice of this change, quoting the payment to

Henry Radoe by the chamberlain of Norwich, for making

one of the old pistols with a snaphaunce and a new stock

for it, AYe have, however, found an earlier mention of the

snaphaunce in the changes in 1580 for the furnishing of

light horse for Ireland l)y the authorities of St Paul's

(Aithedral, where " cases of snaphaunces at 40s," occurs.

The word snaphaunce no more implies the use of a

flint than it does the use of such weapons by poultry

stealers, who have been said to have first adopted the

system.
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The cock of a lock, whether used to hokl a match, or

pyrites, or flint, was in German called haJin, in French
cliien, in Spanish gato. The German schnappen, is to

strike sharply. Therefore, whether hen, cock, dog, or cat

was used as the name for this carrier matters not. The
French soon turned schnaj^phaJni into chenapan and by
that name early Hint locks are often referred to by their

writers. The English only modified the spelling, and snap-

haunce was used here. The word occurs in Lilly's play of
" Mother Bombie " in 1594.

The earliest I'cpresentation of this new arm that we have
met with is in a portrait of Captain Thomas Lee, dated

1594, and now as it has always been at Ditchley, in

Oxfordshire. Fig. XIII. He bears a flintlock pistol

hano^ino^ at his waist.

The earliest actual example of such a weapon hitherto

met with is in the Tower collection. (See Fig. XIV.) This

is a light gun, bearing the date 1614 and the armourer's

initials, R.A. It is said with all probability to have
belonged to Charles I. when Prince. The lock is of a

type which seems to have been popular in Scotland, the

same principle to a great degree being found in the

so-called Highland pistols. A carbine, dated 1685, at the

Royal United Service Institution, has an almost precisely

similar lock.

It will be seen from Fig. XIV. that when the flint-holder

is drawn back, its lower end passes a small slot in the lock-

plate through wdiicli the nose of the sear presses and so

keeps the cock in position. When by pressing the trigger,

the nose of the sear is withdrawn the cock descends rapidly,

owing to the pressure of the mainspring on the tumbler
which is fixed to the cock, and works inside the lockplate.

The upper part of the cock and the external spring to keep
the cock in position are wanting in the Tower weaj^on.

There is in the Tower collection a snaphaunce pistol |-|

with the Nuremberg stamp on the barrel. (See Fig. XV.)
This is probably an early specimen of the German snap-

haunce, for in the lock we find some parts much resembling

the details of the wheel-locks. The arrangement of the sear

and the arm wdiicli communicates the action of the triooer

to the sear, recall the arrangement of the wheel-lock. The
tumbler itself is a small wheel, and instead of the cavity
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into wliieli the nose of the sear would fit, u portion of tlie

suirace is cut away so as to form a ledge against wliicli

tlie sear nose catches when the cock has been drawn back.

"^riie pan-cover also is of the type usually found in these

locks. The shank and cap to hold the mainspring is

another feature. The action of this lock is simple. The
cock being drawn back and with it the tumbler, the nose

of the mainspring which sets in the notch of this (instead

of being connected with it by a chain as in the wheel-lock),

is raised and the spring itself compressed, being held in

this state by the nose of the sear catching the ledge

mentioned above. The hammer orbatterie is then brouo^ht

back so as to rest just over the pan-cover. On the trigger

being pressed the sear nose releases the tumbler, which

revolving brings the cock and its Hint violently down to the

grooved face of the hammer. On the axle of the cock is

a small projecting tooth set obliquely. This, when the

cock decends, strikes a glancing blow on another small

tooth at the rear end of the lever, pressing it toward the

lockplate and consequently the front end moves outward.

This releases the pan-cover stem. The small straight spring

which presses in this latter, then forces the pan-cover

forward and so exposes the priming in the pan at the

moment when the sparks from the face of the hammer
descends.

The pistol is very interesting as being in so many ways
a connectino; link between the wheel-lock and the Hintlock.

We now" may mention the Spanish and Dutch chenapans,

which were improvements on the early English and German
snaphauuces, in that the pan-cover formed one piece with

the hatterie, and the usual arrangement for uncovering the

pan at the moment of the generation of the sparks was
greatly simplified. In the earlier instances a rod connected

with the tumbler and acting in a horizontal direction like

a piston-rod, caused the pan-cover to be moved forward

and off from the pan.

The Spanish lock (Fig. XVI.) is on somewhat the same
principle as the Scottish lock. That is, the cock is drawn
back and held in position by one of two feet at its base

resting on the nose of the sear, which passes outward and is

pressed through the lockplate by a spring. When the

trigger is pressed, the nose of the sear is withdrawn to a
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position flush with tlic lockphitc, and the cock then descends,

under tlie action of the mainspring, which is externah In

this lock the face of tlie liammer (or hatterlc^) is generally

grooved. Major Sclimidt gives 1G25 as the earliest date

for this pattern Init that seem rather too far back.^

The Spanish locks generally have an eye in place of a

notch at the top of the screw, which holds the flint between

the jaws of the cock. The system appears to have lasted

well into the eighteenth century, and the word unzada is

often stamped on the inside of the lockplate.

The Scotch pistols with iron or gun metal stocks, are

most of them of very rude workmanship. The barrels are

fastened to the stocks, generally by a screw fixing the

tang of the barrel to the head of the stock. The fore part

of the barrel is attached by a button on its lower side fitting

into a key hole in the stock. The barrel is then pressed

backward and the screw through the tang and the head of

the stock keeps the whole in position.

The action of the lock is simple. See Fig. XVII. The
tumbler is bevelled toward its edge, and the action of

cocking withdraws (downward), the bevelled edge from

between the lockplate and the sear, which last acted on by
its spring, is enabled to pass its nose through the lockplate.

The top of the fim of the tumbler then rests against and

presses upwards on the lower side of the sear. By pressing

the trigger, the fore part of the sear is moved inwards and

away from the lockplate, allowing the fan of the tumbler

to come up, and this it does by the pressure of the main
spring. This brings the cock forward to strike the hammer.
These so-called Highland pistols exist in such great

numbers, and are so uniform in construction, that it is

clear they were made in England for the use of the Scotch

regiments. There was no large manufactory in Scotland,

to turn out the quantity, and the name Bissel to be found

on most of those in the Tower collection points to their

soutliern origin.

The actual date when the flintlock with tumbler, main-

spring, sear, etc., the whole contained and working within

the lockplate, was introduced, is uncertain, but 1648 is

the date given for its origin in France and probably in

England also. In France its adoption for military arms
' In Spanish rastrillo. ''General I'Haridon gives 1G30.
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was not ociicral until ul)ont 1G70, l)ut at tlic earlier date

1()48 in France the bridle was also used. 'I'liis pai't of the

lock does not occur in i^^n^lish weapons, until the rei,i>ii of

William I IF. Its use, namely to support the inner eml of

the tumhler axle, and so to ensure a true and easy action

at right angles to the lockplate, was most important. It

had been with the chain or swivel a constant feature in the

wheel lock, and the disappearance of these two important

features, from the early flintlocks can only be attributed to

the introduction of the much weaker mainsprings of those

locks.

In the reign of William III., however, we find the bridle

again in English locks, though many arms in this and the

following reigns are not so fitted. In this reign also the

lockplate was lengthened forward of the pan, on account

of a longer mainspring being used.

Thouo;h it would seem that the French were ahead of us

in the system of gunlocks, it is interesting to note that the

Vauban lock (Fig. XVIII.) invented in France in 1692, had

been in use some time before in England. See Fig. XIX,
This lock, which combined the matchlock and flintlock,

was meant to meet the circumstances under which the

flintlock failed to ignite the priming, and the eifect desired

was produced by a hole being cut in the pan-cover with a

small sliding plate over it, which being turned round

exposed the powder to the match. The match-holder was

moved downwards by a lever put in motion by a prolonged

pressure on the trigger. In this lock we find a bridle, but

when the double arrangement of match and flint was

abandoned the bridle also disappeared. This bridle did

not, in fact, support the tumbler of the flintlock Ijut was a

sort of plate for the matchlock sear to be pivoted against.

In the James II. lock is found an im]3rovement in the

shape of a catch to hold back the hammer until it was

about to be used. This dog-lock, as it was called, continued

to be a part of the lock for some years. The action of the

James II., William III., and Anne locks is alike in most

respects. The lockplate of James II. is 64-in. long, wdiile in

the next two reigns it was 7^in. , the extra length being all

forward of the cock. The James 11. mainspring is 3|^in., and

those of the next two reigns 4in. In all these locks there

is no bridle, the tumbler only being supported by the axle.
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In 1746, tlie brklle appears and its upper part acts as a

stop, to prevent the tumbler revolving too far, and
allowing the mainspring to slip off. Up to this time, this

had been effected by a block on the shoulder of the cock

catching against the edge of the lockplate. From 1746

till 1832, there appears to have been no great change in

the ordinary army lock. In the commencement of the

century the Baker rifle had been supplied to the Rifle

regiments, and in 1836, the Brunswick rifle with back action

lock was introduced. In 1832, the percussion system had

been adopted and the barrel had a square block with

nipple attached to it. This block rested in a wedge-shaped

trench cut in the lockplate and the pan. In 1846, there

was a semi-circular piece cut in the lockplate for this

purpose, and the nipple lump formed part of the barrel.

In 1838, Loveil's pattern lock with a large back action

was introduced into the service generally, but in 1842, a

smaller front or bar action was adopted and continued

until 1853, when the inter-chano-ealjle rifle musket with

its swivel and bridle became the w^eapon of the British

soldier. This w^as an excellent lock, working strongly and
well, and was in use until the ]\lartini Henry rifle l)eing

adopted, a totally different system of lock was required.

FIGURES ILLUSTRATING DEVELOPMENT OF GUN LOCKS.

I.—Diagram of simplest form of cross-bow lock.

II.—Cross-bow lock. Tower y.

III.—Tricker lock of crossbow. Tower y.

IV.—Tricker locks. A, Tower if ; BCD, Tower i|.

V.—Matchlock, Hemy VIIT. musket, dated 1537. Tower y.
VI.—Matchlock, snap action, dated 1562. Tower y.
VII.—Matchlock, temp Charles I. Tower if.

VIIL—Matchlock, temp. William III. Tower -^W.

IX.—Wheel-lock on Reiter pistol C. 1599 Tower |f. Inside and
outside view.

a, view from above when spanned.

^, ,, „ ,> „ released.
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X.—Whcol-lock, ulioel inside, dated 1GG9. Tower if.

XT.—Wliecl-lock, wheel and chain outside, C. IGIO. Tower H.
X I T. —Wheel and Matchlock. Tower -^\^, .

A, view from ahovc at moment of discliarge.

H,
,, ,, ,, when s])anned.

(',
,, „ ,, after discharge.

XTTT.—Flintlock, Earliest representation of, from portrait of Captain

Lee, 1594.

XIV.— Flintlock, Earliest dated example of. This belonged to Charles

I., when Prince, dated 1614. Tower }-^.

XV.—Snaphaunce. Tower ^^|.

XVI.—Spanish Chenapan. Tower add, yV^.

XVII.—Scottish pistol lock. Tower -j\-y.

a, external view, cocked ; b, inside view, cocked ; c, inside

view, at rest; d, view from above, cocked; e, view from

above, at rest.

XVIII.—Vauban lock, flint and match combined. Tower -^^.

XIX,—James IT., English flint and matchlock combined. Tower
add J-^-

All these, except No. T., are I size of original.

It mnst be remembered that the action of the trigger is in all cases

upward or backward.



MARKS ON EASTBOURNE OLD CHURCH

By GEO. M. ATKINSON

For some years past, when opportunity offered, I have
collected the marks to be found on old churches and other

buildings. These marks are supposed to be those of the
Freemasons who assisted at the erection of the edifice.

They may be divided into two classes. The mystical, such
as have a hidden meaning ; and the operative marks,
indicating workmanship. The greater portion of these are

constructed upon some geometrical figure, as a square, a

circle, a triangle, or some portions of such figures, and in

form resemble Phoenician letters. But on the Old Church
at Eastbourne appear marks of rather an exceptional

character. This church is dedicated to St. Mary the

Virgin. It belongs to the transitional period, 1145-90.

(Suss. Arch. Colls, vol. xiv., p. 128), and is in plan, a central

chancel with two side-chancels, a nave with two side-

aisles, and a solid-looking tower at the west-end. The
pillars in the nave are alternately circular and octagonal

;

the chancel-arch is circular (or eli23tical), and ornamented
with zigzags. The pointed arches in the chancel are also

ornamented with zigzags. There is a vestry or sacristry

built at the east-end, and a door communicating with it

from the choir. The chancel is not in the same direction

as the nave, it diverges a little, but the outside walls of

the chancel and nave are straight. The fine old carved

oak chancel-screen belongs to the decorated period, and
there is evidence that it must, at one time, have formed
an enclosure ; it is now used to cut off a space for the

choir. The stair that formerly communicated with the

rood-loft is at the north side. There are south and north

porches and doors, and a west-end entrance door in the
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towor. A large hospice, a liair-liiiibered Ijani, fish ponds,

cohimhaiy, and conventicul adjuncts artbrd an interesting

study, thougli srl(h)ni ol^served l)y visitors to this charming
seaside phice.

Thanks to the fact tliat the hitc Vicar, Canon Pitman,

did not countenance the abominal)le craze for destruction,

called restoration, several of the marks remained (Sept.

2nd, 1889), clear and distinct. The accompanying plates

are reduced by plioto-lithography fi'om drawings taken from
rubbings of the marks. I carefully indicate on the spot,

with a red pencil, all white lines of the forms on the

rubbings. From these it is easy to make tracings by
marking a scale, thus preserving the relative size of each

mark. "Pl. I., Nos. 5, G, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, show fish form;
in almost all cases representing a cetacean, something like

a l)ottlc-nosed whale, porpoise, or dolphin, in different

positions, horizontal and vertical, and has a distinctly

naturalistic treatment, with tail and fins, and in no way
represents the vesica piscis or ichthus. This anagram was
composed of Greek letters, but the emblem itself is only

known on Latin monuments, a rather suggestive fact.

There is a portion of an inscription, in a kind of black

letter character, crossing No. 9, PI. I. This mark is on the

southern side of the first pillar from the east on the south

side of the chancel, near where the vestry-screen door now
stands, and a portion of a rope is represented crossing

several of the fish.

St. Peter is distinguished l)y a fish. A fish w'as an
ancient symbol of baptism. We have the fish-god of the

Assyrians, and the myth related of Jonah. The Church is

dedicated to St. Mary, and the Star of the Sea is one of

the att]-ibutes of the Virgin, who thence may have been
credited with the dolphin of Venus. But these marks
I think must be votive. If w^e consider the geological

changes in the Weald of Sussex, the position of the Roman
station Anderida founded on the coast at Pevensey, and
the changes that have taken place in the Saxon harbour,

which extended up as far as Polegate to Hydney, Lamport,
and Mudhaven, now the centre of the tow^n of Eastbourne,

it is likely that a whale or shoal of porpoises may have
been caught by the falling tide, and that these marks
represent a tithe of fish.
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PI. I., No. 1, represents a double cross mark, it was

on tlie south side of the third pillar in the chancel

;

the ends of the lower mark (very fine scratches) are

peculiar.

No. 2. An arrangement of pits and lines near the base

of the chancel-arch pilaster, on the south side towards the

nave. A schoolboy gave me an explanation of this mark
it is a kind of contract mark, the tips of two fingers and

the thumb of one boy being inserted in the pits, and the

fingers and thumb of the other boy inserted into the other

three pits. The contracting parties must have been kneeling

on the original floor ; a small niche or shrine, before

which a lamp was suspended, is above this mark, and the

slit behind it opened into a circular stair that perhaps

communicated with the rood loft.

No. 3. On the second pillar, on the south side of the

chancel, a circle with four interlacing arcs, or an aureole
;

above this mark evidence remains of a figure formed by
seven circles similar to that on PI. 11. , Fig. 1.

No. 4 is on the same pillar under the moulding of the

capital ; this mark is in a horizontal position, not a trace

of ^xdyQ letters is to be found within it.

No. 5. On the eastern pillar on the south side of the

chancel ; 6 and 7, same place and several times repeated
;

8, on the first pillar on the south side of the chancel.

No. 9. On the south side of the same pillar by the

present vestry-screen door. This fish had an inscription

written over it.

No. 10. On north-east pilaster. No. 11 Low down on

the first pillar from the east on the north side of the

chancel. The fish mark is only found in and about the

chancel.^

PI. II., Fig, 1. On the third pillar from the east on the

north side of the nave, a remarkable arrangement of seven

interlaced circles, and an arrow, whatever the meaning may
be. There are somewhat similar geometrical figures in

Celtic Art, and children in the South of Ireland, on the

17th of March, decorate their caps with a piece of paper

on which a figure formed like the central portion of this

^ Dr. W. H. Curtis has kindly seat me Michell-Whitley informs me that similar

a rubbing of a similar fish mark from marks are found on other of the Sussex

Canterbury Cathedral ; and Mr. H. churches.
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mark is drnwii and rudely painted. It is called a St.

Patrick's Cross.

The late Rev. Greville Chester, in our Journal, vol.

xlvii., p. 140, 1890, draws attention to some sculptures of

an Oriental design at Bredwardine and Moccas Churches,

Herefordshire, resembling those found on stone sarcophagi

discovered at Jerusalem hy tlie Palestine Exploration

Fund. The likeness between these is so close that I

think there must be some significance in the form.

Nos. 3 and 4, are on the- same pillar ; also on the west

face large arrows, nine inches long. (Fig. 5), pointing

upwards (this is a frequently occurring mark, and found

on Indian Temples). No, 13 is also found on buildings in

nearly every country.

No. 2. A cross and triangle on the first octagonal

pillar on the south side of the nave.

No. 6. This form is on the third pillar on the north side

of the nave (the circle is nearly eight inches in diameter),

it is possibly a consecration or dedicatory cross; near it are

some scratches of shields, etc.

No. 7. This is on the second pillar from the east on the

outh side of the nave ; near it is another inscription,

similar in character to that over the fish, PL I., No. 9.

Nos. 8, 9, 10, are on the third pillar, on the south side

of the nave.

No. 11 is on the west side of the fourth pillar on the

south side of the nave. The tangent line is doubtful, as

also is the pit near it.

12. Near the base of the fourth pillar from the east on

the north side of the nave, is a group of five circles with

intersecting arcs, some of which are nearly effaced. The
small mark No. 1 3 is near this group.

There are several other marks about the church ; their

study would w^ell repay anyone with time to devote to the

subject.
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By PKOFESSOR E. C. CLARK, LL.D., F.S.A.

Continued from page 104.

The Pallium, wliicli has now been several times

mentioned, must not be confused with the Archbishop's

Pall, although it may possibly be derived from the same

ultimate source. The word is most perplexing, from the

variety of its significations. The Oxford pallium was
given, together with a Robe, by an Inceptor to his friends

among the Masters present. (A Questionist, at his

Determination, apparently gave the Robe alone). The
palliiim was, therefore, a dress of dignity for the higher

degrees, and, as we find it a special alternative for the

capa claiisa, we might possibly conclude that it was

something like that, or, perhaps, more like the normal

Cope ; i.e., a sleeveless cloak open at the front. In the

Decretals of Gregory IX. (1218) it seems to be a sJiort

Cope, little more than a Cape, which is to be laced—not

ftistened with a brooch— for the officiating Cleric. This

mode of fastening is undouljtedly observable in some
of the Tippets of the New College drawing. And, in its

continued coupling with Roba, probably here the ordinary

Gown of the higher degrees, jyalliiim might be a Tippet.

In the Statutes of Queen's College, Oxford, it seems to be

a sort of cloak, taking the place of the ordinary Gown in

Hall, worn plain by the Fellows and Scholars, but

scalloped at the neck and edged with black badger's fur

for Doctors in Theology and Canon Law. When used, in

the same Statutes, of the garments distri])uted by the

Scholars to the poor, pallium seems to mean merely a

common cloak. I incline, on the whole, to regard the

academical pallium as one name for the Tippet.
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The Arcliiepiscopal or Papal one has hccn well clGftcril)G(l

as a (loul)lc Y with the two arms meet in u" round tlie neck.

In suggesting that it might possil)ly be derived from the

same source as our j)r<7/^?r?>i, I referred to tlie view lield l)y

some that it represents tlie colhir and mid lines of a sort of

poncho, which, as well as our academical dress, may have

descended from the classical j)a//!?;?7z ; liut the connection

is remote and cpiestioiiable.

The colour of the ecclesiastical Cope, as a processional

dress, no doubt varied, when expense was no oljject, with

the ecclesiastical season. Among Monastic- and Canonical

persons, this or some further variety appears to have been

early considered an abuse, from a prohibition in Archbisliop

Walter's Canons (1200) against "black" Monks, Canons

or Nuns wearing coloured Copes, or any facings but black

and white.

The academical Cope was almost certainly, in its origin,

of sober hue. Not impossibly the beginning of brighter

colours may date for Paris, and derivatively for

ourselves, from the Cliciperon rouge granted by Benedict

XII., an old Parisian student, to the Law Doctors of Paris

in 1334. This, I am inclined to consider, in accordance

with what has been said above (p. 97), a Tippet rather

than a Hood. It is at least singular that the only red

Cope specified in our Ancient Statute 147 {above, p, 102)

should belong to the same faculty on Avhich that

distinction was conferred.

Other Faculties retained in some instances their darker

colour for some time. Professors of Medicine, according

to Franklin, in his Anciennes Bibliotheques de Paris,

lectured at Paris in a round Cope of brown violet, under a

Statute of 1390. Possibly, from the pointed mention of

the Secular Canonist's red Cope in our Statute, we may
infer that the others ^vere black. That this was the case

wdth Reo;ent Masters of Arts at Oxford in the beoinnina^

of the sixteenth century, appears from the Register for

1505-16. In Paris, however, by the time of the second

marriage of Francis I. (1530) the Doctors had all assumed

the scarlet Cope ; and with ourselves, before the end of the

sixteenth century, we gather from Grindal's Q^gy that the

divinity Cope, and from Stokys' picture in the Cambridge
Registry, that cdl our Copes had become red.
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The Tabard.—I liavc now to mention an article of

academical costume, which is not, in my opinion,

ecclesiastical in its origin, and which has, in its original

form, disappeared, but to which I am inclined to think

that some features of our present Masters' and Doctors'

Gowns may possibly be traced.

The Eochet, mentioned above (p. 95), is spoken of by
Haines as a distinction of " the higher DeOTees wnerallv."

What he actually refers to is, I think, eitlier a Cope or the

dress of which I am about to treat.

The Tabard was heraldically a short vest, with arm
holes l)ut no sleeves. On its academical use we have the

following piece of evidence :
—

By the Ancient Statutes of Trinity Hall (1352), caj3. 3,

the Warden and all the Fellows— apparently including

persons who were not yet Bachelors—were to wear
Robes cum longis tahardis sen epitogiis talaribus. By
those of Clare Hall (1359), the Master of the Hall, the

ordinary Masters, and the Bachelor Fellows were requii-ed

to have, with their Robes, cape vel taherda tcdarict (? for

talari.?) curti furruris pro caputiis. The furrurci which
they were to have for Hood is, I think, used in the

technical sense of the French fourrure, and meant a

Tippet (see above, 97, 98). Cape is no doubt for capae,
the plural. Whether the fouvrure belongs properly to

the Cope or the Tabard, or both, failing punctuation, we
cannot say. In the Ordinance of Richard H. for King's
Hall, Cambridge (1380) cited above (p. 81), it is enacted

that every Scholar is to have a roha talaris and, if a

Bachelor, a Robe with a Tabard suitable to his degree. I

may compare the hahitus honestos et tcdares vestes non
ap)ertas which the Bachelors of Law at Paris were re-

admonished to wear l)y the reformed Statutes of Cardinal

d'Estouteville in 1452. I have already (p. 103) referred

to our own Ancient Statute, of a little earlier date, as to

the decent long Tabard of the Bachelor lecturino; in

Medicine.

It would certainly appear, from some of the above
passages, that the Tabard was worn uitli, probably over,

the Gown ; as, in fact, the synonyme epitoginm may
independently suggest, in the Statutes of Trinity Hall
(above, p. 89). It also seems to have resembled the

VOL. L. U
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heraldic Tiil);ii(l in lu'iiig closed in f'loiit. The sleeves,

then, of the (iowii worn beneath would come tlirouf^h

the ai-niholos of the Tabard. Idtiiuately, it would
seem as if they became attached to it, the Gown disused,

t\Ui\ tlie Tabard slit up the middle, so as to revert almost

exactly to the form of the original Gown. The assumption
of the intermediate stage seems, of coui-se, entirely

gratuitous ; but, without it, I cannot possibly account
either for our pieces of documentary evidence or for

several of oui- contemporary representations,

^ Tlie (juestion of the relation of the Tabaid to the

Doublet belongs to a later part of my subject.

The academical Tabard was evidently a dress of dignity

and decorum, which, while it might be worn by the
ITndergraduate, was required of the Bachelor, at least in

his lectures. AVhether it was required of the candidate

for the Baccalaureat is not clear. I find, in the Oxford
Eegister for 1513, a supplicant for B. Can. Law allowed to

use a longa toga cum capicio. This may have been the

use of an ordinary Gown instead of a Ta})ard.

The Tabard is probably, as suggested above (p. 100), the

habitus required, wdth a cajnitium, by cap. 27 of Dr.

Caius' Statutes (1557) for use in the Schools, and on feast

days in Chapel, by all Graduates. It is, I believe, the
" sleveles cote " of Doctors, and of Bachelors in Divinity,

mentioned in a Statute of 24 Henry VIIJ. (1532), c. 13.

It may possibly be the clilamys of Pole's " Ordinationes

pro regimine Universitatis," issued in J 557. This, how-
ever, w^as shorter than the ordinary toga.

But the main use in which we find the Tabard is, at any
rate, in its long form, as an alternative for the academical
cajDa, if, indeed, the latter was ever, for laymen, anything
but a long Tabard.

I find less mention of the Tabard at Oxford than at

Caml)ridge, though it occurs, furratiim and sine furrura
in the Tailor's oath as to charges for making robes, &c. I

do not think furrura here means a Tippet, l)ut only fur

lining, or edging to the arm holes.

Colohium (KoAojSiov).—This somewhat debateable term
occurs four or five times in old College Statutes. The
original name had nothing to do with the legs, as

Isidore seems to think when he says it was so called " ([uia
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longum est," tliougli he adds the true reason, its being

docked of sleeves (" sine manieisJ') The last edition of

Ducangp. makes it a Tunic without sleeves, or with sleeves

only reaching to the elbow. Marriott considers the

colobium to be the primitive form of the Rochet (aljove,

p. 95) ; Rock of the original Dalmatic. All these

descriptions fairly suit the Tabard, which is, I think,

clearly intended by colohium as the name of an academical

dress. See the Statutes of Queen's College, Oxford, where
the longa collohia to be worn by the Chaplains, and
by the Scholars in their walks abroad, and the collohia

coming half way down the shank {ad medium tibiae)

for the poor boys, are almost certainly, when compared
with similar regulations in other Colleges, Tabards. A
collohiwn hlodii coloris is bequeathed by the will of

Archdeacon Broune, LL.D. and Canon of York, AVells and
St. Asaphs, proved in the Chancellor's Court, Oxford, 1452.

This might, of course, be merely a secular dress. We
shall, however, find rather a more developed form of

scarlet Tabard in the case of John Rous, towards the close

of the same century.

In an interesting and difficult passage (c. 51) of

Fortescue's De Laudibus (1465), where he compares the

Sergeant's dress with that of the Doctor, colohium is

rightly taken by both Selden and Ducange to mean a

Hood ; but that use of the word appears to be unique.

Pileolus, zucchetto, calotte.— I have now to speak of

the most peculiar distinction of the higher degrees,

which has been already referred to among the insignia

doctoratus.

In the case of the early students and teachers of the

schools, who possil)ly made the Hood serve, a regulation

Cap or Hat is rather matter of fancy and conjecture. If

anything was regarded as such, it was probably a scull cap,

generally of black silk or cloth ; though there are traces,

in early times, of fur and other materials being worn,
with some variety of colour. The scull cap was a some-
what shallow form [pileolus) of the eXuimiciil pileus or felt

hat—the cap of liberty worn by the Roman freedman to

cover his new-shaven head. Its representation is well known
on the coin struck to commemorate the murder of Julius

CtGsar—and often since. This covering of the shaven head
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— no ('()])yin<;' the efti.i^ics of Ulysses, Mercury, or

A'ulcaii - is, [ holieve, the true Ijeginning of our Academical

scull c.ii). Ixiui;' originally allowed to ecclesiastics for pro-

tection of tlie tonsured head in cold weather. It began in

later times to assume rather more of a gourd shape,

whence the Italian name zucchetto. Calotte is from Old

French cale, the origin of onr caul.

The Coif. Tena.—The gourd-like development just

mentioned has Ijeen traced, I believe, l)y some authors

to a rule of Charlemagne for his lawyers, who were, no

doubt, mostly clergy ; but I cannot find this in the

Capitularies. Wl ether the shape in question was specially

connected with Law from the beginning, as it certainly

became afterwards, or whether it arose pcwi 2^<^^ssu in

ecclesiastical use, from the scull cap, I am unable to say.

But in, at least, the thirteenth century we find a cap,

both among lawyers and other ecclesiastics, which had

crept down over the head and was tied by two strings

under the chin— in ftict, the Coif. These strings are,

beyond doubt, what was meant originally by the words

tenae or infidae. But it is equally clear that both words

are used in our old Statutes and in other contemporary

documents for the Cap as a whole, so that AVood's

interpretation, in his " History and Antiquities," of tena

as the cord tied round the Hat in later times, will simply

mislead us for earlier.

This C^oif, however, in some form, came to be considered,

when worn by ecclesiastics, as a concealment of the tonsure

and a disguise of the ecclesiastical character. Stories are

told of its being actually used for such disguise, and we
accordingly find the wearing of infnlae (vulgarly called
'' coypliae'') forl)idden to clerici, by one of Othobon's

Constitutions of 12G8, except as a travelling cap (or night

cap). There is a delightful provision for the exhibition of

their ears hj these poor clerics, which might have deterred

the Puritans from such practices had they known of it.

The Constitution of Othobon is followed up by another

of John Peccham, Archbishop of Canterbury, " De habitu

clericali," in 1281. I gather from the Clementine Decretal

"De vita et honestate clericorum " (1311), which forbids

an infula sen pileus Uncus, that the prohibited head-dress

was a tvhite Coif, like that of our Sergeants-at-Law.
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On this last I cannot dwell, tliougli I may state my
agreement with Mr. Pulling, in his " Order of the Coif,"

that it can scarcely have been systematically assumed as a

disguise of Orders. It is one of the many points of

comparison between the dress of Doctor and Sergeant

remarked upon by Fortescue (above, p. 139). AVe may note

that he speaks of the garb of the Sergeant, in other

respects, as being Priestlike. And it may ])e that a

confused remembrance of the clerical origin of tlie Coif

(which was to be worn by Justices as well as Sergeants)

may lie in the assumption of the so-called " black cap
"

l)y our Judges on passing sentence of death. For this, it

has been suggested, was originally done to co7iceal the

Coif, capital sentence not being proper work for an

ecclesiastic, however disguised. The withdrawal of our

Bishops from trials for capital offences in our Parliamentary

Courts is a matter of constitutional tradition.

in academical use, the name of te7ia is cou23led, in

a very perplexing manner, with that of hirretum and

2')ileus. Most of the names connected with the subject

come together in Wood's statement that capperlmrrer or

hirretarius was the name anciently applied to the maker
of jyi^c^' Tena, however, is more properly the Coif, and

the strange word Jiure, by which, according to the All

Souls' Statutes of 1443 (cap. 17), it was also known,

throws some light on the distinction. Hure most probably

meant, in its original signification, a shock head of hair,

human or animal. It must be wrongly identified by
Fairholt with a Gown, in a quotation from Wright's

Political Songs (temp. Edw. K}. The " black hure
"

there spoken of as worn l)y the Principal of the Court

is more probably a Coif. The head dress of Rous and

Sponne, to be noticed in my contemporary representations,

exactly resembles a shock head of hair, and the tena

of academical use w^as evidently hlack. The tenae, or
" hnzzeta,'' vulgRvly called " Jiures," are a]3parently treated

in the Statute of All Souls as a matter of comfort,

confined in general to the higher members of the college

for ordinary seasons, but allowed to the others in cold.

The Fellows and Scholars were only permitted the use of

black ones in the choir from Michaelmas to Easter, unless

they were Priests, Doctors, Masters of Arts, or Bachelors
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of Canon or Civil Law, who were wont of old to use

such tt'iiae or huzzcta. In the entire untrustworthiness

of punctuation, I must leave readers to sort tliis last clause

according" to taste. 1 helicve the whole passage indicates

a somewhat special connection of the U'/ua proper with

Law, and a use of some form of the tena as a dress of

ecclesiastical dignity appropriated to the higher degrees

of Master anel Doctor. The inexplical)le '' huzzetW
(which I have assumed to come from huzzeta) is not to

be found in Ducange, and I cannot help thinking it a

misreading for hurretis, i.e., hirretis}

The undated Oxford University Statute (" De pilleis

portandis"), on which Wood (aljove, p. 140) bases his

interpretation of tenet, as the cord of the later Hat,

is very difficult to explain. It is, probably, later than

1384, wlien the precedency of Medicine over Civil Law
was settled, but earlier than the time of the corded Hat.

I cannot go further into the matter than to say that

this Statute appears, in my view, to indicate an inferiority

of the tena, which was not to be worn on great occasions

when the inleiis was required, and a special connection

of it with the Faculty of Ciinl Law. I pass now,

however, to a head-dress of which we have rather more

definite accounts.

The Pileus of dignity.—Besides the semi-secular

development of the old scull cap into the Coif, I have

now to mention an ecclesiastical modification of the same

head-dress, occurring specially amongst Canons, Deans and

Prebendaries. The ])ileolus became not only a little

brought down but a little heightened (though retaining its

original shape) partly, I think, as a protection against the

cold in Cathedral services, partly as a general matter of

comfort or luxury. I have a note from Bonanni that, in

or after the eleventh century, Canons began to replace the

Almuce by a bonnet en calotte, at first small but gradually

becoming larger at the top. In the thirteenth century it

was a round black cap. This gradually grew into a jjoint

for convenience, doubtless, of holding ; and the point, in

course of time, became a tuft.

^ The present Warden kindly cunfirms Warden Gardiner to Dr. Clarke, and by

me in tliis suggestion, by reference to him "in usum custodis." There the

the MS. copy of the Statutes left by reading is hirrelis.
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This Cap is quite distinct from the Hood of tlic Almuce,

which fell Ijack into a collar or roll (above, 9G). It is easily

recognisable in its early days by being obviously an
enlarged form of the scull cap, and (often) by its point.

It was originally an ecclesiastical head-dress of dignity,

and, as such, is sometimes found in the case of ecclesiastics

who were not (Traduates, I find it, for instance, worn by
Eliakim and Shel)na the scribe, in the story of Ilezekiah,

as depicted in our Painted Chamber at Westminster, about

the end of the thirteenth century. It may also occur once

or twice in early representations of Kings, as, in fact, does

the ecclesiastical Cope, and the Almuce or Tippet.

There is an interesting and early example, probably of

the Almuce, certainly of the pointed Cap, in a monumental
effigy, figured by Hollis from Hereford Cathedral, as that

of John Borew (or Berew), the Dean, who died in 14G2.

An enlargement of this in my possession has been verified

by comparison with a drawing of Mr. Hope's, which w^as

checked by reference to the original.^ The hair and l)eard

of the figure, and the general style of the monument, had
already struck me as indicating a much earlier date, when
1 was glad to find my view confirmed by Mr. Hope's

suggestion that this is a monument to John Swinfield, who
was Precentor in 1311. The identification with either

name is supported by a swine represented at the figure's

feet. The dress is a Cassock ; over that, what must be an
Almuce, with the two long tails ; and, over the Almuce, a

Surplice. The collar or roll of the Almuce appears through

the neck of the surplice. The Cap is of exactly the shape

which we find in early academical use. I cannot tell the

degree, if any, of either Swinfield or Borew. There are

several other instances from the same Cathedral, quoted by
Bloxam in his Ecclesiastical vestments.

The academical Pileiis.—The head-dress, which formed
part of the insignia doctoralus, was evidently that pileus

of dignity, the clerical development of which I have just

traced from the scull cap. It occurs continually on

continental effigies, in more or less exaoo-erated forms.

Bock figures an enormously high one from the tomb of

^ I may refer to a better authority than {Arclucoloyical Journal, xxxiv., p. 418)

my drawing in the illustration to Mr. photo>;raphed from a measured drawing
Bloxam's description of this effigy made by Mr. Hartshorne.
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Joliii Krytwycli, at St. Gereon's, in Cologne. lie was
apparently an important ecclesiastic, but, in degree, only

an M.A. The Hat of the foreign Doctor of Medici'ne is

generally of this tall kind. There are good instances,

though rather late, in a picture or drawing of St. Luke
painting the Virgin, hy Lucas van Leyden, at Munich, and
in the Physician of IIoll)cin's Dance of Death, both of the

early sixteenth century. The latter figure, 1 may remark,

wears a Tippet unmistakably resembling an Alnuice.

This Hat is sometimes a cylinder with a flat top. But
it is always without a brim, which distinguishes it from

our modern lay Doctor's Hat, while it is, of course, entirely

dilFerent from the square Cap.

Although, as I believe, developed in its origin from the

scull cap, the pUeus did not universally supersede the

former, which, or perhaps we ouglit rather to say the tenet,

was often worn under it. Something like a chin strap is

occasionally perceptible in representations of the Hat and
its later forms. This is not a fastcnino; of the Hat, though

sometimes taken for it, even by the artist, but a part of

the scull cap or Coif retained underneath.

Among academical persons the ^^//e^fs is the special

distinction of the hioher deg-rees. The conferrins; of it

was a principal feature of the doctorizatio in Italy, Paris,

and with ourselves. It has been sometimes considered

that the Doctors alone, in the so-called three Faculties,

are intended, in our old Statutes, by the word pileati.

And, in general, in our monumental representatives, I

only find the pileus worn by the Doctor as amongst
Graduates. But we have a sixteenth century repre-

sentation from Paris cited above (p. 99), where it is

conferred upon a Licentiate taking the degree of Master

of Arts ; we find a " Cappe " employed in our own
ancient Creation to the same degree ; and a general

formula of Creation to Mastership is quoted by Wood from

the old Oxford Registers, in which the piYe^ts is given

eo nomine. I may add that this formula also includes

a " ciicullus," which is rather in favour of my contention

above (pp. 80, 98), that the Tippet was once proper to

the Master. For cuculhis cannot here mean either the

ordinary Hood or the Benedictine Cowl. The " capping,"

too, at St. Andrew's at the present day, is certainly not
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3onfincd to Doctors, though the article employed—made,

we are told, out of the velvet breeches of that sans-culotte

John Knox—is clearly an old Doctor's Cap iinrjathered,

and so reduced into its orio;inal liat circle of material.

The tena or hirretum is also allowed to all Regents in Arts

by the ancient Statute of Oxford (see Lelow), which

denies it to the Bachelor.

Biretta or Beretta, Fr. Barette. —The _2^i7e«5 is pretty

clearly always the Ilat of honour, whether worn l)y the

simple Master of Arts, as I think it once was, or not. The
tenet again and again is a dithculty, sometimes appearing

to be an easy-going piece of comfort which is to be dropped

on solemn occasions, sometimes an inferior head-dress of

dignity. Nor is it helped much by its frequent synonyme
hwi'etum, which is the name given to the undoubted
Doctor'" Hat by Giovanni d'Andrea (above, p. 80) ; but

which we find in our English documents continually

coupled wdth tena. The derivation of the word is doubtful.

In Archbishop Peccham's Constitution, previously quoted

(p. 140), a certain vestis anterius et posterius hirrata would

seem to be a matter of cut ratljer than either of material

or colour. As to the shorter and older word hirrus, Isidore

says it is a Greek word from hibrus ; what he means I do

not know. Good authorities hold birrus to be merely

coarse stuff ; but there is an opinion, ranging from Ducange
to Diez [Berretta and Birro) and Littre (Barrette), which

connects these words with the Greek irvppoQ, or its Latin

ecjuivalent burrus, and the colour red. If this view is

correct, the biretta may have been originally the Scarlet

Hat, of which I shall have to speak directly, once worn by
the Law Doctors of Bologna ; but it has certainly assumed
a darker colour in subsequent times, when it has associated

itself more with Theology, and I am rather inclined to

think that its original meaning was a scull cap of coaise

stuff.

No Hat of office or dignity appears to have been allowed,

in early times, to the Bachelor. At Camljridge he was
debarred by an ancient Statute of 1414 (No. 176) from
wearing, in his lecturing or any other scholastic act,

birretum, jnleus or te7ia, or any similar decoration for the

head, to whatever Faculty he might belong. At Oxford,

by the undated Statute above referred to, he is forbidden
VOL. L, V
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to use the tciia or hirretum when tukiiiL!; part in i)nl)lic

exercises ; and also when attending Inceptions, etc., in

St. ]\hiiy's, unless he has first Incepted in some Faculty
;

which exception points to the common case of a IMaster of

Arts proceeding afterwards in one of tlic higher Faculties.

This is expressed to be without prejudice to the rights of

Regents in Arts, and others specified in an '* ancient

Statute," which I cannot positively identify, their
" liberties " being also expressly reserved to the sons of

Lords in Parliament. This passage gives a little support

to the suggestion above made, that the tena may once

have been a somewhat inferior Cap of dignity for Masters

of Arts. I may add some obscure intimations, also from

Oxford, ]>ut of later date, from which it might seem as if

some retention or representation of the Coif may have

indicated an inchoate degree. A candidate wliose sujyplicat

for M.A, is recorded in the Register of 1529, is allowed

to wear t]ie^)^7c^'?^s, l)ut with a ligiilasnh collo, or chin-strap.

This may possil)ly be the " ])ih"i(s JiJmlatus" forhidden
by Grace of 24th February, 1507, to a candidate wdio

had not yet been admitted to the Baccalaureat of Canon
Law.

Colour.—From about the end of the thirteenth century

dates an introduction of colour, either in the pileus itself

or in the tuft which we begin to notice on the top, to

distinguish diiferent Faculties. 1 his dift'erentiation does

not appear to have been by any means universal. The
Doctor's Hat, at least for the Faculty of Decrees, seems to

have been scarlet at Bologna in the first half of the

fourteenth century (see })elow, Giovanni d'Andrea).

Pancirolli attributes this ILit, with robes of the same

colour, to cdl the early Italian Doctors, and it was

apparently abandoned by them all equally in the sixteenth

century. On the other hand Theology seems to have

preferred to retain the black head-dress, wdiich indicated,

says Raynaud, that its wearers were dead to the world. A
passage in one of Petrarch's dialogues, in which he speaks

of the rotundus et niger j^'^^nnus being imposed on the

head, would seem to imply that the Hat w^as black generally

m his time (c. Io50) in the country with which he was

liest acquainted, i.e., the South of France. At Paris, too,

the red toque of the Doctor-Regent belonged to a much
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later time than that whicli I am now considering. In

England I find no trace of a red Hat at all.

The difficult su1)ject of colour has been already mentioned
in connection with the Cassock and the Cope. AVith

reference to the Gown and Tabard, it arises best out of

some special instances of costume which I have to notice

in my contemporary representations. I may, however, here

add a few pieces of documentary evidence as to red Gowns,
etc., worn by the higher Graduates, from the wills proved
in the Chancellor's Court at Oxford and printed in the

Munimenta.
James Hedyan, Bachelor in both Canon and Civil Law,

leaves a toga lividi (? purple) coloris, and a toga Jurrata,
a ca2nitiuin, and a tabarda cum ccqnttio, all " hlodii

coloris,'' in the year 1445.

Reginald Merthyrderwa (!), LL.D., in 1447 leaves his

better togct de scarleto cimi cajnitio ijcnidato cum
" menyveve."

Richard Broune, alias Cordone (?), Archdeacon of

Rochester, LL.D. and Canon of York, Wells, and St.

Asaph's, leaves, in 1452, a toga nig^-a, a toga viridis

de lira (f) foderata cum " oterys^' with a caputium, a

collohium (? Tabard) hlodii coloris, and a caiKt de hlodio

serico. The green Gown is odd, and may throw some
light on one or two curious costumes on our East Anglian
screens. As to the colour elegantly styled hlodius, there

seems no doubt.

Having given this brief general account of the ditierent

articles of dress employed in academical costume, as

described in documentary evidence, I pass to the subject

of contemporary representations.

(To be continued.)
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I5r, KX( ; IJSH r.KM.FOUNDERS.

Cosyn, William

Covoy, Tobias

Crcsswcll, Kicliard

Croiiclmian/riioiuas

Cuordon, William
Culvcnlon, William

Curtis, George

Dakin, Thomas
Dalton, George

Dalton, C. & R.

Dalton, Ivobert, son

of George

Dalton, Drury
Dancl or Danne,

Henry
Daniel, D.

Daniel, Julin

Earliest

Date.

Danton, John
Darbie, i\Iichael

Darbie, John
Darbie, Thomas
Darbie or Derby,

Henry

Davis, G. E.

Dawe, William =
William Founder

(see N. & Q. 7, S.

vi. 52, 175)
Dawson, William

Dewrance, John
Dier, Dyer, Dyey,

John

l-ondon
; (?) Ui'llt'oiuidcr or

])otter

Athlone or Itinerant ; see

"Storv of the liell," Athlone

London. L. ;52; H. 14; H/Jl

;

C. 34; K. 17 ; K. :?5

London (potter)

Doneaster. L. 1G3

London
;

preceded Thomas
Laurance. C. 64 ; H. 35

;

B. 2, 5, 64 ; K. 32, 33
;

S. 197-200, 202; L. 163;
Staffs. 20, 21

Leicester; Leicester foundry

closed with him. A])|iren-

ticed to Hugh AVatts

York -

York -

York -

Xottinuham. L. 149-150

London ; stamps })assed to

Jordans. R. 35-36 ;H 19,21,

28; S. 184-5, 187; L. 12,

17, 28, 30-33; C. 25, 34,

35 ;K. 10,17, 18, 26; B. 9,

15; Sx. 23; N. 16, 20

Salisbury

Southwark it itinerant. S, 1 1

Itinerant ; Ipswich

Succeeded toRofford's stamps.

S. pi. X. 110; C. 7-11
;

stamps passed to Henry
Oldfield

Bridgewater

London. S. Ill ; L. 11-18;

K. 6, 7, 8, 9, 24, p. 24 ; H.

18;Sx. 13, 14, 15, 16

York -

London
Itinerant. C. p. 84 ; used

pentacle

1349

1662

1349
1656

1510

Free.

1752
17S3

1458

1624
1651

1654

1362

1784
1385

1627

I

Latest

Date or

I
Death.

d. 1369

1687

1656

d. 1369
d 1678
d. 1522

d. 1650

1789
1791

1561

1789

1799
1591

1468

1640
1674

d. 1686

1390

1787

d. 1418

1514

1597
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Dimberry, Henry
Dobson, William

Dodenhale, Henry
Doe, Gilbert

Dommer, John
Draper, Thomas

Drajjer, Thomas
Draper, John

(William Land
occurs occasion

ally with him)
Draper, John, &,

Gurney, Robert
Driver, John
Drury, John &

Frederick

Duddelai, William
Dmie, William
Dyey, John, see Dier

Eayre, Thomas (2)&
John

Eayre, Thomas (2)

Eayre, Thomas (1)

Eayre, Joseph, son

of Thomas (3)

Eayre, John
Eayre, John
Eayre, Thomas (3)

Ehbere or Edbury,
James

Edelmeton, Geoffrey
de

Edmunds, Islip

Eldridge, liichard

Earliest

Date

Downham Market ; succeeded

his grandfather Thomas
Osborn, married Robert

Burford's widow ; foundry

passed to Thomas Mears
1833

Coventry (?)

York -

Bury, then Thetford; suc-

ceeded Stephen Tonni
;

mayor 1592. C. 76-79

Thetford & Bury St. Ed : -

Bury St. Edmunds. C. 27

London

L. 25, 26 ; C. 37

K. p. 36

Kettering

Opened at Kettering 1735
;

his St. Neot's businesspassed

to Thomas Osborne ik,

Edward Arnold, his cousin

Kettering foiuidry closed 1761

Thetford

London. S. pi. v.

London
Wokingham, Berks, & Hor-

sham, Sussex (1610).
" Our help is in the Lord,"

R.E. and date

1806

1420
1581

1593
1601

1602

Free.

1515

1717

1725

1735

1743
1730
1663

1303

1764
1592

Latest

Date or

Death .

1635
d. 1842

14...

1438
d. 1644

1598
d. 1644

1625

1617

1561

1761

d. 1757

d. 1716
1772

1718
1748
1761

1672

1330

1765

d. 1623
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ir,4 ENGLISH ilKLl.KOUNDJ<:R.S.

Lett, John
I

Salisbury

Lewis & Co. Brixton

Tilcwellyn «t James Bristol

Ijonesdalo, Thonias York -

Lorchon, Robert

Low, Oliver
|

Lowatt, Joseph

Low vs. John ^'ork

Lmlliain, John ,
Chiddingley

liudluin, Joseph Uotlierhaiii

Ludluiu & Walker >

-

Lyons, Thom:is

Major
Mallaby, Thomas
Mallows, Joseph

Marshall, John
Martin, John
INIaxvell, Robert

Maye, Jolni

]\Iears, Williaui

Mears, Thomas
Mears, Thomas &

Son
Mears, Thomas
Moars, Charles (d.

1859) & George

Mears, George

Mears, George c^ Co.

Mears, G. R. & Stain-

bank
Mears, William &

Thomas
Melloiir, Richard

M ellour, Robei't, son

of Richard

Merston, Robert

Metcalfe, Francis

Millei's or Mellor,

William

York -

Walsall

Masham
East Dereham
York -

Worcester

Bp. of Orkney
Bodmin
London
Loudon
London

[joudou

London

London
London
London

London

Nottingham ; mayor 1499 ik,

1506 ; will proved 1515.

D. 48, 50 ; F. 5.

Nottingham; sheriff 1511,

mayor 1521; foundry passed

to R. Quermbie & Henry
Oldfield, the former married

only daughter of Robert

Mellor

Itinerant. L. 19.

York
Leicester; passed to Thomas
Newcombe, his widow mar-

ried 1 Thomas Newcombe,
2 Thomas Bett

Earliest

Date.

1627

1868

1633
1733

1860
1750

1661

1615
1784
1791

1805

1810
1844

1859

1861

1866

1787

1488

1510

Free.

1432

1474

1577

1385

1499

Liitest

Date or

Death.

1685
18...

1883

1311

1722

1651

1760

1750

1649
1882
1760
1400
1700
1528

1806
1804
1809

1844

1860

1865
1873

1791

d. 1508

d. 1525

1672

d. 1506
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Quarnbie, Robert &; L. 105-109, 127 ; N. 14, 25
;

Oldfickl, Henry D. 136 ; It. 9, 21

Raughton, William S. 109

de
Read, Edward
Red, John
Reve, Roger

Revel, William

Rew, Giles

Ricliardson,Richard

Richardson, James
|

Riddell, Abraham
Rider, Robert

:

Rider, Thomas
Rigby, Alexander

Rol)arts, Thomas
Rofforde, William
Romenaye, John
Ropeforde, Roger de
Roth, AVilliam

Rudder
Rudhall, Abraham

Rndhall, Abraham
Rudhall, Abel
Rudhall, John
Rudhall, Charles

Rudhall, Charles &
John

Rudhall, John

Riidhall, Thomas
Russell, Thomas

Russell, Thomas &
William

Earliest

Date.

Aldbourne
Boston ; Bury S. Edmunds (?)

Bury S. Edmunds, & 1 Essex

;

succeeded Thomas Church,

1527, to William Schep's

lettering-

London; used Richard Wim-
bisA Schep's lettering; used

an Eliz. crowned Rose ; S.

pi. vj., vij. 191; K. 1; H.

22 ; L. 59

Kent -

York -

York - . -

Gloucester

London ; used same letter's

as R. Wimbis ; S. pi. ix.

Stamford ; foundry closed

with him ; L. 3

Shrewsbiu-y

London ; L. 110 ; S. pi. x.

London ; S. 109 -

Exeter (?)

Birmingham
(iloucester ; succeeded the

Purdues ; L. 85 ; D. 10, 57,

58, 61, 103, 138; Gl. 4-7.

Gloucester; D. 61, 103
Gloucester; L. 85
(ilonccster

i
Gloucester

Gloucester ; foundry passed

to W. Mears

Biddenham; Wooton, foundry-

closed. B. 38
Wooton

1316

1503

1527

1340

1584

1670
1351

1679

1340

1684

1737

1728

1784

1764
1715

Free.

Latest

Date or

Death.

1504
1515

1593

d. 1357

1751
1533

1533

1357

1592

1685

d. 1386

d. 1708

1660
1320

d. 1349
1284
1748
1811

d. 1736

1794
d. 1754
1686

1648(?)

1828

1835

1780
d. 1745

1739
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'l\-iyl()i', S.iimirl

Taylor, W'illi.iin iV

.lolin

TaylortJc.SyiuoiKlson

(Briant's late fore-

man
Teiiand, .lohn

'rhoniton, .lohn

Tlnvaite^, \\'illiani

Tonipion, Thomas
Tonne, John

Tonne, Stephen

Tooke, Ivlwanl

Topsrll, Henry
To[)sell, Roger
'i'outhorpe, William

de
:

Tozier, (L'lement

Tozier, William

Tozier, John
Trevor, Valentine

Tunnoc, Richard

Tynny, John,? John

Tonne

TInderhill, William

Underhill, John

( >.\t'onl iV l.oiiuhliorn'

Oxford, Loiid'Mi. I.iiuiihlioi-o'

York -

Sndhnry
York -

Sussex. C. 67-70 ; K. pi. ii.

1, 3;Sx. pi. i. 1, 2,3, ii 2

Bury St. Edmunds, moved
from Sussex ; succeeded by
Thomas Draper. C. 67-70

74-.5

York -

Salisbiu-y

Salisbury

.Salisbury

York ; M.V. 1327

London. GL 41-43, 47-9; L.

11, 18-19 ;C. 25, 29, 36

London

Earliest

Date.

Wakefield, Thomas ! Chichester

Wakefield, Thomas! -

and Eldridge, I

Brian
j

Wakefield, William Used a number of initials

Wakefield, Anthony Itinerant

Walo-rave, .lohn

^Yalker 1' Hilton

Walker & Ludlum

Loudon; foreman to William
Dawe. H. 19;B. 1-5; S. 87;
L. 11-12, 14, 31; N. 16,

39-40 ;C. 2.5-7 ;K. 2,6, 10,

13-16 ; Sx. 16, 19

Wath

1825

Free.

1712

1522

1544

1585
1585

1680
1721

1511

1385

1614

1.594

1418

1784

1508

Latest

Date or

Death.

1839

1839

d. 1516
1720

d. 1512
1671

1540

d. 1588

1670

1308

1320

1717
1731

1724
1592
1327

1408

1615

1621

1628

1632
1605
1440

1794
17...
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NOTES.

Key 11) SlAMPS MAIiKED IN THE PRECEDING LlST.

B. = The Church Bells of Bcdfordsliire, by Thos. North, F.S.A., 4to.,

London, 1883.

C. = The Church Bells of C;inibridgeshire, by J. .J. Raven, D.D., 8vo.,

Cambridge Antiquarian Society, 1882.

VA. -= The Church Bells of Cornwall, by E. H. W. Dunldn.

D. = The Church Bells of Derbyshire, in first series of Reliquary.

Dv.= The Church Bells of Devonshire, by H. T. Ellacombe ; also Bells

of the Church, a supplement of the above, 4to., Exeter, 1872.

E. = The Church Bells of Essex, by Rev. C. Deeds.

F. = The Church Bells, by Rev. J. T. Fowler (plates belonging to).

CI. = The Church Bells of Gloucestershire, by H. T. Ellacombe, 4to.,

London, 1881.

H. = The Church Bells of Hertfordshire, by Thos. North and J. C. L.

Stahlschmidt, 4to., London, 1886.

K. = The Church Bells of Kent, by J. C. L. Stahlschmidt, 4to.,

London

.

L. = The Church Bells of Lincolnshire, by Thos. North, F.S.A., 4to.,

Leicester, 1882.

Lc. = The Church Bells of Leicestershire, by Thos. North, F.S.A., 4to.,

Leicester.

Ls. = An iVccount of Church Bells, by Rev. W. Lukis, 8vo., Oxford,

1857.

N. -= The Church Bells of Northamptonshire, by Thos. North, F.S.A.,

4to., Leicester, 1878.

R. = The Church Bells of Rutland, by Thos. North, F.S.A., 4to.,

Leicester, 1880.

S. = Surrey Bells and London Bellfounders, by J. C. L. Stahlschmidt,
4 to., London, 1884.

Sf. -= The Church Bells of Staffordshire, by C. Lynam, 4to., 1889.

Sk. == The Church Bells of Suffolk, by J. J. Raven, D.D.

St. = The Church Bells of Somersetshire, by H. T. Ellacombe, 4to.,

London, 1881.

Sx.= The Church Bells of Sussex, by A. D. Tyssen, 8vo., Lewes, 1864.

W. = The Church Bells of Wiltshire, by Rev. W. C. Lukis, F.S.A.



^Promtiinss at jlrritngs of t\)t l^oyal ^rctacological

Hmtitntt.

Krl.i'iiary Lst, 1.S93.

.Iambs Hii;r(n\, F.S.A., in tlic (Jhair.

The Rev. J. .1. Haven, D.D., F.S.A., read a paper on "The Relation
of Camboricum to other Roman Stations," L)r. Raven first pointed out
that the orthography of this name had suffered much tlu'ongh the
erroi-s of a transcriber, and that the hiter form Camhorltuni appears
only in an early sixteenth century copy of two MSS. of Antonine's
Itinerary, of which the originals have not been discovered. He
advocated strongly the received opinion of the identity of Camboricum
with Cambridge, suggesting that " boric " was e(juivalent with the

familiar and interchangeable "brig" and " briv," and (pioting the late

Dr. Guest's view that the name had thus remained substantially

unchanged. He then referred to discoveries made in 1823, at the

time of the erection of the present iron bridge over the Cam, and
compared with the bent timber laid under the stone, a somewhat
similar construction found by the late Mr. Harrod at Burgh Castle.

Then he remarked on the methods used by the censors, Q. Fulvius
Fluccus and A. I'ostumius Albinus in road-making in and near Rome,
B.C. 174, on the difficulty of carrying out such works in early coloni-

zation, the probable vise of tolerable trackways and zig-zags ; and
emphasised the importance of early fords in determining the course of a

Roman road.

Proceeding with the detail of Iter. V., in which Camhoricunt occui's,

he dealt at large with the station Villa Faustini, commenting on the

fact that there are only nine other instances of stations bearing the

name of Vi/la in all the itineraries, seven of those being in North
Africa. He described Martial's Villa Faustini, near Raise, giving a

metrical version of that poet's epigram on Faustinus's villa, and
suggesting that some visitor to Britain in a favourable season, struck by
the jolly cheer of this East Anglian station, had named the place after

that immortalised by Martial, and that the name adhered to it.

By measurement he identified Stoke Ash with Villa Faustini, with

the reminder that Lapie had placed the station at Little Thornham,
hard by, and exhibited pieces of Arretine ware and a coin of Crispus,

Constantine's eldest son, a pupil of Lactantius, found on t\\v spot.

Janus, the next station, he believed to be Ixworth, and regarded the

coach road by Bury and Newmarket to be identical with Iter. V.
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From Newmarket he traced it to Worstead Lodge, and through Cam-
bridge and (iodmanchester {Durolijyonsi) to a most important junction

called Vnionea, known now as High Cross and Clcycester, whence the

roads branch oft' to Lincoln and Chester.

In conclusion, he said that his object would be attained by vindicating

the orthography of Camhoricio/i marking the Via Dcvana as a late

invention, and drawing especial attention to Stoke Ash and High Cross.

Mr. J. L. Andre read a paper on " St. John the Baptist in Art,

Legend, and Ritual." Mr. Andre's paper is printed at p. 1, vol. l.

^utixittitic^i anb cMovks of Jlvt ^xhibitct).

By the Rev. Dr. Ravex.—Maps, plans and drawings of various

Roman remains in Suffolk.

March 1st, 1893.

T. H. Baylis, Q.C, in the Chair.

Mr. Emanuel Green, F.S.A., read a paper on " Some Local Chap
Books," giving an exhaustive history of this curious kind of literature

and the mode in which it was circulated throughout the country. Mr.
(ireen exhibited a large number of pamphlets and broadsides in

illustration of his paper.

Mr. Mill Stephenson exhibited and read a short account of a larae

and richly worked wrought-iron lock from Beddington Park, Surrey.

This lock, now the property of the Conunittee of the Female Orphan
As^'lum of Beddington, once formed part of the interior fittings of the

great hall of the Caixnv family. It dates about the last quarter of the

fifteenth centuiy, having the arms of Henry VII. with the greyhound
and dragon as supporters. It is somewhat uncertain as to whether it is

of English or foreign manufacture, but Mr. St. John Hope was inclined

to think it of foreign workmanship.

April 12th, 1893.

Emanuel Green, F.S.A., in the Chair.

Rear-Admiral Tremlett exhibited and presented plans of a dolmen at

Locmariaquer, cleared out and restored last Autumn by M. Mahe and
himself. The plan of the dolmen is exceptional, there being only one of

the same class at Auray. It is nearly 100 feet in length, and some of

the menhirs are sculptured.

Mr. J. L. Andre read a paper on " Sj'mbolic Numbers and Geometrical
Figures," in which he connnented on the extensive use of emblematic
numerals and signs in past ages, in literature, religion, superstition, and
in the plans and details of l)uildings. Various instances of the employ-
ment of the mystic numbers three, seven, and twelve were noticed, and
quotations from poets and other writers cited. Mr. Andre also exhibited

various drawings and plans in illustration of his paper.

Messrs. BuoWN, MicKLEriiWAiTE. and (tHEEX, took part in the discussion

which followed.



17S I'lincKKDIXCS AT M KK'l'rV( iS (»l' TIIK IXS'l'I'lM-'n-:.

May .".nl, lS!):i.

( 'ilANt;Ki.i.Mi! I'"ki{(;us().\, K.S a., in lin' ('hair.

Mr. Edwaui) Pkacoc'Iv, F.S.A., cjcliil)it('(l a curious Vonotiiin print,

" An Allegory of Life," of late sixteenth or early seventeenth century

work, engraved by f'olan(lon, fi-oni a design atti'ilmh'd to Tintoret.

Mr. PRAcorK also contrihuted a paper " On tlie Dove." 'Phis paper

will Ue printed in a fntiii'e nunihci'.

June 7th, 1893.

Emanuei. Green, F.S.A., in the Chair.

Mr. F. C. J. Spuhei.l read a paper entitled " Further Ileiiiarks on

the Nature and Use of Colour by the Ancient Egy])tians." The colours

exhibited had been collected by Dr. Flinders Petrie in his late

excavations at Tel el Amainia, and were all of the eighteenth dynasty.

They consisted of crude minerals -red, yellow, blue, green, and white;

prepared pignxents obtained from the yellow minerals—ochres and

orpiment— with lanapblack and gA'psum. xVll the prepared reds of many
varieties were the result of liurning yellow ochres ; the colour obtained

by grinding these greatly exceeded in beauty the hiematitcs similarly

ground. The blue and green frits, though in greater variety and made
with more precision, did not exceed in beauty those used in the sixteenth

dynasty. Details of the processes employed in preparing the colours

and the identification of the particular ochres yielding the best reds

were deduced from critical examination of numerous specimens.

Messr.s. Pethie, Bavlis, and Somers Clarke took part in the discussion.

Mr. SoMERS ('i;ARKE, F.S.A , read a paper "On a visit to Deir el

Abiad, Sohag, and Deir Mari Gergis, above Akhmin, Upper Egypt."

Mr. Clai'ke exhibited plans, and drew attention to the discrepancies in

all the published plans. ;\ further eonnnunieation w;'s also promised

by Mr. Clarke.
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JToticcs of JVrchacological JJublinitious.

THE MARCH OF WILLIAM OF ORANGK THROUGH SOMKRSET, WITH A
NOTICE OF OTHER LOCAL EVENTS IN THE TIME OF KING
JAMES II., A.D., 1G88. By Emanuel Green, F.S.A. I'liuted for the

Author, London, 1892.

Mr. (Jreen wus lucky enough to find in tlie Bodleian libmry certain

manuscripts and letters enabling him to form a connected tale of events

in the AVest, at the time of the landing of William of Orange. The
documents are j^rinted in full and are a great acquisition to our know-
ledge of that time as well as forming valuable material for the future

local historian. There is an address fi-om Chard marking a curious

episode in local history for " The portreeve, burgesses, etc. being weary
with waiting to see the address from the Corporation of Mayor and
Justice etc.," presume to present one on their own account. Mr. Green
fully traces out the origin of this local quarrel. The skirmish at

Wincanton seems to have been the only actual fighting dui-ing this

celebrated march. There is a good index to the book.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE CHURCHES OF DENMARK. By Major
Alfred Healks, F.S.A. Kegan Paul, Trench, Trulner, and Co., Loudon,
1892.

Major Heales, in a copiously illustrated work, has brought to the
notice of English antiquaries the merits of some of the larger chui'ches

of Denmark, as well as types of the smaller ones. Some of the ground
plans are most extraordinary, especially that of Kallundborg, said to

have been built about the year 1176 In the island of Bornholm are

no fewer than four round churches, and a separate chapter is devoted to

their description. The author also treats of the fittings and furniture,

the fonts of stone and of bronze, and of the monumental slabs, brasses,

and tombs.

INDEX ARMORIAL TO AN EMBLAZONED MANUSCRIPT OF THE
SURNAME OF FRENCH, ^.c, both British and Foreign. By A. B. Weld
French. Privately printed, Boston, U.S.A., 1892.

A list of the armorial bearings of the family of French in all its

various ways of spelling, and gathered from all sorts of sources, but
unfortvinately without any references to the authorities.

SELECT HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES. Translated
and Edited by E. F. Henderson. George Bell and i^Sons, London, 1892.
(Bohn's Antiquarian Library.)

This volume contains full and una])ridged translations of various
historical documents, ranging over nearly 900 years. The first part
relates to England, and includes the " Dialogue concerning the
Exchequer." The second part treats of the Holy Roman Empire, the
third of the Church, and the fourth of the Church and State.
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LONDON SIGNS AND INSCRIPTIONS. By Philip Norman, F.S.A., with an
introductiou by Henry B. Whkatley, F.S.A. Elliot Stock, London, 1893.

The second volume of the " C;imden Liln-ary " is a charnuiig book.

Mr. Norman is thoroughly at home in all the out of-the-way nooks and
corners of old London, both on the Middlesex and Surrey sides of the
river. In this volume he has gathered together a mass of information
on the old signs and inscriptions of London, now fast disappearing.

Although a few get rebuilt into the modern houses, far more have been
lost or broken up. Some few ai'e now to be found in the Guildhall
Museum. The concluding chapter deals with the history of two old city

mansions now destroyed. The book is capitally illustrated, and provided
with an efficient index.

THE ACHITECTLTRAL ANTIQUITIES OF THE ISLE OF WIGHT FROM THE
ELEVENTH TO THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES. By Percy G. Stone,
foL, London.

The Isle of Wight is not rich in ecclesiastical architecture, but Mr.
Stone has made the most of the material at hand. His measured
drawings are excellent, containing not only the architectural details, but
also monuments, brasses, slabs, hour-glasses, church plate, Slg. The
Cistercian Abbey of Quarr, excavated by Mr. Stone, is fully described,
and a capital ground plan given. A very small portion of the buildings
remain above ground, and the site is now occupied by a farmhouse.
Turning to domestic architecture, the great number of small manor
houses is remarkable. The details of all are fully set out in Mr. Stone's
engravings. The most important military building in the Island is

Carisbrooke Castle. The history of this fortification is traced from the
Roman period down to its restoration in 1856. No less' than fourteen
plates are devoted to its illustration, besides a number of cuts in the
text. Altogether the work is well planned and carried out, and it is a
matter for congratulation that the illustration of the architectural
remains in the island has fallen into such able hands as those of Mr.
Stone.

A BOVVER OF DELIGHTS; being interwoven Verse and Prose from the works
of Nicholas Breton : the weaver Alexander B. Grosart. Elliot Stock
London, 1893.

'

The third volume of the Elizabethan series, published by Mr. Stock,
and in this case " woven " together by Mr. Grosart, consists of a selection
of verse and prose from the writings of Nicholas Breton. In the intro-
duction is given a short account of Breton's life, abridged from Mr.
Grosart's larger work, published a few years ago. It is a dainty little

volume, printed on good paper with rough uncut edges.

NOTES AND QUERIES ON ANTHROPOLOGY. Edited for the Conncil of the
Anthropological Institute by J. G. Garson, M.D., and C. H. Read, F.S A.
Second edition, London, 1892.

A second edition of this excellent little work containing notes and
queries on every subject connected with anthropology and ethnography.
The first section has, owing to the great advance made in the study of
Anthropology, been entirely recast and rewritten. The second jmrt has
been revised, and the arrangement of the sections altered with a view^ of
bringing into greater prominence the queries which present the least
difficulty to those whose special knowledge may be slight.
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EXGLISH ACADEMICAL COSTUME (MEDLEVAL).

By professor E. C. CLARK, LL.D., F.S.A.

Continued from paye, 149.

Cot I temporary representations.—Under this head, even
more than under that of documentary evidence, our

information has to ho, drawn, for the medioeval period,

from very incidental and scattered sources. I should be
glad if my words may lead to the accumulation elsewhere

or the communication to mjself of any satisfactorily

dated contemporary representations of early academical

costume.

Most acceptable would be pictures of the delivery of

lectures, the keeping of academical exercises, or the

conferring of degrees. Miniatures in the early MS.
records of old University towns are the likeliest source of

this kind of information. Tlius, I have found interesting

detached costumes depicted in documents belonging to

the splendid Archives of Bologna, though not the connected
scenes of wliich I was in search. Elsewhere, such passages

as that in wliich Dante (Paradiso 24) compares himself to

a Baciliere in disputation with a Maestro may l^e tried.

I hoped, on this, to find some picture in early illustrated

MS. or printed editions ; but I have not l)een successful,

nor have 1 in pictures of the worthies to whom Dante is

introduced in the tenth canto.

Other sources would Ije, such standing subjects as our
Lord disputing with the Doctors ; the two Latin Doctors
who sometimes appear as Academics—8S. Jerome and
Augustine ; S. Luke often, and SS. Cosmas and Damianus
generally, represented in the dress of Doctor of Medi-
cine, etc.

In these cases the early pictures are of most value, not
only from date Ijut from fidelity. In the work of the

renaissance painters, such as the Christ among the Doctors
—I think of Luini—recently published by the Arundel

VOL. L. (No. 199). 2 B
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Society, the costumes arc mainly fanciful. The later

German painters, however, are in this respect i-ather to be

trusted than the Italians.

I'he more value is to l)c phicccl on our lew trustworthy

paintings or illuminations, because tlie suljject of colour

is more ditticult than that of form, from the indistinctive

character, in the former respect, of most of our own
monuments. ('liurcli .scrce7is are therefore especially

worthy of notice (where they have escaped the " ajodly

trooper" of the later Cromwell, or the omni\'orous omntee
of tlie earlier) so far as tliey bear on our sul)ject.

Unluckily the Doctors of the Church are usually repre-

sented on them simply as Ecclesiastics, and they sliew very

few representations of Academics proper. A brass seldom

does more than indicate Jur, and the painting on early

stone effigies has too often disappeared or been covered

by fancy modern colours. My contemporary illustrations

consist mainly of the last two classes of monuments, as

represented in England. What foreign examples have

3onie under my notice will be mentioned incidentally.

Englisli Monuments.- -li\ treating of these 1 shall

follow the order given in an ordinance of Archbishop

Chicheley (1417'. Doctores Bacrae Theologiae, Oecretorum,

Legum et in JMedicinis, Liccntiati in eisdem Facultatibus,

Baccalaurei (pie in Sacra Theologia, . . . ]\lagistri in

Artibus . . Baccalaurei in Decretis . . Baccalaurei in

Jure Civili , . . Scolares Juris Canonici.

The object of the ordinance is the regulation of promotion

to Beneftces
;
provision being made for a certain amount

of regular public teaching having been performed, or

formally dispensed with, in the case of the Baclielors and

Masters, and attended in the case of the Scholars. The
study of Civil Law is mentioned as ancillary to that of

Canon, and a final provision is made for Baccalaurei in

Artibus by an ordinance of four years later. The
precedency of Master of Arts over Bachelor in Decrees,

about whicli there may have been some (juestion, was

recognised at Oxford by a memorandum of 1370 in the

Chancellor's and Proctor's Books.

Doctor Sacrae Theologiw. Sacrae llieolocjid' Pro-

fessor. Magister in Theologia.—The earliest monument
that 1 can find is the brass of John Ilotham (d. 136 1) at
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Chiniior, UxforcLsliire. He is styled in this inscription,

Magister in Tlieologia, but S.T.P. by Wood, in his account

of Queen's College, of which Hothani was Provost from

1343 to 1361. Apparently Master, Professor, and Doctor

were then, at least in Theology, convertiljle terms. The
dress is— Cassock, I tliink Surplice, Tippet with Alniuce

collar, but not the Almuce tails, and [jointed pileiis.

The same degree is probably indicated in the dress of

"Magister" John Strete of Upper Hardres, Kent (1405).

He is represented as wearing Cassock, Tippet, Hood and
ipointed pik'us.

A small brass in St. Bene't's Church, C/ambridge, has

been satisfactorily proved to represent Robert Billingford

(d. 1432), Doctor of Divinity, Master of Corpus, who was
the last Vice-Chancellor to take the oath of obedience to

the Bishop of Ely. He wears a Cassock, over that a capa
clausa, and over that a Hood, but no Tippet. He has on
his head the round jnleus, with no point perceptible. The
apparent shading in the Hood is merely a " key " or
" tooth " for holding the white metal which once repre-

sented the fur lining of the Hood.
The fine brass of Thomas Hylle, S.T.P., in New College,

Oxon (d, 1468), is a good instance. He wears Cassock,

capa clausa, and pointed pileus ; not a Hood, but a

Tippet, apparently of white fur. Almost exactly similar

is the brass in a North Chapel of King's, Cambridge, of

Robert Toun, Doctor in Tlieologia (d. 1496). He wears capa
clausa, Tippet shewing lines for white metal to represent

fur, and pointed pileus.

On the other hand the stone etiigy of John Botewryth,

S.T.P. , Master of Corpus Christi, Cambridge (d. 1474), at

Swaffham, Norfolk, shews Cassock, surmounted by a long-

sleeved dress, Tippet (but no Hood), and pileus. The last

has no perceptible point, but it may well have disappeared

in the rough handling which the figure has undergone to

fit it into a smaller niche than its original one. The
sleeved dress is divided down to the waist, and is in all

probability an example of the Gown allowed, with a

^a/^mm (? Tippet), as an alternative for the Cope in the

case of a Non-Regent (above p. 101).

The stone figure over the gateway of Queen's College,

Cambridge, shews a dress which, from the position of the
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IkuuIs, rcscmlilcs ;i capit id<tii.s(t^ huL is ciiuipcd like u

Surplice, surmounted ))y a Tippet. There is a tniditioii

that this represents Andrew Dokett, the first President,

styled S.T.P. in the Cand)ridge "Graduati" (ed. 1823), l)ut

who was possiljly unl}' J\1.A., at least at the time when
the gate seems to have been l)uilt (1 484). It is, how^ever,

more probal)le, as 1 am informed by \)v. t'ampion, the

present President, that this was a figure of" h>. Bernard,

one of the patron saints of the College. The head of the

fit»ure is nineteenth century work, of severely J^iVangelicai

type. At the time of its addition (187G), it is possible

that the dress may have undergone some slight alteration.

A sleeveless Surplice is, to say the least, unusual.

Such monuments as the fine brass of Henry Sever,

S.T.P., Warden of Alerton (d. 1 471) do not help us. This

is merely the dress of a dignified ecclesiastic—Almuce,

open Cope with Urphreys, and, as often with the open

Cope, no pileus.

I have added here, though it probably falls beyond the

period now under consideration, the interesting (undated)

brass of John Yslyngtone, S.T.P., from Clay-next-the-

Sea, Norfolk, partly l)ecause that Church was recently

visited by the Institute, partly because it affords a good

and comparatively early example of a rather difficult

article of clerical aj^parel. The guide-books and directories

make the date of this brass 1429, apparently identifying

its subject with a person who was Vicar of Islington

(Norfolk) from 1393 to that year. The later date of 1^520

given, I know^ not on what authority, Ij}^ Haines, is much
more likely. The dress I take to be a Cassock with fur

edging down the front. The Doctor's Hat is a round

hirretum not shewing a point. The Piiest's Chalice, with

wafer, which the figure holds, is a beautiful piece of

execution. But the remarkable feature is the Scarf,

thrown over the shoulders and fastened by a rosette to

the front of the left one.

A very strange l^rass of " an ecclesiastic " from North

Creak, Norfolk, dated by Haines about 1500, is somewhat

in favour of his view that the Scarf, or its predecessor,

represented both Tippet and Hood. AVere it not for a

poke or tail appearing at the left of this figure, I should

take the garb of the shoulders to be a very early instance
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of the squared Hood, on which 1 shall have to speak
hereafter. As it is, the upper dress a])pears to be a Tippet
hvttoKcd across the chest, with a Hood attached Ijehind.

This button corresponds to the rosette by which the

Scarf, or whatever it is, in Yslyngtone's brass, is fastened on
one shoulder and then thrown round the neck. Indeed,

of this form we have earlier traces in Chandler's drawino-

of New College, where two figures, whom I rather take to

be Chaplains, wear exactly Yslyngtone's Scarf, over what
seems to be a Cassock (see below, p. 208).

The brass of Sir Richard Bethell in Shorwell, isle of

Wight (d. 1520) resembles that of Yslyngtone in respect of

Scarf. That of Sir Leonard Hurst, Denham, Bucks (d.

1560) shews exactly our present Scarf over the Surplice,

if Fuller's strange statement is true, that such Priests as

have "Sir" before their name were not Graduates, these

cases seem to show that the Scarf no longer stood for the

academical Hood or Tippet. In fact, there certainly are

instances in Elizal)eth's reign where the Scarf appears to

have been regarded simply as a substitute for the Stole.

These, however, fall outside both of my subject and period.

Doctor Decretorum, i.e., Juris Canonici.—William
Hautryve, styled of the above Degree (d. 1441), wears, in

his brass at New College, Oxon., a dress the same as that of

Thomas Hylle (above, p. 1 85), except that his Tippet is not
all fur. Ijut fur upon some darker coloured material.

There is a fine brass at St. Cross, Winchester, repre-

senting Richard Hayward, Master of the Hospital and
Decretorum Doctor, who died 1493. He wears a Cassock,

possibly with furred edge, a Surplice, over both an Almuce,
and on his head the pointed 'pileus. The Almuce is

probably due to the Mastership of the Hospital.

Doctor Legum, or Juris Civilis Professor.—Of the
highest Degree in Civil or Roman Law we have a highly

probable represention in a brass at St, John's College,

Cambridge. In the Choir of the old Chapel was a slab,

still remaining on the site, and showing the matrix of the
brass, which is itself now fixed to the wall of a room under
the organ chamber in the new Chapel. The arms of Zoucli

on this brass have led to the tradition that it com-
memorates Eudo de la Zouch, who was Chancellor of the

University at intervals from 1379 to 1412, who held the
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degree of Leguiu Doctor, jiiid wlio was su])])().sc(l to have
l)ceii buried in the Chapel of the carlici' Hospital of St.

• loll 11. The head of the l)ra,ss is lost, hut the matrix shows
it to ha\e worn the pointed pilcus. 'I'he dress is a

Cassock, a short Gown or Tal)ard over it, with loose

sleeves which have originally shown wdiite metal (for fur)

underneath, a Tippet and a Hood. It is exactly the same,

with tlie exception of the pih'us^ as I shall have to notice

presently for Master of Arts.

The earliest certain representation, however, that I can

liiid of a Doctor of Civil Law is the brass of Jolm
Lowthe, New College, Oxon. (d. 14'J7), styled Juris Civilis

Professor, which, no doul)t, on the anahigy of 8.T. P.,

means Doctor, and pro!)al)ly, 1 think. Doctor Regent
(abo\c, p. 79). This remarka])le figure has the pointed

pilcus^ apparently of fur, and a fur Hood over a Ti23pet

bordered w-ith fur. The lower dress 1 should have unhesi-

tatingly called a ccvpci mardcata, with tw^o openings for

the hands, showing the sleeves of a Cassock beneath, but

for two extraordinary appendages of which 1 have not yet

found a perfectly satisfactory explanation. Haines calls

them Liripipes, or streamers, hanging from Ijehind the

Tippet. Mr. Hope, with more probaljility so f^ir as the

things themselves are concerned, consider them to be the

ends of absurdly elongated sleeves, like those on our

present M.A.'s and Doctor's black down, not as yet sewn
up at the ends, but, of course, leaving a hole higher up for

the arm to come through. It may also be remembered
that these pendants were probably called Liripi2na, as

well as the long tail of the Hood (above pp. 85, 86). As
the main dress, I am inclined to think that in these more
secular Degrees we find a new sort of Gown beginning to

supersede the Cope or Tabard as a lecturing habit, but still

for some time closed in front and having two slits for the

arms to pass through. The dilierence lies in the sham
sleeves, which should l)e, 1 think, connected with these

slits, and are wrongly represented in Lowthe's brass as

coming from the back of the figure. Unless, what is

improbal)le, these appendages have been added to the

brass in later times, this is an early instance of the sham
sleeve of modern academical costume. Among ordinary

civilians we are told that the same thing begins to appear
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in the fourteenth century, though the first instances to

which I can refer are the illustrations to Froissart, dating

from between 1460 and 1480, The earliest cases quoted

by Haines are a sleeve of Ohr. Elcock, draper, in St. Mary
Magdalene's, Canterbury (1492), and the effigy of Thos.

Potter, Westerham, Kent (1531). See too, the brass of

W. Goche, Rector of Barningham, Sufiblk, also LL.D.

(1499), and that of Thos. Noke, Sliottesbrooke, Berks

(1567).

On a brass in the antecliapel of Trinity Hall, Camlnidge,

there are, 1 tlunk, similar sham sleeves, on a dress which I

take to be the Grraduate's Gown. The person represented

is not a Doctor, Ijut wlio he is or of what Degree I cannot

tell. Haines calls him " a Priest c. 1530." 1 should put

him late, on account of the mode in which tlie hair is

represented. For a similar development in the case of

the Doctor, we may compai-e the l)rass of Bryan Roos,

LL.D. (1529), at Childrey, Berks, who wears, says Haines,
" the ordinary civilian's Gown, with Hood, Cape {i.e.,

Tippet), and professorial Cap." Here we seem to have the

distant ancestor of our present Doctor's black Gown with

its extravagant sleeves and attached Tippet.

The sham sleeves did not, it would seem, l)elong, even

from the first, especially to the lay branch of Law. I

found them on the monument of a Doctor in Decretalibus

in the cloister of S. Paolo Fuori Mura at Rome. In other

respects the dress was : - Scull cap with point, Cassock,

Almuce, and capa manicata. But it will be seen, from
the last named item, that the Faculty of Decrees was
treated rather more as secular abroad than it was with us.

The individual was also a Canon, wdiich probal)ly accounts

for his Almuce. I could not make out either name or

date, but should guess the latter, from the style of work
to be not much earlier than the sixteenth century.

I ought, perhaps, here to mention the effigy of -lohn

Blythe," Warden of King's Hall, Cambridge, "l488-1498,

and Bishop of Salisbury, 1493-1499. The monument has

been moved in Salisbury Cathedral from the Ijack of the

High Altar, where the Bishop used to lie north and south

(hence called " Bishop Uverthwart"), to the North Transept.

Mr. Hope gives me the following account of his costume :

—

Red Cassock, short crimped Rochet, short crimped Surplice
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with long sleeves, gr;iy Amcss (Almuce), hhick Cope with

ample red Hood, Alitre and Crozicr. I find the Degree of

this Prelate stated, though I think on no very definite

authority, as LL.J)., hut the monumental representation

savours more of the Bishop than the Doctor.

Cambridge Jirsf Law Sc/iooJ.—There is a slight l)ut

interesting record as to the Hat and Chair of a Professor

or Doctor of T^aw in our own University for the middle of

the fifteenth century. The late Law School, now ab.sorbed

in the University library, was, apparently, in its origin a

School for Civil Law, hut not the first. An older building

[Scolae Icgum or legis civilu) seems to liave existed as

early as 1353 : in fact it is stated, in a petition of 1438,

that L^niversity l)uildings had existed from time im-

memorial in Theology, Civil, and Common Law. That
appropriated to Civil Law, which a]ipears from the Proctor's

accounts to have been repaired in 1457, in all prol)ability

occupied the east end—that containing the doorway - of

the late Law School. The principal evidence for this

identity of site is found in a very quaint plan connected

with a conveyance by C/orpus Christi College to the

University, dated 1459— a conveyance of part of the site

of the late Law School. This plan, by way of better

identifying the position of the older School of Civil Law,

bears a rouoh drawins; of a Doctor, or, at any rate, a

Lecturer, of the period, in his Hat and Chair. It is a

curious fact that during the recent alterations made, on

the appropriation of the Law School to the Li1)rar}% a

semi-circular recess was discovered in the wall opposite the

entrance, just where the Chair, as depicted in this plan,

would have stood. 1 do not (daim for the work then

disclosed that it was of the fifteenth century, but I think

it may have followed the lines of a recess for the Doctor's

Chair in the same wall, when that wall belonged to the

oi'iginal Civil Law School. The Corpus plan is engraved

in Willis and Clark's Architectural History, from a copy

made by Professor Willis, the original being now in the

possession of CorjDus. The Doctor's Hat is a rather higher

and more cylindrical Cap than those hitherto cited, with

a tuft in the middle. The CUiair is interesting as one of

the traditional insignia.

Doctor utriusque juria. The only instance at present to
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hand, and that a questionable one, is the brass in Queen's

College, Oxon, attriluited to Roliert Langton, about 1515

or 1518. The identification and date are due to an

inscription, now lost, ([uoted l)y Wood. In one of the

Chapel windows is, or was, a figure of Langton in his

Doctor's hal)it, witli an inscri})tion styling liim Doctor

utriusque juris. The ])rass tells us little, being, beyond
tlie pointed p?7e?t.s', merely that of a distinguished

ecclesiastic—Cassock, Surplice, rich Almuce, and open

Cope.

MecUcinae Doctor. There is a fine brass in the chancel

of Banwell, Somerset, to John Martok (d. 1503). From
an inscription on the brass lectern of Merton, Oxon, it has

l)een suggested that tins person belonged to that College.

One of the words in the (English) inscription on the

monument seems to be "physician," but is not very

clear. The dress is that of an ecclesiastic of distinction

—

Cassock, Surplice, Almuce, and rich open Cope. There is

no^9?7fH.sf, and I do not think this can be relied on as the

I'epresentation of a Doctor of Medicine.

[ regret that I cannot exhibit to you Dr. John Shorn,

gentleman born, who conjured the devil into a boot, from

the rood screen of Cawston Cluirch, Norfolk. Whatever
was the age of this interesting person, or- the meaning of

liis exploit, the figure, of course, refers to the costume of

the d^ite of the screen, al)out the end of the fifteenth

century. As far as I can rely on my notes, the C^ap was
black, of the late form worn by C'ranmer and Latimer, of

which I shall speak hereafter ; the dress most nearly

resembled a red Cope, closed in front, with a red Tippet

over it. Over this last, again, there was something like

a green Hood, and green (? Cassock) sleeves were shewn
through armholes in the Cope. Whether this indicates

any connection of green with the Faculty of Medicine I do
not know. In a somewhat similar costume of St. Ambrose
—who was certainly not an M.D.—depicted on the screen

of Potter Heigham, of the same date and in the same
county, green cuff's have been reported to me hy the

Vicar, with pendants or sham sleeves of red. I have,

however, found a green Cassock and a green ca2^a

manicatct in representations of S.S. Cosmas and Damianus,
by Umbrian painters of tlie late fifteenth century, in the

VOL. L. 2 C
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Pinacotecii Vaiiiiucci at l?erugia. In these figures,

however, what 1 liave called the capa manicata is ojyen

in front, and has, at least in one of the two cases, sleeves

attached, thus becoming almost identical witli the ordinary

gown. Both wear the pork-pie hat, of wliidi I sliall speak

directly, black in colour.

Tliere is a certain amount of fanciful variety in these

medi<'al costumes, which looks as if the canon was not

quite rigidly fixed in that Faculty, and the painters

consequently allowed themselves rather a free hand. The
two medical Saints above-mentioned appear in the

Accademia at Florence with blue Cassock, purple caj^a

manicata lined with white, and red Tam-o'-8hanter Hat.

The last-named shape occurs not infrequently for lay

Doctors in later times. The picture referred to is, 1 think,

by Pesellino, of about the middle of the fifteenth century.

A figure of St. Ambrose at Potter Heigham, has been

mentioned above. I have not seen it, but to judge

from the Vicar's description, it shews Surplice, red cajja

manicata\\\t\\ sham sleeves (also red) pendant from the arm-

holes, and green cuffs or Cassock sleeves appearing through

them ; the head-dress indistinct, but probably not unlike

Shorn's. Over the Cope is worn a red Tippet with white

fur border, the same material being also used for trimming

to the cufi's of the sleeves and to the })ottoni of the Cope.

Here as, I am told, at Fritton, St. Ambrose is represented

in the character of Doctor instead of Bishop. To the

latter category belongs his figure in a late fourteenth

century sculpture, preserved at Eipon Minster, to which 1

merely refer in order to save others trouble. It has simply

Alb, with girdle, ecclesiastical Cope, and Mitre. The tvliijy

identifies the saint.

I may here mention one or two other foreign instances

of Doctor's costume, mainly Italian. There is a fresco in

the upper church of the Franciscan Monastery at Assisi,

representing St. Francis curing a sick man who has been

given over by his professional attendants. It is generally

attributed to Giotto, and probably dated from about the

beginning of the fourteenth century—1308 according to

Mrs. Jameson. In this picture the principal medical man
wears a l)rimless Hat—I think red—in the shape of a

truncated cone. This may be fairly supposed the head
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dress, for tliat period, of an M.D., whose hat 1 have

remarked to be, in spite of the Tam-o'-8hanters just

mentioned, generally a tall one. A subordinate medico in

the same scene has a lower head dress, often repeated on

the monuments which I have examined—a close round
cap, with a sort of scollop in front, no plume or tassel, but

a slightly pointed top. It varies in resemblance between
a man's travelling cap and the " j^ork-pie hat," which Mr.
Leech's young ladies used to wear thirty years ago. It is,

originally, I think, merely a secular head-dress of the

scholar as literary man, not exactly the pilcolus of the

cleric, but a sort of turban, with the last fold either

hanging down behind, as in this figure of Giotto's, or

brought over in front, sometimes simply tucked in, some-
times forming the scollop above-mentioned. Something
more distinguished, either in the way of height or width,

tuft or plume, is necessary to mark the Doctor's Hat.

The tomb of Bishop Guido Tarlati (d. 1327) in the

Cathedral of Arezzo is attributed by Vasari, in design, to

Giotto, and was executed by Sienese artists in 1330. The
Bishop, who, by the way, was himself a distinguished

jurist, is represented in the act of crowning the Emperor
Lewis of Bavaria at St. Ambrose's, in Milan, " in the

presence," says Agincourt, " of the clergy and principal

persons of the Court." These persons, six in number, are

clearly not the Electors, but seem to be ecclesiastical or

quasi ecclesiastical. I mention them mainly on account

of their cylindrical Hat, which, if correctly represented in

Agincourt's engraving, bears on the one hand a clear

resemblance to the head dress, described below, of Giovanni
d' Andrea, and on the other hand shews rudiments of the

cusps which developed into the square form of later times.

In a Vatican MS. of Canon Law, dating from the fourteenth

century, is a picture figured by Agincourt in which we find,

besides Pope, Bishops, Monks, etc., two figures in Ermine
Tippet, over what seems to Ije the capa manicata. One
of them wears exactly the pork-pie Hat of modern times
with a conical crown ; the other a scull-cap with a sort of

ribbing and a tuft. These are probably Doctors ; whether
they can be assorted to the two Faculties of Law I do not
know.
At Bologna there are many early representations of
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aciideniical cu«tuiiie which can \)0 dated with cuii.sidci'al)lc

certainty. Pi-olcssor Malagola, in his Moiiagraiic ,sullu

studio l^olounoso (1888), refcis to a pictoi'ial record of the

foundation of the Chieaa della Pace in 132*2, wliere all the

persons represented wear a ' duKjior rcstis hiferior " and
over it a " Cappa, 7'<(h((r(hnii rt-l < iahanvm,'' hoth,

apparently, close at the sides and laced up in front. In a

miniature in the Archivio (from a book of Bulls 1427) all

the jurists wear a ccvpa inamcata, or, perhaps, rather

Cassock, mostly of red ; l)ut, while the Students or lower

Graduates have the ordinary literary man's turban cap

with the last fold falling rather on one side, the Doctors

wear a red scull Cap with a sort of Ijlack " wide awake
"

over it, in shape rather like a Cardinal's Hat without

strings. This is probably the first original of our Civil

Doctor's Hat, which Ijelongs to a later period than that

treated in the present paper. Our Scarf, also, may,
perhaps, be traced in some degree to a non-descript

Almuce or Hood, much elongated and narrowed, which
appears in the same MS. There are here, however, later

documents coupled with that of the above date (1427).

To one of these belongs the representation of what I

gathered to be a Doctor utriusque juris, wearing a silk

Hood with a falling streamer in front, like the genuine

Scajndare, and a tall hlack biretta. In the Annali and
Statuti cU Nazione Tadcaca (147G) the "Scholars"
generally wear a ''heretto"—apjjarently a plain round cap

—

a red under dress trimmed at the sleeves and bottom with

miniver, and a capypa or tahardmn which ^lalagola

describes as a "sort ofplaneta" with a fur hood. 1 give

his words, but I have not a note from personal inspection

of the last tw^o miniatures, which I saw but oidy remember
imperfectly. The "sort oi planeta" indicates a poncho-

shaped ilress with one hole for the neck and no others.

"Scholar" is used somewhat generally in these accounts,

so as in fact to include not simply students, indeed not so

much students, as the higher and lower classes of teachers.

On the whole 1 think I can recognize, at least for the

latter, the Cassock, the capja chmsa and numicata, the

Tippet or Almuce growing into a Scarf, and a special Hat
for the higher class. The Monuments, ranging from 1318
to 1469, Avhich are now preserved in the Musev civico,
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give us rather more definite particulars as to form but no

colour. Almost all are to Doctors of Canon Law, Civil

Law, both, or Medicine. Giovanni da Legnano (d. 1383)

who was certainly dignified with some title in both Laws,

tliough not on his monument styled Doctor, wears a Cap
with a tail or Liripip, as does also a Doctor of Medicine, of

whom there are very few. The capa manicata, the

Tippet, and the tufted Doctor's Cap or Hat are the usual

wear for both Canonists and Civilians, though one of the

former has the capa cUmsa. Not only the Cassock but

the Surplice or Rochet, the true Almuce, and even the

Maniple, occasionally appear—^no doubt in cases where the

ecclesiastical character predominated—and this in all the

Faculties, Medicine as well as Civil and Canon Law.

On the Italian fifteenth century pictures of Saints which

shew something like Doctor's costume I can base but few

conclusions. The red colour of the cloth and the white

ermine may be sometimes accounted for by the splendid

pictorial opportunities which they afibrd. There is,

besides, or perhaps connected with this motive, the

tendency to represent S. Jerome in particular as a

Cardinal. The capa dausa is, no doubt, in general more
ecclesiastical than the capa manicata, but I find the

abovenamed Saint wearing the former in a picture of

Spagna, the latter in one of Pinturicchio, both at Perugia.

In the same Pinacoteca, Eusebio di San Giorgio represents

St. Anthony with a hlach capcc clausa. In the fine

portraits of Sixtus IV., the Cardinal Giulio della Kovere,

etc., by Malozzo da Forli (Vatican Pinacoteca at Rome), the

latter clearly appears as Cardinal, in red capa clausa, red

Tippet lined with ermine, and white zucchetto. We may
oljserve that the last was probably worn imider the

Cardinal's as under the Doctor's Hat, the Hat itself being

here, of course, omitted in deference to the Pope.

I must leave the subject of the colour red in the some-

what vague state in which I was obliged to leave it before.

In spite of Canons and Cardinals this colour appears to me
to have been rather lay than ecclesiastical in its origin,

and to have had a somewhat special connection with the

Faculty of Law, though it was certainly not in the end
confined to that Faculty. To the Italian instances given

above I nia\' aild a statement of I'anciroli that the
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Italian Doctors of Law liad in early times— apparently

early in the fourteenth century—round scarlet 'pilei and
loni>- vests of the same colour whicli wcie replaced by a

darker material in the sixteenth.

I have to regret my present dcliciencies in personal

investigation as to Paris, and shall conclude what infor-

mation 1 have collected on the subject of mediaeval

Doctors with a rather interesting representation of an

Italian Canonist.

I })ossess a copy of Giovanni d'Andrca's book on ilie

Decretals mentioned above (p. 80), printed in 148'2, the

latter date of course—not tliat of the (composition of the

book—being the one to which we must refer any illus-

trations. It contains a picture of the author presenting

his work to the Pope—John XXII., with the triple crown
which, according to some authorities, he w^as the iirst to

wear. The other figure no doubt represents the costume
of a Doctor of Canon Law of the above date at Bologna.

I am inclined to think the dress a scarlet Cope, having

sleeves bordered with ermine and an ermine Tippet,

worn over a violet Gown or Cassock—were it not for

the small indication of a darker dress beneath we might
have called the upper garment a red Cassock. The Hat
is a tall scarlet cylinder wdth a small tuft and wdthout

a brim. This is undoubtedly the hirretum of which
Giovanni himself speaks ; and its shape, a little greater

dignity being allowed in a more pretentious illustration,

is not far from that of the Corpus drawing of 1459.

Licentiate.—In default of illustrations under this head
I must revert for a moment to documentary evidence, and
that mainly from Paris. Dubarle and de Viriville Ijoth

make the round Cope the special characteristic of the

Licentiate ; the former, however, elsewhere attributing it

to the Baccalaureat also. The apparent contradiction

arises from the fact of there being in the end two forms of

Licence, which were once only one, before the intermediate

stage of Licentiate existed (above p. 77). The Licentiate

is probably best regarded as a lecturing Bachelor in the

final stage before proceeding to the higher degree.

I have not enough accurate information, particularly as

to dates, to speak positively on the Parisian use of costume
to distinguish difi'erent orders of teachers. But it would
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seem that by Statutes of 1370, ])esidc the long and closed

vest which tlie Bachelor ordinarily wore {? Cassock), lie

was bound to lecture in a cajm clavsa if in lioly orders
;

if not, in a capa rugata, which last name perhaps

indicates ruffled sleeves. By the end of the fifteenth

century (1476) we find Licentiates and Bachelors alike

lecturing in black Copes, furred, and furnished with some
sort of Hood. Towards the close of the sixteenth century
the Licentiates were, T)y Statute of 1598, to wear a long
Gown [extemplis toga) with a silk band or pair of strings

hanging from the neck ad togae lumhos, as suitable to men
of sacred or senatorial rank, with the alternative of an
epomis. In this specification the strings are evidently

compared with the Stole. The epomis was most probably
a Scarf worn over the shoulder. I may refer to what has

been said above (on this subject p. 99) and on the scarf of

John Yslyngton (p. 186). Had he not been styled S.T.P.

we might have thought him, on French analogy, a

Licentiate in Theology, the Cassock being his extemjolis

toga.

The Licentiate undoubtedly existed with us. Besides

Chicheley's Ordinance above quoted (p. 184), it is definitely

recognised, by Letters patent of Henry IV. (1403), for

Theology and the two Laws, by one of the old Cambridge
Statutes, apparently dating from 1421, for Medicine. The
Chancellor in 1414 was, as has been above (p. 78)
remarked, a Licentiate in legihus. Not being able,

however, at present to assign to this status any specific

costume, 1 pass to an undoubted degree.

bacrae Th eologiaeBaccalaureus.—Bachelors of Divinity
enjoyed, according to Haines, a special dignity and costume
in mediaeval times. This agrees with their classification

by Chicheley with Licentiates and Masters of Arts—
apparently between the two. In my representations they
do not appear with the capa clauscc, and I therefore

conclude either that the Cambridge regulation above
quoted (p. 102), did not apply to my instances, which are,

some certainly and others proljably, of Oxford men, or,

what seems more likely, that in the degrees below Doctor,
the Tabard or Graduate's Gown soon began to supersede
the Cope as a Lecturer's habit.

An early representation is to be found in the fine brass,
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fio'iircd Ixdli ill ll;iiiic.s mid in Pxnitcll's Series, of John

Hloxaiii and -loliii W liyttoii, at Mci'ton ("nlU'^c, ( )xon.

I^loxani died l.'}87, hut the wliolc work iiiiisl be rcteiTcd

to tlie hiter death of Whyttoii in I

4 •_'(). The d less appears

lo he exact l\' lliat of Lowthc (al)o\-e \). 188), less tlie ( ap

and the sham sleeves. It is, I think, the sleeveless 'ral)ard,

and the entire costume, in orcler of ])Httin,i'' on, is ( assoek,

Tahai'd, Ti})pet, Hood. The other tii^ure, of W'hytton,

simply a beneftietor of ^lerton, is a i>ood instance of the

Cassock witli Ti])pet and Hood.

This Tippet over the Tal)ard 1 take to he an inferior

representative of the Cope, in the case of secular Doctors

and lowei' deo-rees, l)nt still to indicate the function of

public teacliing.

The brass of John Darley, from Heme, Kent (d. 1480),

is also an example of B.D. costume, as is shown l)y the

inscription. The dress is descril^ed l)y Waller, who figures

tliis brass, as Cassock, Tippet, Hood, and (iown with arm-

holes lined with fur. The " Gown " is that dress of the

Graduate which 1 have called a Tabard. Tlie l)rass

attributed to AV. Til)arde, S.T.B., President of Magxlalene,

Oxon. (d. 1480), is considered by Haines to be incorrectly

identified, and of niucli later date. That in Queen's

(*ollege, Oxon., which was described l)y (4ough as repre-

senting Rol)ert Egiesfield, the founder (tS.T.B. ), is more

prol)ably, though perliaps not certainly, attril)utable to

Robert Langton, Doctor Utriusque Juris, d. 1515 or 1518.

This efligy has the pointed pileus, but otherwise merely,

like that of Sever, the dress of a dignified ecclesiastic. A
possible brass of S.T.B. (1535), cited by Haines from the

old Chapel of Queen's College, Cambridge, is now in-

distinguishable.

Arthur Cole, S.T.B. and a Canon of Windsor (d. 1558),

on a brass in JMagdalene College Chapel, Oxon., wears a

(assoek. Surplice with short sleeves, rich Almuce, and over

all a Mantle of St. George. This, though an interesting

monument, adds but little to our knowledge of academical

costume. Cole was President of Magdalene from 1555 to

his death in 1558, so that he falls quite outside my
limit of time. 1 merely call attention to his brass, well

engraved by Waller, because it shows a garment heneith

the Cassock, which I shall have shortly to assume, in

commenting on another effigy.
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Artiwn magister (M.A.).—I mentioned above (p. 146)

the fact that the conferring of the ijileus, which is some-

times regarded as exclusively distinctive of the Doctor's

degree, appears once to have played a part in the creation

of Masters of Arts. I do not, however, find the jpiUus

occurring in any English representations of that degree,

except one or two individual cases, where it may possibly

be accounted for on other o-rounds, and wholesale in the

puzzling drawing of New College (below, p. 207).

The earliest instance which I can give of M.A. costume

is the brass of John Kyllngworth, from ]\Ierton College

(d. 1445). He wears, as described by Haines, a Cassock,

over it a shorter Gown, with loose sleeves lined with fur

reaching to the wrists and falling in a point behind ; a

Cape or Tippet edged with fur, and a Hood ; no pileus.

The " shorter Gown " I believe to be the Tabard, or some-

thing derived from it. Neither in this, nor in the two
following cases, is it at all clear whether the garment in

question is divided down the front or not.

With this brass I would ask you to compare two
interesting effigies. One is the portrait of John Rous, the

antiquary, of Guy's Clift', AVarwick, drawn by himself on

a roll now in the College at Arms, of which drawing I

have had an ofiice copy made and enlarged. This roll was

most likely, from internal evidence, written between 1485,

the death of Richard III., and Rous' own death in 1491,

Appended to the portrait are verses, one of which represents

the author as Artibus Oxonie donatus honore magistri.

The writer of an interesting article in the " Gentleman's

Magazine" for 1845 (N. S. 23) states, on Chalmers'

authority, that Rous w\as a Canon of Oseney, near Oxford.

The dress I take to be a compound of that of Master and
Canon. A blue, or rather violet. Cassock; over it a shorter

Gown or Tabard, scarlet, with loose sleeves edged witli

fur ; a scarlet Tippet, edged with fur ; and a fur Hood.

The fur is throughout white, and apparently meant for

ermine. On the head is a pumpkin-shaped garment,

coming too low to be called a scull-cap, black or brown
without a tuft. There is no doubt a good deal of fancy

here, but I take the scarlet colour and the Cap to be due

to the Canon, the Tabard or upper Gown to the Master.

It is not quite clear whetlier the last-named garment is

VOL. L. 2d
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divided down the Iroiit. 1 think it is not, at any rate in

its lower part.

The other eftigy is that from the tomb of Archdeacon

Sponne, at Towcester, Northamptonshire (d. 1448^. I

owe this beautiful drawing to Mr. Hartshorne, as well as

a very careful description of the original. It is ditticmlt to

say what tlie old colours were, as the figure was painted

black in 1809 ; but Mr. Hartshorne considered the under-

most garment to have Ijeen red. It is also probable that

all the garments al)Ove this were originall}^ represented

with an ermine edging. There are four apparent sleeves

to l)e accounted for. The innermost, close buttoned, is

thouo'ht by Mr. Hartshorne to be that of the Cassock, and

the next that of a Surplice, which he considers to be

erroneously edged with ermine. In spite, however, of the

supposed red colour of the former, I venture slightly to

differ from this opinion I have sometimes found inside

the Cassock, particularly in later times, another close-

fitting garment, which is quite perceptible in the brass of

Cole (above, p. 198), and possibly so in the effigy of

Swinfield (al)ove, p. 145). I take Sponne's undermost

sleeve to 1)elong to this garment, the second and larger

one to be a cuff of the Cassock, edged, as frequently, with

fur. The third is, I think, the wide liap of a Tabard

which here has incipient sleeves attached, at the back of

them, to the sides of the Taljard. These flaps pass over

the arms, the corners of them falling behind the wrists

Over all these is an unquestionable Tippet, which also falls

over the wrists and is shown below the liands ; over this,

a Hood. The head of this figure was, until very recently,

of wood, and had a Cap exactly like that of Rous. The

hands were also of wood
This interesting effigy is open to great difference of

opinion, particularly with regard to the short Surplice or

Tabard. I can only say that I do not think the sleeves

are very like those of a Surplice, and that the whole

o-arment is very like that of Rous, which is certainly not

a Surplice. I do not think anything here can be called an

Almuce, because of the absence of the tails or processes in

front. That the Tippet is a descendant of the Almuce I

fully believe.

I have not yet discovered the degree of Archdeacon
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Sponnc, but confidently expect liim to turn out an M.A.
I regret to add that in a recent restoration the paint, new
and old, appears to have been cleared off, and the wooden
head and hands replaced l)y modern stone work. The
original head, however, is fortunately preserved, and I

have been favoured with a photograph of it by the present

Vicar.

TJie modern Scarlet Rohe.— A2)ropos of the picture of

Rous I wish to say a few words about the alcove dress

whicli is, except for its want of fur lining, its complete

division down the front, and the addition of a loop to its

sleeves, almost exactly like that in the picture. This Robe
I used once to consider a degraded ecclesiastical Cope. I

now rather take it to be a dionified form of the Tabard or

Gown, which was used as a substitute for the academical

Cope. Its scarlet colour, like that of the Canon's Cassock

(above p. 93), was apparently for distinction alone, and we
find it worn for distinction, now by Doctors only, but

originally also by Masters of Colleges and University

officials. xls to the last mentioned use, the Parisian

Proctors appear to have worn something of the kind from

1440 to 1665, and a doubtful passage of our Bedell Buck
may point to a similar practice having once obtained in

Cambridge. On the whole, however, it appears to have

graduallybecome the dress of ceremonyforthe Doctors alone,

wdienever the Cope was not used— for instance, while the

Queen was at Cambridge in 1564—except on occasions of

mourning, like the 30th of January. The so-called scarlet

days were first fixed by a Grace of 1577, in which only

Doctors are mentioned as wearing the toga murice tineta.

Having already passed my time limit on this subject, I

may add the few more remarks required on the modern
scarlet Robe. The cord for catching up the sleeve is

probably only to show the lining. Its back colour in the

Robe of the Doctors of Divinity is, I suppose, part of the

rather more general use of that colour in connection with

that Faculty. The cord at the back of the neck is meant
to secure the Scarf, and, being common to all Doctors,

shews that the latter was not originally peculiar to

Divinity. The strings I believe modern. They may have

been a dwindled Scarf, but they are more probably a mere
convenience for keeping the Gown close, replacing an
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internal pad of plush which was clcvisecl for the same
purpose.

Sacrac Thcolo(jiae Scolaris.—Returning to the ordinary

31. A. costume, I must notice tliat of the 8cliohir of

Theolog)', wliicli is precisely the same—Cassock, over it a

"shorter (Jown " (my " Tahard") with loose sleeves

edged with fur, 'ri[)pet edged witli fur, and Hood. We
have an excellent instance from New College, Oxon., in the

brass of Geoffrey Hargreve (d. 1417). This is the dress

of other Scholars of Theolog}' in the same Chapel

—

AVilliam Wake (1451), John Fr}'e (1507)—and of John
London (1508), who is styled both M.A. and S.T.S. in his

inscription. I believe that a Scholar of Theology was
already, almost invariably, an M.A,, and that this is

merely the costume of the latter degree. I have the

satisfaction of being confirmed in this view l)y the opinion

of the Warden of New College, that the degree of Master

of Arts was prior to the status of S.T.S., as well as to the

degree of S.T.B.

Later M.A. Costume.—According- to Haines, Masters

of Art, after 1450, wore a Cassock, over that a shorter

Gown (? Tabard), sleeveless, with slits at the sides edged

wdth fur for the passage of the arms, a Ti^^pet and Hood.
W. Blakwey, M.A. (d. 1521), in his brass at Little

Wilbraham, Cambs., apparently wears this costume, which

varies from that previously described in the sleevelessness

of the upper Gown, or Tabard. It w^ould seem that, when
this had 7iot wide sleeves attached to itself, those of the

Cassock were made unusually wide. There may l)e a

difference here between Caml)ridge and Oxford, but I

cannot consider it proved—neither can I the date given

by Haines for the change in the M.A, costume.

Juris Cauonici Baccalaureus, (B. Cait. L.J Philip

Polton, Archdeacon of Gloucester (d, 1461), has a brass

in All Souls' Chapel, Oxon, The head is gone ; the figure

is in profile, with a Cope and Almuce, shewing a Hood to

the former. He is called in the inscription Baccalri',

Canon.

The brass of John Desford or Sefford, a Canon of

Hereford (d, 1419), in the Chapel of New^ College, Oxon,

under the stalls, shews an Almuce and rich Cope. He is

by his inscription. Juris Canonici Baccalari*.
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But neither of these effigies appears to present any
specially academical costume.

Juris Civilis or Legum Baccalaureus (B.C.L., LL.B )—
The earliest instance which I can find is the brass of John

Motesfont (d. 1420), from Lydd, Kent. He wears what
according to Haines is the earlier M.A. costume—Cassock,

shorter Gown with loose sleeves {? Tabard), Tippet and
Hood. The Hood, however, is doubtful. The head of the

figure is gone. Here again, as in the subsequent case of

Thomas Rolf, it is difficult to say whether the over Gown
is divided in front or not. I rather incline to think it

closed, en Tabard.

John Noble, called by Wood Legum Baccalaureus,

Principal of Broadgates Hall (which was afterwards

Pembroke^ Oxon., who died 1520, falls beyond my present

period and merely gives us an instance of ecclesiastical

dress. His effigy is mentioned here on account of the

rare trace of colow\ which it perhaps affords. I exhibit

an enlargement of a plate of his monument in St. Aldate's

Church, Oxford, from Hollis. The dress is Cassock,

Surplice, Tippet ( ? red) bordered with white fur, and fur

Hood. Although the red is, according to the Rector, now
imperceptil)le, I agree with ]\Ir. Hope that we may perhaps

rely on Hollis' observation of minute traces of colour

which might escape a less experienced observer.

Serviens ad legem. Sergeant at Law.—In connection

wdtli the costume of B.C.L., I may notice the very

remarkable brass of Thomas Rolf (d. 1440) in Gosfield

Church, Essex. He is called Professor of Law by Haines,

but the actual words of the inscription \legi professus) are

not the proper style for that degree or office, and rather

mean j^^'ofcssed, or devoted, to law as others were to

religion. Boutell, who figures Rolfs brass, calls him
Sergeant at Law, and I have little doubt that such was his

rank. He wears the dress which has been already

described for the Master of Arts and Scholar of Theology
—Cassock, sleeved Tabard, Tippet, and Hood ; but, besides

these, an unmistakable Coif, encircling his face and
furnished with two loops or lappets appearing below the

Hood. On these marks of the Sergeant I may here quote
an interesting piece of collateral testimony.

Fortescue, writing al)Out 1465, speaks of the Sergeant
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at Law as " clothed in a long Robe, pricstliko, witli a

fun-ed Ca])c about lii.s shoulders and therefrom a Ilood

with two labels, sucJi as Doctoi's of the Laws use to wear

ry in certain l^iivei'sities, witli the above described quoyfe."

This is Seldeu's translation (in 1G16) of the Latin " roba

longa ad instar sacerdotis cum capicio penulato circa

luuneros ejus et desuper collobio cum duobus labellulis

qualiter uti solent doctores legum in universitatibus

quibusdam cum supra descripto birreto vestiebatur." The
birrctuin spoken of is here the white Coif of silk, which

has no immediate connection with University dress. But
the longa roha is apparently our Cassock, the cajnciwn

pemdatimi is our Tippet, and the colohmm, although

distorted from its original meaning, which would answer

l)est to the Tabard, is clearly (from the desuper) taken, as

Selxlcai takes it, for the Hood. The two labels or bands,

which I take to have been originally the strings of the

Coif, are, I think erroneously, considered by Fortescue to

belong to the Hood, and questionably attributed to the

doctores legum. On peuulatwn see above p. 9L
Physicae Baccalaureus.—The only early Bachelor of

Physic whom I can find represented in a brass —John
Perch, Magd. Coll., Oxon. (c. 1480) -is not only M A. but

also an ecclesiastic, Chaplain to the Bishop of Winchester,

and clad in an ecclesiastical Cope. He, therefore, proves

nothing. Grenerally I imagine that the lower degrees in

the three Faculties so called par excellence, pre-suppose

M.A., and that the Graduates wear the M.A. dress.

Artium Baccalaureus (B.A,)—I can give but little

pictorial illustration of the early dress of the Bachelor of

Arts. In the instance cited by Haines from New College,

Oxon.—John Palmer, d. 1479—the costume appears to be

identical in form with that of M.A. The same authority

identifies his later M.A dress (see W. Blakwey above

p. 202), with that of John Barratte, B.A., Fellow of

Winchester College (d. 1524). Of this last brass I have

not yet procured a rubbing. The difference between the

mediaeval M.A. and B.A. costume is difficult to make out

;

the Tippet not being invariably distinctive of the Masters,

and the pileus having been apparently given up by them. In

later times the B.A. sleeve is much fuller and shorter than the

M.A. though the arm is here, also, passed through a hole in
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the upper side. The non-Graduate, at least at Cambridge,

wore, on occasions of public ceremony, a still fuller sleeved

gown, and it is conceivable that the modern Bachelor's

gown is a mere development of the old normal academical

form, retained by the Undergraduates, while that of the

Masters and Doctors owes more to the mediaeval lecturing

costumes. This subject, however, belongs to a later

period.

I have found another B.A. brass—that of Wm. Goberd,

Magdalen College, Oxon. (d. 1515.) He was also an

Archdeacon (of Salop) and is dressed as an ecclesiastic of

dignity in Cassock, Surplice, and Almuce. This monu-
ment, therefore, gives us no help as to academical costume.

Resume.—A writer some years ago in the " Con-

temporary Review " (iv., 250) held that the square Cap, the

Cope, and the Hat were respectively the insignia of the

teaching Bachelor, the Licentiate, and the Doctor. This

is, as it seems to me, to ignore the order of time, the

Licentiate having early disappeared, at least from our list

of degrees, while the square Cap is a rather late develop-

ment. The whole of that subject, as well as of the present

round Doctor's Hat, I must leave for the second division of

my subject.

In the mediaeval period, to which I at present confine

myself, I have ventured with some hesitation upon the

following generalisations. The pile us of dignity is found,

as an academical costume, mostly among Doctors. In the

rare cases where it occurs, in detached effigies, on a

Master's head, I think it may be accounted for on other

grounds. But I admit the difficulty, in this respect, of

that representation of the body of New College, Oxon., to

which I have already referred and shall again refer directly.

If there was any academical head dress (excej)t the

Hood) inferior to this pileus, it was probably a small scull

Cap.

The open Cope, especially when decorated, was, I think,

simply a mark of ecclesiastical dignity. The capa clausa

is apparently, in effigies, confined to Doctors in Theology

and Canon Law. As to the capa manicata^ I find no
certain instance of a Cope proper with two holes for the

arms, except in the picture of New College. It evidently

once existed, but seems to me to have been mainly
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superseded by the dress which 1 have culled the Taljurd,

with or without sleeves. This dress, when sleeved, I take

to be the origin of our Doctor's scarlet Robe, and of the

black Gowns of our Masters, if not of our Graduates in

oeneral.

A Cope actually furnished with sleeves appears in the

costume described above (p. 19G) of Giovanni d'Andrea,

and, I l)elieve, in the dress of our lay Doctors in the

seventeenth century, tlic latter 1)eing, of course, be}ond

my present subject.

The Tip])ct and Hood are Ijoth found in all mediaeval

degrees. If anything, 1 think the Tippet rather l)elongs to

the higher, tlie Kood to the lower degree ; the Tippet

being possibly worn over the Hood in the former, and the

Hood over the Tippet in the latter case. Of this Tipj^et,

which has otherwise disappeared, I am at present inclined

to trace a survival in the full-fronted Hood, as we consider

it, of our modern Theological Cope at Cambridge, and in

tlie shoulder Hap to our Doctor's black Gown.
Of the scarlet Robe I have spoken already, and its

suggested development from the sleeved Tabard. The
black Gown of the Graduate, which I myself am inclined

to derive from the same original, was, perhaps, once nearly

identical, in cut, for all Graduates who did not wear the

Cope. In fact, as between the old Undergraduate's Hood
and that of the Graduate, so between the Hoods, Tippets,

Copes, and Tabards of the Graduates, the differences seem
to have been rather in lining and material than in shape.

I must, however, except the sleeves, in which an extra-

vagant length seems to have been a mark of dignity as

early as the time of Lowthe (above p. 188) for the higher

Degree of Doctor and Master, an arm-hole being cut

higher up and the pendant ends originally left open, which

are now closed. Even this difference, as well as those of

material, may have been primarily matter of luxury,

indicative of, and allowed to, greater means, and only

secondarily a badge of degree. This seems to be the case,

e.g., with the linings and furs mentioned in a return made
by a Warden of King's Hall, Cambridge, apparently a

Master, in 1350 or 1352.

With the various facings, etc. , which -svere gradually intro-

duced and regulated in later times, 1 have not now to do.
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New College on Parade, c. 14-68.—I shall conclude with
a few rcniark.s on the remarkable drawing referred to

above (p. 90). ft is published in " Archseologia," vol.

liii., ])t. I, and gives a most interesting contemporary
picture of the whole body of a mediaeval English College.

It is, at the same time, by no means easy to reconcile

some parts of it with tlie conclusions above arrived at.

The Warden, in the middle facing the spectator, clearly

wears a Cassock ; over it either a capa nianicata or more
probably a Tabard with arm holes ; over that a Tippet

which is either a development of, or worn over, an
Almuce, l)ut no Hood apparent ; on his head is the

pileus with tuft or point This would at first sight appear
to be the dress of a Secular Doctor ; but T. Chandler, the

writer to whom the MS. is attributed, and Warden from
1452 to 1475, became S.T.P. in 1450. To the Warden's
immediate right and left are four figures, two on each

side, wearing the capa clausa, Tippet, mi^ pileus ; no Hood.
These, I take, to be Doctors of Theology or Decrees.

Further back, but otherwise in the same rank, are other

pileati wearing Tippet and Hood They have two open-
ings for their arms, which shew the tight Cassock sleeve.

Whether the dress over the Cassock is a capa 7nanicata or

a Tabard I cannot say. I should be inclined to call these

persons Doctors of the Secular Faculties, l)ut for the very
small proportionate number of such persons whom I find

mentionecl, for the whole University, in the earliest extant
Register of Oxford Congregations, 1449— 1463. This
class may possilily include Bachelors of Divinity or even
Masters of Arts (above 146, 205), but I cannot speak with
any confidence. The non-appearance of the pileus on the
five last heads to the right hand will be seen to be merely
an omission, if we compare it with the definite indication

of hair on the foreheads of the following class.

These latter wear no p)ilei, hut Hoods and Tippets over
a dress—Tabard or whatever else it may be—having loose

sleeves or flaps attached to it, under which the tight
sleeves of the Cassock appear. They form the largest

class of the whole body, and I believe them to be Masters
of Arts and Bachelors in the Faculties, perhaps excepting
that of Theology.

The younger looking persons facing the Warden—whose
VOL. L. 2 E
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dress is, in cut, iii(listiiif>uisli;il)lc IVom that of tlic class

last described- 1 take for Bachelors of Arts.

Right and left of these are older persons, some of them
deeply tonsured, whom 1 venture to regard as clerical

members of tlie choir. Most of them wear undoubted

Surplices; two (? Chaplains) have a Scarf over what may
l)e a Surplice, but is more like a loose-sleeved Cassock (see

above p. 202).

The lowest rank are Choristers in Surplices, of course

not pileafi, and not even tonsured.

What 1 have styled Hoods in this drawing are, 1 think,

unmistakable, from the Hap or Liripip depending Ijehind,

which is shewn in several instances.

The other drawings in C^handler's MS., though very

interesting, do not throw much light on academical

costume. In that of Winchester College (^No. 1), the

Warden wears the rich Almuce of a high ecclesiastical

dignitary over Surplice and Cassock. Neither he nor any

of the other figures have the pileus. The older members

of the College under him wear the Tippet-Almuce of the

Warden of New^ College, over a Surplice. One alone has

the Tippet and capa inanicata, or Tabard with openings

for the arms, over a Cassock. The remainder of the body

all w^ear simple Surplices.

In the view of Wells (No. 3), the kneeling figure, with

back partly shewn, may indicate that the apparent Tippet

without Hood possibly had the latter underneath it

(sup. 206).

The Mitre of the Bishop to whom this figure is present-

ing the book is raised here, so as to shew" the pileus, as well

as in the succeeding drawing, which is rather against Mr.

Hope's interpretation of this fact in the latter, i.e., that

the Bishops so represented are dead.

No. 4 is a representation of William of Wykeham and

the principal ecclesiastics of his Colleges. All wear the

Hood, wdth apparently a very short Liripip over the

Tippet ; that again over the Tabard with armholes, or capa

manicnta ; and underneath all a Cassock. All shew" the

pileus but Wykeham himself and Waynfiete, in whose case,

if there, it is concealed by the Mitre. I'hese are the only

two who are not certainly Doctors. Waynfiete was S.T.B.
;

Wykeliam's degree, strange to say, I cannot discover.
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The rest arc us follows :—Chicliele, LL.D ; Craiilegli,

S.T.P. ; Beckiiigtoii, LL.D. ; Clmmller, 8.T.P. ; Holes,

LL.D. ; Norton, Dccc. D. ; Say, 8.T.P. ; Selot, Decc. D.
;

Andrews, LL.D. Hugo Sugar, the Treasurer of AVells

(who is not mentioned in the interesting paper in

"Archseologia"), was LL.D. He died in 1489, and a shield

in his chantry in AVells Cathedral bears the Doctor's Cap
over three sugar loaves, Beckington was the Bishop to

whom Chandler presented his book.

The displacement then, of the Mitre, was apparently

done to shew the Doctor's Cap, The dress worn, l)y all in

this drawing, and by Chandler in that of New College, is

rather puzzling. It may indicate that the inconvenient

capa claiisa was being superseded by the Tabard with

armholes, in all cases except where the person bound to

wear the former was on direct lecturing duty ; but for the

present I must leave the puzzle unsolved.

CORRIGENDA.

On p. 103, 1. 6, for " I believe, to" read "apparently indicates the capa
daui^a, though it might, as far as literal meaning goes."

On p. 104, 1. 6, after "underneath" read "these academical Copes."

On p. 139, 1. 20, note that cape is nominative, though the English

idiom requires it to be translated as accusative : talaria is my suggestion

for talaris in the printed " Documents."
On p. 141, 1. 6, after "Rock" insert comma.



Ai\'n(,)i:iTIKS AT lU'DA-l'KST.

By BUNNELL LEAVLS, M.A., K.S.A.

Wlicii \vc hear oi- rend of Budn-Pe.st, the lii-st ideas that

occur to 0111" minds arc modern. We think of a city wliich

in our own time has made extraordinary jn'ogress, greater

and more rapid than any other in Continental Europe.

We picture to ourselves magnificent streets, public buildings,

and cjuays on the Danube, all new—the outward signs

of political life and commercial development.^ But for

the present we must turn away from these scenes and sub-

jects, however interesting they may be, and consider the

metropolis of Hungary as possessing archaeological treasures,

and rivalling the old capitals of other countries, no less in

this respect, than in those to which I can only allude in

passing.

The collections of coins and other antiquities at Buda-
Pest are both extensive and various \- they are specially

1 See The Century Illustraterl Monthly
Magazine, voL xHv, pp. 163-179, No. 2,

June, 1892, article by Albert Shaw,

Budapest, The Rise of a New INIetropolis,

with pictures by Joseph Pennell The
isolation of the Magyar language and
literature is assigned as one of the

reasons for the comparative obscurity

of this city. Its wonderful expansion

is likened to that of San Francisco and
Chicago. Only slight allusions are made
to the occupation of this district by the

Romans, pp. 167 and 177 ; the Turks
and the remains of their architecture

are also mentioned.
- A detailed, but not complete, account

will be found in the Illustrirter Fiihrer

durch Budapest und Umgebungen
herausgegebeu von Alexander F. Heksch,

zweite verbesserte Auflage, mit 40 Illus-

trationen und 7 Karteu, published by
Hartleben, Wien, Pest, Leipzig, 1885 :

Das National-museum (Am Museumring,
viii Bezirk) pp. 118-140, Engraving p.

119 ; esp. )ip. 135-140, Miinz, Anti-

quitateu-Sammlung und Schatzkammer.
Prahistorische Alterthiimer, Alterthiimer

aus der Zeit der Vojkerwanderung.
Funde aus dem Altofener Amphi-
theatrum. Waffensammlung. Nuniis-

matisches This Guide is accompanied
by a Plan of Budapest, coloured, and on
a large scale, with " 7iomenclaiur."

The 111. Fiihrer auf der Donau von
Kegensburg bis Sulina, 2 Auflage, 1881,

J).
109 sq., Miinz-und Antiquitiiten-

Oabinet, contains a brief notice of this

Jluseum, which, however, would be
sufficient for the ordinary tourist.
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important as illustrations of the history of the country,

objects found in Hungary and Transylvania having been

brought together here on the same plan as British monu-
ments in the Anglo-Roman room of our own nmseum ; and

Gallic in the Musee d'Antiquites Nationales at Saint-

Germain.^ But the curious inquirer is reminded of the

feast spread out before Tantalus, as he finds himself con-

fronted by an obstacle that is almost insurmountable.

The labels are inscribed with Hungarian words, as far

removed as Turkish from all the languages of Western

Europe f and when he seeks information in books, he has

only exchanged Scylla for Charybdis, the best and most
recent authorities being all Magyar. We sympathise with this

23eople in their brave struggle for independence ; however,

we cannot but regret that they have gratified their resent-

ment against the Germans (for which there was good
reason), by using their own speech to the exclusion of every

other. And this isolation is the more censurable, as till a

very recent period, Latin was generally spoken by the

educated classes in Hungary, and adopted in their Parlia-

1 Transylvania is a part of the Roman
province of Dacia, which also included

Bessarabia, Moldavia, Wallachia and the

North East of Hungary : Dictionnaire

de Geographic anc. et mod., forming the

Supplement to Brunet's Manuel du
Libraire. It is so called on account

of its situation beyond the forests on the

Carpathian mountains. The German
name Siebenbiirgen seems to be derived

from the Siebengebirge, the Seven
Mountains on the right bank of the

Rhine near Bonn, whence the colonists

came to Hungary iu the year 1143. The
Magyar name is Erdely

—

eine waldige und
bergigc Gegend : Conversations Lexicon,

S.V. Siebenbiirgen.

For the antiquities of this province I

must refer the reader to an interesting

article by Mr. F. Haverfield in the

Archxological Journal, vol. xlviii, pp.

1-13, entitled " Notes on Some Museums
iu Galiciaand Transylvania," with Plates

i. and ii., Idols of baked clay, Ornaments
on pottery, etc. A hoard of 200 denarii,

minted B.C. 217-2-13, found near Tart-

lau, North of Kronstadt, is mentioned as
" a relic of Roman trade not of conquest."

Considering it in this light, we may
compare it with Roman bronzes and
glass discovered further north than
Trondhjem in Central Norway : my
Paper on Scandinavia, Archaelogical

Journal, vol. xxxiv., pp. 246-257, with
two Plates. There was also a find of

barbarous coins imitated from the Greek.
These are analogous to what we meet
with in the south of Gaul, where the
beautiful types of Massilia were copied
by the surrounding tribes : Catalogue of

the Hunterian Collection by Combe, pp.
190-194, esp. p. 192, Nummus fabricae

barbarae, tab. xxxvi, figs. 1-16.

Those who desire information about
the manners and customs now prevailing

among the Germans in Transylvania
may consult " Life and Society in Eastern
Europe," by W. J. Tucker, chaps, xxxix.-

xli., Among the Saxons. The Village

Schoolmaster. The Saxon at Home.
^ Some philologists connect Hungarian

with Turkish, others with Finnish :

Encyclopaedia Britannica, ninth edition,

vol. xii, p. 374 sq., Art. Hungary, sect. 3,

Language. The Magyar, or native Hun-
garian language, is of Asiatic origin,

belonging to the Northern or Ural-Altaic
(Finnic-Tataric) division of the Turanian
family, etc. Striking peculiarities are

noticed, and a long list of authorities is

appended. See also Art. Finland, vol. ix.

p. 219, Ethnology and Language. Five
groups (of Finns) form one linguistic

fiimily . . . The richest and most
highly cultivated languages of the family
ai-e the Suomi and Magyar.
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meiitary Jcbatcs.' They now l)oa,st of having" cast it aside,

ay if this was a hiudablc clfort of patriotism, and glory in

what is their shame." The anti(]uary, at least, will not be

nioic favoui'al)le to Homo Rule, when he sees it followed

by such a result, blocking the way to intercommunication

and progress.

This memoir not lieing intended to take the place of a

guide-book or catalogue, instead of attempting a compre-

hensive survey, I shall only select a few topics for investi-

gation.

One of the most rcniarkal)lc moiiuments in the museum
at Buda-Pest, is a representation of Jupiter Dolichenus, a

deity who has some interest for us English archaeologists,

as his name occurs so often in Romano-British Inscriptions.'

The object I propose to describe was originally a pyramid
with three triangular faces, bui only two have been pre-

served ; it is made of bronze, plated with silver.

Face A is divided into three storeys ; the first, at the

apex, contains a foliated pattern, formed by dotted lines.

1 When the Hungarian deputies drew
their swords and said, " Moriamur pro

Rege nostro Maria Theresia," th^y were

responding to her Allocution in Latin,

of which the text is given by Cose,

History of the House of Austria, edit.

Bohn, Standard Library, vol. iii, p. 270,

note.* This writei says, "The Latin is

so common in Hungary, that during ray

travels I frequently heard the servants

and postilions converse and dispute with

great fluency in that language." Three

years ago I met a middle-aged gentleman

of this nation, who told me that his own
father used to speak Latin, even to the

servants. This reminds me of the

celebrated letter by Seeker, afterwards

Primate, written to Dr. Watts, in which

he gives an account of his education,

and states that he was required to speak

Latin all day, except to domestics. I am
informed that quite recently Hungarian

peasants used to greet strangers with the

salutation Servus, dominus. In IMun-ay'a

Handbook for Southern Germany, edit.

1863, p. 490, sect. 118, it is stated that

Latin is not so much spoken now as it was

formerly, though a stranger is often

addressed in that language, especially by

clergymen.
- St. Paul'-s Epistle to the Philippian.s,

iii, 19, Kol V Sdl,a eV nj aiVx^i^ avrwv.

S. T. Bloomfield, in ^oco, after Raphelius,

quotes Polybius, xv., 23, 5, e(p' oh

fXPW cu<fX'^vi<T6ai, iirl tovtois is Ka\ois

arf/jLvvveadai Koi fifyaXavxeiv ', and Cicero,

in Verreni Actio Secunda, lib ii, c. 47,

.'iect. 115, Faciunt hoc homines quos . . .

il sius nequitiae fama delectat.
' Corp. Inscrr. Lat., Inscrr. Britanniic

Latinffi, edit. Hiibner, Index V. Res
Sacrae, I Dii Deae Heroes, p. 330, I.o.m.

Dolichenus, Dolychenus, Dolochenus, etc.

Nine examples are given, some of which
are fragmentary ; but I quote the follow-

ing, because the name occurs in full.

Ibid., No. 991, p. 171.

DOLOCEENO
CIVLPVBL
PIVSTRIB
V S L M

[I(ovi) o(ptimo) m(aximo)] Dolocheno C.

Jul(ius) Publ(ilius) Pius trib(unus)

v(otum) s(olvit) l(ibens) m(erito).

Videtur periisse. The stone was found

about a mile south from Risingham
(Habitancium) in a wall on the inside of

a house. For the position of this place

see the excellent map of Britain at the

end of the volume ; below it is appended
a map of the Roman Wall on a larger

scale—Vallum Hadriani quintupUci

majoris tabulae modulo descriptum

(1 :500,000). Besides other references

Hubner cites J. G. Seidl, Uber den
Dolichenus-Cult., Wieu, 1854, p. 46, 15

—the best authority for this subject, as

far as I know.
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In the seconrl, we see a bust of the Sun, female, radiated

as on ancient coins, e.g., of Rhodes,^ and of the Moon
(Lunus), masculine, with a crescent on the top of the head

;

for the unusual gender compare the German die Sonne and
der Mond.'- The third is tlie principal compartment, and
much larger than the other two put together. Here Jupiter

appears prominently as the central figure, standing on the

back of a bull that is disproportionately short and stout,

with a hipennis in his right hand, and a thunderbolt in his

left.^ It should be remarked that the posture is different

' Tlie beautiful tetradrachtns of this

city (Hunter's Catalogue, pp. 247-252,

tab. xlv, figs. 1-20) correspond with the

accounts we have received concerning its

commercial prosperity, architectural

splendour, and cultivation of the fine arts.

Strabo, p. 652, lib. xiv, cap. ii, sect. 5,

'H §6 tHiv 'PoBiuy Tr6\is ...toctovtov Sia(p4pfi

TU>v iWoov, licTT' ovK txoiJ-iv e'lTTuy erfpav,

dA\' oySe irapiaov, jxt) ti -ye Kpe'iTTW Tainr]s

TTJi 7r(5A.6a)s.

Following the suggestion of Isaac

Vossius, Ezekiel Spanheim, De Praes-

tantia et Usu Nuniismatum Autiquorum,
Dissertatio Sexta, torn, i, pp. 315-324

(with plates), sect. iv. DeRosaseu Balaustio

in nummis Rhodiorum, says that the

device on the reverse of the coins is

balaustium(;8aAau(TTio»'),F/os mali Punicae,

the flower of the wild pomegranate, used
in medicine and as a dye : et medicinis

idoneus, et tingeudis vestibus, quarum
color inde noinen accepit, Pliny, Nat.

Hist., xiii, 19, 34. General Leake agrees

with these early writers : Numismata
Hellenica, 1854, Insular Greece, ^Egaean
sea, p. 34, Rhodus, Note, where he gives

his reasons. See also the supplement,

1859, p. 168. But this opinion has been
generally rejected by recent authors,

who think that we have here a rose

(poSoj') conventionally treated, with
allusion to the name 'Po5os.

Professor Churchill Babington. Intro-

ductory Lecture on Archaeology, 1865,

p. 68, " The divided calyx at once shews
every botanist that the representation is

intended for the rose." B. V. Head,
Historia Numorum, 1887, p. 539 sq.,

figs. 312, 313, " As the inhabitants of all

three towns (Camirus, lalysus, Lindus)

tiU'jtd their descent from Helios . . .

the head of the Sun-God and his emblem,
the Ro.se, were naturally selected as the
c<'iiiage of the new capital."

'^ The Oriental character of the latter

deity appears from (las^mges in the Life of

Caracalla by Spartiauus, chap, vi, where

the historian is relating the circumstances
of his assassination. '

' Deinde cum iterum
vellet Parthis helium inferre, atque
hibernaret Hedessae, atque inde Carras
Luni dei gratia venisset. " Chap, vii, "A
Carrenis praecipue haberi, ut qui Lunam
femineo nomine ac sexu putaverit nun-
cupandam, is addictus mulieribus semper
inserviat

;
qui rero marem deum esse

crediderit, is dominetur uxori neque
uUas muliebres patiatur insidias."

Carrae in Mesopotamia is Haran of the
Old Testament, Genesis, xi, 31, 32 ; xii,

4, 5, Call of Abraham. Near it Crassus
was defeated and slain, Lucan, i, 104,

Crassus
AssyriasLatiomaculavit.sanguine Carras.

Ammiauus Marcellinus, xxiii, 3, 1 and 2
(ed. Hlyssenhardt, p. 268), in his account of
the Emperor Julian's campaign against
the Persian king Sapor, j>.d. 363 (which
is interesting as a parallel to the former
war with the Parthians) mentions
Carrae and the worship of the moon
there. Maestus inde digressus venit
cursu propero Carras . . . Ibi moratus
aliquot dies dum necessaria parat, et

Lunae, quae religiose per eos colitur

tractus, ritu locorum fert sacra. Gibbon,
chap, xxiv, vol. iii, p. 187, edit. Smith.

Strabo, a contemporary of Pythodoris,
Queen of Pontus, p. 557, lib. xii, cap.

iii,sect.3],describesherdominions ; hesays
that they included a temple of the god
Men (Lunus), and that there was a Royal
oath " By the fortune of the King and
Men worshipped by Pharnaces." rhv
fiacTiAiKhv KaXovixivov '6pkov rnvrov a.Tri(p-qi'av

Tixv &acn\eoos Kal Mrjva ^apv&Kov. He
speaks also of other temples, from which
we infer that this cult was widely spread

;

cf. p. 577, ibid., cap. viii, Phrygia .«ect. 14.
•' I exhibited a valuable specimen of a

hipennis from Crete, kindly lent by Mr.
Whelan

; also a drachm of Tenedos, on
which the same weapon appears. In the
latter case the good workmanship proves
the opulence of the island, and illustrates
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from tliat of Mitliras, wlio kneels upon tlie victim that he

sacriiices. On the left of the deitv is u Hi^ure liohlini;-

a

crown ; Desjai'diiis calls it a genius, l)ut on account of the

drapery and girdle, it seems to me to he a female, and the

winiis suouest the personification of victorv. At the l)ase

of the triangle, one corner is iillcd 1))- a l»ust oF Hercules
;

his hair is arranged in short locks, and he carries a cluh,

his usual attribute, whence the jDoets call him clanger :
^

in the other, as a counterpart, we have Minerva helmeted,

and holding a spear.

On the pedestal, supporting the hull, the following words

are inscribed in punctured characters :

—

lOVI DVLCHENO P'AEL
LVCILIVS i)-COHIAL. PED

Expansion.

Jovi Dulcheno,P. Aelius

Lucilius, centurio cohortis Primae Alpinorum Peditatae.

P. Ael. Lucilius, centurion of the first Alpine cohort of

infantry (has dedicated this offering) to Jupiter Dolichenus.-

Virgil's phrase dives npnm, iEueid ii, 21

sq. ; the same remark applies to Tenos,

Hunter's Catalogue, tab. Ivii, figs. 9-1:;! :

Leake, Numismata IlelUnica, Insular

Greece, p. 42 sq. My coin has on the

obverse two Janiform heads—the right

female, the left beaided ; on the

reverse a double axe occujiying

a great part of the area, in the lower

part grapes and a lyre with the legend

TE NE-AI-ON, all in a concave field.

That the head on the left is that of a

woman is proved by the earring. For

the representation of this ornament on

coins see the article by Mr. Arthur J.

Evans, Syracusan Medallions and their

engravers, in the light of recent finds,

Numismatic Chronicle, 1891, :3rd series,

Nos. 43, 44 ; pp. 281-285, esp. 283 ; fig. 6

D, Kimon's Medallions, lotos flower with

three drops. Mr. B. V. Head, Hist.,

Numor., p. 476, says we have here

Dionysos, Dimorphus (?i, or, perhaps,

rather Dionysos and Ariadne. The latter

opinion seems probable, and the juxta-

position of these two personages reminds

me of a line in Catullus, Carm. Ixiv, 254

(253 ed. Delph).

Te quaerens, Ariadna, tuoque incensus

amore, i.e., Bacchus. The grapes, of

course, suitably accompany the effigy of

this deity : Tenedos at the present time

produces wine, as I remember it supplied

the Hotel de Byzance, when I was
staying at Constantinople. See Murray's
Handbook, Turkev in Asia. &c , Part ii,

Sect. II, § 26, Tenedo.s (Tenedo, Bocha
Adasi), p. 246, edit. 1878. The double
hatchet, TreX^Kvs, according to Leake, was
connected with that worship of Jupiter

which, originating in Thrace, made its

way to Caria. Some remarks on its

occurrence in the latter country will be

found below.
^ The hair of Hercules is said to be

imitated from that on the head of a bull
;

in his neck also, which is short and thick,

the hero resembles this animal. See
the numerous illustrations in Clarac,

Musee de Sculpture ancienne et moderne,
Texte, Tome v, p. 3, ses cheveux courts

et boucles . . . les cheveux epais et

crepus ; Planches, Tome v, 781-804 B.

Ovid, Metamorphoses, xv, 284,

Vulnera, clavigeri quae fecerat Her-
culis arcus. Id. Fasti, i, 544.

Kinensu.-H longi claviger orbis iter.
'* Mons'" v. -J. Vaillant in his interest-

ing work 'Epigraphie de la Morinie on
Insciiptions Gallo-Romaines sur pierre,

metal, verre et terre-cuite, 1890, p. 40,

.says, " Jupiter Dolicheen, ce synonyme
de iiaal, de Mithra, et des autres person-

niiications mythiques du Soleil." There,

is evidently great similarity between this

Jupitei and Mithras, but 1 should not be
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Face B. The followino' desi2;iis are arraiio^cd in five

storeys ; 1, a foliated pattern, the same as in A, 2, Eagle

of Jupiter, or perhaps legionary. 3, Busts of the Sun and
^[oon. as before; but in this case the latter carries a torch.'

4, In the centre an altar on which fire is kindled, above it

a cluster of grapes, or a fir-coue, of colossal size, suspended

by a ribbon."-^ On the left is Jupiter standing on a bull,

and holding a thunder])olt ; on the right, Juno draped and
erect on a ram (or goat?). 5, Jupiter standing in the

centre under a canopy which is sup23orted by two fluted

columns ; the military character of the god is shown not

only bv his armour, which is that of a Roman General or

Emperor;' but also by a standard on either side, which an
eao'le surmounts. At the base of the triangle, we see in

inclined to assert that they are the same.

See L. Preller, Fiench Translation, Les

dieux de I'ancienne Rome, Douzieme
Partie, Derniers efforts du Paganisme.
IV. (Suites syriens et carthaginois. D.

Jupiter Optimus Maximus Heliopoli-

taiius, p. 491. E. Jupiter Optimus
Maximus Dolichenu.s, p, 492. V. Sol

iavictus et les mysteres persaus de
Mithras, pp. 493-498.

' The Romans identified Diana, the

go(hless of the moon, with the Greek
Artemis, who had the epithets (puacpSpos,

(rf\aa(p6pos—giving light. C. 0. ^Uiller,

Handbuch der Archiiologie, .sect. -364,

remarks -3 and 4 ; Engli.sh Translation, p-

4.")4 ; Deukmaler, part ii, taf. xv, fig.

164. Artemis mit langer Fackel . , .

Brouze-Miinze von Bizye in Thrace (on

the Ea.st coast) BI-ZV-HNnN ; ibid. 166,

Artemis in langer Bekleidung mit
KiJcher auf dem Hiicken und zwei hohen
Fackeln in den Himden. Rev. eines

gegen ... 38 von Chr. G. gepragten

Denars de.s Miinzmeisters des M.
Antonius und Octavianus P. CLODIVS.
M.F. Thesaur, Moiell. familiae Komanae,
Claudia tab. ii. No. 1. Cohen, Medailles

consulaires, p. 88, pi. xii. Claudia, No.

6 ; cf. ibid, pi. xliv. No. 23, llestitution

de Trajan. Denkm., pt. ii, taf. xvi, fig.

171, Artemis-Selene oder Diana Lueifera

verschleiert und mit eiuer Fackel, vou
ihrer Hirschkuh getragen. Umschrift
AETERNITAS AVGVSrA, uf. ibid.,

Nos. 174a, 177. Ernest Babelou,
Monnaies de la Hcpubliqne Romaine,
vol. i, p. 355, Diane tenant 2 torches sur

la piece, No. 14, est la Diane Lueifera
qu'on voit sur les deniers de C. Vibius
Pansa, et sur les monnaies d'Ephese,
de Tralles, de Cius. Hirt. Bilderbuch

VOL. L.

fiir Mythologie, Aixhiiologie und Kunst.
Diana, pp. 37-41, esp. 38 sq., and tab.

V. fig. 6.

Besides the heliograph of the side A,

copied above, I exhibited one of the side

B, in which the torch behind the left

shoulder of the Moon is clearly seen.
- Marcus Welser, Rerum Augus-

tanarum Vindelicarum, lib iv, p. 71 (v,

plate, ibidem) describes a sculptured

stone in the form of a fir-cone. Saxum
. . . altitudine quinquepedali circiter,

quod ante aliquot multos aunos teri'a

eftbssum, ad D. Udalrici nunc spectatur.

He thinks it was intended to mark a

boimdary, for which purpose trees were
often planted : cf. Horace, Epistles ii, 2.

170 sq.,

qua populus adsita certis

Limitibus viciua refugit jurgia;

(where Bentley reads refigit).

Then he explains why this object was
selected as the emblem of Augsburg

—

urbis syniboium. As Africa was repre-

sented by an elephant or scorpion,

Arabia by a camel, and Egypt by a
crocodile, so Rhaetia, which produced
coniferous trees in abundance, adopted
the fruit of the pine as an appropriate

device.
" Comp. Proceedings of the Society of

Antiquaries (June 2, 1870) Second Series,

vol. iv, p. 498, where an account will be
found of a figure that beais a general

I'esemblance to the one mentioned above.

It is a bronze statuette of Roman work
discovered at Earith, Huntingdonshire,
and exhibited by the Rev. S. S. Lewis.
He considereil it to be Jupiter Martialis

Zeus ''Apeios, and illustrated this attribu-

tion bj^ references to coins and gems as

well as to passages in ancient authors.

2f
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caoli coriior a pcrsonati'e, tlivec-qnartcrs Icngtli, rising out

of a l)iill and ram couijlcd tooetJior ; the one on tlic riglit

liolds a l)un(lle of stalks of coi-n. These eonihined animals

deserve attention as showing the Oriental origin of the cult,

for they resemble the capitals of columns at Pcrsepolis and
Susa, whicli have l)ecn so carefull}Mlrawn and described by

Sir E. Ker Porter, Travels in Georgia, Persia, kc.', during the

years 1817— 1820, vol. i., folding 1*1. XLV., fig. a, facing

p. 630 : p. 514, Ilarem of Jemsheed. "The top of the shaft

is finished by a capital in the form of the head, breast and

bent fore-legs of a bull, richly ornamented with collars

and other trappings ; whicli bust-like portion of the animal

is united at the back to a corresponding bust of another

])ull, both joining just behind the slioulders," &c. Comjjare

ibid., PI, XVII. At Nakshi-Koustam, facing p. 516 ; The
Mountain of Sepulchres, p. 515 sqq. See also pp. 633,

634 ; in the latter Lxv. is a misprint for XLV. Nearly the

same illustrations, but on a smaller scale, recur in Liibke's

Grundriss der Kunstgeschichte, vol. i., pp. 46-48, fig. 37,

Palastruinen von Persepolis ; 38, Details persischer Arclii-

tektur ; 39, Felsfticade der persisclien Konigsgral)er ; 40,

Saule von Susa.^

Mr. Roach Smith, C'ollectanea Antiqua, vol. i., jjp. 13-16,

has an article on a Gallo-Eoman votive altar, now used as

a baptismal font in the Church of Halinghen (Pas-de-

Calais).'- It bears the following inscription :

—

EIDEO lOVI

vicvs
DOLVCENS
CVVITAL . .

PRISC . .

»

1 Sir Will. Ouseley's Travels in Persia, iastique de la Fiance, p. 690), et est situe

&c., 1810-1812, vol. ii, chap, xi, From ;i S kilometres an siul-est d' Isques.

Sliiraz to the " Throne of Jemshid ','... He thinks that the upper part of tlie

OT Persepolis, pp. 224-420, pis. xl-xlviii, stone has been broken off, and reads the

esp. pp. 236 and 257 sq. " Some (capitals beginning of the inscription thus,

of columns) resemble the front-parts of a I I 11 I II I I I I I [Diis Putriis]vel [/>iis

bull, camel, lion, horse or double quad- ET DEO • lOVI omnibus] et Deo Jm-i.

rnped ; i.e., the heads and necks of two ^ Eideo Jori VicusDolucen>\\»'\ru[funte)

beasts, joined at the back, each kneeling r(7ai'[i] Prisc[o']. I have followed

or having the fore-legs contracted :" and Mons. Vaillant, op. citat., p. 37, in

note (34) \^. 258. the test of the inscription and in the
" Ernest Desjardins, Geographie his- expansion ; he thinks that Eideus is the

toriqne et administrative de la Gaule archaic form of Idaeus, an eiiithet which

Romaiiie, vol. i, j). 370, note 1. Halinghen has reference to the worship of Jupiter

dcpendait du doyenne de Samer, de- on Mount Ida, where he was born and
doublemeut fait en 1270, du doyennd de brought up. Cf. Virgil, .Eneid, iii, 104

Boulogne i^Desiioyei s, Topographie ecjl s- sq.
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He says that the surname Dolichenus is derived from

Doliclie, a town in Alacethjnia, and adds that this country

abounded in iron, for which statement he gives Strabo as

]iis authority ; he also cites from Reinesius, an inscription

found at Rome, containing the words dolychkno vbi

FERRVM NASCITVR.' Dr. Collingwood Bruce adopts this

exphmation in his account of the station at Cvndcrcinii

(Benwell, two miles from Newcastle) : Roman AVall, edit.

4to., p. 110; compare Lapidarium Septentrionale, p. 19,

No IG,'-' But I think that these eminent antiquaries are

mistaken. A.s Jupiter JJolichenus was a military deity,
" un dieu guerrier," it was c[uite natural that he should be

worshipped, especially by the legions, where iron was pro-

duced, where also arms would be manufactured ; hence in

the inscription from Reinesius there need be no reference

to Doliclie in Macedonia.^

Greta Jovis magui tnediu jacet insula

pouto
;

Mous Idaeus ubi, et gentis cimabula
uostrae.

With Eideus he compares Eidns, the

old form of Idus—the day that divided

the Komau month, 13th or 15th ; v.

Orelli, luscrr. Lat., vol. i, p. 75, No. i2,

PRIl). EID. DEC. In later Latinity

long vowels were often substituted for

the archaic diphthongs. Wordsworth,
Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin,

p. 418 (3), "In the Bacchanalian Inscrip-

tion the latter are generally preserved, as

ai in Duelonai, kaice, aiquom, tahelai,

datai ; ei in exdekendum, utei, virei, sei
;

oi in foideratei, comoinem. oinvorsii ; ou

in pious, iousiset, ioubeatis, coniourare."

It would be easy to multiply examples
;

for instance the pronoun hie haec hoc has

the nominative plural lieis and hei for hi,

and the abl. pi. heisce for his ; similarly

the adverb heic for hie occurs frequently

iu inscriptions : De Vit, s.v. So civis

and civitas were anciently written ceivis

and ceivitas : Corpus Inscriptiouum
Italicarum antiquioris aevi . . et GIoss-

aiium Italicum . . . cura et studio

Ariodantis Fabretti, Augustae Taurin-
oruni, 1867. Comp. the following words
iu the seventh line of the historical

document already cited, NE QVIS •

ADIESE VELET CEIVIS ROMANVS.
Cf. omnino Livy, edit. Drakenborch, 4to,

1746, vol. vii, fac-simile facing ]>. 197,

folding plate ; ibid. pp. 197-218, Seuatus
Cousulti De Bacchaualibus Explicatio,

which begins with a copy of the text and
expansion.

^ M. Vaillant, op. cit. p. 45, refers to
an article iu the Revue Archeologique,
mars-avril 1889, p. 274, iu which M.
Salomou Reinach, Attache des Musees
Nationau.x, mentions a similar inscription

I.O.M. DVLICENO VBI FERVM
{exorit) VR.

" Hiibner, luscriptioues Britanniae
Latiuae iu C.I.L., vol. vii. No. 506
begins thus,

I • m- d o 1 i c FS
NO

V. 1 supplevit Horsley. Lectio omnino
certa est.

Expansion.
I(ovi) o(ptimo) [m(aximo) Dolic] heno.

^ Mons. Vaillant, op. citat. p. 44, men-
tions places in different provinces of the
Roman Empire, the names of which are
derived from the East, and ends the list

with Dolocindum, " sur remplacement
duquel se trouve Dorking (Angleterre)
chez les Regni." I have endeavoured to
verify this statement, but the only refer-

ence. I have found is the following : De
Vit, Onomasticon, DOLOCINDO, civitas

Britanniae Romanae unice, quod sciam,
nisi en-or sit iu scriptura, memorata
Anonym. Ravenn. 5, 31, p. 425, edit.

Binder. This work is the composition of

a monk of Ravenna, apparently in the
seventh century, and is almost wholly
occupied with long lists of uames . . .

taken from a map or tabular itinerary . .

analogous to the existing Tabula Peutin-
geriana : Sir E. H. Bunbury, History of

Ancient Geography, vol. ii, p. 700 ;

chap, xxxi, sect. 17.

Pape, Worterbuch, under the heading
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A l>(>tter iiitor])i'etation of tliis epithet was niveu Ioiil*-

;l^(> l»y Spoil, Miscellanea criiditac Aiitiipiitatis, Seetio III,

Ai'tifiiliis xw. |). 7'.) s(|.. with a laruc ('ii^raviiiu ; where he

(leseiihes a inarhle discoverecl at .Marseilles, which was

conveyed to the cahinet (vnn('li<()-chiuin) of the Diikc of

Wurteiiiltmu'. in Stiittg'art ( Staled rd'Kic). Spon (piotes

Stephaiius B\'zaiitinus. who iiitorms us that Dolieheiie is a

city of ('oiiiiuageiie in the North of S\'ria, that Zeus

Dolichaeus {^oXiyaloq) is the ethnic name, and that the

inlialtitants are called Doliclieni; hence he does not hesitate

to assii>n the deitv to this eitw Montfaueon is of the same
o])inioii ; see his great work, Antiquite Expliquec, tome i.,

part I., p. 50, PI. XVIII., fig. 2, copied from Spon, and other

engravings ibid. At pp. 49, 50, we find mention of offerings

made ivssv dei jind ex ivssv eivs, which imply that this

god was an oracular one ; he therefore resembles Jupiter

Heliopolitanus, worshipped at Baalljec, which is not far

distant from Dolichene.' Desjardins, in his Monuments
Epigraphi(|ues du Musee National Hongrois, and Seidl,

Uber den Dolichenus-Cult, concur in the view expressed by
the earlier archa3ologists, so that the preponderance of

authority is decidedly in favour of an oriental origin.

-

But arguments are not wanting derived from the object

itself now under consideration We clearly ^jerceive here

affinity of Jupiter Dolichenus with the Persian Mithras ; the

busts of the Sun and Moon correspond with figures emblem-

Ao\ixr) f- Liingefeld, Lang, gives the Doliche occurs as a female uan:e in au
names of five places— 1, Oue of the Inscription at Rome: Orelli, No. 2,440;
Sporades Islands (Cyclades), later Ikaros

;
Griiter, p. cccvii, No. 1, Komae, in

2, Island on the coast of Lycia ; 3, aedibus quondam Joh. Coritii, in foro

Ancient name of Crete ; 4, Town in Trajaui, in arula mannorea.
Commagene ; Ptolemy, V, 15, 10

;

^ L. Preller, Les Dieux de Faucieuno

Stephanus Byzantius ; Coins and Inscrip- Rome, }). 491, L'image du dieu . . .

tious ; 5, Town iu Thessaly (I'errhaebia) ctait celle d'un jeuue homme, la main
on the western slope of Mount Olympus. droite appuycr; bur un timon de voiture,

The town in Commagene is west of la gauche tenant la foudre et des epis :

the River Euphrates and Edessa, and c'est done a la fois lui qui dirige le char

north-east of Cyrrhus, from which du soleil, qui lance le tonnerre, et qui

Audronicus Cyrrhestes derived his donne les moissons. The Temple of

surname : Vitruvius i, 6, 4. Jupiter, whose ruins still exist, was

In Modern Geography compare Long built by Ant(juinus Pius. References

Island at the entrance of New York will be found in Gibbon, chap, li (notes),

Bay, v. Keith Johnston's Royal Atlas, vol. vi, p. 315 sq., edit. Smith ; amongst
Map 48. The Atlantic States between them he mentions Pocock's Description

Boston and Philadelphia on twice the of the East, " a work of superior learning

scale of the geneial map ; also in the and dignity.'

Bahamas an island of the same name - Desjardins, ]ip. 10, 11, Text and
seventy miles long by three or four notes ; Seidl, ]>. 35 et suiv. et pi. iii,

miles in width, ibid. Map 51, West India fig. 1 et 2.

Islands and Central America.
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atic of Day and Night, e.g., in the bas-relief brought from
He(ldernheini,nowat Wiesbaden : the bull also appear equally

prominent, as an accessory, in the representations of l)otli

these divinities. Desjardins speaks of a hammer f nKtrtcdii

)

in the right hand of Jupiter; })ut it seems to me to Ije a

bvpenni>>, or double axe,^ such as we see on the coins of

Mausolus, Satrap of Halicarnassus and Oaria, with the

legend MAYS5!QAA0, where the omission of the final Y
should l)e observed :"" Leake, Numismata Hellenica, Asiatic

(Ireece, p. G3 sq. ; and Supplement, Asia p. 57 ; Idrieus,

another satrap of the same province, Rev. IAPIEQ2,
Jupiter of Caria in long drapery to right, on the right

shoulder hipennU, in the left hand hasta.

Sir Charles Fellows and Sir 0. T. Newton, Ijy their

researches, have thrown much light on this subject. The
former, " Lycia," p. 75, gives a woodcut of the hipemiis

sculptured on the keystone of a Roman gateway at Mylasa,

and says that he saw this emblem on four different key-

stones, l)uilt into various walls in the town. In PI, xxxv,
rare or inedited coins, facing p. 285, fig. 4, we have the

lahrys, which is the Lydian name for the same weapon, on
a large scale ; and ibid, fig. 5, of smaller size, in the right

hand of Zeus Stratios.^ Compare Sir C. T. Newton's dis-

' All illustration is supplied by tab. Ivi. fig. 21. cf. fig. 22, and reverse
Dareuiberg et Saglio, Dictionuaire des of fig. 23, :: i; P2EnN. ':[ H2. IEPA2.
Autiquites Grecques et Homaines, tome KAI. A2TAOT. Terminus, ut videtur, ad
i, p. 712, s.v., fig. 860, Vulcrtiu portant la cujus basin, hiuc et iude, pars anterior

bipenue, from an ancient picture, which leonis cornuti.

represents this deity brought back by I exhibited a bronze coin of Tarsus,
Bacchvis to Olympus. Mons^' Saglio obv., female head turreted ; rev. a human
coimects the bipennis with the worship figure standing, not upon, but behind a
of Dionysus. Elle (la hache doublej est horned quadruped, legend TAPSEfiN.
un symbole uou douteux du culte de The standing figure on the Tarsiau
ISacchus, et une allusion aux sacrifices coins is probably Mithras, Leake, Numism.
sangiants par lesquels on houorait ce Helleu., Asiatic Greece, p. 128 sq. For
dieu : Simonide I'appelait Aiooi^vcroto this series, which extended through a
afaKTos 0ov(p6i/oi'...6ii)oi.woi'ra, apud Athen- long period, see some remarks in Cony-
leum lib. X, cap Ixxxiv, p. 456 c ; edit. beare antl Howson, Life and Epistles of

Schweighaeuser, vol. iv, p. 173 ; cf. ibid, St. Paul, edit. 8vo, vol. i, p. 27, text with
p. 175, 0ov<p6i'ov...ihv TTtXfKVf. engraving intercalated, and note 1.

The coins of Tarsus bear a four-fold " Eckhel, Doct. Num. Vet., vol. ii, p.

resemblance to the triangular objects at "197, Terminatio in Dorica est pro
Budapest, viz., in the bipennis, the MAT220AAOT, ut observavimus ad AAEH-
pyramidal form, the figure standing upon ANAPO.APXEAAO.primorum Macedouiae
an animal, and the front parts of regum.
beasts projecting on either side of a "^ Herodotus, Terpsichore, v, 119, Karei-

pedestal. Hunter's Catalogue, Text p. Ki]dri<Tav is Ad^pavSa is Aihs ^Tpariov Iphv

315, Caput muliebre turritum ad d. in /xiya re Kal ayiov &K(7os wKaravicTTwv. Cf.

coronii — TAP2EnN MHTPOnOAEnc. Kawlinsou's translation, vol. iii, p. 323,
Figura cum modio in capite, leoni cornuto note !. Fig. o is a coin of Mylasa, and
insistens ; d. elevata ; s. corouam et bears the ethnic name MTAACCwN, i.e., of

bipeunem ; in liumero pharetra. Vid, the Mylasiaus.
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coveries in Halicarnassus, Cnidus and Bi-ancliidae, vol. ii.

Text, Part 2, pp. 01 1-618, Tenii)lc of this deity at

Lal)i;mda, esp. p. 615 ; see also ihid., I'arl I, p. 14, note t.

The author here refers to Pliitarcli, QiKU'.sftoiics (fvaecae,

XI.v., who states that the Inbnjs had been taken in battle

tVoni the Amazon Hippolyte by Hereules, and given by
him to Omphale, from whom it had been handed down
through the Lydian dynasty ; and that it was afterwards

won from them by the Carians.

'

The mythieal part of this narrative should be noticed,

bc'uiuse the bipennis in works of art appears amongst the

accoutrements of the Amazons, concerning wliich 1 have

made some remarks in connexion with a torso in the

museum at Treves, Archftologicid Journal, vol. XLVI., pp.

233-236, esp. p. 2o4. We may also compare a beautiful

gem in the Collection formed by my brother, the late Kev.

S. S. Lewis, and described in the Catalogue raisonne by
Professor J. H. Middleton, Class A, Miscellaneous Su})jects,

No. 28, p. 50. "AN AMAZON (JN HORSEBACK,
wearing the Phrygian cap, and holding a double axe

(aecuris), minutely cut on sard.'' According to all accounts

the fables about these women had an Eastern origin ; they

were said to have inhabited tlie neighbourhood of the

Caucasus, and thence to have invaded Greece, Asia Minor

and other countries. In Herodotus, jMelpomene, Book iv.,

we find them mentioned together with the Scythians and

Sarmatians.^

Tripods are articles of furniture standing on three feet,

^ Moraliii, torn, ii, p. 235 sq . edit. Sat. iii, v. 79.,

Wytteubach. The subject of chap. xlv. In summa, uoii Maurus erat ueque Sar-

is Aia Ti Tov AafipaStws Aibx eV Kapia, to mata nee Tliiax,

&ya\na iri\(Kw ripfnivov, oux' Se aKrfmpov Qui sumpsit piiiuas, mediis sed uatus

^ Kipavvhv, •jreTToiTjToi ; Cur Juvis Labia- Athenis-

densis in Caria simulacrum non sceptrunj The inure we inquire about Jupiter

aut fulmen, sed securim ehitam tenet ? Dolichenus, the mure clearly we see Lis

- Melpomene, lib. iv, cc. lll-llti. Eastern origin, his affinity with Mithras,

Scythae juvenes cum Amazonibus cuu- the Persian Sun-god, and the extent to

suescuut. Inde Saurumatae urti. Raw- which these Asiatic religiuiis had spread

linsun's Translation, vol. iii, pp. 96-100, in Western Europe. Tacitus furnishes us

Text and Notes, Story of the Amazuns, with a good illustration, where he relates

Country and Customs of the Saurumatae. that the third legion, which had served

Herodotus uses the form 'Xavpoixarai, cc. in Syria under Corbulo, before the com-

110, 117 ; cf. ibid. c. 21, where see liaehr's mencement of a battle in Northern Italy

note, who quotes Heeren " recte muuens paid their aduratiun to the rising sun—

a

Sauromatas hie eosdem esse atque Sar- practice from which the orientation of

luatas." Both occur in Juvenal ; Sat. ii, churches may have been derived: His-

init., tories, iii, 24 tin., orieutem solem (ita in

Ultra ISauromatas fugere hin;; libet, et Syria mos est) tertiaui salutavere, v.

glacialem Oceauum. Ituperti in Loco.
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which were used by the Greeks and Romans as tables,

vessels for cooking and altars.' Their employment at a

very early period is proved by some lines in the Iliad,

where Homer describes Achilles offering prizes at the

funeral names in honour of Patroclus, ^, xxiii, 700-705.

\\i]\ii^iyi 8' dti/' uAA(/. Kara Tpira tf?]Ktv aedka,

i\eiKi'vii,€\'o? Aaraoitrt, TraAdtrr/xocri'Dyj aAeyeti'vys""

T(o nev viKi'j(TavTi [ikyav xptTroS' kjnrvpLf^i'jTijv,

T()i' Bi (^r(o8€K((/3otoi' ti't rr(]i('(Ti. tIov 'A^^atof

'Ai'Spi Se I'l.Kijdei'Ti yi'vcuK^ es [xecraov 'e6-ijK€i',

lio/VAa S' kiruTTaTo kpya., Ttov 8e 6 TttrcrapafioLov.-

Tlie third bold game Achilles next demands,

And calls the Wrestlers to the level sands :

A mass}^ Tripod for the victor lies,

Of twice six oxen its reputed price

:

And next, the loser's spirits to restore,

A female captive, valn'd but at four.

Pope's Translation, vv. 814-819.

Here the epithet hnrvpi(ii]Tr](;, standing over the fire, shows

that a pot or caldron for boiling is intended. The passage

is a curious one, because even an intelligent woman—who
knew many kinds of work—is estimated at only one-third

of a tripod. These words gave great offence to Madame
Dacier ; she regards them as an insult to her sex,'^

' Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Antiquities, 3rd edition, s.v. Tripos, vol.

ii, p. 892 sq., four woodcuts. The tiijiod

occurs as an attribute of Apollo in a

medallion on the Arch of Constantine,

(Ibid. vol. i, p. 158, woodcut), originally

belonging to an earlier monument of

Trajan's time : Em. Braun, Ruins and
Museums of Rome, p. 6. For its use as

a table see vol. ii, p. 157, s.v. Mensa, an
illustration taken from Gell's Pompeiana,

1832, vol, ii, p. 11. Comp. Horace, Satires

i, 3, 13,

Sit raihi mensa tripes et

Concha salis puri.

Bottiger, Sabina, edit., 1806, part ii, taf.

xii, fig, 1, facing p. 173, from Tourne-

fort, " der grosse Kriiuter-und Alter-

thmnskenner, " Voyage du Levant, T. ii,

p. 107, ed. in 4 ; Ei-klaiung der Kup-
fei'tafehi, zur acbten Szene, pp. 2,''ir)-257.

- The foimer clause in this verse re-

minds me of Mai-gites, the hero of a

comic poem ascribed to Homei-,

rii^AA.' 7/7ri'<TTaTo epya, KaKoi)9 5' fjTri'tTTaTo

'Ecr6\6s (Uff yap airKws, Trax'ToSaTrcor Si

Kanhs.

Homeri opera, edit Ernesti, vol, v, p. lil

(Fragmenta). Cf. Aristotle, Poetics, iv,

10, 12 ; edit. Bekker, Oxon. torn, xi, p.

242. 'O yap Mapy'iTT^s hvaKoyov ex^'j winrep

'Wias Kai OSvJcreia irphs rds Tpo7ai5ias, oD'to)

Ka\ ovros nphs ras Kco/iy5ios. This person
seems to have had a kind of superficial

omniscience, for " he knew many trades,

but knew them ail badly." Cf. Stephens,

Thesaurus Graecae Linguae, edit. Didot,

s.v., vol. v, p 581 ; and the article in

Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Biography and Mythology, wliich contain.s

many references ancient and modern.
•* On the other hand Euryclea, who

not only knew her duties, but was akso in

youthful prime, fetched the price of 20
oxen. Odys.sey, i, 428 seqq.

To! 5' &p' a/j.' alOoufvas Sai'Saj (p(pf i(4St>'

6(5i/?a

Eupy/fAei', 'Unos QvyaT7)p TlfKr-qvopiSao'

Triv TToTe AaepTrjs Trpiaro KnaTfcraiv kolcTiv,

X\pwQri^r\v ex' iovaav, inKoad^oia 5' fScvKef.

quoted by Professor Kidgeway, On the
Origin of Metallic Currency and Weight
Standards, p. 8.

See Pojie's Iliad, edit. 1760, vol. vi, p.

116, note on v. 819, "she (Madame
Dacier) is afraid the value of women is

not raised even iu our days ; for she says
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Turning l'it)ni poetry to history we find tripods frequently

occnrrino; in Herodotus, e//., one of goldwliieli was p]-esented

1)\' ( 'roesus to a temple at 'J'liebes, and others of bronze

wliicli were prizes for victors in tlie games of the Trio])ian

Apollo.^ But the most famous of all was that at Delphi,

from which the l^ythia gave her oracular lesponses;- "next
in fame'' was another dedicated to Apollo in the same place;

Herodotus, Calliope, ix., 81, relates that with a tenth of

the spoils taken from the Persians at the battle of Platjiere

B.C. 479, the Greeks made an offering of a golden tripod,

standing on a three-headed bronze serpent. At Constanti-

nople, in the hi]_)pidrome, we may see a column formed of

three serpents whose bodies are spirally twisted {scitissime

contortuplicdti), l)ut the heads are missing now ; they seem
to have been perfect in 1675, as they are engraved by Spon
and AVheler. Some have thought that this pillar is only

a Byzantine copy ; howe\'er, the most lecent critics are

agreed in deciding that both the support and the inscription

upon it are genuine, especially 1 )ecause the traces of erasure

correspond with the account of Thucydides, who says that

the elegiac couplet mentioning only Pausanias, as leader of

the Greek armies, was effaced, and that in its stead the

names of the States confederated against the barbarians

were recorded.'^

there are curious persons now living wlio

had rather have a true antique kettle

than the finest woman alive : 1 confess I

entirely agree with the lady, ic."
' Clio, i, 92, eV ^(v yap Qrj^riai rfjai

Boiwraiv Tpiwovs XP*'"''*''^;
'''^^ b.vedr]Kf tc^

'A7r<)AA.a)ft t^ 'Iff/xTji'iV v. Baelir, in loco.

Ibiil., 144, if yap iw ayu;vi rov Tpioniov

'AiroWuifos i-ridfcrav rh TrdXai rp'ntoSas

XoA/ceous ro7(n j/iKwai ; the Triopian Pro-

montory is near Cnidus, Map in Raw.
linson's Transl. of Herodotus, vol. i, p.

284, note 3. Sir C. T. Newton. Haliear

nassus, Cnidiis and Branchidae, Text, vol.

ii, pt. ii, p. 372 sq,, with notes f.g.

—

Atlas of pis., slix. Gulf of Kos, Triopium
Promoutorj', L, Plan of Cnidus.

- For this tripod v. C. 0. Midler's

Denkmiiler, part i, taf. xi, No. 41, text

p. 7. Vorderseite der Dresdner Biisis

(eiues geweihten Dreifusses) ; der Kampf
des Apojlon und des Herakles um den
Dreifuss des Pythischeu Orakels. Hand-
buch der Archaologie, sect. 89, Remark ''.

p. 54 English Transl., The Phocians con-

secrated the Theft of the Tripod by
Hercules for the victory over the Thessa-

lians at Parnassus, etc. ; ibid. sect. 96. Rem.
20, p. 63, the base at Dresden ... is

explained as a stand of a tripod which
was won as a prize in an 07011' AayU7ra5oi/xos

(Remains of the Plastic Art—hieratic or

archaistic style). Better engravings and
fuller descrijition than in C, 0. Miiller's

work are given by Baunieister, Denk-
mider des Klassischen-Altertums, vol. i,

p, 463, No. 511, Dreifu.s.sraub
; p. 464,

NTo. 512, Herakles raubt Apollons Drei-

fuss. The second illustration is taken

from a painted vase [hydrta) : Athena
accompanies Hercules, as Artemis does

Apollo.
^ 'EWr)V(i)v apx'riy^s f""*' (TTpathv dSAeae

Tlavaav'ias toifiui fiVTipi- avidjjKe t6S(.

TO /xiv oiiv iXiyilov ol AaKeSai/j.6vtoi f|e«o-

Aov^af (vdiis TOTe airu Toii rpivoSus rovru. Kal

eniypa'^av dvofxacTTi tos wdAeis ocrai ^vyKa-

OeAovtrai. tuv fidp^apov iaTr]aau rb hi'dOrjiua.

Thucydides, lib. i, cap. 132,

edit. Arnold. 1847. vol. i, p. 155 .^q.,

versus quos Graeci tripodi iiiscripserunt.

Diodorus, Ixi, 33, p. 430, Gottleber's

note. Gibbon, chap, xvii, vol. ii, p. 297
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Like tlii.s eelel)rated relic, the tripod at Budapest has

claims to be i-egarded as possessing historical interest. It

is supposed to have been l)i'ought into Pannonia by Galeria

Valeria, daugliter of the Emperor Diocletian, who was
married to (Valerius Maximianus ;^ after his death she was
banished by his successor, JMaximinus, and at last, with her

mother Prisca, beheaded l)y order of Licinius at Thessalo-

nica. Pier melancholy adventures, ignominious wanderiuQ-s

and tragic fate have been vividly depicted by Oibl)on with

that grapliic art in whi(;h he is unrivalled." The notion of

(.connecting tlie name of this unhappy lady with the un-

sq., edit. Smith, note -48, which begins

with a chMi-acteiistic sentence, "The
gUiirdians of the niD.st holy relics would
rejoice if they were able to produce such
a chain of evidence as may be alleged on
this occasion." I may remark that the
evidence is now much stronger than when
the historian wrote.

A brief notice of the momument, with
references, will be found in the Appendix
to my Paper on the Antiquities of Con-
stantinople, Ai'chiTJol. Journ., 1882, vol.

xxxi.x, p. 151. I exhibited, as illustra-

tions, two fine photographs taken by G.

Ber'g'gi'en, a Swedish artist who worked
for the Antiquarian Society of Constan-
tinople (2yAAo70s)—No. 10, of the Obelisk

of Theodosius, brought from Egypt in 390
.\.D., which shows the position of the ser-

l^entine column relatively to other build-

ings ; No. 87, the column itself on a larger

scale.

The inscription is a very impoitant
one, and serves as a landmark for

Palaeography as well as for political

history : Hicks, Manual of Greek
historical Inscriptions, No. 12, pp. 11-13.

' I possess a bronze coin of this

princess—Obv. GALVAL EKIA AVG,
bust diademed and draped to right—
Rev. VENEHI VI CTRICI OU. Venus
standing to left, holding an apple in the
right hand, and raising her stola with the

left. 8MNB in the exergue, Signata

nioneta Nicomediae, secuudo anno (.*)

Some examples have in this place SIS,

i.e. Siscia {Sissek) in the south of Upper
Pannonia, at the confluence of the Savus
(S'.'U'e) and Colapis {Kidpa) : Baedeker,

Siid-Deutschland und Osterreich, 1876,

p. 448. ?; 2io"/ci'a (ppoiipiov, Strabo, lib. vii,

cap. v, sect. 2, |i. 314. The coin engraved
in Smith's Dictionai-y of Classical Bio-

graphy, s.v. Valeria, has ALE for

Alexandria ; others were struck at

Antioch : Cohen, Medailles Imperiales,

VOL. L.

vol. V, pp. 617-620, pi. xvi. Two aurei

are shown in the catalogue of the
Collection d'Amecourt, published by
M M. RoUin et Feuardent, 1887, pi. xxiv,

Nos. 640, 641. p. 97 sq. ; these pieces are

in fine condition, and are reproduced
from plaster casts by a ph(jtographic

process.

A similar coin of the Empress Sabina,

Hadrian's consort, with the same motive
but a different legend, is given by Cohen,
Med. Imp. vol. ii, p. 264, No. 79, Rev.
VENERI GENETRICI Venus debout h
droite, relevant de la main gauche sa

robe sur son (5paule et tenant une pomme.
The apple denotes the judgment of Paris,

who awarded the prize "to the fairest."

Scharf, Catalogue of the Roman Court
in the Crystal Pal. ice, p. 33, woodcut :

Clarac, Musee de Sculpture, PI. 339, No.
1449 ; PI. 342, No. 1307 : Baumeister,
op. citat., vol. i, p. 91. No. 98. Venus
im Koischen Qewande (zu Seite 92).

^ Decline and Fall, chap, xiv, vol. ii.

pp. 137-139 edit Smith, and chap, xvi, p.

264. Prisca and Valeria are said to have
been converted to Christianity, but
Tilleraont doubts the steadfastness of

their faith : Histoire des Empereurs,
vol. iv, p 4, Leur amour pour la chastetd,

qui fut la cause de leurs souffrances, les

leur auroit rendu heureuses, s'il avoit

este joint avec la foy et I'amour de JESVS
C H RiST : v. the marginal notes and
Table des Maiiires at the end of the
volume.

Our chief authority for the biography
of these ladies is the treatise De
Mortibus Persecutorum, which many
critics have ascribed to Lactantius ; see
esp. chaps, xxxix-xli, 1, and Ii, Valeria
quoque per varias provincias quindecim
mensibus plebeio cultu pervagata, post-

remo apud Thessalonicam cognita, com-
prehensa cum matre poenas dedit.

2g
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iiisr'ril)o<l nioiinniont at Budapest, mif;lit l>o plufcd })y

those wlio lia\(' not considered the suhject in the same
category as Stukcley's " fanciful conjectures." But a little

investio-ation will show it to 1)e, at least, plausible. In the

partition of provinces made by Diocletian, N'aleria's husband

was entrusted with Illyricum and the whole line of the

Danube, so that Pannonia fell to his share. However, this

is not all ; he constituted the part of Lower Pannonia

between the Raab, Danu])e and Draveas a separate province

in honour of his wife, and named it after her (ad honorem
Valeriac Diocletiuni filiae et institutam et ita coononiinatam,

Ammianus Marcellinus, edit. Eyssenhardt, lib. xix., cap.

Another argument in favour of the attribution proposed

above, has been derived from the resemblance in style of

execution between this tripod and the carriage of Diocletian,

said to have been found at Nicomedia, the favourite resi-

dence of this Emperor, and conveyed to Paris in order to

be exposed to public view at one of the great Exhibitions

held tliere.'^ Lastly, the tripod was discovered in 1878 at

Polgarda (county of Stuhlweissenburg), which was a centre

of worship in Pannonia. If it was dedicated to some deity

1 Comp. the note of Stephen Raluze Contra, Laevinum, Valeri genus, nnde
on De Mort. Persee., cap. xv, init., Superbus
Furebat ergo Imperator jam non in Tarquiuius regno pulsus fuit, unius assis

domesticos tantuni, sed in omnes, et Non unquam pretio pluris licuisse.

priniam omnium filiam Valeriam con- Satires i, 6, 12 sq.

jugemque Priscam sacrificiopollui coegit. See the note in loco, edit. Delphin
;

It is repeated in the edition of this this passage also shows that e is short in

author by Le Bruu and Lenglet the second syllable of Valeria.

Dufresnoy, Paris, 4*'^, 1748, vol. ii, p. Valeria also occurs as a common noun,

295 sq. The Valerian family was one of and means a very small blackish eagle,

the most ancient and distinguished at Key, Diet., p. 592. It is described

Rome ; a member of it, afterwards sur- by Pliny, Nat. Hist., lib. x., cap.

named Publicola, having taken an active iii, sects. 3 § 6, edit. Sillig. Sex
part in the expulsion of the kings ; they earum (aquilarum) genera : melanaetos a

considered Volesus to be their heroic Graecis dicta, eadem Valeria, minuma
founder—an example of the interchange magnitudine, viribus i)raecipua, colore

of R and S., as Furiiis and Papii'ttiswere nigricans ; sola aquilarum fetus suos alit,

at first Fusiits and Papisms. Key On ceterae, ut dicemus, fugant ; sola sine

the Alphabet, p. 92 ; and Article clangore, sine murmuratione ; conver-

Vahrius in the Latin-English Dictionary satur autem in montibus. De Vit, s.v.,

hj the same author, published post- derives the word from valeo, to be

humously from his unfinished MS., p. strong. For the termination comp.

591. Niebuhr, History of Rome, English maceria, "a wall including ground, of

Translation, Index, vol. iii, p. 712 sq.
;

stone, bricks, &c. (distinct from mums)"
Smith, Diet of Gr. and Rom. Biographj-, materia and miseria.

s.v. Valeria r/evs. The allusion to the - I made this statement on the

Valerii in Horace shows the prominent authority of Dr. Hampel, curator of

position they occupied amongst the the Budapest Museum; but there seems

Roman nobility, to have been some mistake, as M.
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by Valeria, this must have occurred before her conversion

to Christianity ; but possibly it was only an ornamental

article of furniture, such as might be used at present.

The material of the tripod is silver, the height 40 centi-

metres (l of in.), and the workmanship rude, indicating a

late period. At each foot there is an Amoretto riding on
a dolphin, and above this group a bust with a rosette on

either side. More than half-way up the legs we see the

fore part of a griffin, on a nmch larger scale, and at the top

a pair of figures, male and female, supposed to be marine
divinities, a Triton and Nereid.^ This tripod was of the

kind called plicatilis, i.e., made, like a camp-stool, so as to

fold together." Spon, whom I have already cjuoted for

the explanation of Jupiter Dolichenus, again supplies us

with a good illustration in his Miscellanea, p. 118, fig. ii.

For the whole subject, his Dissertatio de Trijyoclihus may
be consulted with advantage, especially because it is

Babelon, Conservateur of the Cabinet

des Mcdailles at the Bibliotheque

Nationale, Paris, subsequently informed
me that no such antique carriage had
been exhibited, but only an attempted
restoration of one. This mistake is

analogous to the error of some archao-
logists who have treated as authorities

parts added to busts or statues by
modern artists, on the supposition that

they we^e original work instead of being

supplementary.
' Decorations derived from nautical

subjects were very generally adopted by
the Romans, though they were a military

people, and not addicted to maritime
commerce as the Greeks and Phoenicians

were. Their mosaics supplj' abundant
examples of this practice, even in places

remote from the sea, e.g., Thermes de
Jurancjon, near Pau ; v. Le Beam by
Ch.-C. Le Cceur, chap, ii, sect. 1, pp.
145-163 ; pis. xxi-xxiii ; esp. pi. xxii, Bassiu

E
;

pi. xxiii, Salle L, figure of Neptune
with trident ; and Salle M, 10 large

fishes : Pavement discovered at Vilbel,

near Frankfort, now preserved in the

Museum at Darmstadt, where we see

dolphins, swans and ducks, as well as

hippocamps, sea-lions and sea-dragons

;

Bossier, die Romerstatte bei Vilbel : my
Paper on the Middle Rhine, Archasol.

Journ., vol. xlvii, pp. 386-391. One
example from our own country may be
noticed, found at Withington-upon
Wall- Well, nine miles from Cirencester;

"The second compartment .... con-
tained figures of dolphins and sea-

mousters, and a large head of Neptune,
repi-esented with horns, apparently
formed of crabs' or lobsters' claws, and
two dolphins proceeding from his

mouth," T. Morgan, Romano- British

Mosaic Pavements, p. 79 ; Archajologia.

vol. xviii, pp. 118-121, esp. p. 120 and
pi. vii, fig. 2.

Many passages might be cited from
Cicero, where he uses maritime meta-
phors, quite in accordance with this

featui-e in ancient art ; e.g., he compares
himself to a pilot, Letters to Atticus,
lib. ii, Ep. 7, sect. 4, " Jam pridem guber-
nare me taedebat, etiam quum licebat.

Nunc vero quum cogar exire de navi, nou
abjectis sed ereptis gubernaculis, cupio
istorum naufragia ex terra intueri." Id.,

De Senectute, c. xix fin., " quo propius
ad mortem accedam, quasi terram videre
videar, aliquandoque in portum ex
longa navigatione esse venturus.;

- Of the three legs of the tripod only
two now remain ; no attempt has been
made to restore the third. I exhibited
a photograph of this object as it now
exists ; and at the .same time one of a
tripod from the Bronze Room in the
British Museum, which is complete
but less ornate, the decorations being
panthers' heads at the middle of the
legs, and busts round the vessel at the
top.
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accomi)aiiied l)y a rull-pa^c engraving, wliidi llic learned

autlioi- (lesenl)es niinuLely.'

The iniiseinn aL liuda-rcst is ricli in military diplomus,

a eiass of very instruetivc records, wliieli arrested my
attention when 1 first visited the jjlaee many years ago.

About eighty of these documents exist, and this collection

possesses seven—four complete and three fragmentary. -

They consist of two Inonze plates (whence tlie name is

derived), engraved on both sides, and joined l)y means of

' spoil, loc. citiit., Tabula in qua varii

Trip<)(les. I have mentioiu'fl No. ii as the

most ajiposite for coni[)arison with the

monument at Budapest. He (lesciibei5 it

thus, " ita liexili.s et plicatilis, ut ad

niinoieui nioleiu leduci jxtssit, paitibus

tamen leiuaneutibus siniul junctis, noii

clavoruui sed quarundam cateiiulariiui

ope," p. 11 S), s.f. The page includes

seven engravings of tripods, besides eight

of coins on which they are represented.

In two cases a man is offering sacrifice.

One of these pieces bears the legend

VOTA SOLVTA DFX'ENALIA(sic) S'C,

with COS III in the exergue. Another

has the following words inscribed upon

it, SACERD . COOPT . IN OMN CONL .

SVPRA NVM . EX SC. Expansion,

Sacerdos Cooptatus In Omne Conlegium

Supra Numerum Ex Senatus Consulto.

The allusion is to the Augurs. Comp.

Cicero, Brutus seu De Claris Oraturibus,

c.i, sect. 1, "cooptatum me ab eo (Q. Hor-

tensio) in collegium recordabar." They

tilled up vacancies by self-election, and

retained this right of co-optation until

the Domitian law De Sacerdotiis was

paosed B.C. 104. Smith's Diet, of Antiqq.

3d edition, Art. Augur, Auspicia vol. i,

p. 256a. Cf. Collegium, ibid., p. 470b,

and Pontifex, vol. ii, p. 461, a, b.

Spou's article is well worth reading,

partly on account of rare words in it

which suggest inquiry

—

e.g. ANCVLAE
seu EMPVSAE, Aucones seu Prothy-

rides, HYPOCRATERIDION—partly for

useful references, one of which I cite as

a specimen. Lucan, Pharsalia, lib. v,

vv. 64-224, relates the visit of Appius to

Delphi in order to consult the oracle

which for a long time had been silent.

(" The oracles were dumb," Milton's

Hymn for the Nativity.) Lucanus

improbatam Appii curiositatem dicit v.

120,
Hie (v.l. sic) tempore longo

IMMOTOS TRIPODAS vastaeque siieu-

tia rupis

Appius Hesperii scrutator ad ultima fati

Sollicitat.

Et paulo post, V. 157, sentit THIPODAS
cessare, furensque Appius.
The word tripus recurs in this jiassage

with greater frequency than the Index of

Weise's edition would lead one to suppose.

liUcan's description, vv. 186-192, of

the Pythia, Phemonoe, and the effects of

divine inspiiation upon her, seems to be
imitated from Virgil's Cumaean Sibyl,

-Eneid, vi, 47 sqq.

subito non vultus, uon color unus,
Non comptae mausere comae, sad pectus

anhelum
Et rabie fera corda tnment, majorque

videri,

Nee mortale soiians, adfluta est uumine
quando

Jam jiropiore dei.

See Forbiger's notes in loco.

- Orelli, Collectio Inscriptionum Latin-

arum, 1828, vol. ii, p. 125, chaj). xiv,

Res Militaris, sect. 6. Honesta Mis.sio. No.

3577, Quotquot supersunt, numero xvi

collegit Spangeuberg ex Marinio prae-

sertim ; and see Nos. 3578-3502
; comp.

vol.i,p, ISO, MouumentaHistorica, sect. 10,

Galba. Ldon Renier, Recueil de Diplomes
Militairea, one vol. 4to, plates, 1876.

Desjardins, Epigraphiedu Musee National
Hougrois, says that about sixty of these

tablets are extant. According to Darem-
berg and Saglio,Dictionnaired'Antiquites

Grecques et Romaines, s.v. Diploma,
Article by the Abbe Henri Thedenat,
xiii Fascicule, Juillet 1888, p. 269, note
on Bibliographic, the number amounts to

eighty-one. Hence it will be perceived

that great progress has been made in this

branch of cla.ssical archaeology. The
British Museum possesses important
exam))les, which are to be seen in

the Anglo-Roman room. Some of

them are described in the Lapidarium
Septentrionale, folio, 1875, pp. 3-8.
Coloured fac-similes are given, and the

text copied with the lacunae filled up,
viz., Malpas Diploma, inner and outer
side of both plates ; Sydenham Diploma,
both sides ; Riveling Diploma^ both sides

of remaining plate.
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copper wire passing through four holes : they contain a

stcitenient of the privileges gmnted by Imperial decree to

soldiers who had completed their term of service

—

honesta
niissio, honourable discharge ; civitas, citizenship to those

who had it not previously ; and connabium, right to marry
a foreign woman, and to hand down the civitas to their

offspring.^ The importance of these tablets, as historical

evidence, can hardly be exaggerated, l)ecause we find in

them exact dates, as in the large Ijrass coins of the

Emperors which bear in the legend trie. pot. (trihunicia

potcstas), with a numeral, for we must remember that

this office was conferred annually. But they supply us

with many additional particulars that could not be included

within the " narrow orb" of a coin, even when the words
were abbreviated as much as possible." From such monu-
ments we obtain the names of magistrates, of legates who
commanded armies, of cohorts and the places in which they
were stationed. AVe also see how skilfully the government
employed troops of different nationalities, in a manner that

would best pi'omote the public interest,'^ how liberally it

rewarded soldiers, and how the statesmen of that time,

absorbing extraneous elements into the body politic, at

once cemented and extended the vast fabric of the Roman
Empire.

Among the diplomas in Desjardins' work on the Epi-

graphy of the National Hungarian Museum, I have selected

the one that seemed to present more points of interest

than any other ; it belongs to the month of February,

A.D 98 (Reign of Trajan): see p. 90, No. 185-185 bis.

PI. xlii. et xliii.

' Orelli, ibid. p. 464, No. 2652, De separated those of the same nation so as

Counubio militibus in tabulis honestae not to occupy contiguous positions ; hence
missionis ab Imperatoribus couceeso . . . mutiny was almost impossible: Bruce,
Sollemuis formula. Daremberg et Saglio, Roman Wall, edit. 4to, p. 63. Notitia
loc. citat. Le conubium est un privilege Dignitatum Occidentis, chap, xxxviii,

. . . enti-aiuant tous les effets attaches Item per lineam Valli—Lingones, Batavi.
aux justae nuptiae, (meme avec une Frisii, Tungri, Gauls, Dalmatians, Moors,
peregrine ou une Latine) ; la loi limitait Thracians, Morini, Nervii, etc. As a

sagement I'usage de ce privilege a un seul specimen, several slabs bearing the name
mariage. Astures (in Spain) were found at Chesters,

" " A narrow ORB each crowded con- on the North Tyne ; ibid. p. 64. Vide
quest keeps," line 25 of Pope's Epistle Index, s.v. Astures, First Ala, Benwell,
to Addison occasioned by his Dialogues p. 109 ; Second Ala, Chesters, p. 158

;

on Medals. Second Cohort, Great Chesters, pp. 68,
^ In the provinces, the Romans not 235.

only stationed foreigners, but also
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IMP • CAESAll • DIVI • NERVAE • F • NEKVA • TKAIA
NVS • AVG • GEUMANIC • PONTIFEX • MAXIMVS
TKIBVNIC • P0TE8TAT COH H

I'XJVITIBVS • ET • PEDITIBVS QVl.MILITANT IN A LIS

DVABVS • KTCOIIORTIBVS V QVAK Ai'PKLLANTVU • SI

LIANA • C • H • ET . I AVGVSTA • Il'VRAEOR • ET •
I MON

TANORVM • C R • ET I • BATAVORVM t>< • P • F ET • f

LVSITANORVM • ET • I • AVGVSTA ITVRAKOR • ET • II

BATAVOR • t>< • ET • SVNT • IN PANNONIA -SVB • CN
PINARIO • AEMILIO • CICATRICVLA • POMl'EIO

LONGING • ITEM • DIMISSIS • IIONESTA • MIS

SIONE QVIQVINA • ET • S'ICENA • PLVKAVK • STI

PENDIA • MERVERVNT • QVORVM • NOMINA
SVBSCRIPTA • SVNT • IPSIS • LIBERIS • POSTERIS
QVE • EORVM • CIVITATKM • DEDIT • ET CONVBIVM

O

CVM • VXORIBVS QVAS TVNC • HABVISSENT CVM
EST CIVITAS • IS • DATA AVT • SIQVI • CAELIBES • ESSENT
CVM • IS QVAS • POSTEA • DVXISSENT • DVMTAXAT • SIN

GVLI ' SINGVLAS • A • D • X • K MART
OIP • CAESARE • TRAIANO • AVG • GERMANil
SEX IVLIO FRONTING II • COS

COHORT . r • AVGVST • ITVRAEORVM • CVIPRAEST

L • CALLIDIVS • L • F • STE • CAMIDIENVS
DIMISSO • HONESTA • MISSIONE

EX • PEDITE

P • INSTEIO AGRIPPAE F CYRRH
DESCRIPTVM • ET • RECOGNITVM • EX TABVLA • AE
NEAQVAE • FIXA • EST • ROMAE IN MVROPOST
TEMPLVM • DIVI • AVG AD MIN : RVAM

C • IVNI
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Besides the mention of the deified Emperors, Augustus

and Nerva, and of Trajan, perhaps tlie greatest of Roman
sovereigns, we learn from this document that Frontinus,

in his second consulship, filled the place of Nerva, who
died on Jan. 27t]i, a.d, 98. Frontinus interests us because

he was governor of Britain a.d 75, and, according to

Tacitus, Life of Agricola, chap. 17, proved no unworthy
successor of Cerialis : in spite of an obstinate resistance

and the difiiculties caused by the locality, he subjugated the

Silures.' However, he is best known by his book on the

Roman Aqueducts, which is our chief authority for this

subject ; he was qualified for the task by having held the

ofiice of Curator Aquarum. Another work by the same
writer is less important :

—

Strategematicon, lihri IV.—as

it consists chiefly of anecdotes relating to famous generals.

We may observe that although Trajan in this document has

several titles, he is not called Pa^er Patriae; the omission

corresponds with a passage in the panegyric of the younger

Pliny, chap. 21, where it is stated that he refused this title.

The same chapter ends with an expression that may remind

us of a legend on the coins of this Emperor, optimvs

PRINCEPS, best of princes ; ior Pliny says that Trajan placed

himself on a level with his fellow citizens, but that he was

greater only so far as he was better."^

There are also other noinina propria in the Tablet,

which, though of less consequence than the preceding,

should not be altogether passed over. Pina7-ius occurs

Tiifelcheu. The holes, through which a Hcebat, validamque et pugnacem Siluruin

thong or wire passed, assist us to under- gentem armis subegit. Cerealis had
stand a passage in one of Cicero's most specially distinguished himself by sup-

famous orations. In L. Catilinam iii ad pressing the formidable revolt of the

Quirites, cap. 5 sect. 10, Tabellas proferri Batavian Civilis. Frontinus in his turn

jussiinus quae a quoque dicebantur was superseded by Agricola. The Konians
dataj. Primum ostendimus Cethego sig- sent some of their best generals to

nam ; cognovit. Nos linum incidimus Britiau, doubtless on account of the

(we cut the string) : legimus. Cicero is stubborn resistance which our ancestors

here giving an account to the people of offered to the invaders,

the manner in which the intrigue of the - Loc. citat. edit. Keil and Mommsen,
conspirators with the Allobi-ogian envoj's At tu (Trajanus) etiaui patris patriae

was discovered. Written ordeis signed by (titulum) recusabas . . . Nomen ilkul

Lentulus Cethegus and others had fallen quod alii primo statim ]irincipatus die,

into liis hands : Liddell, History of ut imperatoris et Caesaris, leceperunt,

Rome, vol. ii, p. 396 sq., book vii, tu usque eo distulisti, donee tu quoipie

chap. Ixiv. beneficiorum tuormn parcissimus aesti-

^ 'J'acitus, loc. citat. Et cum Ceriaiis mator jam te rnereri fatereris. Ibid,

quidem alterius successoriscuramfamam- fin. par omnibus, et hoc tantiim caeteris

que obruisset, sustinuit quoque molem major, quo melior.

Julius Frontinus, vir magnus, quantum
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amono- the names of tlie Icr/dti wlio commaiKlcfl the Pan-

nonian army at this period.' The Pinurii l)eloii<!; to the

mythi(;al history of Rome, and are mentioned together

with the Potitii as distinguished families who entertained

Hercules hospitably, and were afterwards his liei'e<litary

priests.- Cicatticula, in Celsus, means a little scar,'' })ut

I know of no instance wliere it designates a person except

that given Ity i»a[)hael Fabretti, Inscriptiones, lG99,p. 700,

No. 211, pc()RNeijo?f||sabcicatricvlak. Compare the

the recent work by Ariodante Fabretti, (Jlo.^sdri'u/tn Ifali-

cum, p. 840, s.v. ; he refers to (Jliv. Marni. pisaur., Xo. 35,

pg. 15.

fn line 25 ex-pedite signifies one who had been formerly

a foot soldier.' The use of the preposition ex to denote

an office which a person had ceased to hold is frequent in

inscriptions. I have already noticed it, Arch (tolof/leal

Journal, vol. XLVii., p. 395, scj., where examples are so

fully explained that I need not repeat them now. Line 26,

we find the gens Listeia, which occurs in authors as well as

on monuments. Tacitus, Annals, xiii.^ 9, mentions a cen-

turion of this name employed by Ummidius, governor of

Syria, who quarrelled with the celebrated Corludo, Nero's

Commander-in-Chief against the Parthians. There are

various forms of the word—Isteius, Instia ; also Instueia,

Instuleia, and Instelanus vicus at Rome : see De Vit's

Onomasticon appended to his edition of Forcellini's Lexicon.

In the same line oYrrh is perhaps an abbreviation of

Cyrrhestes from Cyrrhus in Syria, North-East of Antioch,

' In the vestibule leading to tlie sit
;
quae eelerrime in vena confirmatur.

Reading Room of the British Museum, The author is here giving directions

Pinarius occur.? three times and Pinaria for blood-letting. Ibid, vii, 7 § 1,

once on a sepulchral slab, affixed to the Dein superiuungi collvrio debet ex iis

wall to the right as the visitor enters. aliquo, quo lippientes oculi superinun-
^ Livy I, vii, 12-14, Ibi turn primum gnntur : paucissimisque diebui^ cicatricula

hove eximia capta de grege .sacrum inducitnr. This passage is well illu.s-

Herculi, adhihitis ad ministerium da- trated by the oculists' stamps, many of

pemque Potitiis ac Pinariis, quae turn which are preserved in the National

familiae maxime inclitae ea loca incole- Collections of the European Capital.s.

bant, factum: see the notes edit. Weissen- See De Viilefosse and Thedenat (Cachets
born. Other references, ancient and d'Ocuhstes). At the British Museum
modern, are given in Smith's Dictionary theie are seven on view in the Etruscan
of Greek and Roman Biogiaphy, s.v. Saloon.

Pinaria gens and Potitia gens, •* Similarly we find k'x yrerj/ile, qui
^ Celsus De Medicina, edit. Targa, 4'°, jam gregaria militia functus est. Di~

with variorum notes, Lugduni Batavoruui. ploma Hadriatu Imp. apud Vtrnur.za,

1785, lib. ii, cap. 10 extr., Ideoque Torino, 1817. E.\ gregale D. Numitorio
protinus brachium deligandum habeu- Agilini f. Tarammoni. De Vit, Lexicon,
dumque ita est, donee valens cicatricula s.v. sect. 8.
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and tlie capital of Cyrrliestica—a region near Commagene,

wliicli I have mentioned in speaking of Jupiter Dolichenus.

This adjective is well known as an epithet of Andronicus,

who built the Horologium at Athens, commonly called the

Tower of the Winds, from the emblematic figures sculptured

upon it. The choragic monument of Lysicrates is a parallel

case, for its traditional name was The Lantern of Demos-

thenes ^

\ Cyrrhestica is south of Commagene
mentioned above, in the plain between
Mount Amanus on the west and the

River Euphrates on the east : vide Smith
and Grove's Classical and Biblical Atlas,

Map 29, Asia Minor.

See Stuart and Revett's Antiquities

of Athens, fol. 1762, vol. i, chap, iii,

pp. 13-25. Of the octogon Tower of

Andronicus Cyrrhestes, plates i-xix.

Ibid, chap iv, pp. 27-36. Of the
Choragic Monument of Lysicrates, etc.,

plates i-xxvi. " The modern Athenians
call this edifice to Phauciri tou Demos-
theneos or the Lanthorn of Demosthenes."

VOL. L.

Besides general views, which include
the surrounding?, plans, sections and
details, this magnificent work supplies

much information not given in cheap and
recent compilations.

The second leaf of the tablets contains
the names of seven witnesses, in the
genitive case. For the whole subject of

tabulae honestae viissionis, comp. Diet, of

Greek and Roman Antiqq., 3rd edition,

vol. i, pp. 641-644, Articles Diploma and
Dipti/cha with diagrams and engraving

;

and ibid. p. 809. Art. Exercitus, Length
of service and discharge.

2h



OPENING ADDRESS OE THE ARCHITECTURAL SECTION AT

THE LONDON MEETING. ^

By EDWIN FRESHFIELD, LL.D., F.S.A.

I believe it is one of tlie unwritten rules, or at all events

traditions, of the Royal Archooological Institute, to ask

some gentleman of antiquarian predilictions to occupy the

presidential chair of one or other sections of these Meetings

upon the same principle as the Hero in the " Grand

Duchess of Gerolstein " asked to be appointed a school-

master in order that he mis^ht learn the first duties of his

position, viz. : to read and write. It must be, I think,

upon this principle that, some few years ago, the Council

asked me to preside over the Antiquarian Section,

antiquities being a subject with which I am unacquainted.

Tlie Council have now been good enough to ask me, who
am equally unacquainted with Architecture, to preside

over the Architectural Section, while my friend Mr.

Micklethwaite, who is pre-eminent as an architect, has

been asked to preside over the Antiquarian. I am sure

the gentleman will forgive me for commencing with this,

because upon the principle of Mr. Richard Moniplies, in

Sir Walter Scott's novel of the " Fortunes of Nigel," I find

it better, if anybody is likely to have anything to say

against me, to say it myself.

In the address that I propose to give you to-day, I have

thought it well to put myself in the position of one of us

cockneys wishing to point out to a visitor to London, as

all of you, gentlemen, are here, the manner in which I

think he could, without going outside of a Is. 6d. fare in a

Hansom cab, if he was so minded, study the Architecture

of the difi"erent periods of English History. I should like,

however, to premise that a city is, for many reasons, a bad

1 Read at, Burlington House, July 14th, 1893.
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place in wliicli to study arcliitecture. I remember Sir

Charles Newton, upon wliom I urged, now many years

ago, the advisability of continuing excavations in Epliesus

after the discovery of the Temple, telling me how hopeless

it was to attempt to excavate in a city that had been

continuously inhabited for a long period. From the

nature and necessity of things, successive generations

would have destroyed, by repairs, alterations and otherwise,

the distinctive features that a person by excavation would
wish to find. I know well by experience that so it is in

London with architecture. Not only have the buildings

been from time to time repaired and altered as occasion

required, but they have been altered according to the

different uses to which they have been put, and the diffe-

rent tastes of different ages, and also within a comparatively

recent period almost all of them have more or less been

subjected to the severe process that is called restoration,

i.e., restoration to their supposed original condition, by
persons unacquainted with it, and out of joint with the cir-

cumstances which produced those conditions. Nevertheless,

making allowance for all this, there are still some notable

examples left, and of these I shall give a short list. It

must not be taken that I pledge myself in a general

address like this to a particular year when I give a date.

I believe all the dates I give are approximately accurate.

I have verified them as far as I can.

Probably the first occupation of London of which the

enquiring antiquary would wish to find some architectural

remains is the Eoman. The only remaining Roman
architectural feature of London is the wall. The course of

the Roman wall of London is pretty well known, and from
time to time by excavation at various points of it a good
deal of information has been orathered about it. Li the

52nd Volume of Archceologia, p 690, there is an exhaustive

description of a portion of it discovered near the new
buildings of the post office at Aldersgate— the fact that

the description was made by Mr. Fox ensures that it was
both careful and complete. The wall is built in courses

wdth stone and Roman brick, underpinned and preserved,

and can be seen from the buildinirs of the New Post

Omce. It gives a very fair idea of the general con-

struction. I think it would not be impossible for this
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Society citlicr in tho ]ici,c;lil)Oiir]i(»<»tl of All Hallows on

the AVall or of the ('liiircli\ aid ol St. Alphege, possi])ly

also of St. (lilcs, Cripples-ate, to uncover a ])ortion of

the Roman AVall wliich nii^lit he })ermanently exposed

for examination and stud\'. The suggestion that St.

Peter's-upon-Cornhill was l)uilt l)y Lucius, King of

Briton, in the 2nd century is very interesting, Init no part

of the present church was built at that time, and we have

nothing in London of an earlier date than very late

Saxon.

Of the pure Saxon period there is no example remaining.

Edwjird the Confessor rebuilt in part AVestminster Abbey
during the last few years of his life, commencing with the

year 1060, but I think it may be assumed that, however

many Saxon w^orkmen may have been employed in the

building, the church itself was a pure Norman building.

You have visited AVestminster Abbey under the auspices

of our mutual friend, Mr. Micklethwaite. You could not

have a better or more appreciative guide. He has no

doubt pointed out to you the base of the pier near the

Reredos, which I believe is undoubtedly Saxon. There

are other portions of the buildings which when I was

young I was taught also to consider Saxon, but I believe

doubt has been throw^n upon these. But this doubt is of

no great importance if the buildings were not built by
Edward the Confessor they were the continuation of his

work. For the indigenous Norman examples of this date

we must look to the ruined Abbey of Jumieges, or the

Church of St. George at Boscherville, near Rouen. Among
the AVestminster Buildings to wdiich your attention has no

doubt been directed is the building called the Chapel of

the Pyx, which Sir George Gilbert Scott has described in

his Crleanings of Westminster Abbey.

Another specimen in the City of very early Norman
work is the crypt of Bow Church. This crypt, which is

sadly kept, is very interesting. There are several pure

early Norman cushion capitals, and one with a sort of leaf

ornament on the edge, which I do not remember to have

seen elsewhere. The capital upon wdiich this ornament is

seen is that of a pillar partly built up. There is one part

of the north side of the crypt which may be late Saxon.

This crypt and the Norman work at AVestminster Abbey
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may not inappropriately be compared with the Chapel in

the White Tower. This Chapel was built in the year 1078,

and is consequently one of the earliest specimens of

Norman architecture in England. The Chapel terminates

in an apse. I cannot tell if the crypt of Bow Church did

the same—if it did the apse must have been destroyed at

a very early period, as the building is bounded at the east

end by a street.

I do not know how far Mr. Pearson kept the promise,

which was made to us by the Chief Commissioner of

Works at the time, to preserve in the altered building the

exterior wall of Westminster Hall. I hope he did. West-

minster Hall must have been commenced within a very

few years of the building of the Chapel of the White
Tower. When the Law Courts were removed some 10 or

12 'years ago the whole of the west wall of Westminster
Hall was uncovered, and was shown to be of early Norman
work, altered in the reign of King Richard the Second.

The early Norman work was of Caen stone—the later

work of Richard the Second of Reigate fire stone. The
Norman work was supported by flat Norman buttresses,

and the wall was covered with Norman masons' marks,

whilst the building itself was not unlike, but on a very much
larger scale, the hall of the Exchequer of Normandy, at

Caen. The later work of Richard the Second was sup-

ported by heavy flying buttresses and of a different

construction. Of the same date as Westminster Hall is

the western part of the well-preserved crypt of the Church

of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, at Clerkenwell

—

this crypt was no doubt built in the reign of King William

Rufus.

The next building to be noticed is the Church of St.

Bartholomew the Great. This is a beautiful specimen of

the more advanced period of the Norman architecture

before the transition had begun. This building may be

fixed as between the years 1123 and 1133—it is very well

known, and although it has suffered from restoration the

suffering has not been very severe. Of the date of King
Henry the Second's reign we have several buildings, and
first the round part of the second Temple Church, built

in the year 1185. In the same year, and at the same
time, was built the second Church of the Knights of St.
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Jolin of -leiusalem at Clcrkciiwell— the Churches of the

Hospital and of the Tcm})le were consecrated at tlie

same time l)y the Patriarcli of Jerusalem, Heraclius,

just before the extinction of the Latin Kingdom of

Jerusalem. The Hospitallers' Church has, in one sense,

met with more severe treatment than the Temple Church.

There is little left of this Church except the crypt and a

few bases of Purbeck marble of one or two pillars in the

nave. The round part of the Temple Clinrch is standing,

])ut it has been restored. The eastern [)art of the crypt of

St. John's Church is that built in 1185, and the junction

betw^een the tw^o styles, the early Norman of the first

Church and the transition of the second C^hurch, is very

well marked.

Of about the same period is the Bell Tower of the

Tower of London. This tower now forms part of the

house of the Lieutenant of the Tower, General Milman,

who, I make no doubt, watli his usual courtesy, will

permit you to see the construction of it. The date is,

I believe, 1190. These buildings mark the distinctly

transition period—so that we have a fair representation

of the architecture of the Norman and transition period.

Within the next few years the Church of St. Mary
Overey, the Chapel of Lambeth Palace, and the Chancel

of the Temple Church were built, and here, if I may be

permitted to do so, I should like to indulge in a digression.

In many respects the most interesting of these churches is

the Church of St. Mary Overey. If you wdll take a map,

and draw a straight line from Southwark to Shoreham,

you will find that it will pass through the parishes of

Carshalton and Eeigate. Any person wdio casually visits

these four churches, viz., St. Mary Overey, Carshalton,

Reigate and Shoreham, wdll come to the conclusion that

they were built at the same time by the same architect, or

at all events, by the same gang of w^orkmen. Why there

should be a connection between Shoreham and the other

three churches, unless the workmen were following the

main road up to London, it is not cjuite so easy to tell.

But as between St, Mary Overey, Carshalton and Reigate

there is a very interesting and easy connection, I do

not know at wdiat time the architects began to use Reigate

stone, but they did so in the thirteenth century. In the
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early accounts of the liuilding of AYestminster Abl)ey, it

seems tliat the chalk with which the roof was made was
bought from Henry de Carshalton, who no doubt lived at

Carshalton and owned the extensive chalk pits which

existed between Carshalton and the well-known house,

The Oaks. These chalk pits are now overgrown with yews
and other trees, and form a very picturescpe object in the

ride from Carshalton to Woodmanstern. This I believe is

the nearest point to London from which chalk could be

got. At the same time the stone for the building was

being brought from the neighbourhood of Reigate. This

1 think affords a sufficient connection between Reigate and

Carshalton, and the buildings then erected in London,

and makes it clear why the churches of St. Mary Overey,

Carshalton and Reigate, which were all built at the same

time, should have been built under the same influence. A
very short time afterwards the architects found that chalk

could be got as conveniently from the neighbourhood of

Reigate as it could from Carshalton. The Reigate stone,

as it is probably well-known to most of you, did not come
from Reigate, but from the hills lying between Merstham
Station and Godstone, wdiere extensive old quarries still

exist The Reigate stone, as it is called, crops out just

below the chalk, which forms the range of hills called the

North Downs. The part of the range of hills from wdiicli

the stone came lies in the parish of Chaldon, and it is

interesting to see that, in the accounts for building

Westminster Abbey, the stone is bought from Roger de

Reigate, and the chalk from Richard (and afterwards from

Agnes) de Chaldon, and Carshalton w\as deserted. I

should think it is probable that it was from this connection

that Chaldon Church came to be ornamented with the

curious wall-painted picture of the Last Judgment, which

is known to many of you, and that to it Chipstead Church,

which is the Church of the adjoining parish, is indebted

for the l)eautiful central crossing and the groined roof with

which it is ornamented.

Tf you have not already done so you will probaWy visit

the Chapel at Lambeth Palace. This Chapel has, I believe,

been attributed among other builders to a person we know
very well—Archbishop Hubert Walter, a distinguished

Archbishop in the reigns of King Richard and King John.
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To the s.amc date may be attributed the chancel of the

Temple Church, This was a period during which the

greatest proportion of the Temple Buihlings in Enghmd
were either built or repaired.

A very few years later, namely, in 1242, in the reign of

King Henry the Tliird, began the reconstruction of

Westminster Abbey. If we had no building in London
except Westminster Abbey this alone would furnish us

with a complete history of Gothic architecture. If I do

not refer to it at length again in this short address it is

only because you have already seen it, and had explained

to you the manner in which the Ijuilding of the A])bey

proceeded continuously from the reign of King Henry the

Third until just before the suppression of the Abbey, and

that the buildings were erected in one harmonious design, so

that while it is possible by examination of the details to

trace which part of the Church was building at a particular

period, the building itself produces in the main the

impression of having all been built at the same time. King
Henry the Third also greatly enlarged the fortifications of

the Tower of London—it is said that he built the Traitors'

Gate and St. Thomas' Tower. You will see the Tower
yourselves. I particularly notice the Traitors' Gate because

of its peculiar construction—the arch has no key-stone,

and the stones are held together by notches—a not un-

common practice in the East, where it is a preservation in

case of earthquake, but I do not know any other in

England. I should have thought it was later. Towards

the latter end of the thirteenth century Bishop de Luda
built the Chapel in Ely Place. It is a beautiful specimen

of the Geometric style of architecture, the most beautiful

in London. During this period the work in Westminster

Abbey was in progress. In the year 1347, St. Stephen's

Chapel at Westminster was built. Of this the crypt alone

remains. During the next 50 years Westminster Hall was

rebuilt, and the Church of the Augustinian Friars in the

City, but it was in the commencement of the fifteenth

century that rebuilding in London had its greatest impetus.

The century opens with the rebuilding of the Guildhall, in

the year 141J. The Guildhall is a building of great

interest, and it has a very perfect crypt, which you will

study with interest.
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Tlic mention of crypts brings me to mention another

matter. It is astonishing the number of crypts, or so-

called crypts, which must have existed in London. These

are continually being discovered and destroyed. The
real question is what they were. In the first place, with

regard to some of them, I doubt if they were crypts at all.

The level of London has been raised so unevenly, that in

some instances I think they must be the ground floor of

some building destroyed at the Fire. The w^ord crypt

carries with it a sort of mysterious feeling; but, after all, a

crypt was merely a cellar in many cases. In proof of this

I would appeal to any gentlemen here who know the

ancient and loyal City of Winchelsea, of w4iich I am an

honorary freeman. The crypts or cellars of the old town
extend far into the neighbouring fields, and my grand-

father's sheep in the hot weather used to shade themselves

in one of the many rows of cellars with which the fields

are honeycombed. I do not believe Winchelsea was ever

completed. The architect laid out his streets at right

anHes, and alono; the line of the streets made cellars with

beautiful early Fourteenth century groming, upon which

the houses, which were never built, w^ere to be built. In

London they were built. A photograph which I exhibit of

a crypt lately discovered, and destroyed, in Ironmonger

Lane will illustrate what I mean. You, gentlemen, can

see one in full use in Laurence Pountney Lane, and there

must still be plenty more. AYith respect to this I urge

the gentlemen to go and see that at Laurence Pountney
Lane at once. It is private property— it is threatened

with destruction—and, good and perfect as it is, no power
except that of money can preserve it. In that respect I

fear antiquaries are like conies—a feeble folk.

The Churches of St. Ethelburga, St. Helen's, and the

beautiful south-west porch of St. Sepulchre's were all built

at this period. In the year 1465 Crosby Hall was built,

and although an eating-house is not a convenient place

in which to study antiquities, it is well worth a visit.

The Hall of Lincoln's Inn was built about the same time.

This hall is interesting, and although repeated alterations

to suit the requirements of a law court, for which it was
never intended, have, to some extent, spoilt it, still it is

interesting. Merchant Taylor's Hall is of about the same
VOL L. 2 I
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date, and tliorc is attached to tliis Hall a very interesting

scries of huildings, part of wliicli (including a erypt) is at

least as old as the Hall. The (Jate of Lincoln's Inn was

built in 1481—this is now a very poor affair—^the groining

is gone, and the gate itself overtopped by new chambers.

The Gate of Lambeth Palace was built in 1490—this

is a much more satisfactory piece of building and better

preserved.

In the year 1502 King Henry the Seventh's Chapel was

added on to Westminster Abbey, and two years later

(1504) St. John's Gate, Clerkenwell, was built. This

latter is a very perfect specimen of Domestic architecture

of this date, and although it has been repaired, it still

retains its principal features. Another specimen of

domestic architecture is a part of the Charterhouse. In

1526 the small cloisters, now enclosed in the Houses of

Parliament, were added to the Chapel of St. Stephen's,

and about ten years later the Gateway of St. James'

Palace. This is the latest specimen of Pre-Reformation

work that I know of in London. The rest of King Henry
the Eight's reign, and the reign of that brilliant young

prig, his son, were mainly occupied by pulling down.

There was very little building done then. It is very

curious, but of the style which is called Elizabethan I do

not find satisfactory examples. Some of the city halls

must have been built or adapted then, but they were

mostly burned at the Fire. The only buildings of

importance that I can mention are the Hall of the Temple,

built in 1570, and a part of the Charterhouse, which is

of about the same date. In the year 1623 the Chapel

at Lincoln's Inn was built, and I would commend it to

your notice as an extraordinary good specimen, as far as

the outside of the building and the undercroft upon which

it stands is concerned, of Gothic Architecture at this time.

It is so good, that I believe some doubt existed as to

wdiether it was not of an earlier date ; but the account of

the building was found, leaving no doubt that it was built

at that time.

There were two churches in the city built about the

same time, the Church of St. Alban, Wood Street, and

St. Katharine Cree Church. St. Alban, Wood Street,

was burnt at the Fire of London, and rebuilt in the same
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style after it by Sir Cliristoplier Wren ; the apse at the

east end was an addition of Sir George Gilbert Scott, and

a happy one, as at the time it was the means of preserving

the church, but it is not part of the original structure.

The Church of St. Katharine Cree Church was consecrated

in the year 1630, and quite independently of its archi-

tectural merits as a church it is of great historical interest.

The service used by Archbishop Laud at the consecration

of it, in 1630, was one of the subjects of the indictment

preferred against him by the Puritans. But there is

another interesting feature in St. Katharine Cree Church.

The tower is part of the original building ; against the

east wall of the north side of the tower is preserved the

westernmost pillar of the old arcade, dividing the nave

from the south aisle. The condition of the tower piers,

and particularly of this pillar, shows the extent to which

the original church was below the surface of the church of

1630 and of the present pavement. The contemporary

accounts show that the pavement of London had risen

round the church, and that the inside of the church was

partly filled up when the new church was rebuilt. This

part of London was not burnt at the Fire. I consider St.

Katharine Cree Church a very satisfactory specimen of

church architecture, and it looks to me as if, but for the

Fire of London, we should have at this time probably

developed in London a new style of architecture of modified

Gothic. But the Fire of London came immediately after-

wards, and the whole re-building of the city falling into

the hands of Sir Christopher Wren, except in the instances

I shall presently mention, stopped this at once and for

ever. In the reign of King Charles the First, and not long

before the great Eebellion, another important building was

built at Westminster, the Banqueting House at Whitehall.

The Fire in 1666 swept away, together with St. Paul's

Cathedral, which must have been at least as interesting a

study of architecture as Westminster Abbey, by far the

greater part of the churches within the walls and some
within the liberties also, together with Castle Baynard, the

old buildings of the Steelyard and the Merchants' Houses

and Palaces. W^hen Sir Christopher Wren commenced to

rebuild he was within certain fixed lines practically left a

free hand. There are, however, the following churches
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Avliic^li from a vai'ii'ty of circuinstaiiccs lie was comjx'llcd to

]-cbiiiKl in the Gothic style, l^'irst, St. j\lary Ahleiiiiaiy.

Some portion of the original tower had remained, and

upon a careful examination of the chuich you will find in

the church itself some other remains of the old per-

pendicular work which Sir Christopher Wren used in his

building. Secondly, St. Alban's, Wood Street. This

church had just been Ijuilt by Jnigo Jones, and was also

rebuilt by Sir Christopher Wren in the Gothic style.

Thirdly, the tower and spire of St. Dunstan's in the East.

Fourthly, tlie tower of St. Michael's, Cornhill. In repair-

ing the Church of St. Sepulchre's a great deal of the

old work was preserved. St. Sepulchre's lias undergone

several restorations, but the tower is an extremely

beautiful one. The tower of St. Michael's, Cornhill, is

entirely Wren's, and is a very fine piece of work, with

very bold and effective proportions, but poor detail. The
tower and spire of St. Dunstan's in the East are as good

as St. Michael's and very delicate. St. Mary Aldermary
I think retains more of the old tower built before the fire

than either of the two others, and is almost a restoration

rather than a rebuilding. When Sir Christopher Wren
was allowed a free hand as to his style he abandoned

all attempts to imitate Gothic architecture. The
parochial feeling in the City was at that time very

strong. If Sir Christojoher Wren had had his own way he

would have united many of the small parishes and built a

few large churches, but the strong parochial feeling pre-

vented this, and the value of the land generally limited

him to building upon the space upon which the old

churches had stood, and as a general rule he built upon
the old foundations. The extent to which he was allowed

to encroach upon the churchyards was very slight indeed,

but the manner in which he treated the buildings was very

remarkable Probably the best instance is St. Stephen's,

Walbrook, but wdth St. Stephen's, Walbrook, may be

compared St. Mary Abchurch, St. Swithin, London Stone,

St. Mary-at-Hill, St. Mildred, Bread Street, and All

Hallows, Lombard Street. It is alw^ays said that in

building St. Paul's Cathedral Sir Christopher Wren wished

to have taken as his model the church of St. Stephen,

Walbrook. St. Stephen's, Walbrook, is said, itself to be a
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copy of a, cliurcli in Eome, but I have never found
the particuhir building. Although in St. Paul's Cathedral
there are many features which may be considered unsatis-

factory, still I think it is a matter not to be regretted

that Sir Christopher Wren's original intention was con-
trolled. I cannot imagine anything more satisfactory

than the central dome ; this was no doubt copied from
Ely Cathedral, of which his uncle, Matthew Wren, was
Bishop, and in which Cathedral there is, or was at all

events when I was a boy, some of Sir Christopher's

handiwork, but it would be curious to know whether Sir

Christopher or Alan de Walsingham, the builder of the
octagon at Ely, were indebted to the Byzantine architects

for the arrangement by which the dome is sup23orted upon
eight arches instead of four. This arrangement was well

known in the tenth and eleventh centuries in Greece. I

do not know any instances of it in any other part of the
Levant except, perhaps, in the Patriarchal Church at

Alexandria, which building has been very much injured.

However, the plan of supporting the dome upon eight

arches is well shown in the Church of St. Nicodemus at

Athens, in the Church of the Monastery at Daphne on the
road from Athens to Eleusis, and in the large monastic
Church of St. Luke at Stiri. The church at Daphne was
the burying-place of one or more of the Angivine Dukes of
Athens. The particular form of building must have been
well known to the western monks, some of whom indeed
tried their hands on the building at Daphne, so that it is

most probable that Alan de Walsingham got his idea from
them, and Sir Christopher Wren took his design from Ely
Cathedral.

There are several other interesting churches by Sir

Christopher Wren that should be seen— St. Peter-upon-
Cornhill, St. Magnus, Bow Church, and St. Bride, these
are all good specimens of his large churches; St. Lawrence,
Jewry, St. Edmund the King and Martyr, St. Andrew by
the Wardrobe, are specimens of his smaller churches. St.

James', Garlick Hythe, is the only church in the City
built by Sir Christopher Wren, except St. Paul's, which
has an apse.

I have said that Sir Christopher Wren built of necessity
upon the old foundations, even to the extent of being
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obliged to follow the irregnlaritics in the shapes of the

older churches ; this may be seen by any person who
chooses to visit St. Margaret's, Lothbury. Tlie churcli

here is shorter at the north than at the south side, and
the east wall runs at an angle to the north and south

walls, the altar, which was part of Sir Christopher's design,

has been made to fit the angle of the east wall so as to

present a straight line to the body of the church.

Accidently I discovered an old ground plan of the church

before the Fire, showing that Sir Christopher Wren had
followed exactly the foundations of the older church,

which was similarly irregular. But I should like to say

one other word about Sir Christopher AVren. Sir

Christopher did the ])est he could. To each of the parishes

a certain sum was allotted, and he gave them the best he

could for the money, l)ut that the best was not always

satisfjictory it is useless to deny. Sir Christopher seldom

troubled himself to do more than build ujDon the existing

foundations ; the churches he built were built upon
different principles to those which they replaced, and in

many instances the foundations were not strong enough to

carry the substituted building. If any of the gentlemen

present care to spend half-an-hour in visiting the Church
of St. Michael Bassishaw, he will see exactly what I mean.
The Church of St. Michael Bassishaw is one of those in

which I think, though I am not sure, Sir Christopher Wren
exceeded the limits of the old church. The northern wall

is built upon the wall of the old church and has bulged,

the south wall seems to me to stand beyond the limits of

the old church. The church is divided into a nave and

two aisles, with a row of what appear to be rather hand-

some pillars. In the course of a recent reparation it was
discovered, in the first place, that these pillars w^ere wood
covered wdth plaster, and, in the next place, that they were

built upon such insecure foundations that they all required

under-pinning. This church, howe^^er, illustrates another

danger, which Sir Christopher Wren's churches are going to

be subjected to, and which, unless I am very much mistaken,

is likely to be more formidable than the successive attempts

of the Bishops of London to destroy them under the Union
of Benefices Act. The gentlemen present, if they do not

know it, must learn that up to the year 1 845, or thereabouts
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it was the universal practice to bury in these cluirclies and
to bury over and over again. For nearly the last fifty

years the churches have been closed for burials, and no
interments have taken place ; but the favourite plan now
is for the officer of health, if he sees a church under repair,

to come in and to suggest that he smells an unwholesome
smell, and to request the removal of a piece of the pave-

ment. Then follows an immediate request that the church
should be emptied of all the bodies. There are no funds

out of which this can be done except a rate upon the

parishioners, and if, as is almost sure to happen, something-

further is necessary to be done, the ratepayers, consisting

principally of persons non-resident in the parish, vote and
will vote for the union of the j^arish to some adjoining

parish, where the same history in all probability, wdll be
repeated. This danger to Sir Christopher Wren's churches
is a much more subtle one than the direct attack by
successive Bishops ; I could combat the one, I do not
think I can the other. It may be a subject of consider-

ation how this new danger is to be met, but my address is

not, I think, the proper time to discuss this.

Of the City Halls built at this period, the most
characteristic seems to me to be Vintners' Hall, in Thames
Street. It is a very interesting specimen of Domestic
architecture of this date, and is practically unchanged.

The successors of Sir Christopher Wren built many
buildings and churches in London. One of the most
notable is St. Mary Woolnoth, built by Hawksmoor in the

very first days of the eighteenth century. In the same
way as in the case of the Church of St. Katharine Cree
Church, it seems to me we were at this time on the verge
of developing a style of architecture. It seems to me
likely that, if the architect of St. George's, Bloomsbury,
and St. George's-in-the-East had had a following, his

school might have developed a style not unlike that of the
churches in Central Syria and produced buildings con-

venient for service and of great constructive merit. I

commend to your notice not the classical facade and tower
of St. George's, Bloomsbury, but the body of the church as

a study of this style, and particularly the outside of it.

The next epoch is marked by the style of which the

Bank of England is the best example, and this was
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succcciled by tlic classical style represented by St. Philip's,

Regent Street, and St. Pancras. This 8t}'le was succeeded

by what the Bishop of Oxford calls the Gothic revival

which commenced witli Sir Walter and culminated with

Sir Gilbert Scott. Ol" this revival tlic gentlemen may find

many examples in London, including among them Mr.

Brandon's l)eautiful building for the Irvingitc community
in Gordon Square, and Mv. Pearson's (-hurch of St.. John,

Red Lion St^uare. If I do not mention others it is from

no desire to disparage them, but the most hopeful tiling 1

can say about them is that my friend Mr. ]\licklethwaite

tells me that we are gradually working out in a practical

way a method of church building suited to our present

requirements.

I believe Lord Chief Baron Pollock used to receive the

successive Lord Mayors with the remark that the City of

London was in ruins. He meant, I suppose, in course of

rebuilding. The London which I remember as a boy is

passing away ; old churches, halls, houses, and streets have

gone, and have been replaced by buildings in w^hicli every

style of architecture has been introduced. You will see

these as you walk along, I need not tell you of them.

This then is the end of my address. We are archreologists

here, we are not architects. I do not pretend to have

exhausted the subject, a cockney like myself could find

many cliarming little bits to show you in an afternoon

walk—the cloisters of the Bluecoat School and the south

front of that building, the Court of Barnard's Inn and some
of the adjoining houses, or the row of houses at Holborn

Bars, called Staple Inn. In the east end of the City there

are all sorts of interesting peeps. You might do w^orse

than spend your Sunday afternoon in 23rowling about the

City. But I have said enough ; I am not an architect

;

but I have, I think, shown you wdiere you may study

architecture while you are here, and that without, as I

said, incurring a heavy bill for cab hire.



THE ORIGIN OF THE MAYORALTY OF LONDON.

By J. H. ROUND, M.A.

In undertaking to read, at a London Congress, a paper
on " the origin of the Mayoralty of London," I find myself
rather in the position of Balaam when he accepted Balak's

invitation. The seven hundredth anniversary of the

famous INlayoralty of London was, four years ago, com-
memorated by its venerable Corporation, who thereby

proclaimed W7'6i e^ orhi that 1189 was the year that saw
its birth. Now it w^ill be this evening my chief object to

destroy this ancient illusion, and to show that the earliest

year in which a Mayor is mentioned, so far as is yet

known to us, is that of which this is the seventh centenary,

namely 1193.

How many Londoners, we wonder, have any conception

of the circumstances under which their Mayoralty actually

came into being ? If there be any distinctively English

potentate it is surely, in the eyes of foreigners, the

redoubtal)le Lord Mayor ; if there be any office of solemn
respectability, it is surely the Mayoralty of London. And
yet the " Mayor," in origin as in name, is wholly and
purely a foreign importation, while his office preserves the

memory of the triumph of the " Commune" in London, to

which revolutionary episode it owes its birth. But the
true story of its origin, exciting and instructive though it

be, is wholly obscured and misrepresented by the view
which has been unfortunately adopted that it dates from
1189.

Occupying as it did, among English towns, a position

apart, in wealth as in importance, London had a municipal
development of her own, a development of which our best

modern historians can only tell us that it is " obscure."

That obscurity, however, has been sadly increased by the

imperfect study and the misapprehension of her great

Charters of Liberties. Broadly speaking, and disregarding

VOL. L. 2 K.
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for the moment tlie statements of our aecepteJ autliorities,

the great want of London, in lier early days, was an

efticient, liomegencous government of her own. The City

—

for the City was then TiOndon—found itself, in fact, during

the Norman period, in the same 2)light as greater London
found itself in our own days. " The ordinary system of

the parish and the townsliip," as an accomplished writer

puts it, "the special franchises and jurisdictions of the

great individual landowners, of the churches, of the gilds,

—

all these were loosely bundled to,o;ether." For the cause

of this state of things we should liave to go Ijack to the

origins of our history, to shew that the genius of the

Anglo-Saxon system was ill-adapted—or rather, wholly

unsuitable to urban life, that while of unconquerable

persistence and strength in small, manageable rural com-

munities, it was bound to, and did, break down when
applied to large and growing towns whose life lay, not in

agriculture, l)ut in trade. In a Parish, in a " Hundred,"

the Englishman wiis at home ; but in a town, and still

more in such a town as London, he found himself, for

administrative purposes, at his wits' end.

The practical nature, however, of our forefathers

endeavoured to make the best of the means it had at hand,

and to work London, as nearly as possible, on the lines of

a County. Thus the Sherifi" became its chief officer, and -

the vestry government, as w^e may term it, of the time

found in him the sole exponent of London's unity. Had
the municipal development proceeded on these lines it

would have given us results very diffei'ent from those

which were eventually obtained ; for the idea of a " Cor-

poration " was wholly alien to administration on County
principles.

But in the meanwhile, the great movement in favour of

municipal liberties, which was so prominent a feature of

the twelfth century, was spreading like wildfire through

France and Flanders, and London which, since the coming

of the Normans, had become far more cosmopolitan, was
steadily imbil)ing from foreign traders the spirit and
enthusiasm of the age. But tliis by no means suited the

views of the crown, which here, as in Germany, looked

askance on this alarming and, too often, revolutionary

movement. AVhen the history of London at this period
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comes to be properly studied it will be found that the

growing powers of the Londoners, who had practically

seated Stephen on the throne and had chevied the Empress
Matilda from their midst, were sharply checked by her

son, Henry the Second, whose policy, in this respect at

least, was fciith fully followed by his successor, Kichard the

First. The assumption, therefore, that the Mayoralty of

London dates from Richard's Accession (1189) is an
absolute perversion of history. There is record evidence

that completely confirms the memorable words of Richard
of Devises, who declares that on no terms whatever would
King Richard or his father have ever assented to the

establishment of the " Commune " in London. But what
w^as this dreaded " Commune," this " new and horrible

thing," as Guibert de Nogent had described it at the time
of its first appearance ? Our friend, Richard of Devizes,

gives us his view of the subject. The Commune, he
says, was " the uprising of the people, the terror of

the Kingdom, and the ruin of the clergy." As a

matter of fact the " sworn Commune," to give it its

right name,—for the oath sworn by its members was its

essential feature—was the association or "conspiracy," as

we choose to regard it, formed by the inhabitants of a

town that desired to obtain its independence. And the head
of this association or "Commune" (which originated in

French and Flemish Flanders) was given in France, the
title of " Maire." For the history of that name, one must
go back to these whom Mr. Freeman loved to term the
Merwings ; but the fact remains that the " Mayor," as

known to us, has his beginning in that long confiict of the
twelfth century, from which the " Communes " of France
so victoriously emerged. It was at about the same time
that the " Commune " and its " Maire" were triumphantly
reaching Dijon in one direction, and Bordeaux in another
that they took a northern flight and descended upon
London. Not for the first time in her history, the Crown's
difficulty was London's opportunity, and when in October.

1191, the adminstration found itself paralysed by the
conflict between the king's brother John, and the king's

representative, the famous Longchamp. London finding

that she held the scales, promptly named the concession of

a " Commune " as the price of her support. The chroni-
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cler.s of tlie day eiial^lcd us to {)ictur(.' to ourselves the scene,

as the excited citizens wlio had poured fovtli overnifrht,

with lanterns and torches, to welcome John to the ('.ai)ital,

streamed together on the morning, of the eventful 8tli

October, at the well-known summons of the great bell,

swinging out from its campanile in St. Paul's churchyard.

There they heard John take the oath to the " Commune,"
like a French king or lord, and then London for the first

time had a municipality of her own. What the English

and territorial oruanization could never have broujiht about

the foreign Commune, with its commercial basis could and
did accomplish.

And as London alone had her " Commune " so London
alone had her Mayor. The " Maire " was unquestionably

imported with the " Commune " although it is not till

the spring of 1193 that the Mayor of London is first

mentioned. But already in 1194 we find a citizen accused

of boasting that " come what may the Londoners shall

never have any king but their Mayor." It was precisely

in the same spirit that the "Comuneros" of Salamanca

exclaimed of their leader in 1521 :

—
" Juras a, Dios no

haber mas Key ni Papa que Valloria."

Li importing and adopting the foreign "Maire" super-

imposing him, as it were, on our native immemorial Alder-

men, our forefathers proved that capacity for institutional

assimilation and development which the Norman element

probably introduced, but which has long been one of the

most valuable features in the national character of our

people.

The first historian, so far as I know, to treat the subject

in the modern spirit, was the present Bishop of Oxford,

and it is a striking testimony to his almost infallible

judgment that wdiat he wrote on the subject a quarter of

a century ago is the explanation that to this day holds the

field. In his Select Chai^ters (1870) he expressed the

view that

—

The establishment of the " Communa " of the citizens of London

which is recorded by the historians to have been specially confii-med by

the Barons and Justiciar on the occasion of Longchamjj's deposition from

the Justiciarship is a matter of some difficulty as the word " Communa "

is not found in English town-charters, and no formal record of the act of

confirmation is now preserved. Interpreted, however, by foreign usage

and by the later meaning of the word " Commuuitas " it must be
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understood to signify a corporate identity of the municipality which it

may have chiimed before and which may even have been occasionally

recognised but was now firmly established ; a sort of consolidation into

a single organized body of the variety of franchises, guilds, and other

departments of local jurisdiction. It was probably connected with and
perhaps implied by the nomination of a Mayor who now appears for the

first time. It cannot, however, be defined with certainty, (p. 257.)

And in his Constitutional History lie liolds tliat it

practically "gave completeness to a municipal constitution

which had long been struggling for recognition." Mr.
Coote, the next to approach the subject, contended that

Dr. Stubbs' view " falls very far short of the reality." In

his able paper, " A Lost Charter," 4ie insisted that a

charter was actually granted in 1191 to the Londoners
empowering them to elect a Mayor and that this is what
the chroniclers meant when they s23oke of the grant of
" Commune," for the citizens, he urged, had possessed

all the rights of a " Commune " from the days of the

Conqueror. With Mr. Loftie's work came the inevitable

reaction. Wholly ignoring the definite and contemporary
statement as to the grant of a " Commune," he held it

" far safer to adopt the received and old-fashioned opinion,"

and to date the Mayoralty from 1189, and as for the
" Commune," he deemed it to have been of gradual growth
and to have been practically recognised by the charter of

Henry L
Now, whatever the grant of " Commune " implied, it cer-

tainly implied something, and something of importance.
" Upon this point there is," as Mr. Coote justly observed,
' a cloud of 3ontemporary evidence, clear, exact, and
positive." He put together the versions of the chroniclers,

contemporary and well-informed (pp. 286-7), and their

harmony is complete. The fact, moreover, that the
" Commune " was extorted at a great crisis, proved that only
when the Government was weak could so great a con-

cession be wrung from it. Lastly, the phrase of Eichard
of Devizes :

" Concessa est ipsa die et instituta Communia
Londinensium," and that of Giraldus :

" Communa sen

Comminia eis concessa," correspond exactly with the

formal expressions in the French Charters of " Commune."
In the case of Senlis (1173) it was " Communiam fieri

' Transactions of the London and Middlesex Arch, Soc, v, 286.
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concessimus ;

" in tliat of Campiegnc (l 1 53) " Bni\i>ciisil)iis

vilhu coiiccssinius Cf)iiiininiiaiii." But if aii}' doubt were

yet possible, it would \)v liiially ii'inoved l)y the words of

Richard of Devizes :

—

" Nunc prinium indult;i sibi conjnratone regno rcgom decssc cognovit

Londonia, tiuam noc rex ipse Uicardiis nee ])ncd;ccessor ct pater ejus

llenrieus [n-o niille millibus niarcis argenti lieri i)erniississet."

There is no escaping from these words : and Mr.

Loftie's theory is, consequently out of court.^

But what of Mr. Coote's ? With great confidence he

wrote that the " Commune," in the case of London, which

had accquired all other things, cxj^ressed for its citizens

the mayoralty only ; nothing else was asked or desired by
them, for it was the sole privilege, which was wanting to

their burghal independence "
(p. 257). We find, however,

that, on the continent, the w^ord " Commune " did not

of necessity, imply a Mayor, for Beauvais and Compiegne,

although constituted " Communes," had no Mayor during

most of the twelfth century, the chroniclers therefore, had

they only meant to speak of the privilege of electing a

Mayor, would not have all employed a w^ord which did not

connote it, but would have said what they meant. More-

over, his theory rest on the assumption, common till now
to all historians, that the citizens had continuously

possessed, from the beginning of the twelfth century, the

privileges granted in the charter of Henry I. But I have

shown in my Geoffrey cle MancleviUe, that these privileges

were not renewed by Henry H. or Richard I., and that this

fact strikingly confirms the explicit words of Richard of

Devizes, when he states that neither the one nor the other

w^ould have allowed the Londoners to form a " Commune"
even for a million of marks. It was not till John's access-

tion that the citizens at length regained the privileges

granted by Henry L By this discovery the problem is

altogether changed, and the municipal development of

London, it has been said, revolutionised.

I have also shewm in the same work that the citizens

seem to have profited by the crisis of 1141, as by that of

^ Mr. Loftie's argument {London, p. already a " Commune " under Henry II.

53), that Glanville's words prove that is disposed of by Dr. Gross {The Gild
Loudon, if not other towns as well, had Merchant, i, p. 102).
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lialf-a-century later, to set up a " sworn commune " hoping,

no doubt, hy this means to regain the privileges they had

lost. Here then we have a complete explanation of their

aims in 1191, and of the importance that the chroniclers

unanimously attach to their success.

The test which I applied to the chroniclers' statements

and by which I traced the fortunes of the struggle between

the Londoners and the Crown w^as that firnia of £300
on which they insisted throughout, while the Crown
endeavoured to exact over £500. Now in the Pipe-Koll of

1 Ric. I. we find i\\Q Jirma, as under Henry II., to be

between £520 and £530,^ but in the Pipe Pvoll of two
years later we suddenly meet with this bold entry :

—

" Cives Londonioe—AVillelmus de Haverhull et Johannes

Bucuinte pro eis—reddunt compotum de CCC libris

blancis pro hoc anno." This triumphant return to the

sum conceded in the charter of Henry I. at the crisis

of 1191 confirms my view as to what the citizens desired

to gain by the " Commune." It comes as a w^elcome fact,

where all is so obscure. In the following year, 4 Pic. I.,

we find thej^rma again amounting to about £300^ ; but

until the Pipe Polls of the reign are in print, we cannot

speak positively as to the endurance of this arrangement.

The entries on them at the time of Pichard's return from

captivity record heavy payments by leading citizens,

besides £1,000 from the Londoners as a whole, but whether

for forgiveness, for aid to ransom, or for confirmation of

liberties it is hard to say, as all these reasons are grouped

tosfether.

That their " Commune" is not heard of again shews, in

my opinion, that, as half-a-century before, the movement
was not permanent. Neither in the regal charters, nor in

the Pipe Rolls of the reign, can I find any traces of a

change in the City's government All that remained of it

was the appearance, the first appearance, of a Mayor of

London.

It is not, as is well known, till 1215 that the right to

elect a Mayor was formally conceded by John ; and it is

significant that this concession, like that of the " Com-
mune " itself twenty-three years before, w^as made by him
only at a crisis of his fortunes, when seeking to attach the

' £528 2.-^. as I make it, ^ £306 17s. 2d. as I make it.
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Londonci's to lii.s side. Here tlicn, again, wc must not say

that such a concession was a mere form, of no value to tlic

citizens. There had been a Mayor of London, no doubt,

for twenty years, but he liad never been formally recognised

as the head of the City by the Crown. How truly

English the position was ! Just as now, the Prime
Minister—indeed, one may say the Cabinet—possesses the

actual executive power, although the Constitution does not

recognise its existence, so must the Mayor, for all those

years, have held his position in London without its ever

receiving a formal recognition by the Crown. From the

days of the Anglo-Saxon gilds to those of the Chaml)er of

arbitration, a creation of yesterday, Englishmen have
always been able, by the principle of voluntary association,

to supply what was wanting in their existing institutions,

and to carry out their great tradition of self-government.

It was thus, I take it, that the Mayor maintained his

power, " broad-based up on the people's will."

A most singular case of the early occurrence of a Mayor
is found at Lincoln in 1222. King John, by his charter

(1200) had made the concession :
—

Prseterea volumus et concedimus quod idem cives nostri Lincolnise

per commune consilium civitatis eligant duos de legalioribus et dis-

cretioribus civibus Lincolnipe, et prsosentent eos capitali justitia) ....
qui bene et fideliter custodiant pra^posituram civitatis Lincolnise, etc.

Accordingly, as representatives of the city, in 1222 :
—

Ballivi civitatis Lincolnitxi summoniti fuerant ad respondendum
Burgensibus de Beverlaco.^

But the two bailiffs are thus described :

—

Et major Lincolnie et Robertus filius Eudonis ballivi Lincolnie veniunt

et defendunt etc.

The editor, indeed, suggests that " some other name
must be missing," but the meaning is, evidently, that the

senior "bailiff" was styled " Mayor of Lincoln."

This should be compared with a similar anomaly noted

by Mr. W. H. Stevenson in his report on the " Gloucester

Corporation Records "" :

—

" A noteworthy circumstance is that although the office of Mayor of

Gloucester was not created until 1483, one Richard the Burgess is

' Bracton's Note Book (Ed. Maitland), - 9tli Appendix to 12th Report on Hist,

ii, 121. MSS., p. 409.
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frequently described in the witness clauses as ' tunc Majore de Glouc.

The dates of these deeds range between circa 1220 and circa 1240.

Sometimes this appears to be a title of the senior Bailiff as Richard

Burgess and Thomas Ouenat are described as Bailiffs in a deed of circa

1230, but in another deed of the same date, Burgess is called "Major"
and Ouenat "Bailiff" . . . The title of "Major" does not appear to

have been applied to anyone else ; and Richard Burgess seems to have
held the title for a number of years. In a deed below, circa 1230, he is

mentioned as a member of the Gild Merchant, but he is not described as
" Major," so that the title does not, apparently, relate to the headship

of the Gild Merchant."

Perhaps, however, the most instructive parallel to the

case of London is aftbrded by Bristol, where a stray

"Mayor" occurs, it is said, in 1200, and Mayors in regular

succession from 1217, while its two reeves, stewards, or

bailiffs correspond with the " Sheriffs " of London. At
Bristol, as at London, the Mayoralty appears to have been
an independent growth.

Mr. Loftie's suggestion that, " when Richard, in the

beginning of his reign, showered charters on the English

boroughs, in order to obtain money for his great expedition,

it is more than probable that London was not left out,"

—

and that the mayoralty may have been created then, is on

every ground inadmissible. The succession of London
charters is thoroughly well established, and that of 1194,

the earliest granted by Richard, does but jealously confirm

that of his father. We see that, as Richard of Devizes

asserts, he was bitterly averse to enlarging the liberties of

the citizens. It is not to him, therefore, that the grant of

a mayoralty must be traced. We can only trust the

authentic evidence of contemporary chroniclers and records

;

and this is what they tell us. Howden says that the

Mayor of London was ap]3ointed as one of the treasurers

of the fund raised for the ransom of King Richard in

April 1193, and it is obvious that at such an emergency
the Government would gladly accept his help. As to records,

it is our Chairman [Mr. Lyte] who is entitled to the credit of

making accessible most of those in which the Mayor
appears. In his well-known report on the MSS. at St

Paul's, which has thrown so much light on the early history

of London, and in the admirable Calendar of Ancient
Deeds, published, under his superintendence, by the Public

Record Office, Mr. Maxwell Lyte has given us the means
VOL. L. 2 L.
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of going tlioroiiglily into the sul^jcct, and hy liis courtesy

1 luivc l)een al)lc to inspect the proof-sliects of the

forthcoming vohime. I linve, tlicreforc, an exceptional

a('(|iiaintance with all the deeds in wliicli tlie i\I;iyor figures,

and J can state that no mention of tlie ofiice lias yet been

found in them of earlier ascertained date than 1194.

It cannot be insisted on too strongly that the clironiclc

of the Mayors and Sheriti's of London (in the Liber de

Antiquis Legihus) is the sole authority for the creation of

the Mayoralty in 1189 and that this chronicle is neither

contemporary nor accurate.^ As a matter of fact, when
the citizens were summoned to assemble in the old Guild-

hall—7 October, 1191—to decide on their attitude towards

John they were not summoned thither hj a Mayor, but by
a leading citizen, Henry de Cornhill, nor does any chronicler

mention a Mayor at the time.^

AYe see, then, that everything confirms the Bishop of

Oxford's theory that the office is, at least, not of earlier

date than the grant of " Commune"—wliatever it meant

—

in 1191. And, therefore, it is to the Continent that

historians ought to look for the true origin and meaning of

this institutional development.

The heffroi of France, to which the jurat looked as the

symbol and pledge of independence, is found here also in

the bell-tower of St. Paul's, which is styled in documents

either by that name {hercfridum), or by that of camjjctnile,

which brino's before us at once the storm-tost common-O
wealths of Italy. It was indeed from Italy that the fire of

freedom spread. With the rise of mediaeval commerce it

was carried from the Alps to the Rhine and quickly burst

into flame among the traders and craftsmen of Flanders.

Passing into Picardy, it crossed the channel, according to

a theory I have myself advanced, to reappear in the liberties

of the Cinque Ports, with their French name, their French

> It assigns, for instance, to the j'ear Reiner and Henry of Cornhill, both of

] 192 (i.e., 1192-3), the return of Richard whom continued in office till 1191";
from his captivity (] 194). and she gives for her authority the

" It is important to correct the error Constitutional History of Dr. Stu bbs.

that Henry de Cornhill and Richard Fitz But she has misunder.stood his ^^orIs.

Reiner were Sheriffs at the crisis of 1191 Mr. Loftie also {Historic Towns, Lohdo i,

for they had gone out of office so far pp. 42, 56), clearly thought tliese two
back as Mich , 1189. Miss Norgate magnates to have been Sheriffs in 1191,

writes :
—" At Michaelmas, 1189, the whereas the evidence of the Pipe Rolls

accounts were rendered by Richard Fitz is conclusive to the contrary.
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" serements," and their French jivrats} Foreign merchants
had brought it with them to the port of Exeter also,

ahiiost as early as the Conquest, and we cannot doubt that

London as well was already infected with the movement,
and eager to find in the foreign " Commune " the means
of attaining that administrative autonomy and political

independence which that term virtually expressed.

French historians are now agreed to reject finally the

Eoman theory and to see in the " Commune" a medi£eval

movement with the merchant gild for its " element gener-

teur."^ They have defined it with much justice as
" I'association militaire et civile fondee sur le serment."^

The oath taken by its members was, indeed, its distinctive

feature, and it is this oath that comes to the front in the

crisis of 1 1 9 1 as in the abortive attempt of half a century
before. Hence we find the "Commune" termed by its

opponents a " conspiracy." And thus John and the

magnates were com23elled to take the oath to it themselves,

just as the king was compelled to take it in France.^ It is

also now recognised abroad that the " Commune " was the

stamp of complete independence,^ as distinct from the

grant of commercial privileges or the confirmation of

material security. And it is agreed that although there

might be a " Commune " without a maire, the possession of

a maire crowned the edifice and implied a more perfect

type.*^ Mantes, which gained its "Commune" so early

as 1159, had a council of 2^^i'>^<^s commimitatis, but only a

2Jrev6t for its head. So, too, our own Cinque Ports had
jui^ats before they had mayors. With us the Sheriff

in London, and the Bailift', in provincial towns, corres-

ponded with the prevot royal and we find the latter, in

' Archaeological Review, iv., 366, et sq. commune, comme les bourgeois la jurent
^ Dr. Gross's position is that "if this entre eux." Lucliaire (p. 179).

fraternity [the Gild] was not the germ of ^ Ibid p. 149.

the English municipality, but only a ^ Les communes qui possedaient dcs
potent factor in its evolution, it may be I'origine non seulement un conseil elu,

fairly presumed that the Gild's influence raais un maire, par exemple Laon, Reims,
on the Continent was not greater" (L Noyon, Corbie, St. Riquier, paraissent

282). But the "renaissance of commerce," jouir d'un certain degre d'indejjendance.

he admits, led to the formation of gilds- Mais nous iguorons absolument quelle

merchant, as it undoubtedly did to the part la royante prenait ii la nomination
spread of " comnmnes." du chef de la commune. II est hors de

'^ Luchaire's Mistoire des Institutions douto cependant que dans les villes

Monarchiques de la France (1883), XL. 152. le prevot royal subsistait a cote du maire"
* Le roi s'engage, d'ailleurs, a I'egard Luchaire p. 183.

des boui'geois, en jurant solenellemeut la
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Franco, cxistiiiii; side l)y side witli tlic Mayor, exactly like

our own h>lieriirs in the city of London. The importance

of this fact lies in the distinction it enforces between the

office and functions of tlic IMayoi-, and those of the more
ancient officers, the Sheriffs. The special need, for London,

of a Mayor arose, I take it, from the want of some symbol
of the City's unity, some central figure around which the

corporation of the future could be grouped. The Crown
might sullenly postpone the hour of official recognition,

but it knew that through the mouth of her Mayor, its City

of London spoke.

Hostile thouo;h our kino-s mio;ht be to the communal
movement here, they favoured it, for purposes of their own,

in their Norman dominions. M. Giry, the chief authority

on the subject, traces, indeed, the " Communes " of Nor-
mandy, in large part, to the royal tie. This is a

factor in the problem that we cannot afford to overlook,

considering the peculiar relation in which Normandy stood

to England.

As M. Langlois has recently observed :

—

"Jamais en efFet la France ct TAngleteiTe u'ont ete, meme dc nos

jonrs, aussi intiment en contact de . . . Jusqu'a la fin du xii"*^ sie,

les denx pays eiirent a pen pres les memes institutions politiques, ils

pratiqnaient la memo religion, on y parlait la meme langue. Des
Francais allaient freqnemment dans I'ile comme touristes, comme
colons, comme marchands " {Revue Historique).

Was it then from Normandy that the communal idea

most directly reached London ? We are apt to forget the

close connections between the two capitals of our Anglo-
Norman Kings, London on the Thames and Rouen on the

Seine. A gifted writer has referred to those " citizens of

Norman origin, to whom London, in no small measure,

owed the marked importance which is obtained under
Henry I . . . Merchants, Traders, craftsmen of all sorts

come flockino; to seek their fortunes in their sovereiojn's

newly-acquired dominions, not by forcible spoliation of

the native people, but by fair traffic and honest labour in

their midst. . . . Norman refinement, Norman taste,

Norman ffishions, especially in dress, made their way
rapidly among the English burghers. . . . The great

commercial centre to which the Norman merchants had
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long been attracted as visitors, attracted tlicm as settlers

now that it had become the capital of their own sovereign.^

It is known from the Instituta Londonice that so far

back as the days of ^thelred the men of Rouen had

traded to London, bringing in their ships the wines of

France, as well as that mysterious " craspice," which it is

the fashion to render " sturgeon," although there is reason

to believe that the term denoted the porpoise and even the

whale. But what I shall now bring before you is a far

more curious fact, a fact which has eluded, it seems, the

research of our historians, both general and local. A most

interesting charter of Henry the Second, granted by him,

as Duke of the Normans, in 1150 or 1151, to the citizens

of Rouen, confirms them in possession of their port at

Dowgate, as they had held it from the days of Edward the

Confessor, with the right, if they found any ship there

moored, wherever it came from, of ordering it to be

removed ; and after a tide had ebbed and flowed without

this being done they were at liberty to set her adrift with-

out responsibility for the damage she might receive."

Here then we have evidence that, even before the

Conquest, the citizens of Rouen had a haven of their own
at the mouth of the Walbrook, a site now covered by
Cannon Street station, for which they were very possibly

indebted to the Norman proclivities of the Confessor.

Nor does the interest of this Rouen charter stop there.

Among the sureties for the young Duke's fidelity to his

word we find Richer de I'Aigle, the youthful friend of

Thomas Becket, " sprung," as Miss Norgate writes, " from

one of the noblest families of Normandy, and a constant

visitor and intimate friend of the little household in

Cheapside." And does not the name of Becket remind us

how " Thomas of London, the burgher's son," afterwards
" Archbishop, saint and martyr," had for his father a

Sheriff of this city, but one who w^as by birth a citizen of

Rouen, while his mother was a daughter of Caen ? There-

fore the same writer is probably justified in maintaining
" that the influence of these Norman burghers was

dominant in the city." They seem," she adds, " to have

won their predominance by fair means, and to have used it

^ Norgate's England under the Angevin ' Cheruel's Histoire de Rouen pendant

Kings, i, 48-9. Vepoque communale i, 245.
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fairly. They brought a great deal more than mere wealth
;

they brought enterprise, vigour, refinement, culture, social

as well as political progress."

Now, it is my contention that political progress was
represented with them by the communal idea. Their

interests, moreover, would l)e wholly commercial, and,

therefore, opposed to those of the native territorial element.

If we turn to Rouen we find its Mayor occurring fifteen

years, at least, before the Mayor of London,^ and he was

Mayor, remember, of the " Commune" of Rouen—" Major

de Communia." For Rouen was a stronghold of the " Com-
mune." There is a curious illustration of the close parallel

between the Government of the two capitals. In the

London Pipe Roll of 1130 we find the Sheriffs paying a

sum of money to be relieved of their office. This proceed-

ing is so contrary to the practice of recent, I may say of

very recent times, that it has been difficult to explain.

But when we glance at the Rouen cliarter of twenty years

later we find that one of the privileges guaranteed to the

citizens is that they shall not be called upon to serve as

Sheriffs against their will.^

So, too, the Rouen charter aptly confirms my own
reading of the London charter of Henry I. It was my
suggestion that " Wardemota"—the supposed Wardmoots
mentioned in the latter was only a misreading for " vadi-

monia " which is the word in the charter of Henry II.

Now the Rouen charter of 1150, in the parallel clauses,

seems to have the word " vadimonia."^

Without pressing the point too far I would urge that in

this, then as now, most cosmopolitan of cities its Mayor-

alty was wholly of foreign origin, and resulted in men of

foreign name who bore the purely English titles of Alder-

men and of Sherifi' accepting for their head an Englishman

of the English under the foreign style of Mayor.

The origin of Henry Fitz Ailwin raises a curious ques-

tion. I have demonstrated, in great detail, that the

parentage assigned him by Mr. Loftie is, on every ground,

impossible,* and have suggested, in the Dictionary of
1 Bartholomew Fergaiit was Mayor in Rouen Charter.

1177. Quod terras et empticia sua et tene-
"' Quod nuUus eorum in . . . vicecom- uras et vadimonia sua in pace teueant, et

itatu^. . • ponatur, uisi sponte sua. ego faciam eis reddi debita sua.

3 London Charter. * The Antiquary, March, 1887.

Et terras suas et [vadimonia] et debita

civibus meis habere faciam.
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National Blogra2')hy, that he was identical with Henry
Fitz Ailwin Fitz Leofstan who appears in the Pipe Roll of

1165 (11 Hen. II.) with his brother, Alan, as fining for

land in Herts or Essex. Now we know that Henry, the

Mayor, did hold land in Herts, namely, AYatton, which he

and his anfecessores are recorded to have held by ser-

jeanty. But when we turn to Domesday Book we find

Watton held—clearly by serjeanty—by Derman a King's

thegn. This, which seems to have escaped notice, brings

us at once to that famous charter still preserved in the

Guildhall, granted by the Conqueror in favour of his man,
Derman. " It has for centuries," Mr. Loftie writes, " been

an object of interest to historians and antiquaries."

Now, Mr. Coote plausibly argued that the description of

Derman as the King's " man " identified him with the

Derman, King's thegn, of Hertfordshire, while the preser-

vation of this charter at the Guildhall identified him
further with that ' Derman of London,' who occurs in

Domesday Book as holding land at Islington. Putting all

this together we have, I would suggest, quite a possibility

that this mysterious Englishman who enjoyed the Con-
queror's favour, was the ancestor, not only in title, but in

blood of the first Mayor of London, Henry Fitz Ailwin

Fitz Leofstan.^

I have been able, you see, this evening to do little more
than to show you how the problem now stands, and to lay

stress on the foreign origin of that munici|)al movement
which gave London her Mayor. We can only hope that

some document may yet be discovered among the archives

that are now so diligently explored, which will solve for us

one at least of our present difficulties, by either deter-

mining the actual date at which a Mayor was first elected,

or by explaining his precise status, or by enlightening us

further as to the character of the " Commune," of which
the constitution may have been restricted to what are now
known as " the propertied classes." There are not wanting,

even now, indications to that effect. And indeed it has

been the special glory of the City, throughout her history,

that she has shown us how to reconcile the claims of

property and of true freedom. Ever faithful, in the person

of her Mayors, to the cause of order, but not of tyranny,
> Ancient Deeds (P.R.O.), A, 2507.
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of liberty, but not of license, she oppo.se<l tlie Common-
wealth, us she opposed the King, ;uul she saw her principles

triumph. In the seven hundred years during which her

]\[ayors have ruled her she has seen our dynasties rise

and fall, our parties form and vanish : but her principles

have never changed. Wise with the wisdom of seven

centuries, strong in the knowledge of her mighty })ast, she

upholds, as ever, with unflinching hands the cause for

which she has fought so long—the cause of order and of

freedom.

Appendix.

The following is a list of deeds, etc., in which the name
of Henry Fitz Ailwin occurs, compiled by me. It is

divided into lists of those in which he is, and those in

wdiich he is not, styled Mayor.

" Ancient Deeds.

Mayor. Not Mayor.

A. 1449 A. 1475

1474 1477

1.502 1679

1639 1684

1754 1686

1775 1882

1936 2103

1951 2383

2124 2518

2125
2180
2182
2332
2335
2462
2493
2502
2507
2550

B. 1172

St. Paul's MSS.

(Ninth Report on Historical MSS., App. I.)

p. 8 p. 25

10 26

20

22 (bis)

27
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British Museum.

HarL 47, I. 7 Cott. MS. xxvii, Ul
Add. 1046

Harl. 459, 67 (?)

Harl. 83, a. 18

Harl. 50, a. 33

Harl. 52, a. 3

Public Record Office.

Rotuli Curiro Duchy of Lancaster.—Box. A, 163.

Regis (q.v.) Two records facsimiled by Pal-

grave.—Pref. to Rot. Cur. Reg.

Thus, excluding sucli transcripts as the testa de Nevill^

we have some fifty references now available on which to

base an enquiry as to the date at which Henry Fitz

Ailwin actually became Mayor. It was my hope, that we
might place previous to that date every document in which

he is not styled Mayor. But although this hypothesis

seemed highly probable, a deed such as A. 1882, of 7 Ric,

I, in which he is not styled Mayor, seems to be fatal to it.

We are deprived, therefore, of this simple test, and must

wait until some direct evidence enlightens us further on

the subject.

But, in the meanwhile, the final concord of 30 Nov.,

1191, facsimiled by Palgrave, placing as it does, Henry
Fitz Ailwin not only after Henry de Cornhill, but after

Henry's brothers,—and not giving him the style of Mayor
— is at least strongly opposed, as I originally urged,^ to

the view that he was Mayor at the time, although the
" Commune " had been granted three weeks before. We
must still, therefore, seek his appointment between that

date and the spring of 1193.

1 Academy, 12 Nov.. 1887.

VOL. L. 2 M.



PORTRAITS OF JUDGES IN THE GUILDHALL.

By GEORGE SCHARb', C.B., F.S.A., Director of tlic National Portrait Gallery

Xliere is a chapter in the history of British Art in

which the Corporation of the City of London played a

conspicuous part that has not been sufficiently dwelt upon.

From the earliest times the citizens of London were

distino-uished patrons of Art, and employed it freely on all

occasions of pageantry and rejoicing : but at the period

to which this paper chiefly refers it was connected with

a still hio-her feeling—that of Gratitude. Gratitude for

deliverance from a scourge, and gratitude for assistance

rendered to themselves by Gentlemen of the Long Robe.

On the 2nd of September, 1666, broke out the terrible

confla(Tration known in history as the Great Fire of London.

This calamity, notwithstanding the immense loss and

devastation of property involved in it, was the cause of

one very great blessing. It put for ever an end to that

periodically dreaded scourge the Plague, which had just

culminated in the great Plague of 1665. This led to the

employment by the grateful citizens of two distinct forms

of the Fine Arts ; one, that of Architecture to com-

memorate deliverance, and the other of Painting, in

recognition of the disinterested generosity which they had

experienced.

First, the Monument on Fish Street Hill was erected by

Sir Christopher Wren (pursuant to Act of Parliament,

1667), between the years 1671 and 1677 at a cost of

£13,700, and is 202 feet in height.

An inscription on the south side of the base of the

pedestal of the Monument states how Charles II. remitted

taxes, and refers to the petition of the magistrates and

inhabitants to Parliament, who immediately passed an
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Act that public works slioukl be restored with public

money, to be raised by an impost on coals^ and " caused

this Column to be erected."

In the general conflagration most of the ancient bound-
aries of property were effaced, and lawlessness threatened

everywhere to prevail. Disputes on all sides seemed
inevitable, when, by the timely intervention of the Govern-
ment and the gratuitously rendered assistance of the

Judges, all these troubles were, as might be said, miracu-

lously averted.

After the fire a special Court was constituted by Act of

Parliament (8th February, 166G-67), consisting of the
" Justices of the Courts of King's Bench and Common
Pleas, and Barons of the Exchequer (or any three of them)
to adjudicate on all questions arising between the owners

and tenants of property in the City destroyed by fire.

The Commission sat at Clifford's Inn, an Inn of Chancery
belonging to the Inner Temple, adjoining St. Dunstan's

Church. In the hall of this Inn, Sir Matthew Hale and
the principal Judges met, and dispatched a vast amount of

business.

Sir Matthew Hale was the first that offered his services

to the City, and this measure certainly obviated numerous
difficulties that would otherwise have occurred, insomuch
that the sudden and quiet building of the City, which is

justly to be reckoned among the wonders of the age, is in

no small measure due to the OTeat care which he and Siro
Orlando Bridgeman, then Lord Chief Justice of the Common
Pleas, exercised, and to the judgment they shewed in that

affair.

The last sitting held by the Commission was on the

20th September, 1672.

Besides his part in the strictly judical business of this

tribunal. Hale is said to have advised the Corporation on
various matters relating to the rebuilding of the City.

There were no less than twenty-tw^o of the Judges
constantly occupied in adjusting and determining the

various disputes and claims which were put forth from
day to day.

After this deliverance the Corporation of the City of

London desired to put on lasting record its sense of the

labour and trouble incurred by the Judges at these sittings
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without the expense of hiw suits, and in (he year 1G70, on

the 19th of April, tlie Court passed a resolution as follows:

1670. Ivcsolvod, Tliis Court in coiitoinpUition of the fiivour and
kindness of the Rt. Honl)lc. Sir Orlando Bridgman Knt. and l>art. Lori
Keeper of the Great Seal of England, the Justices of the King's Bench
and Common Pleas and Barons of the Exchequer, to the State of the

Citty, in and about the Act of Parliament and the execution of it for

erecting a Judicature for deiermining of diflerences between Landlord
and tenant, doth think fit and order tliat their jnctures be taken by a

skillful hand and kept in some publicjuc place of tliis Citty for a gi'ateful

mcmoriall oi their good office.

Rep. 75 fol. 1601).

It was at first proj^osed to entrust Sir Peter Lely with

the execution of these portraits, but as he declined to wait

upon tlie Judges at their respective chambers, the scheme
was abandoned.

A Committee was therefore appointed on the 27th

September, 1670, for the purpose of considering the various

tenders that had been invited to be sent in.

(Repertory 3, fol. 20.)

The result was that from among the various " skilful

masters " who competed for the work, a certain Michael

Wright was selected, and he was paid from the funds of

the Corporation at the price of £36 (?) for each portrait

(Walpole says £60). The arms and inscriptions on the

frames were painted by his brother, Jeremiah Wright.

These pictures were placed in the Great Hall. In the year

1672 many of them had to be repaired in consequence of in-

juries caused by the shrinking of unseasoned wood fastened

behind them.

The order for these reparations was dated 29th August
of the same year.

Portraits of the King and the Duke of York were also

added to the series by the same Committee in the

September following, and for these two pictures Sir Peter

Lely received the sum of £100.

An early reference to these pictures when placed in the

Hall, occurs in the Diary of John Evelyn, under date July
31st, 1673, he writes :—

I went to see the pictures of all the judges and eminent men of the

Long Robe, newly painted by Mr. Wright, and set up in Guildha 11

costing the City £1000.
Most of them are very like the persons they represent, though I never'

look Wright to be any considerable artist.
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Compare this with an earlier entry in the Diary 1 G59,

April 5 th.

" Came the Earl of Northampton and the famous 2)'-'-inter Mr. Wriyht

to visit me."
(Evelyn's Works^ Bohn's edition, vol. i., page 343.)

An account of London belonging to the date 1731,

contains a reference to these pictures, and describes their

position on the walls of the Great Hall. The description

runs thus :

—

The Hall is embellished with the portraitures painted in full propor-

tion, of eighteen Judges, which were there put up by the City in gratitude for

their signal service done in determining the differences between landlord

and tenant (without the expense of lawsuits) in rebuilding this City,

pursuant to an Act of Parliament, after the Fire in 1666.

In the Lord Mayor's Court were four more, all in scarlet

robes as Judges.

Li the magnificent folio volume of Mr. John Edwd.
Price is introduced an old engraving of 1708, showing this

Hall with a flat roof, Gog and Magog, and the pictures of

the Judges.

Dodsley's " London and its Environs," published in

1761, gives a description of the Hall borrowed from the

foregoing account of 1731. The pictures continued to

remain there as represented in various successive paintings.

On the erection of the Courts of Law, the Court of

Common Pleas and the Court of Queen's Bench, on the

site of the old Guild Hall Chapel and Blackwell Hall in

the year 1823, the portraits w^ere transferred to those walls

as a more appropriate locality, and I first saw them there

in November, 1867.

When, in turn, these Law Courts were demolished and
the magnificent permanent Gallery of Art was established

on this site, the greater part of these portraits w^ere

removed to the old Council Chamber, the apartment in

which we are now assembled. Until the construction

of the permanent Art Gallery, this Council Chamber had
been the chief centre for the display of all those grand
historical pictures, and portraits of eminent public charac-

ters, in which the Corporation of London is so rich

As this apartment is now frequently used as a Court,

of Justice, the Judges' portraits are still most appro-
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priatoly located, and I am f;la(l to perceive tliat they liave

once more undergone careful cleaning and renovation.

It is now perhaps time that we should turn to the

history of the pictures themselves, witli tlicir peculiar

significance for portraiture. They alibrd a signal example

of Art being employed as an expression of gratitude by
a great public body, and may be regarded as the commence-
ment of that development of patronage of the Fine Arts,

especially native Art, for which the Corporation of London
is so distin2;uished.

It is not a little remarkable that the first painter applied

to for the purpose of carrying out this scheme was a

foreigner. Sir Peter Lely, the Dutchman, stood foremost

among portrait painters in England, and enjoyed largely

the patronage of the Crown and of persons of the highest

cultivation.

At the time of the Eestoration, most of the favourite

artists, like Lely, were of foreign birth and education, but

there still existed a few practitioners of English origin, and
their productions in a quieter way were highly esteemed.

As, after Sir Peter Lely declined to accede to the wishes

of the Council, the work was put up to competition and
tenders were invited, it would be interesting, if by refer-

ence to existing records, the names of those who desired

to enter the lists could be ascertained. We know at least

that the following artists were English born, and that tliey

were frequently employed by persons of distinction

—

Isaac Fuller, died in Bloomsbury Square, 1672.

Robert Streater, born in Covent Garden, 1624. Died,

1680.

John Greenhill, born at Salisbury, 1649. Died, 1676.

Davenport, an imitator of Lely, died in Salisbury Court

in the reign of King William, aged 50.

Parry Walton, died 1700.

Thos. Flatman, born in Aldersgate Street. Died,

December, 1688.

John Hayls, the friend of Pepys. Died in Southampton
Street, Bloomsbury, 1679, and was buried in St. Martin's.

Edmund Ashfield was a pupil of Wright ; he has no

dates.

Joseph Michael Wright, the successful candidate, was born

in Scotland, but came to London at the age of sixteen or
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seventeen. He generally signed his pictures; sometimes as

Anglus and sometimes Scotus. The earliest date which

I have met with on his pictures is on a small three-quarter

of Mrs. Cleypole, daughter of Oliver Cromwell, giving

the year of her death 1658. This picture is in the

possession of the Earl of Chichester, at Stanmer. Another
portrait by him at Ham House of Colonel Russell is dated

1659. Two other portraits in the Madingley Collection,

Cambridge, bear date 1660. All these pictures are signed

los Mich Rhus, in full dark letters. His later and more
important works were signed by him with his name in

full, spelt in the ordinary way, on the hack of the

canvas. The only picture signed by him in full on the

front of the canvas is that of John Lacy, the Actor, at

Hampton Court, dated 1675, painted for Charles 11. It

runs ^^ Mich Wright Pincit 1675," in yellow letters upon
dark ground in the right-hand corner.

The practice adopted by some painters of writing their

names on the back of their canvases is most dangerous,

so far as the intention of perpetuating their names is

concerned. When in course of time a painting grows old,

and the canvas becomes rotten or worn away, it is

necessary to have it strengthened with a new piece of

canvas fastened to the back, so that anything already

drawn or written behind gets covered up. Careful cleaners

or restorers under these circumstances make faithful copies

first of what they find remaining and rej)roduce them.

But it is not so in all instances, and sometimes through
ignorance and carelessness, the name of the painter gets

distorted if not entirely lost.

A practical instance of this mischief occurred at the

National Portrait Gallery many years ago. The Gallery

acquired a very fine portrait of Thomas Hobbes, the

Philosopher, painted, as it appeared, by an unknown artist

named Wrilps. On the back we found coarsely Avritten

—

Jos Wick Wrilps Londiensis {sic)

Pictor Caroli 2nd Regis pinxit

Aetat 81, 1669.

I perceived that the canvas was much newer than the

painting, and from the clumsiness of the spelling felt sure

that the transcriber had been very careless over his work.
Fortunately we succeeded by the help of a very dexterous
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manipulator in dctacliing tlic added canvas from the

original l)ack, when we read in smaller and beautifully

formed letters, as follows

—

Jo^ Mich : WritUK Londinens

Pirtor Caroli 2''' Regis x>inxit.

Samuel l^epys in his diary makes only one reference

to Wright, and that occurs under date June 18th, 1GG2.

}[e expatiates on the beauty of the portraits of the

King and Duchess of York, by Lely, and describes them
as " most rare things," which he had just seen. He then

adds

—

"Thence to Wright's, the painter's ; but Lord! to see the difference

that is between their two works "
!

Of Wright's pei'sonal history very little is known. There

is no record of the name of his instructor, or of the date

of his appointment as Painter to the King, but he went
in early days to Italy and studied there and returned with

the character of an accomplished connoisseur. His works
always show a tendency to classical severity. John Evelyn
says that he had been long in Italy. Wright attended

Roger Palmer, Earl of Castlemaine on his embassy to

Rome, from James 11. to the Pope (Innocent XL) and
published an account of it afterwards. The date of the

dedication was 1687.

Wright appears in a full-length picture of the earl,

seated at a table, as his secretary.^ Wright appears to

have been a lino-uist. His son remained in Rome and waso
master of languages,

Wright had a choice collection of w^orks of art. He
died in James street, Covent Garden about 1700, and was
buried in that church.

When I first saw these portraits of tlie Judges in the

Guildhall Law Courts, November, 1867, I was informed

that they were signed in full on the back of the canvas.

As at that time they hung very high on the walls and were
very difficult of access there was no means of verifying

the statement. Recently, 7th July, 1893, I have enjoyed

the privilege of seeing three of the portraits taken down

1 See Catalogue of the 1866 Exhibition to his Secretary." Lent by the Earl of

of Portraits at South Kensington, No. Powis.

1015j " The Earl of Castlemaiu dictating
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from the walls and of examining the state of the canvas at
the back.

The following were the inscriptions as I came upon
them

—

>S'/V Timothy Liuhton (sic) Knight
one of the Barons of the Exchequer

Jo^ Mich Wright

Pinxit Anno Domi 1671.

written in black paint in the left-hand lower part of the
back of the canvas which has been relined, and the writino-

consec[uently copied from something underneath.

On the back of the second I found on what seemed to

be the original writing in smaller and sharper letters on
the old canvas.

Sir Thomas Tyrrell Knight one of the

Judges of the Common Pleas

Jo : (sic) Wright Pinxit 1671.

J. R. Restauravit 1779.

The third was also on old canvas and in old writing, ran
thus

Sir Francis North Knight Lord Cheif Justice

of the Common Pleas

Jo. Mich Wright Lon. Pinxit 1675
S. R. Restauravit 1779.

We do not read on either of these examples " Pictor
Regis " or painter to the King, a post which, according
to his portrait of Thomas Hobbes now in the National
Portrait Gallery, he held in 1669.

The additional lines to the Tyrrell and North portraits,

recording their subsequent restoration, derives explanation
from the pages of Malcolm's Londinium Redivivum, pub-
lished in 1803. He states, in accordance with Walpole,
that Wright received £60 for each portrait, and proceeds

to quote the following passage from Mr. Nichols' publica-

tion, printed in 1783, intituled " London's Gratitude," at

page 19—
When Guildhall was repaired in 1779, all the portraits (except the

modern ones) were in so bad a condition that it became a matter of
doubt whether they were to be restored to their places or committed to
the flames. The Committee of City Lands, who were to decide their
fate, divided equally on the question, and it was to the honour of the
Chairman, Mr. Alderman Townsend, whose vote determined their being
cleaned and replaced.

VOL. L. 2 N
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The name of the Restorer, " J. R.," is not revealed,

Mr. Malcolm himself in 1803, adds—

'J'hc constant exposure to wliic]) every article in tlie Hall is lialde, of

damp in winter and dust in summer, with a constant and fresh supply of

smoke, condensed in this very centre of the city, accounts for the

deplorable state of the paintings in 1779. Indeed, tliey are almost

retluced to the same })itial)le condition again (24 years later). This

circumstance, their extreme height, and the similarity of red robes and
monstrous wigs, prevent a possibility of description without fatiguing

the reader.

Thus we see that these pictures, notwithstanding the

honourable purpose for which they w^ere painted, have

liad their vicissitudes. But it is highly satisfactory to see

tlie excellent care with which they are now treated, and

the brilliancy of their present condition as they hang on

these venerable walls.

A series of twenty-two portraits, all life-size, full-length,

and all standing wearing the same ofHcial scarlet gowns,

could scarcely be other than monotonous. The massive

frames, of a uniform deep rich brown colour, of the w^ell-

known Sunderland "pattern (so called from the prevalence

of that fashion at Althorp) impart a heaviness and

dulness of tone. The backgrounds are all, with the

exception of Sir Matthew^ Hale and Chief Baron Atkyns,

perfectly plain dark brown, wdth a shallow arch above

each figure. The floor, in all cases, is a dark plain

brown and so deep in colour that the black shoes, where

the feet are shown, can scarcely be distinguished, no

carpet or inlaid pavement is introduced. Not one figure

is seated, and no face appears in profile. There may
truly be said to be no great variety of attitude among
them, so far as arms are concerned. But the hands,

are well placed, and the action of the fingers, for the

most part, significant.

The manner of painting is broad and large as if intended

to be seen at a great distance. But, as the result of frequent

cleaning and repairing in former times, very little of the

orio-inal manipulation of Wright remains to be seen. The

names and coats of arms conspicuously attached to the

frames convey ready information, and it is much to be

desired that all portraits in public galleries were equally

well provided.
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Sir Matthew Hale's is an important picture. A full-

length life-sized figure in scarlet robe and fur mantle,

standing on a step with a balustrade behind him. His face

is turned in three-quarters to the left, with eyes fixed on

the spectator. He wears a close-fitting black skull-cap,

and carries his square-topped hat with a roll of paper in

his right hand. The thuml) of his left hand is placed

within the narrow black girdle which encircles his waist.

He wears a gold chain of SS. over his shoulders, bearing

in the centre below a portcullis.

This chain like others in the scries, is very coarsely

painted.

The collar fitting close to his cheek is plain, fiat, and

square-cut. This fashion is uniformly adopted. At this

date, 1671, the rulf has been entirely abandoned. There

is not one example in the series.

His large black and gold embroidered glove is tucked

within his girdle on his right side.

A repetition of this picture, but only half-length, attri-

buted also to Joseph Michael Wright, was lent by Lincoln's

Inn to the Great Portrait Exhibition of 18G6, No. 918 of

the Catalogue. It is engraved in Lodge's Portraits, vol.

vii., plate 152.

Most of the Judges, in this series, wear or carry large

gloves. Some are plain white leather, and others are of

black with oold borders or frinoes to them.

Lord Chief Baron Robert Atkyns, K.B., exhibits long

dark hair with a more youthful countenance than any of the

other Judges. He wears a gold chain and holds a square

flat-topped cap in his left hand and carries a glove in his

right. Light is admitted from the right-hand side.

Beside him, to the left, is a group of papers and an official

robe. These are the only accessories, excepting the

balustrade of Sir Matt. Hale, introduced in the series.
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PRESENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE PORTRAITS

OF THE JUDGES AT GUILDHALL.

In the Old Council Chamber.

North side.

Sir Joliii Kelynge, Knt. Chief Justice of the King's

Bench. Died 1671.

Sir Edward Turnour, Knt.

Speaker of the House of Commons till 1G71, when
he became Chief Baron of the Exchequer. Died

1676.

Heneage Finch, Earl of Nottingham.

Solicitor-General, Lord Chancellor 1675. Died 1682.

Sir Thomas Twisden, Bart.

Judge of the King's Bench. Died 1683.

East side.

Sir Christopher Turnor, Knt.

Third Baron of the Exchec|uer Died 1675.

Sir Robert Atkyns, Knt.

Lord Chief Baron. Died 1710.

So^ith side.

Sir John Vaughan, Knt.

Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas. Died 1674.

Sir Matthew Hale, Knt.

Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench. Died 1676.

Sir Richard Rainsford.

Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench. Died 1679.

Sir William Morton, Knt.

Judge of the King's Bench. Died, 1672.
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West side.

Sir William Wadliam Wyndham, Knt.

Judge of the King's Bench. Died 1668.

Sir Orlando Bridgeman, Knt. and Bart.

Chief Justice in the Court of Common Pleas, and
Lord Keeper of the Great Seal. Died' 1674.

Sir Hugh Wyndham, Baron of the Exchequer and
Judge of the Common Pleas. Died 1684.

In Lord Mayor's Court, Registrar's Office.

Sir Willm. Wylde, Knt.

Judge of Court of Common Pleas. Died 1679.

Sir Edward Thurland, Knt.

A Baron of the Exchequer. Died 1682.

Francis North.

Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, 1675, after-

wards Lord Keeper and Baron Guilford. Died 1685.

Sir Thomas Tyrrell, Knt.

Justice of the Common Pleas. Died 1672.

Sir Edward Atkyns, Knt.

Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer. Died 1698.

Sir Timothy Lyttelton, painted in 1671. A Welsh
Judge.

Baron of the Exchequer 1670. Died 1679.

Sir Samuel Brown, Knt.

A Judge of the Common. Pleas. Died 1668.

Sir John Archer.

Judge of the Common Pleas. Died 1682.

Sir William Ellis, Knt.

Judge of the Common Pleas. Died 1680.
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HOW TO DECIPHER AND STUDY OLD DOCUMENTS, by E. E. Thoyts.
(Stock).

Miss Thoyts has pvhitcd here a useful little 1)0(jk serving to draw the

attention of the tyro to the qualifications of the record searcher, and
especially to the necessity of perseverance and jjatience. As other works
on the same subject have of late been published, repetitions must be
expected. The chapter on judging character by handwriting seems
irrelevant ; and we can hardly agree with the assertion that if parish

registers wei'e placed in one of our public libraries they would lose all

individuality and become merged in a mass of manuscripts more or less

buried. The intended facsimile of a Final Concord is given in a

niutilated form ; and in the list of Norman-French Dictionaries, Kelham
shoiild not have been omitted.

THE TEMPLE CHURCH AND CHAPEL OF ST. ANN, &c., AN HISTORICAL
RECORD AND GUIDE, by T. Hknuy Baylis, Q C, M.A. (Philip and Sou, 32,

Fleet Street.)

An excellent, most useful little book, the information being gathered

directly from oi'iginal or authentic sources, these being fully and fairly

acknowledged in the introduction. Divided into two parts, the first

serves as a general guide, having a description of the church and the

well-known effigies
;

part two includes the history of the Knights

Templars, and the formation of the two Societies of the Inner and
Middle Temple. The oldening chapter tells us how to gain admission to

the church, information certainly wanted, as visitors can be too often

seen helpless outside, much irritated at their blank disappointment and
the total absence of assistance. It is to be hoped the notice mentioned
by Mr. Baylis may soon be seen either on the door or the railings.

Careful and unbiassed consideration is given to the cross-legged effigies, a

list of the writers thereon and their opinions being noted. But writing on
the de Bos effigy there is a slight confusion, as on p. 20 this is said to

be of the second half of the thirteenth century, the dates given on p. 21

corresponding, yet a paragraph with these says this is fifty years too

early ; if so, the date would be the first half of the fourteenth century.

It is curious to read that one half of the church, the soil, the chancel,

nave, bells, and communion table, belongs to 'one Society, the remaining

half or moiety to the other. St. Ann's Chapel, now gone, which
adjoined the south side of the round church, was resorted to, in these

haunts of men, by women who seeking the efficacy of prayer wished to

become joyful mothers The extracts from the registers show that all
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foundlings were clu-istcned Temple or Templar, a better plan than giving

them personal names, A sufficient index, a point much to be com-

mended, gives the chief matters of interest, but we must notice one

little fault, especially in Part I., where the pages are disfigured by the

excessive, unnecessary, use of capitals.

WHERSTEAD, SOME MATERIALS FOR ITS HISTORY, TERRITORIAL,
MANORIAL. AND DURING EVENTS BETWEEN. By F. Bauham Zinckk,

Vicar. 2iid Edition enlarged. (Simpkin, Marshall & Co.).

To those who may be willing to do something towards noting the

liistox'y of the parish in which they live, this book should be most
welcome as showing how much can be done by simple observation and
" taking notes," without reference to extraneous sources. So rapid are

the changes around us that much here recorded must have been lost

except for the industry and attention of the author. Similar work
could be done by others, and in cases where the opportunity or possibility

of publishing may be absent, the collection, however small, could be

deposited in some safe place, or with care handed down for future use.

Such work should be a source of pleasure to natives and neighbours,

and help to give them a wider interest in their dwelling place. In

twenty-nine chapters the author treats of the local and social history and
life of his Suffolk village. After the church and vicars come the

registers and the briefs or public collections of two centuries ago, then

follow in turn notes on the parks, poaching, drinking, village worthies,

superstitions and dialect, and on Romano-British finds, ending with an

account of the Domesday Survey. These chapters were originally pub-

lished in a local newspaper, thus disseminating the idea and by drawing

attention to the subject gaining assistance even to the I'eturn of some
lost Roman coins. The registers begin in 1590, and in 1673 a baptism

gives the mother's name as Estofidelis a superior foriu, no doubt, of what
would have been Bethoufaithful. The number of briefs for collections

is remaikable, as also their varied character and the amounts collected,

the latter in one case being so low as sixpence. There are some slips in

the dates, as on p. 30, where Edward VI presents to the living in 1522,

presumably 1552; on p. 129 the 5th John is given as 1240 instead of

1204, and a few lines lower the 5th Edward I is given as 1272, which

was the date of his first year.

THOUGHTS THAT BREATHE AND WORDS THAT BURN, from the Writings

of Francis Bacon, Barou of Verulam, Viscount St. Albans, and Lord High
Chancellor: selected by Alexander B. Grosart. (Elliot Stock), 1893.

This is another issue of the elegant series of the " Elizabethan

Library "
; and for those who wish such a collection of sifted wisdom,

either for reading or for reference, the volume will be most welcome. To
make such a selection from Bacon, the master thinker, nuist have been

a troublesome task, except it were a labour of love, for certainly many
more pages could have been well filled. There are here many good

thoughts on matters of every day life, with others on history and religion

not, however, to be read lightly or carelessly without reflection. Bacon's

judgement and estimate of the chai-acter of Queen Elizabeth are fully

given, and cannot be too widely known, for the opinion of such a man
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settles the untruths which licr opponents, whom she mastered, liavc tried

to fix upon her. The last thou<i;ht in a series of notable sentences,

selected from the " Remains," shows us the opinion of the time when it

tells us that, " hollow church papists are like the roots of the nettle,

which themselves sting not, but yet they bear all the stinging leaves."

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE LIBRARY: ENGLISH TOPOGRAPHY. Part

IV. (Durham-Gloucestershire), edited by G. L. Go.mme, F.S.A, (Elliot Stock,

London, 1893.)

Another volume of this excellent series dealing with the counties of

Durham, Essex, and (Gloucester. The church notes for Essex are very

full, and conbiiu many instances of the destruction and mutilation of

monuments. Mr. Gouune, in his preface, draws special attention to these

church notes, and suggests that the local Arclu'eological Societies should

compile and publish catalogues of the various anticpiarian objects within

their respective counties. The principal difficulty in the way of County
Societies doing such w'ork seems to be the difficulty of finding workers.

Erom Gloucestershire are many contributions concerning the medifcval

houses in the county, whilst the whole volume contains quaint and
interesting notes on all manner of subjects. The parishes are printed in

alphabetical order, and the indexes are very full and complete.

THE LEGENDARY LORE OF THE HOLY WELLS OF ENGLAND, by R. C.

Hope, F.S.A. (Elliot Stock, London, 1893.)

Mr. Hope's book on " Holy Wells, Their Legends and Traditions,"

supplies a long-felt want, no previous attempt to gather the scattered

fragments of this most interestii^g subject having been attempted. It

is curious to note how tenaciously well-worship has existed from the

earliest down to the present time, faint traces still existing in remote

districts. Mr. Hope has divided his work into counties, but one would

wish that he had kept the parishes in alphabetical order, instead of the

somewhat haphazard way in which they are arranged. .The work
originally appeared in The Antiquari/, but has been much enlai'ged, and
is now illustrated with many charming views of the various wells. Mr.

Hope proposes to continue the subject, treating of Ireland, Scotland,

and Wales. The book is excellently got up, and has a capital

introduction and index.
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RO:\IAXO-BRITISH IXSCRIPTIOXS, 1S92—1893.

By F. HAVEHFIELD, M.A., F.S.A.

The following article contains the Roman inscriptions

discovered in Britain since my last report, with the

addition of a few older finds, which had l)een overlooked,

and some corrections of published texts. Three of the

new discoveries, the Cirencester monument of fourth

century restoration, the late and possibly Christian tomb-
stone at Carlisle, and the Lanchester dedication to

Garmangabis, possess unusual importance, and I have
thrown my rather lengthy notes on them into a separate

article. The Silchester tile and the 2:old rina; from Thanet,

both old finds now brought to notice, and the inscriptions

from South Shields and Wallsend are also noteworthy.

I have done my best to examine for myself the texts

which I edit or discuss. Completeness in this matter is

perliaps unattainable, but I have been able to get a first-

hand accjuaintance with all but six of the inscriptions

wliich follow, and my readings can claim the merits,

whatever they be, of independent collations. At the

same time I have found chances of beginning a revision

of the readings in the seventh volume of the Corpus, and
the following pages contain a part of the corrections which
I have lately noted. Some of these may seem details,

fitted only to amuse or to irritate, but all details matter

in epigraphy, and I have omitted a good deal that might
have been admitted by others. Later, I hope to draw up
a list of the revised inscriptions with the necessary corri-

genda added. But the task of revision is not altogether

easy : we have few museums in England, and our inscrip-

tions have been scattered broadcast up and down our

country houses. Till recently, I had not the leisure even

to think of going through them.
VOL. L. (No. 200). 2 o
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1 liiivc to tliaiik many friends for aid in ]n'Of;unn,ii; access

to, in copyinu", and in nndcrsf andinLi,- tlic ins -i-iptions licre

edited. Ill |):irt icidar, I should express iii\' Liratitiide to

l)r. Jlod^kiii, Clianeellor l'VfL;iison, K.s.A., and Mi'. I*..

Jilair, F.S.A., for help in ni\- \isits to the nortli; and to

Prof. Pelham, ]\Ir. I ). 0. llo-aitli, I\Ir. A. II. Smith, f.s.a.,

and Prof. AV. j\l. liamsa)', wlio lie1[)od in examining- in-

scriptions along the walls of Jladiian and Antonine. I

shall be at any time gratelul for a<-eonnts r)f new finds,

which shonld he addressed to Christ Chnreh, Oxford.

As before, 1 have followed the Corpus m the arrange-

ment of matter, and in the order of inscriptions. I begin

in the South and work upwards, jjrefixing to each district-

heading the number of the section or chapter in the Berlin

collection. AVhere an inscription has been already edited

in the Corpus or EpJiemeris, I give the reference in square

brackets at the head of the notice. For convenience, I

number consecutively with my last article.

Chief Al)l)reviations :

—

C = Cor2n(s Inscriiitionum Ldtinnrum : where no Roman
numerals follow, the P)ritish volume, VII, edited by
Prof. E Hlibner (Berlin 1873), is meant.

Epli.— Eplieineri& Exii^jrapluca, supplements to the above.

The supplements to C. vol. vii, are in Eph. iii and
iv (by Prof. Hlibner), and in vii (by myself).

Arch. AeL = Archceologia Aeliana the .Journal of the Newcastle

Society of Antiquaries.

Arcli. Jcmrri. =.Journal of the Uoy<al Archreological Institute.

Froc. Soc. J n/. = Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of London
(or, if Newcastle is added, of Newcastle).

In expansions of the inscriptions, round brackets denote the expansion

of an abbreviation, square brackets the supplying

of letters, which, owing to breakage or other cause,

are not now on the stone, but which may be pre-

sumed to have been there.

V. SiLCHESTER (?)

118. Tile inscribed with three lines of cursive hand-

writing, dating probably from the first or second century,

thought to have been found long ago at Silchester ; now in

the possession of Dr. William Davis, of 20, Dorset square,

London, N.W., and of Silchester.

I am not wholly satisfied that this tile was found at

Silchester or in England at all. Dr. Davis tells me that it
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was long in his father's possession in a cabinet at 8ilchester,

with odds and ends found there, and was thought to have

been found on the spot. I have, however, included it as I

included the Caspet p«<('r« (No. 83) in my last issue.

^^-^^(yP v^^/'ix/

6

Pertacus Perjidus Campeste)' Luciliamid Campanus
conticiiere omnes.

Copied by Dr. E. Maunde Thompson and pul)lished by
him in his Handbook of Greek and Latin Palacoepaphi/,

p. 211, from which the reduced cut is reproduced by leave

of the publishers, Messrs. Kegan Paul and Co.

Dr. Thompson observes that the lines seem to be material

for a writing lesson, the teacher writing certain words to

illustrate certain letters and then dashino- oti" into Viroil's

conticuere omnes. The alphabet is identical with that

used on wax tablets found at Pompei and in Dacia
(a.d. 139, A.D. 167). The only ligature is er.

Vn. Kent.

119. Eude figurine in white earth, found at Canterbury
in 1867, now in possession of Mr. Cecil Brent, f.s.a. A
goddess on a basketworlv chair gives suck to a child, a

common type ; on the underside in rude letters

—

SILI
Sili

" made by Silius."

Copied 1)y myself : the figurine, but not the inscription,

is given in Mr. John Brent's Canterhiirij in the Olden
Time (p. 41). It is one of the ugly Gaulish statuettes of

wdiich a fevv' have been found in Kent^ and Essex, this

' See Roach Smith Cull. Ant. vi., pp. 48-75, 228-239.
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beiii_i>' tlic only insciil)C(l one laiowii to nie. In tliis, as

in otlior details, we ean trace the continental inliucnccs

wliieh were naturally stronger there than elsewhere in

Britain.

120. (Eph. iv., p. 210, n. 70'J.) 'J'his fragment of

inscribed and figured glass, found in Canterbury, has ])een

re-examined by myself and by M. Schuermans,' who reads

and completes

—

A M VS Pijr]amus.

The A is faint ; 1 failed m}'sclf to detect it. The name of

Pyramus appears on similar inscribed glass vessels, though

not in the nominative.

M. Schuermans has lately discussed the whole question

of these glass vessels with figures of charioteers and
gladiators and names attached.- Twenty-two specimens

are know^n, six found in Britain, three in Germany, seven

in France and Belgium, and six at luiknown places,

jDrobably on the Continent. Hence M. Schuermans infers

that they were manufactured in north-west France or in

Britain—the former is, I think, the more probable— while,

from the names of the charioteers, the circumstances of

the finds and other details, he shews that they were in

fashion at the end of the first and commencement of the

second centuries of our era. Apparently people then

bou2;ht o:lass adorned with the fioures and names of the

heroes of the circus, just as they might now buy portraits

of distinguished athletes.

121. Gold ring ploughed ujj at Birchington near West-
gate, Thanet : on eleven facets the inscription

FIDES CONSTANI
Fides coristan[t]i

Literary Gazette, 1860, p. 1GG=1 Sept., from a Dover
paper ; hence Mowat Memoires de la Soc. des Antiquaires

de la France x. (1889), p. 336, who observes that it has

been overlooked by both I)r. Hiibner and myself. He also

gives an interesting list of ten similar rings, comparing, for

^ The object, which belonged to Mr. I^'amtir, vol. xx. ; repriuted as Verres a

Cecil Brent, has unfoiUinately been lost courses de ehars, Kamur. 1893. A bit of

since M. Schuermans saw it, through no figured glass found lately at Chesters,

fault of Mr. Brent's. I'loc. AtueaHh- Hoc. Aid., v., 116, is of a
' Annales de la Societe Arelieol. de difiereut kind to that noticed here.
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instance, one found near Norwich (C. n. 1301) with
CONSTANI FIDES. Thc usual inscription is fidem Con-

stantino, which M. Mowat rather conjecturally connects

with the swearing of allegiance to the emperor, supposing
that the common coins with the legends fides militum and
the like represent donatives given on such occasions, while

rings like these may be presents to various officers. We
may compare also the gold ornaments with costanti vivas
and the like (C. iii., 6016, &c.)'

Mr. G, Payne, f.s.a., in his " Archaeological Index" to

Kent [Arch, li., 553), omits this ring, and gives to Birch-

ington no other remains than " pre Eoman coins." A
Romano-British urn from Birchington is in the Mayer
Museum at Liverpool. From enquiries I have made, I

gather that the ring once belonged to tlie late Mr. J. P.

Powell, of Quex, in Thanet, and is now in possession of his

family. I have not been able to get a sight of it.

IX. Bath.

122. (Eph. vii. 828). This stone, found in York street,

Bath, in 1879, is now in the Museum of the Royal

Institution, where I have examined it. It is a bit of

limestone, 1 2|- by 9^ inches, with letters 1 f in. tall in

the first line and 1^ in, tall in the second line. The
reading was not quite correctly given by Mr. Watkin
[Arch. Jouin. xxxvii. 136) :

—

Q. Poi/i2/ci*'[s] Anicttus

Suit.

The stone, then, seems to be a dedication to Sul-Minerva,

the goddess of Bath, and not a sepulchral monument.
As York Street is near the baths, such a dedication is

c[uite suitable.

^ See further £o7iner Jahrbvcher,\xjim., deutschcs Korrespondenzblatt, iii., ii. 30 ;

pp. 84, 174; Kraus 7«4fn 251; West- Pais 5?<;>/?^. 1086 ; c. iii., 6019, 12033.
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X. Cirencester.

123. Square sandstone "basis," 18 in. liiuli ])y IG in.

s(|uarc, found at Cirencester in 181)1. Tliiec panels,

forming apparently the front, left-hand side, and l)ack,

are inscribed with regular lettering If in. high (line 1 is

1-Jin. high); a fourth panel, the right-hand .side, is quite

lost, but was possibly also inscribed.

The panels are arranged as in the 3. Signumct ...

diagram ; the corners are formed by
small balusters, and the top was no

doubt surmounted by a column, for

fastening which a small hole is still to

be seen.
^

1. I • 0- M.

(I.) 1.0.

L . S E P 7 /

V .P. P R. A

R E S T 1 J

5. CI V / S /

(2.) S E P T I M I V S

R E N V A T

P R I M A E

P U V I N I A E

10. RECTOR

1. lovi Oiptmo) [M{aximo)] L.

Sept\imius...'] v(ir) lierfcclissimiis)

2)r{aeses) [invviinciae) . . .] resti[iidt,]

c{urante) ? ? Ius[iino] ? ?

2. Septimiiis rcnov'/, priinae

provinciae rector.

(3.) \N V M E T

E CT A M

/RI S C A R E

/g I N E C

i^ M N A M

3. {SigYiim ct [rr]':ciam[ p]risca

rcli'jione columnani.

(4.) Lost, or never inscribeil.

Copied by myself; Mr. Bowly kindly sent me photographs

and helped me to get at the stone. Published, from

squeezes, by Dr. Hlibner Westdetttsched Korresimndenz

hlatt, 1891, n. 89, p. 225. The reading, expansions and
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supplements are all fairly certain. In the third line there is

hardly I'ooni for more than ten letters ; Dr. Iliibner suggests

PROV . irniT . PR. In the fifth line there are traces between
V and s of what may be a worn e or i, but I have in my
expansion provisionally accepted Dr. Hiibner's c(urantc)

Ius\tino. After s no letter is visible. In line 12 at the

beginning are traces of (perhaps) the tail of an r. In line

15, the V is plain. I reserve comments for a separate article.

124. (C. G6). Re-examined by myself and :\Ir. G .AIcX.

Eushforth. In line 4 the last two letters seem to be If,

possibly for item. In line 5, for er [ercdes) read ex.

This latter correction ought to have been mentioned in

Eph. vii., 834.

CiLOrCESTERSHIRE.

125. [Eph. iv. n. G66 p. 196] Two fragmentary inscrip-

tions l)rought from Stancombe Park are preserved in the

Gloucester ^luseum (Watkin Avch.Journ. xxxv, 69). The
text of one seems capaljle of being better read : the letters

are late and badly formed and vin in line 2, vnx in line 3

are less deeply cut than the rest ; according to Mr. AVatkin,

the stone was partially recut by a mason employed in

cleaning it, when it was removed from Stancombe Park.

Copied l)y myself.

vixi^
OS^ S XX ^"~~~-^.

I N G E K V I N

ON VNX

vixi[f\ an(n)os xx, or . .vixi[t annos , ., mil(itavit)\

an{n)os xx, Ingeniiin\_a c\on\_iytnx.

Probably a tombstone, erected to a husband by a wife;

anos for annos is not uncommon. Stancombe Park is in

the parish of Stinchcombe, very nearly half-way between
Gloucester and Bristol. Traces of a Pioman Villa have

been found thei-e. (G. B. AVitts, Handhool\ p. (jb.) The
inscription might also have come from Cirencester, as

several Cirencester finds were once at Stancombe Park.

(Buckman's Corinium, pp. 23, 105, 110, 115, 117, 122.)
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W'llJ. LiN'COLN.

12(). [C. 184]. A recent examination ol' tliis stone,

made at tlie instance of Precentor Venal)les and Dr.

Kubitschek/ sliewed me tlint Prof. Iliibner's reading is

not (juite satisfactory. (I) In line 3, wliere the latter

scholar gives clacl"VDI, explaiping the strange form as a

1)1 under for Claudii, the stone really has Bahudi. AVhat

Prof. Jliibner took for CL is a cursive B, made in the shape

in which it appears on Pompeian scrawls and elsewhere.

This introduction of cursive letters into an inscription in

capitals is by no means unicjue : a good parallel, shewing

the cursive R, was found in the last excavations at Chester

(AtlK'nanim, July 9, 1892). The nomen Babudius has been

found, 1 believe, on Umbrian inscriptions, and the cognate

Babidius and Baburius are not uncommon. (2) In lines

5 and 6 the lettering is jspani ualeria ckvnia, that is,

the soldier was a Spaniard from the town of Clunia

enrolled in the Galerian tribe. (3) The inscription has

never been re-cut The shape of e, in lines 1-3 (see cut), is

not due to any lajiicida novicius as Prof. Hiibner says, but

is original, and may, no doubt, be put beside the cursive B.

Thewholeinscription,then, is L. Semproni Flav{i)id,mili((i)3

leg.viiu.,c(entui ia) Bahudi Severi, aer{um) vii., annor{um)

XXX., (H)ispani Galevia (tribu) Clunia.

XXL RiBCHESTER.

127. [C. n. 226]. After line 6 there appear to have been

four more lines to this inscription : a very imperfect read-

VC: V..: G.._

From a MS. letter dated 1846 preserved in the Romano-
British department in the British Museum shewn me by

Mr. C. H. Read, f.s.a. The seventh line of the inscrip-

tion (the first above) may have begun Atir/. The same

MS. mentions as found at Ribchester " a bulla apparently

inscribed with some characters not to be decyphered."

1 To Dr. Kubitscbek is due the first inscription might be CLVNIA.
suggestion that the last five letters of the
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XXTT. York.

128. Tombstone of gritty saiulstone found in April 1892,

in the cellar of tlie Mount Hotel, close to the Roman road

runnino' south to Tad(;aster ; now in the York Museum.
Above a relief of a woman holding a bowl (?) and child

;

below an inscription 26 in wide, letters
1J in. in lines 1-3,

l^- in. in line 4.

.
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('npicd 1)\- ni\scir aiul ('.iiioii ll;iiiic. riiMislic(| Ity

(',•111(111 ll;iiiic wii li No. I-'.'. '1 he iii\(»c,ii ii)ii sit ilhi Icrra

Icr s.
•

liulil lie llic cartli ;i1m»\(' i1i\- lioiics"— is well

known ill Koiiiaii opiorajjliy. Iml. like otlicr ol" tlie

"(•i\ilize(l
" c'pi<j,ra])hic iisngos, it is not vci}' conmion in

Britain. Tliieo instances are ^ivon in tlic Corpus {imXiix),

at lienwell, (Jreatcliesters and llisingliani, and of these

the second is doubtfuk

130. While taking me round tlie Museum at York

recently, Canon Kaine was good enough to point out

various minor inscriptions on pottery, found in York.

130r<. On the side of an amphora five horizontal lines

and one ol)li(|ue in ink. The ol)li(juc line is clear but

])roken after tlie s ; the rest seems perfect but is very faint.

u I uv A
J \ 1

1

r EI.

Ys ^^^h:sl
I 7

The first line may be oliva (compare c iv p 22G, n. 20 10),

the broken word domesticum, but I will not venture

further. Here, as in the winejar mentioned l)y Juvenal

2Kitriam titulumque senectus

delcvit multa veteris Juligine testae.

130h. Numbers cut into the rims of the mouths (1-7),

handle (8), and fragments of sides (9-10), of })roken

amphorae; 7, 9, 10 are possil)ly imperfect.

(1) VII (2) VII VIII

(3) VIISv (4) VIIS.

(5) VI/I (6) X
(7) III (8) VIIS

(9) VIIIv (10) -VIIIIS—

Copied by myself. In Nos. 3, 4, 8, 10 S stands for

semis ' a half.' An amphora of proper size held 8 congii

or 48 sextarii : these figures probably state the contents,

in eonf/ii, of the vessels on which they are cut, which

may naturally enough have varied somewdiat in caj)acity.

It is also possible that the price of the vessels is indicated,

l)ut the coincidence of the figures with the average size

of the amp>hora makes the former the best supposition.

A rim found at Chesters has xii with a fracture before x.
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130c. Inscriptiuii.s in wliite .slip round Castor ware

—

(1)(2) DA MI (h )ni

(3) MFsCE MI mi[s]ce mi
(4) VIVATJS vivatis

(.')) ...ES . M... .' bibles m[_crvm ?

(6) LAXSAS uucertniu Heme (laxas?

J

Copied l)y myself. I have included all but pure frag-

ments for completeness, though some have been printed

before (see Canon Raine's excellent Catcdoguc, ed. 8, p.

99 ; Arch. Journ. 1879, p. 297). A good list of similar

inscriptions is given in the Memoires of the Society of

Antit|uaries of France (ix., p. 351.)

130c/. Graffiti on pottery (l) rim of black earthenware
urn, (2-4) fragments from the sides of large vessels, (5)
small white ware, (G-IO) Pseudo-Arretine (Samian).

(1) XXIIIIII Perhaps n° of sea;<an't contained

(2) vIG^INi\ Canon Raiue siiggest:^ the name N]^vjrini

(^) -Xr ~) Also iVi[gfHni] possibly.

(4)

(5) CIVILIS—
(6) Q F (7) GRAl'

(8) BIKK (8) lANVAR (perfect)

(9) {I V MITI i)om(«i (10) KAT

Copied by myself: I omit several Pseudo-Arretine graffiti

of less importance. In 2 the R is made in the cursive

shape which somewhat resembles an A with vertical bar.

XXIIT. East Eiding.

131. [C. 263'<]- T^'i'^ ^lalton altar, now in the AVhitby

museum, is, I think, given incorrectly in the Curjnis.

It is a stone 16 by 8 in. in size, with late lettering and
lines drawn for the letters in late style. I read it

D I M A R
\

Deo ^Iar[ti^RIGAE
Kiyae

SCIRVSDIC-i Scirus die ?

sac{erdos v. s. I. m.

The inscription is fractured on the right and l)elow the

last line, but is otherwise perfect. Marti I\'i(/ae is, I

think, far more probable than Dr. Hiibner's Marri(jae
;
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foiiipjiie Llic M((rs lii(jis<i mus on u ISoiiKJi.sctsliirc in.sciip-

tioii (C. Gl).^ Tlic third line seems to end Die, but 1 am
not sure what the letters mean, and tlie reading is not

absolutely clear ; the suggestion scimsur is, however, out

of the question.

XXV. Greta Bhidok, Bowes.

132. [C. 279, 280, 281]. The Rev. J. T. Fowler, F.8.A.,

has been good enough to make enijuiry on my belialf for

these stones which Pjiof. Iliilmer re})orts, on the late Dr.

Bruce's authority, as l)cing at AVindlestone, near Bisliop

xVuckland (Durham), in the possession of 8ir William

Eden. No. 279 is still at AVindlestone, and the excellent

s(|ueezes, which Mr. Fowler sent me, shew that the pul)-

lislied reading is correct (2 antoni, 3 getae seemingly).

But the other two (Nos. 280-281) could not be found.

This is the more to be regretted because they mention
the division of Britain into two j^roviuces made by
Septimius Severus,, and, though fragmentary, are of very

good value."' It is much to be feared that, l)eing frag-

ments, they may have been destroyed.

133. [Eph. vii., 941]. I have lately examined this

inscription, now^ preserved in the parish church of Bowes,

the Roman Lavatrae. It appears to be distinctly Roman,
and I thought to read, after some wholly illegible lines

—

/
V S • A E M / \ V s

II T II i Li \ '
. . .

CLOIRAEF
F S C I T

' Rigisamus according tu D'Ailiois de division l-y Prof. Douias^zewski iu a

Jubainville Nonis gaulois cluz Ciaur leceiit article on Koniano-British iu-

(p. 12) means " having the pleasures of scriptions (Ehein. Mus. xlviii. (1893),

a king." Riga would mean "king" 342). He makes the frontier between

simply. It has been suggested to me Upi)er and lower Britain run from the

that tlie Hon the Bossens patera (No. 1) Humber to tlie Solway, through Greta-

stands for such an epithet of Mars, but bridge. This line would nearly coincide

this is not likely. I would rather com- with the great road from York by

pare it with the R on a ring from Catterick and Stainmoor to Carlisle.

Germany.lately published by Prof. Zange- I am afraid that, though much recom-

iaii\iiiiiv {Wisidcut.\cJte Zeitschi Ht,\\ .,21i). mends this theory, the evidence does not
^ They are quoted for proof of the seem to me conclusive.
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The stone lias been turned into a circular millstone, like

an African inscription at Lambaesis (C. viii., 3010).

Proba1)ly five letters were lost in the first surviving line,

owing to the central hole of the millstone, so that the name
may have been Aenil^ilianyis. In line 3, praef[ectus) seems
probable ; in line 4, fecit. The reading given by Mr.
Watkin {Aixh. Juurn., xxxix., 367) is w^rong.

XXXI. Old Carlisle.

134. [C. 348]. This stone, along with eight others

formerly preserved at Wigton Hall (0. 34G-9, 3"51-2, 355,

357-8), is now in the Carlisle Museum. It is a piece of

red sandstone about 12 inches high, with w^ell-cut and
well-preserved letters, which have not been properly read.

dea]bus Ma[tribus

pro s]alute M [.Aur

Sev. Alexa]nd[r^l A \u(j,

ct Iu]liae M[amacac

Copied by m\'sclf: the third line has l)een intentionally

erased.

The altar, then, was erected to the mother goddesses

in intercession for the Em^jeror Severus Alexander (A.D.

222-235) and his mother, lulia Mamaea. The name
Alexander was erased after his death, as usual, ^ 1jut some
letters of it (n, d, i ) are legible still. What stood in the

fifth and sixth lines I do not know
;
possibly the text ran

on Matri Aug. nostri^ et c\_astrorinn as usual.

XXXIII. Maryport, Papcastle.

1 35. In examining Mr. Senhouse's fine collection of

Roman inscriptions, at Nether Hall," near Maryport, I

noted various small inaccuracies in the published readings.

1 See No. 139, Jrch. Ai/ia>ir>, xvi., 157.
- This udllection is, I believe, the

oldest iu Eui'laud. The first actual

museum was Tradescant's, which has
develojied into the Ashmoleau Museum
at Oxford.
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(C. 383.) The iiuniber r)t" the cnhors vohmtariorum is

xviii, not xix.

(C. 40G.) The one surviving line of this battered in-

scription is, I think, dis-manibv, (lis manihu\s.

(C 408.) The hidy to whom tliis tombstone is erected

was called Iul{ia) Martina, the last letter of the second

line being certainly n, not M, as has been usually read.

In the gable above there is no star.

136. '[C. 415. Eph. iii., p. 130]. Mr. J. M. Brydonc
has very kindly sent me squeezes of this important in-

scription, now preserved by Lord Leconfield at Pctworth.

The published readings seem to be fairly correct. In the

first line nothing is legible ; the second has eg avg in c,

but no trace of a letter after c; the third begins i>evm
;

in the fifth the name of Philip is erased, as Dr. Bruce

suggested—probably philip, il being " tied." We can,

then, accept cunewn as correct, and add the cuneus

Frisionum Aballavensium Philippianorum to the brief

list of third century regiments thus styled (Mommsen
Hermes, xix., 232). The words in cuneum probably

formed part of some sucli phrase as trandatus ab . . .

T\eg{ato) Aug{usti) in cuneinn Frisionum, that is, the

soldier who dedicated the stone had been transferred by
some " legatus Augusti" into the regiment in question

(Dessau Inscrip. selectae 2635). The date of the in-

scription lies between March, 244, and September, 249,

the limits of Philip's reign, though the consular dates

on it shew tliat it refers to events which happened in

October, A.D. 241-2, when Gordian III. w^as on the throne.

XXXV. BiNCHESTER.

Addendum.—The altar to the Matres Ollototac has

been much discussed, especially by Dr. Max Ihm {Bonner
Jahrhiichcr, xcii. (1892), p. 237) and M. le President

Schuermans iBnlletin cles Comm. roy. d'Art et dJArchaeo-
logie, 1892, p. 400). Dr. Ihm. (whose notice contains

slight slips of detail) favours Grienberger's derivation of

Ollototae, not in its literal sense " of all nations," but

as the name of some Keltic tribe on the lUiine, from

which the dedicators came. Ollototae Matres would,

then, be parallel to e.g. Matres Suebae Eutliitngae. But
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ROMAN ALTAR

Found at Lanchester, Co. Durham, about a furlong north of the Roman Station,

near to the line of the Watling Street, on Saturday, July 15, 189.^-

From a photograph by Mr. A. Edwards, of the Excise,

Blackhill, R.S.O., Co. Durham.
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OUototac is an odd tribc-iiamc. The altar itself lias heeii

given 1)y Slv. Newby to tlie Newcastle (Bla(jkgatc) Museum,
1:37. '[Eph. vii, 'lUC.J. in 1882 Mr. W. T. Watkin

published in this Joirnml (xxxix, ;3Gl) an account of an

inscrihed tile found by Dr. Ilooppell at Binchester, and

since included by the latter in his Vinoria (pp. 40-41).

I have lately been able to examine the tile, now in the

University j\[useum at Durham, and the Rev, J. T.

Fowler has sent me squeezes. From these squeezes Prof.

Zangemeister, the chief living authority on (/raffifi, i-eads

ARAAEA ME DOCVIT

armea ? me docuit

It is not quite clear whether the first word is aranea
" a spider" (it might 1)e fanciful to compare Robert Bruce)

or armea, a hitherto unknown proper name. In the latter

case we have the lieginning of a hexameter, such as one

sometimes finds at Pompeii, for instance (C iv, 1250 add

)

Candida me docuit nigras odisse jmellas. In any case,

I am sure, from my own inspection, that the third word is

docuit and not DOCVii, and I think, as Mr. Fowler and
Dr. Zangemeiater both say, that the first word is armea.

XXXVI. Lanchester.

138, Altar, 62 in. high, 24 in, wide, found July, 1893,

in some digging connected with the water supply of the

workhouse, about 200 yards north of the Roman fort

and near the Roman road (Watling Street) ; now in the

south porch of Lanchester Parish Church. The lettering

(3 in. tall in line 1, 2|-2f in, in the other lines) is clear.

D E A E G A R

MANGA P, I

E T N ! ! ! !

A N I A V G N P R/

S A L • V E X • SV E B o(^

RVM-L-oN-GoR-Vo
T V M • S o L V E R V NT • M

Deae Garmangahi et n{umini) \(x\o\_rdiyini Aug.
n{ostri), prlp] sal[ute) vex[illationis) or vex[illarioriun)

Suehorum Lon. Gor{dianorum) votum solverunt m[erito).
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Copied l)y myself: puhlislied l)y W. Crake, Newcastle

Daihj Chronicle, -hily 24 ; myself, Academy, August 19;

Proc. Newcastle Soc. Ant., vi., 55-5G ; Dr. iriibiK^r

Wesfdeutsches Ko respondeivMatt xii. see. 07. Tlie

reading is certain. In lines 3 and 4 o and am can be still

discerned, the name (rordiani having been intentionally

erased. The altar is elaborately ornamented with mouldings

of the type which sometimes reminds one of Norman
work : on the sides are patera, cidter, &c. My comments
on tin's remarkable find follow separately.

XLI. South Shields.

139. Large slab, .58 in. long by 39 in. high, found in

JMarch, 1S93, close to the Baring Street Board schools,

within the area of the Roman camp ; now in the Town
museum. The inscription is singularly well preserved.

The letters in line 1 are 4j in. high, in the other lines

3 in. hio'h. The exact form and arransjement of the

letters will be seen on the annexed illustration ; the text

expanded reads

—

Imp{€rator) Caes{ar) Divi Severl

nejios, divi Mayni Anlonini fil{ius)

M. Aurel{iut) Severus {^Alexander']

Pius Felix Auij[uslus) Ponlif{ex) max\imus)

trih{unicia) f.ot{estate], p{ater) p{atricv)

co{n)s{iil), aquam

usibus viil{ituni) co}i{ortis) v. Gallo{rum)

induxit, curante Mario Vahriano

legiflto) eius pr(o) pr{aetore).

Copied by myself and described, Archaeologia Aeliana,

xvi., 157. I have also to thank Mr. Blair for a reading.

He published the inscription, Proc. Neivcastle Soc. Ant.,

vi., 14. The text is certain. In 3, Alexander has been

erased, as usual, and no trace of it can now be read. In

6, cnrantc^ in ligature, is on the stone.

The date of the inscription is A.D. 222, the first year

of Alexander's reio;n, as we can tell, l)oth from the
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titulature and from tlie mention of Valerianus. This

officer we know to have l)een governor in the north of

Britain at that time, from two inscriptions found at

Nctherby and Chesters and dated A.D. 221-2/ Nothing
further seems to be known about him.

The word curante "supervising" is usually applied to

lower officials than provincial governors, but there are

cases, especially in Britain, which resemble this one and
belong to the third century.-^

The fifth cohort of Gauls is an old friend. It was in

existence as a cohors equitata in Vespasian's reign ; it was
in Pannonia in A.D. 84-5, and it probably joined in

Trajan's Dacian campaigns. It may possibly have come
to Britain with Hadrian, who apparently brought with

him some auxiliaries from the Danube, but this is only

conjecture. In Britain it is known by an undated inscrip-

tion at Nether Cramond, near Edinburgh, and by remains

(tiles, a fragmentary inscription, some lead seals) found at

South Shields.^

The inscription belongs to the very large class of building

inscriptions, which, in Britain, are especially numerous in

the first half of the third century, more particularly

perhaps in the reigns of Alexander and Gordian III.

(A.D. 222-244). At this time the frontiers of the empire

were everywhere objects of much attention, and the

troops defending them were becoming more and more
territorial, and therefore more and more in need of

permanent Ijuildings. This activity in construction and
re-construction has, tliereforc, nothing to do with Septimius

Severus, though its results in Britain, and especially in

the neighbourhood of the Wall, are sometimes spoken of

as though they were his work.

' Chesters C. 585 ; Netherby C. 965. the earlier finds at South Shielrls

2 So at Netherby, C. 964, 965, 967. Eph. iii., p. 143, iv., p. 207-9, vii.,

Abroad, hi Germany, Brambach 1608, n. 1003, ^>ch. Ael. x. 223 foil. Tiie

WestdeutscJie Zeltschnft, xi., 316. statement that tiles of this cohort have
•* An Aquileian inscription (C. v. 875) been found at Tynemouth {Hermes xvi.,

mentions a man who began his career as 52«,)is a mistake. I have assumed in

prncfectus of this cohort and was after- this list that all the references to a
wards decorated by Vespasian. The cohors v Gallorum are to the same cohort,

Pannoniau and Dacian inscriptions are an assumption which seems here pro-

C iii., p. 855, Eph. v. p. 93, and A>ch. bable, though in mauy ca.ses it is

Epigr. Mitt, xiv., p. 111. For the daugerou.s. See further, -4n7(. .^c/. xvi,,

Cramond inscription see C. 1083, for 158.

VOL. L. 2 Q
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I -10. |l']|ili. iii., II. 1)7, p. l-"M.j This rr;i_i;mL'iit, now in

the South Shields imiseiini, seons to I'ead

.. oculus pos{uit}.

Copied by myself, os is faint.

141. [Eph. vii., 11G2.] Eeccnt rescarclies have made
it prol)al)le that the inscription around the l)ronze dish

found on the Herd Sands in 1887 ought to be read.

A r L L I N I • A N E X T L M A R 51 A • S \ B

Apollini Anextlomaro M. A. Sab,

That is "dedicated to Apollo Anextlomarus 1)y (a person

whose name, abbreviated, was) M. A. Sab."

We had before read the god's epitliet as Ancxtiomaro,

and this appears to be a philologically possiljle form. It

is moreover justified l)y the actual lettering ; it seemed

to myself and Mr; A. H. Smith, when we re-examined

the bowl, that the disputed letter might be i or l, but

resembled i. Howe^'er, inscriptions have l)een found in

France which leave no doul)t as to the existence of names

Anextlus, Anextlatus, while no parallel for a form Anextio

is forthcoming. Fortunately the variation does not affect

the sense. As Dr. Whitley Stokes tells me, Anextlos (or

Aiiextios) would mean something like " protector,"

Anextlomaros (or Anextiomaros) " great protector." The

X, be it added, represents throughout not an x but a

Gaulish cli or Greek y^}

XLI. Wallsend.

142. Altar of local freestone, 35 in. high by 16 in. wide,

found in the spring of 1892, in the Wallsend allotments

(plot 20, belonging to Mr. Alexander Arnott), a little west

of the AVallsend camp, and technically a few yards inside

the boundary of Walker. The letters are 2 in. high in

1 See Holder Sprachschaiz, p. 153 ; think one may safely assume that Dr.

Esperandieu Epigr, romaine du FoitoH Yiuhnev'i Te-adaring Anextio Maro M{arci)

No. 82 ; R. Mowat, Proc. Newcast/e Soc. A{ntonii) Sab{ini servus) is wrong.

Aut„ v., 187. I have assumed, as I
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the first line, ij in. in the last, 1 or Ij in. in the other

lines. Now in the Blackgate Museum, Newcastle.

I{ovi) O(jptlmo) M{axiiHo)
coh(ois) to Linijonum eq{aUuta),
cui atlendit Iid^ius) Ilonoraliis

c[eidurio) ley. a Aug{usta^,
v{otuin) s{oluU) [{ibena) vi{erUo).

Copied by myself. I have also to thank Mr. Blair for a

squeeze. Described in the Newcastle Daily Journal,
May 17 and 26, 1892 ; Archceologia Aeliana, xvi., 76-80.,

by myself; Proc, Soc. Ant., xiv., 171 ; Westdeutsclies

Korrespondenzhlatt, xi., 57, and elsewhere. The lettering

is quite certain.

There are several points of interest in this inscription.

(1) The dedicating cohort, the Fourth of Lingones, is

otherwise known to us. From "military discharges"
(diplomata or 'pr'ivihoia inilitum) it can be shewn to

have been in Britain in A.D. 103 and 146. In the Notitia,

the British sections of which belong to about A.D. 300, it

is stationed at the place where this inscription was found.

Segedunum or AVallsend, an altar dedicated to Jupiter by
lis praefeetus, was found at Tynemouth in 1783 in digging
out the foundations of a building connected with the
priory.^ It has been supposed, in consequence, that the
cohort had a post at Tynemouth, but it is much more
probable that the stone was brought down the river from
Wallsend by the monks as convenient building material.

There is no trace of any Roman fort at Tynemouth, nor
is the situation of the priory a likely one for Romans to

select. It is one of those exposed and prominent positions

of which our north-east coast offers many instances, none
of them characterized by Roman remains.

(2) The cohort was commanded by a legionary centurion
" seconded " for this special service. The formula which
describes his command, cui attendit, seems to be unique,

but the position is fairly common . Half a dozen instances

occur in Britain alone. The centurion, always an impor-
tant officer in the legion, seems to have acquired additional

importance during the second century, and still more at

the beginning of the third century when Septimius Severus
carried through his military reforms. iVt the same time,

• For the Diplomata, see C. 1193, the cohort and the alleged fort at Tyne-
Eph. vii., 1117; for the Tynemouth altar mouth more fully iu the Arclueologia
C. 493- I have dealt with the history of AeliaiM.
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the appuiiitiiiL'iiL ui' a legionary centurion to cuniniund an

auxiliary cohort seems to have always l>een somewhat
exceptional. The phrase, cui ji>?'«et'.v/, applied regularly

to the ordinary 'pracfectus, is seldom a])])lied to the

legionary centurion. Instead we have such terms as

lyraepositus, curator, fulus curani f-tfjif, or (as here) the

stranQe cui cittcndit}

(3) We may perhaps infer from this feature that our

altar dates from after the middle of tlie second century,

but 1 see no reason for assigning it, as Prof. Hlibuer does

(Proc. Newvastle Sue. Ant., v., 1G4^, to the reign of

Septimius Severus in particulai'.

143. Fragments of rude scul[)ture in local freestone,

found in A\'allsend allotments in the summer of 1892.

The sculpture seems to have represented JMercury, holding

in his left hand his caduceus, and vested in a chhimys
fastened by ajihula to his right shoulder and hanging over

his left arm. The right arm is extended, as though to hold

a purse. At his side is his emblem, the goat, and below
the beginning of a two-line inscription, in half-inch letters

—

D . M . 1^^

N . F
i\

Dico) M{crcurio)...

Copied by myself and Mr. A. H. Smith, and printed

^ Such centui-ions are mentioned on

insci-iptions found at ]Maryport (C. 371),

Chesters (C. 587), Biidoswald (Eph. vii.,

1071, see No. 154 in this paper), Nether

Cramoud (C 1084), Eough Castle (C.

1092), and presumably at Kibchester

(C 218). For foreign examples see

Des«-au Inscripl. Selcckc 2G15, Mommseu

Archiiologischc Zeituny 1869, A. Mliller

Pliiloloyus xli., 482, and Karbe Dissert'

J/alenses iv., 305. The nearest parallels

in Latin to cuiattendit seem to be the pc st-

Augustan uses, like clcquentiae attendere,

"study eloquence" (Suetonius), or votis

attendere, "listen to prayers" (Silius viii.,

591), but these are not very close.
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Proc. JSewcastle Ant. v. 178, with woodcut. The inscrip-

tion is noticeable for having stops on the line, and not

lialf way up, as is usual. The first letter of line 2 may
be N or Ni tied. The figure of Mercury resembles several

in the Newcastle (Blackgate) Museum (Nos. 9 and 50).

XLII—LII. BeNWELL—BlRDOSWALD.

144. rC. 510.] I have examined this Benwell altar in

the Newcastle museum with Mr. A. H. Smith, and find

that Prof. Hlibner's text needs correction. The first line

ends ESTR. In the third and fourth lines, the erasure of

some sixteen or seventeen letters is complete ; there is no
trace of any s after astvrvm. In the fourth line, the

word GORDIAN.E (or rather aoRDi/N/hi, there being a fracture

over the a) has never been erased. At the end of the

same line there is room for an abbreviated nomen after T.

We may then read

—

Matr{ibm) tribus Cam2)estr{ihng) et cjenin alae pri{mac) H[i\sp aiwrni)iAdu7-/'y))i[Picpiencc

Balbinae] Gonllanac, T.I. Ayrippa ijraef(ectiis) tennAum a tiol[o res\titiUt,

The lacuna caused by the erasure has been filled up as

was suggested by Prof. Mommsen (C. Ill, 6953).

Chesters,

145. Rough bit of sandstone, 7 by 9 inches, found in

1892 ; there is a fracture before the d, but none after K.

J

Copied by myself.

For the bit of alphabet, compare the lead fragment with

ABCDEF at Lydney (No. 93). It is extremely common to

find alphabets, or portions of them, on all sorts of ancient

objects. Sometimes they are meant for ornament, some-

times for reading lessons (with a letter intentionally

omitted \ sometimes for charms. Some again were due
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to mere idleness, some, as among' the early christians,

had a mystical meaning.^

146. Fragment of yellow pottery with brown bands,

found May, 1892 ; on it deeply incised, with fractures

before and alter the letters

—

R EPO

Copied by myself. R. Blair, Proc. Newcastle Soc.

Ant., V. 1G2.

Near Carrawburcih.

147. C*cnturial stone, 15 by 6^ inches, found by Mr.
A. H. Smith and m}^5elf in the wall of Wade's Eoad near

the Sewingshields School-house : now in the Newcastle
Museum by the gift of Mr. W. D. Cruddas.

fC

COHI
TERENTI

coh(ors) i

[c{enturia)'] Terenti Can(ab[ri

Copied and published by myself, Proc. Newcastle Soc.

Ant., v., 188, 227. The cognomen Cantaber does not

mean that the man w^as an actual Spaniard. Like

Romanus, Italus, Raeticus, Gallus, Noricus, Rhenicus, and

many more, it has probably lost whatever national force

it may at first use have possessed.

148. Rudely inscribed fragment found near the pre-

ceding, now in the Newcastle Museum, 11 by G^ inches
/C5

in size.

(•^rinrTF-'

Seen by myself; sent me by ]\Ir. Blair (Proc. Neiv-

castle Soc. Ant., v., 227). The letters are rough, and

might almost be accidental.

' See Kalinka, Mitth. dcr K. dad- viii., pp. 46, 80 ; de Rossi, hull. Archeol.

schen Instltuts (Ath. Abth.) xvii (1892) Crist., 1881, p. 139.

117 foil. ; Arch. Epiyr. Mitth., v., p. 124,
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Chesterholm.

149 [C. 724.] I have examined this tombstone with
the Bishop of Southwell and Dr. Hodgkin. The right

reading appears certainly to be.

INGENV. .

VIXIT.ANNIS Ingenu[us..] vixit annis xxiv
XXIIII- MENSES menses iv ct dies vii.

nil. ET. DIES. VII

The stone is ansate in shape, 20 by 25 inches in size.

Near Carvoran.

150. Centurial stone, found in the autumn of 1892, in

the turret at Mucklebank, near Walltown, and now there.

It is of the usual ansate shape.

coh(ors) i, c{entui-tu)

Fl{ncu) v..

I have to thank Mr. D. G. Hogarth, m.a., f.s.a., and
Mr. R, Blair for copies. The end of line two is uncertain.

151. Amphora stamp found at the same turret.

Q M c c c A s

I have to thank Mr. Blair and Mr. J. P. Gibson, of

Hexham, for rubbings.

152. Fragment, 17 by 7 inches, walled up at Blenkin-
sopp Castle with Eph. vii., 1061 [Arch. Journ., xxxviii.,

278). Al:)Ove are traces of some anaglyph, representino-

the legs of a man or beast. Of the lettering, I could
distinguish only

M

V.L
Possibly Sepulchral [dis]

m{anibus).

I could not find Eph. vii., 1062, at Blenkinsopp. As
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given by Mr. Walkiii {Arch. Jonrn., xxxvii., 278), it read

TPO

S V I S L . . .

and possibly this is a misreading of the fragment a])Ove.

LII. BiRDOSWALD.

153 [Eph. vii., 1071]. I have been able with Mr. A. H.

Smith to carefully examine this fine altar, which is pre-

served at Birdoswald. Two points may be noted. M.
Mowat (huUetin epigr, 1886, 253j, was wrong in suggest-

ing in the third line c-cam C(aius) Cam(mius), the stone

plainly has c-c-a-ivl, that is cuius curam agit. lulius. In

the fifth line, I thought to detect a small centurial mark
before leg tt avg.

154 [C. 825]. The lettering of this most illegible altar

seemed to me to l)e

1 . . M . , I
C o H

1
A E L I

. 1 D A C . .
|
V M A V G

|
. . P A V R

|
.

.

That is I(ovi) o(ptiino) m(aximo) coh(ors) \i~\ AeU\f.i\

Dac{or\uwi augf [cfuij] p(raeest) Aur(elius)...

155 [C. 8336]. This stone is now at Castlesteads,

where I have examined it. In line 3 the first letter is I,

not 0. Dr. Hiiliner's conjecture (r\omus di[yinae is there-

fore impossible.

156. (Eph. vii. 1082). This inscription, of Shawk
quarry stone, is very illegible ; it may be read better than

I first read it :

—

GENI

.BASSii...CRESCE..E

. . . . DONO I:-0NAV IT

Copied by myself and Mr. A. H. Smith.

Some one, whose name is in the second line, put this

up {dono donavit) to a genius.
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LY. Carlisle.

157. Red .sandstone skb, 20 in. high hy 31 in. long,

found in the autumn of 1892, face downwards, over a
rough l)oard coitin in a Roman cemetery on Gallows or
Harraby Hill, close to the main road running south from
Carlisle. Tlie inscription is broken below, an attempt
having been apparently made to " chad " the stone in two
across the seventh line. The lines of lettering are separated
by lines ruled across the stone ; the general character of
the lettering is fourth century. Now in Carlisle Museum.

D M
FLAS ANTIGONS PAPIAS
CIVIS
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I have cXMiiiiiicil tlii> riiiL; willi the liclp n[' .Mr. A. W.
I'' ranks, and liaxc lit lie ditiilil llial tlic IctlcriiiL!,' is as I

]ia\(' u,i\cii it. Iv\|iaii(l('(l it will l»u

—

Matvum, C. t'forndhia) AcfUunun ).

or .similai' names. The genitive, in siidi declications, is

unusual, ])Ut not wliolly without parallel.

LXIII.—LXVI. Scotland.

Professor W. ^\. llamsay, of A])erdeen, and myself, in

o'oing througii the llunterian (Lnivei-sity) museum at

Glasgow and the National museum at Edinburgh, noted

vaiious details, some of which may l)e given here,

159 [C. 1091]. The man's name is Necto (or Neeio)velius,

the second letter being E, the fourth broken at the top.

In the fourth line Stuart rightly gives briga^^s.

160 [C. 109G]. The upper part of this altar is worn

beyond certain decipherment, but we could detect nothing

at all like Dr. IJiibner's Deo Silvcmo.

161 [C. 1103]. This altar was found at Barhill in 1736

{Daily Gazetteer, 7 Sept., 1736). The decipherable let-

tering seems to be
D E . M A K
_C A_M V L O Deo Mar{ti)

"..CilAVGI Camulo
.MAKIO... [le]g;iAng..

. . . . s c; . .

162 [C. 1108]. This centurial stone, 5 by 8J inches,

reads

—

_ _

C /. I C O Nf I S

-. A B R V C 1 V ,
/

V^ohMy e{enturia) G'liconis [X?] Ahrueivs, a rather

unusual formula for such a stone. Centurial stones are

naturally rare along the sod built^ Wall of Antonine. This

example belongs to Croyhill camp.

^ The recent excavations of the as it is described by Capitolituis. The
Glasgow Anticinariiin Society have shewn layers of cut sods can still be distinctly

that this Wall was literally caef:pilirius, traced
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163 [C. 1130, 1130]. The distances are respectively

MP riT DC
I

Lxvis and Tn cclxxi.

164. The Edinburgh Museum contains also a large

altar from Auchenvole, near Falkirk [Catalogue, p. 225,

FV 14), 40 inches high by 17 inches wide. On one side is

a modern lOM, on the other five illegible lines, somewhat
resembling

—

I

•••coi..
V.

c
• s . . .

I give it only to avoid mistake in the future.

165. Handle of bronze saucepan found in East Lothian,

now in the Edinburgh jNluseum (ft 38 \ with maker's

name very faint, resembling

—

c I PP ! ...

Copied by myself. Possibly dpi Polihi (see No. 1 17).^

166. [C. n. 1283]. The Rev. W. Gilchrist Clark, of

Gateshead, has been good enough to inform me that the gold

ornament inscribed lovi avg, vox xx, which was found

at Kirkpatrick about 1787, is now in possession of Miss

Rannie, Conheath, Dumfries, to whose father it was given

(he thinks) by the original possessor, and in whose hands

it is well cared for. He has also very kindly sent me
photographs of the object. According to his description

and the photographs, it is a fil)ula with a semi-circular

bow. The bow is in section a hollow triangle, of which

two sides are cut out into patterns and Ijcar, in pierced

work, the letters luvi avc and VOT xx respectively^ ; the

third side, the underside, is plain and has scratched on it

—

PORTO

which none Ijcfore Mr. Clark appears to have detected.

The main inscription should, probably l)e expanded
lovi Aug{usto), rot{is) ,i\c. The vicennalia are men-
tioned on several coins of Diocletian, whose title lovivs

is well-known, k^imilar rota are mentioned occasionally

on fourth century inscriptions ; though I do not know of

^ To the twelve instances of Cipi dc tnimisinatique Bchjc v. (187^), 197.

Polihi stamps there quoted, should be - The photograph shows lOVI, not lOV
added some German specimens, Bonnci- as in older copies ; the) eai'e also nu stops.

Jahrbiicha' xc (lb91), 37. Seea'sj Eei-uc
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any on biiiallcr ornaments, it is nut out ul' keeping with

tljc ways of the time. One may (juote a gold coin of

Diocletian (C'ohen vi. 393, p. 458^, inscribed i-rimi xx iovi

AUciusTi, where, as on our lihula, it is not (juitc clear

whether Iovi is from lovius or luppiter.

Uncertain.

1 07. Ocidist's stani}). made of Purlteck nuiildc. I'ulU- in-

scribed on two sides, imperfectly on a third ; the corners

ai'c worn and some letters lost. Kecently presented to

the British Museum Ijy Mr. A. W. Franks :

—

V l:. l> i'^ C 1 M i A i L» 1 A -^

iK riDOS CllOCO D

,
D M N I A V I t A A>

2. VLPDECIMIN

P E N I CjU E

3- (LV-PDE

1. L. Ulpiii) Deciniini, di<i\]~\<'pi<lvs crocod{cs) ad
omnia vitia.

2. L. Ulp. Dccimin{i) pcnic'd[lum) h'{)Lc) ?

3. L. Ulp. De . . never finished.

Copied by myself, with Mv. Franks' aid. The reading-

seems certain except that in fcice 2, line 2, the last letter

is very faint, and looked almost like a V. T\\q p)rovenance

of the inscription seems beyond discovery, but it can be

traced to a Colchester owner, and Mr. Franks therefore

thinks it may ha^-e been found there. The material,

Purbeck marble, shews that it is, in any case, British,

A valuable list of these medical oculists' stamjDS is being

published by M. Esperandieu in the Revue Archeologique.

He gives [xxi. (1893), p. 325], this stamp among the rest,

with a reading, based on a squeeze, which is substantially

correct, though one or two jninutics are not right.
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INDEX OF PLACES.

[Wliere nothiny i« added in square braekcts after the place

tiud« iiielude inscribed stones. AVhero a square bracket

they do not inchide inscribed stones. Where ("corr") is ;

notes contain only corrections of earlier finds.]

Antonine W'aU - 159

Bath (twT.) - - I 2-2

Benwell (con:) - Hi
Binchester (corr.) - 137

Birchington [ring] - 121

BirdOswald (corr.) - 15.3

Bowes (corr.) - - 133
Canterbury [glass, cVc] - 119

Carlisle - - 156

Carrawburgh - - 147
Carvoran - - 150
Chesterholni (con:) - 149
Chesters - - 145
Cirencester - - 123
Colchester (?) [oculist's

stamp] - 167

Cloucestershire (corr.)

Creta Bridge (corr.)

Kirkpatrick (con.)

Lanchester

Lincoln (coir.)

Lothian [patera]

INlalton (corr.)

Maryport (corr.)

Northumberland (cor/

Old Carlisle (corr.)

Papcastle (corr.)

Ivibchester (corr.)

Silchester (?) [tile]

South Shields

Wallsend
York

name, the

is added,

•idded, the

125
132

166
138
126
165

131

145

158
134
136
127

118
139

142

128



TIlllKK XOTAIJLE INSCI!] I'TlnXS.

l!y F. IIAVEKFIKLl).

My third report on iioiiuiii inscriptions in Britain con-

tains three items which deserve separate treatment, a

dedication from Cirencester, a tomhstone from Carlisle,

and an altar from Lanchester near Durham. The iirst two
of these go, in some sense, together : they belong to the

fourth century, to an age, that is, to which very few of

our l\,omano-I3ritish inscri^jtions can (|uite confidently be

ascribed. We have only the curious inscription of Justinian

from Peak near Whitby^ and some sixteen or twenty mile-

stones."' The addition to this little group of a dedication and
a tombstone is, therefore, of some interest. Our knowledge
of Roman-Britain in the fourth century is curiously

meagre, and, till we can recover certain vanished frag-

ments of Ammian, we must trust to inscriptions to add a

little light. Besides this, both of these inscriptions as

well as the Lanchester altar, possess points of interest in

detail, which it may be well to discuss.

1. The Cirencester Dedication.

This important inscription consist of a dedication and
two hexameters, inscribed on three sides of an originally

four-sided " basis," of which the fourth side, now lost, may
perhaps have contained a third hexameter. The text,

with one exception, is certain and the few lost letters can

be satisfactorily supplied with ease. It would, of course,

be idle to guess at the sense of the lost hexameter, if one

has been lost. The text, expanded and completed, is :

—

J{ovi) o{ptimo) m{aximo) L. Sejjtl^imius...'], v(ir) 2i(ei]fectissu>ms)

2)r{aeses) [pr(ovinciae) Urit{cmniae) 2->')'{imae)]restituit civs.^

Septhnius renovat primae provinciae rector

\sig\num et [er^ectam prisca religione cohinmam

1 C. 268, A. J. Evans, Numisntalic and at Penrith on the York and Carlisle

C/i)-uiikli;\n., 207 {Arch. Canibr.v. 5, 18). Road (C 1176-7), and the rest near the
'^ Sixteen milestones are certainly of wall, at Crindledykes on Stanegate, at

the fourth century (or late third century)

;

ThirUvall and at Old Wall (C. 1 188, 1] 90,

two have been found in Cornwall (Eiih. EpJi. vii. 1110-1112). Less certain exam-
iii. p. 318 and vii, 1095), three in Cain- pies occur at Wroseter and elsewhere,

biidgeshii-e (C. 1153-5), one at Kempsey, * For the latter Dr. Hiibner suggests

south of Worctster (C 1157), two near c(urante) jH><[iii'0 but there may have
Neath (C. 1158-9, Hp/i. vii, 1098), one been a letter between v and s.

each at Ancaater (C. 1170), at Brougham
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The scansion of the hexameters is rousfh, liut it asfrees

thoroughly witli the fourth century. In the first line

2^rovinciae is scanned accentually, in the second the second i

of religione is dropped or made into a y. It were idle to

rj^uote parallels for accentual scansion ; for religione we
may compare a line in the " Eucharisticos " of Paulinus
of Pella (v. 462), who wrote a1)out the end of the fourth

century :

—

nee ratio aut jnetaa aut mors religiosa sinehat

The sense of the whole is plain-^-L. Septimius, governor
of Britannia Prima, restored a column and statue of Jupiter

which had fallen into disrepair. The monument, therefore,

consisted of the existing " base," on which stood a column
bearing a statue or statuette of Jupiter. A socket in the

base which helped to fasten the column can still be
detected, but no trace has been found of the actual column
or statu'^. The type of monument is, however, well-known
abroad, though no specimen has been previously identified

in Britain. It includes three paits : first, a square pedestal

decorated on three or four sides with figures of gods,

usually Plercules, Minerva, Juno, and Mercury ; secondly,

a column, varying from two to six feet in height; and
thirdly, a statue of Jupiter on the top, sometimes sitting

or standing, more commonly riding over a fallen giant.

Wherever an inscription has lieen preserved, the monument
is found to be dedicated to Jupiter. Three years ago Dr.

Haug pul)lished a list of 2 1 8 pedestals belonging to this

type, dating, so far as they can be dated, between a.d.

170 and a.d. 246, and occurring most abundantly in the
Eoman provinces of Rhaetia, Upper Germany, and Belgica.

The most perfect specimens of the whole monuments have
been found at Schierstein. Pleddernheim, and ]\[erten, and
may be seen in the museums of Wiesbaden, Frankfurt, and
Metz. The Circencester pedestal is a fourth century
restoration, and it is not unnatural, therefore, that the
characteristic figures of. the three or four gods should be
wanting.^ At Risingham in Northumberland an inscrip-

tion (C. 1069) mentions a sigillum and colunina lignea
erected to Mercury.

i F. Rang Westdevtsche Zeitschrift x. 15 foil. ; Florscbiitz Gic/ontensuidc ron
9-340 ; Hettner Eomische Sleindenkmuler Sehierstein (VA'iesbiulen 1890j.
des Proiiiiziaimuseums zu Trier, pp.
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TIio nioniinient was erected by L. Suptiinius,,., governor

of Biitannia Prima. The man is otlierwise unknown and

need not detain us, ])ut the icfcrence to the province is

most notewortliy. We knew already from various pro-

vincial lists, such as the Verona catalogue and the Notitia,

that Britain in the fourth century was divided up on the

system introduced l)y Diocletian and consisted of four

provinces, Britannia Prima, Secunda, Flavia Caesariensis

and Maxima Caesariensis/ We could further assert that

this division dates from the year A.D. 290. The title Flavia

connects it very plainly with Constantius C-hlorus, who in

that year defeated Allectus and re-incorporated Britain in

the Empire, while the Verona list drawn up soon after

A.D. 297, which mentions the four provinces, gives us

evidence that they were organised immediately on the

conquest. But beyond this we knew nothing. Various

conjectures have been made as to the relative positions of

these provinces, but the liest of them are pure conjectures,^

while others l)etray a conscious or unconscious connection

with " Kichard of Cirencester," that is Bertram, here

adopting a baseless conjecture of Camden's. We now know
for certain, that Cirencester was in Britannia Prima. One
would gladly go further, but our evidence does not at

present permit ns to do so. Another discovery may
perhaps lay the whole matter clear before us.

Meantime, we learn something definite as to Cirencester.

Previous discoveries have made it plain that the site was
occupied in early times, though the evidence yet accjuired

proves only a military occupation in the first century and
probably in that part of it which followed immediately on

the Claudian invasion. Some such date may well be

assigned to the two interesting military reliefs found there.^

^ Valentia, organised by Theodosias, it contradicts our inscription, for it puts

does not here concern up. Britannia prima half-way up what should
' Even the ingenious suggestions of my be the east coast. It has been suggested

friend Prof, Rliys (Celtic Britain ed. 2, to me that the sketch is geographical but

p. 99), seem to me to be devoid of real misplaced and that the apparent east coast

foundation. They ^re based on a view as was meant for the south. This suggestion

to the divison of Britannia sfipei lor and makes the sketch harmonize with the

inferior which is unproved, and which, inscription, but its other consequences

even if proven, would not aid Prof. Rhys' are less satisfactory. Some more solid

views. Kiepert, in his Atlas (1893), result might perhaps be deduced from
arranges the provinces according to a the analogies of other provinces on the

sketch which accompanies the list in the continent, but the two best parallels,

Notitia (p. 171 Seeck), but this sketch Germany and Pannonia, unfortunately

seems to represent dignity, not geo- suggest opposite conclusions,

graphical position. If it is geographical, " C. vii, 66, 70 (not 68).
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But it is also plain that the place was one of importance in

the third and fourth centuries, both when tlie original monu-
ment was erected and when it was restored. The wdiole

character of the objects found there proves this, and the new
inscription comes in to confirm their testimony. We dare

not suggest that the city was the capital of Britannia Prima,

])ut we may be sure that it was one of its chief towns
and one, besides, of the chief towns in Southern Britain.

Some further reflexions may ])e based on the titles given

to the dedicator, praeses v. p. and rector. The latter is a

general term which is common in the fourth century ; the

former may Ije briefly noticed. The subdivision of the

provinces which dates mainly from Diocletian, resulted in,

or at least confirmed, a lowering of the rank given to the

provincial governor. In the first two and a half centuries,

the governor was usually a man of senatorial rank ; in

the new order, he was at first by no means necessarily

such. In our inscription the governor has not sena-

torial rank. He is not vir clarissimus—he is only vir

perfcctissimus. If we knew more of fourth century

history, this would help us to fix the date of the

inscription, for at some time or other in that

century the provincial praesides seem to have gained

in dignity and become ckmssimi. Unfortunately the

evidence is inconclusive. Details which mav be

gathered from the Corpus, and the Theodosian Code
suggest only that it may have been about at various dates

in various provinces : as to Britain we know nothing that

affects this question.

But we can get further. The dedication is a restoration,

the column and statue, erected prisca religione, had fallen

into neglect in the fourth century. It is no rash conjec-

ture to suggest that the neglect was due to the spread of

Christianity and the restoration to some revival of paganism.

We know sadly little about early Christianity in Britain,

but we do know that in Koman times there were Christians

in our island. The Christian symbol occurs at Frampton,
at Chedworth and elsewhere, and a l^uilding has lately

been discovered at Silchester, which has, with great

probability, if not with absolute certainty, been declared

to l^e a Christian church. The Christian worshippers were
probably not in the majority, excejot perhaps in the towns,

VOL. L. 2 S
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l)iit lIr'V would t)L' eiiou_i;li to justity the otliorwise strange

j^hrase, prisma rdigio. We may compare tlie dedications,

common in the North of Eiioland, to the iHi vctcrcs or ck'us

vtta^, \\\\\o\\ most ])rol)al)ly denote the " ohl," that is,

pre-Christian ,t;o(l or goils,' We cumot, of course, deter-

mine what particular revival ot" paganism .may (if my
theory be right) have caused the restoration of the Ciren-

cester column and statue. The great effort of Julian,

called tlie Apostate, naturally occurs to tlie mind in this

context, and Prof. Domaszewski has pointed out to me a

parallel among the Pannonian insciiptions which he has

lately edited. It is a stone erected to Julian ol) deleta

V ifia f(nnpor}un preferitonim, and its meaning is unmis-

takal)le." It may be added that Julian governed Gaul and

Britain for some years (a.d. 355-3G0) just before he became

Emperor and openly renounced Christianity. There are,

however, other possibilities. The persecution of Diocletian

was felt, though not severely felt, in Britain, and we have

the express testimony of a contemporary writer that

Constantius Chlorus, then ruling in Britain and Gaul,

allowed the Christian churches to be destroyed.^ Even in

the half century which elapsed between the abdication of

Diocletian and the accession of Julian, paganism was

active in an intermittent ftishion which would not l)e

inconsistent with the restoration of a ruined shrine in a

far-off province. It would, therefore, be wrong to dogma-

tize on this matter ; but, if one may choose between

hypotheses, I may perhaps say that, after much hesitation,

I think the most plausil)le to be that which connects the

inscription with the effort of Julian.

3. The Carlisle Gravestone.

This inscription was found, face downwards, over a

wooden coffin filled with fsitty eartli and a skull, close to

the London Road on the South side of Carlisle, where
previous discoveries, made principally in 1829 and 1847,

had demonstrated the existence of a Roman cemetery.

^ See No. 61 [Arch. Jour., xlvii, 261), cutorum, which certainly belongs to this
^ Found at Essegg, C. iii, 10648. period, and almost certainly to Lactau-
* In the tjeatise De mortihus perse- tius.
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The stone lias been intentionally broken acro.s.s the seventh

line and this fcict and the position in which it was found

shew that it was not in situ when discovered, though we
may well assume that it belongs to the adjacent cemetery.

The text, except in the seventh line, is perfect, but the

interpretation of the last three lines, after lx, is open to

much doubt. The reading is :

—

D{is) m(a)iibus), Fla{viu)s Antlfjo)i{u)s Papias, civis (jrecus, vlx'd amios

jdics minus lx (j^ue)n-ad-modwn. accuni(nt)odata)}i fatis atiitnain rcvocavit

Septu)i,i(?)adofii . . ?

We may with confidence attribute the inscription to the

fourth century or, at earliest, to the very end of the third

centur}^ The proofs are the following :

—

1. The name Flavins, popnlarized by the Flavian dynasty of the

Constantincs, becomes very connnon in the fourth and fifth centm-ics.

The late military cemetery at Concordia (N. Italy), for instance, contains

a large proportion of Flavii, while of the 180 Flavii mentioned in

thy !ifth volume of the Corpus (which includes Concordia), certainly 60
and probably nearly 90 lived after the year a.d. 300. The name Avas

taken even by barbarian kings, and always suggests a late date for any
inscription which does not belong to the era of the first Flavii,

Vespasian, Titus and Doniitian.^

2. The abbreviations F/as Aiitiyons for Flavins Anti(jonus are

characteristic of a late period. In the first two or three centuries, the

Romans abbreviated by the first letter or syllable of the abbreviated

word : in the fourth century, they took the first and last letters or

syllables, thus commencing the system which in the middle ages still

produced e^jus for episc.oj/us and scti for sancti. I do not know whether

the actual forms F/as and Antiyons reciu' elsewhere, but we have

abundant parallels from the fourth and fifth centuries, Julians for

Julianus, Jans for Januarias, Dehres for Decemhres, cus for conitws,

Maxianus and Constius for Maximianus and Coyistantius, the two latter

on a boundary stone at Cherchell in Africa.^'

3. The employment of civis to denote nationality is also a mark of

late date. In the first and second centuries, the word is used of

members of an actual comnuir.ity or of a tribe which could be regarded

as a civitas : later, it denotes only birth, and civis Gallus means exactly

the same as natione <Jalius. The meaning crept even into literature and
Sidonius Apollinaris (ep. vii. 6, 2.) speaks of a " Goth by birth " as

^ C.I.L. V. p. 178, Cagnat annec epigr. - See C. xii. 53.ol, xiv. 399 ; le Blaut

1890, n. 143 foil., 1891, u. 101 foil. See i. 472, 614: BuUelin epigr. iv. 234;
also de Rossi, pp. cxii aud 390, du BuUeliuo di Arch. Christ, i. 65 (deps=
Cange, s.v. " Flavins," and especially depoii'its) ii. 108, (fki.s

— frutrh), etc.

Th. Momtnseu's Ostyuthlsche Studien in The thing is almost too common to need
the Ncues Archlv fur cUtere deut&che explanation.

Geschichtakunde, xiv, p. 536.
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cii'is Cvf/ius.^ It may 1)l' adtlcil tlial (,'riiiciis in this coiitoxt docs not

necessarily mean a native of (ireeee. A Cliristian iii.s(ri|ition, probably

of the fourth or liftli century, found in Jiunjiary, mentions a civis

G'raems ex reyione Ladicma (C iii. 42l'0) and a Lyons gravestone records

a man who was natione G'raecns Nicomcdea (Allmer Li/on i. 322, n". 62).

The first was a Phrygian, the second a liithynian. This, ol course, agrees

with tlie literary usaue of the word (/nicciis. It would lie wi-oiig, I

tliiid<, to roimect with this the |ii-o|i(|- naiue (•iicn on ;i rhimjiloii \N'all

inscription. (C 32G).

4. The formula j>lus mlmo', familial- enough to classical scholars as

good [^atin, is rarely used on toml)stones until ('hristian times and is

indeed almost a mai-k of Christianity.

T). 'J'he lettering and general look of the inscription suggest the

fourth century as the most probable date.

We may therefore coiickKle that the inscription Ijclongs

to the fourth centur}'. Later we cannot put it, for the

evacuation of Britain came early in the next century, and
the proofs I have cjuoted forbid us to put it much earlier.

AVe may, I think, go further and conjecture that the inscrip-

tion was Christian. The formula^^/i^s mi?u<6-is usually, and
I think rightly, reckoned as a mark of Christianity, though
simple classical scholars will peihaps smile at the idea.

The formula D.M.", though in its origin Pagan, is not

unknown on Christian tombstones and especially, as it would
seem, on the earlier ones." It must be remembered that,

as Hirschfeld and Le Blant have pointed out, the early

Christians used ordinary Iturial phrases, indicating their

' Momuiseii Hermen xix. 35. The
following examples may cunvincc doub-
ters :

—

civis Jirilannir/is, found at Cologne
(Brambacb 2033 nddotda).

c. Gallus^ Pola (Pais, ]09t)), Rome (Le

Blant G56, 658, both fourth century).

c. Mflvetiiis, Kothenburg (Brambach,
1639).

c. Eaetus, Rome, Christian {Eph. iv. 043) ;

Birrens and Netherby in Britain (C.

vii. 1068, and 972).

C. Koricus, Halton and Castlecary in

Britain (C. vii. 571. 1095) ; Transyl-

vania (C. iii. 966).

c. Faimoi/iiis, Africa, Chiistian C. viii.

8910) ; Rome, Christian {Eph. iv. 953),

Cliesterholm in Britain C. vii. 723).

c. Moisiacus, (=Mcesiaci.is), Bordeaux
(Jullian i. p- 146, n. 44).

e. Graecus, Hungary, Christian (C. iii.

4220), Bordeaux (Jullian, i, \). 187, n.

69.)

f. Snrus^ N. Italy (Aquileia), Christian

(C. v. 1633) ; Hungary {Eph. ii. 895)

;

Oilli {^Ocst, Arch, epiyr. Mitth. iv. 127,

seen by myself).
(' Armctiiaciis Cappadox, Rome, Christian,

A.D. 385 (de Rcssi, i. 355).

c. Ate:)-, Cilii (C. iii. 5230), and possibly

Spain [Iiisir. Ohiist. Hisp. 71)
c. li'sctis, Rome, a-d. 408 (de Rossi, i.

558). ,

c. Thrax, Cherchell {Bull. Epigr. iv. 64).

f. /^ra«c«s, Aquincum (C. 3576), obviously

late. See also C. iii, 1324, 3367.
- F. Becker die heidvischc IVeihformel

D.M. auf altchristlichmt Grabsteinen {Gera,

1881). To his 100 examples (not all

certaiu), add instances from S. Gaul (C.

xii. 409, 2114, 2311, 4059); Africa (0.

viii. 11897, 11900, 11905, 12197; Eph.
vii. 492 ; Cagnat ani/ee dpigr. 1891, n.

136) ; N. Italy (Pais Supjil n. 349 ; Arch.
Epi(/r. Minh. in. p. 50, C. iii, 1643,

8588, 8575) ; Salonae (C. iii, 9414) ;

Larisa (C. iii, 7315) ; Rome (de Rossi, i,

24 and 1192 ; Brittany (Corneilhan, Ilcvue

ifpiyy. i. p. 107), etc. See also De Rossi,

Bull. Arch. Crist, i. 174, and F. X. Kraus,

Roma Sotterranea, p. 64, who consider the

use as a rare one.
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religion only by preference for special words and phrases,

like plus minus, pins, sancius, such as would not attract

the attention or arouse the fanaticism of the hostile pagan
majority round them.^

So far we have dealt only with the first half of the

inscription. The second and less certain half requires a

word or so, especially as it seems to me not improbably to

be Christian. It is unfortunate that the stone does not tell

us whether we should read quemadmoduin or quern

admodum or quem ad modum. It is also unfortunate

that the last line is so Ijroken that we can hardly tell how
it ran. Septimiadoni seems to me most probable, but it is

also possible to read septima, supposing the stroke after

M (which is not quite vertical) to be an accident. The
passage, thus involved, has puzzled many persons, and
various distinguished scholars whom I have consulted,

Prof. Domaszewski, Prof. Ellis, Prof. Wolfflin and others,

have differed considerably in their interpretations. Of the

views suggested, the most attractive is that which takes

quemadmodwm as three words, " at which date," puts a

fullstop after revocavit and renders it by the rare sense
" gave up." Then revocavit animam means " he gave up
his soul," either as an equivalent to the common Christian

formula reddidit animam or with tlie heathen idea

(mentioned in Seneca and elsewhere) of life being a loan

from the gods. Of the two alternatives, 1 confess I prefer

the former, but, whichever is accepted, it remains a

difficulty that revocavit in this sense is very rare.- If,

however, it be admitted, we shall render " at which time,

he gave up his soul resigned to death (or its destiny").

We shall then suppose that Septi'tnia (ov Septima) Doni . ,

commences a sentence about the person who put up the

tombstone. Dora may be part of donicella, that is

domnicella, as Prof. Wolfflin suggests ; for the form
compare P oininicelhis on an African inscription of

Christian date (Bulletin epigr. vi. 39).

^ iresfdeittsclie Zeitschrift, viii, 138. used as the equivalent of tradtre, resti-

Plus Minus occurs also on a tombstone tucre and revocare. The later African
found at Brougham {Eph. iii, n. 91; poet Corippus may possibly have used the
Bruce, Lapidarium, 814). word similarly in JoJi. ii. 3-14, where the

- Mr. G. Rushforth has pointed out manuscript reading captivos revocet "let
to me that in the African Gesta Purga- him restore the cajitives " would make
tio)iis Felicis (of the fourth century, good sense. But it is a far cry from
Routh, Rtll, Sacrue, iv. 290), nvocare is African Latin to Carlisle.
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There are however otlier possibilities, W'c may take

revocavit in its ordinary sense and suppose that tlie nomi-
native to it was in the lost [)art of the inscription.

Septima (if that be ri^ht) may belong to a date, such as

was often expressed on christian inscriptions, (^)irEM

ADMODiM may be taken as two words, (/aem being in

apposition to animarii and meaning " whom, a wholly
resigned soul, ..." Prof, Ellis suggests to me that we
should render ''he lived sixty years more or less, for so it

was that, when his spirit was prepared to meet its doom,
he recalled it to life (and did not die"). That is, he was
often on the point of death but recovered as often and
lived to be sixty years old. On the whole, I fear that

certainty is unattainable, but I cannot help thinking that

the curious wording, whatever exactly it means, savours

rather of Christian than of heathen epigraphy.

The Lanchester i\LTAR.

The text and translation of this interesting inscription

are fortunately both quite certain. The text, completed
and expanded,^ is as follows :

—

Deae Garmangahl et ti{ummi) [G]o[rdi]a)ii, ii(ostri) Au(j{tisti), />/'[o]

sal(ute) vex^illationu) or vex^illavloruni) Sueburuui Lun. Gor{(Uanoruiu)

or Gor{dianue), votum solverimt 'iii(erito).^

In other words, the altar was erected to the goddess

named and to the Divinity of Gordian, on behalf of the

troop of Suebi stationed at Loil (Lanchester) and bearing

the epithet " Gordian." The points of interest are various.

1. The name of the ooddess, Garmano;abis or whatever
the nominative was,'-^ seems to be otherwise unknown both
to Keltic and to Teutonic theology, but some sort of

Teutonic parallels occur. The Mother goddesses Gabiae,

mentioned on several German inscriptions, the Khenish
dedication Deae Idhan. gable of which name the second
half has been rendered the " giver," and the Scandinavian
Gefion shew names which may be conceivably connected
with the second half of this new name.^

^ The uomiuative to solvcnint can easily "^ For Idbaii. gabie see Ihiu Bonner
be supplied out of vex. Sucborum. Jahrh. Ixxxiii. -IS, Zeitscliriit J'iir dctitsches

' It is quite posiible that the name is .Llterthum, xxxv. 317. I have been
more or less abbreviated e.y. that in full allowed to consult Prof. Napier and Dr.
it would have ended in iae. Whitley JStokes as to tiie name.
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2. The emperor mentioned on the altar is Gordian III.

(A.D. 238-244), after whom the troop is called, according

to third century fashion, " (lordian." In the earlier j^art

of the inscription his name has been so effectively erased

that only four letters of it are now faintly leoible, and
this is noteworthy. Gordian was not one of the Emperors
whose names were regularly erased after their deaths

;

indeed only one instance, and that a poor one, was hitherto

known in which his name had suffered this dishonour.

That instance occurs on a milestone found near Klein

Schwechat on the Roman road from Vienna (Mndohona)
to Petronell (Carnuntum), and there the erasure is half-

hearted and hardly deserves the name.^

3. The erection of the altar was made by and on behalf

of the vexillatio Sueboriun Lon Gor{dianorumf or as we
may almost indifferently expand, vexl^illarii) Suebi Lon.

Gor{diani). Two interpretations of the technical term
are here possible. In the literature and inscriptions of the

first and second centuries of our era the words vexillatio

and vexUlarii denote soldiers under a separate vexillum or

fiag, either drafts temporarily detached from the legion or,

less commonly, from the auxiliary ala or cohort to which
they belonged, or else veterans who remained " with the

colours " under special conditions. It is conceivable that

the word is so used here. We have, for example, at

Carrawl)urgh, on the wall, an inscription erected by
Texandri d Sunici vex, co/ior(iis) ii JServiorum,^ that is to

say, by a detachment from the cohort mentioned, consisting

of Texandri and Bunici.

But it is also possible that we have here another sense

of the word vexillatio. In the fourth century, that word
denotes a " troop of horse " in the movable army and the

transition to that meaning has been conjeeturally detected

in the second century, coinciding with a change in the army.
As organized by Augustus, the army comprised the legions

1 C. iii. 4644, now at Aleinia (Hof- - Or (rori'rf/anay : both forms of iionicn-

museum, Lajiidarium 134) where I have datura occur in full. For Gnr{(llano.

seen it. Gordian's name has been slashed ru»i) compareC. vii. 10-30 and viii 2716, for

but hardly erased. Two other instances, Gor(diana ), vii. 218, 510 ; E]ili. v. 1047.
sometimes quoted, are due to mistakes, Tiie difference is purely grammatical,
one to a slip in indexing (C. ii. 3406), the • Eph. iii. 103 {vidi) ; compare C. 1068
other to a slip in reading, as I have lineti miUrantes in coh. ii. Tungrornm

;

satisfied myself by recent examination (C. C. 303, 731 are of doubtful reading,

vii. 510, above No. 144).
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.•md the auxilianes on foot (cohories) or mounted [alcw).

The auxiliaries in some eases l)orc loeal names, liut except

at their formation they were not recruited with any
reference to tliese names and they took no great account

of tlie native customs or tactics of the tri])es wlio provided

recruits Early in the second century a change came and
a new kind oi auxiliary })cgan to appear, organized with

some respect to native tactics. Tlie auxiliaries, we may
say in sliort, were renationalized. Tlie name commonly
given to these new regiments was nuineriis, ])ut we also

meet witli cnneus and in certain cases iNFommsen supposes

vexiUatio to have the same sense. The instances of the

latter word are, however, few, and most of tliem may ])c

explained in accordance with the older usage. Thus the

African vexilhitio, shortly to be mentioned, appears at the

precise moment when the legio iii Augusta was not available,

and it may be only a temporary substitute drawn from the

auxilia.

When expressed in full, the titles of these troops

are all based on the same scheme, which is that which

appears also in the fourth century. AVe have (
1
) the

nationality of the troop, (2) the name of the place at

which they served and (3) an epithet taken from the name
of the reigning emperor. To quote instances, for vexiUatio,

in whichever sense used, we have :

—

VexiUatio militum Mauroruni Caesarienaium Gordinnorum, A.D. 255

(Lambaesis in Africa C. viii 2716).

vex. P(j. Maw. in territorio Axcdensi 2^i'«'Ct<'niIe)itiicni, A.D. 200^

(Axizia, c. viii 9045-71

And similarly for the other and certain names, for which

we have British epigraphic parallels ;

—

cuneiis Frisionum AhalJavensium rhilip(pia)ionav) A.D. 244-9

(Papcastle Eph. iii p. 130=C. vii. 41 5).^

' Compare CHgiiat, L'nrmee tCAJriqiit, Petrianae the names of the forts on the

pp. 253, 306. Wall have fallen out ; no other theory
- I have to thank Mr. J. M. Brydone, that I know will stand criticism. Even

for squeezes of this inscrijition ; the the attractive suggestion of Mr. Ferguson
reading given in the Ephenie' is seems (Cm»)Zi<?>7'/H(/, p. 53), that the western half

certain.—Papcastle must be Aballava
;

of the Notitia list has got inverted, only

the epigraiihic evidence is in agreement accounts for Aballava and Uxellodununi,

with the geographical lists which connect not for Bremetennacum and what follows,

it with Uxellodunnm (Maryport). I'he Seeck's idea that Aballava may be identical

familiar difficulty about the names in the with Galava in the Itin. Anton. (Wess. p.

Notitia {Occ. xl.i, can be best solved by 481), is, I think, impossible,

supposing that after Amboglauna or
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Humerus exploratorum. Bremen{fi>isium) Go)-(^d!anorum) x\.D. 238-24-1:

(High Rochester, C 1030, 1037).

Humerus eqq. Sar[m'if{arum)] Breinpfe)ia{(icensium) Gordianus A.D.
238-244 (Ribchester C. 218). i

Germani, cives I'uihanti, cunei VER. SER Alexandriani (House-
steads Eph. vii. 1041, Arch. Ael x. 148, 166.)-'

I may here add one more doubtful instance, an inscription

from the neighbourhood of Lowther in Cumberland, which
was copied and sent to Camden l)y one of his correspon-

dents and has since disappeared. As we have it in

Camden's liandwritino; it reads

—

D E A B V S 11 A

k|3VSTRAMAI
V E X C E R M A . P
V . R D P R S A
Lv T E R . F V . S . L . M

It seems possible that the hardly intelligible v.R d may
be a relic of the Roman name for Plumpton AYall and that

the inscription was erected by ve.v(iUarii) Germa[ni]
Voreclenses.^

Similarly with our Lanchester troop, whether it be a
" detachment " from some other troop or an independent

organization, we have first the tril)e name Siiehi. The
name is an interesting one which one expects to meet only

at tlie beginning and end of Roman imperial history. At
the beginning we have Cresar's wars against Ariovistus, the

transference of Suebi and Sygambri across the Rhine into

Roman territory by Augustus* and the helium Suchicum
of Domitian. iVt the end' we have the invaders of the

^ Ribchester must be Bremetennacum belongs to a place-name, possibly T'fr-

and not Coccium as Dr. Hiibuer and covicium, another form for Borcovicium
some of the older antiquaries suggested. (compare the Ravenna Vehirtio)^) and
This suits the Itinerary fairly well that SER is for Severiani.

(Watkin, Lancashire, pp. 25, foil), and '* C. 303. Profe.ssor Hiibner's account
agrees witli the insciiptions. The latter of the authorities for this inscription is

mention a numerns or nla Sarmatarum (c. inaccurate.

218, 229, 230), as stationed at Ribchester, * Exactly where they were settled is

the former puts a amcus Sarmatari(m uncertain. The notion, mentioned for

there (Ofc. xl. 54, Seeck). This squadron instance by Diiiger on Tac. Jgr. 28, that
was apparently formed when Aurelius they migrated to Flanders and left traces

transferred some 5000 lazyges Sarmatae of themselves there, seems to rest only
to Britain, in a.d. 175 ; its title of ala is on false etymology.
a misuse for which there are parallels (C. ^ First mentioned, probably in the
viii. 9906, &c). Appendix (early third century) to the

- The meaning of VER. SER. is un- Verona list of a.d. 297. Compare the
known, but it is pi'obable, as Mommsen citations in Mommsen Hermes, xxiv. 25.

suggested {Hermes xix. 233.) that Ver,

VOL. L. 2 T
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I'liiiniii' wlio Ix'c.unc and nave their iiaiiic td the inhabitants

(if Swaltia. In l)et\vecn we ha\t' few references Tacitus

and rt<ihMn\- and otlier writers who h»lh)W tliem use the

name \agiielv, so vaguely indeed that sume writers have

even idcntiHed Suebi and " Slav." At some date which is

after about a.d. 120 and probably before the mi<hlle of

the third century we find a Suebe serving in the Ecjuites

sino'ulares.^ In the neighbourliood of Cologne we have

three dedications to Matres Siiehae, one (hited to the year

A.D. 223.- In France we meet a t()nil)stone to a certain

Tertinia Florentinia, cives Sueba Nicretl, which Prof. Zange-

meister connects with various milestones and other inscrip-

tions containing the letters SN found near Heidelberg. ]Ie

infers that near this town there was a community of Suebes

settled in Roman territory, called the Buebi Nicretes. The

inscriptions prove that this community was existence under

Trajan, from whom it got the name Utpi'i, and lasted on

into the third century. It is possible that it dates from

mucli earlier days, conceivably even from Caesar's arrange-

ments on the eastern (then not Roman) bank of the Rhine.

From this community, we must suppose, came the Suebe of

Lanchester, the eques singidaris and the lady wdio was

Ijuried in Gaul." It may be worth adding that the

presence of our Suebe is in accordance with a definite rule

As Prof. Domaszewski has pointed out, the German and

British armies of the second and third centuries exclianged

auxiliaries. As w^e find Sunici, Suel)i, Tuihanti and

others in Britain, so we find various Britons in numeri

of the German armies. Britons also appear to have

served in at least one of the German legions, the

Thirtieth Ulpia.

Lon, as has been alread}^ indicated, gives us the first

syllable of the Roman name for Lanchester. What tliat

w^as in full, we cannot definitely say, but it perhaps was

Lono'ovicium, a fort mentioned in the Notitia {Occ. xl. 30).

AVe must, however, admit that Lancaster has still a claim.

The first syllable of this name appears quite as ancient as

that of Lanchester, and it may or may not have been

Longovicium, while Lanchester may or may not have been

1 Epli. iv. 935, Mommsen Hermes, CoireapowieirJjlatt, ix. (1890), 147.

xvi. 4f)9 n. ascribes him to the Mattiaci. " Znngemeister. Neiie Hiidtlherger

'^ Ihin Nos. 273, 239 ; TTistdeutsches Jaltrhiiclier, iii. pp. 1-16.
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some other Lon} One i.s, therefore compelled to remain

in the unsatisfactory attitude of Buridan' ass.-^

It remains only to point out that this inscription gives

us one more proof of the importance, at the time it was
erected, of various northern forts which were not on the

Wall. That the Wall was still defended is certain, but in

the first half of the third century and especially between
the years a.d. 220-250, we meet many inscriptions

belonging to forts in the east and west w^iicli were not per
lineaui vulli. Some of these were connected with roads.

The Lanchester inscription can be comljined with other

inscriptions from Binchester, Ebchester, Risingham, High
Rochester, all certainly, or nearly certainly, of this date

and all on the line of AVatling Street. It is obvious that

this state of things fits in well with the arrans'ements

described in the NdiUa, the British military sections of

which represent the condition of the garrisons before

Diocletian's or at least before Constantine's reforms. It

also corresponds curiously with some details in the Itinerary

of Antonine.

^ If these Suebes were only a detach-
ment from a regiment stationed elsewhere,

the i)lace-name might belong to the station
of the regiment, not of the detachment.
]^>ut in that case the coincidence between
LtDi. and Lanchester is miraculous.

^ Dr. tliibner in the Corpus (vii. p. 70),

made Lancaster to be Longoviniim. I

cannot help thinking that in this, as in

some other case, he has identified his

British jjlace names a little too con-

fidently, at least in his hulices and
references.
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.

Conlliincd frma pnr/c, 231.

r,v lUNNKLL LEWIS, M.A , I'.S.A.

A glciss vessel, Vas Diatretum, in tlie Miisoum at Buda-

pest has stroii,<:»" claims on uiu- attention. Here au;ain the

Huno'arian Collection has the advantage over the British

Museum, for the latter can show only a fragment of this

peculiar fabric/ These cups are surrounded l)y a network

made in the same material, and attached to them by a

series of props placed, at equal intervals ; but in the present

instance we see only a succession of large handles round

the body of the vase, and smaller curved perforations

projecting lower down. Underneath arc five ornam(>nts in

the form of fishes ; one looks like a sole. The colour is

Avhite, with a beautiful opal-like iridescence—the diameter

is thirteen, and height ten centimetres. Half the circum-

ference is complete," but it was found in fragments, which

were put together and supported by a metal frame."'

A^ery few specimens of the Vas Diatretum still remain

to us. One is said to be in the Trivulsi collection at Milan,

and is engraved in tlie " Dictionary of Antiquities," third

edition, vol. i., p. 626. It bears the inscription bibe vivas

MVLTOS ANNOS. Another was formerly at Strasbourg, but

perished, together with many antiques, during the siege in

1870.^ The lacunae in the words upon it have, with

^ It is (jf yellowish colour, iiud will be

found in the White Building, Glass Room,
Tcable-Case G.

-' Diatvetuhi, hia.-Tpi)Tov, means hnred

tlirou'jh, pierced. CHtalogue of Glass,

Slade Cul lection, p. xvii. Notes on the

histoiy of glass making by Alex. Nesbitt.
" A great number of vessels of various

forms... were, after they were blown,

finished by the wheel, and afford beautiful

examples of skill in manipulation, portions

being much undercut. The artisans

know^n as diatretarii probablj' executed

this work." Forcellini's Lexicon, s.v..

Imp. Constantin. lib. 10, Cod. tit. 64.

leg. L Martial, Epigrams, XII, Ixx, 9.

O quantum diatreta valeut et quiuque
comati ! I exhibited a photograph of the

Hungarian example.

^ Bulletin de la Socicte pour la cou-

.«ervatiou des monuments historiques

d'Alsace. 11^ Serie. Ouzieme volume
(1879-1880). Deuxieme Partie.—Mem-
oires, avec gravures et planches. Le
Cimetiere Gallo-Romain de Stiasbourg,

by Canon A. Straub, p. b sq. "' La coupe
en verre blanc, d'environ o'", 09 de dia-

metre, etait entouiee d'uue inscription

en verre vert, audessous de laquelle

s'ouvraient les niaillesd'unreseauen verre

rouge d'une extreme delicatesse et dis-

tantes, ainsi que les caractcres de I'in-

scri[)tion, de tiois ;i quatre millimetres

du vase, auquel cette ornementatiou toute

a jour ne teiiait que jiar de legeres

attaches."
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great proba])ility, been thus sujjplied [bibe ma]xim[ia]ne
avgv[ste]. If this reading is correct, the date would be
at the close of the third or beginning of the fourth century
after Christ ; it can only be given approximately, because
there was more than one Emperor named Maximianus/
Similar expressions have been often found on vases of

Black AVare

—

ave, vivas, imple, bibe, vinvm, vita .

VIVE bibe mvltis,—" showing that they were used for

purposes purely convivial," as Dr. Birch has remarked in

his l)ook on " Ancient Pottery and Porcelain," vol. ii., p.
368."'^ We may also compare the phrases utere felix or

fi'b'citer on spoons, seals, fibulae, etc.^

Two bronze wheels also deserve notice on account of

^ Maximianus I. reigned with some
intervals A.D. 286-308. His career is

remarkable, as he abdicated twice, and
was proclaimed emperor thrice. His

name in full was Marcus Aurelius Valerius

Maximianus. He stands connected with
onr snbject in another way, having been
born near Sirmiuiu in Pannouia.

Maximianus II, emperor A.D. 305-311,

Galerius Valerius Maximianus, usually

failed by the first of these names, is

chiefly notorious on account of the relent-

less cruelty with which he persecuted the

Christians. Chateaubriancl, Les Martyrs,

books xvi-xviii, pp. 249-l!98, edit. Didot,

1852, and notes on p. 290, pp. 511-514,

extracts from Eusebius and Lactantius,

De Mortibus Persecutorum.

In the case of these sovereigns the

similarity of designations causes uncer-

tainty in attributing their coinage.

Eckhel, Doct. Num. Vet , vol. viii, p. 37,

jii'opter allatas causas vix existimo exstare

ciiterinni, quod utriusque numos dis-

criminet. Cohen, Med. Imp., vol. v, p.

429, pi. xiii, and p. 592, pis. xv, xvi
;

and esp. pp. 431-436, Observations sur

la distinction entre les medailles de
Maximien Hercule et celles de Galere

Maximien. See also Collection d'Ame-
court. Catalogue de monnaies romaiues,

pp. 93-95 and 97, Nos. 618-629, and 637-

639, pis. xxiii and xxiv (photogravures).

The appellation Herculius is illustrated

by some of these coins,—No. 622, we
have in the reverse the legend HERCVLI
CON AVSS, (sic.) CON .seems to stand

for CONSERVATORI ; cf. Nos. 625,

626, lOVI CONSERVAT. I have not

met with AVSS tlsewhere ; AVGG for

the plural of Augustus is common enough.

In the device the club, apples of Hes-

perides and Nemeau liou's skin cue con-

spicuous. No. 623, HERCVLI. DEBEL-
LAT., Hercules killing the Lernean
hydra; 628, VIRTVS AVGG., Hercules
kneeling on the back of the Ceryneiau
stag, and seizing it by the antlers.

" Slade Collection, notes on the history
of glass-making, p. xvi. Mr. Nesbitt
refers to Padre Garrucci, Vttri Ornati di
Figure in Ore {Roma, 1858). "The sub-
jects are sometimes mythological, but
most commonly Christian ; on the latter

the inscriptions BIBE VIVAS and PIE
ZESES very generally occur." See
L'Archeologie Chrctienne par Andre
Perate, 1892, La Sculpture, Les verres

graves, peints et doreg, pp. 348-358, figs.

238-248, esp. pp. 352-356, figs. 242-248

:

e.g. No. 246, Verre dore (musee de
Parme), 248, Fragment de coupe (col-

lection Disch, a Cologne). I think the
author is mistaken when he places the
Portland or Barberini Vase in the same
category with the dialreta. The material

of the former is "dark blue glass, relieved

by figures and devices in white enamel,"'

and the effect produced is quite different

from that of the latter.

Millingen in Ancient L^nedited Monu-
ments, Series i, p. 27 sq., plate a, No. 2, at

the end of Seiies ii, explains the subject

as relating to the marriage of Peleus and
Thetis, but says nothing about the work-
manship, for which the article "Portland
Vase " in the penny Cyclopaedia may be

consulted,
^ See article and engraving in Rich's

Dictionaiy, s.v. Diatreta, mentioned in a

note on Martial, loc. citat , edit. Paley and
Stone.

" The patterns upon them (vases) not
only stood out in relief, but were bored
completely through, so as to form a piece

of open tracery, like network."
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tlicii' great I'arity, few niuseuiiis in lMU'0[)e possessing sucli

remains. They are to l)e ween in Room iv. The Counts

Micliae], Ludwig, and Liiszlc) Esteiliazy presented them as

a memorial of the eoronation (Ivronungsandenken) of the

Emperor Francis Joseph I. as Iving of Hungary.^ 1

exhibit a photograph showing the two wheels, each taken

from a different point of view. They are seventy centi-

metres in diameter, and it would be hard to find elsewhere

a specimen as large. There seems to have been an interior

of wood enclosed by a metal frame both in the felloes and
iu the four spokes, and these materials were fastened

together l)y nails.'^

This subject is discussed in ]\lonsr. H. A. Mazard's Essai

sur les Chars Gaulois de la Marne, reprinted from the
" Revue Archeologique," Avril 1877 ; v. especially chap, i.,

Vestiges de Chars dans les Sepidtures, p. 8, sq., and
chap. II. StriieUire des Chars. The iron tire, axle-tree,

nave and linch-pin are described in pp. 12-16. And tlie

explanations are illustrated by PI. vii., where we see the

relative position of the o])jects surrounding the skeletons

in Tombe de Somme-Bionne and Tombe de la Gorge
Meillet (Somme-Tourbe).^ As the Museum of National

^ I presume that Laszlo is the Hun- StilHugfleet, 1848, quoted in the Fort-

garian form of Ladislaus or Whidislaw. nightly Review, vol. iv, Feb. 15, to May
This name was borne by three Polish 1, 1866, p. 207. Article by W. Walker
dukes and four Polish kings, who reigned Wilkins, Were the ancient Britons

from 1081 to 1648 (Conversations Lexi- Savages ? See also Arclifeol. Jouru.,

con, s.v.) ; also by a king of Naples and vol. vii, p. 42, Art. on the Discovery of

a czar of Russia. Ornaments and Remains at Caenby,
Subsequently to reading this paper Lincolnshire, and Transactions of the

I received from the Rev. Dr. Jessopp an Institute at the York Meeting,

account of an ancient British chariot "^ British chariots seem to be repre-

{cssedtnn), which appeais to have been sented on the coins of L. IlostiliusSaserua

unearthed on the estate of Sir William and of Julius Caesar. If this view is

Lawbon, near Godmanham, iu the South- correct they may be regarded as corro-

Western boundary of the Yorkshire berating a passage in Juvenal where he
Wolds, between 1815 and 1817. " In- speaks of the huge fish caught in the

dining from the skeleton on each side had Adriatic as an omen of victory over some
been placed a wheel, the iron tire and foreign chief.

ornaments of the nave of the wheel only Ingens
remaining. The tire cf the wheel to the Omen habes, inquit, magni clarique

east of the body was found perfect in the triumphi,
ground; but, unfortunately, it broke Regem aliquem capies,aut de temone
into several pieces on removal, owing to Britanno
its corroded state. Small fragments of Excidet Arviragiis.

the original oak still adhered to the iron. Satire, iv, vv. 124-127.

In diameter these wheels had been a There is an expression iu these lines

trifle more than 2 feet 11 inches, the which the commentators have failed to

width of the iron tire about ly inch." exjilain satisfactorily. They say it bi a

History and antiquities of the County case of Synecdoche, a part put for the

and City of York, by the Rev. E. W. whole ; according to Ruperti and Hein-
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Antiquities at Saint Germain is so easily accessible to

Eno'lish visitors, I max add that it contains the cast of a

bronze wheel found in the Department of Aude—the

original being at Toulouse—which measures fifty-five

centimetres in diameter, so that it is inferior in size to the

Hungarian example.^ The metal included a core of wood,

which was proved by a deep groove throughout the

circumference. In one case the thickness of the wood
was inferred from the length, two centimetres, of a nail

remaining in situ, which had crossed the felloe, and was

bent at the point where it came in contact with the metal.

-

rich de temone is equivalent to de currii,

or, iu other words, the pole means the

chariot. And so GifFord translates
" Arviragus hnrlVi from the British car."

The writers of Notes on Classical

authors are far too ready to have recourse

to this grammatical figure when they
find a difficulty ; but I think a better

interpretation has been proposed in the

Diet, of Antiqq., 3rd edition, vol. i, p.

760 b, s.v. Esseduni. " It was open
before instead of behind ; hence the

driver was able to run along the pole and
then to retreat with the greatest speed
into the body of the car . . . From the

extremity of the pole he threw his

missiles, esp. the cateia." The inter-

pretation given above of de temone
Britanno in Juvenal is supported by a

passage in Valerius Flaccus, Argonautica,

vi, 83, Et puer e primo torquens temone
cateias.

^ M. Hazard, op. citat., speaks of one
wheel, but I\I. Reinach mentions two :

Catalogue Somraaire du Musee des
Antiquites Nationales au Chateau de St.

Germain-en-Laye, p. 14.5, Salle v, Vitrine

23, Au-dessus de la chemiuee, deux roues

en bronze a rayons et timon de char (Fa
eu Aude ; Musee de Toulouse.) This
account, including the foJe, corresponds

with Juvenal, he. citat. See also the
Catalogue des Antiquites et des Ohjets
d'Art, Musee de Toulouse, by Mons.
Ernest Uoschach, p. 181, Bronzes, No.
516, where there is a detailed description

of the two wheels, occupying the whole
of a closely-printed octavo page.

Both these compilations are important
and useful to the classical antiquary.

The former is something more than a dry
inventory, as it indicates the historical

connection of the contents of the Museum
as well as their provenances, and fur-

nishes the readei with much biblio-

graphical information in a " Liste des

principaux ouvrages ecrits on traduits en

Franc^ais pouvant servir a 1' etude du
Musee," pj). 20.5- 220 ; these books are

classified so as to correspond with the

apartments [Salles) in which the collec-

tion is arranged. The latter, a volume
of 488 pages, is one of the best Catalogues

that have ever been published, and well

deserves the epithet raisonne. The first

half is devoted to Antiquity, the second

to Middle Age and Kenaissance. Under
the former head Sculptures, Inscriptions,

Vases, Glass, Bronzes, and Coins, are

carefully described. To the student of

Gallo-Uoman ICpigraphy in the South of

France this work is indispensable.
- With the Plate referred to above

compare Mr. Stillingfleet's narrative of

similar remains found in Yorkshire. "In
a cist, almost circular, excavated to the

depth of about a foot and a half in the

chalky rock, and on a nearly smooth
pavement, the skeleton of a British

charioteer presented itself, surrounded

by what in life formed the sources of his

pride and delight, and no inconsiderable

part of his possessions."

In 1850 Dr. Bromet, speaking about
ancient chariots, made some remarks, at

a meeting of the Archreological Institute,

on the extreme rarity of such monuments
of the past. See the Fortnightly

Review, loc. citat. From M. Mazard's

Essay, 1877, and other evidence, we
perceive clearly that during the latter

part of this century great pi'ogress has

been made in this branch of antiquarian

research.

It is often stated in English histories

that the war-chariots of the ancient

Britons were armed with scythes ; but
there are very few passages iu classical

authors where this fact is directly asser-

ted. The following, as far as I know,
are the most important : Pomponius
Mela, lib. iii, cap. 0, ^ 52, edit. Parthey,
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Ill niv visit to Aquincum (Altofcn) I liad the <'ulvanta,Q;c

(»r Ix'iiii;- acconipaiucd l)y Sir Arthur Xi(;liolsoii, Jler

Majesty's Consul-Genera 1 for Hungary, and Dr. Briill,

British Vioe-Consul. The excursion affords very ag-reeablc

views of Buda-Best, the river and surrounding seenery,

and is made partly liy steamer up the Danube, partly ])y

railroad: it would only occu])y lialf a day, if the tourist

has not more time to spare.

^

We do not know with certainty who founded Aquincum,

but its origin belongs to the Antonine Age, using that

term in its widest sense ; most probably it may be ascribed

to Hadrian, who paid special attention to fortifying the

frontiers of the empire—witness the Roman AVall in Britain

and the PfahlgTal)cii in (Termaiiy. iMoreover, the evidence

of coins supports this opinion—none of Trajan's has

appeared in the course of excavations down to 1885, and

of sixty-six discovered by that date one was a denarius of

Vitellius, the rest were of Hadrian or later. Aquincum
had a strong garrison, and for a long time the Second

Legion adjutrix, with auxiliaries, was stationed here.

Under Galerius it became the capital of the Province

Valeria (Ripensis) mentioned above, and also served as an

arsenal and head-quarters of the army, whose duty it was
to resist barbarian incursions, and especially the Sarmatian

lazyges advancing upwards from the mouths of the

p. 74 s.f., Britanni dimicant nou equitatu tal nations—by the Persians at the battle

modo aut pedite ; verum et bigis et of Cunaxa : Xenophon, Anabasis, i, viii,

curribus, Gallice arniati ; coviuos vocant, § 10, apfxara . . . dpiiravqcpopa. KaAovfieva'

quonim falcatis axilms utuntur : Silins eJxnv Sh ra Speirava e/c rcof a^ui-wv (Is

Italicus, Punicorum lib. xvii (422), 416 nXdyiov airomafiiva koI vvh to7s Sicppois

sq^ els yriv /SAeVovto, ws BiaKdimip '6tu> ivrvy-

Coerulus hand aliter, qmim dimicat, x«''<"«*'- Cf. Id. Cyropaidia, vi, 1,30

—

iucola Thules by Pharnaces II, king of Pontns, in the

Agmina faleifei-o ciicumvenit aita war with Julius Ctcsar : Dion Cassius,

covino. xlii, 47 (edit. Reimar, p. 333, 1. 32), Koi

Comp. Lucan, Pharsalia, i, 427, riva XP^""^ '^'^" ''"« '''^^ tnirov Kal virh

Et docilis rector rostrati Belga covini
;

Ta>v 5p€iTapr}(p6po}i/ fKTapaxOeis. Piefi'. Hir-

and Tacitus, Agricola, cap. 35, media tius, c. 75 ; Livy, xxxvii, 40 ; note in the

campi covinnarius et eques strepitu ac edition of Sturz, vol. v, p. 350.

discursu complebat, and c 36. Orelli, ^ For the position of Aquincum see

note I.e., observes that Cassar, Bell. Gall. Heksch, Illustrirter Fiihrer, Map facing

iv, 33, describing the Britisli mode of p. xvi, Die Donau von Pressbarg bis

fighting from chariots, makes no mention Budapest und Duna Pataj, and at p. 42,

of scythes. His phrase per temonem Buaapest iii kerulet (Ujlak es 6. Buda).
percurrcre agrees well with Juvenal, iv, j- gg^^^.j^ (Neustiit und Altofeu). Aquin-
126 sq

,
quoted above, ^ee Dictionaries

^^^j^ g^ benaunt nach mehrseitiger Au-
of Antiquities, s.v., covinus.

^j^i^t ^^^.j^ ^^^^ f^nf Hauptquelleu des
Ciirrus falcate were employed by Onen-

Qf^^^j. Gebietes. {Aquae quinque).
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Danube.^ Besides the testimony of authors, the import-

ance of Aquincum is shown by the establishment of a

mint, which we learn from the legends on money -s.m.a.q.

(Signata Moneta A<vhunci); p.m.a.q, (Percussa Aloneta

A Quinci)."

In 1778 the first discovery of a large building was
made ; it was a Hypocaust in the Florianplatz— a central

site in Altofen—uncovered and described bv Schonwisner f

^ Aquincum, as a centre of military

operations, occupied much the same
position relatively to the Sarmatiaus as

Rcginum (Ratisbon) did to the Marco-

mauni ; in the latter case we have the

monumental evidence of the Roman gate,

Porta Pratoria, which was recently dis-

covered : my paper in the Archiool-

Jouru., vol. xlviii, pp. 399-401, with

illustration from a photograph.

The Sarmatian lazyges are mentioned
by Tacitus as taking part in a civil war,

siding with Vespasian against Vitellius,

but, on account of their lickle disposition,

regarded with little confidence by the

party which they supported ; Hist, iii, 5,

" ne inter discordias externa molirentur
;

aut, majore ex diverse mercede, jus fasque

exuerent." Comp. Annals, xii, 29, with

Orelli's note, and 30 ; Pliny, Hist. Nat.,

iv, XII, 80, usque ad Pannonica hiberna

Carnunti (Petronell, West of Pressburg)

Germanorumque ibi confinium.

Ptoleraj', Geografihia, iii, Vil, ^ 1,

iriVol 6'), defines accurately the situation

of the lazj'ges Metana.'ita;, edit. Car.

Miiller, vol. i, p. 440. Some have iden-

tified neVtrioi', Pessium, ibid. § 2, with the

modern Pe.st; but jMiiller remarks that

this has been done incorrectly, " neghcta

positionis iiota," p. 442.

We pronounce the second syllable of

Sarmatia long, as in Campbell's line.

Pleasures of Hope,
''Sarmatia fell, unwept, without a crime,"

but in Latin it is .short; e.g., Juvenal,

Sat., iii, 75, sq.

" Ad summam, non Manrus erat, neque
Sarmata, iiec Thrax,

Qui sumpsit penuas, mediis sed natus

Athenis."
" It is possible that some coins with the

abbreviation aq., attributed to Aquincum,
may belong to Aquileia, and tice lerxa ;

a knowledge of the provenances would
assist us in deciding the question.

Aquincum is mentioned by Ammianus
Marcelliuus in his narrative of the war
with the Quadi and Sarmatians, edit.

Eyssenhardt, xxx, v, 13, " Valentinianus

Acincum prepare eastra commovit."

VOL. L.

Sabai-ia (Steinamanger) and Bregitio

(SziJny, near Komorn) occur in the same
paragraph, §§ 14 and 15. Comp. the
Index to the Antouine Itinerary, edit.

Parthey and Pinder, pp. 245, Acinquo
leg. ii adjut ; 263 bis, A Sabaxia Acinquo;
2G4 bis, 266. The pagination of Wesseliug
is retained in the margin by the recent

editoi's.

Notitia Dignitatum Imperii Occidentis,

cap. xxxii, edit. Bocking, p. 95* sq. [§ 1],

Sub dispositione viri spectabilis ducis

proviuciae Valeriae Pipensis ....
Praefectus legionis secundae Adjutricis

(cohortis) tertiae Partis superioris Acinco;
and see Annotatio, p. 698*, remarks on
Cuueus Equitum Stablesianorum Ripa
Alta, nunc Contra Acinco ; loc. citat.,

IK 95*, supra splendidissimam civitatem

Pesth, infra vicum Dauakeszi, non longe

infra S. Audreae iasulae australem angu-
lum. This Roman outpost was in the
territory of the lazyges : Ptolemy, loc.

citat., ^^ 2, rioAeis 8e elcrlv iv to7s 'Ia<,'i;|t

7o7s MeracacTTOis a'lSe' ''OvaKevuv . . .

necraiov. Some have identified Pessium
with Contra Acincum. Acincum is

marked in the Tabula Peutingeriana,

Segmentum V, a, edit. Mannert.
Sidonius Apollinaris is the latest clas.si-

cal author who mentions Aquincum, edit.

Baret, p. 520, Carmen vii, v. 107, Pane-
gyricus Julio Valerio Majoriauo Augusto
dictus,

Fertur Panuouiae qua Martia pollet

Acinous
Illyricum rexisse solum cum tractibus

Istri

IIujus avus.
•^ .SchiJnwisner, Autiquitatum Libri

et de Ruderibu.s, is frequently cited as an
authority by Dr. F. X. Linzbauer in hi.s

book entitled Die warmen Htilquelleu

der Hauptstadt fen im Konigreiche
Ungarn, 1837, where pp. 1-6 of the first

section are devoted to the Roman period,

B.C. 34—A.D. 249. This work contains

four lithographed plates ; the frouti.spiece

is Ansicht des Kaiserbades unter den
Tiivken (insbesondere des Bades von
Velibeg).

Linzbauer says that the most famous

2u
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next, ill llic \'(';irs isr)4-r)r), ruins of ;i li.itli were iouiid in

tlic iiortlicrii v]\i\ ol' \\li;il is now cMllcil ilic W'ci it iiiscl. it

prohalilx' l>('l()n_ii,i'(l to the Prju'toriuin :' ;iii(l duriiii;' the

same jx'i'iod, in the 1 )oiiaiiarni, \'esti_i;<'s of two walls,

jKMJiaps enclosiiiii,' the ('ani|). were also observed: in 1880

i*rolessor Karl 'I'ornia bi-ouoht to liolit the northern part

of the amphitheatre and the tem])le of Nemesis on the

western side ot" it; in 1881 tlie southern side of the

amphitheatre and the two western corners of the Casti'a

Stativa [Shiiulldcjer) were uneovered."

As is usually the case in Roman towns, so here the

])uildino; devoted to ^ladiatoi'ial shows made a more
imposing appearance than any other. Its dimensions

are : Longer axis ot the ellipse 80 '45 metres, shoi'ter axis

75'54 metres, area r),128'99 S(juare metres. If we look

only to preservation, it cannot compare with similar

structures at Verona, Pola, Nimes and elsewhere ; hut the

same method must he pursued in archaeology as in other

sciences, we must argue from the known to the unknown,
Startino; from these measurements and the frao'ments of

masonry that still exist, without trusting too much to

imagination, we can reconstruct for ourselves the edifice as

it stood previously to the ravages of barbarians.

The seats did. not rest on arched substructions," l)ut on

two parallel walls in the form of an ellipse ; the outer and

of the settlements founded by the

Romans w.as called Aquincnm, Aquin-
qiuim, Acinquinn, Acincum ; and by
Hungarian historians Sicanibria, after-

wards EtelvCir (Ezelburg), then Buduvar
(Ofen), and in his own day 'O-Bnda (Alt-

feu). He appends long foot notes,

with numerous references to preceding

writers.
1 The docks and building-yard of tlie

Danube Steamship Company are here

(Donau Dampfschifffahits- Gesellschaft).

A full account of this establishment is

given, pp. 162-164 of the Illustrirter

Fiihrer durch Budapest undUmgebungen.
" The Amphitheatre and Castvum

Stativum are near the Railway Station

;

see Plan iv, facing p. 46, Ausgrabungen
von Altofen, op. citat., which also shows
the Temple of Nemesis and the Roman
Aqueduct (Wasserleitung).

^ Nibby. Roma, Parte i, Antica, Plate

facing p. 4'28, Sezione dell'Anfiteatro

Flavio. Daremberg et Saglio, Dictionnaire

des Autiquites Grecques et Romaines,

s.v. Amphitheatrum, vol. i, p. 244.
" Dans les substructions qui soutenaient

les bancs des spectateurs, I'amphitheatre

Flavien presentait an re^-de-chaussee cinq

ambulacres ou galeries paralleles a I'ellipse

de I'arcue." Prof. J. \\. Middleton,

Ancient Rome in 188.5, p. 322 sqq. and
fig. 31 on p. 325. "A complicated system
of walls and arches exists below the level

of the Arena (of the Colosseum) In

these tufa walls are remains of a number
of massive arches, some flat, some semi-

circular, and others formed of a quarter

of a circle." Ernest Breton, Pompeia,

p. 183. Description of the Amphitheatre,
'' Quarante autres arcades, dont plusieuns

servaient de vomitoires et conduisaient

au grand corridor circulaire sur lequel

reposent les gradins, entourent I'edifice."

My Paper on the Antiquities of Saintes

(Charente Inforieure), Archaeol. Journ.,

vol. xliv, p. 169, and phototyj^e illus-

tration facing the same page. " The
seats (gradins) were supported bj' a single

row of vaults sloping down towards the

arena... At the East end nine arches

remain ; at the West the ancient masonry
is now underground, and forms the cellar

of a private house."
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higher one was strengthened by buttresses ; the inter-

mediate space was filled with earth which served as a base

for the stone benches. According to a recent authority

—

Dr. Valentin Kuzsinszky, in t\\Q Ilungavian Review, 1888

—this amphitheatre had the remarkable peculiarity of

being covered by a roof supported on wooden pillars. It

is well-known that such buildings in Italy were open to

the sky, or had only an awning stretched over them ;^ but

the heat of a semi-tropical climate must be })orne in mind,

which would account for a different construction, just as

in the south of Europe we often see a curtain instead of a

door, for the sake of ventilation. Plate iii. in Professor

Torma's treatise, entitled " Az Acpiincumi Amphitheatrum,"
gives a restoration, showing this feature very distinctly.''^

The following are some of the Inscriptions found here :—

•

\A„ iVLIAM ' ^K ' ML QVINTI
Viil (erii) luliiiiii tt Ael (ii) Qiiiuti.

CLA FAB
Cla(udiiis) Fab(iauus).

G VALERIA NONIA
G(aici) Valeriii Nouia.

IVL LICI S

lul (i) Lici (iiiani) S(edile).

[x]lll XIIII XV xv[i]

^ Tliis is pioveil by Juvenal, Sat. iv,

V. 122,

Sic puguas Ciiici^j laiulabat et ictus

Et pegma et pueros iiule ad vehiiia

raptos.

Pcrjma here Uiay be translated "lift"
(French Ascciucur, German Atifzuy), as it

answered the same purpose in ancient
amphitheatres as this machine does in

our modern hotels. I have not met with
any other passage in classical Latinity
where velarium is so used ; the common
expression in authors and Inscriptions is

velum ; ,io Lucretius, iv, 73-75.
Et volgo faciunt id lutea russaque vela,

Et ferrugina, quom, maguis inteuta
theatiis,

Per malos vulgata trabesque, tremeutia
Huctant.

On which passage Nibby remarks, che
le teude fossero di colore diversu si trae

da Luciezio.

Van led. jlularit ; see Monro, 1st edition,

vol. ii, notes, I. Criticism of the text, p.

59 ; II. Explanatory, p. 279 sq. Trabcs
are probably cross-beams passing from
one mast {maluo) to another, by means of

which the awning could be unfurled.
The masts weie represented by long

pins iu the tine model of the Colosseum
exhibited at the Crystal rulace, but some

of them, when I saw it, had been removed
by ignorant and mischievous visitors.

Breton, loc. citat. p. 183, affiche de
spectacle,

A . SVETTI . GEKtl
AEDILIS • FAMILIA • GLADIA-

TORIA • PVGNAB • P0:\[PKIS
PR • K . IVNIAS . VEXATIO •

. ET . VELA • I'JPvVNT

I have given the revised Text as it stands
in the Corp. Inscrr. Lat., vol. iv, edit.

Zangeraeister, p. 74, No. 1189. He says

in his note male SVETTII. Mus. ...temere

PVGNABIT Mus. The Suettii were
numerous at Pompeii : v. Indices, Nomina
virorum et mulitrum, p. 232 ; Magistra-

tuum electio, p. 252. Comp. a similar

Inscription in Rich's Dictionary, s.v.

SPAHSiONES—a discharge of perfumed
waters. aScc also Archaeol. Journ,, vol.

xliv, p. 170, note 1.

- This treatise was published in 1881,
8vo, pp. 109 ; some woodcuts are intei-ca-

lated in the Text ; at the end there are

fifreeu plates, showing the ground-plan of

the amphitheatre, restoration of the roof,

progress of excavations, and objects dis-

covered, &c. In the Hungarian language
the surname always precedes the Christian

name, e.g., ou the title page w« read
Turma Karoly.
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T ()l)scrvc<l ill one case the word LOcvs, wliicli woul.l l>c

rt|iii\alent to scdi/c. The names are evitlciilly lliosc of

persons wlio occupied Llie seals. We may also notice tiie

fre(|iiency of tlie termination ^o//'n, implyin,!!,- adoption,

which is (piite in accordance with the iisa^e oi writer.s

under the Empire, hoth sacred and [)rotane.'

We do not see in the Atpicduct iiere a vast monumental

.structure that impresses us with admiration and even with

awe, l)ut only ruins of ]tiers and arches, wliich l)egin at

1 This sntlix occuns tlireu times in an MESlS • VKTVSTA' K
I

con LA'SN^ I •

Iiisciiiitiun fuund at A.iniiicuni :
I'lof.

Jii.:.sT\£'H, of an eiirlier date, June 24,

'J'urma, op. citat., p. 7'2.
^.^^l ^^ jy^ \d^ vjH, Momnibeii infers frum

A

E

M

I

L

I

A

N

D E .E - D I A N A<: ME W. S I - A,' G -

H N 11 1 B V S ^E • F A O U 1 1]<-S sic

sic G I V L - V I C T H I N I EQ - P AiDlh

II - VIRAL - "E - T - F L - L V C I A N o

5 Q - 1 1 V I R A L I r (> N T I F I C I B <-S

Q Q - C L - A Q -

PVPIL I - II y I.I ATI AN VS
X I

iji; A IT E S S T I S - N V "^^
I - E I V S

D E .E P o S V IT - V K A-. - 1 V^ I A S

B

A

S

c

s P,C.
259

Jan.
•27.

Deae Diauae NeniesiAiig(iistHe) liuiioii-

bus et fa(v)onbus G(aii) JuKii) Victorini

(igy) eq(iu)) p(ublico) aedil. JI virali et

T(ito) Fl(avio) Luciano cj(uaestoii ii

virali, pontiticibiis, qluin) q(uennalibus)

ool(oniae) Aq(uiuci), L'uiiilii.ns) Hyliatia-

mis Antestis numini ejus(dem) deae

posuit V. kal (eudas) jvdias Aemiliauo et

Bas(s)o co(n) s(ulibiis).

The year a.P. 259 is the seventh of the

reign of Valerian and Gallienus—the

period of the Thirty Tyrants so called.

In bis note on another inscription

where we read AQ • TEMPVLVM
|
nc

the day on which the festival of Nemesis

was celebrated that the goddess shoidd
be identified with Fori> Fortuna : Ephe-
nieiis Epigraphica, vol. iv, p. 127, No.
431. Preller, Les Dieux de I'ancienne

Rome, p. 37t) sq. On uiontrait a Rome
deux temples de la F'ortuue, I'uu dit de
Fuvs Fortuna. sitae hors de la ville, an
])iemier mille de la Via Purtucnsis, I'autre

de Fortuna tout court, situe sur le Forum
Boaiium. La premiere etait tout speciale-

ment la deesse de la bonne chance, et

comme telle, elle etait surtout adoree du
petit peuple. Le 24 Juiu, jour de uotre

yaiut-Jeau, on celcbrait sa fete.
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the powder-mill on tlie >Saiiet Andraer Stmssc, half a

league beyond Altofen, and extend to the town.^ The
Romans Hurrounded with a mound warm springs rising out

of the ground in a level plain, and raised the water to the

height of two fathoms, so that, finding its own level (a

property with which they were well acquainted), it could

be conveyed to any part of Aquincum. The Aqueduct
passed close to the amphitheatre and the camp, and was
continued thence in a strai^-ht line southwards. Its course

is shown in a coloured map at the end of the publication

called " Buda Pest Regisegei " (Antiquities), 1890, contain-

ing articles by Messrs. Alexander Havas, Joseph Hampel,
and Valentin Kuzsinszky." It consisted of arches, filled

up with masonry to ensure permanent solidity. Upon
them the water was carried in conduits covered with

impenetral)le cement, and these also are supposed to have
been arched over. The Aqueduct nearly bisected Aquin-
cum, and at various intervals discharged part of its waters

^ lu Plate i. of the amphitheatre and Albae Juliae, pro valvis templi. Ptolemy,
neighbourhood in Professor Torma'sPam- iii, 8, § 8, vol. i, p. 448, edit. Car. Midler;

phlet the aqueduct is marked with dotted "hirovKov, note. Nunc Carlsburg, antea
lines, and called Viivczeti!s, which cor- JFcissotburi/ Germanis, Karohj-Fejcrvar
responds exactly with the German Wan- Hungaris, Alha Julia et dein Alba Caro-
scrleitung. Una medio aevo latine. De oppido ex

^ The title of the map is A Feheregy- castris stativis quae Canabae vocabantur
haz es a rcgcszeti asatasok (excavations) Mommsen, C.I.L., iii, p. 182. Of.

teriilete. The remains of antiquity are Haverfeld, Archacol. Journ., vol. xlviii,

marked upon it: Romai tabor (camp), p. 9, 1891. In the Harrow Classical Atlas

Ainphitlieatrum,P6mai asatasok teriilete, Canabiaca is marked as a town on the
Lopoimal<^ni, most Romai fiirdiJ. The right bank of the Danube, west of Vin-
article by Dr. Kuzsinszky is illustrated by dobona, which might seem to come from
34 woodcuts intercalated in the text. Of Canabae, but in the Notit. Dignit. Occid.,

these, the first shows besides the amphi- edit. Booking, p. 100,* line 1-3, the name
theatre, camp and aqiieduct, the canabae, is spelt Cannabiaca. conf. ibid. Annotatio
habitations occupiea by sutlers ( lixacj, p, 753,* which suggests the derivation
who sold provisions and were engaged in from Cannabis, hemp, Some su})pose

other retail trades. Their temporary that the place was near MiJlk, where
booths souietimes developed into perma- there is a famous monastery. Diet, of

nent settlements. They may be conjpared Greek and Roman Antt., ;jrd edition,

with the publichouses, of which we see s.v. Lixac. Constructions of this kind
too many, near barracks in our garrison have Vteen discovered on the right and
towns. The word canabae does not occur left of the Roujan road leading down to

in authors, but is found in inscriptions, the plain from the fort on the Saalburg.
as well as the adjective canabensis. They are described p. 36 sq. of Das
Gruter, p. cccclxvi, No. 7, curatori Romercastell Saalbuig von A. v. Cohau-
corporis wegotiatoruni \iuin\orum Lug- sen, Oberst zu Dienst und Conservator
duni in canabis consisten<(((Wi. Romae, und L. Jacobi, Baumeister. These authois
in capite pontis Sancti Bartholomaei, in distinguish the civil settlements (Biiiger-

insula Tiberina, in parte urnae oblougae, liche Ansiedlungeu) from the caiuibae,

parieti cuidam immissae. This bridge, p. 31 ; the former are placed South West
commonly called Pons Cestius, connected of the camp in their map (Ubtrsichts
the island with the Trastevere. Ibid., plan),

p. Ixxiii, No. 4, Geuio canaben.sitim.
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to su[)ply the nci^^libuuiiiig hatlis ;
hen- and lliciv sonic

of these pipes are .still to be seen, live inches in dianicLer,

encrusted with particles deposited by mineral water.

The Baths cover a considerable space, including- a

lacoiiicum (vapour-bath, or rather sweating-room), caldar-

ium, ti'pUJarium, frigidavium, ajwdytcrium (undressing-

room), and pcdaestra for gymnastic exercises. These

compartments, as ftir as 1 know, are like what may be

seen elsewhere, and therefore need not Ije descriljed

particularly. On the floor I observed a geometrical

pattern, ot" which 1 exhibit an example, in the shape of a

sponge-cake.^ A mosaic represents wrestlers and an

umpire ; for the su])ject we may compare the gladiators

and trainer [lanista) at Nennig, between Treves and

Thiunville, but in the latter case l)otli -the execution and

preservation are very superior,'- A low circular wall in

the forum was at first supposed to be a toll-house ; but

the opinion is erroneous, for such a building would be at

the entrance of the town. We have probably here the

remains of a market (macdlwi)) ; both the position and

the round form lead to this conclusion, which is

corroborated by sixteen weights found there, engraved

in the Buda Pest Regisegei 1890, Part ii, p._ 98, lig. 7, A
Vasarpiaczon talalt siilyok csoportja. As an illustration, I

have Ijrought a coin of Nero, well known to numismatists,

with the "legend mac (ellum) avg (usti) ; it shows the

cupohi (tliolns) plainly.^

1 The three specimens exhibited were

brought from Aqiiincum by Dr. Senier,

Professor of Chemistry in Queen's College,

Galway. The one mentioned iu the text

is convex at both ends and concave on the

sides ; the second is a parallelepiped, and

the third an octagon.
- See Wilniowi-ky, Die RiJmische Villa

zu Nennig und ihr Mosaik, Fart i, pp.

8-10; Part ii, Tafel vi, No. 11. (Haupt-

bild)— coloured plate, folio size, with

explanatory text : also general view of

the pavement. Die Uebersichtstafel in

Stahlstich...gewiihrt schon eine Vorstel-

lung von der Grossartigkeit und Schon-

heit des Mosaiks, von seiner gliicklichen

Eaumvertheilung, seinen edleu Oruamen-

ten und seinen gewiihlten Thier und

Fechtergruppeu. My Paper on Treves

and Metz, Archaeol. Journ., vol. xlvi, pp.

239-241 (1889).

Since my Paper was written two impor-

tant works have bee.n published relating

to the antiquities of Treves, Das mouu-
mentale Trier von der Romerzeit bis

auf uusere Tage, by K. Arendt, Staatsar-

chitect in Luxemburg, 1892, a handsome
folio, text, pp. 41, and xiv Plates, and
Die RiJmischen Steindenkmaler des Pro-

vinzialmuseums zu Trier mit Ausschlu.-^s

der Neumagener Monumente, by Prof.

Dr. Felix Hettner, with 375 illustrations

inserted in the text, pp. 294. Dr. Hett-
uer's name is a sufi&cieut guarantee for

good scholarship.
'' Cohen, Medailles Impcriales, tom. i,

p. 194, Medailles de Bronze, Nos. 148

149, pi. xi. Rev. MAC. AVG. S.C.

'Edifice a double rang de colonnes sur la

hauteur, et ii coupole ronde {Maccllum
ou halle aux comestibles). This coin i.s

not rare, the price marked iu Cohen being •
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Insteatl of returning directly to Vienna by railway or

the Danube, I followed the advice of Sir Arthur Nicholson

and made a detour by Steiliamangej' and Graz. The
former place is said to derive its name—Stone in the

pasture— from the numl)er of ancient buildings found

there ; it is near the Styrian frontier, and is called by the

Hungarians Szombathely, which means Saturday's fair, a

com^^ound of Szoinhat Saturday and Hcly place, as another

town in the same country is named from a fair held on

AVednesday. Steinamanger was the ancient Sal)aria, capital

of Pannonia, a central point where several roads met ; it

prospered under the Lower Empire, and its importance is

proved by the testimony of ancient authors as well as

by antiquities still remaining. jNIany objects have been

removed from this ^3lace, as from other towns, Ac[uincum,

Bregetio, Siscia, etc, and deposited in the national

collection at Buda-Pest/

only six francs. Eckliel, Doct. Num.
Vet., vol. vi, p. 273, has a learned note

upon it with many references. Hardui-
nus epigraphen explicavit MA xisolcuni

C aesaris AVG nsti

!

Besides the authors already cited,

consult Corp., Inscrr. Lat., vol. iii, Part

i, 1873, Pannonia Inferior, § xix, pp. 439-

45.^, No.s. 3412-3614. Colonia Aelia

Septimia Aqniucum (Alt-Ofen)
; p. 439,

Preface to Article, Omnino Aquincum
fnisse ex oppidis, quae crevenint ex
canabis legiouum stativa ibi habentium et

ipsa res ostendit, et colligitur ex No.
350.T posito a vcteranis et civibus Romanis
ad legionem ii. adjutricem eonsistentibus.

^ Bregetio and Carnuntum were the

two most important Roman townsbetween
Budapest (near the site of Aqnivcian) and
Vienna ( Vlndohona). Bregetione occurs

five times in the Antonine Itinerary, pp.

246, 262, 263, 264, 265, edit. Wesseling
;

p. 246, the words leg. I adjut. are added :

hodie Szciny, on the South bank of the

Danube, nearly opposite Komorn. and
East of the junction of the Raab [Arraho)

with the Danube. See the map opposite

p. 80, Die Douau von Pressburg bis

Budapest (und Duna Pataj) in Heksch,
lUustrirter Filhrer auf der Douau von
Regensburg bis Sulina. There are various

forms of the word Bregaetium, Brinitlo,

Bregentio, Bregentium. Ptolemy, ii, 14,

3, has Bpiyamov.
For Carnuntum see the Itin. Anton.,

edit. Wess. pp. 247, 262 (bis), 266, 267
;

in the tirst instance we find, besides the

name of the place and the distance, leg.

xiiii fjcmina. This military station is

mentioned by Velleius Paterculus, lib. ii,

cap. 109, 5, in his account of the cam-
paigns of Tiberius : Ipse a Carnanto (sic

edit. Orelli),qui locus Norici regni proxi-

mus ab hac parte erat, exercitum, qui in

Illyrico merebat, ducere iu Marcomannos
orsus est. The ruins are to be seen West
of Pressburg, near Haimburg, between
Deutsch-Altenbui-gand Petronell. Heksch,
op. citat., map .at p. 16, Die Donau von
Passau bis Pressburg. Merivale, Historj'

of the Romans under the Empire, c.

xxxviii, 8vo, edit., vol. iv, p. 319,

describes Carnuntum as the gates of

Western Eui'ope—an important post

which served to overawe both Norieum
and Pannonia.

Siscia (Sissek) is on the road from
.tEmona (Laybach) toSirmium (Mitrovitz,

near Belgrade). Velleius informs us that

Tiberius made it his winter quarters in

his war with the Pannonians and
Illyrian.s : ilid, cap. 113, 3, et ipse asper-

rimae hiemis initio regressus Sisciam

legatos, inter quos ipsi fuimus, partitis

]3raefecit hibernis ; whence we learn that

the historian was an eye-witness of the

events which he records.

SIS as an abbreviation is frequent in

the mint-marks of the lower Empire, e.g.,

of Constantine the Great, Cohen. Med.
Imp, vol. vi, p. 89, AS IS, BSIS, TSIS
ASiS, GSIS, HSIS, etc. But the name
appears also in full : Eckhel, Doct. Num.
Vet., vol. vii, p. 410, Gallienus—SISCIA.
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The inscriptions are tlie most interesting part of tlie

museum. A catalogue was pultlislied l>y the Archiiolo-

gische Vcrein liir Steinamanger, .Iahrl)uch 1874 ; but I

was informed that a better account would appear in the

Archiiologische (lesellschaft in Wien, Ahhandlungen 1891.

Savaria occurs instead of sabaria, which is in accordance

with the frequent intercliange of v and li. The former is

invariable in cpigi'aphy, says jNlommsen, Corpus Inscrr.

Lat., vol. III., part i., p 525 ; the latter, in books, is due

to tlie mistake of transcribers. Aquincum, like Reginum^

(Ratisbon) began with the cnnnhac, habitations of civilians

which adjoined the Roman camp (as we see at the Saalburg,

near Ilomburg^ and gradually expanded into a city ; but

this was not the case with 8al)aria, for we find no mention,

either in autliors or inscriptions, of a legion (piartercd

there.

-

AVG, ad Savi (Save or San) et Colapis

{Kulpa)conflueuteTii ; ibid . . , In lapide

prnpe Sabariam Pannouiae reperto legi-

tur COLON lA. SEPTIMIA. SISCIA.
AVGVSTA. Schiiuwisiier, Ant. Sabar.,

p. 52. Eckhel, ibid, p. 50.5, Probus-
SISCIA. PROBI. AVG., Mulier sedens

coronam .solntam tenet, hinc et illinc

fluvius, procumbens cum urna, ex qua
aqua profluit. This coin is engraved by
Cohen, op. citat.. vol. v, pi. viii, No. 497,

p. 291, I'etit bronze. For the medals of

Probus and the mint at Siscia see ^Emile

LepauUe, 'Etude historique sur M. Aur.
Probus, d'aprc's la numismatiqne du regue

de cet empereur, Lyon, 1SS4. Sissek, on

account of its favourable position, is a

place of considerable traffic ; but the town
must be insignificant if compared with
the Roman colony which occupied nearly

the same site.

^ The names of this city are discus.sed

in my Paper on Augsburg and Ratisbon,

Archteol. Jonru., vol. xlviii, p. 396 sq.,

note 2. In Smith's Diet, of Class. Geogr.

it is incorrectly stated that the latter is

called Castra Regina in the Table of

Peutiuger. Mannert's edition, 1824. has

Regiuo, and Conrad Miller's, 1888, has

the same form. Attention to quantity

helps us to distinguish Re(jlnum from
Regina, Queen : Archajol. Journ., vol.

xlvii, p. 384. Much curious infcjrmation

vrill be found in Rayser, Der Ober-

Donau-Kreis im Kiinigieiche Bayein.
Fortsetzung der IP^'^ Abtheiluug. § 7 b.

Reginum. Strassenlauf. Die RiJmer Monu-
meiite zu Abb.ich. Die Rumor-MonLi-

mente zu Regensburg. Schriftsteller.

Resultat, pp. 3.5-42.
" The L in hely is pronounced like the

L mouille in French ; comp. the English

name Villiers with the French Viliars.

Key on the Alphabet, etc., p. 73 sq.

Ly ly lautet wie ein in einen Laut

veischmolzenes Ij, etwa wie gli ia

dem italienischen paylia (Stroh;, z. B,

^ ,-. ^ ^^^^
kiraly (kiralj) KiJnig, erely (areilj)

Energie : Praktisches Lehrbuch der
UugarLschen Sprache fiir den Selb.stun-

terricht, published by Hartleben, 2nd
edition, p. 3.

The B udapesti Lutogatok Lapja, Gazette
des 'Etrangers, Fremdeu-Blatt. Julius-
Augustus, 1890, No. 5, contains an
illustrated description of Szombathely in
Hungarian, German, and French, pp.
1-25 ; and at p. 11 an account of the
ArchiToIogical Museum on the gi-ouud
floor of the Episcopal Palace by the late

Prof. Wilhelm Lepp. It includes pre-
historic antiquities, as well as those of
the Roman period—a large sarcophagu.s,

a torso of Hercules and of Minerva, frag-
ment of a .sculptured altar, statuettes in
stone, wood, and bronze, luscrijjtions (v.

jMommseu C. I. L.) and coins, also some
memorials of the Hungarian struggle for

independence. When I visited the Collec-

tion in 1891 there was no printed general
Catalogue of the objects exhibited.

Sabaria was on the high road from
Sirraium to Treveri (Treves) : Antouiue
Itinerary, p. 231, edit, Wesseling, Item
(le Pannouiis in Gallias per mediterranea
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At Steinamaiiger I had tlie good fortune to make the

acquaintance of Monsr. Falquct, a French Professor in the

Gymnasium, and the sound of an intelligihle hmguage

amidst Hungarians was indeed pleasurable. Under his

guidance we made an excursion to the church of Jaak, a

few miles distant, built in the thirteenth century Ijy Omode,

Bisho23 of Kaab, and said to be the best example of

Romanesque in Hungary. It stands on a height, com-

manding a view of a vast plain bounded by hills, and, in

the horizon, by the mountains of Rechnitz, a town marked

in Baedeker's map of Ungarn und Galizien, appended to

his guide-book for Austria and South Germany. At the

east end there are three semi-circular apses, a large one in

the centre and smaller ones at the sides ;^ chevron orna-

ments surround the windows of the central apse, and

underneath we see a series of niches divided by colonnettes,

and containing statues. On a door at the south side I

remarked some traces of colour, green and red, but much
faded. We should obsei've in the grand western portal

signs of transition ; the concentric arches are round below,

but tlie pointed style (ogiral) shows itself in the upper

part. The entrance is surmounted by figures of our Lord

and the twelve Apostles, A rose window remains in the

northern tower, and, doubtless, there was formerly one in

the southern to correspond with it. Above them are

double windows with a single column in the middle of

each, similar to those in our own Anglo-Saxon churches.'^

locrt, id est a Sirmi per Sopiauas Tre- coupees eu croix latine par un trans.sept,

verosnsqneicf. ibid., p. 233. The modern et ternnnees chaciine par una abside

town, Fiinfkirchen, is on the site of eirculaire. (Planches 2, 3, 4). At Val-

Sopianae, which was nearly equi distant cabrere, close to St. Bertraud de Com-
from Mursa (Essek) and Sabaria. niinges) Lugdunum Convenarnm), and

Five Roman Ways radiated from within a drive from Montrejeau (Mons

Sabaria. See the Map appended to Regalis), the Church of St. Just i.s built

Parthey and Pinder's edition of the in the same style. This village is too

" Collection of routes and distances '' so insignificant to be marked in an ordinary

often referred to above—Tab. i, Itine- atlas, but it will be found in the excellent

rarium Antouini Augusti et Itinerarium Map of the Central Pyrenees from Vallee

Hierosolymitanum (Itinerarium Hiero- D'Aspe to Vallee D'Aran, which accom-

solymitanum ubi ab altero differt punctis panies Murray's Handbook for France,

indicatur). This sheet also includes Viae Part i : Archaeol. Journ., vol. xxxvi, p.

ex Urbe (Roma) exeuntes. 24 sq., Antiqq. in the South-West of

^ Such an arrangement prevails in the France; ibid., vol. xlv, p, 337, note 2,

Pyrenees, and the Cathedral at Lescnr, Roman Antiqq. in Touraine and the

near Pan, is a remarkable instance : Ch. Central Pyrenees.

C. Le Coeur, Le I'earn, Histoire et Pro- - Parker's Glossary of Terms used in

menades archeologiques, text, p. 10.5, Son Architecture, vol. i, text, p. 516, s.v,

plnn est celui des basiliques romaines du Window. In church towers and situation.s

VP siecle. II se compose de trois nefs where glazing is not necessary, they are

VOL. L. '^ Y
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L.'isllw tloiihlc cro^^ses, siifli ns of'toii appear on Byzantine

coins, mounted on giol)C>. tcnniiialc hotli the .s[)ire.s/ Jn

1844 a llonian inscription was discdNcicd in tlic northern

tower; see Momnisen, Corp. Inscrr. Lat., xol. iti., part i.,

No. 4,101. The 15aptistery, as at Pisa and many other

places, is a separate building near the western end of the

eluu'cli, and altoo-ether Romanesque. I exhilut some
pliotographs of it— 1, 2, general views of the Imilding seen

from the west and south side ; 3, grand west portal ; 4,

apses. If any desire further information 1 must refer them
to Eitelberger in the JMittlieihmgen der K. K. Central

C^ommission, and Fuchshoffer, Mon.asterologie ; tlie latter

was a Benedictine ^loid-:, horn at Jaak.

Graz is lialf-a-day's journey iVom Steinamanger. IMost

travellers remember it well on account of its pictures(pic

situation in the valley of the ]\lur (Murthal), a tributary

of the Drave (DrauV which, also an ailiuent, pours its vast

stream into the l)anube near Eszck (Mursa). Vov the

beauty of its surroundings it deserves to be mentioned in

the same category with Innsbruck and Salzburg, though it

cannot be said to equal them."- The Joanneum here,

named after its founder the Archduke John, contains a

fine museum of natural history, which is especially rich in

specimens of the minerals of Styria ; but it has also a

]\liinz -und Antiken—Cabinet for the arch.'eologist f and

freqnentlj' of two or more lights divided

by small pillars, or piers, usually resem-

bling balusters, etc. Vol. ii, plate 228,

supposed Saxon ; St. Benedict's (St.

Benet's), Cambridge : Sir George Hum-
phry's Guide to Cambridge, p. 44, where
this window is fully described in a quo-

tation from Stuart.
^ E.g. Sabatier, Desciiption generale

des Monnaies byzantines, vol. ii, pi. xliii,

Theophile, Nos. 4, 5, 11 ; Theophile

Michel et Constantin viii, Nos. l.'i, 10 ;

Theophile et Constantin viii, 19. For the

biography of the.=e emperors and history

of their reign, see Text, ibid., pp. 88-90 :

Gibbon, chap, lii, vol. vi, p. 413 sq.,

edit. Smith : the Amoriau war between
Theophilus (son of Michael the Stam-
merer) and Motassem.

^ No traces of a Roman city have

been found at Gratz, but the old geogra-

phers have Latin names for it, Cluverius

(l,'i80-1623), calls it Graecium Styriae

or Graetia, and Cellarius (1638-1707)

Graezium : Dictiouuaire do Geographic

ancienne et moderne, which is a volume
supplementarj' to Brunet's Manuel du
Libraire, compiled with special reference

to typography ; it supplies much infor-

mation concerning early editions and the
places where they were puVilished. So
here we read the title of a book that

appeared in 1588, Graecii ajnid Georgium
Widman.«tadi>mi, I). Sebastiani Cattanei,

dominicani, tractatus brevis, etc.
' Valuable antiquities from Pettau

have recently been added to this col-

lection ; as yet no account of them has
been printed, but it is expected that a

notice will .soon be inserted in the Mitt-

heilungen of the Central Commission
(Vienna) zur Erforschung und Erhaltung
der Kunst und historischen Denkmale.
When I visited Gratz in September, 1893,
the larger objects, such as inscribed

stones, had not been arranged, and were
temporarily deposited in dark cellars so

that it was impossible to see them ; those

of smaller size found by Professor F.

Ferk were exliibited in .several glass cases.
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ill this department by far the most rcmarkalile ol)ject is

the Opferwagen von Judenburg, accordingly it occupies a

very conspicuous position, so that no visitor can miss seeing

it.^ This four-wheeled l^ronze car is twelve inches long by
seven-and-a-quarter inches wide, and was discovered in

fragments which have been carefully put together ; but the

whole is so ricketty that it could not be moved for fear of

breaking it, when I had a photograph taken. However,
notwithstanding this difhculty, the representation now
exhibited will, 1 hope, be found more satisfactory than the

somewhat rude enoravino' in Mr. Kemble's Horae Ferales.^

The first account of this singular relic was written by Dr.

]\1. Robitsch for the Historical Society of Styria, soon after

it was brought to light, in 1851 f a brief, but accurate,

notice of it by Dr. Fritz Pichler in the Guide to the

Historical Museum at Graz, p. 26, will amply .suttice for

ordinary tourists.

Amongst them are hronze inkstands,

plated with silver, both of the modern
shape, and longer than we usually have

them ; also articles in amber, one of them
ligtired, which is extraordinary. Dr.

Gurlitt, Professor of Classical Archaeology

in the University of Gratz, informed me
that Aquileia was the centre of the amber-

trade—the raw material brought from
the Baltic (Tacitus, Germania, c. 45,

Electri natura et collectio, and Orelli's

note), being manufactured there. He
also called my attention to the pottery,

and especially to a vase which was re-

maikable, because it had the peculiarity

of being glazed inside.

But the greatest curiosity discovered

at Peltau is a gold medal, worn as an

amulet and suspended around the neck

—

one of the jtreservatives called airoTpuTraia

(cf. Ijat. dii averrunci, averting evil).

There are various devices upon it, and,

if 1 may speak from recollection, a slab

of terracotta, engraved s.v. Amuletum,
lig. 30G, Reunion d'emblcines servant

d'amulettes, in Daremberg and Saglio's

Diet, des autiqq. gr. et rom., resembles it

nioi-e closely than anything else that I

have met with. M. Labatut, the author

oi this elaborate article, vol. i, pp. 252-

258, witli 15 illustrations, says that all

sorts of attributes belonging to different

cults were grouped together. Comp. C.

W. King, Handbook of Engraved Gems,

p. 191 sq. portrait of Alexander the

Great as an amulet ; Antique Gems, p.

349 Guot-tic amulets—Periapta, p. 358

Triune deity with Coptic legend ; Precious

Stones, Gems and Precious Metals, pp.
142, 429, 433.

' This name is misleading, for it would
suggest the idea that this object was an
olferiug dedicated to some deity, whereas
it is only an ornamental pedestal support-
ing a bowl in which, according to Pro-
fessor Gurlitt, incense might be burnt
perpetually.

" Published in the Archaeologia, vol.

xxxvi. pp. 237-239, plate xxxiii. He says

tiiat the central figure resembles early

Etruscan work, e.g. Mars and Jlinerva iu

the British Museum,
•^ The title of his Paper is Alterthiimcr

Von Ausgrabungen bei Judenburg, von
(lem Ausschuss- Mitgliede Dr.M. Robitsch,

K.K. Professor der Kirchengeschichte
;

pp. 67-78 of the I\Iittheilungen des his-

torischen Vereines f ilr Steiermark, Dritte.s

Heft, Gratz, 1852 ; tafeln i-vi. Taf. ii,

bronze plate that siqqiorts the tignres,

with explanations ; taf. iii-v, figures

standing and riding on a large scale

;

taf. vi, the carriage with the whole group
upon it.

The great value of this Series will be
evident to any one who takes the trouble

to peruse the table of contents {fa/uilt)

of the volume in which this Paper ap-
peared. Amongst them are Epigraphische
Excurse; Das Murthal von Sti-ass abwiirts

bis nach lladkersburg in antiquarischer
Eeziehung ; Fund rihnischer Mtinzen am
Gratzer Schlossberire.
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'^riie car i.s of a I'cctanmilar loini, there aic liorses' heads

at the lour corners, and the felloes of I he wheels are

unusually broad ; the ^roup of figures, however, deserves

attention more than the caniage that contains them, it

consists of four riders, each pair turned in oj)positc

directions, and eight persons standing—male and female

—

with a stag's head and 1 (ranching antlers at eacli end. in

the centre, twice as liigh as the I'cst, a woman appears

prominently, of slender proportions, wearing no othei'

garment than a l)road girdle, and holding a bowl with

uplifted arms,^ The waggon is supposed to have been

placed on an altar or table, and used to burn incense, for

which purpose the bowl would be suitable as a kind of

censer ; Ijut when it is added that the stag and other

accessories indicate nuptial festivities, the argument is one

which I am at a loss to comprehend. In 1881 a restoration

was made by Rennert ; white lines distinguish the new
part from the original, wliich is marked red. Dr. Pichler

says that the AVagen von Judcnburg, or rather Stretweg,

a neighbouring village, is pre-eminently unique (vorziig-

lichste Unicum) ; in our own collection of Bronzes at the

British Museum, the objects most nearly resembling it are

three Archaic Etruscan braziers [escha'ixie), which also are

rectangular, on four wheels, and with horses' heads at the

corners."'^

If we are asked to what nation this singular monument
should. l)c attributed, the ([uestion is difficult to answer.

1 Robitsch, Op. citat., p. 70, Dami
komuit, in der Mitte duf> Wageus auf der

Suuueiischeibs steheud, eine, ziir luilfte

iiber die Uuigebung herausragende, selir

schlanke weibiiche Figur (taf. iv.) init

breitem Giirtel und stark bezcichnettu

Gescblechtsattributeu, was iibrigeu.s aueli

bei den anderu beideu weiblicLeu Figureu

der Fall ist.

^ A similar waggon was found in a

tmiiulus at Radkersbuig, which lies North

of Marburg, and much nearer to that

place than to Graz. See the Text zur

Archa3ologischen Karte von Steiermark

vou Dr. Friedrich Pichler, published by

tlie Authropologischer Vereiu zu Graz,

im Selbstverlage des Vereiues, p. 43 ;

where other objects found are enumei'a-

ted, e.g., spear-heads, fragments of

armour, reaping-hook, pincers, enamel,

coins from Vespasian to Coustautiue, with

many references. The map in two sheets

is appended to the text, and includes

Das Leibnitzer Feld on a larger scale.

We should notice the Zeichen-Erklarung,

marks severally indicating the places

where the investigations have resulted in

the discovery of bronze, iron, and stone

implements, glass, pottery, etc. Consult
also the Kepertoiium der steierischen

Miinzkunde by the same author ; vol i.

Die keltischen und consularen Miiuzen der
Steiermark niit einer Einleitung iiber die

Ptlege der Numismatik im Lande, and at

the end of the volume. Plate ii, Keltische

F^indkarte von Steiermrrk ; vol. ii, Die
Miinzenderromischeu undbyzantinischeu
Kaiser in der Steiermark, with Numisma-
tische Karte vou Steiermark in der
KiJmerkaiserzeit mit Kiicksicht auf die

Autikeu-Fundstelleu iiberhaupt.
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It is evidently nut Ronicin ; no coins were found with it
;

moreover, when that nation possessed these regions they
were highly civilized, and therefore could not have
executed any Avork in a style so barbarous. Again, it

cannot be Christian because the symbols peculiar to the
early (.^liurcli are wholly wanting. Some of the objects

found together with the car—bronze vessels, discs and
rods, and especially the style of ornamentation—might be
considered to point to a Celtic origin ; but Dr. Robitsch
favours the supposition that it was Sclavonian, though
" on very meagre grounds," says Mr. Kemble. Many
geographical names in the district, such as Feistritz and
Lasnitzbach, are modifications of Sclave words, and prove
that this people at one time were settled here ; and possibly

their goddess of light and life, called Lada, may be repre-

sented l)y the principal figure which has arrested our
attention.^

On my return from long Continental journeys I have
often rested for a few days at Boulogne, and there renewed
my ac(juaintance with my old friend Monsieur Vaillant, a

local antiquary. This gentleman has carefully studied and
published an account of the Classis Britannica, which we
have neglected, though it ought to interest us specially.^

'Thepatriotic Archduke John fouiKled Couip. Pliny, Nat. Hist., XXXIV, xiv,

the Joanneum in 1811 ; he died iu 1859, 41, ^^ 145, In nostro oi'be aliubi vena
but Stiria grata still cherishes his bunitatem banc praestat, ut iu Nuricis :

memory. A statue erected in his honour aliubi factum, ut Sulmone aqua. Martial,

decorates the principal square at Graz

;

Epigrams, IV, lv, 11 sq.,

it is appropriately surrounded by figures Saevo Bilbilin optimam metallo.

representing the four principal rivers of Quae vincit Chalybasque Noricosque.
the province— the Mur, the Drau, the « * « i.

Saun, and the Enns : Illustrated Europe Armorum Salo tempei-ator ambit,
(also published in French and German), Here the poet implies the excellence of

Nos. 51, 52, with 23 engravings ; wood- the Noric steel, but, as a Spaniard, claims
cut p. 8, the Hauptplatz with the Castle superiority for the swords of Bilbilis, his

on the hill, and text, p. 10 sq. native place. At present, as is well

In the Natural History Collections at known, the fahrica dc arnias at Toledo
the Joanneum the miueralogical depart- produces the blades of the finest temper
ment is not only copious but also well and polish. Ford's Handbook for Spain,
arranged. The iron-ores of Eisenerz, on p. 116 sq. , edit. 1878.

the railway from Bruck to Linz, have an - Classis Britannica, Classis Samarica,
interest for the classical scholar, as they Cohors I Morinorum, Kecherches d' 'Epi-

may remind him of Horace, Odes, I, xvi, graphieetde Numismatique (UnePlanche
9, 10. et six Boia), Arras, 18S8. Of the wood-

Tristes ut irae : quas neque Noricus cuts the most irajjortant is at \>. 15,

Deterret eusis. Triremis Radians, Inscription, TQ-RAD ;

and Epodes, xvii, 71, the coloured plate {EstampUhs) faces p.
Modo ense pectus Norico recludere. 43. See E, Desjardins, Geographic

The ancient Noricum corresponds with historique et administrative de la Gaule
Styria, Carinthia, Salzburg, and parts of romaine, vol. i, p. 367, with vignette
the adjoining provinces. intercalated iu the text. Ermauuu Fer-
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The sultjotl is not noticed even in the last edition of

Smith's JJietionaiy of Chi.ssical xVntiquities, and ^I. \'ailiant

pointed out the omission in a letter to the Athenieum,
21)th August, 18UI. Not to speak of Universities

and other seats of learning, i Ijelieve there are in the

Metropolis alone no less than ten Archceological Societies;

yet here a Frenchman lias beaten us on our own ground—

-

as a (ierman has written a volume on Komano-British
hiscri})tions witli wliicli no English 1>ook can compare.^

From facts like these we may learn a lesson. AVe should

not affect a superiority over foreigners which we do not

reall}' possess
; hut rather rememher that amongst the

learned there is no nationality ; and that, if in some fields

of research others have surpassed us, we should only he

aroused by their success to a generous rivalr}' in the

pursuit and diti'usion of knowledge.

The tree of knowledge is planted in the midst of the

nations, and is, indeed, a tree of life whose leaves are for

their healing" ; while the voice of heavenly Wisdom
in\ites all alike, without distinction of race or language, to

sit beneath its shade, and to gather its wholesome fruit.

roiM, L'Ordinaiiieiito delk; Aniiatu
Kuniiuie, 1878, pp. 17-!-177. He quote.s

Tacitus, Histories, iv, 79,nequartaf1ecima
legio, adjuiicta Britanuica cJasse, adflict-

aret Batavos ; cf. Agricoia, cc. 10, 25, 38,
praet'ecto classis circiiiDvehi Britamiiani
praecepit : ibid., p 172, .sq. Nei campi
.sitiiati ad oriente della citta, sulla strada
di M'jutreuil e sulle rive della Liuiie,

furono scoperti inattoni col uome della

classts Britannica ; No. 512, UIRAD,
and (foot note. See also Iscrizioui e
Kieerche Nuove intorno all' Ordinamento
delle Armate dell' Impero Romano, 1884.
M. Vaillaiit's writings are very

numerous and deserve to be better
kuown by English readers ; besides the
hrochure already mentioned, the following
would be most [likely to gratify their

curiosity, Notes Boulonnaises, I. Moit de

Ch. Churchill, iv. Revocation de 1" 'Edit

de Nantes ; Deux Souvenirs del' Occupa-
tion Anglaise dans le Calaisis et 1" Ard-
resis ; L' Estampille rondo de la Flotte

Britaunique.
' The reference is to vol. vii of C.I.L.,

Inscriptiones Britanniae, ed. Aem. Hueb-
ner, 1873 ; but I understand that Mr.
Haverfeld is engaged in re-editing the
book, and from his learning and diligence

we may hope that this national disgrace

will soon be wiped out.
^ Apocalypse, xxii, 2, kol jo. (piWa tov

^vXov els depaireiav rwv idvwv ; et folia sua
ad sanatiouem gentium (Beza's transla-

tion.) It is well kuown that many kinds
of leaves have medicinal properties, of

which senna is a familiar example :

Treasury of Botany, edited by Lindley
and Moore, vol. i, p. 232, genus Cassia.
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APPENDIX.

The Antniiine ItincraiT does not contribute to our knowledo-e of Dacia,

though the Roman roads on the south side of the Danube, for nearly all

its course, occupy a considerable space in the book; e.g., Maesia, Item,

per ripam a Yiminacio Nicomediam, edit. Parthey and Finder, pp.
103-108, edit. Wesseling, pp. 217-2.31. On the other hand the Table
of Peutinger supplies miich information. There three great lioman
roads, constructed by Trajan, are marked with stations and distances

;

see Segmenta vi., vii., and viii, edit. Mannert ; and Smith's Diet, of Greek
and Roman Geography, vol. i., p. 744. Ptolemy, lib. iii., cap. 8
(AfiKta'i dares Daciae situs), ^ 4, mentions many towns not foinid in the

Table, IloAei'? . . . e^tf/jaiwre/jat, oppida insigniora ; amongst them
ZapuL^eyeOowra Bacrt,\ei.ov Zarmizegethusa regia, i e , Sariuategte of the
Table. Fi-om the time of Trajan to Garacalla the full name of the city

was Colonia Ulpia Trajana Augusta Dacica Sarmizegetusa, afterwards it

was called Colonia Sarm. Metrojoolis. Gar ^Miiller, in his excellent

Commentary on Ptolemy, loc. citat., fi-equently refers to Corp. luscrr.

Lat., vol. iii., edit. Monmisen. There is a good article in Smith's Diet,

of Class Geogr , s.v. Dacia, which also includes the history of the
province.

The flower on the coins of Khodes is iisually hexapetalous. Leake,
Numismata Hellenica, s.v. Rhodus, cites a passage in Herodotiis, where
the historian mentions roses tliat had sixty leaves: I^rania viii., 138,
Horti Midae, er rotm (f>vtTaL avrniJ-ara pntta er enaaTov e\or cAyKorra

(fivXXa, obfij T€ virepcfiipovTa rm' clAAoji' Comp. Eckliel, Doct. Num.
Vet., vol. ii., p. G02, non pauci (numi) in cpiibus rosa adversa ex forma
rotunda et ejus complicatis foliis facile agnoscitur.

For the worship of Deus Lunus v. G O. ^liiUer, Handbuch der
Archaologie, § 400, Remark 2, Eng'lish Translation, p. 532, Beings of

Light. " Deus Lunus or Miyv often on coins in Phrygian costume with
the half-moon behind his shoulders . . . on horseback, an altar

with two torch-bearers standing round it, like those of the ^lithraca, on
coins of Trapezus (on the coast of Pontus, /it/dic Trebizond, an important
city under the lower Empire, v. Finlay's ^ledi.eval (Treece, Index, s.v.)."

With the figures holding torches comp. the Mithraic tablet at Wies-
baden, mentioned above, the front of which is engraved as an illustration

of my paper on the Roman antiquities of the ^liddle Rhine, ArcJuvoL
Jounial, vol. xlvii., facing p. 378, .^ee also j). 380 ; and v. Lindenschmit,
Die Alterlhiimer unserer heidnischen Yorzeit, Heft x., taf v, Sculpturen,
rom. Grabsteine. Die beiden auf den Seitenflachen angebrachten Relief-

darstelhuigen aus deni Kreise mithraischer Geheimlehre finden sich

audi auf dem an gleicher Stelle entdeckten Grabsteine, etc. Hirt,

Rilderbuch fiir Mythologie, Erstes Heft, p. 88 sq. tab. xi., figs. 8,

9, p. 89, " So sieht man dass auch hier, so wei bei den Yorstellungen dcs
Mithrax, das Phrygische Costum zuxu (irunde liegt, und zwar nicht bloss

in der P>ekleidung und der Miitze, sondern audi in den schonen
lanogelockten Haare, welche sich auf der Scheitd trennen und
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zu bcyilon Soitoii auf dio Achseln fallen." C. W. Kiiif.', Antique

(renis and Kings, vol. j., p. 2H, note —Astrological siil)jL'cts —Asiatic

moon-god imaged as tiie bust of a hoy in a i'lirygian cap, resting

>i])on a crescent.

In Vlcit^ Doh(frii-<ts we have an adjective equivalent to Dolichenus,

Oolychenus, Dolochenus ; hut the site of this place has not yet heen

detei'minod with certainty. Vaillant, Kpigraphie de la Moi-inie, ]>. 39.

hc'sjardius, (ieogr. histor. et adminis. de la (Jaule roniaine, T.l. p. 370,

says, [j'inscription (of Halinghen) d'apres la forme des lettrcs, accuse la

belle epoque et est probablenient du premier siecle. Malheureusement

sa provenance premiere est inconnue.

I have mentioned the practice of swearing by the fortune of the

King ; it may remind us of the Patriarch Jose})h's words, " liy the life of

Pharaoh ye shall not go fortli hence," (genesis xlii., 15, and ibid. v. IG,

apparently a courtier's oath, which the commentators have severely

censured. Matthew Henry, in loco, })ithily remarks, " Bad words are

soon learned In' converse with those that use them, but not so soon

unlearned."

Aristotle's interpretation of the two heads on the coins of Tenedos has

been generally rejected. For his opinion and other explanations ."tc,

Leake, Numismata Hellenica, Insular Greece, p. 42 sq., and Eckhel

Doct. Num. Vet vol. ii., pp. 488-490. Mr. Head distinguishes three

periods in the money of the island— (1) circa B.C. 500, style of the head

archaic
; (2) circ. li.c. 400-350, fine

; (3) after circ. B.C. 200, base.

Judged by this st-mdard the coin above-mentioned l)elongs to the second

age. Moreover, the use of Omikron as equivalent to Omega in the

genitive plural TEXEAIOX assists us to fix the date approximateh'.
" The letter was not introduced into public documents luitil 403 D.c.

when Kuclid was archon of Athens." Scharf, (ruide to the Greek Court
in the Crystal Palace, p. 22. Comp. Key, On the Alphabet, pp. 27 and
42. This book is a republication of articles which originally appeared in

the Penny Cyclopaedia, with the addition of some philological papers.

Isaac Taylor, the Alphabet, vol. ii., p. 48 sq. notes, "the presence of new
letters 'I'X^'^l] in Lygdamis Inscription " ; the author summarizes the

stages in the evolution of the Ionian alphabet, as disclosed by
monuments previously described.

Pi-ofessor Ptidgcway, Origin of metallic currency and weight standards,

pp. 317 321, discusses the type of the Tenedos coins bearing the double-

lieadcfl axe, and regards it as the representative of an older barter unit.

In sujjport of this view he refers to the dedication of axes (ai'u^;;/xa) at

Delphi (Pausanias x., 14, 1), and to the giving of the same utensils as

prizes in funeral games : Homer, Iliad, ij^, xxiii., 850 sq., 882 sq., where
rjIxi-eXeKKa (i e., single-headed) are also mentioned.

Mr. Roach Smith, as I have stated above. Collectanea Antiqua, vol. i.,

p. 15, speaks of a town called Doliche in Macedonia ; I have not found
any ancient authority to support this assertion. Besides the places

bearing this name given in Pape's Worterbuch, Strabo informs us that

one of the Echiuadcs Islands near the mouth of the river Achelous, in

his own time, also had this appellation. The geographer's description of

the site shows his usual accuracy. Lib. x., cap ii., § 19, Kal Ta.vTijs

Si [Zo/vvr^o?] Kal T/ys Kec/jaAAv/i'ta? "po? eoj tol? 'E;(ti'a(5a5 ISpvaOaL vi]<to{\

(TvixjikjiijKa'' Mv TO re Aoi'At_>^toV ecm (^KaXov(Ti 8e vvv AoAt;^ai') .
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KUi tj [Lev AoXi'\<i. Kelrai Kara Oli'iai^wi k<u tv/i' CKfioXyi' Toii 'AveAa'oc,

^Lexovaa'Apa^ov, T7j<i TO)i' 'HXeUoi' aKpa<;, eKardi'. Vid. edit. Didot, Paris,

1877, Index noniiuum rerumque, p. 793, Doliche i.q. Dulicliium, q.v.

Eckhel's Doctriiiii Numoruni Veterum and Smith's Dictionary of Greek
and Roman Geography omit Doliche Commagenes ; and this is a
sufficient reason for (pioting authors wlio define its position. Leake
Numism. Hellen., Asiatic (ireece, p. 53, says that it stood on the road
from (lermanicia (Marash) to Zeugma (Kum-kaleh) about sixteen miles
westward of the right bank of the Euphrates ; and refers to the Antonine
Itinerary, p. 184 sq. 83 is the pagination in edit. Parthey and Pinder;
V. Index, Dolicha 184 (bis), 189, 191, \9i Do/uk AhuUcdxiiroite Ainfab,
Dchilc (Sestini). Leake, loc. citat., enumerates the Imperial coins of
Doliche : one of >hircus Aurelius and Lucius Verus has on the Reverse
AOAIXAICUN in two lines ; below A ; all in wreath. Cf. Supplement,
Asia, p. 47 sq.

Lipsius, edit. Tacitus, folio, Autverpiae, m.dc.vii., p. 374, has a good
note on the passage in the Histories iii., 24 fin., where the author
mentions the worship of the rising sun. He quotes several writers, and
amongst them Plato, libro x. De Legib. 'Ai'nTeAAoi'ros- re i]\lov kuI
(reAi/rv/'i Km irpos 8v(rfxa*; loi'T(o\-, —pocrKi'kureL^ a//a k(u TrpocrKvvn(r€i<;

iXXip'Mr re Kill fSappiipon' Trarrojr. Tertulhauus, Aj)ologet. ca}). xvi., Alii

plane humanius et verisimilius, Solem crediuit deum nostrum.
Suspicio inde, quod innotuerit nos ad Orientis regionem precari. See
also edit. Oehler, 1853, vol. i

, p. 180, note y.

The sun and moon frequently appear on imperial coins, as on the
votive offering at Pmda-Pest. Eckhel, vol. vii., p. 182, in postremis
Caracallae (uumis) saepe comparent aut Sol in citatis equorum, aut Luna
bourn bigis, etc. Catalogue of a selection from Leake's Greek coins in

the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge hy Churchill Babington, p. 25
Asiatic Greece, No. 93. "First l)rass of Scverus Alexander (a.d. 222-235).
Rev. Heads of Sev. Alexander and his mother Julia Mamaea opposed •

the former radiated (as the sun), the latter with crescent behind (as the
moon)." It should be borne in mind that this Emperor was born at
Area in Phoenicia, and his first cousin Elegabalus, who introduced the
worship of the Sun at Rome, was a native of Emesa in Syria.

For the inscription on the spiral column of intertwined serpents that
foi*merly supported a tripod at Constantinople (Herodotus ix., 81),
consult Dr. Is. Taylor's work. The Alphabet, an account of the Orioin
and Development of Letters, vol. ii., ch. vii., ^5, The Dated Monuments
pp. 50-52, Text and Notes; p. 50, Fac-simile

; p. 51, " Durino- the
occupation of Constantinople by the Western Powers at the time of the
Crimean war, excavations were undertaken by Mr. (now Sir) C. T.
Newton, then Vice-Consul at Mytilene, who disclosed the inscriptions on
the lower coils," v. Table, Chronological Development of the CJreek
Alphabet, p. 59.

In a note on the tripod at Buda-Pest I have made some remarks
concerning the representation of marine subjects by ancient artists.

Many illustrations occur in the Sicilian coins, among which those of
Syracuse are the most interesting. Leake (Numismata Hellenica
Insular Greece, Sicily and adjacent islands, j). 72), observes that
generally in them the heads of all the deities are surrounded by
dolphins ; as if Neptune was never to be forgotten in this maritime

VOL. L. 2 X
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ritv. If \vi' turn ti):i iMorc I't'i'i'iit aiit horitv, Mr. 1'.. \'. llrail's .Mi)ii(iij,ra|ili

1,11 ill,. ( 'lir(mi)l<»!;;i('al St'i|ii('iici' of t lie ( 'niiis dI" Syracuse, 1.^71, \\r >n't'

that tliirinjj; tlic Transition styK", dolpliins i-ouiid a female lieail all

aniH'iir moving' in the .tiiiiif diroction, but we rm<l them at a later periiid

in oj>j)(>sif<' directions: Sec the accom])an\in;^- autotype I'lates : 1,

(leoniovi-Uolon i., Sixtii Century—B.C. 4SU ; 2, Hieron i, u.c. 47940(1 ;
."5,

Democracy, n.c. IGG-lOG ; 4, Diouysian Dynasty, n.c. 405-;34.j.

It has been ])lausibly conjectured that this alteration syin])()lizos a

chang-e that took place in the extent of Syracuse. At first it only

occupied the island Ort^'gia, but afterwards it sjjread over the adjacent

mainland, and the two parts of the city were connected })y an aititicial

mole or causeway. Comp. Thucydides, vi., 3, where the historian is

speaking of the citj' as it existed in liis own time, i'ti^aK-oiVa?. . .

'Ap\l(i.^ 70)1'' HpaKket^wv e/c 'Kopivdov (okktc, ^tKcAor? e^eXd(Ta<; irpCiTov €K

T?i<; Niyfror, kv
fj

I'T'v ovKert 7re/itKAi'^o/aei'>; (washed all round) i) ttoAi? '/)

kvTik etrrtr- with Goeller's copious note. It is obvious that after the

formation of this isthmus the fishes could not swim round (^rtj'gia, as

they did before it had been constructed.

Consult the excellent map of Syracuse with the i'en;aining vestiges of

the five cities, published by the Society for the Diti'usiou of ["seful

Knowledge, and repeated in the Harrow Atlas of Classical Geography,

Xo. '!'.). It contains references to Thucydides, books vi. and vii., and to

Livv, books xxiv. and xxv, *SW Baedeker, italic Meridionale, edit.

1877, maps at p. 328, Siracusa e Contorni, Siracusa moderna.

I add a notice by .an English classic, of marine decorations appro-

priately nsed in sculpture. " The Dutch, whom we are apt to despise

for want of genins, shew an infinitely greater taste of antiquity and

politeness in tlieir buildings and works of this nature than what we

meet with in those of our own country. The monuments of their

admirals, which have been erected at the public exjiense, represent

them like themselves, and are adorned with rostral crowns and naval

ornaments, with beautiful festoons of sea-weed, shells and coral,"

Addison's Observations on Westminster Abliey, Spectator, Xo. 26.

Among the earlier French antiquaries Ca^dus holds a very high

place, second only to Montfaucon. He has ^ an excellent ^ chapter

on Tripods (Trepieds) in his llecueil d'Antiquites Egyptiennes, Etrusques

Grecques et Ivomaines, tome ii., pp. lGl-167, Planche liii. It begins

with general reflections on the subject, which are followed by special

notices of passages in Pausanias, whom he justly appreciates—"Auteur

dont on pent retirer le plus de lumieres sur les Arts de la Grece :

puisqu' il ne parle que de choses qu'il a viies, et dont il a juge

sur le bruit public." References to this writer's Itinerar}^ ('EAAaSos

Uepi'i'iytjo-L^) are indicated in the margin. E.g., Street of Tripods at

Athens, Attica, pag. Gl (lib. i., c. xx, p. 46). PI. liii. represents a basin

supported by a spiral column in the centre, like that at Constantinoj^le

mentioned above, and two pilasters enriched with vine-leaves and

clusters of grapes, which seem to show that the offering was dedicated to

Bacchus. The material of the monument is marble, and the height about

five feet ; it was found in that most productive mine of art treasures.

—Hadrian's Villa—at the foot of the hill of Tivoli : ^Murray's Handbook

for Rome, edit. 1864, Section 2. Excursions in the f^nvirons, map facing

p. 349, and pp. 358-360, with plan of Villa Adriana.
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Caylus, p. 164, speaking of the bronze serpentine pillar at Con-
stantinople, says, ce Dragon nc pent avoir occupe qne la place du
noyan, on dn montant, qni dans ce Trepied est fignre par nne espece dc
colonne torse, et monlee. ]]nt I think he is mistaken in snpposing that

there were other snp})orts of the golden bowl besides that which we now
see in the Hii)podrome at Constantinople ; they were not wanted,
becanse it rested on the three projecting heads of serpents.

The tripod appears occasionally in architectnral ornaments, there are

at least three examples of it at Eome. One occurs in a medallion on
the Arch of Constantine, (taken from a building of Trajan's time), which
exhibits that Emperor pouring incense upon an altar in front of a tall

pedestal, surmounted by a statue of Apollo, who has for his attributes a
tripod as well as a lyre and serpent. Rossini, Archi Trionfali,

Bassirilievi dell' Epoca di Trajano nell' Arco di Costantino dalla parte

del Colosseo ; the engraving is on a large scale. Smith's Dictionary of

Greek and Roman Antiquities, 3rd edition, s.v. Ara., vol. i., p. 158.

Professor J. H. Middlcton, Ancient Rome in 1885, chap, viii., Sculjjture

from Trajan's Forum, p. 279 sq., No. 2. The tripod occurs tAvice

on the so-called arch of Septimius Severus in Vclabro, named Arcns
Argentarius, because it was erected by the silversmiths and other

merchants of the Fonmi Boarium ;
viz., on a large panel where two

figures, a male and female, are offering sacrifice ; and on a smaller relief,

where only one figure remains ; originally Geta and Caracalla were both
represented here, but the former was erased, just as his name Avas

obliterated in public monuments. Rossini, op. citat., Ristauro dell'

Arco di Settimio Sevcro detto degli Argentieri, Spaccato dell' arco

Prof. Middlcton, ibid., chap, xiii., p. 444 sq., ex])lains that this edifice is

not an arch, but a gateway with a flat lintel.

iSee also note 1, ]>. 445. "A lead pipe in the Musco Kireheriano,

found at Palestrina, has the following inscription

EX • INDVLGENTIA • D • N • SEVEHI

ANTONIKI ET • |GETH AVGG • L . F

on which the name of Geta has been erased."

Professor Ridgeway, in his learned and ingenious work entitled, ''Origin

of Currency and Weight Standards," contends that many objects stamped
upon coins, which had been interpreted with reference to mythologv,
really represented units of exchange ; e g., pots and kettles (rpiTrode^,

XePij-ei) used for this purpose at an early period before such commodities
had been superseded by a metallic currency. This view is supported by
the case of Olbia, a Greek town on the northern coast of the Euxine,
whose bronze coins are made in the shape of a tunny fish, some of them
Avith the legend Y, i.e., GtVvos; so that here we have the intermediate
stage between the older object of barter and the coin impressed with its

likeness which occiu's at Cyzicus : op. citat., p. 316 sq.

On the other hand, 1 think there is danger of carrying the application
of this theory too far. Devices on coins are unqnestionably sometimes
non-religious emblems, as a crab or a fish in the Sicilian series indicates

a maritime position. In other cases their relation to gods and goddesses
is evident ; the didrachms of Crotona supply us with a good illustration :

Miiller-Wieselcr, DenkmiUer, part i., taf. xvi.. No. 75, Silbermiinze von
Kroton, mit dem Dreifusse auf der eiiieu, und dem Raben des Ajjolleu
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auF dcr juuleni Sc'iLo. Diibci die liueli.stabtii °IM) d.i. K/jorojiwaTui'.

Niich Miounot, Description, Kccucil (less I'lunchcs, GO, 2, wlicre the nivou

as an attribute slionld ])v nodccd. Kcklu-l, Doct. Num. Vet., vol. i., p. 170,

'I'ripus ad A])olliiiis ciiltuiii ])t'rtnict, liaud duljie Crotonc inipcn.sius

cuiti, (jiiia AJyscello Achaco op^JorLuna ad coiidiiidain urhcai cousilia

sug•ge.s^^it. Strabo, liV). vi., p.m. 102, cn\). i., § li'. 'I'Ir' trijuxl occur.s

also on the money of IJIie^iinn, and evidently belonj^s to the same deity,

Eekliel, il)id. p. liSl. Hunter's ('ataloj.;iie, p. 215, where there are m;iny

examples of it and of the lyre; one is thus described, riiri.Vl.'.X.

Apollo nudus cortinae insidens ad sinistram ; de.xtra sagittam ; sinistra

arcui innixa. Leake, Numismata llellenica, European Cireece, j). 118.

These emblems cannot surprise us if we remember how widely the

worshi]) of the god had extended in the (ireeian world: CO. Midler,

Handbook of Arcluoology, English Translation, p. 417
; § 3G1, liemark 5.

Id. History and Antiquities of the Doric Race, Eng. Transl., vol. i.,

])p. 318-371, chaps, vii. and viii., and summaries prefixed to each

chapter.

In the Catalogue of the Collection D'Amecourt, No. G22, vVVSS. has

been misread for AVGG. (Augustorum), which Professor Kidgeway
])oin(ed out to nic ; the cause of the mistake is the peculiar form of C,

which is made thus s, as in the Medicean MS of \ irgil, \\ritten in the

fifth centiu'y and jjreserved at Florence. See Burm;am's edition of that

author, vol. i., p. 36 of the Preface. Exempluni sciipturae . . . et epi-

granuuatis ibi autographi Asterii Consulis, who not only possessed the

Codex, but also emended it : Key, on the Alphabet, p. 33, pi. iv.,

lloman letters tabulated ; and ibid. p. 42.

The denarius of the r/'-'ii-^ Hoslilia, referred to above, is rem;u'kable for

the head of Paror on the obverse, as that of an old man with his hair

standing on end ; and it has been plausibly conjectured that the

features of A-^ercingetorix, the Callic chief conquered by Caesar, are here

reproduced : liabelon, Monnaies de la Itepublique llomainc, vol. i., p]).

519-5-'52, p. 55U, No. 2 ; and vol. ii., p. 17, No. 28. Fortnightly Review,

vol. iv., p. 208 sq. ; in the former page there is a typographical eiTor,

C'injH.r for carnijj; a military trumpet {Kapvv^, Diodorus Siculus, lib. v.,

cap. 30, crdATTiyya? 8' le^oviTLv ('5toc/>iets khX f^ap8apii«i<;. kmliVirCuri yap

ravTaa koL Trp6fidXXov(rii' lyX"^ Tpo.^vv kuv TroAez-i.tK/ys Tiif)ii.\ij'i ulkouv :

see Stephens, Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, edit. Didot, vol. iv., col. 974,

s.v. Kapi'os, tuba Calatica.

For the essedarii see Baumeister, Denkmiiler dcs Klassisehen Alter-

tums, vol. iii, p 2,100, l.o., i.e , links oben, A\'agenkampfer (wahrschein-

lich aus Britannien eingefidu-t, cf. Caesar, Bell. Call, iv., 33) : Smith's

Diet, of Antt., 3rd edition, s.v. Essedum, vol. i., p. 7G0 b : Suetonius,

Caligula c. 35, Claudius c. 21, In Orelli's Inscriptions, vol. i., p. 449,

No. 2566, ESS. occurs twice as an abbreviation of Esscdarius ; ibid. p.

452, No, 2585, ESSE; No. 2584, DY.MACHERU SIVE ASSIDARIO
{sk). Dimachaerus would be the correct form of the word from the

(^I'eek 8t/^ax"ipos, i e., one who fights with two swords. Diodorus appears

to use TTapafSaTii'i as equivalent to essedarliis ; v, 29, 'Ei/ 8e raU
o8ot7ropi'(/.i5 K'ai Tcis iia\aL<; xpSivrai irvvMpunv (bigis), 'i\ovTO<i to?

apjijiTO'i lyi'toxoi' ^'u(, —apuftdT-iji' (poet. irapaifiaTij'i).

We find also the feminine gender, essrdaria : Petronii Satirae, c. 45, p.

51 edit. Buecheler, jam nannos aliquot habet et mulierem essedariam et
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disjjcnsatorcm Glyconis. With this case of a woman fighting from a

chariot in the amphitheatre oomp. Juvenal, i., 22 sq.,

Mae via Tuscum
Figat apriim, et nuda tencat venabula mannna. v. Kuperti's Com-

mentary, in loco, and footnote 1 1

.

1 remember having seen, in the Autumn of 1892, four bi'onze wheels

amongst the antiquities in the Museum at Lyons, and 1 believe that there

is one example in the Mayer Collection at Liverpool.

The poems of Sidonius Ajjollinaris belong to the period immediately
after Attila, who died a.d. 453. Majorian, one of the best Emperors,
distinguished both as a general and a legislator, reigned a.d. 457-46 1 :

Gibbon, chap, xxxvi., edit. Smith, vol. iv., pp. 265-274. For his coins

^ce the Catalogue of the Collection D'Amecourt, p. 129 sq., Xos. 816,

817, with photos, at the end of the volume. Observe in No. 816 a shield

bearing the monogram of Christ, and the legend of the reverse

VICTORIA AVGGG., denoting three Angusti. I conjecture that the

abbreviation AVGGG., refers to Leo and Ilicimer, (v. Gil)bon, loc. citat.).

Cohen, vol. vi., p. 515, No. 5 ; Rev. VOTIS MVLTLS, ^lajorien et Leon
assis de face ... entre eux dans le champ RV, ^lusee Britannique.

Cohen, ibid., p. 514, Majorien, lie d'amitie avec Ricimer. Other
examples of AVGGG occur in the Collection d'Amecourt, pp. 130-132.

Of New Testament writers St. Paul, alone I think, refers to adoption,

because he was a Roman citizen.' It was as natural for him to do so, as

to derive his imagery from the armour of the soldier to whom he was
chained : Epistle to the Ephesians, vi., 13-17.

; ibid. v. 20, iVep ov

Trf)€<r(3€V(jj €v dArcret. Comp. Acts, xxviii, 16, (rvv til (/.rAoo-tJoi'Ti avruv

(TTpariMT
11
;iind ibid., xxiv., 27, 6 '^7]Xl^ KaTeXiirer tov Ua.vXoi' SeSe/xeroi',

Conybeare and Howson, Life and Epistles of St. Paul, 8^'"" edition, vol.

ii., chap, xxii., p. 355, text and notes 15, where cudodia viilitana is fully

explained ; ibid., chap, xxiv
, p. 460 ; latter part of chap xxv., p. 506

sq. ; beginning of chap, xxvi., pp. 508-511.

Being a Roman citizen, the Apostle was beheaded, and according to

tradition, by the sword, not the lictor's axe. Cicero, Orations against

Verres, v., 61-67, dwells on the execution of Gavins by crucifixion as a

monstrous violation of law, and one of the worst ott'ences which that

governor had committed. The mode of St. Paul's martyrdom is com-
memorated by a sword in the armorial bearings of the Corporation of

the City of London. This is a better explanation than -the p()])ular

notion that the sword represents the weapon with which Sir A\'illiam

AValworth struck down Wat Tyler.

For inscriptions found at Aquincum scv C. I. L., vol. iii., lllyrici

Latinae, Pt. 1, Pannonia Inferior § xix, pp. 439-455, Xos. 3412-361-1,

]). 439, Colonia .Elia Septimia Aquincum (Alt-Ofeu) : also the Ephemeris
Ei.)igrai)hica, which is supplementary to the Corpus, vol. ii., }jp. 369-388.

Mommsen frequently corrects and severely criticizes the mistakes made
by Desjardins in his work entitled, Desiderata du Corp. Inscrr. Lat.

de FAcademie de Berlin, Paris, 1874-75 : e.g.. No. 643, quod edidit

NEME • SALVT, in lapide nee est nee fuit; for which Mommsen reads

NEMESI AVG; cf. Nos. 649, 653. Many inscrijjtions have been
removed from Aquincum to Buda-Pest—"Nunc Pestini in Museo."
Mommsen thinks that Hadrian, who reigned a.d. 117-138, founded

Aquincum, and the numismatic evidence, as I have already remarked,
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coiilinns this ojnuion : Mokscli, Illiistrirtcr Fiilircr clurch lUidiipcst uud
Uiii^c'ltuiiyoii, |t. 43. Moreover, we know, from the express statements

of Ills ])io>;rii])her Spnrtianus, that Hadrian was aetive in defending- the

Ivoman frontiers, eonstruetinj;' tlie Wall in Britain that bears his name,

and in many j)laees separating the barbarians from the Empire, by

means of large stakes fixed deep in the ground and eonneeted with one

another: ehaps. 11, 12 (stipitibus magnis, in modum nuu'alis sepis,

funditus jactis atque conncxis, barbaros separavit). It seems probable

that the reference here is to the boundary between the llomans and

Germans, because the next sentence begins with Germanis regem
eonstituit : liruce, On the Roman Wall, 4*^" edition, pp. 11-14; Mr.

'^i\ Hodgkin's Essay on the Pfahlgraben, reprinted from the Arclueologia

.I'iliana, pp. 48 and 85. This name of the barrier corresponds well with

tlie passage of Spartianus just (pioted, for the word P/a/i!, English pti/>',

is the came as the Latin pa/ua, which is nearly synonymous with dipets.

The interchange between pf and jj is fre(juent, the German language

often having the two letters where our own has only one : comp. Pfund
pound, Pfcffcr yeppe.r, Pfmi pc.a-coeV : Key, On the Alijhabet, p. 88.

S>ie also the German Dictionaries of Hilpert, 1846, and Heyne, 1892;

the former derives pains from pwiere, archaic form of panjere, which

occurs in the XII. Tables, and has the same root as the Greek TTip/wju,

IIHr, IIAF : Fr. Kluge, Etymologisclies Worterbuch der deutschen

Sprache, 1884, s.v. Pfalz (the Palatinate), a name which seems to be

closely connected with Pfahl, m. lat. . . . palitiam " contextus ac series

palorum " Pdlus, a stake, must be carefully distinguished from pd/us,

a marsh : v. Juvenal, Sat. vi., 247 and 267 ; Horace, Ars Poetica, v. 65,

with Bentley's note.

Gregorovius, in his Geschichte des romischcn Kaisers Hadrian uud
seiner Zeit, has not done justice to the great Roman emperor. For

where he mentions the visit to Germany, he speaks of Hadrian only as

improving tlie condition of the army, and restoring military discipline,

chap, v., p. 26. I have previously had occasion to observe that authors

are apt to fail in that part of their work which treats of the liistory or

language of their native country.

This visit is commemorated by two coins : Eckhel, vol. vi., p. 494.

Reverses : GERMANIA. Mulier stans dextra hastam, sinistra c]y[)eum

(Jermanicum.

EXERCITVS GERMAN ICVS S.C. Iraperator eques milites alloquitur.

But Cohen's description of the former is in some respects more complete
;

Medailles Imperiales, vol. ii., pi. v., text p. 131, No. 264. La Germanie

debout a gauche, tenant luie lance de la main droite, et appuyee siu- un
bouclier. There can be little doubt that the female figure represents

Germany, because her shield is hexagonal, and therefore not Roman but

in harmony with the legend. Eckhel is wrong in using the word
di/peutt, which means a round shield (cf. the Homeric ao-Trts Travros' eta-t],

with the rim everywhere equidistant from the centre). Even scutum,

though not accurate, would have been a better word than ch/peue,

because the former is rectangular, as is shown by the Greek equivalent

Ovpeus, from dvpa, a door. Moreover, Tacitus, in his account of German
armour says, eques quidem scuto frameacjue contentus est . . . (pedites)

scuta tantum lectissimis coloribus distingiumt ; Germania, cap. 6.

Similiter Diodorus, v., 30, Gallis tribuit Ovpeovs imro LKiX/xe^'ovs

t8toTpo7rojs, V. Orelli, in loco.
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For tliis subject comp. La Coloune Trajane decrite par W. Froehner,

p. 130, No. 74, Foret, Lcs boucliers dc forme hexagoiiale, and Index

Alpliabetupie, where other shields are mentioned—round, oval, oblong :

Fabretti, La Colonna Trajana, Roma, 184-G, taf. Ixxx, Trofei di Mario,

with illustrative coins, legend SPQR OPTIMO PKINCIPI ; text

prefixed, s.f., che volgarmente si dicono di Mario.

No notice of Aquincum will be found in Col. Von Cohausen's elaborate

work, Der Romische Grenzwall in Deutschland, because this place lies

far eastwards, beyond the Limes Transdanubianus and Transrhenanus,

which begins near Ratisbon on the former river, and ends near Ander-

nach on the lattery sm map, taf. i., in the accompanying Atlas of

Plates, where the Vallum Hadriani and Vallum Pii are inserted for

compai-ison.

Besides the authorities already cited, consult a paper by the Rev,

Prebendary Scarth, read before the Archaeological x\ssociation, November
21, 1883, Recent Discoveries made at Aquincum in Hungar}', and some
Roman Inscriptions recording the conquest under Trajan. At. p. 193

we read |
AVS, letters doubtful, AVG F]. The same mistake seems to

have been made here as that in the Catalogue of the Collection

D'Amecourt, p. 94, No. 622.

The following passages may be useful to the numismatic student,

especially with reference to Siscia ; Lepaulle, op. citat., chap, i..

Observations generales, pp. 17-19; Marques distinct!ves des divers

ateliers monetaires. Caracteres chronologiqiies de leurs emissions,

p. 19 ; Atelier de Siscia, p. 20 sq. ;
Tableau synoptique des marques

des diflerents ateliers, p. 26 sq. ; chap, iv., (luerre cles Gaules et de

Germanic a.d. 276-278, pp. 51-68, esp. p. 53 ; and note (44) p. 107.

Poetovio is now Pettau, a ton'n in the South of Styria, close to the

borders of Croatia, and occurs for the first time in Tacitus, Histories,

iii, 1 ; where, in his account of the events that occurred a.d., 69, he

relates that the generals of the Flavian party made this place their base

of operations, met in the winter-quarters of the thirteenth legion, and

discussed their plan of campaign for the war with Vitellius. We some-

times find the name written Petovio ; but Poetovio is the form in the

important Florentine MS. of Tacitus, usually called Codex Mediceus,

which is confirmed bv an inscription : Orelli's Collection, vol. ii., }). 129,

No. 3592, discovered outside 4\irragona, LVCILIO POETOVION.
Ptolemy, book 2, chap xiv., in his Geographical description of Upper

Pannonia, Ilai'i'oi'tas rvys ai'w ^ecrt?, >^ 3, mentions cities south of the

Danube, Oi'/.i'Sc/3oi'a
(
Vindohona), Kdpvovs (Carnuntnui), Bpiyenoi'

(Bregetium), &c.
; § 4, he proceeds to enumerate places remote from the

river, 'Atto 8e toG TroTafJiod TroAets atSe 2!oAa, Uoit6/3lov, ^aovapua. See

in the copious notes edit. Car. Miiller, vol. i., p. 292, various readings

for llo/.To/itoi'. Poetovio, being near the frontier, is assigned sometimes

to Noricum and sometimes to Pannonia. Comp. the Itinerarium

Hierosolymitanum, at the end of Parthey and Finder's edition of the

Itineranium Antonini, p. 266 (edit. Wesseling, p. 561),

civitas Petovione mil. xii.

transis pontem, intras Pannoniam
inferiorem.

If the traveller is making the journey from Vienna to Trieste by the

juain line, at Marburg he comes to a branch on the riuht for Klagenfurt
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(capital of Carinthia, Karntcn) and tlic Tirol, and a little further at

I'ragoriiof toa branch on the left for Buda-Pest ; on this railway' the first

station is Pettau : wv the map prefixed to Baedeker's Siid-Dentschland.

There arc also various forms of the name Sabaria, which occurs in

riinv ; the Inscriptions ;j;ive us Savaria, Claudia Savaria, Colonia

Claudia Savaria. The 'i'ahle of IVutinger, edit. Mannert, Segmentum
iv., C, has Sabarie, south-east of Carnuntum, but here as in many other

cases, the relative distances are marked incorrectly. " All the countries

included are enormously distorted, being greatly exaggerated in length

from west to cast, and e(]ually curtailed in breadth "
: Sir E. H. Bun-

burv. History of Ancient (Geography, vol. ii., p. G97.

The Curatorium of the Joanneum at Graz puldishes an annual Report

(.Tahresl)ericht), which supplies details concerning the condition and

ju'ogress of the Institution—some of them useful to the antitpiary, e.g..

No. Ixxxi. for the year 1892; p. 33, Sannnelfunde aus pi-;ihist(n'ischer

und nimischer Zeit
; p. 3.5, Romische Sculi)turen, Inschriften {La/>i-

ffariinii)
; p. 30, Miinzcn und Medaillen

; p. 39, Zusannnenstellung des

Zuwachses.

At the begimiing of this memoir I have made some remarks on the

disuse of Latin by Himgarians at the present time ; it is the more to ])e

regretted, as their ancestors had set them a good example ; for Velleius

Patercnlus expressly informs \is that they showed aptitude to learn the

language of their conquerors
; p. 69 a, edit. Lipsius, appended to his

Tacitus (a fine folio that issued from the press of the celebrated printer

Plantin, Antverpife, m.dc.vii
) ; lib. ii., cap. 110, §5, edit. Orclli,

p. 12-3, In omnibus autem Pannoniis non discipliuic tantummodo, sed

linguse qnoquc iiotitia Romanfe
;
plerisque etiam literarum usiis et

faniiliaris animorum erat exercitatio. The testimony of Velleius is

peculiarly valuable, because he served with distinction under Tiberim

during the campaigns against the Pannonians, Dalmatians and Illyrians :

lib. ii., c. iii., § 3, Habuit in hoc quocpie bello mediocritas nostra speciosi

ministri locum; cf. ibid., v; 4, and c. 104,^5 3. He was a prrefectus or

legatus of Tiberius for nine years : Merivale, History of the Romans
vmder the Empire, vol. iv., p. 310.

Similar circumstances give weight to the statements of the historian

Dion Cassius, who flourished at a later period—at the close of the

second and in the earlier part of the third centuiy, from the reign of

Commodus to that of Alexander Severus. He was governor of Pannonia

A.t». 227. After describing the unhappy condition of that people

(KUKof^uoTaroL 8e avOpioiron' ovrei), suffering from a severe climate and

having no enjoyment in life, he adds that he did not write merely what

he had heard or read, but what he knew accurately from personal

observation {odev UK-pt/Scos iravra ra kut' ai'Tois et'Sws ypapto) : Hist.

Rom. xlix , 36, edit. Sturz, torn, ii., p. 744. In the same chapter he

proposes aw absurd etymology for the name of this nation, deriving

Pannonia from pannns, because they wore tunics with sleeves, which

they made of pieces of cloth {paniu) cut up and sewn together in a

fashion peculiar to themselves, €'» Traivoi^s e7rt;^a)pioj5 ttojs kol Karare/^voj/Tcs

Ka\ Trpoirayopevorre'i (TvppdTTTovcn. Annotationes ad Dionis librum xlix.,

edit. Sturz tom. v., p. 603, No. 166. Lipsius, in his note on Tacitus,

Germania, c. 17, p. 442, edit. Plantin, seems to support this opinion by
refei'riug to the word I'njtfroc/,; pars infra zonam pendula, pa/it nobis
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dicta, a word connected with Panzer, med. Lat. pancerea, Italian

panciera, ixntchi, French p(Ui>ii\ Englisli yniinck : Teil der Uiistung . . .

der den Unterleib deckt ; Kluge, P^tyiuologisches AVorterbuch der
Deutsclien Sin-achc, s.v. Panzer; and Moritz Heine, Dentsches AVorter-

buch.

It would be a better explanation to say that the Pannoniaus were a
branch of the Thracian Pieonians, though Dion treats them as peoples

quite distinct from each other. Moreover, Tacitus, (Jermauia, c. 43,

implies that the Pannonians (like the modern Hungarians) did not
speak the same language as the Germans ; Osos Pannonica lingua

coarguit non esse (Jermauos. See Sir E. H. Bunbury's Article in Smith's
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography, vol. ii., jj. 541 col. a.

For reasons which I have already stated, those who would study
the antiquities of Hungary will find some knowledge of the Magyar
language necessary. As an introduction, but nothing more, the

Praktisches Lchrbuch der Ungarischen Sprache fiir den Selbstunterricht,

by Ferdinand Gorg, may be useful. It is a small volume, 12mo, })p.

182 in A. Hartleben's Bibliothek der Sprachenkunde, which inchidcs

many languages, and amongst them the recently invented " Volapiik,"

die internationale A^erkehrssprache. I have consulted Dankovszky's
Magyarica) lingute Lexicon critico etymologicum, c quo ]»atefit qute

vocabula Magyari e sua avita Caucasia dialecto conservarint, qiucve a
Slavis, iiti Bohemis, Carniolis, Croatis, Illyriis, Polonis, Kussis, Serbis,

Slavis Pannoniis, Vendis, A^alachis, })orro a Gnecis, Germanis, Italis, etc.,

adoptarint, pp. 1,000, IS'oS. Here the Avords are arranged, as in

Scapula's Greek Lexicon, according to derivations, so that the beginner
especially has great difficulty in using it ; if he v.ishes to make rapid

progress, he must avail himself of some more modern dictionary.

Pi'efixed is a Dedication to a bishop of Alba Regia, who is compared to

Phoebus amid the stars, Demosthenes and Seneca ; it consists of twenty-
three hexameters abounding in false ciuantities to such a degree, that it

reminds one of Boileau's remark on Louis XI\\'s attem}>t at poetry :

*' Nothing is unpossible to your Majesty
;
your Majesty has chosen to

make bad verses, and has i)erfectly succeeded."

Vol. xii. of the Encyclopiudia Britannica contains a long article on
Hungary, pp. 361-380, divided into sections— 1., Geography and
S':atistics ; 2, History ; 3, Language ; 4, Literature. At the close

of each section the Bibliography of the respective subjects is given.

Most of the books mentioned are Hungarian, but scjme are German ; and
it would be well for tiie antiquarian traveller to bear in mind tliat some
important authorities have written in the latter language. So at Buda-
Pest, while all the labels attached to the objects exhibited in the

Museum boi'e, as far as I observed, Magyar inscriptions, a (Jerman
guide has been published—Romer's Illustrirter Fuhrcr in iler Mihiz

—

und Alterthumsabtheilung des ungarischen National-Museums mit 200
Ilolzschnitten.

As an addendum to what has been said abcnit the valuation of

women 'in antiquity, I subjoin an extract from Professor Ridgeway's

book, " On the Origin of ^Ictallic Currency and AA^eight Standards,"

p. 399, which supplies a mediicval estimate of them, " The
evidence from the Penitentials shows that silver was scarce at a

comparatively still early date in Ireland. Thus xii. altilia vel xiii.

VOL. L. 2 Y
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sicli (slic'kfls) piMctiiuii iniiiis cujus(|uc micilUo ; nolo, AViifSheriitli-

k'bcii, Die liuss()rdiiun;j,(ii il. .\l»(.'iullan<li,scli. Kirclicu (De disputiitioiio

llil)oni(.'ii«is Siiiodi rt ( ii'(.-;^i)ri Xas;i.sciii sonnu), |i. \'-'>7.'' ^l//ih's (sc.

avis) is the form used in classical Latiiiity ; e.g., .luvnial, Sat. v., 115,

anseribus par Altilis, and ibid, v., 168 : alt/'le is lucdiiuval ; JJucauge,

lllos.sar_v, s.v., quod alendo saf^iiiatuin et i>inguefactuin est.

It only remains for me to acknowledge with gratitude my obligations

to Dr. Haiupel, Curator of the liuda-Pest Museum, and to I'rofcssors

Luschin von Kbengreuth and (Jurlitt, of the University of (iraz, for

their very kind assistance in my researches.



OPENING A.DDRESS OF THE HISTORICAL SECTION AT THE

LONDON MEETING.!

By H. C. MAXWELL LYTE, C.B., F.S.A.

It lias lieen, to some extent, customary for successive

Presidents of the Historical Section to give an account of

the different places selected for the annual meetings of

the Royal Archaeological Institute, and the members of

this Ijody have special cause to deplore the death of

Professor Freeman, for he, from time to time, contributed

to its Proceedings very valuable essays on particular

localities. No one was better qualified than he to point

out the distinctive characteristics of a town or of a county,

and to emphasize the chief incidents in its history. All

who have heard or read his addresses on such subjects

will remember the forcible manner in which he brought
out points of similitude and points of difference between
places in various parts of our own country ; while his

frecpient visits to the continent, and his wide knowledge
of the history of foreign lands, enabled him to supply
parallels from abroad. A volume about English Toums
and Districts, which he published ten years ago, contains

papers which he had read before the Ptoyal Archaeological

Institute in connexion with Exeter, C^ardiff and Glamoro;an,

the county of Somerset, Colchester, and Carlisle. The
first of these deserves special notice as forming the original

nucleus of the monograph on Exeter, which he contributed

to the series of volumes on Historic T'owns, of which he
was the joint editor.

If, then, with this eminent example before me, I

venture on the present occasion to depart from an
established practice, it is not from any doubt as to its

desirability under ordinary circumstances. My justification

lies in the fact that the Institute, instead of visiting some

^ Read at Eurliugton House, July 13, 1893.
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jirii\iiiri,il town, is this year lioldiiiLi' its conoi'css in tlie

(•;i|iii;il (il'tlit' liritisli l'jn[)ii'e. Most ol'tlKisc wlioin it has

l»r()ii,i;lit tdgvtlier need no iiitroilnctioii in the locality, and

the hriete.st sketcli of tlic liistory of London would far

exceed the limits of an inaugural address.

Instead, tlierefore, of attempting to say anytliing about

this great town, I propose to call your attention briefly

to the progress of historical science in England during the

twenty- seven years which have elapsed since this Institute

last held its annual congress in London. Several of our

foremost liistorians have passed away since 1866, but

their writings and their precepts remain for the guidance

of future generations. Evidences of a wider interest in

archaeological studies, of a greater desire for historical

accuracy are, I think, visible on every side. The painter,

the theatrical manager, and the novelist alike turn to the

archreologist for assistance.

To begin with recent histories of the kingdom at large,

we have, in the first place, the ConMitutional Ilistori/ of

Eiujland, by the "present Bishop of Oxford, which extends

from the earliest times to the reign of Henry YJI., and
shows an unsurpassed knowledge of institutions, of events,

and of men alike. The collection of Select Charters may
be regarded as an appendix to the Historij, l)ut these two

works taken together do not by any means represent the

whole of the learned author's recent contril)utions to

historical literature.

Very different in character, although equally based upon

original authorities, is the late ^Ir. J. R. Green's Short

History of clie Englisli Peojjle, which obtained a very

wide popularity within a few months of its pul)lication.

Intended orio;inallv as a mere school-book, a revised

edition of it has been issued suitable for the library, and,

more recently, it lias been appropriate!}' illustrated with

pictures from old manuscripts and the like.

Turnino' next to books dealing- with more limited

j^eriods, we have, for very early times, ]\Ir. Elton s

Origins of English History, and, for the eleventh century,

the monumental History of the Norman Conquest, by the

late Professor Freeman, and the continuation of it, which

embraces The Reign of William Jlufus.

Mr. Wylie's uncompleted History of the Reign of
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Henry IV. is largely based upon manuscript autliorities

which he has consulted in person, an<l Sir James Ramsay's

two volumes, dealing witli part of the fifteenth century,

also Ijring to light a number of facts unknown to writers

who have depended upon the more accessible sources of

information.

The late ]\lr. Brewer's Introductions to the first four

volumes of the official Calendar of Letters and Pcvpers of

the reign of Henry YIII. are practically a history of the

earlier "part of that period, and as such they have been

reprinted in a separate form. In the Introductions to the

subsequent volumes of this important Calendar, Mr.

Gairdner has confined himself more closely to a considera-

tion of the documents with which he had to deal, and

especially of those wliicli had not been printed before.

Among other workers in the same field, I may mention

Mr. Pocock and Father Clasquet, whose book on

Henry VIII. and the Englisli Monasteries throws a

flood of fresh light upon events connected with the

dissolution of the religious houses.

For the reigns of the first two English kings of the

house of Stuart, Ave have in Mr. Gardiner a historian

who spares no pains to obtain materials hitherto unused,

and who will, we may liope. favour us with further

volumes as valuable as those which have already appeared.

Although the eighteenth century scarcely comes within

the purview of an Archaeological Institute, one cannot

mention it without remembering that it has a living

historian of the highest eminence in ]\Ir. Lecky.

Other important works relating to the history of the

whole kingdom might easily be mentioned, but those

which I have enumerated are enough to show that great

progress has l)een made during the period under con-

sideration.

Much attention has been devoted during the last twenty-

seven years to the study of tlie social institutions of the

middle ages. The Bishop of Oxford's Constitutional

History, already mentioned, contains a great deal of

information about them, and separate books deal with

some of them in detail. The laborious History of Agri-

culture and Prices, for instance, by the late Professor

Rogers, covers a period of four centuries and a half, and
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the same autlior lias Itiouglit together some of the results

of liis rcseai'clies in his Six Centuries of Work and
War/es. Only ten years ago, Mr. Seebohm, l)y his book

on T/ie Eii(jl}s]i Vinacje Community, drew attention to a

su])je(;t wliicli had until then l)een almost neglected, and
this has been followed by Professor Vinogradoff's volume
on Villeinage in EnglainJ, which, altliough written by a

learned Russian, may fairly be mentioned liere because the

materials for it were collected in this country, and it is

written in our own lanouaoe. Another foreio-ncr. tem-

porarily sojourning among us, M. Jusserand, has collected

a great deal of curious information al)Out English Way-
faring Life ill the Middle Ages Di". Brentano, the late

Mr Toulmin Smith, ]\Ir. Goss, Mr. Lambert and others

have written at some length as to the origin and organisa-

tion of the mediaeval gilds, but the subject is by no means
exhausted. Tlie University of Caml)ridge has found an

able historian in Mr. JMullinger, and several other writers

have traced the fortunes of different academical institutions

in En o]and.

The fiscal antiquities of the kingdom have been
examined by ^Mr. Dowell in his History of Taxation, and
by j\lr. Hubert Hall in his History of tlic Custom-Revenue.

Some recent books of a professedly legal character may
fairly be said to belong to the domain of history, such as

Sir William Anson's Law and Custom of the Constitution,

Mr. Pike's History of Crime, and Mr. Digby's Histoi'y of
the Law of Real Projjerty.

It would be hopeless in this brief review to attempt to

enumerate the more important of the numerous biographies

and l)ooks of memoirs that have been published in England
during the last twenty-seven years, and I will only remark
that a vast amount of fresh materials for such works has

been made available of late, especially by the Calendars

which have been issued by the Government. It is, how-
ever, impossible to quit this subject without some mention

of the Dictionary of National Biography, a gigantic

undertaking which would have been wholly impracticable

if the work had not been distributed among the members
of a large literary staff.

Another conspicuous recent example of the advantages

of co-operation in such matters is the New English
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Dk'tionarij, which fairly chiims a phace here l)ecause it is

fouiided " on historical principles."

A third periodical publication supported by numerous

contributors is the English Historical Review, which,

under very able management, contains original essays of

permanent value, careful reviews of books, and quarterly

lists of recent historical works.

The last twenty-seven years have not been fruitful in

large county histories, although there have been a few

new ones such as Mr. Cussan's Hist07'y of Hertfordsldre,

and Mr. Hunter's History of Hallamshire, and revised

editions of some old ones such as Ormerod's History of
Cheshire, Hutchins's History of Dorset, and Baines's

History of Lancashire. The bulky folios and quartos,

compiled with so much industry by antiquaries of former

generations, command long prices in the book-market, but

they do not nowadays provoke imitation . For the change

of feeling and practice in this respect, there are, I think,

several causes. In the first place, a new county history

would be expected to reach a very high standard of

excellence, and to embrace a very great variety of subjects,

thus requiring on the part of the editor an extraordinary

breadth of accurate knowledge. Then again, the com-

paratively recent opening of archives—national, corporate

and private-—has so vastly increased the amount of

material which would have to be digested, that the

topographical and genealogical sections of an important

county history would alone entail long years of assiduous

labour.

The cessation of great county histories, however, does

not imply any diminution of general interest in local

antiquities. On the contrary, the numljer of persons

engaged in researches concerning particular places or

particular institutions is probably much greater now than at

any previous time. I cannot, for ol)vious reasons, attempt

to enumerate the many books which have been printed

within the last twenty-seven years dealing with portions

of a county, still less those which deal with the history of

a single parish. Some have taken the form of handsomely
illustrated volumes ; some are little more than pamphlets,

and they differ as much in quality as they differ in outward

appearance, mere size and cost being of course no criterion
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of real value. In some cases the local historian <j,ives only

a circumstantial account ot" one ancient residence, and ot"

the fortunes of its successive owners, and monot^raphs of

this sort, being very limited in range and suitable to a

narrative form, often interest readers who make no special

profession of antiquarian tastes.

The steady increase in the number of persons pursuing

independent researches in the various branches of English

history has led to the production, within the last twenty-

seven years, of several manuals for their guidance, which

I venture to enumerate without comment, as their

respective titles are sufficiently explanatory of their

contents :—An Introdiictloii to the Study of Eiujlisli

Ilistorii, by Mr. Gardiner and Mr. JMullinger ; a Guide to

the Princijjal Classes of Documents in the Public Record

Office, by Mr. Scargill-Bird ; the Record Interpreter, by
Mr. C. T. Martin ; Records and Record Searchhig, by
Mr. AV, Rye ; How to write the History of a Parish, by
Mr. J. C. Cox ; How to ivrite the History oj a Family,
by Mr. W. P. Phillimore ; and a Handy Book for Dates,

by the late Mr. J. J. Bond. The possession of these unpre-

tendino' but useful books is of the oreatest advantao'e to

students, especially to beginners.

More ambitious in character than any of the al)0ve, l)ut

equally indispensable, are the late Mr. Doyle's Official

Baronage of England, and Mr. Cokayne's Complete
Peerage, Unfortunately the Baronage does not include

the ordinary barons, and the Complete Peerage has not

yet been completed.

Mere lists of names and dates do not claim a high place

in historical literature, l)ut we have reason to be grateful

for the publication of Mr. Foster's Alumni Oxoniensis
;

j\lr. Metcalfe's Booh of Kniglits and other lists of that

sort. Such works are useful not only for biographical and
genealogical purposes, but also for settling the dates of

undated documents.

During the last twenty-seven years the venerable

Society of i\_ntiquaries, the Royal Archaeological Institute,

the Camden Society, the Surtees Society and other

analogous societies have continued to supply their members
with volumes illustrating various phases of English
history. Several new societies have also been established,
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whicli I mav briefly cnnmoratc. The Royal Ili.storieal

Society, originally founded in 1808, is now in a flourishing

condition, and is devoting itself to serious work covering a

very wide field. The Selden Society, established primarily

for the publication of materials for the history of English

law, has by means of its scholarlike volumes, thrown fresh

light upon the history of the social institutions of the

middle ages. The Pipe Roll Society almost confines its

attention to the twelfth century, but not exclusively to

the class of records from which it derives its name. The
Harleian Society has for its object " the publication of

inedited manuscripts relating to genealogy, family history

and heraldry," and the more recent British Record Society

also appeals mainly to persons engaged in genealogical

researches. The Huguenot Society of London publishes

documents relatinsf to the French and Dutch Calvinists

whose industry has contributed so much to the prosperity

of the places in which they have settled.

AVithin the last fortnight practical steps have been taken

towards the establishment of a Navy Records Society, for

the publication of manuscripts illustrating the history,

administration and social life of the British Navy ; and an
Anglo-Norman Record Society for the publication of

ancient charters and chartularies of religious houses in or

connected with England has been proposed.

Local archpeological bodies have increased and multiplied,

separate societies having been established for Yorkshire,

for Cumberland and AVestmorekand, for Shropshire and for

Derbyshire and Leicestershire. Fiekl Clubs have also been
founded in diff'erent parts of the country, and several

counties now have their own local Notes and Queries.

jMore strictly within the purview of the Historical

Section of this Listitute are the Record Societies which
have l)een established for the publication of original

documents connected with particular districts. Societies

of this sort are doing good work in Yorkshire, in the West
Riding, in Lancashire and Cheshire, in Stafl'ordshire, in

Somersetshire, in Hampshire, in Middlesex, in Worcester-

shire, and notably at Oxford. The oldest of these Record
Societies is of very recent origin.

Several ancient corporations have displayed a praise-

worthy interest in their own archives, and as the annual
VOL. L. 2 Z
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niootiiiu' ofllic Royal Aivliivolo^ical Institute isl>eiii^ii,' lii'M

in London. I mav Ke all()\vt'<l to in\it<' sjjccial attention to

liooks issuoil nmlcr tlie ausjHces oi' the ('oi|»oi\i1 ion of tliis

<2,i'oat city :

—

Mcnio/'uds of Ltnuhni and Jjondon Li/c in

tin' Thivteentli, Fonrtccnfh and FiftecnfJi Centuries, by

the lute Mr. lliley ; a C<dend a- of Letters from tlie Mayor
and Corporation in the rei,i;n of Edward HI. ; an

Auali/tieal Index to the llememhrancia from 1570 to

1004; an adniiial)le Calendar of W'd/s 2:)roved in the

Conrt of IbistiiKjs l)et\vcen li\")San(l 1088; and lastly,

a sumptuous volume entitled, A Vcscriptire Account of
the CuildhaU. INtorc may slioi'tly be expected from the

same quarter.

From books pul)lislied at tlie expense of public bodies,

we pass naturally to books piil)lished at the expense of

the nation, and I think it may fairly be said thtit the

British Government has done more to encourage historical

studies during the last twenty-seven years than during

any previous period of double that length. If a line is to

be drawn between archaeological works on the one band

and historical works on the other, the invaluable

catalogues of the contents of the British JMuseum must,

I suppose, be reckoned to belong mainly to the section

of antiquities, the Catalogues of Manuscripts and of Seals

being, perhaps, the principal exceptions.

The publications of the Public Record Office, with which

I have the honour to be connected, belong to the historical

class. The series of Chronicles and Memoricds of the

Middle Ages, commonly known as " the Rolls Series," was

projected as far back as 1857, but the great majority

of the volumes composing it have been published since

the last meeting of the Royal Archreological Institute in

London. It now comprises ninety-seven works, extending

to 234 volumes, and there are others to follow, but the

series is drawing to a close.

The Calendars of State Papers, begun al)out the same
time as the Chronicles and. Memorials, have, like them,

greatly increased in numl^er during the last twenty-seven

years. For the eventful reign of Henry A^III. there are

now eighteen volumes, or parts, which deal exhaustively

with documents belonging to the first twenty-nine years

of the period, and the work goes on steadily. A some-
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what less el{i1)oratc Calendar of State Paper.^, Domestic,

extends to no less than sixty-two volumes, and covers the

space of a hundred and twenty years, beginning at the

accession of Edward VI. Further volumes will shortly

follow, for there are now two editors at work upon the

Domestic Papers of the reign of Charles 11. , and a third

upon those of the reign of William and Mary. The

Treasury Papers have been calendared from 1557 to 1728,

and the Home Otlice Papers from 1760 to 1772. Within

the last four years, six volumes have been publislied of

Acts of the Privy Council of England in the middle of

the sixteenth century, and the series will be continued.

Various foreign archives are being searched for notices

of England and Englishmen, and some of the results have

been published. One series of abstracts of State Papers,

chiefly in Spain, already extends to twelve printed

volumes, and there are also nine printed volumes of

similar abstracts made at Venice and elsewhere in the

north of Italy. JNlany documents in the Vatican archives

have been transcribed, and a volume will very shortly be

published giving all entries in the Papal Registers of the

thirteenth century which relate to the British Islands.

Since the days of the old Record Commission, com-

paratively little has been done in the way of })rinting

our national manuscripts of the mediaeval period ; l)ut, as

the Calendars of State Papers of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries are now well advanced, attention

has recently l)een re-directed to documents of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Calendars of the

Patent Rolls and the Close Rolls have accordingly l^een

begun upon a uniform system, with the result so far that

three volumes have been published, and three or hjur

more are in the press and almost ready for publication.

The first volume of a Descriptive Cataloyue of Ancient

Deeds in the Public Record otlice has also been issued.

The system of attaching bulky appendixes to the

Annual Reports of the Deputy Keeper of the Records

has been recently discontinued, and in their stead a

separate series of publications has been begun under the

name of Lists and Indexes, the object of which is to build

up a general catalogue of the national archives, and at

the same time to facilitate the production of documents in

the Search Rooms.
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C'loselv coiiiiectL'd with the l^il)lic Record ( )tHcc i.s the

Royal C oniniissioii on Historical Maiiusc-ripts, which was

originally appointed in 1 8(51), to make cn(|uii-\' as to

papers and manuscripts of general ])ul)lic interest l)elong-

ing to institutions and pri\ate faniilies. ( Iwners liave, in

almost every case, shown tlicinsclvcs willing to assist in

this work, and so the Commissioners have heen ahle to

examine and report upon more than three hundred and

sixty collections in England alone, and others in Scotland,

Ireland, and AVales. Altogether it has issued seventeen

volumes in folio size, and thirty-one in octavo, several of

which have been in such request that they are now out

of print. Two or three more will be published before the

end of the present year. The contents of the volumes are

of the most varied character, comprising alike charters of

the twelfth century, extracts from registers and rolls of

accounts, private letters, and diplomatic correspondence as

recent as the end of the eighteenth century.

In the foregoing remarks I have confined myself to

mentioning some .recent works illustrative of English

history written in our own language, and I will not

trespass further on your patience by mentioning analogous

works published on the continent, or, on the other hand,

recent English books dealing wdth tlie history of foreign

lands. Slight and imperfect as my review has been, I

have, I think, said enough to show that the last twenty-

seven years lune l)cen extraordinarily productive of

historical literature in this country. To anticipate the

future is no part of my task, but before sitting down, I

should like to indicate very briefly some deficiencies.

In the first place, we want a Dictionary of Mediaeval

Antiquities. Sir AVilliam Smith's well-known Dictionary

of (ircek and Roman Antiqnitii's has been followed by a

similar Diviionanj of C/iristian Anti([uities ; but the

work stops short before the commencement of the period

which attracts the attention of the majority of English

historical students. Although there is in print a vast

amount of information about ecclesiastical and military

antiquities, about the history of architecture, of the fine

arts, of costume, of domestic manners and many kindred

subjects, it is scattered in a great variety of books and not

readily accessible. A good Dictionary would give the
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results of the most recent researches, and indicate the

places in which further information is to be found.

Then again, we ought to have a Dictionary of the Latin

that was in use in England in the later middle ages. For
want of such a book, many curious blunders have been

committed by scholars wdiose knowledge of Latin, how-
ever exact, has been confined to the lanouaoe of the

Auoustan aoe. Invaluable as is the oreat work of

Ducangc, it often fails to elucidate obscure words and
phrases in English documents of the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, and the student washing to ascertain

their meaning has to turn from one book to another for

help — sometimes without success.

Lastly, I would suggest that we want some institution

analogous to the French Ecole des Cliartcs, where a course

of systematic instruction would be given in the art of

deciphering ancient manuscripts and other kindred

subjects. No good work of the sort could of course be

done without the co-operation of a number of competent

scholars, but I hope that something may be accomplished

in the directions which I have indicated before the Royal

Archaeological Institute again holds its annual congress in

London.
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Institute.

ANNUAL MEETINC; IN LUNDUN,

July nth to July 19tli, 1893.

Tuesday, July lltli.

The President, Council, and Members of the Institute, with about

thirty members of the Societc Fran^aise, with the Comte dc Marsy,

directeur de la Societe Fran9aisc d'Archeologie pour la Conservation

des Monuments Historiques, were received in state by the Lord Mayor
(Alderman Sir Stuart Knill, Bart.) at the Guildhall, at noon. The Lord

Mayor was accompanied by the Sheriffs of London. In welcoming the

Institute to the eity, His Lordship remarked that in the name of his

fellow citizens he gave them a hearty welcome. It was not the first

time the Arclueological Institute had visited London, and he, as Chief

Magistrate, was glad that their present visit occurred in his year of

office. Permission to use that chamber had been given with sincere

and heartfelt pleasure, and he hoped their stay in London would be

pleasant and successful. One of the great objects of arclueologists

was to see how works were done in the past, to avoid shams, and to

study truth. London was rich in objects of Roman, Mediaival, and

other periods, and in the Guildhall Museum were many interesting

things, including a splendid specimen of a Roman pavement. Another

object of arclueologists was to prevent the destruction of works of

the past, and they had triumphed in a great measure over the would-

be destroyers of those works. His Lordship then addressed a few words

of welcome in French to the Societe Fran(;aise, and concluded by
saying that he now had the pleasure of handing over the chair to the

President of the Institute.

The Presihent (Viscount Dillon), after thanking the Lord Mayor for

his kind welcome, reminded the members that they were now in the

centre of the good works done by archa;ologists. The last meeting of

the Institute in London took place in 1866, and looking over the

volume of Transactions, he could not but feel regret when he saw how
few of the readers of papers on that occasion had been spared till now.

Referring to some of the visits about to be paid. Lord Dillon said that

since their last visit to London the great school of the Charter-house

had been removed, others were about to follow, and it Avas to be hoped
that the buildings, when vacated, would fall into careful hands, so that

arclueologists would not be de^jrivcd of their seats of learning
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Speaking- of the presence of the French Archccologists, tlie President

said that they and the Institute were working on common groinid and

in most amicable rivalry. Since the 1866 meeting to which he had

referred, archa'ology had made enormous strides throughout the country,

and, as regarded London, it seemed to be a mine that could never be

exhausted. It was a matter for regret, however, that so much of Old

London was fast disappearing. He again thanked the Lord Mayor, in

the name of the Institute, for the welcome they had received.

The CoMTE DB Marsy then delivered a short address, thanking the

Lord Mayor and the Institute for their reception of the members of

the Societe Fran^aise.

After luncheon the party inspected the Church of St. Bartholomew

the Great, Smithfield, under the able guidance of Mr. Aston \\'^el)b, the

architect in charge of the restoration. Mr. Webb gave a brief summary
of the history of the building, and of its desecrations and recovery, and

claimed, with apparent justice, that he had not retouched a single old

stone, and that in the cases where a reproduction of Norman work
seemed inevitable, he had been careful to introduce differing mouldings,

which would tell the tale that the work was of the nineteenth century.

The Lady Chapel, until quite recently used as a fringe factory, was
inspected with much interest, as were also Mr. Webb's plans for its

restoration. At the present time this chapel serves as a temporary

museum for the vai-ious fragments found during the restoration of the

church.

Leaving St. Bartholomew's a short walk brought the company to the

Charter-house. In the Chapel they were gracefully welcomed by the

Master—Canon Elwyn Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite, F.S.A., lectured on

the salient points of the Carthusian system, and briefly traced the history

of the building after the Dissolution, when it passed into the hands of the

Duke of Norfolk, and subsequently into those of Thomas Sutton, the

founder of the Hospital. The arrangement of a Carthusian house, the

inmates whereof lived almost entirely separate lives in small houses of

their own, was well explained by plans from Mount Grace, near North-
allerton, the most perfect of the extant English houses of the Order.

The Chaplain, the Rev. Vincent Le Bas, conducted the members
through the rest of the buildings. The hall, which is almost exactlj'

as it was left by the Duke of Norfolk in 1.570, was nuich admired.

In the evening the Library Connnittee of the Corporation of the City
of London, the Lord Mayor presiding in state, received the members
of the Institute at the Guildhall Library. The upper and lower art

galleries and the museimi were also thrown open. In the librarj^ there

was an exhibition of books from the London presses from the time of

Caxton, and also a large collection of the works of the poet Shellej^

together with many autograph letters and personal relics. In the upper
art galkny was disi)layed a collection of about sixty drawings of Old
London by Mr. Philip Norman, F.S.A. The series included four views
of the White Hart Inn, Southwark ; the Tabard Inn, Southwark

; the
George Inn, Southwark ; the King's Head Inn, Southwark ; the Queen's
Head Inn, Southwark ; the Nag's Head Inn, Southwark ; the Sieve Inn,

Minories ; old houses in Aldgate ; the Bull Inn and the Saracen's Head
Inn, both in Aldgate ; the Skinners' Almshouses, Mile F]nd Road ; the
Old George Inn, Trinity Square

;
gateways on the east side of College
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iiill ; inuntlopioec in C'ro.sl)y Mtill Clmin1)C'r.s
;
garden of No. 4, Crosby

S(|uare ; No. 10, (Jrcat St. Helen's; the staircase of No. !l and the

entrance to (Jreat St. Helen's from I'ishopsgate Street ; Sir Paul IMndar's

house and tlie Old Swan Inn in l'>isll()|)s^^•lte Street Without ; the Anns
of the Olniins family from X). 21, Austin Friars; room and kitchen

range from No. ^2'^, (Jreat Winchester Street ; interioi- of the Two
P.rewers' Pid)Iic House, No. 27, London Wall; Jloyal Mail Tavern,

I'^itchett's (^)urt, Xorth Street; the Oxford Arms, Warwick Lane; part

of the Chapter Coflee House, Paternoster liow ; the Deanery, St. Paul's

;

view fi'om St. Paul's pier ; back of the Green Dragon, St. Andrew's

Hill ; hack of the Swan and Horseshoe, and of the Admiral Carter, from

xMontagu Court ; the Blakeuey's Head, 3-5, Bartholomew Close ; old

house at entrance to Bartholomew Close ; tiie Old J)ick Whitington,

Cloth Fair ; the Green Man and Still, Cow Cross Street, Clerkenwell

;

chimneypiece in rhe Baptist's Head, St. .lohn's Lane, Clerkenwell ; the

Old IVll Inn, Holborn ; part of Ikmard's Inn, Holl)orn ; the Cheshire

Cheese, Fleet Street ; Hare Court, Temple ; the Bising Sun, Wych
Street; the Cock and Pie, Drury Lane: X'ew Exchange Court, Strand

;

the Nag's Head Inn, Whitcombe Street; the old men's garden, Emanuel
Hospital, Westminster; the chief reception-room. No. 10, Downing
Street; Shombcrg House, Pall Mall; the back of Devonshire House
from the garden ; Lansdowne House from Berkeley Square ; the library

of Chesterfield House, South "Audley Street ; Iiourdon House, Davies

Street ; Scarsdale House, Kensington ; old fish shop, Cheyne Walk,

Chelsea. Mr. Norman also contributed a valuable catalogue, containing

a short history of each building.

At nine o'clock, in the Upper Art Gallery, Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite,

F.S.A., opened the Antiquarian Section with a paper on " The Growth
of Monastic Buildings as illustrated by Westminster Abbey." The
paper was admiraljly iUustratel by carefully prepared elevations and
ground plans, each section of the Abbe}' receiving its special treatment.

A large di'awing was given, a quarter-full size, of the present I'emains of

a Saxon pier belonging to the original Church.

Wednesday, .July 12th.

At 10. .30 am., the Archbishop of Canterbury received the members
in the Chapel of Lambeth Palace, and gave an interesting epitome of

the history of the building. Thence His Grace conducted the visitors

to the Library, formerly the Great Hall of the Palace, and spoke of the

different stages of its history and gradual development to its present use.

INIr. S. W. Kershaw, F.S.A., had arranged some of the more remarkable
treasures of the Library for exhibition. One of these was Archbislioj)

Parker's original list of the books then in the Palace in his own hand-
writing. The Rev. Sir Talbot Baker moved a vote of thanks to His

Grace for bis kind reception of the Institute. The members then pi'o-

ceeded to Westminster Abbey, where Mr. Micklethwaite, F.S.A., rapidly

described the leading features and dates of tlie Nave, })ointing out how
the work had stopped for some time in the middle of tlie fourteenth

century, as shown by the decorated ai'cade work that could be seen here

and there in the occasional spaces left between the monuments. The
circle of chapels around the translated shrine of the Confessor were next

described, as was also the shrine itself and the roj-al monuments, the
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former Mr. Micklcthwaite considered the work of Peter the Roman
artificer, and the date of its completion, 1269. A visit to the chapel
and tomb of Henry VII bronght the inspection to a close.

jVfter luncheon the members assembled in the Jerusalem Chamber,
Avhere Dr. WiCKHA^r LE(iG, F.S.A., read a paper on " Tlic Sacring of the
P'.nglish Kings." By permission of Her Majesty the Queen the coronation
robes were displayed and making use of a dressmaker's dummy Dr. Legg
gradually clad the figure in the various garments pertaining to the
solemn rite. The Rev. Dr. Cox moved a vote of thanks to Dr. Lego-,

and also expressed the acknowledgements of the Institute to the Queen
for her gracious permission to inspect the robes. In the ante-chamber
were placed on dummies the elaborate set of Westminster coronation
copes of varying dates, mostly of the seventeenth and eigthteentli

centuries. Dr. Legg's paper will appear in a future number of the
Journal. The remainder of the afternoon was sj)ent in an inspection of

the various Abbe}' buildings imder the guidance of ]\Ir. Micklethwaite.
In the evening the Lord Mayor received tlie members at the Mansion
House. His Lordship, with the aid of Mr. AV. IL St. John Hope, had
brought together a most complete collection (jf municipal insio'nia

comprising no fewer than 230 various pieces. In 1888 there was a
similar exhibition at the Society of Antiquai'ies, when 150 pieces only
were exhibited. An excellent catalogue was also prepared and circulated

amongst the guests. During the evening the Plain Song and iMediieval

Music Society, under the direction of Mr. Richard Mackway, contributed
a variety of Early English Music, consisting of rounds, part sonu-g,

madrigals, and ballads, all from manuscripts dating from tlie thirteenth
to the sixteenth centuries. Selections of music written by English
composers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were also played
upon the lute, viols and harpsichord, under the direction of Mr. Arnold
Dolmetsche. During the evening the Lord Mayor was heartily
congratulated ou the dignity which Her Majesty had that day conferred
upon him, the news of which had just been made public.

Thursday, July 13th.

At 11.30 a.m., the members assembled in the .south aisle of the choir
of St. Paul's, where, by the courtesy of Mr. Penrose, several measured
drawings of Old St. Paul's, and a fac-simile of one of Sir Christopher
Wren's designs were exhibited. Mr. Somers Clarke, F.S.A., pointed out
the strong resemblance there was between the ground plan of the
mediaeval cathedral and that of the chuix-h as built by Sir Christopher
Wren. Old St. Paul's, 585 feet in length from east to west, was, until
St. Peter's at Rome was built, the longest church in Christendom. In the
centre rose a tower, not very much less in size than the Victoria Tower
of the Houses of Parliament, surmounted by a spire, which rose more
than 500 feet into the aii-. The Norman nave, which remained sadly
mutilated—until tlie Great Fire, was of unusual dimensions. The choir
not less than twelve bays in length, must have equalled Westminster
Abbey in richness of detail. After referring to the gradual degradation
of this stately structure and to the proposed alterations suggested by
AVren, by which he would have removed the centre tower and set in its

place a large oct igon surmounted by a cupola, Mr. Clarke drew attention
to the strong resemblance that could be traced between the desio-n for
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Attention was callcil to the close resemlilanrc that may lie traced

lietweeii the plan of the cathedral at ICly and that of St. raul's, to

the m:iny evidences in the structure of the l)uildin^' that the mecliicval

methods, and not the Roman, had intluenced Sir ('hristo[)hei-, and to

the fact that the building' is in tiaith one of mediicval design, l)ut

overlaid with Italian design. Mr. Clarke then led the party around

the building, explaining all the points of interest on the way. The
crypt was also visited, and the monuments and fragments of the oUler

church inspected and described.

After luncheon, the party assembled at the entrance gate of the Tower
of London, and luuier the guidance of Mr. Kmanuki. Green, F.S.A.,

passed round the outer bailey, Mr. (Jreen pointing out the various

towers and drawing attention to the alterations and repairs. At the

Traitors' (rate, the fine span of the arch was examined and the ])lan

of the Water-gate explained. After a short notice of the Wakefield

'j'ower, the members passed in to view the Crown Jewels, itc, all of

which were admirably commented on by Dr. Wickiiam Leoo. j'ro-

cceding to the north side of the Keep, Mr. Green explained its internal

plan and arrangements. The lower floor was then visited, including

the so-called prison. On returning to daylight, the party ascended the

steps to the entry now in the north wall, and so proceeded to the

Chapel of St. John. Here the same guide gave a general account

of the plan and the chief architectural features, again calling attention

to the interior plan and the coarse-work in the dividing walls.

Mr. ^^ICKr,ETHWAITE also made some remarks on the architecture.

Proceeding onwards, the party were met in the horse armory by the

Pkesidext (Viscount Dillon), who pointed out the various pieces of

interest and the chief ditTerences in the suits of armour.

On issuing again from the Keep, the Chapel of St. Peter-ad-Yincula,

was visited, Mr. Green resuming his post as lecturer, and giving a

general history of the chapel, of the burials beneath the altar, and of

the late restoration. The site of the executions was then visited, after

which some of the party entered the Beanchamp Tower to inspect

the inscriptions on the walls. Passing now round the inner bailey,

the towers each in turn having l)oeu noted, and a short account of the

robbery of the Crown Jewels by Colonel Blood being related, the party

proceeded down to the south side of the Keep, where a general explanation

w^as given of the plan once within this lower enc'osure, including the

palace, now entirely gone, and the garderobe tower and wall also gone.

The probable plan of the (original entry to the Kee}) on this side w;is

also explained. The party then passed by the site of Coldharbour

Tower to the steps facing the western side of the Keep, where, with

a few more words of general explauftion, and some remarks on the

alterations in the size of the windows, the inspection finished. For

the benefit of the visitoi's of the French Society, the explanations

and descriptions were given by Mr. Green first in English then in

French.

In the evening the Historical Section was opened by Mr. H. C.

Maxwell Lyte, C.B., F.S.A., in the meeting room of the Boyal Society,

kindly placed at the disposal of the Institute by the Council. Mr. J. H.
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Round followed with a paper on " The Origin of the Alayoralty," and
Dr, Cox, F S.A.. with a paper on " Visits to London of Sir Miles

Stapleton of Carlton Hall, Yorkshire, between 1656 and 1700." All

these papers will appear in the Journal.

Friday, July I4:th.

The members journeyed by rail to Hampton Court, special permission

having been granted by Her Majesty the Queen to visit the Palace on
a day on which it is ordinarily closed to the public. Mr. Ernest Law,
the historian of the Palace, met the party at the Great Ciateway, and
throughout the day acted as guide and lecturer. Under his able

direction the chapel and state apartments were visited during the

morning. After huichcon the picture galleries, garden, vinery, Arc.,

were inspected. A hearty vote of thanks being accorded to Mr. Law
for the excellent arrangements he had made enabling the members to

see many things not usually available, and also for the cajjital lectures

he had prepared and delivered in various parts of the Palace.

In the evening Dr. Fueshfield, F.S.A., opened the Architectural

Section in the meeting-room of the Society of Antiquaries, kindly

paced at the disposal of the Institute by the Council. Dr. Freshtield's

address is printed at p. 232. Mons. Tocilesco, Directeur du Musee
National des Antiquities de Bukerest, followed Avith a paper entitled
" Sur les Valiums de la Dobroudja." Monsieur Tocilesco exhibited a

large number of plans and drawings in illustration of his paper. Mr.
A. HiGGiNS, F.8.A., also read a paper on " Works of Florentine Artists

executed in England in the Sixteenth Century." This pa})er was also

copiously illustrated Ijy means of large drawings and photographs.

Saturday, July 15th.

The Antiquarian Section met at 10 a m. in the Meeting Room of the

Society of Antiquaries, when Mr. (t. E. Fox, F.S.A., delivered an
address upon " The Romano-British City at Silehester and Recent
Excavations on the Site."

At 11 a.m. the General Annual Meeting of Mendjers of the Insti-

tute was held in the Meeting Room of the Royal Society, the Pix'sident

(Viscount Dillon, F.S.A.), in the Chair. The minutes of the lost Animal
Meeting were read, conlirmed, and signed. The President then called

upon the Hon. Secretary to read the report fur the past year.

Report of Council for the Year 1892-93.

The Council lias the honour of presenting the fiftieth Annual Report.
Besides the fact that this occasion is the Jidjilee in the life of the
Institute, the Report passes in review several matters requiring the
consideration of the members ; among them the financial position is of
primary importance, and is always the first before the Council at their
periodical meetings.

The subject was discussed at the last Annual Meeting (at Cambridge),
when " the matter was referred to the Council in London." Accordingly
the accounts, extending over many })ast years, have undergone a careful
investigation, wliieh has placed the difficulty in a clear form and
beyond doubt ; showing (!) a progressive dimiiuitiun in the number of
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income from sources whirh wciv productivo in jKist years ; and (."5) the

])ornuinent cessation of other annua) receipts. Wliilc the expenditure

lias been as low as is consistent with the acknowledged status of tlie

Institute.

Tiie gradual and, as it appears, pei'nianenl diminiiliun of income can

]»e met, under existing circumstances, by curtailing the expenditm'c in

directions not hitherto contem})lated, such as the sale of the library and

the stock of volumes of the Journal ; the sale also of tlie furniture, and

the giving up of the a])artments now (jccupied. This wouM meet the

present cash deticit, but it could only be a partial relief, as other rooms

at some reduction of rent nuist be taken. The remedy is all the moi'c

nrgent when it is remembered that an onerous deficit is likely to be

experienced from year to year in the future, unless the l(jng-hoped-for

increase of means should set in.

The Council, having arrived at this conclusion, was preparing to act

on it, when other circumstances occurred to cause some hesitation. Mr.

A. Hartshorne, the editor of the Journal, resigned his office as well as

his seat on the Council. The Secretary, Mr. 11. Cosselin, shortly after-

\vards tendered his resignation, and volunteered to forego the h;df-year's

renuuieration then due to him. The Council thereujton made other

arrangements, wliich will be mentioned later on, and which will result in

an important decrease of expenditure for the cuiTcnt year 1893.

Subsequently a tangible proposal came before the Council, inl ended

to eftect a reunion with the British Arclueological Association, coupled

with a suggestion that it might extend to other kindied societies. The
Council, however, regrets that the negotiations for the first object have

not resulted in acceptable conditions, and the matter remains in statu

quo, without aftecting the questions placed for awhile in suspense.

The cash account in the ;isual form, prepared by the professional

auditor and in the hands of the present meeting, sets forth the money
received and expended for the past year 1892 ; the credit side shows

that a larger sum has been paid away than is covered by the receipts.

The account includes the printing up to part 1, volume 49, of the

Journal, for that year. The result leaves an adverse l)alance of

£67 3s. 7d. ; and an outstanding liability of about i/100, on the cost of

that volume. The number of subscribing members for the year 1892 is

297, as against 311 for the year 1891. The loss by death of some
luembers has not been compensated for as yet by a corresponding

accession of new members.
The duties of editor of the Journal are now carried on by some

well-(pialified members, and the office of secretary by one member, all of

whom give their services gratuitously. Guided by experience, the

Council has inaugurated an additional office, viz., that of a Director, to

consult and act with the Secretary in the management of the aftairs of

the Institute where the deliberations of the whole Council are not

needed ; his services, too, are gratuitous. Thus all the ofiicers of the

Institute are honorary, and future expenditure is lessened pro tanto.

As alluded to as a possibility in the last report, some distinguished

meml)ers of the Societe Francuise d'Archeologie are attending the

present annual meeting. They were received by some members of the

Institute, deputed by the Council, on their landing at L»over and their

..rrival in London.
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Circumstances have favoured the postponement of tlie intended

Annual Meeting at Dublin this year, and the substitution of the present

Meeting' luider the patronage of the Right Honourable the Lord Mayor
of London, Alderman Stuart Knill, who is an old member of the

Institute.

The vacancy on the Council, occasioned by the retirement of Mr. A.

Hartshorne, has been filled by the Council, in appointing Mr. H.
Gosselin in liis place. The Secretaryship is for the present undertaken
by !Mr. Mill Stephenson, who has been appointed thereto by the Council,

and Mr. Emannel Green, an old member of the Institute, has been
appointed as Director.

The following members of the governing body retire by rotation :

—

Vice-President the Rev. Precentor E. Venables, and the following

members of the Council :—J. Bain, W. H. St. John Hope, E. Green, H.
Jones, E. C. Hulme, and H. Hntchings; and the Council recommends
that the Right Hon. Viscount Dillon shall continue as President ; the

appointment of the Right Htm. the Lord Mayor, Alderman Sir Stuart
Knill, ISart., as Vice-President ; and the election of the Rev. Precentor

Ednumd Venables, W. H. St. John Hope, Emanuel Green, Herbert
Jones, Edward Charles Hulme, and H. Hutchings as members of the

Council ; and Honorary Auditors, Mr. H. Richards and Mr. A. Day.
On the motion of the President the report was adopted.

The Hon. Secretary then read the balance sheet (printed at p. 179).

Some discussion took place concerning the financial position of the

Institute. Messrs. Baylis. Rowley, Cates, the Rsv. Dr. Cox and the

Rev. Sir Talbot Baker made various suggestions.

Reference was also made to the failure of the attempt at amalgamation
with the British Arclueological Association. Mr. Emanuel Green, the

Hon. Director, gave a short summary of the negotiations with the

Association, and also touched upon the financial position, stating that
the whole question was still engaging the attention of the Council.

The Comte de Marsy, Directeur de la Societe Franraise d'Archeologie;

Monsieiu' Einile Travers, Tresorier de la Societe Franraise, etc. ; and Le
Baron Alfred de Loe, Secretaire de la Societe d' Archeologie de Bruxelles

were elected Honorary Members. Several new members were also

elected. The place of meeting for next year was left in the hands of

the Council.

In the afternoon the members visited Eton College. In the absence,

through ill health, of Mr. J. Willis Clark, Mr. T. Dinhani Atkinson acted
as guide.

Sunday, Jvdy 16th.

In the afternoon many of the members availed themselves of the kind
invitation of His Cirace the Duke of Westminster, K.Ct., to inspect the
magnificent collection of paintings at Grosvenor House.

Monday, July 17th.

This day was devoted to an examination of some of the churches
built by Sir Christopher Wren in the City. Mr. Nivex, F.S.A., though
unable to be present, sent full notes, which were read by the Hon.
Secretary in the respective churches. At 10 a.m. the members
assembled in the Church of St. JNlary Aldermary, whei'e they were
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received liy llie licclor, l>r. White. Mr. Niveu's nute« were iis follows:

" The luiiue has been uiiderstooil us iudieatiiig tins as the oldest

cluireli in the City, dedicated to the Virgin, or precedence of some

kind. Little is known of its early history, but it is said to be the

third church which has (occupied tliis site. Sir Richard Keeble, Lord

Mayor in 1510, bequeathed £1000 towards the re-buildiuir, the church

then, presumably, Ijcing dilapidated. In 1626, AVm. Uodoway gave,

for the rejiair of the steeple, I'-'iOOO, and llichard Pierson gave '200 marks

on condition that this steeple, ihus to be rebuilt, should follow its

ancient jtattern, according to the foundati(jn of it laid 120 years before

l)y Sir Henry Keeble, which, within three years after, was so finished

that, notwithstanding the body of the church was burnt in 1666, the

steeple remained firm and good. So several iiistorians have it ; and

yet, according to the I'areuta/ia, the lower jxirt of the tower was re-

paired by Wren, 'the upper part being new-built in 1711.' All that

Elmes, in his Life of Wrtii, tells us as to this church is comprised in

five lines, thus :
* In the following year (1711), he built the spacious

and handsome Church of St. Mary Aldermary at the expense of an

individuid (Henry liogers), upon the same plan as it was befoi'c the

tire. The interior is an imitation of the pointed style, with the
' blemish of a composite altar-piece.' 1 should myself be very glad to

acquit Wren of all connection with the tower, at any rate, the upper

])art of it, for which I do not see how a good word can be said. In

1711 Sir Christoi)lier was seventy-nine years of age, and there is reason for

believing that a good deal of work with which his name is connected

at this late period was done by deputy, under his general direction

only. In this case the strongly conservative feeling prevailing in the

parish which induced Mr. Richard Pierson, in the reign of James I., to

make his donation towards the rebuilding of the tower conditional upon
the old lines being strictly followed, again showed itself, and AVren was

required to repair and rebuild the church as nearl}' as possible as it had
been built in the early part of the sixteenth century—in what we know
as the Late Perpendicular style. Thus this building cannot in way be

looked upon as a creation of Wren's.

"About 18 years ago very extensive alterations were made, and a

large sum spent upon the church. Nearly all the windows were

renewed, and the church almost refitted from end to end. A view

hanging iu the vestry will give an idea of its ajipearance before these

changes. The organ formerly stood over a screen iu the second bay from

the west-end of the nave. The fittings, including the wall-lining, were

of the usual type, not Gothicised in any way.
" The Tudor building seems to have been built of clunch, and remains

of it may still be seen in the lower story of the tower and in the bases

of some of the piers of the nave arcade.

" This is, I think, the only instance of the stand for the Lord Mayor's

sword made in carved oak. It seems to have been moved, and is now
too high for use. This and the font are dated 1682, so that Elmes'

date, 1711, applies only to the tower and not to the church.

Malcolm {Lomlimwib Redivivum) speaks of the pavement as of coarse

and grey marble (presumably a kind of Purbeck) which he took to

belong to the old church. He also mentioned a portion of a brass Avhich

could be seen under the pewing in the south aisle."
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The rector supplomented Mr. Niven's notes in a short address, and
produced the register and cliurch plate for the inspection of the members.
In the former, inider the date February 21-, 1G62-3, is the entry of

Milton's third marriag-e. Amongst the churcli plate is a tine chalice and
paten of 1609, liaving in the base an enamelled shield with the arms and
supporters of James I. The plate from the now destroyed church of

St. Antholin is also preserved here, including a chalice and paten dated
1619 and various other pieces of later date.

The next church visited was St. Stephen, Walbrook, Mr. Xiven again
furnishing the notes.

" In the charter of foundation of the Abbey of St. John, Colchester,

towards the close of the eleventh century, this church is mentioned amongst
other endowments. ^lention of it occurs again in the Coroner's Roll,

A.D. 1278, according to which, as quoted by Mr. ^lilbourn in a paper
he read in 1877 (for a report of which I am indebted to Mr. Harris, tlie

parish clerk) William, the clerk, fell from the lielfry whilst searching

for a pigeon's nest, and was killed. The church then stood, according
to Dugdale, upon the west or opposite side of the " Ih-ook." In 1428,

Eobert Chichely, lord-mayor, gave a plot of ground on the east side of

the water-course, 208 feet by 66 feet, to the parish, to build a new
church thereon. A full account is preserved of the biiilding of this new
church on the present site, the consecration not taking place until 1439.

The dimensions are recorded in this inventory, which has I believe been
printed, with many other particulars. Mention is made of a cloister,

also that there were twenty large pillai's in the church besides smaller

ones, a rood screen, a pair of organs, etc.

"In 1614 eight windows are stated to have been glazed with stained

glass. The churchwarden's accounts, dating as far back as 1475, being
an imusnally complete series. Richard Lee, Esq., lord-mayor presented
to the living in 1474, after which he gave it to the grocer's company
who still remain patrons.

"The re-building after the fire of 1666 was entrusted to Wren, and in

October, 1672 (according to Elmes) the first stone was laid, in the

presence of the lord-mayor, several members of tiie grocers' company,
the surveyor-general and other persons of distinction. The cost has
been stated at £7652, which did not include the costly fittings which in

nearly all these cases were the gift of private })ersons or corporate bodies.

Here the grocers' company gave the wainscoting. On the wall-lining on
the north side you will see carved the arms of this company. A dift'erent

coat surmounts the east door. The present organ was not placed above
the west screen till after the middle of the last century. The two
combine with good effect, and the directors of the recent alterations

may be congratulated upon avoiding the frequent mistake of dropping
the organ upon the floor of the chi;rch. A mezzotint in the vestry
shows the screen without the organ. The large picture bj- West formerh-
blocked the east window—a help probabl}' to the architectural effect

for too much light is now admitted from the eastern windows, with the
effect of making the altar and its surroundings almost invisible.

" To bring the architectural history down to date, the alterations that
have been made recently must be noted. The chief of these, of course
is the removal of the seventeenth century pewing, and the substitution

of the square pedestals, which you see, with their i'athcr uncomfortablv
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in-()j(«otiiip: cappiui;, for the octagonal and wainscoted pcdestal.s which the

cohunns fonucrly liad. The engraving ])y Samuel Wale, 174G, has, I

l)eliove, l)een pointed to as authority for this change. I do not know

what authority Wiile, or the drauglitsnian, iiad to go ui)on for tiiis

variation from" what he saw, hut ccrtaiidy, in omitting the west screen

and all other fittings, he was only adopting a licence not uncommon

with drauglitsmen of the time, in an endeavour to improve on their

subject. The old pewing was perhaps open to the ciiarge of being too

massive and obstructive, a charge which certainly cannot be brought

against what has taken its place. The ogee canopy above the sound-

board has been removed, but the pulpit occupies its original i)(jsition.

The stucco has been removed from the exterior of the church and tower,

the latter already showing injury by the removal of this protection

against the trying London atmosphere. The rough-dressing of the

stone and the random masonry which may be noticed on the lower part

of the walls of the church seem to indicate that the intention of the

builders was that it should be covered.

" This adniira])le interior i.s, I believe, the best study of the work of

Sir Christopher Wren which we can find. When the building began he

was about forty years old, in the prime of life, and before he had become

so overwhelmed with business as he became later on. So far as we

know he was not hampered by a committee out of sympathy with him

;

and we may, I think, look upon this, not as a compromise or alternative

scheme extorted from him, but as his own free creation, and a work he

delighted in.

" In this, as in nearly all the parish churches he rebuilt in the city,

there were serious limitations in the site at his disposal. He had to get

his light, not from whence he ivoufd, but whence he could. The Mansion

House, which now blocks the exterior of the dome, of course did not then

exist, but no doubt the site on the north was even more encumbered than

now. Except the well-proportioned steeple, which is so well placed for

effect, the church may be said to have no exterior at all. Passing

through the modest portal and up the rather steep stairs (for every inch

had to be economised) one is hardly prepared for the charming effect

which breaks upon one on entering, a charm which only increases as one

moves from one point of view to another.

"The general dimensions of the interior are about 82 ft. 6 in.^b}' GO ft.

The dome, which is constructed of timber, decorated in stucco, has no

outer dome as at St. Paul's, no attempt being made at outside effect.

It is 43 ft. in diameter, and being slightly conical, the centres being

on the level of the top of the key-stones, according to Clayton's

measured drawings. The eastern main arch and the east window are

not semi-circular, but three-centred. From the top of the main cornice

to the apex of dome and foot of lantern is 19 ft. 2 in.

" The church plate is not remarkable. Of vessels preserved from the

Fire of 1666 are a pair of flagons, 16 16, and a communion cup of about

the same period."

A move was then made to St. Margaret, Lothbury, where Dr.

Freshfield, F.S.A., received the members and read the following

notes :

—

" St. Margaret's, Lothbury, is a small and not very interesting church

of Sir Christo[)lier Wren's construction. Circumstances forced him to
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follow the exact lines of the old cluu'ch, cind the only diffei'ence that I

can see in the construction is that the old church had a nave and two

aisles, whereas Sir Christopher Wren has built a church with a large

nave and a south aisle.

"Sir Christopher Wren did not intend that there should be either a

west or south gallery. A south galkny was forced upon him during the

course of construction by the parishioners, and the marks of the supports

of it may still be seen upon the pillars. I had it removed. I do not

think it would have been absolutely necessary to rebuild St. Margaret's.

The vestry, which stood on the north side of the church, was not

destroyed at the fire, and having been repaired was made use of as a

parish house. At a subsequent period, when the parish was united to

that of St. Christopher Le Stocks, it was pulled down in order to make
a burial place for the inhabitants of St. Christopher's. The compensation

paid by the Bank of England for doing this was invested in Consols, and
has now been confiscated by the Charity Commissioners as general

charity property. The vestry Itefore the fire consisted of two rooms, a

room on the ground floor which was used as a vestr}^ room to the time

of the destruction of the church, and an upper room, which had

obviously formed the room of a chaplain. After the suppression of

chantries this room was joined by a bridge to the squire's house, which

was on the other side of the church pathway to the east.

" One of the difficulties to be encountered in re-building the church

was the fact that the Walbrook runs right under it, and there can, I

think, still be seen in the walls the traces of an old settlement.
" In re-building the church. Sir Christopher Wren followed strictly on

the lines of the foundations as I have said, and arranged the vestry on

the south side of the church exactly as the vestry had been originally

arranged on the north side, namely, with a vestry on the ground floor

and a room above it.

"St. Margaret's, Lothbury, had no organ, Init on the destruction of

the Church of St. Christopher Le Stocks a west gallery was put up with

a small organ, which organ was afterwards repaced by a larger one taken

from the Church of St. Bartholomew by the Exchange.
" Knowing, as I did, that the church was not originally intended by

Sir Christopher Wren for a west gallery, and the gallery there being a

very ugly one, when the church was being repaired some fifteen years

ago, I had the west gallery pulled down and the organ moved into the

south aisle.

" Subsetpiently, on the union of St. Olave's, Old Jewry, and St.

^largaret's, Lothbury, it was thought right and I think properly, that

the gallery of St. Olaves should be rebuilt in St. Margaret's and tl.e

organ moved into it, and the south aisle of St. Margaret's fitted up as a

chapel with the wood work of St. Olave's.

" There are one or two other circumstances of interest which I would

point out to you in the church. In the first place you will observe

that the east wall is not at right angles with the north and south walls,

and in order to obviate the inconvenience that this would cause to the

altar and altar rails, you will find that the altar that we built for the

church is also not a parallelrtgram, but is so luade that it shall present

a square front to the chiu'ch.

" The screen dividing the nave from the chancel is well shown in this

vor,. L, 3 B
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clnircli, as in many nf llif cliui-clics i.f Sii- ( 'liii>t(i)ilici' W'nii, Imt in

tlie orij^inal clniicli lln' |h\\s ((.me np t^ il. The font is a hcanlil'ul

S|)OCiii)tMi (if cai-NCil niai-l)k' wui'k \>y (oiniini: <;iMinns. 'riiciv aiv,

I be ievo, Imt l\'\v (>tlu>r instances of wmk in this malci-ial.

I luive saiil, ami I believe foriM^ct ly, tliat- the chiii-cli was not so

destroyed l)y tiri' hut lliat it conid hasc licen restored.

"
I also rldnk that althoui;h tlie ehnreh stands npon the ori^'inal

foundations, the j:;round has l)een tilled np ami that tlie church is

about ten feet above the level of the old church before the tire. It

is liardly worth the mcmV)ers' Avhilc to descend into the stokehole, but

a portion of what I think was the west door of the churcli and of

the tower may be seen. There arc a'so sonic steps marked with curious

masons' marks, which I believe to have been addeil at tiu- time of Sir

Chi'istopher Wren.
"In the old vestry are two pieces of stone from the old ehnreh, one

of late decorated and the other of the peri)endicular style.

" 'J'hc parish of St. Margaret's, Lothbury, is one of those which is

situated in two wards. The division of the ward is the Walbrook,

and the circumstances in which i)ait of the jjarish came to be in one

ward and ])art in another is a matter well deserving of anti(juarian

research.
" The jiarisli of St. Margaret's is at least as old as the Norman

Conquest. Whether there has been an alteration in the parish or an

alteration in the ward is not easy to determine. The ward division

fo'lows the natural division, namely by the course of the Walbrook.
" As is known to maiiy of the membei's, 1 made some account of the

parish, taken from the parish books, tracing the changes that from

time to time took place, and particularly marking those parts of the

parishes which were chiefly affected by the various plagues.

"Atjiresent the Church serves as Parish Church for the following

parishes :

—

" St. Christopher Le Stocks,

" St. Bartholomew by the Exchange,
" St. Mildred, Poultry,
" St. iMary ('oleclmrch,

" St. Olave's, Jewry, and
" St. Martin's Pomeroy,

so that it is now the church of seven united i)arishcs."

St. Mary Woolnoth was the next chui'ch visited, Mr. Xiven again

supplying the notes.
" St. Mary Woolnoth is united with St. Mary Woolchurchdiaw, the

church of the latter parish not having been rebuilt since the fire of

166G.
" This is mentioned by all the historians to have been the site of a

Christian Church from a very early period, and previously of a pagan

temple. Articles of Roman manufacture have from time to time been

found here during excavations, which may ])ossibly have helped this

tradition. To come down to more accessible dates, we find that the

church was rebuilt about 1496, and restored in 1620, about which time

much church repairing took place in London. The Great Fire, 1666, did

not destroy the church, but greatly injured it, especially the Lombard

street side, of which the front was rebuilt ' with a Tuscan order.' In
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1716, Nicholas Hawksmoor, formerly clerk to Wren, began the rebiiildiug

of the church, which was coiu})leted in 1710. It was thus carried out

during Wren's life-time, and for the work of a man who must have

received his architectural training mainly from Wren, this church varies

remarkably from the work of the older master. Xo one who has given

even the most superficial study to AVren's churches could suppose this

to be by him. The building, however, has many points of interest ; it

shows great originality and boldness. There is certainly nothing

conventionally churchdike about it, and in this way it is interesting as

showing the gradual lapse of church feeling which was to reach still

lower levels. But the architect has succeeded, upon a most cramped
site, in erecting a building which for its size is singu'arly momtmenta'.
The site was a S(iuare one and Hawksmoor evidently decided to over-

throw tradition and have a s(|uare church, which must be undivided on
account of its small size. Tlie lavish use of material, both of wrought
stone and carved oak, the grand disregard of economy are things which

we can appreciate in these days of pricing churches at so much 'per

bitting.' These parishes at the time, though small, were rich, and it is

evident the architect was not stinted.

" The exterior is Ijoldly if not beautifully treated. The excessive

rustication gives, jjcrhaps, a jjrison-like character to it when combined
with the absence of window openings on the north and west. To secure

peace from the rattle of traffic without, before the days of wood pave-

ments, was probably the reason or one reason for trusting mainly to the

large semi-circular clerestory windows for light. But on the south,

where the little rectory garden held street noises at a little distance,

windows were formed.
" 1 will not detain you by description, but would point out some altera-

tions that have been made in the modern ' restorati<»n.' The side

galleries which were kept behind the great columns, so as not to mar
their effect, have been removed, and the boldly designed supports from
the fronts have been halved and laid against the walls. We may be

glad that these have not been destroyed, but they are, of course, devoid

of any architectural motive in their present position. The organ, by
Father Smith, was removed from the west gallery, which, in a church of

this form was, in my opinion, the best position for it. The strongly

marked lines in the wall painting quarrels with instead of helping the

effect of largeness and breadth which Hawksmoor was evidentlv aiming
at.

" The font of the time of the building, a costly m irble one, was
removed and replaced by what you see.

"Allen, in his liktory (1828), which, by the way, contains many
interesting particulars of old buildings in London, not to be found else-

where, says :
' la the north gallery is the helmet, crest, sword, gloves,

spurs, & surtout of Sir Martin Bowes, lord-mayor 1545. From the walls

are suspended three pennons, which were renewed about twenty years ago
{i.e. 1808) at the expense of Goldsmith's Company.' These arc now to

be seen over the west gallery.

" The plate here is of unusual importance. Amongst it an alms-dish

of the Tudor period, to which, perha})s, some of our experts may be able

to assign a closer date; a pair of silver ffag(jns, 1G13 ; an exceedingly

handsome later pair, silver-gilt, with beautiful decoration ; a communion
cup, 1030, A:c.
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"This is one of the IVw cIhii-lIics wIrtc Llic ' Itiildiug j)r;iyL'r ' is said,

and the rector, to whom I am indebted for showing me everything of

interest, tells me lie keeps u]i the old practice (jF liiving coloured eggs on

Kaster-dav.

"As this church occupies a most valual)le site, wistful eyes have been

more than once cast upon it. A move in this direction has been made
lately, the pretext being its insanitary state. I>y the eneigy of tlic

reetoi", Mr. JJrooke, this state of things has been completely reimdicd.

The former attack ni)on the church was made in IJSG;?, when the ground

was wanted to enlarge the Lond)ard Street I'ost Ottice, and was success-

fully opposed by the then Lord Mayor (Alderman llose) and others. I

would refer members to Mr. IJrooke's 'Transcripts of the Uegisters, Sec'

of these ])arishes, pul)iishcd in ISSG. 'i'lic Register dates from tiie year

of the order."

St. Peter's, Coruliiil, was the last eiiureh visited before luncheon,

and the following notes by Mr. Xiven read :

—

" Whether or not this church was founded by Lucius, A.u. 17'J,

according to the old inscription which Stow spoke of as ancient in his

time, it is doubtless of great antiipiity. Li L"'<0!) the patronage was in

the noble family of Nevil ; and in l-iU^ Uobert Hykedou confirmed the

advowson to Sir Richard Whittington and the citizens of London, who
conveyed it to the Lord Mayor and conmionalty of Fiondon in 141

L

The older church, which may be distinguished in Visscher's View (1616),

with a lofty tower at the west end, surmounted with a small spire, was
entirely consumed in the fire of 1666, and the present church erected a

few years later by Sir Christopher Wren.
" The front towards Cornhill is ]jartly hidden and entirely disfigured

by the shops which have been built against it. The north doorway has

cohunns and pilasters of the Ionic order. The east front to (jlracechurcli

street is divided by i)ilasters of the same order and surmounted by
cornice and pediment ; but the most striking featiuv of the exterior is

the dignified brick tower at the south-west angle of the church in St.

Peter's Alley, which, after the fashion of St. Mark's tower at Venice,

rises to a considerable height almost without break or ornament ; then

when it has reared itself above the surrounding houses—or above such

as used to surround it—it oj)ens into a belfry, with triple arches upon

each face. Above the i)arapet the tower is surmounted by a dome of

timber covered with lead, with circular openings. Above the dome is a

])ierced octagon which carries a sijirelet finished with a gilt ball and key,

emblematic of St. Peter. The tower is twenty feet s(|uare outside, a

dimension which may be said to be almost invariable with the towers of

Wfoii's city churches, except of course the large churches, such as

St, Magnus, Bt)W Church, Christ Church, *tc., and also the ver}' smallest.

" It is with regret that we record the destruction of some of the old

fittings and decoration. For instance, the central east window—which

formerly contained the arms of John Waugh, Bishop of Carlisle, 1723,

and rector of this church, and of William Beveridge, Bishop of St. Asaph,

I70i, who was rector thirty-two years, anr' by whose direction the

cliancel screen was set up—has, like those adjacent to it, been fitted with

modern glass. The old seating has been entirely removed, and the

Purbeck slabs have been replaced by red and buff tiles. The most

nterestmg of the fittings is the handsome oak screen which separates
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tho chancel from the nave. This is of better style, though not of more
remarkable execution than that in Allhallows, Thames street. It extends
right across the church, having openings to the aisles as well as in the
centre. These are flanked by Corinthian pilasters, and the spaces
between the openings have smaller arches alternately pendant and
supported by a square fluted column. Above the arcade is a frieze of

acanthus leaves and a cornice. Over the central opening a shield bears
the arms of Charles XL with, at a little distance from it, the royal
supporters. The pul[)it and sound-board are handsomely carved. The
font and cover, shewn in the foreground of the view, have been moved
from their ' pew ' luider the western gallery. The cover is said by the
rector to date from before 1666. There is, however, nothing in the work
itself to bear out this tradition. The organ was built by Father Smith
in 1681, at a cost of £210, and since remodelled by Messrs. Hill. We
would refer the reader to the interesting paper on this church by the
rector, the Rev. Richard Whittington, in vol. iv. of the Transactions of

the London and Middlesex Archteological Society. The vestry minutes
concerning the rebuilding of the church after the fire are specially

interesting. Thus there is an entry :

—

" ' 31st Dec, 1672.—At a vestry held in the chappel in LeadenhalJ

—

(Jrdered, that the churchwardens do present Dr. AVren with 5 guineas as
a gratuite for his i)aines and furtherance of a tabernacle {i.e., temporary
church) for this parish.' In 1673 £10 was voted to him.

'•'April 8th. 1675.—Ordered, that Mr. Beveridge (afterwards Bishop
of St Asaph) and the ch'wardens, &c., do treat cfe discourse with Sir

Christopher Wren, and his survejor, as to the receiving his proposals in

order to the re-building of our parish church.'

"In 1680 they were proceeding with the fittings. The contract for

the woodwork included the chancel screen, also the pulpit, its canopy,
stairs and rail, which were to be completed for £30. 'The contractors
shall make and set up the King's arms al)ove the screen, raised fair and
to appear on both sides, according to the best art and skill of the trade
or mystery of a carver, which shall be done according to model for £8.'

" The design of this screen has been attributed to a daughter of Sir

Christopher Wren, on what authority I do not know. The carving was
done by Thomas Poultney and Thomas Athew. Amongst the plate are
two Communion cups and patens of silver-gilt, given by T. Svmonds,
with his arms, and the date 1625 ; two flagons of silver bearing the same
date ; and an alms-dish, 1682, when the church was re-opened. The staft'

surmomited with a silver statuette of .St. Peter is an ornament charac-
teristic of a City church.

"The dimensions of tlie church are :
— Length, 80 feet; breadth, 47

feet; height, 40 feet; the steeple being about 140 feet high; the ball,

2 feet in diameter ; the key, 8 feet higli."

After luncheon the Churches of St. Swithin, London Stone, and
St. Clement, Clement Lane, were inspected during the walk to St. Mary,
Abchurch. Here again Mr. Niven, furnished the following notes :

—

" St. Mary Al)church, or L^pcluirch, so called from its standing upon
high ground. Very little is known of its early history, but we are told

that in the 26th of Henry IV., the advowson, which had for some time
belonged to the Prior of St. Mary Overie, came by exchange to the
neighbouring college of St. Lawrence Pountney. Stow also mentions
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the rounding of .several clumtrievS here. The older chureli, which was

repaired in 1011, being destroyed in the (jlreat Fire, was rebuilt, and

finished 1086, by Sir C. Wren. The plain and rather quaint exterior

of rubbed red briclc does not prepare the visitor for the very striking

ell'ect within. The plan is nearly square, slightly lengthened to the

west to contain the tower occupying the north-west angle, the organ

gallery in the centre, and in the south-west angle a small gallery

a[)[)ropriated to the Merchant Taylors. Eight arches spring from

corijcls (and, at the west end, from a cohunn and pilaster) of the

(Jorinthiaii order, and being gathered over, a circular cornice is formed

above them, and from this cornice springs a hemispherical d<jme. The
lower part of the dome is pierced with four circular windows, and this

portion is painted in chiaroscuro to represent an architectural design

with sculptured figures of saints seated, executed in a rather coar.'-e

manner. Above the painted cornice which surmounts this design, the

dome is painted in colours with angels singing and in adoration. The
very centre is occupied with the Hebrew name for the Deity, fnjm which

splendour irradiates. All that can be said for it is that it is in the

taste of the })eriod, and has blackened a good deal, and proljably

suttered from repairs. It is attributed to Thornhill, and the coloured

l)ortion looks as if it might be his work. From the centre of the dome
there used to hang, as Seymour mentioned in 173-i, ' a spacious brass

branch candlestick, given by Mr. John Watson, 1092, which cost, with

its ironwork, £28 7s.' Mr. ^Vatsou's arms being engraved upon it.

Allen, writing nearly 100 years later, complains that the painted dome
is injured by ' unsightly iron scroll-work depending from the centre,

though the chandelier which it upheld, is removed.' The iron scroll-

work also is gone now. The oak fittings and furniture here are very

sumptuous. The walls are lined with wainscot to a height of about

eleven feet, and there is a handsouae gallery of the same material at

the west end. The reredos is an elaborate design and decorated with a

profusion of carving by Grinling Gibbons. The Corinthian order is

employed, but freely carried out. The whole is surmounted by a shield

bearing the initials A.ll. within a garter ; and beneath wonderfully

executed festoons of flowers and fruit in lime wood, which perhaps

partake I'atlier too uuich of the tour de force cluiracter, is a pelican in

her nest vulning herself for her young. The pelican is also introduced

in the carving of the sound-board, and over the lobby to the south door.

On the oj^posite lobby are the arms of James II. The altar table and

l)ulpit are also of wainscot, carved and inlaid. The font and cover

deserve notice, the latter bears at its angles carved figures of the four

Evangelists. Some modern alterations have been made in the church,

and the tile flooring, stalls, lectern, itc, are hardly worthy of it. The
organ by Bishop was, according to Allen, erected by subscription in

1822, at a cost of about £-300.

"The dimentions are 03 feet by 00, and 51 feet to the apex of the

dome, the steeple rising to 140 feet. The cost of erecting the church,

exclusive probably of fittings, has been given at £4,922."

At 4.30 the members assembled in the Old Council Chamber at the

Guildhall, where Mr. George Scharf, c.i3., f.s.a., read a paper on " The
I'ortraits of the Judges in the Guildhall." Mr. Scharf's paper is printed

at page 240.
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In the evening, Dr. Edwin Freshfield, as President of the London and
Middlesex Arclueological Society, received the members of the Institute

at a conversazione at the Merchant Taylors' Hall. A large nmnber of

antiquities had been collected from various sources, tiiey included

seventy-nine pieces of plate from the City Cliurches, ranging in date from
1548 to 1815 ; thirty-eight beadles staves also from City Churches,

mostly of the eighteenth century ; the plate, charters and other records

belonging to the Merchant Taylors' Company ; the " Common Paper "

(containing the notarial marks of the members of the company), and
other records of the Scriveners' Company ; Vestry minutes and account
books of various London parishes, a collection of medals of the London
Lively Companies, and a similar one struck in commemoration of

notable civic events by order of the Corporation, all exhibited l»y the
Library Committee of the Corporation ; a collection of hearse-cloths,

exhibited by the various Liver}' Companies ; a fine cope exhibited hy
the Dean and Chapter of Ely ; a large collection of Merovingian and
Saxon antiquities by Sir John Evans ; some magnificent jewellery by Sir

tl. C. Robinson ; and various maniiscripts, medals, etc., by Mr. C. J.

Shoppee. The President, Dr. Freshfield, exhibited the parish books of

St. Stephen, Coleman Street ; St. Olave, Jewrj^ ; St. Christopher, St.

Bartholomew, and St. Margaret ; also some antiquities discovered at St.

Olave's. During the evening Dr. Freshfield read a short paper entitled
" General remarks on the Vestry Minute and Account Books of various

City Parishes," and ]\lr. Edwin Freshfield described the Beadles' Staft-

heads and the Church Plate exhibited. Mr. Welch also contril)utcd a
paper on " The Records of the Weavers, Masons and Scriveners'

Companies."

Tuesday, July 18th.

Tlie members assembled at 10.30 a.m. in the Temple Church where
Mr. T. H. Baylis, q.c, fully described the building and monuments.
From the church the members proceeded to the ^Middle Tcmi)le Hall
also descrilied by ]\Ir. Baylis. The Masters of the Bench kindiv dis-

played their plate. The magnificent roof and screen was nnich admired.
Visits were also paid to the Inner Tenq)le Hall and the Library.

After luncheon the members reassembled in the meeting room of the
Society of Antiquaries to hear Mr. St. John Hope on the "Architectural
History of Windsor Castle." Mr. Hope had prepared a large plan of the
castle showing in separate colours the works executed in tlie reiyns of

Henry II., Henry III., EdAvard III., Edward IV., Henry VII., \li\vy,

Elizabeth, the Stuarts, and in the last and present centiu-ies. He described
the Saxon work of the ninth or tenth centuries and did not believe that
the earthworks were of Roman date. Quotations from the Pipe and
Close Rolls, and other authoritative records were given, as was also a
most interesting account of the enlarging of the Keep in 1344 in order
that Edward III. might have the opportunity of constructing a great
round table for his knights.

The remainder of the afternoon was spent in an inspection of St.

James' Palace and Buckingliam Palace, both palaces being open bj'

special permission of the Queen. Mr. Emanuel Green acted as guide
and briefly described the state ajaartments.

In the evening the concluding meeting was held at the Mansion
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TTouso, the Riplit Hon. tlic Lord ^^ayor in the cliair, supported on the

i-i^lit hy the I'resiilent of tlie Institute and on the lei't by tlic ('ointe de

Marsy. On the motion of the Pkesidknt of tlie Institute (Viseount

l)inon) hi'arty votes of thanks were aceoided to Her Majesty tlie Queen
for permission to visit the various paiaees, and esjjeeially Windsor Castle

at ii time when Her Majesty was in residence. To the Lord Mayor for

his reception of the Institute in his othcial ea])acity as Chief Maj^istrate

of the City of London, and for his magnificent reception at the Mansion
House, also for his great kindness and assistance in all the preliminary

business of the meeting. To the Library Committee of the Corporation

of the City of London for the reception at the Guildhall. To the

London and Middlesex Archaiological Society for the reception at the

Merchant Taylors' Hall. To the Lord Chambei'lain and Sir Spencer
Tonsonby Fane, K.o.n. To the Deans of St. Paul and Westminster.

To the Clergy of the various Churches visited. To the readers of papers

anil to all who had in any way contributed to the success of the meeting.

HefresliMKnits were kindly provided by the Lord Maj'or in tlie tea-

loom.

Wednesday, July lOtli.

The members journeyed to "Windsor by train and visited tlie Castle

under the able guid;uice of ]\rr. W. H. St. John Hope.

By gracious ])ermission of Her Majesty the Queen the State Apart-

ments and many other parts of the Castle were thrown open to the

members, notwithstanding the fact that Her Majesty was in residence

at the time.

Assembling on the North Terrace, the party walked round the exterior

of the northern and eastern sides of the upper ward, noticing the

remains of Norman work and that of the respective reigns of Henry IIL,

Edward IIL, and Elizabeth, together with the extensive alterations and
recasings of Sir Christopher Wren and Sir Jeffrey AYyatville. Entering

the great quadrangle by the Great Gateway and passing through various

narrow passages the members were enabled to see the now built-in

gateway of Henry II. 's. time, with the portcullis grove still plaiidj'

visible. In the great quadrangle Mr. Hope described how Sir Jeffrey

Wyatville's recasing of the interior walls, however much to be regretted

from an antiquarian point of view, had had the result of turning a

comparatively comfortless mediajval fortress into a most comfortable

domestic house. The beautiful little tower of fxlward III., termed
" La Rose," from the voof-bosses carved into that flower and some
charming work of Henr}- VII. having been pointed out, the bxiildings on

the north side were entered. Here the party passed through the fine

vaulted basement which used to serve for the retainers in the time of

Edward III,, and which still retains the name and use of the " Sei'vants'

Hall." Another tine wide vaidted and pillarlcss apartment known as

the "Steward's Hall," and generally supposed to be of the time of

Edward III., was shown by Mr. Hope to be of the time of Henry HI.

A peep or two into the great kitchen of Edwardian date, then in full

swing of business, aftbrded a proof of the kindness of the Queen in

permitting the visit of so large a party at such an inconvenient time.

On entering the State Apartments, Mr. Holmes, F.S.A., the Queen's

Librarian kindly took chai-ge of the party, and in the librai'y pointed
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out and gave full explanations of the pictures, books and other rarities.

Of the well-known State Apartments nothing need hero be said. After

lunelieon Mr. Hope again took charge of the party and described the

buildings of the Lower Ward finishing with St. George's Chajx'l. Of this

chapel Mr. Hope, in a brief space of time, gave a most lucid description,

tracing the whole history of the building and drawing special attention

to the valual)le and interesting series of stall plates of the Knights of

the Garter.

Thursday, July 20th.

This was an extra da}^, in order to give members a chance of visiting

the excavations on the site of the Romano-Briti.sh city at Silchester.

About thirty members availed themselves of the opportunity and
journeyed down to Reading by train. A visit was first paid to the

Reading Museum, where all the finds from Silchester are kept. Dr.

Stevens, the Honorary Curator, kindly attended, and most courteously-

explained the contents of the cases, &c. After huicheon the party
drove to Silchester, where Mr. G. E. Fox conducted them over the site,

and gave an account of the excavations. A paper by Mr. Fox will

appear in a future number of the Journal.

3f)rofcclimc)5 at ©rbiunrn J^Tcctings of the Ixoyal J^rrhiTological

instiiutc.

November 1st, 1893.

Emanuel Green, F.S.A. (Hon. Director), in the Chair.

Mr. H. S. CowrEU exhibited a candlestick of brass, enamelled in

blue, green, and white, of sixteenth centmy work. An engraving of

this candlestick appears in the nineteenth volume of the Journal,

where it is attributed to English workmanship.

Mr. E. Peacock sent a pa})er " On imnuu-ing Nuns who have broken
their Vows," in which he contended that no such cruel punishment
existed in the Middle Ages, and that the popular belief was entirely

drawn from Sir Walter Scott.

In the subsequent discussion Mr. Brown disagreed with the writer,

and upheld the theory as one probably introduced from the East.

Mr E. Green read a paper " On the Beginnings of Lithography,"
tracing the art from its discovery down to the present time, and
illustrating its progi'ess b}' the exhibition of various prints.

December 6th, 1893.

Emanuel Green, F.S.A. (Hon Director), in the Chair.

Mr. J. G. CiiisiiOLJi exhibited a black figured amphora, which had
previousl}' belonged to the late Prof. T. L. Donaldson, representing

the combat between Athena and a heavy-armed warrior, 2:)resumably

Enkelados, on which a paper was read by Mr. Talfourd Ely. After

VOL. L. 3 c
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discussing tlie origin, style, nniiunciit, und probable date of the vase,

Mr. Kly ))rocecdcd to give a sketch nj" the versions of the myth in

<]iu>sti()n as treated by ancient aiitiiors and artists. He pointed out

that Apollodoros incorporated various traditions in his account of tlie

gigantoniachia ; and that while tiie vase ])ainti'rs (with one excei)tion)

kei)t to the epic conception oi' antin-oponiorphic giants, the sculjitors and
gcni-cngravers soon began to introduce more scn.sational types—

a

tendency much developed under tiie influence of the I'crgamene school.

Mr. Kly distinguished the scheme of single combat (as in the vase

under review) from those rei)resentations in which Athena forms one of

a triad of deities in the gigantoniachia. Some account was then given

of the other vases (for the most ])art black figured) on which Athena
and Knkelados may be recognised ; and also of the chief sculptural

re])resentations of the subject.

^^r. Ivouxn read a paper " On the Tnti'nduction of Armorial Bearings

into England," in which he opposed the accepted view that the close of

the twelfth century was the date of their first a))])oarance, and showed
that an e(]uestrian seal exists, on which the well-known Clare coat is

found not later than 11 4G, its evidence being confirmed by two other

Clare seals of about the same date. Mr. Round also showed that the

Count of Meulau's seal, with its chequ}' bearings, could not be later

than 1150. I'lanche was shown to have been misled in the matter, and
the reign of Stephen was suggested as the most likely time for the

introduction of distinct armorial bearings.
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A.

Academical costume, see Clark

Account, cash for 1892, 179
Altofen, antiquities at, 326 ; Roman

bath, 332
Amphora, inscriptions, 288, 301
Amulet of gold, found at Pettan, 337
Andre, J. L., reads a paper on Symbolic

numbers and Geometrical figures,

177
Andre, J. L., paper on Saint John the

Baptist in ai-t, legend and ritual, 1 ;

nearly 400 churches in England
dedicated to him, 1 ;

patron saint to

many houses, guilds, etc 1 ; asso-

ciated saints, 2 ; early representations

of St. John, 3 ; later, 3, 4 ; birth of,

4 ; baptism of our Lord, 5 ; bajiti.s-

teries dedicated to him, (j ; martyr-

dom of, 7 ; head in a charger, 7 ;

Salome dancing, 7 ; his head and
relics, 9; places which possess them,

9, 10 ; his right hand, 10, wherewith
he baptized Jesus Christ, various

traditions, 11-16; the principal Feasts,

16
;
preachings at C)xford and other

])laces, 17 ; Guilds dedicated to him.
17-19

Annual meeting for 1893 to be held in

London, 106
Annual meeting in London, 232, see

London
Annual meeting, 369
Annual report, 369
Antiquities exhibited at meetings of the

Institute, 106, 177
Atkinson, G. M., paper cm Marks on

Eastbourne old church, 133, with
illustrations

Augsberg, the fir or pine cone, the emblem
of, 215

B.

Balance sheet for 1892, 179
Baylis, T. H., his guide book to the

Temple church, 276
Bellfounders, English, see Hope
Bipenuis, an implement or weapon, 219

Buda-Pest antiquities, see Lewis, B.

C.

Candlestick, enamel, exhibited, 383
Camboricum, the Roman station, remarks

on, 176
Cambridgesliii-e ditches or dykes, see

Ridgeway
Carlisle, ancient timber platform un-

covered there, see Ferguson
Carlisle, inscription on Roman gravestone,

312
Cash account for 1892, 179
Cawston church, representation of Dr.

Shorn's conjuring the devil, 191

Chariot, Roman and British, 321-32.5

Christianity of Romans in Britain, early,

311

Cirencester as a Roman station, 308
Claik, Prof. E. C, paper on English

Academical costume, 73 ; Historical

sketch, 74 ; meaning of the word
University, 74 ; development and
purpose of the costumes, 76 ; Tippet,

80, 84, 95, 97, 137, 206 ; Gown, 81,

83 ; Cowl, 82 ; Benedictine habit,

82; Cucullus, 82, 146; Liripip, 84;
Hood, 84, 90, 206 ; Mantellum, 87

;

Epitogium, 89, 99; Epomis, 90;
Pellura, 91 ; Penulatum, 91, 204

;

Ecclesiastical costume, 92 ; Cassock,

92 ; colour of, 93 ; as worn by
Doctors, 93 ; Subtunica,94 ; Surplice,

94; Rocket, 95 ; Almuce, 95 ; Scarf,

98; Cope, 99, 103; Orphreys, 100
;

Statutes regulating costume, 100-

104; Tabard, 100, 139; Pallium, or

tip|)et, 137, 138 ; colours of the cope,

138; Colobium, 140 ; Pileolus, 141
;

Calotte, 141; Coif, 142 ; Infulrt3,142
;

I'ileus of dignity, 144, H8 ; the

Academical Pileus, 115 ; Biretta, 147;
contemporary representations of early

costume much wanted, 183 ; evidence
of English monuments and brasses,

184 ; Pileus, 185, 205 ; Capa clausa,

185, 205; Liripipes, 188, 195;
Sleeves, 188, 189 ; Capa manicata,

188, 189, 191, 194, 205 ; Doctor's

black gown, 189 ; Cambridge first

law .school and its costume, 19U;
Mediciuio doctor, and the costume
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101 ; Doct(.r ulriusqm! jmis, 100;
r<)rk-i)io hut, 192, 103 ; Tam-o-
Hliaiiter hat, 102, 103 ; As.sisi iiion-

astery, (Uictor's co.stiime in an <'arly

picture, 102; Doctor's hat, 191;
Scarf, 101; Red colour, lOH, lOtJ

;

Licentiate, 100; Kaclielor of divinity

and tlie costume, 107 ; Master of

arts and the c(jstuiiie, 100, 202 ; tiie

modern scarlet robe, 201 ; Sergeant
at law costume, 203 ; Bachelor of

physic, 201 ; Bachelor of arts, 204 ,

resume of the medieval costumes;
20') ; New College on parade, and
other early drawings of costumes
described, 207

Clarke, Somers, on a visit to Deir el

Abiad and Deit Mari Gergis, 178
Clay - next - the - Sea, a brass showing

academical costume, 186
Colour of the pileus, IIS
Colours used by the ancient Egyptians,

178
Costume, ac;idemical, see Clark
Crossbow triggers, 115
Crypts in London, 231, 236 ; origin uf

various crypts, 230
Cumberland, manorial halls of, 107

;
pele

towers explained, 108

D.

Dillon, Viscount, as president, reads a

paper, 104 ; also a paper on the
development of gunlocks from ex-

amples in the tower, with illusi ra-

tions, 115 ; the crossbow and its

trigger, 115; the matchlock, 118;
method of using it, 120 ; the wheel-
lock, 121 ; its mechanism, 124 ;

method of using it, 125 ; the snap-
haunce, 126 ; the flintlock, 127; the
modern gunlock, 131

Ditches, earthwork boundaries in Cam-
bridgeshire, see Ridgeway

Documents, old, how to decipher and
study, 276

Dolicheni, people so-called, 218
Dolmen at Locmariaquer, 100 feet in

length, 177
Duudas family, notices of, 109

E.

Eastbourne, old church, marks, fishes,

circles and others on the masonry,
133

English academical costume, sec Clark
Egyptians, colours anciently used by,

178

F.

Fei'gu.son, R. S., [lapcr on im anri.nt
timber platform found at Carlisle

and sundry replies tiierewith, v;0
;

map and description of the locality,

20 ; Tullie House, site of, and ])lan

of platform, 22 ; the Castle hill, 23 ;

sections of the platform, 25 ; Lugu-
vallium. site of, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28

;

the woik umniestionably Roman,
26 ; evidence of Roman ballistic

there, 28 ; the platform intended to

carry engines of warfare, 29 ; objects

found there, 30 ; Samian ware with
potters' marks, 34 ; animal remains
there, 34

Flintlock and mcjdern gunlock, 127-131
France, the Archicological Society of,

visits the Institute and the London
meeting, 365, (369 in the report)

Freshfield, Edwin, address at the archi-

tectural section of the meeting in

London, 232 ; archicological remains
there, 233 ; Roman wall, 233 ; Saxon
remains, 234 ; crypt at Bow church,
234 ; Westminster hall, 23o ; church
of Saint Bartholomew the Great,

235 ; Temple church, 23o ; St. Mary
Overey, 236 ; Westminster Abbey,
238 ; other churches and buildings,

238-246 ; Sir C. Wren and his build-

ings, 244 ; burials in the churches
and removals thereof, 245 ; modern
changes, 246 ; S[iend a Sunday in

the cit}', 246
Further remarks on the nature and use

of colours by the ancient Egyptians
by Mr. Spurrell, 178

G.

Galeria Valeria, see Lewis, B.

Garmangabis, goddess, 293, 316
Glass, Romano- British inscription on, 282
Glass vessel in Buda-Pest museum with

network ornaments, 322 ; Roman
inscription on glass, 322, 323

Gomme, G. L., his Gentleman's Magazine
library, topography, 278

Graz, anticpiities at, 3ci6

Green, E., on Lithograph}^ 383 ; reads a

paper on some local chap-books, 177
Grosart, A. B., his work. Thoughts that

breathe, &c., noticed, 277

Gun-locks, see Dillon

H.

Hampton Court visited by the Institute

360
Harrison, J. P., remarks on English

Romanesque architecture, 106
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Haverfield, F., on Romano -British in-

scriptions, reference to ]ireceding

article in former volume, 279
;

abbreviations used, 280 ; Silchester

tile, 280 ; Canterbury, 281, 282
;

Bath, 283 ; Cirencester, with illus-

trations, 281 ; Gloucestershire, Stan-

combe Park, 285 ; Lincoln, with illus-

tration, 2S6; Ribchester, 2.S6
: York

museum, 287 ; on pottei-y, 285, 289 ;

Whitby museum, 289 ; Greta Bridge,

Bowes, 290 ; Carlisle museum, 201,

30o ; Maryport, Papcastle, 291 ;

Binchester altar, 292 ; Lauchester

with illustration, 294 ; Wallsend
(Segedunum), with iUustration, 296-

298 ; Ben well, Birdoswald, 299
;

Chester?, 299 ; Carrawbuigh, 300
;

Chesterholm, 301 ; Carvoram, 301
;

Blenkinsopp, 301 ; Birdoswald, 302 ;

Carlisle, with illustration, 303
;

Trans Vallum, a gold ring, 303
;

Glasgow and Edinburgh museums,
3U-1 ; an oculists' stamp, 306 ; Index
of places in this paper, 307 ; another
paper on three notaVjle inscriptions

—the Cirencester dedication, 308,

the Carlisle gravestone, 312, the

Lauchester altar, 316
Haverfield, F., on three notable in.-ciip-

tions, 308
Holy wells of England, Mr. Hope's woiic

on, 278
Hope, R. C, 1 taper on English bcll-

fouuders, 1150 to 1893, with a list of

naTues jjlaces and dates, 150
Hugh, saint, see Venables, E.

Hungarian language, 211

I.

Iceni, Icknield way through Cambridge-
shire, see Ridgeway

Inscriptions, Roman, 212, 214, 216, 217,

228
Inscriptions. Rom alio- British, sec Haver-

field, 279, 308

J.

John, saint, sec Andre
Judges, ])ortraits of, in the Guildhall of

London, paper by Mr. G. Scharf,

264 ; origin of the collection, 265>

266 ; commencement and progress

and vicissitudes of, 266-273 ; names
of the Judges represented, 274

Jupiter Dolicheuus monument, 212

L.

Lanchester inscription on Roman altar,

29.3, 316
Lewis, Bunnell, on antiquities at Buda-

pest, 210 ; remarks on the Hun-

garian language, 211; Latin spoken
until lately, 211 ; remarkable monu-
ments in tlie museum. 212 ; Jupiter
Dolichenus, 212 ; derivation of,

217, 218 ; Tripods, 220, 222, 223,
225 ; Galeria Valeria, daughter of

Diocletian, melancholy story of, 223 ;

military diplomas in bronze, 226-

230 ; on antiquities at Buda-Pest,
322 ; a glass vessel in museum with
network ornament, 322 : Roman
chariot wheel, 324 ; Aquincum (Al-

tofen) visit to, and antiquities there,

326 ; Roman inscriptions there. 329
;

Roman inscriptions in Buda museum,
334 ; Steinamanger antiquities, 335

;

Graz antiquities, 336 , Pettan anti-

quities found, 337 ; Bronze car,

unique object, 338, with illustra-

tion ; Continental antiquarian writers

superior to English, 340 ; appendix
of antiquarian notes, 341-352

Lithography, origin of, 383
Lock, ancient iron, from Beddington park,

177
London, annual meeting of the Institute

at, 232 ; sfc Freshfield,E. ; see Round,
J. H. ; see Scharf, G. ; historical

section, jiresident's address by Mr.
H. C. Maxwell 1 yte, 353 ; historical

science in England, 354 ; middle ages
356 ; fiscal, 356 ; county histories,

357; other subjects, 358 ; antiquarian
societies, o58 ; records, 360

;
pro-

ceedings at annual meeting, 364

;

jiresident's( Viscount Dillon) address

364 ; reception by Lord Mayor and
Corporation, 365 ; visit to church
St. Bartholomew the Great, 365

;

Charter House, 365 ; reception by
Corporation library committee, 365 ;

Lambeth palace, 366 ; Westminster
abbey, 366 ; coronation lobes ex-

hibited, 367 ; reception at Mansion
house by Lord Mayor and exhibition

of the Municipal insignia, 367 ; visit

to St. Paul's cathedral, 367 ; Tower
of London, 368; opening of historical

section, 368 ; visit to Hampton couit,

369 ; opening of architectui'al section

369 ; meeting of antiquarian section,

369 ; annual general meeting, 369
;

report of council, 369 : visit to ¥Aon,
371

; Grosvenor house, 371 ; city

churches, 371
;

portraits of the
judges, 380 ; I'eception by the Lou-
don and Middlesex Society, 381

;

the Temple church, 381 ; Windsor
ca.stle, 381, 382 ; St. James and
Buckingham palaces vi,=ited, 381 ; con-

cluding meeting 381 ; Silchester

visited 383
Loudon, origin of the Mayoralty, a paper

by J. H. Round, 247 ; the early form
of government of Loudon, 247; early
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establishment of the Coniimiuc in

London, '-'48-250; the supposed

origin of Muyor in 1180 an error,

219 ; the first mention in 1193, 250
;

in 1103 Miiyor is fiist mentioned,

250 ; Mr. Loftie's theory, 2.J1, 252,

255 ; Mr. Coote's tlieory, 251, 252 ;

the jirivileges granted by Henry I.

not renewed l>y Henry II. or Richard

I., they were renewed by Juhii, 252 ;

John in 121o conceded the right to

elect a Mayor, 253 ; the Conqueror's

charter, 261 ; the foreign origin of

the office of Mayor, 256-261 ; doubts

about Henry Fitz Ailwin, 260 ; his

name in deeds, 2(i2 ; the actual date

of tlie first election of a Mayor not

proved by documentary evidence,

261 ; the wise rule of the Mayors of

London during seven centuries, 261,

262 ; direct evidence of the early

style or title of Mayor still wanting
and to be looked for between 1191

and 1193, 263

Lovell, W., reads a paper on the Cross

and Chain of Edward the Confessor,

106
Luguvallium, the ancient Roman site of

Carlisle, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28

Luaus, the moon, masculine appellation,

213
Lyte, Mr. H. C. Maxwell, address to

Historical Section at Annual Meet-

ing, 353

M.

Manorial Halls of Westmoreland and
Cumberland by M. W. Taylor, notice

of, 107
Matchlock guns, 118

Matres Ollototce, altar inscribed to, 292

Mayoralty of London, origin of, sec

London
Meeting, aunual general, 369
Meeting, annual, at London, Proceedings

at, 364
Micklethwaite, J- T.. reads a paper on

the indoor games of School Roys in

the Middle Ages, 105

N.

Nuns immured for broken vows, 383

0.

Oculist's stamp with inscription, 306

P.

Peacock, !''., exhibits lAd print, 178 ; reads

a paper on the dove, 178 ; on im-

muring nuns, 383
Pele towers explained, 108

Potter's marks on Samian ware at Carlisle

34

Proceedings at meetings of the Institute,

105, 176 ; Cowper, H. S., exhibits an
enamel candlestick, 383 ; Peacock,

E., paper on immuring nuns who
had broken vows, 383 ; Green, E.,

on beginning of lithography, 383 ;

Chisholm, J. O., exhibits a Greek
vase, 383 ; Ely, T., describes a Greek
vase, 383; Round, J. H., on intro-

duction of armorial beatings into

England, 384
PUBLK'ATroNS, Arch.kological, notices

of, the old manorial halls of West-
moreland and Cumberland, by M.
W. Taylor, 107 ; Arniston memoirs,
Dundas of Fingask, 109 ; The march
of W^illiam of Orange through
Somerset, and events of 1688, by
Emanuel Green, 180 ; The archi-

tecture of the churches of Denmark
by Alfred Heales, ISO ; Index
armorial to an emblazoned manuscript
of the surname of French, by A. B.

Weld French, 180 ; Select documents
of the middle ages, translated by E.

F. Henderson, 180; Londim signs

and inscriptions, by P, Norman, 181;

The architectural antiquities of the

Isle of Wight from eleventh to

seventeenth centuries, by P. G.

Stone, 181 ; A Rower of delights of

Nicholas Breton and A. B. Grosart

;

Notes and Queries on Anthrojiology,

Council of the Anthropological Insti-

tute, by J. G. Garson and C. H.
Read, 181; How to decipher and
study old documents, by E. E.

Thoyts, 276; the Temple church and
chapel of St. Ann, historical record

and guide, by T. H. Baylis, 276;
Wherstead, some materials for its

history, territorial, manorial, and
middle ages, by F. B. Ziucke, 277;
Thoughts that breathe and woi'ds

that burn, selections by A. B. Gro-

sart, 277; The gentleman's magazine
library, English topography (Durham
and Gloucestershire), by G. L.

Gomme, 278 ; Legendary lore of the

holy wells of England, by R, C,

Hope, 278.

R.

Raven, Rev. J. J., reads a paper on the

relation of Camboricum to other

Roman stations, 176
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Report, annual, 369
Ridgeway, Prof. W., paper by, entitled

"Are the Cambridgeshire ditches

referred to by Tacitus ? " 32 ; Dr.

Guest's theory that they were local

boundaries, G2 ; Ostoricus Scapida

operates against marauding tribes,

62 ; is opposed by the Iceni in

Norfolk, Suffolk, and Cambridge-
shire. 63 ; they are defeated, 63 ;

a battle alluded to by Tacitus, the

locality uncertain, 63 ; map thereof,

64 ; Camden's opinion about the

earthworks and ditches, 64 ; argu-

ments to identify it, 65 ; Dr. Guest's

opinion, Kingston ditch, 65 ; Brent
ditch, 65 ; seven mile ditch, 65

;

Devil's Dyke, 65 ; modern know-
ledge about the ditches, 66 ; Heyden,
Brent oi- Pampisford, Balsham,
I>evirs, Roman road, 66-70

; Tacitus

quoted, 70 ; he jirobably refers to

these dvkes across the loknield Wav,
72

" '

Roman insciiptions at j
^Altofen in

Hungary, 329
Romano-British inscriptions 1S92 and

1893, see Haverfield, 279, 308
Round, Mr. J. H., his paper on the

mayoralty of London, see London

S.

Samian Ware found at Tullie House,
Carlisle, list of Potters' marks, 34

Saint JohnJn art, legend, and ritual, see

Andre
Scharf, G , his paper on the portraits of

the Judges in the Guildhall of

London, see Judges
Shorn, Dr. J., who conjured the devil

into a boot 191

Silchester not laid out as a camp 27
Silchester visited by the Institute 383
Spurrell, F. C. J., reads a paper, Further

remarks on the nature and use of

colours by the ancient Egyptians
178

Steinamanger in Hungary, antiq. at, 335
Stephenson, M., exhibits and describes

an ancient lock from Beddington
Park, 177

Symbolic numbers and Geometrical
figures, 177

Temple church, guide book, 276
Thornton Abbey broken into and robbed,

49
Thoyts, E. E., her work noticed, How to

decipher old documents, 276
Tremlett, Admiral, exhibits plans of a

large dolmen at Locmaiiaquer, 177
Tripods, see Lewis, B.

Tullie House, Carlisle, see Ferguson

V.

Venables, Rev. E., paper on the shrine
and head of St. Hugh of Lincoln,

37 ; miraculous cures and events
after his death, 37-39 ; his tomb and
shrine, 39-44 : shrine destroyed, 44

;

the saint's head, 44 ; separately

eu.shrined, 45 ; other like instances,

46-48 ; the saint's head stolen, 48
;

the gold case carried off, 49 ; watched
over by a raven, 49 ; sold in London,
49 ; the robbers hanged, 49 ; the
head restored, 49 ; subsequent im-
portance, vicissitudes and decline,

50, 51 ; the head is lost, 50 ; the
shrine despoiled and sold, 50 ; the
proceeds and other treasure and
jewels appropriated by the Canons
and their inferiors, 52 ; relic worship,
reflections on, 55 ; appendix of

accounts and records, 56

W.

Wherstead, noticed, 277
Wheel of a Roman chariot, 324
Wheel-lock guns, 121-125
Westmoreland, manorial halls of, 107

;

Pele towers explained, 108
William of Orange's march through

Somerset iu 1688, 180
Windsor Castle visited by the Institute

and described by Mr. Hope, 381,382

I
Zincke, F. B., his work on Wherstead, 277
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